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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES, I: TJroooptidae ; Helicidae of

Arizona and New Mexico.

BY HENRY A. PILSBRY.

In these papers the molkisks collected by Mr. James H. Ferriss and

the writer in the expedition made in 1903 and by Mr. Ferriss in two

visits to Arizona in 1902 and 1904 will be discussed. The present contri-

bution deals chiefly with Mr. Ferriss' researches in Arizona, where an

extraordinarily rich and varied snail fauna was found in the canyons of

the Chiricahua and Huachuca Mountains. In the study of these mate-

rials I have worked over many specimens received from the late E. H.

Ashmun, who first made known to us the richness of the Arizona snail

fauna, and from Prof. T. D, A. Cockerell, whose unceasing labors on

the fauna and flora of New Mexico are familiar to all naturalists. The

treatment of the genus Ashmunella has been made practically mono-

graphic.

It is unfortunate that no good topographic survey of southern Ari-

zona has been published. It is extremely difficult at present to deter-

mine some localities given by previous naturalists, or to clearly indi-

cate the positions of those explored by Mr. Ferriss. The accompanying

sketch of the canyons explored in the Huachucas makes no pretensions

to cartographic accuracy beyond showing the relative positions of the

localities mentioned in the text. From Fort Huachuca to Ramsey
Canyon is 10 miles; to Carr Canyon 14, and to Miller Canyon 20 miles.

Manilla mine is 6 miles from Fort Huachuca. The range is about 30

miles long and 6 wide.

Of the Chiricahuas, it may suffice to say that Bar or Bearfoot Park

is on the summit, and is believed to lie at 8,500 feet elevation. There

was a sawmill there in 1904. From it toward the southwest Sawmill

Canyon leads, and Cave creek flows down from the opposite side.

This must not be confused with Cave Creek Canyon in the Huachucas.

Fly Park, the type locality of Ashmunella chiricahuana, is on the same

mountain, farther south about two(?) miles. Cave creek is 30 miles

from Nine-Mile Canyon, and 20 miles from Fort Bowie. Mr. Ferriss

has given notes on the general conditions of collecting and on the coun-

try in the Nautilus for September, 1904.

Some considerations of general interest to evolutionists are touched
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upon in the discussion of the composite nature of snail colonies (p. 226),

since the conclusions reached from molluscan studies apply equally to

communities of other comparatively sedentary animals.

Throughout the preparation of this paper I have had the coopcra-
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Sketch of Huachuca range, by J. H. Ferriss.

tion of Mr. J. H. Ferriss. I would also gratefully acknowledge assist-

ance lent by Dr. Wm. H. Dall, in the comparison of various species

of Holospira, etc., with those described by him.

The figures of shells were photographed and those of soft anatomy

drawn by the author.
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Family UROCOPTID^ Pils.

This family is represented in the Southwest by members of two very

distinct siibfamihes: EucalodiixvE with the genus Holospira, and

MiCROCERAMiN.E with the genus Microceramus.

Holospira is an old genus, containing several highly specialized phyla.

Our species fall into five groups as indicated below. The subgenera

were formerly defined by the internal lamellae alone ; but these are in

some cases of less significance than the general form and sculpture.

A.—Last whorl distorted, its last half turning sinistrally.

I.—Internal column rather large, smooth throughout; last whorl
sinuous, turning sinistrally. Aperture oblong, with a strong

fold within the right margin and a vertical columellar cal-

lous in the throat. Metastoma Strebel. One species, H.
roemeri.

B.—Last half of the last whorl straightened, normal.

II.—Internal column small, smooth and simple throughout, or

with a small axial lamella in the last whorl ; very slender

below, slightly wider above. Shell rather large, 19 to 29
mm. long, the individual whorls comparatively high; the

last one or two more coarsely sculptured than the inter-

mediate ones. Number of whorls much less than the num-
ber of millimeters in the length of the shell. Haplocion
Pils. Species, H. pasonis Dall, H. hamiltoni Dall.

III.—Penultimate whorl with a short, stout lamella on the axis,

and a weaker one on the basal wall. Number of whorls
decidedly less than the number of millimeters in the shell's

length. Distomospira Dall. Species, H. bilamellata Dall.

IV.—Internal column moderate, one-fourth to one-sixth the diam-
eter of shell. Shell 9 to 18 mm. long in know^n species, com-
pactly coiled, ribbed or striated, the whorls short, their

number about equal to the number of millimeters in the

length of the shell, or exceeding that number. A short axial

lamella is present within the penult, whorl, and sometimes
short basal or parietal lamellae. Bostrichocentrum Strebel.

Type H. tryoni.

V.—Cavity of the penultimate whorl obstructed by four strong

lamellae, axial, basal, parietal and palatal. Holospira
^s. str. Species, H. goldfussi Mke.

In addition to the species noticed below, the following species of

Holospira are known from north of the Mexican boundary

:

H. (Bostrichocentrum) pilshryi Dall, rather doubtfully recorded from

New Mexico or Arizona, without definite locality, and known to inhabit

the Mexican state Puebla.

H. (Distomospira) hilamellata Dall, from the top of Hacheta Grande

Mountain, Grant county. New Mexico.
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H. (Haplocion) pasonis Dall, from Mule Canyon, El Paso county,

Texas.

H. (Haplocion) hamiltoni Dall, from Rio Grande Mountains, Brew-

ster county, Texas, at an elevation of 3,500 feet, living on Sclaginella

lepidophylla, a common and conspicuous moss of western Texas,

Subgenus HOLOSPIRA (typical group).

Holospira goldfussi (Menke). PI. XXVI, figs. 1-5.

Like H. roemeri, this species belongs to the hill country bordering the

Lower Cretaceous area in Texas. Mr. Ferriss and the writer found it

above San Marcos, Hays county, Texas, in the

flood-debris of Sinking Spring, and on ledges

of its bordering limestone cliff. This is

farther northeast than the species has hith-

erto been found, for I have no doubt that

the locality "Dallas," cited by Strebel, is

an error. It is abundant under stones at

the foot of the cliffs along the Guadalupe

river, about six miles above New Braun-
Internal structure of H.

£gjg Comal county. Also nearer the town,
goldfussi.

in the hills above the head of Comal creek.

It varies a good deal in size:

Length 14, diam. 4 mm.; whorls 14f.

10, " 3.9 " " lOi
11.5, " 3.1 '' " 12^.

The specimens figured are from the Guadalupe. New Braunfels is

probably the type locality.

At the Hondo river, two miles north of Hondo, Medina county, in

the drift-d6bris, we also found H. goldfussi. This is the extreme west-

ern range of the species as far as we know. It did not occur in the

Devil's river region, on the Pecos or westward.

Subgenus BOSTRICHOCENTRUM Strebel.

All of the species have a small, short lamella on the axis in the

last part of the penultimate whorl, sometimes almost obsolete, and

some of them have a very weak basal or parietal lamella, or both.

These lamellae are always very much smaller and lower down than

those of typical Holospira (goldfussi, etc.). The variations are as

follows

:
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Species.

H. fcrrissi:

H. arizonensis:

H. hilamellata:

H. mearnsi:

Lamelloe present.

axial, parietal, basal.

axial, parietal,

axial, basal.

axial,

In H. crossei the axial lamella is so weak as to be readily overlooked.

Part of the species of this group have the terminal cone short, others

having it very long; H. crossei being somewhat intermediate. Other-

wise they are very similar externally. They may be grouped thus

:

Cone of the spire short, rapidly tapering.

Three internal lamellae ....ferrissi Ribbed throughout.

Two internal lamellae arizonensis ) Median whorls
crossei...

cionella

smoothish.

1

One internal lamella \
^V^re slowly tapering.

mearnsi Ribbed throughout.

regis

chiricahuana

cockerelli Median whorls
smoothish.

Fig. 1.

—

Holospira goldfussi. 2.

—

H. ferrissi.

4.—H. chiricahuana.

3.

—

H. cionella.

Holospira ferrissi n. sp. PI. XXVII, figs. 22-25.

The shell is rimate but imperforate, short and cylindric, rather thin,

and very pale brownish-corneous. Whorls 9^ to 11, the fii-st whorl

wider than the second, both of them smooth; all the rest of the whorls

are regularly, evenly and closely rib-striate, the riblets as wide as their
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intervals or a little narrower, except on the last whorl, where the sculp-

ture is a little coarser and irregular. The whorls are all convex, the

last 4 or 5 forming the cylindric portion, the preceding whorls forming

the terminal cone, which is about one-third the total length of the shell.

The last whorl is pinched or compressed laterally, but the very short

straight ''neck" is full again, and carries the aperture very shortly

free. The aperture is rounded, but a little irregular, the upper margin

being somewhat straightened. The thin peristome is narrowly ex-

panded.

The internal pillar is rather large and of equal calibre in the cylindric

portion of the shell. At the end of the penultimate and beginning of

the last whorl there is a short strong and blunt lamella on the pillar

below the middle, a low, short lamella on the parietal wall and another

on the basal wall. There is no palatal lamella.

Length 7.5 to 9, diam. 3 mm.
Manilla mine, Huachuca Mountains.

This is a very short, thick-set species, unlike all others known in its

internal armature. The even ribbing and short terminal cone are also

characteristic. It is closely related to H. arizonensis Stearns, from

Dos Cabezas, a place west of the Chiricahua range and not far from one

of the localities of H. ferrissi; but besides the slight difference in inter-

nal structure, H. arizonensis differs in being slightly larger with more

whorls, and the riblets are subobsolete on the cylindric portion of the

shell, while in H. ferrissi they are even stronger there than on the ter-

minal cone.

This species occurred also at Fort Bowie, Arizona, where the shells

average a trifle larger

:

Length 7.5, diam. 3 mm., whorls 9^.

Length 10, diam. 3 mm., whorls IH.
This species seems to partially connect typical Holospira with the

sections Eiidistemma and Distomospira. The lamellfe are far shorter

and weaker than in the typical section, in fact, might easily be over-

looked.

Holospira arizonensis Stearns.

This shell is cylindric with a short, ribbed, terminal cone. The median

whorls are smoother, only obscurely sculptured, and the last whorl is

ribbed. Whorls 12 or 13.

The internal axis is moderatelj^ large, and there is a short lamella on

the axis and one on the parietal wall or roof in the penultimate whorl.

Length' 12.5 to 13, diam. 4 mm.
Southeast Arizona, at Dos Cabezas, Cochise county.
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This sjiecies resembles H. ferrissi and H. cionella in shape, but differs

by its larger size and the obsolete sculpture of the median whorls, as

well as by the slightly different internal lamellae. It is known by the

original specimens only.

Holospira cionella u. sp. PI. XXVII, figs. 30-33.

The shell is very shortly rimate but imperforate, cylindric with a

short terminal cone, corneous-white. Whorls llf to 12^, convex, the

first 2^ smooth, second whorl narrow, the first wider and bulging.

Subsequent whorls are sharply and closely ribbed throughout. The

last whorl is compressed laterally, tapering downward, the base white,

rounded and prominent; it is contracted, descends a little, and is

shortly free in front. The aperture is very shortly ovate, the peristome

thin and narrowly expanded. The axis is moderately large and cylin-

dric, with a low, blunt lamella at the end of the penultimate and begin-

ning of the last whorl.

Length 10 to 12, diam. 3 mm.
Fort Bowie, Cochise county, Arizona.

The uniform ribbing throughout, the cylindric shape and short ter-

minal cone are the prominent features of this species, which groups

with H. mearnsi, cockerelli and chiricahuana.

Holospira crossei Dall. PI. XXVI, fig. 8.

This species is closely related to H. cockerelli, but differs by its wider

shorter form and much shorter terminal cone of the spire. At the end

of the penultimate whorl there is a very weak prominence upon the

axis near the basal wall, hardly to be called a lamella. The tapering

portion of the spire is ribbed, the cylindric portion smoothish.

Length 11, diam. 3.7 mm.
New Mexico ; top of Hacheta Grande Mountain, Grant county, with

H. mearnsi and H. hilamellata.

Figured from one of the original lot for comparison with the related

species. It has not again been found.

Holospira mearnsi Dall.

The spire tapers gradually and is ribbed, the ribs somewhat weaker

on the intermediate whorls, stronger again at the base. Whorls 14.

The axis is small, with a short, strong lamella near the base in the pe-

nultimate whorl, as in H. cockerelli and H. regis. Length 14.5 nmi.

Southwiestern New Mexico, on the top of Hacheta Grande Mountain,

Grant county, with H. crossei, a smaller species with less projecting

aperture.
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Holospira regis Pils. and Ckll., n. sp. PI. XXVI, tig. 7.

Shell small, the lower half cylindric, upper half slowly tapering in a

long cone to the obtuse apex. Whorls 12f , all convex, the first two

smooth, the following whorls of the tapering portion of the spire rather

strongly, obliquely rib-striate, the riblets slightly narrower than their

interstices; the penultimate and next earlier whorls are more closely

and a little more finely sculptured, but on the last whorl the riblets

become stronger again. The last half of the last whorl is compressed

laterally, sloping to an almost subangulate but very obtuse base.

Near the end the whorl becomes free, descends a little, and is flattened

and excavated above. The aperture is obliquely piriform, its contour

being compressed near the upper outer angle. The peristome is free

throughout, expanded, the columellar and upper margins a little re-

flexed. The upper margin is a little dilated inwardly. The axis is

small and slender. Near the end of the penultimate whorl there is

a short, stout lamella on the axis near the basal wall.

Length 10.8, diam. of cylindric portion 3.3 mm.
Near Kingston, Sierra county. New Mexico. Type No. 87,208,

A. N. S. P., collected by Mr. O. B. Metcalfe.

This species is about the size of H. chiricahuana, which, however,

differs in the less projecting last whorl, contracted behind the lip, and

in the smaller, differently shaped mouth. The more closely related H.

mearnsi is larger with more whorls, but it is not unlikely that specimens

intermediate in these respects will be found. Several broken shells of

H. regis indicate dimensions smaller than those of the type.

Holospira cockerelli Dall. PI. XXVI, fig. 6.

Holospira (Haplostemma) cockerelli Dall, Nautilus, XI, p. 61, October, 1897.

Shell cylindric below, the upper half tapering in a long, very slowly

tapering cone to the obtuse apex. Wliorls 13§, convex, the upper ones

more so. The first 2^ form the smooth embryonic shell, the second of

them being wider and more swollen than the following one. Post-em-

bryonic w^horls of the tapering spire rather strongly rib-striate, the rib-

lets oblique, narrower than the rather wide intervals. On the cylindric

portion the riblets weaken to irregular growth wrinkles, but the base

and the last half of the last whorl are strongly ribbed again. The last

whorl is well rounded below, projects forward but very shortly, and

descends to the mouth. The aperture is obliquely rounded-piriform,

produced at the upper outer angle. lip well expanded, the columellar

and upper margins narrowly reflexed. The axis is slender. There is

a low weak lamella on the axis in the last part of the penultimate whorl,

close to the basal wall.
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Length 12.1, diam. 3.5 mm.
The type was found in the debris of the Rio Grande at Mesilla, New

Mexico. The specimen described above is from near Kingston, Sierra

county, New Mexico, collected by O. B. Metcalfe, sent by Prof. T. D. A.

Cockerel!

.

H. cockerelli differs from the related H. regis and H. mearnsi chiefly

by the smoothness of the intermediate whorls. It is not improbable

that the original specimen found in the flood-debris of the Rio Grande

was washed down from the region around Kingston, as Prof. Cockerell

suggests to me.

Holospira chiricaliuana n. sp. PI. XXVI, flg. 9 ; PI. XXVII, figs. 26-29.

Shell imperforate, shortly rimate, cylindric, the upper half tapering,

thin, pale brownish-corneous. Whorls 11 to 12, all convex, the first

slightly bulging and wider than the second, both smooth, the following

whorls sharply sculptured with close riblets a little narrower than their

intervals. The last whorl is compressed laterally, tapering downward,
the base prominent and white. It is very shortly straightened and a

little contracted in front, not carrying the aperture in front of the ven-

tral plane of the shell, though the peristome is very shortly free. The
aperture is shortly ovate, nearly round, the peristome very narrowly

expanded.

The axis is moderately large and of nearly equal calibre throughout,

and at the end of the penultimate and beginning of the last whorl there

is a low, short obtuse lamella below the middle on the axis.

Length 10, diam. 3 mm. ; whorls 12.

8.5, " 2.9 " " 11.

8, " 2.7 " " 11.

Cave Creek Canyon, Chiricahua Mountains, southeast Arizona.

Also Fort Bowie, at the southeastern termination of the same range.

H. mearnsi Dall is a larger and smoother species. In H. cocker-elli

the sculpture is coarse on the early and last whorls only, the middle

ones having a polished or at least smoothish surface with quite faint

striation only. The spire in H. chiricahuana tapers more gradually

than in most other species.

Some of the specimens from Fort Bowie are larger, length 13, diam.

3.25 mm.; whorls 14; and one from Cave Creek Canyon, the type

locality, measures length 13.5, diam. 3.2 mm.; whorls 14, The riblets

are strong and uniform throughout in all the specimens.
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Subgenus METASTOMA Slrebel.

Holospira roemeri (Pfr.). Pi. XXVI, figs. 10-18.

This peculiar snainnhabits the hilly border of the 1,000 foot elevation

which roughly defines the southeastern limit of the Lower Cretaceous

area in Texas. It has not been observed northeast of New Braunfels.

Thence it has been traced westward in Medina county, and near the

Rio Grande, at Devil's river and the Pecos. We know nothing of its

distribution northward upon the "Edwards Plateau," since only its

lower scarps have been explored. Westward we have it from El Paso,

where Ferriss got specimens on Franklin Mountain in 1902; and in

New Mexico Rehn and Viereck found it in Alamo Canyon, near Alamo-
gorda, Otero county, in the eastern range of the Cordillera.

The specimens from El Paso are large, like those of the Pecos. An
average one measures, length 15.5, diam. 4.5 mm.; whorls 14. Those

from Alamo Canyon are smaller, 12 to 13 mm. long, 4 wide. They
vary but little in size.

In the canyon of the Pecos river, in Valverde county, Texas, above

and below the High Bridge (figs. 16, 17, 18), the specimens are larger

than at any other locality, and have more whorls for their length. The
base is narrowly and deeply excavated, and the last whorl is very

strongly sigmoid and projects in a longer neck than in the shells of

central Texas. Most of the shells measure 15 to 16 mm. long, 4 wide,

few being larger or smaller.

Length 17,
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Hondo river, two miles north of Hondo, Medina coiintj'-, Texas (figs.

10-15). The shells are much smaller than in western Texas, usually

11 to 12 mm. long, and the diameter is generally less than 4 mm. A
large proportion of the shells have "overhanging" upper whorls.

They were picked out of river-debris, and probably came from the hill

country some miles farther north. The measurements of fifty adult

shells, all the perfect ones I found, follow:

Length
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Microceramus comprises the species formerly referred to Macro-

ceramus in works on snails of the United States. These, with their

Antillean relatives, prove to have no near relationship to true Macro-

ceramus, which belongs to a different subfamily, the Urocoptince, very

unlike the Microceramince in dentition.

Microceramus texanus (Pils.). PI. XXVI, figs. 19-21.

A species of the hill country inhabited by Holospira goldfussi, with

which it is found. It was originally described from New Braunfels,

Comal county, but the range has been extended both north and south

by Mr. Ferriss and myself. Specimens were taken in the drift of the

Hondo river, two miles north of Hondo, Medina county; in Comal coun-

ty, on the rocky, wooded hillside above the head fountains of Comal
creek, near New Braunfels, and along the Guadalupe river, some
miles above (figs. 19-21). These last are the largest and best developed

shells, but vary in size

:

Length 10.5, diam. 3.5 mm.
8.3, " 3.5 "

The average is about 9 x 3.5 mm.
In the debris of Sinking creek, near San Marcos, Hays county, they

are smaller

:

Length 8, diam. 3.1 mm.
7.3, " 3 "

M. texanus is closely related to M. mexicanus (v. Mart.), a species

extending from the State of Vera Cruz to Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas,

and to M. floridanus of Florida. The areas of the three are now widely

separated.

Family HELICID^

The following genera of Helicidce are represented in Arizona and New
Mexico

:

Ashmunella Pils. and Ckll. Thysanophora Strebel.

Sonorella Pilsbry. Polygyra Say.

Oreohelix Pilsbry.

The first three of these, though degenerate in their reproductive

organs, are believed to belong to the Belogona euadenia of my classifi-

cation of Helices, and are therefore more nearly related to the Califor-

nian and Mexican HeUces than to those of eastern North America.
Thysanophora is represented by two species, noticed below.

The only Polygyra yet reported from New Mexico or Arizona is Poly-

gyra triodontoides Bid., which has been reported from South Spring
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creek, near Roswell, in the Pecos Valley, New Mexico {Nautilus,

XIII, p. 84), but the specimens, now in my possession, proved to be a

form of P. texasiana, near P. t. texasensis. This is farther west than

any previous record of P. texasiana.

ASHMUNELLA Pils. and Ckll.

Pilsbry and Cockerell, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1899, p. 1S8; Nautilus,

XII, p. 107; Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p. 107; Ancey and
Murdoch, Journal of Malacology, VIII, 1901, p. 73.

Helicidse with a Polygyra-\ike or Triodopsis-like shell, always umbili-

cate and with a reflexed or recurved lip; aperture with to 4 teeth.

Genitalia with, on the cJ* side, a short or moderate penis, an extremely

long epiphallus, and an excessively short flagellum; 9 side with a

moderately long or very long spermathcca duct, but slightly or not

dilated at the distal end ; other organs as usual ; no dart-sack, mucous

glands or other accessory organs. Right eye-stalk retracted between

the branches of the genitalia. Penis retractor muscle with a very long

or double insertion near the base of the epiphallus, inserted distally

on the lung-floor. Jaw ribbed. Teeth of the ordinary Helicid type,

about 10 on each side being laterals.

Type A. rhyssa miorhyssa. All known species are from the moun-

tains of New Mexico and southeastern Arizona.

Only two of the 15 species and 10 subspecies now known had been

recognized prior to 1895, and but one of these was published at the time

the last treatise on American land snails was issued, Binney's Manual

of American Land Shells, 1885. The literature of the group is scattered

through many volumes of several periodicals, and a large majority of

the species have not been figured. In making substantial additions to

the group, it seems timely to review and systematize the data accumu-

lated.

The soft anatomy has proved to conform closely to the generic char-

acters originally set forth. Ten species and varieties have now been

dissected by myself and one additional by Mr. Mm-doch, none of them

diverging in any important respect. The proportions of the organs

vary in the several forms, showing specific variation and affording valu-

able clues to the affinities of the species. To utilize these data it is

necessary to give the measurements of the organs, readily obtained by

pulling them out straight.^ The measurements of the genitalia of

ten species of Ashmunella follow

:

* The comparative lengths of the organs are not materially altered by different

degrees of contraction owing to different methods of preservation ; and even the

absohite dimensions are less affected than might be supposed. All but one of

the dissections noticed herein were made from dro-viTied specimens preserved in

alcohol, with but little contraction.
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C5

^
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The jaw and teeth of Ashmunella do not differ from those organs in

Sonorella. The jaw is ribbed, the ribs variable and irregular, as is often

the case in the Californian Helices. It is less strong and the ribs are

less convex than usual in the jaw of Polygyra. The radula has from

24.1.24 to about 30.1.30 teeth. There are 9 to 12 lateral teeth. In

nine of the ten species examined, both mesocone and ectocone are bifid

on part of the marginal teeth. In A. duplicidens and A. chiricahuana

the ectocone is usuallj'" simple, but on occasional outer marginals of

the latter they are bifid, as in the other species. The number of teeth

reckoned as laterals varies somewhat on different parts of the same

radula, as I have observed in several species; so that the importance

of variations from the counts of teeth given in the text must not be

overestimated. Except in the case of A. chiricahuana, all of my prepa-

rations of genitalia, jaws and radulse are from specimens of the type

lots.

From the data now in hand, it seems in a high degree likely that the

ancestral stock of all known Ashmunellas had a tridentate apertiu-e.

There was a tendency to split the basal tooth, perhaps not expressed

in the original stock, but subsequently developed orthogcnetically in

most of the subgroups. This tendency culminates in the levettei group,

where the original basal tooth has been divided into two distinct and

often widely separated teeth. There has also been degeneration of the

aperture-teeth, parallel in various stocks, and culminating in several

toothless forms, astonishingly alike, though of undoubtedly diverse

parentage. A. hyporhyssa Ckll., robusta Pils., chiricahuana DaU, esuri-

tor Pils., etc., are convergent forms of this character. The true rela-

tionships of such simplified species must be demonstrated by their

internal anatomy. The idea that the toothless forms are primitive can

hardly be entertained in view of their anatomical diversity and their

demonstrable relation to several groups of toothed species, the evi-

dently homologous teeth of wnich, on this hypothesis, would have

been independently evolved. This would be homoplasy on too

extensive a scale to be readily believed.

The aperturc-tceth in Ashmunella curiously imitate those of Polygyra,

a genus not in the least related. In Europe, Isognomostoma and Heli-

codonta have evolved similar forms in still other phyla.

There has been a tendency to overload Ashmunella with subspecific

names, which would logically end in naming every colony in existence.

I do not minimize the importance of noting and recording local differen-

tiation. My appreciation of its omnipres-ence convinces me that it

cannot all be stereotyped in nomenclature, and if it were, the result

"

would be too unwieldv for anv human intellect to make use of.
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The range of individual variation in Ashmunella among specimens

from one place is (with the exception of A. I. heterodonta) not greater

than in Polygyra. Among specimens I have measured or examined,

I have seen no lot which would yield a markedly bimodal curve were

the variations plotted. The variations between different colonies or

gens are often appreciable, sometimes conspicuous; but here also the

case may readily be paralleled in Polygyra, although usually not in

such restricted areas, for the reason that in the Polygyra country the

topographic and climatic features are less emphatic, and the life-zones

are not crowded upon one another as in the land of the Ashmunellas,

but are spread over larger areas.

The conception of species in such sedentary animals as snails is far

from simple. A "species" comprises a multitude of colonies or com-
munities w^hich at any one time are isolated one from the other by the

existing topographic and other surface featm-es of the country. This

is and always has been the case, even with the common, widespread

forms of the more level parts of the country; but the colonies there have

always been subject to frequent mixture with their neighboring colo-

nies, by the ever slightly fluctuating conditions of woodland and local

moisture, so that their network over the country has been here and
there made practically complete within comparatively short periods.

As a consequence, we have in many cases no tangible difference

between individuals from colonies hundreds of miles apart.

In regions where the local physical features are more accentuated,

the colonies or communities are often less subject to mixture. More-

over, the range of conditions within a limited area is far greater. Thus
snails of the same original stock living in the rocky talus on opposite

sides of a canyon are often subject to very diverse conditions of heat,

moisture and consequently cryptogamic food. They are often wholly

unable to cross from one side to the other by reason of a wide, freshet-

swept or arid space. Moreover, subsequent changes, such as the for-

mation of lateral canyons and the locaIi?:ation of suitable stations in

the talus, tend to further isolate the several colonies, and to preserve

their individuality for long periods.

Thus each colony follows its own bent; and differentiation ensues,

either by the cmnulation of organic changes induced by varying

conditions of growth and nutrition, determined by the local

environment as mentioned above, or by the occurrence of diverse

"mutations " in the several colonies, or by both causes. My idea of the

practical isolation of snail colonics is based upon the experience of

many years. Similar views have been expressed by Hemphill, in the
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account of his collecting in Utah, and by Ferriss, who in speaking of the

Huachucas says, "Every colony in the canyon was liable to have some
distinctive mark in size, color or form No two colonies seemed

exactly alike, and they did not visit back and forth, nor travel far from

the best part of their own rock pile" {Nautilus, XVIII, p. 51).

When through some means two slightly differentiated colonies inter-

mingle, as they occasionally must, hybridism follows, and a complex

progeny issues, such as I have found in the Floridian Liguus. "WTio

can unravel the tangled threads of affinity when the modified forms of

two or more canyons reach each other across a divide ! It is as complex

as a modern human community, where subraces are mingling blood

after centuries of pure breeding.

Group of A. rhyssa.

In species of this group, small basal and parietal teeth are often

present, but there is no outer lip tooth. The spermatheca and its duct

are about half the length of the penis, epiphallus and fiagellum, or even

less. The combined length of the penis, epiphallus and flagellum is

decidedly less than three times the diameter of the shell. The penis

is comparatively well developed.

This group is especially characteristic of the Capitan, White and
Sacramento ranges of southern-central New Mexico, east of the Rio

Grande. The forms now known arrange themselves in three series,

thus

:

robusta capitanensis hyporhyssa altissima

ashmuni pseudodonta miorhyssa rhyssa townsendi

The central and right-hand groups are known to be related by the

genitalia. The group on the left is separated from these geographically,

and its relationships must remain wholly uncertain until the soft parts

can be examined.

Ashmunella rhyssa (Dall). PI. XII, figs. 1-4.

Polygyra rhyssa Dall, Nautilus, XI, May, 1897, p. 2.

Ashrmmella rhyssa Dall, Pils. and Ckll., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1899
p. 192; Dall, Proc. U. S. N. Mus., XXIV, p. 500, PI. 27, figs. 11, 14.
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This is the senior name for a member of the group of closely related

forms inhabiting the Sierra Blanca and adjoining Sacramento Moun-

tains, in middle-southern New Mexico.

The shell is more globose than any other known Ashmunella, having

about the proportions of the large Eastern Mesodons. It is dull and

roughly sculptured on the last whorl with coarse, curved irregular

wrinkles, between and over which fine incised spirals may be traced.

The rather small aperture is contracted by a wide, heavy lip, the outer

margin of which is indistinctly thickened within. There is a low, in-

distinct basal tooth or callous, and a very small, deeply placed, oblique

parietal tooth, sometimes absent. The umbilic\is is narrow and deep,

but slightly enlarging at the last whorl. Whorls 5h.

Alt. 10, diam. 17 mm.
9,
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"Like rhysm in size and form, but umbilicus wider, exposing the

penultimate whorl; sculpture finer, consisting of striae rather than

riblets. One specimen, diam. max. 15, min. r2f , alt. 9 mm."

Lower slopes of Sierra Blanca, New Mexico, above head of Ruidoso

creek, in aspen belt, about 9,500 feet altitude. (Prof. C. H. T. Town-

send, August 14, 1898.)

The original description is given above. The unique type specimen

was lost. Prof. Cockerell subsequently described what seems to be the

same race, or one excessively similar, as A. hyporhyssa edentata, with

mutations rufescens and alba, from Cloudcroft, Sacramento Mountains.

In the absence of any differential feature in the description or measure-

50%
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sculpture is less strong except just behind the lip, where the wrinkles

generally are emphatic.

The lot of smaller specimens (PI. XII, figs. 9-13) consisted of about
300 shells. 200 fully adult specimens were measured. The diameter
varies between 13 and 17 mm., and gives the curve plotted on p. 229.

The major mode is at 15 mm., 43 per cent, of the lot being within .2

mm. of that dimension. There is a minor mode at 14 mm. ; but the

lot is remarkably homogeneous, since over 80 per cent, are between
13.8 and 15.2 mm. diameter.

The altitude bears no constant ratio to the diameter. It is individu-

ally variable within wide limits. In the first 50 individuals of 16 mm.
diameter (from my schedule of measurements of 200 specimens of all

sizes) the following dimensions were found

:

Alt. in mm., 8 8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8 8.9 9 9.2

No. of variates, 323353 15 2

Alt. in mm., 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6 9.7 9.8 10 10.2

No. of variates, 31212211
Alt. in mm., 10.6

No, of variates, 1

It will be noticed that the mode is at 9 mm., 30% of the whole num-
ber having that altitude, while the number of more depressed individ-

uals is as nearly as possible equal to the number more elevated. Speci-

mens of the same lot, of other diameters, give altitude curves of the

same symmetrical form, and need not here be detailed.

There are 5 albinos in the 200 shells measured, though an uninter-

vupted series from albinos to the darkest brown specimens makes a
selection difficult.

Nine shells in 200 show a verv small parietal tooth, one being shown
in fig. 12.

The other lot, of larger shells (PI. 12, figs. 7, 8), contains 2 albinos

out of 14 shells. None has a parietal tooth. The measurements
follow:

Alt.,
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the diameters being, large, 18.5, 18, 17.3, 17, 16.2, and small, 15, 15

mm. These are part of Prof. Cockerell's original lot of A. h. edentata.

At Highrolli?. in the Sacramento Mountains, at 6,500 feet elevation,

Mr. Viereck obtained three specimens, 17.2, 17 and 16.8 mm. diam.

They have the umbilicus a trifle narrower than in the larger Cloud-

croft shells.

Tn Alamo Canyou, 14 miles from Alamogorda, Mr. Ferriss picked up a

few dead specimens. The umbilicus is decidedly narrower than in the

Cloudcroft shells. One of five examined has a vestigial parietal tooth.

The proportions of alt. to diam. are as in Cloudcroft shells. Diam.

16.2, 16, 15.8, 13.7 mm.

Ashmunella rhyssa townsendi (Bartsch).

Ashmunella townsendi Bartsch, Smiths. Misc. Coll., XXXXVII, p. 13,

August 6, 1904.

Described from two specimens. "Most nearly related to A. rhyssa

Dall, but is much smaller than that form, and is uniformly more strongly

sculptured."

Alt. 8.2, diam. 15 mm.
Sierra Blanca, on the slopes of the ridge on the south fork of

Ruidoso river, about 5 miles above the town of Ruidoso, Lincoln

county, New Mexico, at an altitude of 8,500 feet. C. H. T. Townsend

.

A. rhyssa commonly varies from less than 15 to 17 mm. in diameter,

and from S to over 10 mm. alt., so that the present form falls within

its range of size. The coarser sculpture of "many strong sublamellar

axial ribs" seems to be its chief or only distinguishing character. It

stands, apparently, between rhyssa and altissima.

Ashmunella altissima (Ckll.). PI. XII. fig. 14.

Polygyra altissima Ckll.. Nautilus, XII, p. 76, November 1898

Ashmunella altissima (Ckll.), Pils. and Ckll., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phda.,

1899, p. 192.

The shell is small and depressed, of 5i moderately convex whorls,

the inner ones enlarging slowly, the last much wider, with the periphery

above the middle, very obtusely subangular in front, elsewhere well

rounded. The only specimens yet found are dead, bleached and some-

what worn, having lost all of the cuticle. The embryonic H whorls

are smooth; the first neanic whorl almost equally so. Then oblique

striae set in which gradually become coarser. On the last whorl they

become strong, rounded sigmoid ribs, very strong on the last half whorl.

There are traces of fine spiral lines between the ribs. Behind the lip

the whorl is moderately contracted, and it descends a trifle to the aper-

ture. The aperture is very oblique, lunate. The peristome is thick-

ened within and on its convex face, narrowly reflexed throughout.
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There is a faint, hardly noticeable basal prominence, but nothing to

be called a tooth. There is no parietal tooth, and the callous between

the lip-ends is very thin.

Alt. 5.5, diam. 11 mm.
Sierra Blanca, on the highest summit, three found under a rock,

elevation 11,092 feet (C. H. T. Townsend).

One of the co-types of this very distinct form is figured, No. 73,558,

A. N. S. P.

Ashmunella pseudodonta (Dall). PL XII, figs. 15, 16, 17, 18.

Polygyra pseudodonta Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, 1896, p. 343 (White
Oaks, New Mexico).

AshmuneUa -pseudodonta Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIV, 1902, p. 500,
PL 27, figs. 13, 15; PL 28, figs. 7.

AshmuneUa pseudodonta Pils. and CklL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1899,

p. 192; Murdoch, Jour, of Malac, VIII, p. 79, PL 7, figs. 1-7 (anatomy).

This][species differs from those of the Sierra Blanca chiefly by its more

depressed shape and the bifid basal callous, which is split into two low

denticles like some of the subspecies of A. thomsoniana. The compara-

tively short duct of the spermatheca shows A. pseudodonta to be much
more closely related to A. rhyssa than to A. thomsoniana. Five speci-

mens of the original lot collected by Mr. Ashmun at White Oaks, New
Mexico, measure:

Alt.,
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Near Baldonado Springs, Capitan Mountains, Lincoln county/ New

Mexico, elevation 8,200 feet, collected by E. H. Ashmun.

This form is at present well separated from pseudodonia by the uni-

formly much larger size. The basal teeth are also less developed, and

the lip comparatively narrower. It is to pseudodonta as rohusta is to

ashmuni. It has reached about the same stage of evolution as A. hypo-

rhyssa, A. a. rohusta and A. chiricahuana. In the lot of 100 specimens

taken by Mr. Ashmun there is one pale greenish-corneous albino.

Ashmunella ashmuni (Dall). PI. XII, figs. 19, 20.

Polygyra ashmuni Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, p. 342, 1896.

AshtmmeUa ashmuni (Dall) Pils. and Ckll., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1899,

p. 192; Ancey, Jour, of Malac, VIII, p. 76; Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIV, p. 501, PI. 28, figs. 4, 6, 9.

This species is small, much like A. pseudodonta, but there is scarcely

the trace of a basal tooth. The outer lip is well thickened within, and

there is no parietal tooth. The usual wrinkle-like growth-lines are

present, but spiral lines are very faint, not discernible in some speci-

mens. Five of the original lot measure

:

Alt.,
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This form has hitherto been referred to A. chiricahuana, from which

it differs chiefl^^ in the greater inflation of the latter part of the last whorl.

This is noticeable in a side view, and is seen prominently above the

aperture in a front view. It differs from A. pseudodonta capitanensis

chiefly by wanting basal teeth.

In such simplified forms as this, it is not easy to determine the true

relationships by the shell alone. When the genitalia can be examined

the affinities of A. ashmuni and A. a. robusta will doubtless become

clear. There is an albino in Mr. Ashmun's collection.

Group of A. thomsoniana.

Aperture of the shell with parietal, outer and basal teeth, the latter

often bifid, divided into two contiguous tubercles. Ijcngth of the sper-

matheca and its duct 60 to 65 per cent, that of the penis, epiphallus

and flagellum in known forms.

These forms are from northern central New Mexico. They have been

investigated chiefly by Prof. T. D. A. Cockcrell and his pupils.

By their genitalia and shells they are related to the southeastern

Arizona group. Three forms are perhaps sufficiently differentiated to

require names: A. t. porterce, A. thomsoniana and A. t. pecosensis.

Ashmnnella thomsoniana (Ancey). PI. XIII, figs. 27-30.

Helix levettei Bland var. thomsoniana, and var. ordboena Ancey, Concholo-
gist's Exchange, II, p. 64 (November, 1887).

Ashmunella thomsoniana (Anc.) Pils. and Ckll., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

1899, p. 192; Ancey, Jour, of Malac, VIII, p. 75, 1901; Pilsbry, Proc.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p 108, fig. 2 (genitaha of specimen from Santa
Fe canyon); CkU. and Cooper, Nautilus, XV, p. 109, February, 1902,
with mut. alba C. and C, /. c, p. 110 (Canyon Diablo) ; Ckll., Nautilus, XVI,
January, 1903, p. 105 (Pecos Pueblo).

Ashmunella thomsoniana cooperce Cockerell, Nautilus, XV, p. 35, July, 1901.
A. t. antiqua Ckll. and Coop., Science, December 27, 1901, p. 1,009; Nautilus,

XV, p. 110 (Pleistocene, Las Vegas).

Specimens from J. H. Thomson, part of the original lot from Santa

Fe Canyon, are before me, and two are illustrated (PI, XIII, figs

27,28).

It is narrowly umbilicate, brown and glossy, finely striate, with very

faint traces of incised spirals on the last whorl. There are 5 whorls.

The characters of the aperture are sufficiently shown by the figures, the

only ones published to this time. The basal tooth is simple in all

specimens I have seen from the type canyon.

Alt. 6.9, diam, 13 mm.; whorls 5.

" 6.9, " 12.2 " " 5^,

" 6,9, " 13,1 " " 5i
The specimen I dissected in 1900, collected by Prof, Cockcrell at
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Monument Rock, Santa Fe Canyon, at 8,000 feet above the sea (PL

13, fig. 29), is slightly larger with the umbilicus wider at the opening.

Alt. 7.2, diam. 14 mm.; whorls 5|. The basal tooth is simple. An-

other like it, taken by Ashmun in the same canyon, is figured (PI. 13,

fig. 30).

In all the forms referred to A. thomsoniana and its subspecies no dis-

tinct internal lip-rib is formed when a resting-stage occurred in the

ncanic period. Such growth-arrests are often indicated by a darker

streak on the penultimate or beginning of the last whorl, but the shell

is very rarely thickened within by a white callous, and when present,

the callous is very thin.

Distribution: Santa Fe Canyon (Thomson, Ashmun, CklL); Las

Vegas and Las Vegas Hot Springs (Miss Cooper, Prof. CklL); Canyon

Diablo, near Rowe (Mary Cooper) ; Old Pecos Pueblo, near Valle ranch,

Pecos (W. C. CklL).

The form from Las Vegas Hot Springs, at about 7,000 feet elevation,

called A. t. cooperoe-, offers no tangible difference from Santa Fe thom-

soniana. It is not yet evolved enough to be distinguishable from

thomsoniana if the specimens were mixed. I do not think it desirable

or practicable to name forms so very slightly differentiated. The

umbilicus is a trifle more open than typical A. thomsoniana, like the

Monument Rock shells or a little less open, being thus intermediate in

size. The teeth are in the average slightly smaller. The basal tooth

is quite feebly doubled in a minority of the shells seen, simple, small

and tubercular in the others. The spire is, in the average, a trifle

higher than in Santa Fe thomsoniana (PL XIII, figs. 31-34, the last a

co-type of A. t. cooperce).

Co-types of

cooperce.

Alt. ^8 ^7 7.3 7.9 7 7 7.3 7.1 6.8 mm.

Diam. 13 13 13.8 13.8 13.5 13.5 13.3 13 12.2
"

Whorls 5+ 5+ 5+ 5^ 5i 5 5^ 5 4f

A. antiqua CklL and Coop., from the Pleistocene at Las Vegas, New

Mexico, is like the shells from Las Vegas Hot Springs noted above in

size, but the basal tooth is a low, wide callous, slightly emarginate but

not distinctly bifid. The rather heavy teeth and small umbilicus are

like typical thomsoniana. A co-type measures 13.2 mm. diam. The

parietal callous has scaled off, carrying the tooth with it. I see no

valid reason for believing that it represents a divergent branch of

thomsoniana. Such characters as this are merely individual.
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Specimens from Canyon Diablo, near Rowe, New Mexico (PI. XIII,

figs. 35, 36, 37), are exactly like those from Las Vegas Hot Springs.

Alt. 8 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.3 mm.
Diam. 14 12.8 12.3 12.3 12

Whorls 5i 5^ 5^ 5^ 5 "

Ashmunella thomsoniana porterae Pils. and Ckll. PI. XIII, figs. 39-46.

AshmuneUa thoinsoniana porterce Pils. and Ckll., Nautilus, XIII, p. 49, Sep-
tember, 1899; Cockerell and Cooper, Nautilus, XV, p. 109, February,
1902, with mut. alba, p. 110; Murdoch, Jour, of Malac, VIII, p. 82, PI.

7, fig. 8 (genitalia); Pilsbrj^ Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p. 559,
footnote 4, PI. 21, fig. 6 (pallial complex).

A. t. cooperce Ckll., Nautilus, XVII, p. 36, July, 1903 (Pecos).

Shell larger than ihomsoniana, light brown, glossy, a little translucent,

with distinct growth-wrinkles and fine incised spiral lines. Whorls 5^

to 6, convex, the last deeply constricted behind the lip, swollen behind

the constriction. Lip brown-tinted above. Parietal lamina mode-
rately developed. Outer lip-tooth long and concave. Basal tooth

hifid, the inner denticle smaller, sometimes reduced to a low callous.

Umbilicus rather broadly open, exposing the penultimate whorl more

than in thomsoniana.

Type locality, Upper Sapello Canyon, Beulah, New Mexico (PI.

XIII, figs. 39-42, 46, Miss Wilmatte Porter, Dr. H. Skinner and others).

Twenty-two specimens collected by Dr. Skinner measure as follows

:

Alt.
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Miss Mary Cooper collected specimens in Manzanares Valley, near

Rowe, New Mexico, which have been reported on by Prof. Cockerell

and Miss Cooper {Nautilus, XV, p. 109). They are in all respects lil^e

those of the type locality except that the inner basal denticle is more

obsolete, as in fig. 39. The curve of diameters is the same as in the

Beiilah lot. The specimens I have seen are from 15 to 16 mm. diam.

A single specimen I have seen from Cooper's Mill, near Rowe, New
Mexico, measures 8.7 x 16 mm., with 5| whorls. The inner basal den-

ticle is low, as in Manzanares shells.

The shells from Pecos, New ^Mexico (PI. XIII, figs. 43-4.5, collected

by Cockerell), are intermediate between thomsoniana and porteroe; the

size being that of the former, while in 14 out of 17 specimens before

me the basal tooth is double, as in porterce. In the others it is simple,

as in thomsoniana. The umbilicus is rather wide, as in porterce. Prof.

Cockerell refers the form to A. t. cooperm. Its location depends upon

whether size is more important than the teeth as an index of

affinity; but the question of name is of minor importance in view of

the intergradation of the whole series. Specimens measure : .

Alt.
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Some specimens of A. ihomsoniana from Las Vegas Hot Springs arc

almost as strongly wrinkled or costulatc , The subspecies cannot, there-

fore, be considered to be strongly differentiated.

Group of A. levettei.

The aperture has four teeth, but sometimes the two basal teeth are

contiguous, partially united. The length of the spermatheca and its

duct is from 55 to 73 per cent, of that of the penis, epiphallus and fla-

gellum in known forms.

This somewhat heterogeneous group is characteristic of southwestern

New Mexico and southeastern Arizona. Here are grouped about ten

species and subspecies, some of them exceedingly specialized.

Ashmunella levettei (Bid.). PI. XV, figs. 72-78.

Triodojisis levettei Bland, Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, II,

1882, p. 115 (cuts) ; Binney, Manual of American Land Shells, p. 385; Sup-
plement to Terrestrial Mollusks, Vol. V, p. 154, PI. 1, fig. E, copy from
Bland; Second Supplement, in Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIII, No. 2, p. 36,
PL 1, fig. 15, December, 1886.

Polygyra levettei Bid., Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, p. 341, 1896.
Ashmunella levettei Bid., Ancey, Joum. of Malac, VIII, p. 74, September,

1901.

This is a form of ample proportions, rich dark chestnut color and

glossy surface. The periphery is rounded, or has a mere trace of angu-

lation in front. The cylindric umbilicus enlarges rapidly at the last

whorl. The spire, while compactly convoluted, has more rapidly

widening whorls than A. I. angigyra. The spaces between the three

lip-teeth are about equal. The parietal lamella has a "kink" or in-

ward bend at the axial end in the type specimen, but this kink is often

wanting; being a variable character in levettei and allied species.

There are about 6^ whorls, all convex. The first 1^ are smooth and

glossy except for short strise radiating from the sutm-e ; on the second

whorl these striae extend across the whorl. The following whorls are

very finely, irregularl}'' marked with faint growth-lines. On the penul-

timate and last whorls there is a faint, excessively fine and close spiral

striation, too minute to be visible except with a compound microscope;

and a fine malleation in spiral direction, or spiral impressed lines,

readily seen with the hand lens or even the naked eye. The periphery

is rounded. Bland's type measured, alt. 6.5, diam. 16 mm.; aperture,

including peristome, 7x8 mm., according to the original description.

Bland evidently measured the altitude of the axis, not of the whole

shell to the base of the lip. His type, which I have examined, agrees

with the shells Mr. Ferriss found in Bear and Miller Canyons, in the

Huachucas. Figs. 72-75 represent shells from Bear Canyon, agreeing

with type specimen in all respects.
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Hiiachuca Mountains, Cochise county, Arizona, in Bear, Miller

and Carr Canyons (James H. Ferriss). It has been reported also from

near Tucson, Ari/^ona (Cox). I have seen no specimens from that

place.

Bland originally described levdtei as from Santa Fe Canyon, New
Mexico, but the researches there of Ashmun, Cockcrell and others have

failed to bring it to light. Indeed, no closely related species is known

to occur within hundreds of miles of that place, whereas some of the

Huachuca shells agree perfectly with the type specimen of levettei

which I have examined. Tnere can be little doubt that Dr. Levette

was mistaken in the locality. It is not known that he collected the

shells himself. They may have been given him by some army officer

who had served in the Southwest. There is, according to Mr. C. R.

Biedermann, a Santa Fe Canyon in the San Jose mountains, just south

of the Huachuca range, in Mexico.

A series from Bear Canyon measures

:

Alt. 9, diam. 17.8 mm. ; width aperture outside 8 mm.

7.2

The lip is either brown or nearly white. Mr. Ferriss' largest speci-

men from Bear Canyon measures 8 x 18 mm.
Fig. 76 represents a beautiful albino found at the head of Bear

Canyon, on the southwest side of the Huachuca range, at about 7,000

feet elevation. It is bluish white under a very thin caducious pale

yellowish cuticle.

A pathologic specimen from the same place (fig. 77) has suffered

extensive breakage at the apertm-e. A new peristome has been formed

and three of the teeth regenerated, typical in shape and position. The

inner basal tooth, however, is only feebly represented by a low callous.

The shells from Miller Canyon, on the north side of the Huachucas

(PI. XIII, fig. 78), are intermediate between the Bear Canyon levettei

and the slightly different race from Carr Canyon, perhaps nearer the

latter. They measure from alt. 8.5, diam. 16.3, aperture 7.8 mm. to

alt. 7.5, diam. 14, aperture 6.3 mm.
In Carr Canyon, about four miles farther eastward, at about 5,000

feet elevation, a form was found resembling angigyra in its close-coiled

whorls and small aperture, but differing in being usually larger, hardly

angular, with a larger lunbilicus and deeper constriction back of the

9,
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lip. It differs from levcttei in the smaller mouth, larger umbilicus and

deeper constriction. Specimens measure:

Alt. 7, diam. 15.2 mm.; width of mouth, outside, 7.3 mm.
<< y f) u 1 c 9 u a u it ij ii

ti i-r o ii 1 c i") a II a li <n il

<< y a 1 c II n a u n n

" 6.3, " 14 " " " " 6.1 "

" 6.8, " 13.8 ''
" " " 6 "

" 6.3, " 12.5 " " " " 5.8 "

This form is about intermediate between levettei and angigyra, but

it has some slight special characters of its own. They seem hardly

sufficient to require that it be named. See PI. XV, figs. 92, 93.

Ashmunella levettei angigyra n. subsp. PI. XIV, figs. 47-5t.

The shell is brown, smaller and more depressed than levettei obtusely

but distinctly angular at the periphery. The surface of the post-

embryonic whorls is smoothish, under the lens seen to be very closely,

irregularly marked with minute growth-lines, giving it a silky luster,

and the last whorl is often finely malleate spirally, as in ^. levettei.

Whorls 6i to 7, very closely coiled and slowly widening, all of them

convex above. The suture descends rather abruptly to the apertm-e.

Behind the outer and basal lips the whorl is rather deeply, angularly

guttered. The back of the lip is creamy. Aperture very oblique,

smaller than in A. levettei. The teeth are arranged as in levettei. The

notch between the two basal teeth is wider than that between the outer

basal and the tooth of the outer lip. The inner basal tooth is smaller

than the outer. The cylindric umbilicus rapidly enlarges at the last

whorl.

Alt. 6.5, diam. 13.6 mm.
" 6.3, " 13.2

"

" 6, " 13 ''

Huachuca Mountains, in Ramsey or " Conservatory " Canyon, near

Fort Huachuca. Types No. 83,269, A. N. S. P., collected by J. H.

Ferriss, 1902 (figs. 47-49).

This form was also found in the drift-debris of Barbakomari creek,

near Huachuca station. The same form was collected by Mr. Mearns

some years ago, and then referred to levettei.

It differs from typical A. levettei in being smaller, with more closely

coiled whorls, the last one angular at the periphery. The aperture is

smaller and therefore more filled by the teeth. It resembles A. angu-
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lata, but the whorls are not flattened above as in that species, and are

not punctate.

With a single exception mentioned below, no angigijra have been
found on the south side of the range. On the north side it occiu-s in

Brown's Canyon (figs, 50, 54), varying much in size and degree of angu-

lation, the smaller sijecimens being like the type lot, the larger ones

less angular and approaching levettei. Five measure

:

Alt. 7.3, diam. 14.8 mm.
" 7, '' 14.8 "

" 6.7, " 14.5 "

" 7, " 13.8 "

" 6, " 12

At Ramsey Canyon, two miles east of Brown's Canyon, similar forms
were found at about 6,000 feet elevation.

On the opposite side of the range, at the base of Bear Canyon, in the

foothills, at about 5,000 feet, Mr. Ferriss collected a few small speci-

mens which do not seem to differ much from typical angigyra. Two
before me measure 5x11 and 4.8 x 10 mm., with only 5| whorls (figs.

51, 52, 53).

The genital system (PI. XXI, fig. 28) is somewhat peculiar. The
penis is quite long, but the vagina is unusually short. This is unlike

A. angulata of the Chiricahuas, some forms of which imitate angigyra

in the form of the shell.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig, 14) has 8 very unequal ribs.

The radula (PL XXII, fig, 12) has 19.10,1.10.19 teeth. The ecto-

cones of central and inner lateral teeth are very short. The mesocone
is bifid from about the 15th tooth out, but the ectocone only on the
outer marginals. This approximates to the condition foimd in A.
chiricahuana. There are more teeth and more laterals than in A. angu-
lata.

Ashmunella levettei heterodonta n. v. PI. XV, figs. 80-91.

In Cave Creek Canyon and the tributary Ida Canyon on the southern
slope of the east end of the Huachuca range, Mr, Ferriss found an extra-

ordinary series of Ashmunellas, in which the teeth vary from about as

well developed as in A, levettei to completely obsolete as in A, chirica-

huana. No other member of the genus was found in these canyons.
The several stages occur together^ and the chain of mutations is unin-
terrupted.

'See also Mr. Ferriss' notes on this race, Nautilus, XVIII, p. 51, below mid-
dle of page.
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So far as I know, such variability in a land snail among individuals

living under the same conditions in one spot is elsewhere absolutely-

unknown.

Most of the specimens measure from 15 to 18 mm. diam., but there

is one pygmy of 12 mm. (fig. 88). In the general shape, etc., the race

does not differ from A. levettei. There is no trace whatever of patho-

logic or abnormal growth. The forms with well developed teeth and

those with none were found much less numerous than the intermediate

stages. The most abundant forms (figs. 84, 85) may be considered the

types of the variety.

The toothless examples have the lip slightly wider than that of A.

chiricahuana. They constitute a race parallel to that, rather than iden-

tical with it.

The colonies of Cave and Ida Canyons are evidently undergoing rapid

degeneration of the teeth, the parent form having been typical A.

levettei such as occiu-s in the adjacent canyon westward, and that over

the ridge. Examples of such degeneration are common enough at any

stage of progress; but the unique feature about it in this particular

colony is that the individuals have been so unequally affected that all

stages of the process are present at one time and place. It does not

seem to be a case of hybridism between A. levettei and A. chiricahuana,

as I at one time suspected. The results are unlike hybrid colonies in

the predominance of intermediate individuals.

Figs. 80 to 87 of PI. XV are a series from Ida Canyon, showing stages

of tooth development. Figs. 89, 90, 91 are from the Cave Creek Canyon

series. All of these figures are photographed from fully mature shells.

Two specimens before me from Miller Canyon, or extreme head of

Cave Creek Canyon, Huachucas, figured on PI. XV, figs. 94, 95, m^y
be toothless heterodonta, as Mr. Ferriss suggests to me ; though from the

narrower lip I had provisionally called them A. chiricahuana, to which

they seem absolutely similar. If the latter be correct, these are the

only specimens of that species I have seen from the Huachuca range.

They^measure 18.3 and 16 mm. in diameter. The smaller shell is an

albino.

Ashmanella levettei proxima n. subsp. PI. XIV, flgs. 65, 66, 70. 71.

The shell is depressed, biconvex, strongly angular at the periphery,

pale corneous-brown. Whorls 6^, none with punctate sculpture. Aper-

ture like that of A. angulata, except that the two basal teeth are nearer

together, the space between them being smaller than that between the outer

basal and the upper lip-tooth; though the two basal teeth are not united

basally as in A, fissidens.
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Alt. 5.3, diam. 12 mm.
" 5.3, " 12.9 "

" 5.8, " 12.9 "

Chiricahua Mountains, Sawmill Canyon. Types No. 86,498, A. N.
S. P., collected by James H. Ferriss.

Less carinated than the closely related A. fissidens which is appa-
rently a member of the same series. It is difficult to decide on the rank
to be given to the members of these chains of modifications of a single

type. A. proxima will probably be considered a species eventually.

There are 14.10.1.10.14 teeth. The side cusps are very short, almost
subobsolete on the central teeth. The tenth to twelfth teeth are tran-

sitional. Both cusps are split on the marginal teeth.

The genitalia (PI. XXI, fig. 24) of one of the type specimens figured

has the atrium protruded. There seems to be an extremely short
basal enlargement or penis in another individual opened . The retractor

muscle of the penis is very weak. The proportions of the organs are

given in the table on p. 224. The very short penis contrasts with A. I.

angigyra, which also has more marginal teeth.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 17) is thin, with about 5 ribs, of which only
two are well developed.

Ashmnnella fissidens n. sp. PI. XIV, figs. 67-69.

Shell depressed, lens-shaped, biconvex, with acutely angular periph-
ery; rather thin, brown. Sculptured with fine, irregular growth-lines,

the penultimate and next earlier whorls more or less roughened with
minute elevated points, as in A. angulata. Spire very low conoid.
Whorls fully 6, closely coiled, moderately convex, the last usually a
little impressed above the periphery, which is angular throughout. It

is convex below, and deeply guttered behind the reflexed outer and
basal margins of the lip. The suture descends a little to the aperture.
The apertm-e is very oblique, much obstructed by foiu- teeth ; an oblique
parietal lamella, curved in at its axial end, with, in old specimens, a very
low converging ridge outside of it, the two arranged V-like; a long,

square-topped or concave-topped tooth within the outer lip; and two
contiguous teeth on the basal lip, slightly united basally the outer one
thick and higher, the inner low and more spreading. Parietal callous

distinct.

Alt. 5.3, diam. 12.3 mm.
" 5, " 11.5 "

" 4.9, " 11.7 "

Chiricahua Mountains, in Cave Creek Canyon. Types No. 87,022,
A. N. S. P., collected by James H. Ferriss, February, 1904.
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This species differs from A. angulata by its contiguous basal teeth,

but is'related to it by the punctate surface. It resembles A. duplici-

dens in some respects, but the basal teeth are not nearly so closely

united as in that snail, the periphery is carinate, not merely angular,

and the whole shell is much more depressed.

Ashnmnella duplioidena n. sp. Pi. XVI, figs. 103-10".

Shell depressed, umbilicate, brown or corneous-brown, glossy and

sculptured with minute growth-lines only. The spire and base are

convex, the periphery obtusely subangular in front, and situated above

the middle of the last whorl. There are 5f to 6^ closely coiled, narrow

and moderately convex whorls, the last one very slightly descending

in front. The aperture is ear-shaped, very oblique, the lip white, well

reflexed,'and convex on the face. Within the outer margin there is a

somewhatjretracted broad tooth, prorninent at its two ends, concave

between them. Upon the basal lip there is a less widened, more emerg-

ing double tooth, the outer cusp larger than the inner. The parietal

wall bears"an oblique, straight lamella.

Alt. 6.5, diam. 13 mm.
" 5.9, " 12 "

Bearfoot or " Bar " Park, Chiricahua Moimtains, Arizona, at an

elevation of 8,500 feet.

This species is an important link in the A. levettei chain, showing the

origin of the two basal teeth by splitting of an original median one. It

is less differentiated from the group of A . thomsoniana than the other

known Arizona species.

The genitalia (PI. XXI, fig. 23) also resemble those of thomsoniana.

The general proportions are shown in the figure and table of measure-

ments. The penis is comparatively long. The duct of the sperma-

theca is large, weakly varicose, and contracted where it joins the

vagina. I did not make out any lower attachment of the penis

retractor muscle.

There are about 18.10.1.10.18 teeth, nine or ten being laterals, the

next three or four transitional. The cctocone is not split on the mar-

ginals, at least not on most of them.

Aihmunella angulata n. sp. PL XI, fig. 11 ; PI. XIV, figs. 55-61, 63, 64.

The shell is lens-shaped, angular peripherally, rather narrowly um-

bilicate, glossy, reddish-chestnut when unworn, paler and more cor-

neous around the umbilicus and in the middle portion of the upper

surface, but frequently dull throughout by slight wear of the surface.

Sculpture ot very fine and irregular growth-lines, and for a short space
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behind the lip there are fine, sharp striae. The embryonic whorl is

glossy, with fine radial strise on the outer side of the suture
;
some part or

parts of the third or fourth ivhorls are sculptured xoiih very minute raised

points in quincuncial order. The spire is low conic-convex, very obtuse

above, the first two whorls being almost in a plane. Whorls 6^ to 6|,

venj narrow, and very slowly increasi7ig; the first three are convex, those

following being decidedly flattened, only slightly convex. The last whorl

is acutely angidar at the periphery, the angle more obtuse on its last

third. The base is convex. The suture descends a little to the aper-

tm-e. The lip is preceded by a creamy stripe, and the base is deeply

guttered behind the expansion. The aperture is very oblique, narrow

and lunate, obstructed by four teeth: a more or less sinuous, oblique

parietal lamella, two compressed, entering teeth on the basal lip, of

which the outer one is higher and more compressed, and an oblique,

square-topped tooth within the outer lip. The sinus or notch between

the two basal teeth is slightly wider than that between the outer basal and

the outer lip tooth. The umbilicus is about one-sixth the diameter

of the shell.

Alt. 14.3, diam. 6.5 mm.
" 13.3, " 6.3 "

" 13.3, " 6.4 "

Two other specimens of the type lot measure 14 and 14.3 mm.

diameter respectively.

Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona, in the South Fork of Cave Creek,

at the base of the mountain. Types No. 87,019, A. N. S. P., collected

by Mr. Ferriss, February, 1904.

The young shells show the characteristic punctation better than

adults. At resting periods in the neanic stage of gro\\^h a callous rib

is formed within the lip. When this occius early (as in the specimen

figured, PI. XI, fig. 11, 8 mm. diameter) the rib is much thicker in

the middle. When it occurs in the last w^horl it is more equally

thickened.

This species is closely related by shell characters, but not by its soft

anatomy, to A. levettei angigyra of the Huachuca range, agreeing wdth

that form in the close convolution of the whorls, the angular periphery

and the general arrangement of the teeth. But all fresh specimens of

A. angulata show a quincuncial punctation of some part of the neanic

whorls, not present in the Huachuca form, and the two especially

differ in the shape of the whorls, the upper surface of which is flattened
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in angulata, convex in angigyra. Moreover, the genitalia of angigyra

and angulata differ in important respects.

As usual in Ashmunella and many other snails, the "species" is

composed of a group of varying colonies, all living in Cave Creek Can-

yon and its branches. The largest and best developed of these has

been taken as the type lot, PI. XIV, figs. 55-57.

Another lot (87,015) from the South Fork of Cave Creek, "under

cliffs " (fig. 58) , has smaller shells of a paler dull brown tint. The whorls

after the first 1^ are flattened; and there is sometimes a low ridge

making the parietal tooth V-shaped.

Alt. 12.8, diam. 6.5 mm. ; whorls 6^.

" 11.8, " 5.6 " " 6.

" 12, " 5.6 " "
6i.

Another lot, from a different spot from the above, also consists of

small shells;:

Alt. 5, diam. 11 mm.; whorls 6 (2 specimens).

" 5.3, " 11 " " 6^
" 5.3, " 10.7 " " 6.

" 4.8, " 9.9 " "
5f.

The following lots are from Cave Creek Canyon (the preceding being

from its south fork)

:

No. 87,111 (fig. 61) is almost exactly like 87,015 (above).

No. 87,020 (figs. 59, 60) varies more in size and shape, as follows:

Alt. 6.3, diam. 11.2 mm.; whorls 6^.

" 5, " 11.3 " " 6i.

" 5, " 11 " " 6i
" 4.8, " 9.9 " " 6.

The punctation of the spire is well developed.

At the Falls in Cave Creek (figs. 63, 64) the shells are like the preced-

ing lot, except that the punctation is less developed and the umbilicus

frequently smaller

:

Alt. 5, diam. 11 mm.; width of umbilicus 2 mm.
" 4.4, " 9.8 " " "

1.5 "

" 5.5, " 11 " " " 2.5 "

The genitaha of A. angulata (PI. XXI, fig. 26) are figured from a

specimen from the south fork of Cave Creek, No. 87,015, A. N. S. P.

The penis is very short (long in angigyra, see fig. 28) ; the epiphallus,

on the other hand, is very much longer than in angigyra; while the

spermatheca and its duct are of about equal length in the two species.

The vagina in A. angulata is rather long, as usual in Ashmunella, while

in A. I. angigyra it is much shorter than in any other Ashmunella I have

dissected.
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The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 15) of the same specimen is thin, with per-

haps as many as eight very weak, narrow, deUcate unequal ribs.

The teeth (PI. XXII, fig. 9, a group of lateral, transitional and mar-

ginal teeth) number 16.8.1.8.16 to 18.9.1.9.18 on different parts of the

same radula. There are 8 or 9 laterals and two or three transition

teeth. Some of the outer marginals have the ectocone bifid.

Ashmunella ferrissi n. sp. Pi. XVI, figs. l08-no, 113.

The shell is biconvex and acutely carinate, narrowly umbilicate,

brown, but slightly glossy, and sculptured with fine growth-wrinkles

only. The spire is convex, Of 6^ very closely coiled and slowly widening

whorls, the earliest two convex, the rest fiat, with a narrow keel project-

ing upward and outward above the suture. The last whorl is concave

above and below the keel, and descends very shortly to the aperture.

The aperture is very oblique and obstructed by four white teeth: a

wide one slightly notched at the siunmit, just below the peripheral

angle ; two compressed teeth on the basal margin, connected by a low

flange on the face of the peristome ; these three teeth stand about equi-

distant. There is also a low prominence on the lip at the position of the

keel. On the parietal wall there is a straight lamella, very obliquely

placed and shortly, abruptly curved inward at the axial end.

Alt. 5.5, diam. 11.3 mm.
" 5.2, " 11 "

Cave Creek Canyon, Chiricahua Mountains. Types No. 89,232,

A.N. S.P.

This extraordinary member of the group of A. levettei is at once dis-

tinguished from all others known up to this time by the projecting keel

above the sutm-es of the spire, somewhat like the Chinese Eulota tectum-

sinense (v. Mts.), or like Helicodonta maroccana (Morel.).

Ashmunella walkeri Ferriss. Pi. XVI, figs, ill, 112, 117.

Ferriss, Nautilus, XVIII, p. 53, September, 1904.

The shell is much depressed, lens-shaped, acutely carinate peripherally,

rather thin, and pale corneous-brown. The umbilicus, narrow within-,

enlarges rapidly at the last whorl. Surface lightly marked with growth-

lines, but showing no trace of spiral striae or lines. The upper surface

is but slightly convex. The apex is sculptured like that of A. levettei.

Whorls U; slightly convex, the last very shortly descending in front.

Base more convex than the upper surface. The aperture is small and

very oblique, the lip well reflexed, white, with an obtuse, squarish tooth

in the outer margin and two compressed teeth in the basal margin, the

inner one smaller; these three being nearly equally spaced, or the outer

two may be nearer together. There is a rather short, straight, obliquely
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set parietal tooth, and in old shells a very low diverging ridge between

it and the outer insertion of the lip.

Alt. 4^, diam. 13^ mm.
Florida Mountains, Luna county, Now Mexico, in a rock talus near

the top of the mountain, at an elevation of probably about 6,500 feet.

Co-types in collections of J. H. Ferriss and A. N. S. P., No. 87,101.

Only a few specimens were found, and none living. While related

to the carinate forms of the A. levettei group, and to A. mearnsi by the

structure of the aperture, this species is flatter than any of them, and

differs especially in the small number of whorls—less than in any other

Ashmunella. It was named in honor of Mr. Bryant Walker, of Detroit.

Ashmunella mearnsi (Dall). PI. XIV, fig. 62; PI. XVI, fig. lie.

Polygyra mearnsi Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 1895, p. 2 ("Hachita
Grande and Huachuca Mountains, New Mexico") ; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XIX, 1896, p. 343, PI. 32, figs. 7, 8, 11; Cockerell, Nautilus, XI, October,
1897, p. 69 (Filmore Canyon, Organ Mountains, New Mexico).

Ashmunella mearnsi Dall, Ancey, Jour, of Malac, VIII, September, 1901,
p. 74.

In this species an accessory parietal lamella, incipient or rudimentary

in A. walkeri and some forms of the levettei series, is well developed.

The lip-teeth are arranged as in the A. levettei group. It is nearer A.

walkeri than any other known species, but some specimens of A. angu-

lala (fig. 58) have a weak upper arm of the parietal V.

The geographic range is wide for a species of this group: the Hua-
chuca Mountains, in southeastern Cochise county, Arizona, the Ha-
cheta Grande Mountains, Grant county, southwestern New Mexico, and
the Organ Mountains, Donna Ana county. New Mexico, east of the

Rio Grande. All of these localities are near the Mexican boundary.

The specimen figured is one of those collected in the Huachuca
Mountains by the well-known ornithologist Edgar A. Mearns, for whom
the species was named.

The remarkable parietal armatm'e is weakly foreshadowed in A. wal-

keri, some forms of A. I. angigyra, etc. The soft anatomy remains

unknown.

Group of A. esuritor.

Aperture of the shell without teeth. Length of the spermatheca and

its duct about 90 per cent, that of the penis, epiphallus and flagellimi,

which do not much exceed twice the diameter of the shell.

A single species from the Chiricahua Mountains differs strikingly

from the levettei and chiricahuana groups in the proportions of the

genitalia, the epiphallus being as short as in the thomsoniana group,

while the spermathecal duct is much longer.
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Ashmunella esuritor n. sp. PI. XIII, figs. 23-26.

The shell is rather solid, light brown, biconvex, angular at the periph-

ery. The cylindric umbilicus is suddenly dilated in the last whorl.

The surface is irregularly marked with slight growth-wrinkles, and on

the last whorl there are impressed spiral lines, more or less irregularly

developed and sometimes almost obsolete. Some intermediate whorls

are indistinctly punctulate. Spire low-conic. Whorls 6^ to 6^,

slowly increasing. The first three whorls are convex, the rest more or

less flattened. The last whorl is distinctly but not acutely angular in

front, but becomes rounded in its later half. The suture descends a

little to the aperture, and the whorl is rather deeply guttered behind

the lip. The aperture is very oblique, roundly lunate. The peristome

is white, thickened within, and equably reflexed. In the middle of the

basal margin there is a low, indistinct prominence, hut there are no other

traces of teeth. The parietal callous is thin except in old specimens,

when it is thickened at the edge, forming a cord across the whorl.

Alt. 7.7, diam. 15.5 mm.
" 7.7, " 15

"

" 7.5, " 15
"

" 7, " 14.5 "

" 7.7, " 14 "

Chiricahua Mountains, in Bar (or Bearfoot) Park. Types No.

87,023, A. N. S. P., collected by James H. Ferriss, February, 1904.

At first glance this form seems to be a small angular race of A. chiri-

cahuana; but upon closer study it seems far more likely that it is a

terminal member of the A. angulata group, in which the teeth have

degenerated. The slight flattening of the whorls, the shape of the

mouth, and a faint punctation observable near the end of the third

whorl in the freshest specimens, all indicate this relationship. Most

of the fully adult and old individuals seen have lost much or all of the

cuticle, and are dull flesh-tinted.

The spiral engraved lines vary a good deal in different specimens,

and when slightly corroded neither spirals nor granulation are visible,

even in living shells.

The smaller size, angular periphery and comparatively wider lip

readily distinguish A. esuritor from A. chiricahuana..

The genital system (PI. XXI, figs. 30, 25) resembles that of A. chiri-

cahuana except that the ducts are very much shorter, both absolutely

and in comparison with the size of the shell ; and the spermatheca and

its duct are nearly'- as long as the penis, epiphallus and flagellum. The

extruded penis and atrium in another specimen are shown in fig, 25.
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The penis has low, slowly spiral ridges. The entire length of the'organs

exserted is about 3.2 mm.
The jaw has abovit 7 unequal ribs.

The teeth number about 16.12.1.12.16, the tenth to thirteenth being

transitional. Both cusps of the marginal teeth are bifid.

Five shells taken in Sawmill Canyon, running from Bear Park,

Chiricahuas, are like the types. The periphery in some is not quite so

angular. The punctulation is identical. Two measure:

Alt. 7.5 7 mm.
Diam. 16.3 14 "

Whorls 6^ 6i

Group of A. chiricahuana.

Aperture toothless. Epiphallus and duct of the spermatheca very

much longer than in species of any of the other groups, the diameter

of the shell contained four times in the length of the penis, epiphallus

and flagellum,

Ashmunella chiricahuana (Dall). PI. XVI, figs. 96-100.

Polygyra chiricahuana Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, p. 2, 1895 (Fly
Park, Chiricahua Mountains); Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, p. 341, PI. 32,
figs. 9, 10, 12, 1896.

Ashmunella chiricahuana (Dall), Pils. and CklL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

1899, p. 192; Ancey, Jour, of Malacol., VIII, September, 1901, p. 76, with
var. varicifera, p. 77.

This species has the general shape and rounded periphery of A.

levettei. It varies from chestnut to rather light greenish-brown, and

shells which have lost their cuticle are dull flesh-colored. It is very

glossy and smooth, marked with weak growth-wrinkles and engraved

spirals, which are distinct in some, almost obsolete in other specimens.

Under the compound microscope fine spiral striae are seen to cover the

surface between the spiral lines. Whorls about 5^, slightly convex.

The last descends a trifle in front, and is somewhat constricted behind

the lip. The aperture is without teeth. The lip is narrow, reflexed,

brownish above and at the edge, without trace of lip-teeth. The lunbili-

cus opens rather widely at the last whorl.

There is almost always an opaque yellow stripe on the last whorl,

marked inside by a strong white rib, and indicating a place of growth-

arrest. Some shells have several such variceal streaks on earlier whorls

also. The feature is a variable one in shells of the same lot, for reasons

I have elsewhere discussed in full. In one lot of 16 specimens from

Cave Creek Canyon, Chiricahuas, there are 3 specimens with a single

streak on last whorl, 8 with 2 streaks on last 2 whorls, 4 with 3 streaks

on last 3 whorls, and 1 with 4 streaks on last 3 whorls.
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Type locality, Chiricahua Mountains, southeastern Arizona, in Fly

Park, 10,000 feet altitude (Fischer) ; also in Cave Creek Canyon (Fcr-

riss, 1904). The locality "near Tucson" is also given for specimens

collected by a Mr. Cox, many years ago. ? Huachuca Mountains, in

Miller Canyon (see below).

Dall's type measured, alt. 7.7, diam. 18 mm.' Three topotypes of

the original lot collected by Fischer measure

:

Alt. 9, diam. 18 mm. ; whorls 5f

.

" 8.5, " 16 " "
5J.

Sixteen of the specimens collected by Mr, Ferriss in Cave Creek

Canyon (PI. 16, figs. 96-100) measure

:

Alt.
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The fifteenth tooth has the mesocone bifid. As a rule, the marginal

teeth have the cctocone simple, but I found a few teeth in some rows

having a bifid ectocone.

Ashmunella ohirioahaana mogoUonenBis n. subsp. PI. XVI, figs. lOl, 102.

Similar to chiricahuana but slightly more tumid, dull greenish-brown,

not glossy. Surface sculptured with low, irregular, coarse wrinkles of

growth, and distinct, clear-cut incised spirals all over the last whorl.

Spire very low, the early whorls depressed,

Alt. 9, diam. 17.5 mm. ; whorls 5^.

West fork of the Gila river, near Mogollon Peak, in the southwestern

part of Socorro county, New Mexico, in a pine region, collected by Prof.

E. O. Wooton, August 7, 1900, sent by Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell. Type
No. 79,530, A. N. S. P. (fig. 102). A specimen has also been taken

by Mr. 0. B. Metcalfe near Kingston, Sierra county. New Mexico (fig.

101).

In A . chiricahuana the spirals are very much weaker or obsolete, and

the cuticle, when in unworn condition, is conspicuously glossy.
J

Group of A. metamorpJiosa.

Shell edentulous, similar to A. chiricahuana. Genitalia peculiar, see

below.

Asliinunella metamorphosa n. sp. PI. XVI, figs. 114, 115.

Shell similar in form and color to A. chiricahuana and A. esuritor.

Surface slightly marked with growth-lines and very minutely engraved

spirally when unworn, but the spirals cannot be seen on slightly cor-

roded living shells. Whorls 5f to 6^, convex, slowly widening, the

last rounded peripherally, slightly descending in front, contracted

behind the reflexed and slightly recurved lip. Umbilicus a trifle less

open than that of A. chiricahuana. Aperture like that of A. chirica-

huana in shape, but in some specimens there is a low callous within the

outer lip, and one or two indistinct callouses within the basal margin,

while in others these are hardly noticeable.

Alt. 9, diam. 17 mm., or slightly smaller alt. 8.9, diam. 16.5 mm.
Bear (Bearfoot or Barfoot) Park, Chiricahua Mountains, Cochise

county, Arizona. Types No. 88,885-6, A. N. S. P., collected by Mr.

J. H. Ferriss, 1904.

Genitalia (PI. XXI, fig. 27) with a very short atrium. There is no

differentiated penis, the c? organ being of equal calibre throughout, and
evidently an epiphallus. It terminates in the usual very short flagollum.

I can find no trace of a penial retractor muscle. The very long vagina

consists of a very slender lower portion and an excessively thick, muscidar
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upper part. The spermatheca is long and narrow, its duct rather

short. The epiphallus and flagelhim measure 22 mm.; flagellum 2

mm. ; spermatheca and duct 20 mm. The specimens had been placed

in alcohol without drowning.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 16) has seven ribs, grouped in the median

half, the ends smooth.

The radula (PL XXII, fig. 8) has about 38.1.38 teeth. The ecto-

cones are developed on central and lateral teeth. From the twenty-

fourth or twenty-fifth teeth outward from the middle the inner cusp

is bifid. The ectocones are unsplit. A central and two lateral teeth

are shown. j •
i, +

This snail, so far as the shell is concerned, would be referred without

hesitation to A. chiricahmna; the differences being less than the ordi-

nary range of individual variation in Ashmunella or Polygyra; but the

genitalia are so utterly unlike in the two forms that it is obvious that

they are not even nearly related. From the granulation and the weak

traces of teeth it seems that A. metamorphosa is probably a toothless

derivative of the A. levettei stock; I regret that I have no alcoholic

specimens of A. levettei or A. I. heterodonta for comparison. A. esunior

differs from metamorphosa by its angular or distinctly subangular

periphery rougher surface when perfectly fresh, and perhaps somewhat

wider umbilicus; but it must be admitted that the two forms are so

similar that their distinction may be difficult without an examination

of the soft parts. The genitalia, however, are so very different that

the two species cannot even be closely related. They must be inde-

pendent derivatives from toothed ancestral forms.

I dissected two of the three specimens received. They could be

extracted only by breaking into the shell. Having been preserved m

alcohol without drowning the specimens were much more contracted

than the A. chiricahimna and A. esuritor I examined. A somewhat

extensive experience with snails in all conditions of preservation has

shown that beyond a moderate diminution of the absolute size, the

characters of the genitalia are not altered by preservation of the animal

in strong alcohol.

Genus SONORELLA Pilsbry.

Pilsbrv Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p. 556 (definition anatomy)

;

Bartech, Smiths. Misc. CoU., Vol. 47, p. 187, 1904 (monograph).

The soft anatomy of this genus has hitherto been known in a single

Species. The study of numerous specimens of several species enables

me to extend the generic characterization.

The shells in these Helices, while interminably modified locally m
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size and minor details of shape and sculpture, show with few exceptions

no prominent specific differentiation. On the other hand, in the inter-

nal anatomy there has been a good deal of divergence. A few forms,

such as S. lohrii Gabb and S. wolcottiana Bartsch, seem to be quite dis-

tinct conchologically, but in many cases the determination of speci-

mens of the shells other than the type localities is so uncertain as to

be little better than guesswork, even when types are available for

comparison. In dealing with these ambiguous forms I have thought

the interests of science best furthered by applying specific names only

to those I am able to characterize anatomically, and thus put upon a

secure basis.

An illustrated monograph of Sonorella, dealing with the shells

only, has been ^published by Mr. Paul Bartsch, who has devoted

great industry to the elucidation of the numerous species and

races. The work is of permanent value for its exact descriptions and

excellent figures, both of which I have had occasion to test; but it

deals with selected or "type" specimens only, ignoring the fact of

variation, and hence fails to give a just idea of the complex of varying

forms which exist, or even of the variations of size, etc., occurring in

the type lots. I would here express my indebtedness to Mr. Bartsch

for his invariable kindness in comparing for me various forms of *S.

hachitana with specimens in the U. S. National Museum.
Mr. Bartsch has made the valuable observation that the embryonic

shells of Sonorella are sculptured, usually with oblique forwardly de-

scending threads, or with two sets of intersecting threads, sometimes

interrupted to form papillae at their intersections. This sculpture may,
I think, be the accelerated vestige of a somewhat similar sculpture

characteristic of the Californian Helices in their adult stage, and

which may thus have been common to the ancestral Sonorellas.

The relationships of Sonorella are primarily with Oreohelix and Ash-

munella. It differs from Oreohelix chiefly in the different proportions

of the kidney and pericardium, but also in the stnicture of the shell,

the oviparous reproduction, the unkeeled young shell, and in the dis-

tinctly ribbed jaw.

Sonorella stands nearer Ashmunella in internal anatomy, but there

is a constant difference in the male organs, the penis being well devel-

oped in Sonorella, while in Ashmunella it is more or less completely

degenerate, the epiphallus being hypertrophic. The divergence between

the shells of the two genera is conspicuous. So far as the shell is con-

cerned, Sonorella stands nearer to the generally prevalent type of

Belogonous Helices than do either of the other genera.
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Generic Characters of Sonorella.

The genitalia (PI. XX) show no accessory organs on the female side.

The vagina is long ; the spermatheca is globular or ovate on a very long

slender branchless duct. The atrium is always extremely short. The

penis is a well-developed, thin-walled tube, containing a large papilla,

and terminating in a well-developed epiphaUus. There is always a loose

sheath or wide collar enveloping the base of the penis, and attached

by muscular threads to the end of the epiphallus, which is thus held

loosely in a reflexed position. This sheath has been removed in most

of my figures, as it obscures the parts enveloped.

The retractor muscle is attached to the epiphallus close to the penis,

and is adriate to or envelops it to the apex of the latter. The fla-

gellum is extremely short, or even absent. The details of structure

are much varied in the several species as described below under each

specific caption, and in the table of measurements.

The free muscles, pallial complex and digestive tract have been de-

scribed in these Proceedings for 1900, p. 558. No material differences

have been observed in additional species examined.

The jaw has four to eight ribs grouped in the median part, and either

strong or weak, as in the Californian Helices (PI. XXIII, figs. 18-23).

The radula has unicuspid middle and lateral teeth, bicuspid transi-

tional and inner marginal teeth and low, wide marginals with both

cusps bifid. Exactly the same type of teeth occurs in the Califorman

Epiphragmophoras, in Ashmunella, Polygyra, etc.

The upper surface of the foot is densely pebble-granose, with rather

indistinct dorsal grooves; the genital furrow is undeveloped except

near the mantle. The tail is depressed, rather long, and sometimes has

a weak median impressed line along the top.

In my original diagnosis of Sonorella I stated that the shell was

- neither malleate nor spirally striate." Mr. Bartsch has also asserted

that " incised spiral lines are never present in this genus." This state-

ment must now be withdrawn, since several forms discovered by Mr.

Ferriss show impressed spiral lines; but they are inconspicuous, and

visible only under the lens.* To the eye, the shells of all known Sonorel-

las appear nearly smooth, the sculpture, aside from slight growth-

wrinkles, being microscopic. This is somewhat remarkable because

they often live in the same rock-piles with rudely sculptured Oreohelices.

*Mr Bartsch has excluded Helix carpenteri Newc. from Sonorella on account

of its sS sculpTure; but since I have found that this is not a diagnostic

character of the genus, I am disposed, pending an exammation of the soft

anatomy' to adhere to my fornlfer opinion that carperUer^ belongs to Sonorella.
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Up to this tinie, no carinate or even strongly angular species have been

found. Such uniformity in the shell is unusual in a Helicid genus.

The characters of the soft anatomy originally attributed to the genus

have proved to prevail in the more extensive material now examined,

except that in one species the flagellum is obsolete. The penis was

incorrectly described in my original diagnosis, through my failm-e to

open it, and thus ascertain the exact limits of penis and epiphallus.

Measurements of the Genitalia in Millimeters.

Species
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Neither is much Ukc H. remondi conchologicallj'^ ; but further informa-

tion on both H. remondi and Leptarionta is needed.

Sonorella hachitana (Dall). PI. XVII, flgs. 1-8.

Epiphrag?nophora hachitana Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, p 2 1895*
XIX, p. 338.

Sonorella hachitana Dall, Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p. 557
(as type of Sonorella).

S. hachitana Dall, Bartsch, Smiths. Misc. Coll., XXXXVII, p. 190 PI 31
fig. 2 (shell), and PI. 29 (apex), 1904.

Probably includes as subspecies S. ashmuni Bartsch, I. c, p. 190, PI. 31,
fig. 5 ; S. nelsoni Bartsch, /. c, p. 191, PI. 31, fig. 3, and S. goldmani
Bartsch, /. c, p. 192, PI. 32, fig. 6.

This is a widely distributed species in central and southeastern

Arizona and sotithwestern New Mexico. It varies in size, degree of

depression, width of umbilicus, size of aperture, and in color-tone ; also

in some measure in the sculpture ; but so multifarious are the connect-
ing links that I do not now see my way to support the dismemberment
proposed by Mr. Bartsch. It Avill doubtless be found useful to recog-

nize by name a half-dozen or more local races.

The internal anatomy of the types, from Hacheta Grande Mountains,
Grant county, New Mexico, is not known, nor have topotypes been dis-

sected. I have been able, however, to examine several specimens
from other localities, which conchologically differ very little from the

original lot of hachitana, some of which are before me.
The name "hachitana" seems to be a perverted form of that of

the locality, "Big Hatchet." The Spanish name, locally in use, and
appearing on most maps, is "Hacheta Grande,"

1, Filmore Canyon, Organ Mountains, New ]\Iexico (PI. XVII, figs.

7, 8), A single specimen sent by Prof, Cockerel] measures alt. 13.8,

diam. 23.5 mm., umbilicus 3,2 mm. The aperture is ample, 11.8 x 13.3

mm., as in the large shells from Florida Moimtains, This specimen
has been referred by Mr. Bartsch to his S. nelsoni, which measured
25.5 X 13.4, umbilicus about 4 mm., aperture 11.1 x 12.8 mm., and is

said to differ from hachitana in being "more depressed and has a larger

aperture."

The genitalia show that the specimen, while full grown, is not quite

mature, the male organs especially being thread-like. The sperma-
theca is globular, on a very slender duct. The specimen is No, 71,413,

A, N. S. P. It has been referred by Mr. Bartsch to S. nelsoni.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 19) has eight narrow equal ribs.

2. Florida Mountains, near Dcming, Luna county. New Mexico.

Mr. Ferriss states that these specimens were collected in a very barren,

arid locality. Very large specimens were taken measuring 28.3 x 15.9
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mm., width of umbilicus 4.7 mm., or even larger 29.5 x 15.5 mm.
They exceed S. ashmuni Bartsch in size, and are larger than any Sono-

rella on record (PI. XVII, figs. 1,2). The aperture is ample, 12.9 x 14.5

mm.
Another lot (86,496, A. N. S. P.), figured on PI. XVII, figs. 3-6, from

the same locality, consists of smaller specimens. Some are typical

hachitana in form and size except that the last whorl descends more

deeply in front, making the aperture subhorizontal in some specimens

(figs. 5, 6). In a few specimens the suprapcripheral band is almost

obsolete, very narrow and interrupted (figs. 3, 4), but most of them are

pale reddish-brown, fading to white in the middle region of the base,

and with a white or whitish band on each side of the dark supra-

peripheral belt.

Alt. 14.5, diam. 25.4, width of umbilicus 4 mm.

3.9 "

3.9 "

2.9
"

3.9
"

3.8 "

Specimens of this lot were sent alive.

The pale sole is indistinctly tripartite, extremely weak impressed

lines dividing it in some specimens, not traceable in others. The back

is slate or blue-blackish, the tail brown above, paler toward the foot-

edges. The surface is finely pebble-granulate. There is a pair of

indistinct dorsal grooves, and the genital furrow is traceable only near

the mantle. The tail is depressed, with a very faint median groove.

The genitalia (PI. XX, fig. 12) show no differences of any moment

from the form of hachitana from Purtyman's ranch, Arizona, figiu^ed

by me in 1900, except in the shape of the spermatheca, which, however,

is not constant in the Purtyman's lot. The individuals examined were

partly not fully developed, and possibly older specimens will show a

somewhat stouter vagina and penis than that figured. The penis

papilla is long and slender, not convoluted in the specimen opened.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 20) nas eight ribs.

The radula is somewhat unlike other Sonorellas examined in the

central tooth, which is narrower than the adjacent laterals. There

are 55.1.55 teeth, an cctocone appearing on the fifteenth. Both cusps

are bifid on most of the marginal teeth, the mesoconc + cntocone being

" 14.3,
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very oblique and unusuall}'" long in the inner marginals. This radula

differs a good deal from that of the Purtyman's ranch form, in both

count of the teeth and in some details of their shape ; but these features

are admitted by all who have examined many radulse to vary so widely

among individuals that their value is largely discounted. The dis-

crepancy between the forms should be controlled by the examination

of several of each form.

Sonorella haohitana ashmuni Bartsch. PI. XVII, figs. 9-14.

SonoreUa hachitana, specimens from Oak creek, Purtyman's, Arizona, Pils-

bry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p. 557, PI. 21, figs. 1-5 (anatomy).
Sonorella ashmuni Bartsch, Smiths. Misc. Coll., Vol. 47, p. 190, PI. 31, fig. 5

(1904).

Purtyman's ranch, on Oak creek, 40 miles from Jerome, in the east-

ern edge of Yavapai county, Arizona. Collected by Rev. E. H. Ash-

mun, 1900 (No. 79,409, A. N. S. P.).

These specimens furnished the anatomical preparations described

by me (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p. 557, PI. XXI, figs. 1-5).

Specimens of this lot have been examined by Mr. Bartsch and pro-

nounced by him to be "a small race of S. ashmuni. They bear the

same relation to ashmuni that >S. mearnsi bears to 8. dalli." I would

prefer to make an immaterial change in this statement. I would say

that S. ashmuni represents a large race or colony of S. hachitana, and

the Oak creek lot is nearly typical hachitana.

The specimens are well-developed shells, often larger than typical

hachitana from Hacheta Grande Mountains. Nearly all are banded,

whitish above and below the band; but 3 out of 350 collected by
Mr. Ashmun at this place lack the dark band (figs. 13, 14). Speci-

mens measure:

Specimens: a b c (hachitana) d e f

Alt. 13 13.4 13.5 (13.5 12 ) 13.3 13 13 mm.
Diam. 23 22.8 22.5 (22.7 22.2) 22.5 23.3 22 "

Alt. apert. 10.7 10 10.1 ( 9.6 9.9) 9.9 10.3 10 "

Diam. apert. 12.3 10.5 11.7 (11.9 10.7) 11.7 12 11.3 "

Compare with the measurements in parentheses of topotypes of

hachitana, part of the original lot, received from Dall.

In general the aperture in the Purtyman ranch shells averages larger

than in typical hachitana, but no hard and fast line can be drawn, and

selected individual specimens of each are simply indistinguishable,

either by measurements, color or any other character. The most we
can claim for S. ashmuni is the rank of a weakly differentiated local race

of S. hachitana, chiefly separable in actual practice by its geographic
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distribution. The radula has fewer teeth in a transverse row than in

the hachitana from the Florida Mountains near Doming, New Mexico;

but only one radula from each locality has been examined.

The color and other external features of the foot are as described for

S. virilis. The internal anatomy was described and figured in my
paper of 1900, PI. XXI. The spermatheca in another specimen of

the same lot was globular, as in other Sonorollas, not ovate with thick-

ened duct as in the individual figured, which was stuffed with spermato-

phores. The penis was wrongly described in my former article. I

did not then open it, and considered its upper portion to be epiphallic.

When opened (PI. XX, fig. 15) it is found to be a long, thin-walled sack,

the upper half containing a long, slender, more or less convoluted

papilla (p.p.). This is a little longer than in the hachitana examined

from the Florida Mountains. Otherwise the genitalia are practically

the same in the Florida Mountains and Purtyman's ranch snails.

Sonorella hachitana bowiensis n. subsp. PL XVIII, figs. 29-32.

The shell is similar to hachitana but is much smaller, with 4^ to 4^

whorls. The supraperipheral band shows on about 2^ whorls, above

the suture on the spire ; on the last whorl it has very faint, inconspicu-

ous pale borders or none. No spiral linos are present in most specimens,

butUn two they may be seen very faintly, near the periphery. Seven

fully adult shells measure

:

Alt. 9.9

Diam. 17.8

Alt. apert. 8.2

Diam. apert. 9.5

Bowie, Cochise

James H. Ferriss, 1904. Specimens were also taken by Mr. Ashmun

at the same place, Mr. Ferriss writes that they were taken "in a

situation exceedingly favorable for snails,"

The genitalia (PI. XX, figs. 10, 11) show externally only slight differ-

ences from hachitana. The penis and epiphallus are comparatively

a little longer. Internally, however, the penis differs in having a

short, obtuse papilla, only about 3 mm. long (PI. XX, fig. 10), while

in the forms referable to hachitana the papilla is twice as long, slender

and tapering. These features, which I have confirmed in a number

of individuals, indicate a certain amount of racial differentiation which

may properly be recognized in nomenclature.

The jaw (PI. XXIIT, fig. 22) has four low, wide, unequal ribs and

some minor riblcts.

9.9
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The radula is like that of Piirtyman's ranch hachiiana in general

features. The twelfth lateral shows a small ectocone, larger on suc-

ceeding teeth.

Sonorella rowelli (Newcomb). PI. XVIII, figs. 33-35.

Helix rowelli Newc, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., Ill, p. 181 (January, 1865).

S. rowelli (Newc), Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1902, p. 511.

Shell like S, hachitana, but small, with large mouth and small umbili-

cus. Corneous-brown, with a dark band above the periphery, indis-

tinct pale borders above and below it; somewhat translucent, thin.

Whorls nearly 4^, convex, the first (embryonic) 1^ whorls nearly

smooth, sculptured with some slight radial wrinkles only; following

whorl or whorl and a half showing some indistinct granulation in places

;

last whorl with growth-lines only, rounded peripherally, descending a

little in front. The aperture is large, subcircular, oblique, the thin

whitish peristome being very narrowly expanded, columellar margin

dilated. Umbilicus comparatively narrow, partially covered by the

columellar lip.

Alt.
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under my wScalpel, gives reason for considering its modification in this

species of importance.

I have identified these shells with S. rowelli (Ncwc), a species said

to have been collected in Arizona by Frick, many years ago. S. arizo-

nensis (Dall), from Tucson, is more elevated, but is probably related

to rowelli.

A form collected by Dr. G. H. Horn, the coleopterist, at Fort Grant,

Arizona, is closely related to the shells described above.

In the Patagonia Mountains, a short distance eastward from the

locality of S. rowelli, a smaller form of the species was collected by Mr.

Ferriss (PI. XVIII, fig. 85), and also by Mr. Ashmun. The umbilicus

is narrower and more covered by the dilated lip tlian in Sanford's

rowelli, and the last whorl descends more deeply in front. The shells

measure

:
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Alt.
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lation is finer and less distinct than in typical granulatissima, and the

umbilicus is slightly wider. The supraperipheral band is wide ,
and has

no paler borders. There are 4f whorls, the last rather deeply deflcxed.

The embryonic shell is sculptured as in ^. hachitana.

Alt. 12. 12 12.4 12 12

Diam. 23.6 23 22.6 22 22

Alt. apert. 11 10.5 10.8 9.8 10

Width apcrt. 11.7 12.2 12 11.4 12

Width umbilicus 3.2 2.6 3.3 3

Alt. 11.7 11.2 11.7 12.2 mm.

Diam. 22 21.9 21.3 20.5 "

Alt. apert. 10.7 10 9.8 9.4 "

Width apert. 11.9 11.5 11.2 10.9 "

Huachuca Mountains, in Brown's Canyon. Types No. 87,083,

A. N. S. P., collected by James H. Ferriss.

The soft anatomy is unknown, but the form, while not conspicuously

differentiated, is yet readily distinguishable from S. granulatissima.

Specimens sent to Mr. Bartsch were pronounced by him to "stand

half way between S. dalli and S. granulatissima."

Sonorella dalli Bartsch.

Smiths. Misc. Coll., Vol. 47, p. 193, PI. 21, fig. 1 (October 10, 1904).

This form is somewhat larger and more depressed than S. g. latior.

It is described as with "numerous microscopic granulations," but in

one of the type lot kindly presented by Dr. Dall these arc hardly appre-

ciable. The type measurements are alt. 12, diam. 26.5, aperture

10.5 X 11.8 mm.; and Mr. Bartsch has kindly supplied the diameters

of the rest of the scries in the U. S. National Museum, as follows : Type

lot. Tanner's Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, 26.5, 26.1, 25.9, 24.1, 24,

the last two not quite mature. Huachuca Mountains, 25.3 nmi. Fort

Huachuca, 24.6 mm.
The smallest mature specimen of S. dalli slightly exceeds the largest

latior by 1 mm., and the smallest adult latior measures the same as the

largest granidatissima. S. mearnsi Bartsch, from the San Jose Moun-

tains, 4 miles south of the Arizona boundary, measures 16 mm. diam.,

being 1.5 mm. smaller than the smallest adult granidatissima. It is

quite conceivable that S. dalli and S. mearnsi are merely the extremes

of dimensions in a continuous series of variations in size. Since S.

granulatissima is the only form of the series known anatomically, the

ultimate status of the others remains in abeyance. Some or all of

them may prove to have valid anatomical specific characters.
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Mr. Fcrriss did not find S. dalli. He thinks that Tanner's' is another

name for Gav;l'?n Canyon of the sketch map on p. 212.

Sonorella virilis n. sp. PI. XVII, figs. 15, 16.

The shell is openly iimbilicate; pale brown, lighter around the lun-

bilicus, with a dark band above the periphery, and visible on about 2\

whorls above the suture, with borders a trifle paler than the ground

color. Whorls 4^-, the earlier \\ forming a slightly rugose embryonic

shell. The next 1 or H whorls are striate, the stride appearing slightly

broken into granules. The last whorl has the usual slight growth-lines,

and near the end some spiral lines are visible, in the vicinity of the

suture. The whorl descends rather deeply, and is well rounded

peripherally. The aperture is rather large, oblique and rounded, the

upper, outer and basal margins about equally arcuate. The outer and

basal margins of the thin lip are slightly expanded. Alt. 11, diam. 19.5,

umbilicus 3.1 mm. ; aperture 9.3 mm. high, 10 wide.

Chiricahua ^Mountains, at 7,500 feet elevation, collected by V. Owen.

Type 79,622, A. N. S. P.

There are no longitudinal lines on the sole. The pebbly-granose back

and the eye-stalks are blackish-gray, becoming much paler dirty brown-

ish-white on the sides and tail. Dorsal grooves are but weakly indi-

cated, and there is no longitudinal median line on the tail.

The kidney is wedge-shaped, 15 mm. long. Pericardium 5.5 mm.
long.

Genitalia (PI. XX, figs. 21, 22). The penis is relatively enormous,

more than double the length of the vagina, and much longer than the

spermatheca and its duct. It has the usual thin wall, enclosing a

fleshy "papilla" about 29 mm. long (fig. 21). The epiphallus is also

very long, slender and convoluted. The vagina is much convoluted.

The spermatheca has the usual globular shape; and its slender duct,

while long, is shorter than in other species of equal or greater size.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 21) has four broad ribs grouped near the

middle.

S. virilis is slightly smaller than S. hachitana, with more rounded

aperture and weak spiral lines near the sutm-e. From the shell

alone I would not separate this form more than varietally from S.

hachitana; but the enormously developed d^ reproductive organs indi-

cate one of the most distinct species of the genus. The jaw has few

ribs, as in S. h. bowicnsis. It is not closely related to any other species

I have dissected.

The faint spiral lines of the shell are perhaps its most important

differential feature.
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Several lots colleetecl by Mr. Ferriss in the Chiricahua Mountains

resemble S. virilis in size, color and sculpture, but differ in having about

one-fourth of a whorl more (4|), and a noticeably smaller aperture.

The spiral lines, while visible in some places on all of them, in a favor-

able light, are often excessively weak. None of them, unfortunately,

were sent in the flesh.

In Bar (or Bearfoot) Park, at the summit of the Chiricahuas, the

specimens taken show some very weak spiral lines below the last suture.

Alt. 10.7 10.7 mm.
Diam. 18.9 18.7 "

In Sawmill Canyon, Chiricahuas, adjacent to Bearfoot Park, similar

shells, diam. 18.7 to 19.9 mm., were taken (PI. XVII, figs. 17, 18,

19,20).

Sonorella virilis oircumstriata n. subsp. PI. XVIII, figs. 48-50.

In Cave Creek Canyon, Chiricahuas, the shells arc darker throughout,

reddish-brown, with a broad very dark chestnut band with wide pale

borders, sometimes not very conspicuous. The last whorl shows weak
but distinct spiral engraved lines above the periphery, in addition to

the usual fine growth-striae. The umbilicus varies from about 3.3 to

3.8 mm. in width. A. N. S. P., No. 87,026.

Alt.

Diam.

Alt. apert.

Diam. apert.

The genitalia (PI. XX, fig. 19) in two specimens dissected agree in

having several minor differences from typical S. virilis. The penis,

while still extraordinarily large, is only about two-thirds as long as in

virilis. The vagina is a fourth longer. The epiphallus is the same as

in virilis.

This form may prove to be connected with typical virilis by
intermediate stages, in which case the subspecies ma}' prove super-

fluous; but at present the dark color, more distinct spiral strise, and

small aperture of the shell, and the somewhat differently proportioned

genitalia, seem worth recording.

Sonorella virilis huachucana n. subsp. PI. XVII, fig. 24.

Shell slightly more elevated than *S'. hachitana, with 77iuch smaller

umbilicus; more elevated than *S. virilis, which also is more widely

umbilicate; glossy, thin, striate but without granulation. The top

of the last whorl, near the aperture, shows numerous weak spiral incised

11.6
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lines. The supraperipheral band is rather wide and dark, with distinct

white or whitish hands both above and below it. Above the upper white

band the surface is pale reddish to the white sutural Hne. Below the

lower white border the same reddish color prevails, but gradually fades

on the base to whitish around the umbilical region. The dark band
runs about 2^ whorls up the spire. Apex with sculpture like S. hachi-

tana,. Wliorls 4f , the last rather deeply descending in front. Aper-

ture rounded-oval, the peristome thin, expanded, the dilated columellar

end partially covering the umbilicus. Alt. 12.4, diam. 20.6, alt. aper-

ture 10, width 11.5 mm.; width of umbihcus 2.4 mm.
Brown's Canyon, Huachuca Mountains. Type No. 89,225, A. N. S. P.,

collected by James H. Ferriss, 1904.

This beautiful snail is the only Huachuca form I have seen which
seems closely related to S. virilis. Unfortunately, the soft parts were

not preserved, and its exact relationships are thus uncertain. It is

not very unlike S. hachitana, but I can see no spiral lines on some of the

original lot of hachitana before me. The white bordering bands are

particularly conspicuous. Only a few were taken by Mr. Ferriss.

In Bear Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, Mr. Ferriss found a few

specimens similar to those from Brown's Canyon, but noticeably more
depressed, with a smaller mouth and obtuse lip. One measures, alt.

11.5, diam. 20, aperture 9.8 x 11 mm., umbilicus 3 mm. wide. The
shell is also somewhat more solid, and the spiral lines are more distinct.

In both forms they are readily seen with a hand lens.

Genus OEEOHELIX Pilsbry.

Helix, Patula and Pyramidula of authors.
A new genus of Helicidce, Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1902, p. 511.
Oreohelix Pils., Nautilus, XVII, p. 131, March, 1904.

The shell is umbilicate, varying from discoidal to pyramidal, with

4 to 6 tubular or carinate whorls; earthy, with thin cuticle or none.

Embryonic whorls with radial and usually spiral sculpture and carinate

periphery. Aperture rounded, oval or angular, oblique, the columel-

lar lip dilated, the outer lip blunt or acute, unexpanded. The sole is

undivided. Foot granulose and blackish above or smoothish tessel-

lated with gray, A pair of dorsal grooves is present and usually a dis-

tinct genital groove. The tail is depressed above. No parapodial

furrows.

The lung has thin-walled venation, chiefly on the cardiac side. The

kidney is short, but little longer than the pericardium ; has a large lumen
with coarsely plicate walls, and the usual reflexed ureter. The second-

ary ureter is closed throughout in the species examined (PI. XIX, fig. 1,

0. strigosa var., Pecos, New Mexico),
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The penis is well developed, its lower part being miipcular, and pli-

cate within, the upper part thinner and densely, finely papillose inside.

The epiphallus is well developed, with[terminal vas deferens or with a

terminal tubercle (representing the flagellum) and a sublaterally in-

serted vas deferens. The vagina is rather long. The globular or ovate

spermatheca terminates a slender duet nearly as long as the uterus.

Reproduction is viviparous.

The retractor muscle of the penis arises from the apex of the penis

and base of the epiphallus, or from the epiphallus near its base, and is

inserted on the lung floor. The right ocular retractor passes between

the 6^ and $ branches of the genitalia.

The jaw is strong, arcuate, its anterior face more or less distinctly

striated vertically; and there are sometimes very weak traces of ribs.

The radula is of the ordinary Helicid type. In some species the median

area has unicuspid teeth, the cutting-edges usually overhanging the

sides of the mesocone; while in others distinct ectocones are developed

in all the teeth. The marginal teeth are bicuspid, the cusps unsplit

as a rule, though there are exceptions where the inner of the two cusps

is bifid.

Type Helix strigosa Gld. Distribution, Rocky Mountain region from

the Canadian to the Mexican boundary.

This dominant type of Helicidce in the area indicated above formerly

extended farther east, one species occurring in the loess of Iowa, and

there is one outlying species westward, 0. avalonensis Hemph., on

Catalina Island, California. In its present area the type has been in-

terminably modified into local races of all grades of differentiation,

more than fifty of these having received names.^ It is true that in some

ranges every canyon—I might almost say every rock-heap—has its own

race ; but in a broader view it is seen that a single strain usually extends

over an entire range with numerous minor modifications, and with

increasing elevation a general diminution of size, loss of sculpture and

often intensification of color. These reduced forms are probably due

to the diminished food supply and especially the shorter growing season

in the heights—factors subject to great local variation, even at equal

' The number of species of Oreohelix is uncertain. About fifty forms of all

degrees of differentiation have been described and named. My treatment of the

group in former pubHcations {Manual of Conchology, VIII, p. 115, IX, p. 50;

Catalogue of the Land Shells of America, etc., pp. 31, 32 (1898), was unduly influ-

enced by the views of Binney and Hemphill, both of whom advocated the inclusion

of the entire series as varieties of P. strigosa. The characters of the shells,

penes and teeth indicate, in my opinion, that the species are somewhat numer-
ous; but their notorious variability cautions us to beware of multiplying tlioni

without ample materials.
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altitudes. To attain a true idea of the relationships of any given alti-

colous dwarf it is essential to know the forms of the lower canyons of

the same region.

The first step toward a fundamental knowledge of the races and

species of Oreohelix must be the study and definition of races in the

broad sense above indicated. In my opinion, the minor modifications

can be so overnamed that the wider distinctions become altogether lost,

as in the Utah series. The field is vast, and for many years to come

there will be plenty of room for work. Anybody who secures a good

series of the forms of any district can materially help the cause by

working them up.

The sculpture of the embryonic shells and the genitalia seem to afford

the most important characters for specific classification. It would

take us too far afield to discuss the entire mass of data at hand. This

must be reserved for another occasion. Only forms from central and

southern Arizona and New Mexico are dealt with below.' The meas-

urements of the genitalia in millimeters follow:

Species Penis
Epi-

phallus
Vagina

Sperma- r> • ™ *

theca and,^'''7')j''f

duct
'^^^^

Mus.
No.

0. strigosa, Pecos

0. elrodi

0. s. huachucana

0. barbcUa

0. yavapai

O. y. neomexicana

16.3

17

14

6

5

4

6.3

6

6.5

4

3

2.1

21

19

22

13

18.5

22.5

21

13.5

15-16

15

85,100

79,475

83,370

87,011

79,415

80,700

The species thus far dissected show considerable differences in the

genitalia, chiefly in the proportions and shape of the penis, the forms

falling into three groups, as follows

:

' For comparison with the southern forms I have, however, figured the anatomy
of O. elrodi (Pils.), from Montana, PL XIX, fig. 2. The penis is hive that of 0.
strigosa, from Pecos, the lower third having thick walls, densely plicate within;
above that the walls are thinner, densely lined with long papillae, and in the upper
third there are several low fleshy ridges, also papillose. There is an extremely
short, conic penis-papilla in the apex. The vas deferens enters the epiphallus
centrally. The vagina is much dilated and muscular above. The uterus is pro-
vided with muscular strands forming an incoherent protractor muscle (fig. 2,
r.u.). The embryos were packed in like coins except the two lower ones. The
dimensions are given in the table.
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1. Penis long, the distal half strongly twisted, there being two dis-

tinct kinks, resulting in convolutions variously disposed, and of course

not alwa3^s falling the same in the same species or variety. 0. strigosa,

from Pecos, and 0. elrodi (PI. XIX, figs. 3 and 2) belong here.

2. Basal half of the penis swollen and muscular, the distal half

smaller, without distinct kinks. 0. s. huachucana and 0. harbata (PI.

XIX, figs. 6 and 5) are of this type.

3. Penis small, short, the basal half not much larger than the distal

portion, the latter not kinked. 0. neomcxicana and 0. yavapai (PI.

XIX, figs. 7 and 9) have penes of this kind.

All the above have the penis longer than the epiphallus. In the

subgenus Radiocentruni the epiphallus is as long as the penis or

longer.

As 3'et my observations have covered only about a dozen of the num-

erous species and subspecies; and until more of the forms of the central

and northern States are examined, characters of the soft anatomy

cannot be fully utilized in classification.

There are two types of dentition in Oreohelix. The ordinary forms

have uniciispid central and inner lateral teeth. Here stand 0. strigosa,

cooperi, newcomhiana, huachucana, yavapai, neomcxicana and haydeni.

In the second type of teeth ectocones arc developed on all of the teeth,

the centrals being thus tricuspid, the lateral and marginal teeth all

bicuspid. Of this kind are 0. idahoensis, 0. hemphilli, 0. barbata, 0.

chiricahuana and 0. clappi, but in the last species the ectocones are not

well developed.

The series of Huachuca Oreohelices shows that colonies of the same

original stock vary greatly and often show parallel variations in differ-

ent canyons.

Those from the greatest altitudes are smallest (PL XXIV, figs. 25-27,

29-32, Limestone Mountain, 8,000 feet; PI. XXIV, fig. 28, Carr Can-

yon, 7,000 feet, etc.), though some large shells occur elsewhere at equal

elevations.

Conspicuously banded shells were taken only at high elevations

(PL XXIV, figs. 17, 18, Brown Canyon, 7,000 feet), plainer ones occur-

ring lower down in the same canyon; but not all the high altitude

shells are so marked.

Gerontic or senile individuals or colonies are common, manifested

by deep descent of the last whorl in front, wdth a tendency to form a

free or solute peristome (PL XXV, figs. 33-35, Ida Canyon).

The carinatc periphery is an ancestral character of 0. strigosa and

its allies, present invariably in the ncanic stage. It will be noted that
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in most colonics there is great individual variation in the extent to

which it has been replaced in the adult stage by a rounded periphery.

Oreoheliz strigosa (Gld.).

Various forms referable to strigosa occur in New Mexico, such as those

sent from the Red river (Ashmun), Pecos (Cockerell), Canyon Diablo,

near Rowe (Miss Cooper), and Big Spring, 5 miles east of Zuni (H. S.

Conard). They are two-banded, with the periphery of the last whorl

rounded, not differing from the forms commonly found farther north,

but slightly unlike the typical Northwestern strigosa. The exact affini-

ties of these forms await fmother investigations now in progress.

I have examined the internal anatomy of specimens from Pecos,

New Mexico. The shells are cither rounded or subangular at the

periphery in adults. Sculpture of sharp, irregular growth-wrinkles

or strise, decussated by slightly impressed spiral lines both above

and below. The color varies from yellowish Isabelline to light

reddish, with paler strise, always with two narrow bands, and in one

specimen a third band around the umbilicus. The embryonic

shell is strongly carinate. The first whorl is convex and almost smooth
;

then fine, regular, obliquely radial strise appear, and continue to the

end of the embryonic shell of 2 to 2^- whorls; over them there is an

extremely minute regular spiral striation, and on the last half whorl

coarser, spaced spirals (PI. XXV, figs. 45, 46, 47).

The specimens examined were taken August 9, 1903. The penis is

very long and strongly twisted. The basal third of its length is cylin-

dric, the rest more or less lank, partially collapsed. Internally the

basal third (5 mm.) is rather finely plicate longitudinally, thick-walled;

the rest has larger lumen and thinner walls, which are densely papillose

within, the distal half having three low fleshy internal ridges. The
penial retractor is inserted upon the end of the penis and the base of

the epiphallus, which is decidedly less than one-half the length of the

penis. The vagina is subcylindric. The uterus is distended with

embryos, of which there are 9, with shells 3 to 4 mm. in diameter (PI.

XI, figs. 14, 15). Each is enclosed in a membranous capsule, ap-

parently the podocyst. Some of them seem to have a small cephalic

vesicle. The other ? organs call for no especial notice (PI. XIX, fig. 3).

The pallial organs have been described above. The kidney is 6.7,

the pericardium 4.6 mm. long.

The foot is slate-blackish and finely granular above, the dorsal fur-

rows distinct. The distinct genital furrow is duplicated on the left

side.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 25) has fine vertical striae.
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The radula (PI. XXII, figs. 1, 2, 3) has 29.1.29 teeth. Central and

inner lateral teeth are unicuspid. An cctocone appears on tne eighth

or ninth teeth. The marginal teeth are all bicuspid (fig. 2).

Mr. Binney has figured the genitalia of a specimen of strigosa from

Salmon river. Just what race it belongs to is not positively known.

It differs from the Pecos form of strigosa by the shorter, apparently

untwisted penis. The epiphallus and vagina are also shorter. He

figm-es the teeth of strigosa with tlie ectocone split on an extreme mar-

ginal, and the radula had 50.1.50 teeth—a far greater number than I

have encountered in this genus. The teeth of 0. haijdeni as figured by

Binney are like those of Pecos strigosa, and 33.1.33 in number. 0.

elrodih&s 28.1.28 similar teeth, the tenth with an ectocone, marginals

bicuspid.

Forms referable to Oreohelix cooperi have been found by Prof. Cock-

erell in central New Mexico. None were turned up in the regions

(;xplored by Mr. Ferriss.

Oreohelix strigosa concentrata (Dall).

Patula strigosa var. concentrata Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 1895,

p. 1 ; XIX, p. 336.

This was described from a dwarf form of the moimtain tops, the

types from the summit of the Huachuca Mountains, Cochise county,

Arizona. Through the covirtesy of Dr. Wilham H. Dall, I have one

of the typical lot (No. 89,237, A. N. S. P., from No. 129,999, U. S.

Nat. Mus.), and a series from the top of Hacheta Grande, 9,000 feet

elevation (No. 65,742, A. N. S. P.).

1. Typical concentrata is white ^\ith two dark red-brown bands, the

lower one wider, and some livid clouding on the upper surface. The

5 whorls are convex, the last rounded peripherally, with a slight and

inconspicuous trace of angulation at its origin. The umbilicus is widely

open, very ample loithin. Sculpture of low, rude, nearly effaced

wrinkles, with no trace of spiral lines am-where. The type measures

alt. ^, diam. 16 mm., the specimen before me 7.8 x 14.8 mm. with the

umbilicus 4 mnL wide.

0. s. concentrata is a relatively evolved form, having lost the keel on

the last whorl. Tne embryonic whorl seems to be similar to that of

huachiicana. There arc no spirals on the last whorl. Diam. 14 to

16 mm.
The following lots from the Huachucas seem referable to concentrata.

2. Carr Canyon, 7,000 feet (PL XXR', fig. 28). Similar to typical

concentrata, with the same depressed shape, very ample umbilicus and

nearly effaced sculpture, but fine radial ripples are visible on the em-
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bryonic whorls in the least worn shells ; broadly two-banded with chest-

nut, blackish in places, the upper band sometimes extending to the

«uturc.

Alt. 9 8.7 10 mm.
Diam. 15.2 15 15 "

3. Limestone Mountain, Huachucas, south side at 8,000 feet eleva-

tion (PI. XXIV, figs. 29-31). The shells are whitish with some fleshy

or livid streaks or dots, and with two bands, or clouded and suffused

with purple-brown. Similar to typical concentrata except that the

umbilicus is decidedly smaller within. The last whorl descends to the

aperture. They are like 0. s. huachucana, No. 3, from Brown Canyon,

in miniature. They are rounded or slightly angular in front. The

sculpture is subobsolete, without a trace of spirals.

Alt.
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co-type bofore me, having the same ample umbihcus and blunted sculp-

ture. Whether these shells are to be regarded as really identical with

the Huachuca concentrata, or as a parallel dwarf race independently

evolved, is a question remaining to be determined by a study of the

forms from the lower canyons of the Hacheta Grande Mountains.

Oreohelix strigosa huachucana (Pils.). PI. XXIV, figs. 5-7 (types).

"Pyramidula" strigosa huachucana Pils., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1902,

p. 511.^

1. The types are from "Conservatory Canyon," otherwise known

as Ramsey Canyon, on the northeastern slope of the Huacnucas

between Brown and Carr Canyons.

They are depressed with a broad umbilicus, exposing more of the

penultimate whorl than strigosa,^ and it is also more ample within.

There arc 5 whorls, of which 2h arc embryonic. The tip is a little de-

pressed ; the first whorl is delicately striate or wrinkled in an obliquely

radial direction. On the second whorl weak raised spiral lines usually

set in; and the last embryonic whorl is rather coarsely, irregularly

wrinkled radially, and finely striate spirally, with (in some shells) sev-

eral raised threads on the last half whorl. These cease abruptly at the

end of the embryonic stage. The following whorls are irregularly,

obliquely wrinkled and have at most obsolete spiral lines or traces of

them in places, often almost imperceptible. The base has no spiral

striation as a rule, but in some specimens from Carr Canyon there are

faint spirals there. Up to the end of the fourth whorl the periphery is

strongly carinate, but in adult shells it is nearly angular in front, the

last half or more becoming rounded. The suture follows the crest of

the keel, and usually descends a trifle to the aperture.

The shell is flesh-colored above, with irregular whitish streaks or

maculae; beneath, the opaque white predominates more, and there

is a purplish-brown band close to the periphery (but 4 or 5 of 25 exam-

ined arc equally flesh-tinted beneath, and lack the band, PI. XXIV,
fig. 8). The aperture is small, very oblique, with the ends of the lip

approaching. The peristome is not expanded.

Alt. 10.5, diam. 21.8, width of umbilicus 6 mm.; aperture 8.8 mm.
wide. Types No. 83,370, A. N. S. P., collected by James H. Ferriss.

The reproductive system of one of the types is figiu-ed (PL XIX,

' It was evidently this race which Dr. R. E. C. Stearns reported from Fort

Huachuca as Helix (Patula) hemphilli Newc. {Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVI, 1893,

p. 745), and Dall from the Huachuca Mountains, as P. strigosa (Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., XIX, 1896, p. 335).
* The comparisons are with tjT^ical 0. strigosa from the extreme Northwest,

which is identical with Hemphill's var. parma.
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fig. 6). It was taken in February, during the inactive season, and the

uterus is quite small. The dimensions of the organs arc given in the

table (p. 270). The lower half of the penis is much swollen, the upper

half smaller and lank. Wlien opened the basal narrower portion is

found to have strong acute folds; these become weak in the swollen

part, which contains a large fleshy process adnate to the upper side.

The contracted upper portion of the penis is papillose inside, with three

low ridges.

The retractor muscle and epiphallus arc as in Pecos strigosa. The 9

organs show nothing noteworthy.

The radula (PI. XXII, fig. 5, group of transitional teeth) has 30.1.30

teeth. Those of the median area are much as in Pecos strigosa, with

overhanging mesocones only. The ectocone beg'ns weakly on the sixth

or seventh, and is well developed on the eleventh tooth. The marginal

teeth are all bicuspid, the cusps unsplit.

0. s. huachucana is widely distributed in the canyons of the Huachuca

Mountains, and nearly every colony has some individual features.

"Sometimes only one form was found in a colony, but usually they

vary in color and form. They are slow travelers and hence the dis-

tinctive characteristics of the colonies. They had not encroached at

all upon the ground burned over two years ago. Colonies on different

sides of the divides between canyons were entirely different, even when

but a hundred or two hundred feet apart' ' (Ferriss).

Brown Canyon, Huachuca Mountains. Numerous colonies in this

canyon vary in color, but in all the periphery of the last whorl may
either be rounded, as in the type lot, or the acute keel of the young may
extend upon the first third or half. The color-forms of the individual

colonies are as follows:

2. Solid, opaque pinkish-ivhite, with a few fleshy streaks and scattered

dots. Sculpture weak (PI. XXIV, figs. 9, 10).

3. Similar, but with a narrow band on the upper surface and on the

base a band below the periphery, as in the typical form. Frequently

the upper surface is largely fleshy-brown. This is an abundant form,

differing from the Conservatory Canyon race only in the frequent

retention of the keel in adults (PI. XXIV, figs. 11, 12, 16).

4. Dull brown predominates throughout. Usually there are no

bands (PL XXIV, figs. 13, 14). This and all the preceding from Brown

Canyon are from about 7,000 feet. Some specimens are like the

following form. In one gerontic colony at 6,000 feet the peristome is

contracted and continuous in old shells (PI. XXIV, fig. 15).

5. A broad, blackish-chestnut band below the periphery, the rest
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of the base whitish, often dotted. Upper surface also dark brown,

usually with a light line below the periphery (PI. XXIV, figs. 17, 18).

7,000 feet elevation.

6. Ramsey Canyon, Huachuca IMountains, collected in 1904, and

evidently from a different colony from the types collected in 1902.

Two specimens received are dirty whitish. The whorl descends very

deeply to the aperture. They are markedly gerontic.

Alt. 9.5, diam. 17.3 mm.
" 10, " 16

"

Carr Canyon, Huachuca Mountains. In this canyon most or all

colonies have the form with rounded periphery, and that with it acutely

carinate on the first half of the last whorl. The spire is usually sharply

striate obliquely, and the last whorl is frequently striate spirally. The
special tendencies of this canyon are most strongly expressed in No. 12.

7. Carr Canyon, 5,500 feet. Similar to No. 4, Brown Canyon, except

that the sutures are less impressed, nearly level, and margined very

distinctly above by the keel. In some shells the last whorl is rather

distinctly decussate by spirals above. In one specimen the suture is

deeply deflexed above, as in the Ramsey Canyon shells. A basal

band is sometimes present.

Alt.
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paler; striation sharp; spirals well developed on the last whorl; not cari-

nate. Alt. 8.8, diam. 14.7 mm. (PI. XXV, fig. 36).

This lot is dwarfed, about the size of 0. s. concentrata.

12, Another lot from Carr Canyon, altitude not stated, contains

whitish bandless shells and brownish ones, uniform or banded like

No. 7. One is carinated to the aperture and all are keeled in

front. The sculpture consists of fine, sharp rib-striae on the spire,

, and when fresh, young shells show cuticular laminae on the costulse,

larger at intervals and at the periphery. The base has a similar sculp-

ture. The last whorl is spirally striate above and below, Diam. 21

mm. (PL XXV, figs,' 37, 38, 39, 40),

It may be noted that Dall has reported " a sharply carinated variety"

from Tanner's Can3^on, Huachuca Mountains (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XIX, p. 335),

Mr, Ferriss notes that the young are hirsute. This form diverges

quite markedly from huachucajia and to some extent parallels 0. har-

bata of the Chiricahuas. It was found in one small colony only (No,

79 of Mr. Ferriss' coll,. 87,132, A, N. S. P,).

13, Miller Canyon, 5,000 feet. Very large, depressed shells with

0, 1 or 2 bands, ground color fleshy-white or brown. Periphery rounded,

or in one specimen angular in front (PI. XXIV, figs, 1, 2, 3, 4, the last

immature),

Alt, 14 13.6 13 12 mm.
Diam. 24.5 23 23 21 "

14, Miller Canyon, 5,500 feet. Similar to the preceding.

On the opposite side of the range specimens were taken in Cave

Creek and Ida Canyons.

15, Cave Creek Canyon, 5,500 feet. Whitish or brown-banded

specimens like Nos, 3 and 4 (PI. XXV, figs. 41, 42, 43).

16, Ida Canyon. Whitish specimens, angular or rounded in front,

and with or without a band. The whorl descends more or less in front,

and some gerontic forms occur, Diam, 19.8 to 22 mm. (PI. XXV, figs,

33, 34, 35),

Oreohelix strigosa metcalfei Ckll. pi. xxv, ligs. 44, 48, t,2.

Nautilus, XVIII, p. 113 February, 1905.

The shell is calcareous, Avhitish with corneous and brownish streaks

and dots, and a dark brown band below the periphery. The upper

siu^ace is rather rudely wrinkled obliquely, but scarcely shows spirals;

but the base is closely and in most specimens rather distinctly spirally

striate. Embryonic shell like that of 0. s. hiuxchucana. The whorls

have an acute, projecting cari?ia which continues to the aperture, and are
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flat above it, forming a straightly conic spire. Suture not impressed.

The last whorl descends in front. Aperture rather small, as m O. s.

huachucana. Umbilicus ample within, as in hiuichucana.

Alt 12 10.2 10.6 mm.

Diam. 21 19.5 20 "

Whorls 4f 5i 5^

Mountains near Kingston, Sierra county, New Mexico, collected by

O. B. Metcalfe.
, -^ j-^

This form stands close to the huachucana series, from which it ditters

only in the spiral striation of the base, which is usually quite distmct

though very minute,^" and in the persistence of the peripheral keel to

the aperture. In the last feature it is less evolved than huachucana.

In some specimens of the latter the keel also persists, though less

st^onglJ^

Oreohelix strigosa sooorroensis n. subsp. PI. XXV, figs. 49-51.

The shell is thin, with 2^ embryonic whorls closely and sharply

obliquely striate, with a few low, coarse, indistinct spirals on the last

embryonic whorl. Whorls 4^ to 4f , convex, the later ones rudely but

not coarsely wrinkled, without noticeable spirals above, but the base

is very densely and distinctly striate spirally. The last whorl is qmte

convex above and below a cord-like peripheral keel, which extends

nearly or quite to the aperture. The last whorl descends a little and

slowly in front. The umbilicus is rather small, but enlarges at the

opening. Aperture as usual.

Alt 8 9.2 8 8.8 mm.

Diam. 15 14.8 13.5 13.3
"

Negra Mountains, Socorro county, New Mexico. Types No. 58,128,

A. N. S. P., presented by Dr. W. D. Hartman, collector unknown.

Related to 0. s. metcalfei, its neighbor on the south, but that is a

more strongly carinate shell with flat whorls and straightly conic spire.

They agree in the beautiful circular striation of the base.

Oreohelix barbata n. sp. Pi. XXV, figs. 57, 58.

The shell is broadlv and openly umbilicate, depressed, biconvex,

carinate, pale brown, histerless; obliquely closely lamellose costulate,

the lamelljE lengthened into a cuticular fringe at the periphery, and at

several places on the base, forming circular fringes there. A similar

»o In some specimens of huachucana from Carr Canyon, such as PI. XXV, fig. 36

and figs. 37-40, th?base is spirally striate, but it is not so m huachucarut from other

places.
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but less developed one runs in the middle of the upper surface of the

last whorl. The embryonic shell of nearly two whorls is not distinctly

defined from the subsequent growth ; the first whorl is smoothish with

some radial wrinkles only; the second is densely obliquely costulate,

with cuticular lamellae on the fine riblets in perfectly preserved exam-

ples. There are weak traces of a few coarse, low spirals. Whorls 4,

rather rapidly increasing, the last slowly descending in front, very con-

vex beneath. The aperture is very oblique, shortly pear-shaped, the

peristome simple, upper and lower margins much converging and

straightened, connected by a short and thin parietal callous.

Alt. 7, diam. 13.5 mm., not including the cuticular processes.

Cave Creek Canyon, Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona, collected by
J. H. Ferriss. Co-types No. 87,011 and 87,146, Coll. A. N. S. P. It

lives in a moist situation, in stone talus near the falls of the stream.

Cuticular processes or "hairs" are generally present on the shells

of very young Oreohelices, but in this one alone their development

culminates in the adult snail. Their projection at the angle of the

whorls of the spire makes the lamellae look continuous over the sutures.

When denuded the shell is sharply striate, with some ill-defined spirals

marking the positions of the more prominent cuticular wreaths.

Besides those described above, there are some minor and variable

spirals on the most perfect specimens.

The processes are very efficient as gatherers of soil, which is probably

glued on by the mucous of the animal, as usual. In the general plan

of ornamentation, this bearded Oreohelix is not unlike Polygyra (Steno-

trema) pilsbryi Ferriss.

By its tricuspid central and bicuspid lateral teeth, as well as by the

general form of the shell, 0. barhata recalls 0. hemphilli, especially

when denuded of the "beard." The embryonic sculpture is not very

unlike some forms of hemphilli,' but it most resembles that of 0. s.

socorroensis , though a little coarser. The insertion of the penis retrac-

tor solely on the epiphallus is like Radiocentrum, and unlike any of the

typical Oreohelices.

The foot of 0. barhata is small, slate-blackish alcove, and finely granu-

lated. No genital furrow is discernible, but there is a pair of dorsal

grooves. The tail is flattened and pale above. The mantle edge is

very thick and fleshy.

The genitalia of one of the types are figured (PI. XIX, fig. 5). The
penis resembles that of *S. strigosa huachucana, the lower half being

much swollen, the upper half smaller and cylindric. Internally the

larger portion has 4 or 5 large and some smaller longitudinal folds, the
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upper part is densely papillose inside. The epiphallus bears the penis-

retractor muscle, some distance from its base, and the vas deferens

enters centrally at the end. The duct of the spermatheca is some-

what swollen basally. The uterus contained neither eggs nor

embryos, the specimens having been collected in February.

The radula (PL XXII, fig. 6) has 23.1.23 teeth. The mesocones are

long, and all the teeth have ivell-developed ectocones. The marginal teeth

are bicuspid as usual, the cusps unsplit.

Oreohelix yavapai n. sp. PI. XXV, fig. 53.

Shell thin, whitish more or less stained with brown, with a faint brown

band above and another close below the periphery. The small periph-

eral keel extends to the aperture, but is pinched up less than in neo-

mexicana; the last whorl elsewhere is well rounded, the earlier whorls

flattened. Embryo of 2J whorls, the first nearly smooth, convex, the

next more flattened, finely, densely striate obliquely, and very strongly

striate and ribbed spirally. At the end of the embryonic stage this spiral

scidpture abruptly stops, and is succeeded by sharp oblique striation which

becomes cut by a few spiral lines. On the last whorl there are more

spirals, usually emphasized as series of granules or pits upon the oblique

striae (indicating cuticular processes in perfectly fresh shells). Whorls

about 5^, the last hardly descending in front. The umbilicus is ample,

as in 0. y. neomexicana. Aperture oblique, rounded, with thin lip.

Alt. 8.7 9.5 mm.
Diam. 15.2 16.6 "

Purtyman's ranch, on Oak creek, Yavapai county, about 40 miles

from Jerome, Arizona (northwest of the center of the Territory), types

No. 79,415, A. N. S. P., collected by E. H. Ashmun. Also found on

the summit of Mt. Mingus, near Jerome, and fossil in a road cutting

in Walnut Gulch, near Jerome (Ashmun).

Dr. R. E. C. Stearns reported a form probably identical with 0.

yavapai from Coon Mountain, a curious crater about 10 miles south of

Canyon Diablo, and about 3 days' travel from Flagstaff, Arizona

(Patula strigosa Old., Nautilus, VI, May, 1892, p. 1; Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., XVI, p. 745).

The embryonic young shells, 2 mm. diameter with 2^ whorls, arc

acutely carinatc (PI. XI, fig. 13).

This species differs from 0. strigosa in the form of the shell, which is

more like 0. hemphilli, and by the diminutive penis, while the epi-

phallus is longer in proportion than in forms of strigosa I have exam-
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ined ; it differs from 0. y. ncomexicana chiefly by the stronger spiral

sculpture of tho embryonic shell and the abrupt change in sculpture at

the inception of the neanic growth. The same differences and the wider

umbilicus separate it from the northern 0. hemphilli, which, moreover,

differs by its dentition, as indicated below under 0. y. neomexicana.

The penis (PI. XIX, fig. 7) resembles that of 0. y. neomexicana

except that it is larger, and the vas deferens enters the epiphallus

centrally at the apex. There were 10 embryos in the uterus, each

half enveloped in its podocyst.

The jaw has longitudinal and vertical stria?. The radula (PI. XXII,
figs. 7) has 26.1.26 teeth, those in the middle unicuspid; the ectocone

distinctly appearing on the sixth. Marginal teeth bicuspid, the cusps

unsplit.

Oreohelix yavapai neomexicana n. subsp. PI. XI, figs. 8, 9 ; PI. XXV, fig. 59.

The shell is thin, brown, acutely keeled, pinched in above and below

the peripheral keel, which extends to the aperture, the whorls else-

where convex above and below. Embryo of 2 to 2^ whorls, convex

except near the periphery where they are impressed ; they are densely

striate obliquely and rather obsoletely striate spirally. The junction

with the subsequent neanic growth is often indistinct. Whorls 4f to

5^, the later ones rudely, very obliquely wrinkled, and showing raised

spiral strise, usually rather indistinct. The umbilicus is ample within

and rather widely open, exposing the penultimate whorl. Aperture

small with simple lip, the whorl descending slowly to it.

Alt. 8.5 7.8 mm.
Diam. 15.6 14.5

"

Canyon Diablo, near Rowe, San Miguel county. New Mexico. Types

No. 84,297, A. N. S. P., collected by Miss Mary Cooper.

This form differs from 0. hemphilli (Newc.) by its less convex em-

bryonic whorls, which are more impressed near the periphery, and by
the more ample umbilicus ; but it differs chiefly by the unicuspid teeth

of the median part of the radula, those teeth in 0. hemphilli having well-

developed ectocones, as in 0. harbata. It seems to be rather widely

separated geographically from the range of 0. hemphilli.

It is also before me from Beulah, in the Sapello Canyon, San Miguel

county, at 8,000 feet (Prof. Cockerell), small specimens only 10 mm.
diameter, with 4^ whorls, perhaps not quite adult. Similar small speci-

mens come from Las Huartes Canyon, Bernalillo county. New Mexico

(Miss Cooper).
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I have partially examine;! the internal anatomy of one of the speci-

mens from Beulah. The penis (PI. XIX, fig. 9) is bent in the middle,

the lower half a little swollen, with muscular walls, the upper half

slightly smaller, softer. There is a very small apical papilla, and the

retractor muscle is inserted at the apex of the penis and root of the

epiphallus. The epiphallus is large, shorter than the penis, and the

vas deferens enters at the side, not the center of the apex.

The radula has 19.1.19 teeth, similar to those of 0. yavapai. On the

fifth or sixth teeth the ectocone is developed. Marginals bicuspid, as

usual.

Subgenu.s RADIOCENTRUM nov.

Oreohelices with an embryonic shell of H radially ribbed whorls,

spiral strise in the intervals between ribs excessively weak or wanting.

Penis rather short, with a hollow dilation at the distal end. Epiphallus

club-shaped, as long as the penis, the retractor inserted near its base.

Type 0. chiricahvLana Pils.

This group differs from Oreohelix by the smaller number of embryonic
whorls and their different sculpture, and in the somewhat different

structure of the penis. It includes at present three species: 0. chiri-

cahuana, 0. clappi and 0. avalonensis.

The genitalia are similar in the two species examined, the only

difference being in the shape of the distal end of the penis, and in the

absolute dimensions. The pallial organs of 0. clappi do not differ from
those described above for Oreohelix strigosa.

Key to Species of Radiocentrum.

a.—Shell bluntly subangular or almost rounded at the periphery; cov-
ered with a green or olive cuticle, largely worn from old shells.

Alt. 8.5 to 9.7, diam. 15 mm., 0. dappt Ferriss.

a'.—Shell carinatcd; earthy, without perceptible cuticle.

h.
—"Whorls 4^y, granulated above and below, the last one wide;

aperture large. Alt. 6, diam. 11 mm." (Hemphill).

0. avalonensis Hemphill.
h'.—Whorls 5, striated but not granulated, slowly widening;

aperture small. Alt. 6.5, diam. 11 mm.,
0. chiricahuana Pils.

Oreohelix chiricahuana n. sp. PI. XI, figs, i, 2, 3.

The shell is depressed, the altitude about .6 of the diameter, about

equally convex above and below the peripheral keel. Umbilicus rather

well-like, slowly contracting, and contained five or six times in the

diameter of the shell. Wliitish, with an indistinct gray band near
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the middle of the upper surface and another immediately below the

white keel, the early whorls dull brown; without perceptible cuticle.

Sculpture of close but irregular and rather sharp growth-wrinkles, very

indistinctly decussated with spiral striae. The embryonic shell consists

of only 1^ whorls. The first half whorl is nearly smooth, the next

whorl is sharply and finely hut very regularly ribbed radially. With the

compound microscope some very weak spiral striation may be seen in-

distinctly in the intervals. At the end of the embryonic period the

rib sculpture abruptly gives place to a lower, less regular oblique

striation. The spire is convcxly conic. Whorls 5, convex, impressed

above the suture, where the keel projects a trifle. At the periphery

the keel projects somewhat, the surface being a little concave above and

below it. Base convex. Aperture small, oblique, a little angular at

the outer part. Lip simple, the ends approaching.

Alt. 6.5, diam. 11 mm.
''

7, " 10.5
"

Cave Creek Canyon, Chiricahua Mountains. Types No. 87,012,

A. N. S. P., collected by James H. Fcrriss. "Occurred on a dry, clay

hillside, under dead vegetation and stones, and was found nowhere
else on the mountain."

This is a very distinct little species, closely related to 0. avalonensis

Hemphill of Santa Catalina Island, California, which has an apex of

the same type. 0. avalonensis differs, however, by its conspicuously

decussate surface, wider last whorl and larger aperture, and it has a

half whorl less. It is figured for comparison, PI. XI, figs. 4, 5, 6, 7.

The umbilicus is about equal in the two species.

0. chiricahuana differs conspicuously from 0. yavapai and 0. y.

neomexicana by its pec\iliar apical sculpture, etc.

The genitalia are figured (PI. XIX, fig. 4). The penis is cylindric, a

little flattened and protruding on one side at the distal end. The epi-

phallus is longer than the penis, club-shaped, the retractor inserted

upon it not far from its base. The lower part of the spermatheca duct
is enlarged and muscular. The lengths of the organs are as follows:

penis 4, cpiphallus 4.7, vagina 3.5, spermatheca and duct 7.5 mm. The
foot is scarcely granulose, the integument smoothish, tessellated in

rather coarse pattern with blackish or gray spots. No genital furrow

is visible. The mantle edge is thin.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 24) is striate, somewhat less arcuate than
that of 0. clappi.

The radula (PI. XXII, figs. 10, 11) has 26.1.26 teeth. They are

rather shorter than usual in Oreohelix. The central and lateral teeth
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have well-developed ectocones. The marginal teeth are bicuspid, as

usual in Oreohelix, but the inner cusp is split.

Oreohelix olappi Ferrlss. PI. XI, fig. 12 ; HI. XXV, figs. 51-56.

Nautilus, XVIII, p. 53 (September, 1904).

This is a remarkable snail, slightly resembling Pyramidula solitaria

on a small scale, but very different from any other Oreohelix by its

rapidly narrowing umbilicus and green or olivaceous cuticle.

The smoothish integument is blackish on the head and tail, and

darker toward the foot margins, elsewhere tessellated with large poly-

gonal gray pigment spots. Sole cream colored. There are two irregu-

lar dorsal grooves.

The kidney, 6.3 mm. long, is a thin-walled sack, its lumen large,

with strongly corrugated walls. The pericardium is fully 4 mm. long.

The reproductive system (PI. XIX, fig. 8) resembles that of 0. chiri-

^iahuana. The rather slender cylindric penis is enlarged at the summit,

the protuberance on the upper side (in the figure) hollow. The epi-

phallus enters through a very small acorn-shaped papilla. The walls

of the penis are thin, with a minute oblique corrugation meeting V-like

on one side. The penis measures 7, epiphallus 7, vagina 6, sperma-

theca and duct 13 mm. long. The penis retractor is inserted about 1.5

mm. from the base of the epiphallus.

The jaw (PI. XXIII, fig. 26) is arcuate and striate vertically.

The radula (PI. XXII, fig. 4) has about 29.1.29 teeth, of the general

form usual in Oreohelix. There are rudimentary ectocones on the

central teeth, at least where they arc unworn. The laterals have simi-

lar outer cutting points. The marginal teeth are bicuspid. In general,

the teeth are between the unicuspid type and that with developed

ectocones.

Explanation of Plates XI-XXVII.

Plate XI.—Fig 11 was drawn by the author; the others are reproduced from
photographs.

Figs. 1-3

—

Oreohelix chiricahuana Pils. X 3§. Co-types.
Figs. 4—6.

—

Oreohelix aralonensis Hemph. X cj. Santa Catalina Island,
California.

Fig. 7.

—

0. aralonensis. Early whorls. X 6.

Fig. 8.

—

Oreohelix yavapaineomexicanaFils. Young specimen. X 3. Show-
ing embryonic whorls and two neanic whorls.

Fig. 9.

—

0. y. neomexicana. Segment of base. Only the coarser spirals are
visible in the half-tone cut.

Fig. 10.

—

Sonorella granulatlssima Pils. No. 87,087. Miller Canj-on. Por-
tion of last wliorl above the periphery. X 7.

Fig. 11.

—

A shrmmella angulata P'lh. No. 87,113. Immature shell of S nun.
diameter showing temporary lip-rib.
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Fig. 12.

—

Oreohelix clappi Ferriss. Early whorls. X 6. Sculpture is very
imperfectly shown.

Fig. 13.

—

Oreohelix yavapai Pils. Young shell, showing embryonic whorls
and about one-third of the first neanic whorl. X 6.

Figs. 14, 15.

—

Oreohelix strigosa Gld. Pecos, N. M. Uterine young. X 6.

The very fine, even spiral striation is not sufficiently enlarged to be
visible in the reproduction, though shown in the photograph ; the
radial ripples are also largely lost.

Plate XII, Figs. 1-4.

—

Ashmunella rhyssa Dall. Sierra Blanca. Nos. 73,561
and 73,575.

Figs. 5, 6.

—

Ashmunella rhyssa miorhyssa Dall. Sierra Blanca, New Mexico.
No. 73,577.

Figs. 7, 8.

—

Ashmunella rhyssa hyporhyssa Ckll., larger form. James Can-
yon, Cloudcroft, New Mexico. No. 89,201.

Figs. 9-13.

—

A. r. hyporhyssa Ckll. James Canyon, Cloudcroft. No. 83,345.
Fig. 14.

—

Ashmunella altissima Ckll. Co-type. Summit of Sierra Blanca.
No. 73,558.

Figs. 15, 16.

—

Ashmunella pseudodonta DaU. White Oaks, New Mexico.
No. 73,589.

Figs. 17, 18.

—

A. pseudodonta Dall. Capitan Mountains, New Mexico. No.
79,529.

Figs. 19, 20.

—

Ashmunella ashmuni Dall. Bland, New Mexico. No. 73,599.
Figs. 21-23.

—

A. pseudodonta capitanensis A. and C. Capitan Mountains,
New Mexico. No. 74,556.

Figs. 24r-26.

—

A. ashmuni rohusta Pils. Bland, New Mexico. No. 73,576.

Plate XIII, Figs. 23-26.

—

Ashtnunella esuritor Pils. Types.
Figs. 27, 28.

—

Ashmunella thomsoniana (Ancey). Part of the original lot,

from J. H. Thomson. Santa F6 Canyon, New Mexico. Nos. 58,113
and 58,114.

Fig. 29.

—

A. thomsoniana. Specimen from Monument Rock, Santa F6 Can-
yon. Prof. Cockerell and Miss Porter. No. 77,870.

Fig. 30.

—

A. thomsoniana. Santa F6 Canyon. E. H.Ashmun. No. 76,709.
Figs. 31-34.

—

A. thomsoniana (Anc). Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Nos. 84,293, 80,750 and 83,946. Fig. 34 is a co-type oi A. t. cooperoe

Figs. 35-37.

—

A thomsoniana (Anc). Canyon Diablo, near Rowe, New
Mexico. No. 84,295.

Fig. 38.

—

A. t. pecosensis Ckll. Type. Valle ranch, Pecos, New Mexico.
No. 84,209.

Figs. 39-41.

—

A. t. porterce Pils. and Ckll. Sapello Canyon, San Miguel
county, New Mexico, 8,000 feet altitude. No. 81,983.

Figs. 42, 46.

—

A. t. porterce P. and C. Co-types. Beulah, Upper Sapello
Canyon. No. 76,789.

Figs. 43-45.

—

A. t. porterOS P. and C. Pecos, New Mexico. No. 85,099.

Plate XIV, Figs. 47-49.

—

Ashmunella levettei angigyra Pils. Types. Con-
servatory Canyon, Huachuca Mountains. No. 83,269.

Figs. 50, 54.

—

A. I. angigyra. Brown's Canyon. No. 87,093.
Figs. 51-53.

—

A. I. angigyra. Foothills, Bear Canyon. No. 89,202.
Figs. 55-57.

—

Ashmunella angulata Pils. Tjrpes. South fork of Cave
creek, at base of mountain, Chiricahua Mountains. No. 87,019.

Fig. 58.

—

A . angulata. South fork of Cave creek, under cliffs; showing weak
upper branch of the parietal tooth. No. 87,015.

Figs. 59, 60.

—

A. angulata. Cave Creek Canyon. No. 87,020.
Fig. 61.

—

A. angulata. Cave Creek Canyon. No. 87,111.
Fig. 62.

—

Ashmunella mearnsi Dall. Huachuca Mountains. No. 65,736.
Figs. 63, 64.

—

Ashmunella angulata Pils. Falls of Cave Creek. No. 87,112,
Figs. 65, 66.

—

Ashmunella proxima Pils. Types. Sawmill Canyon, Chiri-

cahua Mountains. No. 86,498.
Figs. 67-69.

—

Ashmunella fissidens Pils. Cave Creek Canyon, Chirica-
hua Mountains. Types. No. 87,022.

Figs. 70, 71.—.1. proxima. Topotypes. No. 87,102.
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Plate XV, Figs. 72-75, 79.—A sh7nunella leveUei (Bid.). Typical. Bear Can-

yon, Huachuca Mountains, 6,500 feet. No. 87,089.

Figs 76.

—

A. levetlei. Albino. Head of Bear Canyon, 7,000 feet. No.

87,098.
Fig. 77.

—

A. levettei. Pathologic monster, same locality.

Fig. 78.

—

A. levettei. Miller Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, 6,000 feet.

No. 87,099.

Figs. 80-88.—A. L /te^erodonPils. Ida Canyon, Huachuca Mountams. No.

89 203.

Figs 89-91 —A. I. heterodon. Cave Creek Canyon, Huachuca Mountains.

No. 87,152.
. r, r^ TT

Figs 92 93.

—

A. levettei, var. approachmg angtgyra. Carr Canyon, Hua-

chuca Mountains, 5,000 feet. Nos. 87,092 and 89,204.

Figs. 94, 95.

—

A. I. heterodon Pils. or chiricahuana Dall(?), Miller Canyon,

Huachuca Mountains. No. 87,097.

Plate XVI Figs. 96-99.—Ashmunella chiricahuana (DaU). Cave Creek Canyon,

Chiricahua Mountains. No. 87,096, A. N. S. P.

Fig 100 —A. chiricahuana. An elevated specimen from the same locality.

No. 87,021.
. , r^. ,

Fig. 101.

—

A. c. mogollonensis. Base of a larger specimen from Kingston,

Sierra county, New Mexico.
,Tr ^ r , /->•,

Fig. 102.

—

Ashmunella chiricahuana mogollonensis Pils. West tork Uila

river, near MogoUon Peak, New Mexico. No. 79,530.

Figs. 103-107.

—

Ashmunella duplicidens Pils. Bearfoot Park, Chiricahua

Mountains. No. 87,024.

Figs. 108-110, 113.

—

Ashmunella ferrissi Pils. Cave Creek Canyon, Chiri-

cahua Mountains. No. 89,232.

Figs. Ill, 112, 117.

—

Ashmunella walkeriFernss. Co-types. Florida Moun-

tains, near Deming, New Mexico.

Figs. 114, 115.

—

Ashmunella metamorphosa Pils. Types.

Fig. 116.

—

Ashmunella mearnsi (Dall). No. 65,736.

Plate XVII, Figs. 1, 2.—Sonorella hachitana, var. Florida Mountains, No.

87 078
Figs. ^-Q.—Sonorella hachitana, var. Florida Mountains. No. 86,496.

Figs' 7 8

—

Sonorella hachitana, \a,T. Organ Mountains. No. 71,413.

Figs. ^U.—Sonorella hachitana ashmuni Bartsch. Purtyman's. Nos.

79,409 and 80,707.
, ,^ -at

Figs. 15, IG.-Sonorella virilis Pils. Type. Chiricahua Mountains. No.

79,622. _, .„ ^ ^u- • u
Figs. 17-20.—Sonorella virilis Pils., var. bawmill Canyon, Chiricahua

Mountains. No. 87,081.

Figs 21-23.

—

Sonorella granulatissima Pils. Tj-pes. No. 83,257.

Fig. 24^.—Sonorella virilis huachucana Pils. Brown Canyon, Huacliuca

Mountains.

Plate XVIII, Figs. 24-28.

—

Sonorella granulatissima latior Pils. Brown's Can-

j'on, Huachuca Mountains. No. 87,083.

Figs. 29-Z2.—Sonorella hachitana boiviensis Pils. Fort Bowie. No. 86,497.

Figs 33 M.—Sonorella roivelli {l>iewc.). Sanfords. No. 83,273.

Fig. 35.—Sonorella roicelli (Newc). Patagonia Mountains. No. 83,268.

Figs 36-38.

—

Sonorella gramdatissima Pils. Ida Canyon. No. 87,088.

Figs 39 40, a.—Sonorella granulatissima Pils. Miller Canyon. No. 87,087.

Figs, il-is'.—Sonorella gramdatissima Pils. Miller Canyon. No. 89,227.

Figs. 4.5-47.

—

Sonorella gramdatissima parva Pils. West end of Hua-

chuca Mountains. No. 87,114. ^ r. i

Figs. 'iS-dO.—Sonorella virilis circumstriatus Pils. T>T)es. Cave Creek

Canyon, Chiricahua Mountains. No. 87,020.

Figs 51-54 —Sonorella granulatissima Pils. Carr Canyon, Huachuca Moun-

tains. No. 89,226.
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Plate XIX.—Anatomy of Oreohelix.

Fig. 1.—Oreohelix strigosa, from Pecos, New Mexico. Pallial complex.
Fig. 2.—0. elrodi (Pils.).

Fig. 3.—0. strigosa (Gld.), from Pecos, New Mexico.
Fig. 4.

—

0. chiricahuana Pils.

Fig. 5.

—

0. barbata Pils.

Fig. 6.

—

O. s. huachucana Pils.

Fig. 7.

—

O. yavapai Pils. Penis.

Fig. 8.

—

0. dappi Ferriss.

Fig. 9.

—

O. y. neomexicana Pils. Penis.

Plate XX [all figures X 2], Fig. 10.

—

Sonorella hachitana bowiensis Pils. Penis

opened to show papilla. Bowie, Arizona. No. 86,497.

Fig. 11.

—

S. h. bowiensis Pils. Genitalia of same specimen.

Fig. 12.

—

Sonorella hachitana (DaU). Genitalia of individual from Florida

Mountains, New Mexico. No. 86,496. The penis-papilla shows
faintly through.

Fig. IS.^Sonorella roivelli (Newc). Penis opened to show papilla. San-
ford's, Arizona. No. 83,273.

Fig. 14.

—

S. rowelli (Newc). Genitalia of same individual.

Fig. 15.

—

Sonorella hachitana ashmuni (Bartsch). Opened penis of a speci-

men from Purtyman's ranch. Oak creek. New Mexico. No. 79,409.

Fig. 16.

—

Sonorella granulatissima Pils. (^ organs, showing epiphallus and
flagellum of one of the type specimens. Spring Canyon, Huachuca
Mountains.

Fig. 17.—*S. granulatissima Pils. Genitalia of same individual.

Fig. 18.—*S. granulatissima Pils. Opened penis of same individual.

Fig. 19.

—

Sonorella virilis circumstriata Pils. Genitalia of No. 87,026. Cave
Creek Canyon.

Fig. 20.

—

Sonorella roivelli (Newc). Terminal ducts of genitalia of a small

form from the Patagonia Mountains, Arizona. No. 83,268.

Fig. 21 .—Sonorella virilis Pils. Opened penis of type specimen. Chiricahua

Mountains. No. 79,622.

Fig. 22.

—

S. virilis Pils. Genitalia of same specimen.

Plate XXI.—Genitalia of Ashmunella.
Fig. 23.—Ashmunella duplicidens Vi\s. X2f. No. 87,024.

Fig. 24.

—

Ashmunella proxima V\\s. X2|. No. 86,498.

Fig. 25.

—

Ashmunella esuritor Pils. Exserted penis.

Fig. 26.—Ashmunella angulata Pils. X2§. No. 87,015.

Fig. 27.

—

Ashmunella mefamorphosa T\ls. X2. No. 88,885.

Fig. 28.—Ashmunella I. angigyra VAs. X2§. No. 83,269.

Fig. 29.

—

Ashmunella chiricahuana Pils. X2. No. 87,021.

Fig. 30.—Ashmunella esuritor Pils. X2§. No. 87,023.

Plate XXII, Figs. 1, 2, 3.

—

Oreohelix strigosa, variety from Pecos, New Mexico.
1. Central tooth r, with three laterals; 2. Group of marginal teeth at

the edge of radula; 3. Lateral and transitional teeth.

Fig. 4.

—

Oreohelix clappi Ferriss. Central and two lateral teeth of a co-type.

Fig. 5. Oreohelix strigosa huachucana Pils. Group of lateral and transi-

tional teeth of a type specimen.
Fig. 6.

—

Oreohelix barbata Pils. Central tooth with laterals i-iii, vi and vii

of a co-type.

Fig. 7.

—

Oreohelix yavapai Pils. Co-type. Group of lateral and transitional

teeth, with a central tooth on the extreme riglit.

Fig. 8.

—

Ashmunella mefamorphosa Pils. Central with two adjacent lateral

teeth of a type specimen.
Fig. 9.

—

Ashmunella angulata Pils. No. 87,015. Group of transitional and
marginal teeth.

Figs. 10, 11.

—

Ashmunella chiricahuana (Dall). Group of central and lateral

teetli and two groups of marginal teeth of a typical specimen.

Fig. 12.

—

Ashmunella levettei angigj/ra Pils. Conservatory Canyon, Hua-
chuca Mountains. Half row of teeth, some of the marginals omitted.
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Plate XXIII.—Jaws of Ashmunella, Sonorella and Oreohelix.
Fig. 13.

—

Ashmunella chiricahuana Dall. Cave Creek Canvon, Chiricahua.s.
No. 87,021.

Fig. 14.

—

Ashmunella levettei angigyra Pils. Type. No. 83,269.
Fig. 15.

—

Ashmunella angulata Pils. No. 87,015.
Fig. 16.

—

Ashmunella metamorphosa Pils. Co-type.
Fig. 17.

—

Ashmunella levettei proxima Pils. Co-type. No. 86,498.
Fig. 18.

—

Sonorella rowelli (Newc). Patagonia Mountains, Santa Cruz
county, Arizona. No. 83,268.

Fig. 19.

—

Sonorella hachitana var. Organ Mountains, New Mexico. No.
71,413.

Fig. 20.

—

Sonorella hachitana. {DsiW) . Florida Mountains, New Mexico. No.
86,496.

Fig. 21.—Sonorella ririlis Pils. Type. No. 79,602.
Fig. 2'2.Sonorella h. bowiensis Pils. Type. No. 86,497.
Fig. 23.

—

Sonorella granulatissima Pils. Co-type.
Fig. 24.

—

Oreohelix chiricahuana Pils. Co-type.
Fig. 25.

—

Oreohelix strigosa Gld. var. Pecos, New Mexico.
Fig. 26.

—

Oreohelix clappi Ferriss. Co-type.

Plate XXIV, Figs. 1-4.

—

Oreohelix strigosa huachucana. Miller Canyon, 5,000
feet. No. 87,144.

Figs. 5-7.—Conservatory Canyon. No. 83,370. Type specimens.
Fig. 8.—Uniform brown specimen. Same locality. No. 83,371.
Figs. 9, 10.—Brown's Canvon, at 7,000 feet. No. 87,125.
Figs. 11, 12, 16.—BrowTi's" Canyon, at 7,000 feet. No. 87,124.
Figs. 13, 14.—BroATO's Canyon, at 7,000 feet. No. 87,126.
Fig. 15.—Brown's Canyon, at 6,000 feet. No. 87,122.
Figs. 17, 18.—Brown's Canyon, at 7,000 feet. No. 87,127.
Figs. 19, 20.—Carr Canyon, at 6,000 feet. No. 87,135.
Figs. 21-23.—Carr Canyon, at 5,500 feet. No. 87,134.
Fig. 24.—Carr Canyon, at 6,000 feet. No. 87,136.
Figs. 25-27.—0. s. concentrata (Dall). Limestone Mountain, north side, at

8,000 feet. No. 87,128.
Pig. 28.

—

0. s. concentrata (Dall). Carr Canyon, 7,000 feet. No. 87,1.38.

Figs. 29-31.

—

0. s. concentrata (Dall). Limestone Mountain, south side, at
8,000 feet. No. 87,131.

Figs. 32.

—

O. s. concentrata (Dall). Limestone Mountain, south side, at
8,000 feet. No. 87,131.

Plate XXV, P'igs. 33, 34.

—

Oreohelix s. huachucana Pils. Ida Canj'on, Huacluica
Mountains, 7,000 feet elevation. No. 87,143.

Fig. 35.—O. s. huachucana Ida Canyon, 7,000 feet. No. 87,142.

Fig. 36.

—

0. s. huachucana. Carr Canyon, 7,000 feet. No. 87,137.

Figs. 37-40.

—

O. s. huachucana, keeled and liirsute form. Carr Canyon.
No. 87,132.

Figs. 41-43.

—

O. s. huachucana. Cave Creek Canyon, 5,500 feet. No.
87,140,87,141.

Figs. 44, 48, 52.

—

O. s. metcaljei Ckll. Co-types, 44 and 48 from bleached
specimens, 52 from one collected alive.

Figs. 45-47.—O. strigosa (Gld.). Pecos, New Mexico. No. 85,100.
Figs. 49-51.

—

O. strigosa socorroensis Pils. Co-types. No. 58,128.
Fig. 52.

—

0. s. metcalfei Ckll.

Fig. 53.

—

O. yavapai Pils. Co-type. No. 79,415.
Figs. 54-56.-0. clappi Ferriss. Co-types. No. 87,013.
Figs . 57 , 58.—O . barbata Pils . Co-types . No . 87 ,0 1 1

.

Fig. 59.—O. y. neomexicana Pils. Co-type. No. 84,297.
Fig. 60.—0. s. concentrata (DaU). Hacheta Grande Mountain, at 9,000 feet.

No. 65,742.
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Plate XXVI, Figs. 1-5.

—

Holospira goldfussi (Mke.). Guadalupe river, about
six miles above New Braunfels, Texas. Nos. 89,209, 89,210.

Fig. 6.

—

Holospira cockerelli Dall. Near Kingston, New Mexico. No.
89,211.

Fig. 7.

—

Holospira regis Pils. and Ckll. Near Kingston, New Mexico. No.
89,208.

Fig. 8.

—

Holospira crossei Dall. Hacheta Grande Mountain, Grant county.
New Mexico, No. 65,738.

Fig. 9.

—

Holospira chiricahuana Pils. Fort Bowie, Cochise county, Arizona.

No. 87,118.
Figs. 10-15.

—

Holospira roemeri (Pfr.). Hondo river, about two miles north
of Hondo, Medina county, Texas. No. 89,207.

Figs. 16-18.

—

H. roemeri. High Bridge of the Pecos river, Valverde
county, Texas. No. 89,206.

Figs. 19-21.

—

Microceramus texanus (Pils.). Guadalupe river, above
New Braunfels, Texas. No. 89,205.

Plate XXVII, Figs. 22-25.

—

Holospira ferrissi Pils. Manilla Mine, Huachuca
Mountains. No. 87,115.

Figs. 26-29.

—

Holospira chiricahuana Pils. Cave Creetc Gar/you, I'hiricahua

Mountains. No. 87,119.

Figs. 30-33.

—

Holospira cionella Pils. Fort l>oi.vif V -i"
i
'?.
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES. II.

BY H. A. PILSBRY AND J. H. FERRISS.

The present paper deals with mollusks of Texas, New Mexico and

Arizona, collected chiefly by the authors in 1903, and not included in

the first paper of this series.^ No attempt has been made to present

complete faunas ; but in connection with the previous paper, about all

the reliable data extant upon the snail faunas of the Chiricahua and

Huachuca ranges in southeast Arizona and the eastern and southern

borders of the Lower Sonoran area in Texas will be found herein.^

It has not been thought expedient to repeat data elsewhere accessible.

For the student of moUuscan distribution, the life zones of the United

States as mapped by Dr. Merriam ^ emphasize the secondary and not

the primary facts of distribution. The laws of temperature control,

which he has developed with keen insight, do not define transcon-

tinental zones of primary import zoologically. These zones are sec-

ondary divisions of vertical life areas of which the molluscan faunas

were evolved in large part independently. The Sonoran fauna is

probably intermingling more now with that of eastern North America

than at any former time, at least so far as such sedentary forms as

land mollusks are concerned.

Similar conclusions have been reached by Mr. A. E. Brown in deal-

ing with Texan reptiles.* The results of his study "establish three

facts, hitherto not wholly free from uncertainty : first, that the bound-

ary between the Austroriparian and Sonoran reptilian faunas lies ap-

proximately between the 96th and 98th meridians of longitude in

Texas; second, that the restricted Texan district of Cope is not Aus-

troriparian but Sonoran; third, that transcontinental zones of distribu-

tion cannot be maintained in the Medicolumbian region for reptiles. *
*

1 Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 211.
^ Some New Mexican records, chiefly from material collected by Prof. T. D. A.

CockereU in the upper Pecos valley, are added.
' Biological Survey, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 11, Map. North

American Fauna, No. 25, Plate I.

* Texas Reptiles and their FaGnal Relations, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1903, pp.
543-558.

Post-Glacial Nearctic Centers of Dispersal for Reptiles, Proc. A . N. S. Phila

,

1904, p. 464.
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".
. . . the community in reptiles between the Sonoran and the

Austroriparian is much less than that between the Sonoran and the

Central; it is, in fact, limited to widely ranging genera .... the

separate identity of these two faunas [Sonoran and Austroriparian],

as far back as they can be traced, confirms the conclusion already

reached, from their present distribution, that the association of the

Sonoran with the Austroriparian into one transcontinental zone is

unnatural."

This terse statement only requires the substitution of
'

' mollusks '

'

for "reptiles" to serve as a summary of the results of our present in-

vestigation. In land mollusks, as in reptiles, the Sonoran types have

pushed farther into the humid Austroriparian than the eastern types

into the Sonoran area. Bulimulus and the texasiana group of Poly-

gyra are cases in point ; while Eastern subgenera of Polygyra, and prac-

tically all Austroriparian forms except the minute, widely ranging

genera, stop short at the rise marking the approximate limit of the

Cretaceous formation and the Sonoran area in Texas. The common
boundary of the Austroriparian and Sonoran, while surprisingly sharp

for continuous areas, is deeply accidented by the river valleys, which

carry very narrow Austroriparian ramifications into Sonoran borders.

Thus, along the San Marcos river in Hays county, the Guadalupe

river in Comal county, and the San Antonio river in Bexar county,

an Austroriparian fauna with such Eastern forms as Omphalina, Poly-

gyra thyroides, P. monodon fraterna, P. auriformis, P. roemeri, Bulimu-

lus d. liquahilis, etc., is found, while the fauna on the bluffs or away
from the streams is frankly Sonoran. Farther southwest, the Aus-

troriparian forms are wholly wanting, even where moist local condi-

tions prevail, as in the immediate vicinity of the streams of Val Verde

county.

A list of the forms characteristic of the eastern or lower portion of

the Sonoran in Texas (Texan District of Cope) follows :

Praticolella herlandieriana Strobilops I. texasianus

Thysanophora hornii Zonitoides nummus
Polygyra hippocrepis Vitrea indentata umbilicata

Polygyra texasiana hyperolia Vitrea dalliana roemeri

Polygyra t. texasensis Euconulus chersinus trochulus

Polygyra mooreana^ Helicodiscus eigenmanni

Bulimulus d. mooreanus Planorhis earns

Bulimulus d. ragsdalei Planorbula ohstructa

* This species extends somewhat into the Austroriparian.
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Bulimulus d. pecosensis Goniobasis comalensis

Bulimulus alternatus marioB Paludestrina seemani

Holospira roemeri Paludestrina diaholi

Holospira goldfussi Ammicola comalensis

Microceramus texanus Cochliopa riograndensis

Euglandina singleyana Potamopyrgus spinosus

Bifidaria procera cristata Valvata micra

Nine genera of this list are not known to occur in the Austro-

riparian or humid region of Texas. For list of the latter fauna,

the student is referred to the catalogue of Mr. J. A. Singley, cited below,

from which a long list of Austroriparian forms of Eastern type may
readily be compiled.

The first list of Texan mollusks of any extent was published by

Romer in his excellent work on Texas, 1849. Numerous references

to the terrestrial mollusks will of course be found in Binney's successive

volumes. In 1878 Mr. A. G. Wetherby"' published some notes on the

forms he found in eastern Texas (American Naturalist for 1878, pp.

184, 254). The principal source of information, however, is Mr. J. A.

Singley's Contributions to the Natural History of Texas, part I, Texas

MoUusca, published in the Fourth Annual Rep. Geol. Survey of Texas,

1893. In this list Mr. Singley has included with the records of his

own extensive collecting, others from many sources, so that the records

are of unequal value. The Texan list stands much in need of revision

and a good many names thereon are doubtless to be rejected, either

because the forms do not occur in Texas, as in the case of AmpuUaria,

or because of wrong identifications
;
yet the work cannot be done until

resident naturalists take it up.

HELICINID^.

Helicina orbioulata tropica 'Jan' Ptr.

Texas: San Marcos, Hays county; Comal county, around New
Braunfels; San Antonio, Bexar county; two miles north of Hondo,

Medina county; Del Rio, Devil's river and High Bridge of the Pecos,

Val Verde county.

Some colonies are all white; others are mingled with red or blue

shells.

HELIOID^.
Praticolella berlandieriana (Moric). Figs, l, 2.

Texas: San Marcos, Hays county; Guadalupe river above New

• By error Mr. Wetherby's name was printed "W. G. Weatherby "
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Braunfels, Comal county; San Antonio, Bexar county; Hondo river,

two miles north of Hondo, Medina county; Del Rio, Val Verde county.

Mr. Ferriss took some thin, translucent specimens, 8x10 mm., at

Smifeville. The shell varies from 9.8 to 11.7 mm. diam. The pub-

lished figures do not show that there is frequently a short lamellar

tooth or callous on the parietal wall near the suture, a short distance

within, as shown in the figured specimen from the Guadalupe river

near New Braunfels.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Texas: Hondo river, near Hondo, Medina county; Rio San Filipe,

near Del Rio; Devil's river, west of Del Rio, and Pecos river at the

High Bridge, Val Verde county, all in river drift.

New Mexico: Florida mountains, near Deming, Grant county.

Arizona: Cochise county; Cave creek canyon in the Chiricahna

mountains; Fort Bowie; drift of San Pedro river at Benson, and

Manilla mine, at the west end of the Huachuca mountains.

This small species is a typical Thysanophora, closely related to the

type of the genus. It varies but little throughout its extensive range,

unless it be in the cuticular lines and hairs, which are worn off of the

river-drift specimens. It has not before been reported in this country

from east of Cook's, Grant county, N. M. Our collection of 1903

extended its known range in the United States more than 500 miles

eastward, to the border of the Staked Plains in central-southern

Texas. Further localities in Arizona are given in Nautilus, XII, p. 99.

In Mexico, T. hornii has been collected at Topo Chico, near Mon-
terey, Nuevo Leon, and at Victoria, Tamaulipas (Proc. A. N. S. Phila.,

1903, p. 763). It is therefore one of the widely distributed species of

the States both north and south of the international boundary in

the Sonoran area.

Polygyra auriformis (Bid.).

Helix auriformis Bland, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., VII, p. 37 (1858).
? Helix sayii Wood, Index Testaceologicus, Suppl., p. 22, pi. 7, p. 34 n (1828)

.

Texas: Galveston (J. H. Ferriss); Calhoun county (Hubbard);
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Austin and San Antonio (Pilsbry, 1885); along the Guadalupe river,

three or four miles above New Braunfels (Ferriss and Pilsbry). Sing-

ley adds the localities Bastrop and Burleson counties. It is an Austro-

riparian species which reaches into the borders of the Lower Sonoran

area along the river bottoms.

Wliile the identity of Wood's H. sayi with auriformis is not estab-

lished with sufficient certainty to make a substitution advisable, in

our opinion, yet there can be no doubt that Wood had either that

species or one of its immediate allies. Helix sayi of Binney, 1840,

being a homonym, may be changed to Polygyra sayana {Terrestrial

Mollusks, III, pi. XXIII).

Polygyra Mppocrepis (Pfr.). Figs. 3, 4.

The known range of this curious snail is exceedingly restricted. It

has been found only near New Braunfels, in Comal county, Texas.

We found it in abundance in April, 1903, on the west side of the

Guadalupe river about four to six miles north of New Braunfels,

under stones near and at the foot of the bluff, with Holospira goldfussi.

Another place much nearer the town is on the rocky wooded hillside

above the springs of Comal creek, where we found a few living ones.

This place is just beyond the pleasure gardens.

Fig. 4.

The structure of the aperture of P. Mppocrepis has never been fully

described or figured. The parietal tooth is not V-shaped as in other

Polygyras, but U-shaped, hence the name hippocrepis—horseshoe.

There is an internal tubercle on the columella, as in P. mooreana. The

upper'and lower lip-teeth enter and arch towards each other, forming

a U-shaped curve, which stands close to but a little deeper than that

formed by the parietal tooth. Where the two entering teeth join

there is a notch and a delicate slender hook with the point curved

towards the adjacent basal wall projecting forward. The immersion

of the originally lower lip-tooth gives room for a secondary callous

ridge along the basal lip, as shown in fig. 4.
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These structures form in their way a more perfect barrier perhaps

than that produced by other means in P. auriculata and uvulifera. The

species stands isolated at present. It is perhaps an aberrant and

highly e^'olved relative of the Tennessee-Arkansas group of P. jack-

soni, etc.

Polygyra texasiana (Moricand). PI. V, figs. 16, 17, 20.

Specimens of typical P. texasiana were taken by us in Hays, Comal

and Bexar counties, Texas. Ferriss took it at Galveston. The type

locality is "Texas." In this widespread form the last two whorls

are strongly rib-striate above, the riblets rapidly diminishing on pre-

ceding whorls ; the embryonic whorl is smooth and glossy. The ribs

are strongest just behind the lip, and here continue upon the periphery

or to the base, which is elsewhere nearly smooth or merely rippled.

Fresh shells show a reddish peripheral band on the pale brownish-

corneous surface. Specimens figured are from the west side of the

Guadalupe river above New Braunfels, Texas. Alt. 5, diam. 11 mm.
Along the Rio Grande P. texasiana occurs with transition forms to

P. t. hyperolia. See below.

Form with striate base. In some localities the ribs of the upper sur-

face continue upon the base (pi. V, figs. 18, 19, Calhoun county, Texas),

the other characters being unchanged. There are transitions to the

normal sculpture of texasiana in some specimens, and we do not think

it desirable to distinguish this form at present by a special name. Its

distribution must be more fully worked out than we have been able to

do. Calhoun county is on the Gulf coast near the southern angle of

the State.

P. texasiana hyperolia n. subsp. PI. V, figs. 13 14, 15.

Shell more depressed than texasiana, glossy, very finely striate, almost

smooth, above and below, with several riblets behind the lip-constriction.

Uniform brow^nish-corneous or paler beneath, without a peripheral band.

Aperture smaller and slightly more oblique than in texasiana. Alt. 4,

diam. 9.3 to 10 mm.
The type locality is the high land west of Devil's river. This is the

common Polygyra along the Rio Grande in Val Verde county, extend-

ing north and northwest. The specimens from down the river, at

Hidalgo, .... county, and Laredo, Webb county (collected by

Singley), are either texasiana or transitional between texasiana and

hyperolia in sculpture. At Del Rio, along the Rio San Filipe, Ferriss

and I found still the texasiana and transition forms.

On the high land west of the Devil's river, Val Verde county, we
found hyperolia in some numbers, under prostrate Yucca trunks and
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sometimes concealed in the shelter of the downward-drooping dead

leaves on standing Yuccas. From this region they have been washed

into the Devil's river, where bleached shells are abundantly found in

the drift debris.

We also took specimens in the high land along the Pecos river, near

the High Bridge (Viaduct, on some maps), east of the river, and in

drift debris in the canyon.

In the interior counties of Texas we took specimens in the drift of

the Hondo river, Medina county, about two miles north of Hondo.

Much farther northward Mr. Ferriss found hyperolia at Colorado

City, Mitchell county, Texas.

In New Mexico Prof. J. D. Tinsley collected it on South Spring

creek, near Roswell, in the Pecos valley, where it occurred fossil in a

bed of white marl, three to foiu* feet below the surface. It is not now
found living in that locaUty. We are indebted to Prof. Cockerell for

these specimens.'^

P. t. hyperolia varies about as much as texasiana in size. Specimens

from west of Devil's river measure from 3.8x8 mm., with 4^ whorls,

to 4.2 X 11 mm., with 5 whorls.

This variety is not the Helix {Polygyro) tamaulipasensis of Lea,

which is typical P. texasiana, as I have ascertained by a comparison

of the type kindly made for me by Dr. W. H. Dall.

Polygyra texasiana texasensis (Pils.). PI. V, figs. 11, 12.

Polygyra texasensis Pils., Nautilus, XVI, p. 31, July, 1902.

Similar to P. t. hyperolia in the depressed shape and smooth surface,

without riblets above; but decidedly larger, with about 5^ whorls,

the umbilicus broader than is usual in the other forms of the species.

Alt. 5.2, diam. 12.5 mm.
Alt. 5.8, diam. 12.5 mm.
Alt. 5.8, diam. 13.7 mm.
Colorado City, Mitchell county, Texas ; types collected by James H.

Ferriss in 1902, No. 83,258, A. N. S. Phdla.

This is a large edition of P. t. hyperolia, and further collections from

the almost unlcnown northwestern half of Texas are needed to deter-

mine whether it is reaUy distinct enough from that subspecies to call

for recognition of the latter by name. In the large series of hyperolia

collected there were, however, no forms as large as texasensis.

Polygyra mooreaua (W. G. Binn). PL V, figs. 4-10.

This species stands close to P. texasiana, but the shell is smaller than

^ Reported as P. triodontoides in The Nautilus, XIII, November, 1899, p 84.
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any but the smallest texasiana, and with about the same number of

whorls (5 to 5^) appears more closely coiled. It is constantly dis-

tinct by the elongated columellar tubercle within the last whorl (shown

in fig. 9). This tubercle seems to be what Binney erroneously describes

as "an internal transverse tubercle on the base of the shell"—an ex-

pression which would lead one to expect such a structure as that

found in the Stenotremas. Binney states that the color is
'

' white,
'

'

but fresh shells are brownish-corneous, a little paler and somewhat

transparent at the base. The diameter varies from 6.5 to 8 mm.
Variation in the degree of elevation is shown in the figures.

P. mooreana was originally described from Washington county,

Texas. We took specimens at Smithville, Bastrop county, San Mar-

cos, Hays county, around New Braunfels, Comal county (figs 4-7),

and on the Hondo river north of Hondo, Medina county (figs. 8, 9, 10),

everywhere in copious quantity. There are also specimens before

us from Washington county, Belton, Fort Worth, Waco, Austin and

Lee county. Further records are given by Mr. Singley in his valuable

catalogue. It was taken at Galveston by Ferriss.

Polygyra mooreana tholus (W. G. Binn). PI. V, figs, l, 2, 3.

Larger than mooreana, with the last whorl far more openly coiled

below, exposing more of the penultimate whorl in the much wider

umbilicus. Specimens from Washington county measure

:

Alt. 5.5, diam. 11, width of umbilicus 4.2 mm.; whorls 7.

Alt. 4, diam. 8.2, width of umbilicus, 3 mm.; whorls 6.

This form holds such a relation to P. mooreana as P. d. sampsoni to

P. dorfeuilliana, being very openly coiled beneath, with a deep and

very long groove on the last whorl within the umbilicus. The internal

ridge is like that of P. mooreana. It seems to be comparatively local in

distribution and is certainly rare. We have never seen a fresh specimen.

It was described from Washington county, Texas, the locality of the

specimens figured. It is in the collection of the Academy also from

Calhoun county. Ferriss took a few specimens at Galveston, and Sing-

ley found it in Fort Bend and Brazos counties. Von Martens reports

a worn specimen found by Friedel at Vera Cruz, Mexico.

Polygyra roemeri (Pfr.)-

Smithville, Bastrop county, Texas (Ferriss); San Antonio, Bexar

county (Pilsbry and Ferriss) ; near New Braunfels, Comal county, one

specimen (Pilsbry).

BULIMULID^.

The genus Bulimulus in Texas has caused much perplexity to stu-

dents. Many and diverse have been the views held as to the rank
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and identity of the several forms. Several times since the first visit

of one of us to Texas, in the winter of 1885-86, they have been carefully

studied anew, with each time larger materials and better knowledge

of the country. To the specimens already in the museum of the

Academy about 1,000 were added by our expedition of 1903, from

central and western Texas and Indian Territory.

The series is divisible into two species, B. dealhatus and B. alternatus

marioe; the first further split into numerous local races or subspecies.

The typical forms of B. alternatus and B. schiedeanus do not, so far

as we know, extend into Texan territory; both were described from

Mexico where they range over a large area. B. patriarcha W. G. B.,

unquestionably a form of schiedeanus, was also described from Mexico

(Buena Vista), and we have seen no specimen of it from within our

borders.*

In the United States, Bulimulus has not been found west of the

neighborhood of El Paso. We know nothing of what forms Uve in

the State northwest of a line from Austin,to San Antonio, or north of

the Southern Pacific Railroad from San Antonio westward to El Paso.

Beyond some extension of the ranges of B. dealhatus mooreanus and

B. alternatus marioe, little is to be expected from the great unknown

area.

The following forms are now recognized

:

1. B. dealhatus mooreanus W. G. B., Pfr. Arid region of central and

south Texas.

2. B. d. liquahilis Rve. Eastern and southeastern Texas.

3. B. dealhatus Sa,y. Alabama to Kentucky, west to Kansas.

4. B. d. ozarkensis P. and F. Northern and western borders of the

Ozark uplift.

5. B. d. ragsdalei Pilsbry. Bluffs of Red river and southwestern

Texas.

6. B. d. pecosensis P. and F. Southwestern Texas.

7. B. d. pasonis Pilsbry. El Paso, western Texas.

8. B. alternatus marioe (Albers). Southern Texas.

Of these forms, the anatomy of B. d. mooreanus, B. d. liquahilis,

B. d. ragsdalei, B. d. pecosensis and the Yal Verde county race of B.

alternatus marioe has been examined more or less fully. All agree in

having a rather short, fusiform penis with a basal sheath which in-

* We do not mean to deny that the forms mentioned occur in Texas. The coun-

ties along the Rio Grande west of tlie mouth of the Pecos are still unexplored for

shells, and B. schiedeanus especially may turn up in this region.
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eludes the vas deferens; a rather lon^ and slender epiphallus, and a

flagellum. An atrium can scarcely be said to be developed, but the

vagina is rather long in all the forms. The globular spermatheca is

borne on a long duct, which is lightly bound to the oviduct and is

usually somewhat swollen near the middle. The right eye-retractor

passes between the c? and 9 branches, and there is an excessively

weak and short penial retractor about I mm. from the end of the

flagellum, and inserted on the lung floor.

B. a. marice differs strongly from all forms of B. dealbatus by the

great length of the penis with its appendages, and of the duct of the

spermatheca. Moreover, the penial organs are longer than the

spermathecal duct, while in mooreanus and pecosensis the spermathecal

duct is the longer. These differences confirm the opinion, derived

Fig. 5.—A, Bulimulus a. marice. B, B. d. liquahilis. C, B. d. pecosensis. D,
penis of a fully matiire individual of same E, B. d. ragsdalei. F, penis of

another individual. G, B. d. mooreanus. Fig. D X 2f ; the other figures X 2.

from a study of the shells, that B. alternatus and dealbatus are well

differentiated specifically.

The measurements of the genitalia in millimeters follows:



Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, 1906.

Page 133—Under heading Length of Spermatheca with duct, first line

of table, change 5 to 50. On last line of table change 1.5 to 15.
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in characters, and easily recognized. It is the only Bulimulus found

in the greater part of the region it inhabits, and is one of the com-

monest forms in collections.

The specimens seen from Fort Worth are not unlike those referred

to B. d. liquahilis from Waco, and it is not easy to decide upon which

race they belong to. They are undifferentiated forms.

In Comal, Guadalupe, Bexar and Medina counties we found only

typical mooreanus. In Frio county the shells are somewhat more

solid and often whiter. In a series of 313 specimens from along the

Guadalupe river above New Braunfels (pi. VI, figs. 2, 3, 4) I could

find but one shell with any of the ragged stripes of B. d. liquahilis.

In 165 taken along the river below San Antonio (pi. VI, fig. 1) there

were 7 with some ragged stripes, at least on the upper whorls. A
series of 55 mooreanus from Victoria had 4 striped shells (pi. VI, figs.

5, 6). The percentage of intergrading specimens is therefore small.

B. dealbatus liquabilis (Reeve). PI. VI, figs. 7-12.

Bulimus liqaahilis Reeve, Conch. Icon., V, pi. 57. fig. 387 (Dec, 1848).

Bulimus confinis Reeve, Conch. Icon., V, pi. 86, fig. 643 (Feb., 1850).

Bulimulus schiedeanus Pfr., W. G. Binney, Terr. Moll., V, p. 391, fig. 276, but
not the description.

The shell is thin, variable in shape but usually obese, the aperture

half the total length or more. Translucent-corneous or brownish-

corneous, more or less profusely marked with opaque whitish ragged

streaks. Interior whitish or colored like the outside.

This is the form of the humid Austroriparian zone in Texas, as B. d.

mooreanus is of the arid division. Specimens are before us from the

following counties: Dallas, McLennan, Coryell, Bell, Travis, Lee, Hays,

Jackson, Nueces. Also from Limestone Gap, Indian Territory.

Where the range of liquahilis adjoins that of mooreanus there is a

belt of overlapping ; but so far as we know the two do not actually occur

together. At San Marcos, Hays county, for instance, B. d. liquahilis

lives on the moist low alluvium along the San Marcos river, while B.

d. mooreanus is found on the Cretaceous limestone hills above the town.

It seems that the one form extends finger-like up some of the streams,

while the other may occupy intervening upland or calcareous stations.

B. liquahilis and B. conjinis were both described from "Texas."

B. d. liquahilis differs from mooreanus by the predominance of

corneous-brown coloring. It is also usually more globose and less

smooth. It is more globose than B. dealhatus, with less convex

whorls, as a general rule, yet there seems to be practically complete

intergradation between the races, and some Texas shells are not dis-
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tinguishable from those of Alabama, though most others could not

be matched from east of the Mississippi. On the whole, the race

has intimate relations to those east and west of it, yet seems in its

own area to be sufficiently differentiated to be recognized.

Specimens from Jackson county (collected by J. D. Mitchell) are

typical of liquabilis. They are small (pi. VI, figs. 9, 10, 11), well striped

as usual, variable in the length of the spire, and generally have a strong,

narrow lip-rib.

mm.Alt.
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The shells figured by Binney as B. schiedeanus {Manual of American

Land Shells, p, 399, fig, 437) are apparently B. d. liquahilis. They are

certamly not the true schiedeanus, of which figures may be found in

the Manual of Conchology.

Bulimulus dealbatus (Say). Pl.VI, fig. 13.

Helix dealbata Say, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., II, p. 159, 1821.

Say gave the localities "Missouri and Alabama." His specimens

in the Academy Museum are labelled Alabama. One of these three,

agreeing with the dimensions given by him, is figured (pi. VI, fig. 13),

as the type of the species. The Alabama form has a globose last whorl

and rather large umbilicus. The aperture is a little more than half

the total length of the shell, but much less than the diameter of the

shell. The shell is profusely striped with ragged white stripes on a pale

brownish ground. The type measures, alt. 19.4, diam. 12.2, length of

aperture 10.6 mm.
The same form occurs in Tennessee, Kentucky (Warren county),

and west to Kansas (Shawnee county). Some specimens from the

humid portion of Texas also seem to belong here.

B. d. ozarkensis n. subsp. PI. VI, fig. 14, 15.

B. dealbatus Say, Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1903, p. 204 (Seligman, Mo.).

On the northern and western borders of the Ozark uplift this form

has been differentiated. The whole shell, and especially the last

whorl, is narrower, the aperture is smaller, ordinarily half the total

length or less, and the umbilicus is narrower. The shape is about that

of B. d. ragsdalei, but the last whorl is not rib-striate, though the

spire is weakly so. Coloration as in dealbatus. Specimens measure:

Locality.
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While only wealdy characterized, this form seems to range over a

considerable area, and apparently deserves recognition by name.

B. dealbatus ragsdalei (Pils ). PI. VI, fiss. 16, 17.

Nautilus, III, p. 122; Man. of Conch., XI, p. 129.

The shell varies from the ovate shape of typical dealbatus to a more

lengthened and slender form, and is conspicuously rib-striate, the strise

white on a tawny or white-blotched ground and weaker on the base of

the shell. The lip-rib is strongly developed. Three adult specimens

of the type lot measure:

Alt.
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The average size of 78 living shells is about 19 x 9 to 10 mm. Fig.

IS represents the largest shell taken, a dead one 26.5 mm. long. There

is but little variation in sculpture among shells from this place.

Along the Rio San Filipe, not far from the Rio Grande, in chapparal

on the east side, we found numerous specimens differing from those

of Devil's river by having the rib-strise nearly obsolete on the last

whorl except just below the suture. A large number of dead shells

were found, but only very few Uving ones (pi. VI, figs. 23, 24). They

have the dull reddish, white-streaked coloration and the shape of the

DevU's river ragsdalei.

Bulimulus dealbatus peoosensis n. subsp. PL VI, figs. 26, 27.

B. d. schiedeanus var., Pilsbry, Man. of Conch., XI, p. 132, pi. 17, fig. 6.

The shell is conspicuously calcareous, whitish with some fleshy or

sometimes corneous or ochraceous streaks ; upper whorls striate, the

last somewhat roughened by irregular growth-wTinkles. Spire long,

composed of numerous short convex whorls, the suture nearly hori-

zontal; apex white or pale; aperture small, usually ochre-tinted in

the throat, lip strengthened by a rib within.

Alt.
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be retained as a distinct species, then the race pecosensis will be rele-

gated to it as a variety.

Some specimens of pecosensis taken about thirty years ago by Dr.

H. C. Wood, probably, as he informs me, from somewhere in the

''Great Bend" of the Rio Grande, were noticed in the Manual of

Conchology, Vol. XI.

Bulimulus dealbatus pasonis Pils. PL VI, fig. 25.

Pilsbry, Nautilus, XVI, July 1902, p. 32.

The shell is smaller and more slender than any other form of deal-

batus, the diameter about b.alf, the aperture less than half the total

length of the shell; nearly smooth, being sculptured with irregular

growth-wrinkles only. The dead specimens are dull reddish-corneous

with some streaks and mottling of opaque white. Whorls 5f to 6,

quite convex. Aperture small, ovate, the insertions of the lip and

columella markedly approaching, without an internal lip-rib in the

specimens seen. Umbilicus comparatively large.

Alt. 15.7 15.3 mm.
Diam. 7.5 7.8

"

Apertiu-e 6.8 6.7 "

Franklin mountain, near El Paso, Texas. (J. H. Ferriss.)

This is the most distinct, as it is the most remote, of the races of B.

dealbatus, and unless connecting forms come to light, it may well be

given specific rank. The absence of regular striation on the spire,

the converging ends of the lip and the diminutive size combine to give

it individuality. As yet but few specimens have been found, and in

a single place. Some individuals of the Val Verde county B. d.

ragsdalei approach pasonis in size, but in a series of about 200 examined

none approach the other characters of the present race.

Bulimulus alternatus mariae (Albers). PI. VII.

Die Heliceen, p. 162 (1850).

Binney, Terr. Moll., V, p. 390, figs. 272, 273, pi. li a, upper and lower figs.;

pi. li b, all figs.

This species is recognized by its dense, solid, calcareous texture,

oblong shape and colored, usually dark brown or purplish interior,

and by the great length of the penis and spermathecal duct. Its range

extends in a wide belt along the Rio Grande, from the Gulf at least to

the Pecos river. How much farther west we do not know.

B. marice was named by Albers for his daughter Mary, having been

recognized as distinct on her birthday. The type, figured by Pfeiffer,

is a ragged-striped shell with only a low prominence, hardly to be called
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a tooth, on the cohimella. Shells of this exact form and coloring^occur

at Laredo, Webb county, on the Rio Grande (pi. VII, fig. 28).

In a general way, the eastern (typical) form of marioe from Frio

county and Laredo eastward differs from the western (Val Verde

county) form in several respects:

Southeastern Form. Western Form.

Smaller, more oblong ; lip more Larger, more conic ; lip less thick-

thickened; columella frequent- ened within; no columellar

ly toothed; often with ragged tooth; often streaked, but with-

streaks, at least on the earlier out ragged or mottled streaks,

whorls. PI. VII, lower three PI. VII, upper two lines of

lines of figures. figures.

"' We do not think it advisable at present to make a subspecific separa-

tion, especially since none of the names proposed apply to the western

race. The genitalia of this race are figm-ed (fig. A).

While almost every colony of the eastern race has slight peculiarities

in shape, relative abundance or absence of the several color-forms, etc.,

yet with large series the intergradation is seen to be so complete that

we can find no ground for dividing them into several races, as Prof.

Cockerell proposes. His plan (Journal de Conchyliologie, 1891, pp. 23,

24) is as follows

:

1. With gray or brownish markings:

a. Without a columellar tooth, alternatus Say.

h. Columellar tooth present, marioe Alb.
2. Without color markings

:

a. With no columellar tooth, albidus Taylor.

b. A columellar tooth, . . hinneyanus Pfr. MS. W. G. B. [= m-
termedius Singl., Ckll., Corpus Christi.]

The true B. alternatus (type in coll. A. N. S.) has not been found

north of the Rio Grande, and in all probability does not reach our

limits. The name hinneyanus is preoccupied, so that were the race

valid, we should use for that form the name intermedius Singley MS.

CJkll,, based on Corpus Christi shells. The type locality of albidus

Taylor MS. Ckll. is Derby, Frio county, Texas.

Many perfectly adult Corpus Christi shells have no columellar tooth,

and hence we should have to divide them between intermedius and

albidus. Similarly, various specimens selected from the Derby, Frio

county, series before me would be either alternatus, albidus or inter-

medius; while from the Hidalgo series, all four of the supposed varieties
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may be selected. The study of good series of shells taken at random
and not selected shows that all lots of streaked shells are more or less

mingled with white ones, and in colonies of toothed shells, fully adult

and old individuals may be found without a tooth. On the other hand
there seem, however, to be colonies without ragged-streaked individuals,

and also communities in which no toothed shells are to be found.

Perhaps the colonies containing mottle-streaked or toothed individ-

uals are mixed or hybrid communities. It is a case where experiments

on Mendelian lines by some one on the ground might be productive of

valuable results.

In illustration of the foregoing remarks, a few of the colonies repre-

sented in the collection of the Academy may be noticed in more detail.

In studying these races it is absolutely essential that the snails be col-

lected alive. The colors, particularly of the interior, are evanescent

and fade quickly on exposure to the sun and weather, though they

change very little if at all in the museum.

Corpus Christi, Nueces county (pi. VII, figs. 13, 14, 15, 16), collected

by J. A. Singley. Of thick-set compact contoiu", strong, with a thick

cream-tinted lip-rib, which is sometimes brown stained. Pinkish

white, almost vmiform with some very inconspicuous grayish or fleshy

streaks. Not one in a lot of J^S is marked with brown streaks outside.

Interior varying from pale yellow to reddish brown, the darker tint

exceptional. Columella varying from strongly toothed to nearly

straight. Wliorls 6, the earliest post-embryonic not distinctly striated.

This form is the "binneyanus Pfr." of Binney, intermedins Singley

MSS. of Cockerell.

Alt. 29 27.3 30 25 23 mm.
Diam.

Apertiu-e

At Hidalgo, Hidalgo county (pi. VII, figs. 17, 18, 19), the shells are

more slender, white, rarely streaked throughout (fig. 17), but almost all

of a series of 41 are variegated on the earlier whorls (fig. 18). Some
are strongly toothed, but most shells have no columellar tooth.

Interior brown.

29
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At Derby, Frio county (pi. VII, figs. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24), the shells are

blmsh white with bluish streaks, a few brown tinted with brown

streaks. The columellar tooth is small or wanting. This form has

been called alhidus Taylor, Ckll.

At Laredo, Webb county (pi. VII, lower line of figs.), the shells are

large and mostly long. The lot consists of pure white, and of coffee-

tinted, brown-streaked shells, with all intermediate forms. A colu-

mellar tooth is exceptionally developed.

At Del Rio, Val Verde county (pi. VII, figs. 9, 10, 11, 12), we found a

more conic race. The shells are white, often with some very faint

grayish streaks. Interior varying from ochre-yellow to dark brown.

In the series of about sixty living shells before us, none has mottled

markings, and while in a few there is a weak indication of the colu-

mellar tooth, it is as a rule absent. The larger ones measure 29 to 33

mm. long, 16 wide. Some of the dead shells found in the same place

are larger, 35 x 18.5 to 37 x 17 mm. A single albino was taken alive

(fig. 12). These shells are from the plain along the San Filipe river,

on the east side, not far from the Rio Grande. B. d. ragsdalei was

found in the same place.

On the mesa west of Devil's river we found large dead shells like those

from Del Rio but even larger, often with a low lump on the parietal

wall, but no tooth on the columella. 39 x 20.5 to 35 x 16 mm.
At the Pecos High Bridge, on agaves, north of the railroad near the

eastern end of the bridge, we found Bulimulus abundant and finely

developed (pi. VII, figs. 1 to 7). The shape varies, but is always more

conic than in the eastern localities. It is either nearly uniform white,

or coffee-tinted varied with oblique brown or purplish streaks; these

two color-forms in about equal numbers, found together on the same

plants and connected by intermediate examples. Apex white. The

interior is very dark purple-brown. The outer lip is usually but little

thickened within, and the columella has no tooth, though often it

is slightly salient in the middle. Whorls 7 to 7^.

Alt. 36 37.5 33.3 34.5 36 33.3 37 mm.
Diam. 19 19 17 17 17 16 15

Aperture 17.8 17.8 16 16 16 16 14.3 "

The last two measurements show the extremes of shape in a series of

150 Mving specimens (No. 84,627 A. N. S.).

Another set from east of the Pecos canyon about a mile from the

Rio Grande is similar. The largest one measiu-es, alt. 38, diam. 20.3,

aperture 19 mm. (pi. VII, fig. 8).
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OLEACINIDJE.

Euglandina singleyana (W. G. Binn.).

Glandina singleyana W. G. B., Fourth Supplement Terr. Moll., V, p. 163

(1891).
Singley, Contrib. Nat. Hist. Texas, p. 302.

Sinking Spring, near San Marcos, Hays county, Texas, young speci-

mens only; New Braunfels, Comal county, and its environs; San

Antonio, Bexar county; Hondo river drift, near Hondo, Medina county,

and in the canyon of the Pecos at High Bridge, Val Verde county.

The last locality is the extreme southwestern point known for the

species. Mr. Singley reports it also from Guadalupe, Goliad, Gon-

zales, Travis, Caldwell and Frio counties.

PUPILLID^.
Fupilla musoorum (L.).

Benson, Arizona.

Pupilla blandi (Mor.se).

Texas: Flood debris of Guadalupe river, about four miles above

New Braunfels, Comal county.

New Mexico: Pecos river drift at Pecos (Ckll.).

The occurrence of this species near New Braunfels is anomalous;

that place lies far below its normal zone, and the shortness of the

Guadalupe river precludes the idea that it could have drifted any great

distance. Mr. Singley also found one specimen at or near the same
place.

Pupilla hebes (Anc).

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1900, p. 589, pi. 22, figs. 9, 10.

Huachuca mountains, Cochise county, Arizona. Two out of about

a dozen specimens are sinistral. They are readily separable from the

sinistral P. syngenes by the absence of a crest behind the outer lip.

Pupoides marginatus (Say).

In Texas we took this species at San Marcos, Hays county; New
Braunfels, Comal county; Hondo river, Medina county, and near the

Rio Grande at Del Rio, Devil's river four miles from mouth, and drift

of Pecos river near High Bridge, Val Verde county.

Ai'izona : Drift of San Pedro river at Benson.

Bifidaria pellucida bordeacella (Plls.).

Texas: Drift of Sinking Spring, San Marcos, Hays county; Guada-

lupe river about four miles above New Braunfels, Comal county;

Hondo river, two miles north of Hondo, Medina county; Rio San

Filipe near Del Rio, Devil's river near its mouth, and Pecos river near
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the High Bridge, all in Val Verde county. Arizona: Benson. New
Mexico: Drift of Pecos river at Pecos (Ckll.).

It varies somewhat widely in size, and is found in great quantity

in drift debris along all the Texan rivers explored.

Bifidaria pellucida parvidens (Sterki).

Drift debris of Pecos river at Pecos, New Mexico (Ckll.). This sub-

species has not before been reported from so far east.

Bifidaria prooera (Old.).

Texas: Drift of Sinking Spring, San Marcos; Hondo river drift, two

miles north of Hondo, Medina county.

The var. cristata Pils. and Van. was found copiously in the drift of

Guadalupe river, Comal county; near Del Rio; Devil's river; and Pecos

river near the High Bridge, Val Verde coiuity. Also Benson, Arizona.

Bifidaria contracta (Say).

Texas: San Marcos; Guadalupe river drift, near New Braunfels;

Hondo river, near Hondo; Rio San Filipe near Del Rio; Devil's river;

Pecos river near High Bridge. Rather abundant in the river debris

except on the Pecos, where but three shells were found. In 1885

Pilsbry took specimens at Galveston.

Bifidaria armifera (Say).

Texas: Drift of Guadalupe river four miles above New Braunfels,

Comal county; Pecos river near High Bridge. New Mexico : Pecos, on

the Pecos river, collected by T. D. A. Cockerell.

Bifidaria pentodon (Say).

Texas: Sinking Spring, San Marcos, Hays county; Hondo river,

Medina county.

Vanatta has figured one of the specimens from San Marcos. Nau-
tilus, XIX, pi 6, fig. 11.

Bifidaria tappaniana (C. B. Ad.)

Pupa pentodon of authors, not of Sav.

Texas: Guadalupe river about four miles above New Braunfels,

Comal county (figured by Vanatta, Nautilus, XIX, pi. 6, fig. 12);

Hondo river. Medina county; Devil's river, Val Verde county.

Bifidaria perversa Sterki.

Drift debris of the San Pedro river at Benson, Arizona (Ferriss,

1904). Hitherto known from Nogales, Arizona. (E. H. Ashmun.)

Bifidaria ashmuni Sterki.

Huachuca mountains, Cochise county, Arizona (J. H. Ferriss.)

Also from the following places, collected by E. H. Ashmun. Arizona:
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Near Jerome at Mescal Gulch, Walnut Gulch, Page's ranch, Kirwagen's

ranch, and drift of Verde river; Navajo Springs ; Santa Rita mountains;

Oak Creek at Owensby's; drift of Little Colorado river at Holbrook;

Nogales, both north and south of the international boundary. New
Mexico: Mountain station, Oscura mountains, Socorro county; San
Rafael, Valencia county; White Oaks, Lincoln county.

Subgenus CH^NAXIS nov.

The shell has a large hollow axis, open below, and about one-third

the total diameter of the shell, the structure otherwise being like

Bifidaria s. str.
;
peristome continuous and free. Type, B. tuba.

The Bolivian Infundibularia infundibuliformis (Orb.)^ resembles B.

tuba in having a very large umbilicus, and we at first thought to asso-

ciate the Arizonian species with it; but Infundibularia differs by the

strictly conic shell, and in the aperture, which shows but one lamella,

a very large angulo-parietal. Other lamellae or plicae, if they exist,

must be very deeply immersed, as in the group Immersidens.

The type of d'Orbigny's species has been lost, and its internal

structure is unknown. It was found with Bifidaria nodosaria (Orb.),

a minute species, imperfectly described and figured, but probably not

distinct from B. pellucida (Pfr.).

Bifidaria tuba n. sp. Fig. >\

Shell cylindric with a short apical cone, openly umbilicate, the um-
bilicus nearly one-third the diameter of the shell, penetrating well-

like to the apex. Pale brown, smooth, with light growth-lines only.

Whorls 5^, convex, the apex obtuse; last three whorls forming the

cylindrical part of the shell. The last whorl is compressed around the

umbilicus, and scarcely straightened in front. The aperture is short-

oval, the peristome continuous, thin and well expanded. The angular

and parietal lamellae are combined into one long lamella, notched on

the simimit; where the two join, the inner end of the angular projects

a little on the right side. The columellar lamella is massive, slightly

bifid, deeply placed, and enters about as deeply as the parietal.

There are small, short, upper and lower palatal and basal folds, in the

typical positions, a short distance within the lip, usually with a minute

denticle between them, and another at the base.

Length 3, diam. L5 mm.
Drift debris of the San Pedro river, Benson, Cochise county, Arizona.

Types No. 87,062 A. N. S. Phila. ; cotypes in Ferriss collection. A

*Voyage dans I'Amerique M&ridionale, MoUusques, p. 323, pi, 41 bis, fig. 7-10.
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Fig. 6.

single immature specimen was taken by Rev. E. H. Ashmun in drift

of the Salt river, at Tempe, Arizona.

Remarkable for its ample umbilicus. -The freshest specimens are

about the color of Pupoides marginatus. None
were taken alive. In the adult shell opened

(fig. 6) the parietal and columellar lamellae do

not enter deepl}^, though they go so far that the

inner end cannot be seen in the mouth. One
broken shell from Tempe, taken by Mr. Ashmim,
and which has been in coll. A. N. S. P. for some

years, has a strong lamella on the columella, ap-

parently at least a half-whorl long, but not pene-

trating much farther than fig. 7 shows. This

lamella may perhaps be developed during the

latter part of the neanic stage, to be resorbed

in the fully adult condition. Further material

is needed to demonstrate this. It is possible that the Tempe shell

represents a distinct species. It tapers slightly more than the types

from Benson.
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Vertigo ovata Say.

Benson, Ai'izona: Drift of Devil's river, Val Verde county, Texas.

Vertigo binneyana Sterki.

Benson, Arizona (Ferriss).

Vertigo oscariana Sterki.

Drift debris of the Guadalupe river, about four miles above New
Braunfels, Texas, a single specimen, a little larger and stronger than

Eastern (Austroriparian) examples.

Vertigo milium Gld.

San Marcos, Hays coimty; Guadalupe river above New Braunfels,

Comal coimty, and on the Hondo river, Medina county, Texas, in

flood debris. Only one specimen from each place, among thousands

of other Pwpillidct, etc.

Strobilops labyrinthica texasiana n- subsp.

Shell moderately elevated with dome-shaped spire, brown, whorls

5J, the fii'st H smooth, pale-corneous, the rest regularly ribbed

obliquely, the last whorl rounded peripherally or a trifle and obtusely

subangular in front, the riblets passing over undiminished upon the

base, which is as strongly sculptvu^ed as the upper sm'face (or sometimes

smoothish just in front of the aperture). Aperture with expanded,

thickened peristome and strong parietal callus, a single strong parietal

lamella emerging to the edge of the callus, a second weak one visible

within. About half a whorl inward there is a series of about six laminse,

the inner one upon the columella, the next short, strong and tongue-

shaped, bending outward; the third nearly twice as long, high and

sinuous; the fourth very minute and low, often wanting, leaving a

space; the fifth and sixth long and low; and just above the periphery

on the outer wall a very weak, low, long seventh plica may usually be

traced. Umbilicus rather large.

Alt. 1.5, diam. 2.2 mm.
Types No. 91,330 A. N. S. Phila., from drift of the Guadalupe

river about four miles above New Braunfels, collected by Pilsbry and

Ferriss, 1903. Other localities in Texas are Austin (Pilsbry), San

Marcos (Pilsbry and Ferriss), New Braunfels (Ferriss, Pilsbry and Sing-

ley), Guadalupe river bottom, Victoria county, and Lavaca river,

Jackson county (J. D. Mitchell). Lee county (Singiey), Calhoun county

(E. W. Hubbard), Gainesville (J. B. Quintard). A smaller form, diam.

2 mm., was taken in drift debris of the Hondo river about two miles

north of Hondo, Medina county (Ferriss and Pilsbry). It also ranges

northward into Indian Territory and to Kansas.
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This form, which for the present we subordinate to the old S. lahy-

rinthica, is the only Strobilops except S. hiibbardi which I have seen

from Texas. It may be distinguished from S. virgo by the costulate

base, wider umbilicus and far weaker inner parietal lamella. >S.

strebeli is a much more depressed cone.

The statement by Woodward/" copied into American works, that

H. labyrinthica occurs in pretertiary European strata, is misleading,

since the American species is really not identical with any from Euro-

pean strata, though there are numerous allied forms in the European

tertiaries. The genus became extinct in Europe, but survives in China,

Helix diodontina Heude being a Strobilops. In America it has not been

found in the Northwest or Pacific States, but extends south to Mexico,

the West Indies and Venezuela, and a species apparently belonging to

the genus has been described from the Galapagos.

VALLONIID^.

Vallonia excentrioa Sterki.

Galveston, under boards in a vacant lot. (Pilsbry, December, 1885.)

Vallonia perspeotiva Sterki.

Texas : Drift debris of Devil's river, and of Pecos river near the High

Bridge, Val Verde county. Arizona: Benson, in drift of San Pedro

river.

Vallonia gracilioosta Reinh.

New Mexico: Drift of Pecos river, at Pecos (Cockerell!).

Vallonia cyolophorella Anc.

Arizona : Drift of San Pedro river, Benson, Cochise county, a single

specimen.

COCHLIOOPIDiE.

Shell oblong, cylindric-oblong or narrowly tapering, smooth and

glossy, with imperforate axis ; aperture ovate or acuminate, the columella

notched below or continuous with the basal lip. Foot without pedal

grooves. Kidney with direct ureter, of the Basommatophorous type.

Genitalia with a long appendix on the penis, as in Achatinella and the

Pupillidoe. Jaw and radula about as in Pupillidoe.

This group has usually been included in the Achatinidoe or Stenogy-

ridoe, but the direct ureter removes it to a group of primitive snails

represented only by minute species in America, but by the beautiful

Achatinellidce and Partulidoe in Polynesia. Ccecilianella (Cecilioides)

^"Manual of the Mollusca, p. 286, edit. 2, 1868.
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belongs to the same family, and probably Glessula also, but the pallial

organs of that Indian genus are unknown. The group is not related to

the Achatinidce.

Cochlioopa lubrica (Mull.).

Bear Park and Cave creek canyon, Chiricahua mountains, and Fort

Bowie (Ferriss); Carr canyon, Huachuca mountains (Dr. H. Skin-

ner); all in Cochise county, Arizona. Dj-ift debris of Pecos river;

Pecos, New Mexico (Ckll.).

ZONITID^.

Omphalina extends to the western border of the Austroriparian

area in Texas. The form taken by us will be discussed in the conclud-

ing paper on Southwestern mollusks.

Zonitoides minnsoala (Binn.^.

Texas: San Marcos, New Braunfels, near Hondo, Del Rio, Devil's

river and Pecos river. Everyw^here common in drift debris. The

specimens all show a tendency to be more widely umbilicate than

typical Northern minuscula, a large part of them being typical Z. m.

alachuana (Dall). Those from San Marcos and Comal county are of

the size of Northern minuscula, but westward the shells reach a decid-

edly larger size, with the exception of the lot taken at Devil's river,

which show but little tendency towards a wide umbilicus.

In Arizona, Ferriss took specimens of var. alachuana at Bear Park

and Cave creek canyon, Chiricahua mountains, in the drift of San

Pedro river at Benson, and in the Huachucas. Like other minutiae,

these shells are very rare in the Chiricahua and Huachuca mountains.

Helix mauriniana Orb., from Cuba, which has been put in the

synonymy of minuscula, seems to be a Thysanophora close to or

identical with T. saxicola (Pfr.), as Arango has already stated. Z.

minuscula occurs also in Japan.

Zonitoides minuscula neomezioana Pils and Ckll.

This form is distinguished by the possession of minute and shallow

spiral striation. It seems to be of somewhat common occurrence in

New Mexico, and upon examining a set of seven specimens taken by

me in Galveston in 1885 I find that they are similarly sculptured.

They came from under boards in a lumber yard, and it may be that

they were brought from New Mexico with lumber, though I do not

know that any lumber was shipped from New Mexico twenty years

ago.
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Zonitoides singleyana (Pils.)-

Zonites singleyanus Pils., Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1889, p. 84; 1888, pi. 17, fig.

M. (New Braunfels).

Hyalinia loeviuscula Sterki, Nautilus, VI, p. 53, Sept., 1892 (New Braunfels).

Texas: San Marcos, New Braunfels, Del Rio, Devil's river and Pecos

river above the High Bridge; everyu'here in river debris.

Arizona: Drift of San Pedro river at Benson.

Zonitoides nummus Vanatta.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1899, p. 524, figs. (New Braunfels).

This species seems to be confined to the Texan Lower Sonoran. We
took it at San Marcos, Hays county; Guadalupe river above New
Braunfels; Hondo river, Medina county; and in Val Verde county

near Del Rio; along the Devil's river, and in the Pecos canyon above

the High Bridge; everywhere in drift debris.

Zonitoides arborea (Saj).

Texas: Galveston; Smithville, Bastrop county; Sinking Spring, near

San Marcos, Hays county; near New Braunfels, Comal county.

New Mexico: Drift of Pecos river at Pecos (Cockerell).

Arizona: Cave creek canyon and Bear Park, Chiricahua mountains,

Cochise county.

Vitrea indentata (Say).

Drift of Pecos river, Pecos, New Mexico (Ckll.). As usual, it is the

Canadian and Carolinian form of the species which extends down the

Rocky mountains into New Mexico, and not the Sonoran subspecies.

Vitrea indentata umbilicata ('Singl.,' Ckll).

Ckll., Nautilus, XII, p. 120, Feb., 1899.

Texas: San Marcos, Hays county; around New Braunfels, Comal

county; Hondo river two miles north of Hondo, Medina county; Del

Rio, Devil's river and Pecos river at the High Bridge, Val Verde county;

Alpine, Brewster county,

Arizona: Cave creek canyon and Bear Park, Chiricahua mountains;

Fort Bowie. Also Florida mountains, Grant county, New Mexico.

Large specimens of this race are probably what has been reported from

Texas as sculptilis Bid.,—a species which does not, we believe, occur in

that State.

This Sonoran race differs from indentata by its distinctly perforate

axis and larger average size, yet the perforation varies so much in

size in specimens from the Carolinian zone that I would not myself

have named the Southwestern form. The name is ill-chosen, since the

shells are not '

' umbilicate,
'

' as that term is technically used, but '

' per-

forate.
'

'
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Vitrea hammonis (Strom).

Drift of the Pecos river at Pecos, New Mexico (Cockerell). The

specimens scarely show a trace of spiral hues. The species is unknown

in the Austroriparian and Lower Sonoran zones.

Vitrea dalliana roemeri n. subsp. Fig. 8.

Shell openly umbilicate, the width of umbilicus contained about

4f times in the diameter of the shell, pale whitish-corneous, in general

shape resembling V. dalliana, V. loheatleyi and V. petrophila. Sculp-

tiu-e of very close and regular radial grooves, on the last whorl of large

specimens becoming crowded and less regular, giving a striate appear-

ance. The fiat intervals between the grooves show no spiral striae.

The base is nearly smooth. Wliorls 4^, but slightly convex, slowly

widening, the last about double the width of the preceding. Suture

scarcelyimpressed, translucent-margined below. Base convex. Aper-

ture lunate, slightly oblique ; the insertions of the peristome are distant,

Alt. 2, diam. 4 mm. ; umbihcus .85 mm. ; aperture 1.7 x 1.65 mm.

Fig. 8.

—

Vitrea dalliana roemeri.

Sinking Spring creek, near San Marcos, Hays county, Texas. Types

No. 91,318, A. N. S. Phila., collected by Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1903.

Also taken in several places around New Braunfels, Comal county; in

the drift debris of the Hondo river, two miles north of Hondo, Medina

county; in drift of the Rio San Filipe near Del Rio, and of the Devil's

river, Val Verde county. It has about the distribution of Holospira

goldfussi and Helicodiscus eigenmanni.

This very pretty little species has a slightly more ample umbilicus

than V. wheatleyi or petrophila, and the sculptm-e is closer and more

regular than in either. The last whorl, in dorsal view, is wider than

in V. wheatleyi. It is much smaller than V. hammonis.

V. dalliana roemeri attains a larger size than the Floridian V. dalliana

and the shells have somewhat more regular and crowded grooves on
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Fig. 9.—V. dalliana.

the last whorl; it is less depressed, and the aperture is perceptibly less

broad, more roundly lunate. The differences seem sufficient to call for

subspecific separation. The Texan and Floridian areas of distribution

seem to be separated, so far as our present data

indicates. V. dalliana should be looked for along

the northern border of the Gulf. It is known now
from peninsular Florida only.

Vitrea dalliana " and roemeri are much smaller

than V. hammonis, and seem to replace that in the

Austroriparian and Lower Sonoran zones. When
originally described it was compared with Zonitoides

arhorea (Say), but it is not really related to that but

to the hammonis group. In fact V. hammonis,

hinneyana and dalliana form a group of very closely

related species. In a large number of V. dalliana

examined from several localities, the largest shell

measures, alt. 1.6, diam. 3.2, width of umbilicus

.75, apertiu-e 1.4 mm. wide, 1.2 high. This shell,

from Osprey, Manatee county, Fla., is here figured.

The figures do not represent the fine and beautiful sculpture of the

surface.

Vitrea milium meridionalis n. subsp.

Similar to V. milium but larger, diam. about 1.75 mm., with nearly

3^ whorls, the first one finely, distinctly Urate spirally, the last whorl

with oblique wrinkles much coarser than in milium, more or less an-

astomosing, and fine spiral striae, the latter distinct on the base.

V. milium with the same number of whorls is smaller and more
finely wrinkled, and in Maine and Ohio shells spirals on the first

whorl are excessively weak or wanting, not deeply engraved to the

tip, as in Texas shells.

Texas: San Marcos, in drift of Sinking creek, in the limestone hills;

along the Guadalupe river above New Braunfels (type locahty);

Hondo river, Medina county ; drift of Pecos river. (Pilsbry and Ferriss.

)

New Mexico: Cloudcroft, Sacramento mountains (Viereck); Santa

Fe (Ashmun).

Arizona: Huachuca mountains (Ferriss); Walnut Gulch near Jer-

ome (Ashmun).

Specimens from Baldwin and Clarke counties, Ala. (C. B. Moore),

" Zonites dallianus Simpson, Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1889, p. 83, pi. 3,
figs. 9-11.
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seem to be referable to this race. In the Northwest another form

of the species, Z. milivm pugetensis Dall, replaces the typical milium.

Neither of the subspecies differs much from milium, but what differ-

entiation there is seems to be correlated with geographic range.

This species was erroneously placed in Zonitoides in the Classified

Catalogue of 1898. We are now convinced that it belongs, as Morse

demonstrated, to the subgenus Striatura of Vitrea.

Vitrina alaskana Dall.

V. pfeifferi Newc, Proc. Cal. Acad., II, p. 92, 1861 ; not of Deshayes, 1852.

Vitrina alaskana Dall, Land and Fresh-Water Mollusca of Alaska and Ad-
joining Regions, Harriman Alaska Exped., XIII, p. 37.

Arizona: Huachuca mountains (Ferriss), numerous rather small

specimens, the only ones we have seen from Arizona. It seems to be a

common species of the Canadian and Transition zones eastward, speci-

mens being before us from the following places in New Mexico: Chi-

corico canyon near Raton (Cockerell) ; Las Huastus canyon, Sandia

mountains, near Albuquerque (Miss Maud Ellis) ; near Las Vegas (Miss

Mary Cooper) ; White Oaks and Gilmore's Ranch, Sierra Blanca (Ash-

mun); Fort Wingate (Dr. E. Palmer); James canyon, Cloudcroft,

Sacramento mountains (H. L. Viereck).

The type locality of V. alaskana is Carson valley, Nevada; but it

has a wide range, from Alaska to the Mexican boundary and probably

beyond, southward occurring only at high elevations.

Euoomxlus falvus (MuU.).

Drift of Pecos river, Pecos, New Mexico (CockereU). Cave creek

canyon, Cochise county, Arizona (Ferriss),

Euoonnlus ohersinus trochnlus (Reinb.).

Nautilus, XII, p. 116.

Texas: Sinking Spring, San Marcos, Hays county; New Braunfels

and vicinity, Comal county; Hondo river, north of Hondo, Medina

county; Rio San Filipe near Del Rio, and Devil's river, Val Verde

county; everywhere in drift debris.

BNDODONTID^.
Fyramidula oronkhitei anthonyi Pilsbry. n. n.

Helix striatella Anthony, Boston Journ. of Nat. Hist., Ill, p. 278, pi. 3, fig. 2'

1840. Not Helix striatella Rang, 1831.

This shell, well known under the preoccupied name H. striatella

Anth., has typically a rounded periphery and moderately developed

oblique and sigmoid rib-strise, 4 or 5 in the space of a mm. on the

front of the last whorl at the periphery. There are 3^ to 3f whorls.
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Alt. 2.7, diam. 5.25 mm. Type locality, Fairmoimt Park, Philadelphia,

near "Strawberry Mansion," No. 68,890, A. N. S. P., collected by E. G.

Vanatta.

In ray opinion the widespread Eastern race is not specifically dis-

tinct from Helix cronkhitei Newc, of northern California, etc., of which

specimens from Dr. Newcomb are before me, but it evidently requires

separation as a subspecies.

Arizona: Chiricahua mountains, Cochise county, at Fort Bowie,

Bear Park and Cave creek canyon (Ferriss) ; Carr canyon, Huachuca
mountains (H. Skinner).

New Mexico: Drift of Pecos river at Pecos (Ckll.).

Texas : In 1885 I dug a single specimen of this species from the bank
of Comal creek. New Braunfels, where it occurred with several other

land and fresh-water shells. Singley reports it from the Pleistocene

of Swisher county. It is not known to occur living in Texas, or any-

where in the Austroriparian zone. Its occurrence in the Texan Pleisto-

cene is anomalous, like the presence of Pupilla hlandi at New Braunfels.

RADIODISCUS Pilsbry, n. gen.

Minute, discoidal, openly umbilicate Patuloid snails with the -first

1^ whorls minutely engraved spirally, the rest of the shell densely radi-

ally costulate; aperture lunate, but slightly oblique and as high as

wide. Type, R. millecostatus.

This genus is proposed for a group of tiny Pyramidula-like snails,

various members of which have been found in Arizona, Mexico and

South America as far south as Patagonia. In the spiral sculpture of

the embryonic whorls these shells are like Helicodiscus ; in shape and

size they resemble Planogyra, but in that the embryonic shell is smooth.

There are also some similar Polynesian forms, referred to Charopa, etc.

In the Endodontidoe , where small differences in the shell characterize

extensive series of species, it seems desirable to recognize as of generic

value such readily recognizable groups as Radiodiscus. The species

are chiefly distinguished by their dimensions and the degree of fineness

of the sculpture. There are several undescribed forms in the collection

of the Academy.

Radiodiscus millecostatus n. sp. Fig. 10.

Shell very small, disk-shaped, chestnut-brown, the first whorl bluish-

white. Whorls 3f , slowly widening, separated by a very deep, chan-

nelled suture. The first whorl projects a little, and is microscopically

striate spirally, the rest of the whorls are radially very densely costu-

late, the riblets nearly straight, delicate and much narrower than
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their intervals, and about 21 in number in a millimeter measured at the

periphery, in the front of the last whorl. The last whorl is rounded

throughout. The umbilicus is widely open, its width contained about

three "'times in the diameter of the shell. The apertm-e is slightly

oblique and deeply lunate. Alt. 1.1, diam. 2 mm.; diam. of umbilicus

.6 to .7 mm. •
x n

Huachuca mountains, Cochise county, Arizona, (J. H. I erriss)
;
Oarr

canyon (Dr. Hemy Skinner) . Also in the State of Michoacan, Mexico,

at Patzcuaro and Morelia (S. N. Rhoads, 1899).

Fig. 10.

This tiny Patuloid, of a group new to our fauna, is one of the

most interesting recent finds. It is related to R. hermanm {Hehx

hermanni Pfr.), of central and eastern Mexico, but that species is

larger and more coarsely sculptured. The two species occur together

at the Mexican localities mentioned above, but are readily separable.

Dr. Henry Skinner found one broken specimen of R. vullecostatus in

Carr canyon, Huachucas.

Genus HELICODISCUS Morse.

This genus has hitherto been considered to include two species,

lineatushs^y) and fimhriatus Wetherby. The. accessions of Southwest-

ern material show that several other forms must be recogmzed. ihe

species are not very conspicuously differentiated, and young sheUs by

themselves are not always readily placed ;
yet with adults we find no

difficulty. The salient characters of the forms follow:

a -Diam of shell 3 to 3.5 mm., whorls 4 to 4^; teeth almost always

present Eastern United States, . . . H .
parallelus {ba,y)

.

a^-Diam. of shell 4.5 to 5 mm., whorls 4^ to 5^; often deficient m

5._Spiral stria? obsolete. Idaho. . . H. salmonensis {Hemph.).
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b^.—Spiral striae well developed, subequal; last whorl not deflexed

at aperture.

c.—Umbilicus very wide; last whorl narrow, aperture very-

small. Arizona and New Mexico,

H. e. arizonensis n. subsp.

c^—Umbilicus smaller, more cup-shaped, last whorl wider.

Texas, H. eigenmanni Pils.

b^.—Spirals coarse, some of them more conspicuous, with a cutic-

ular fringe ; last whorl in fully adult shells abruptly deflexed

in front. East Tennessee, North Georgia, H. fimbriatus Weth.

Helioodisous parallelus (Say). PI. VIII, figs. 7, 8, 9, 10.

Helix lineata Say, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., I, p. IS (1817); II, p. 373.
Not Helix lineata Olivi, Zool. Adriatico, p. 177 (1792).

Planorbis arallellus Say, Journ. A. N. S. Phila., II, p. 164, (1821), corrected
to parallellus in the Index, p. 407. (Upper Missouri.)

Helicodiscus lineatus Morse. Journ. Portland Soc, I, p. 25, figs. 61, 62, pi.

2, fig. 3; pi. 7, fig. 63 (1864). Binney, Man. Amer. Land Shells, p. 75.

This common species has been well described by Binney and others.

It has ordinarily four whorls, but there may be as many as 4^ in excep-

tionally large shells. At least one pair of tubercular teeth may be

seen in most specimens. Shells of maximum size measure:

Alt. 1.3, diam. 3.5 mm. (Grand Rapids, Mich.)

Alt. 1.25, diam. 3 mm. (Philadelphia.)

The typical form of H. parallelus is before me from localities in

Ontario, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North Carolina,

Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Tennessee,

Alabama, Florida, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Indian Territory.

I have not seen Texan specimens of typical lineatus, but it doubtless

occurs in northern and eastern parts of the State.

In New Mexico, at Pecos, Las Vegas, MesiUa, Sandia mountains and
other places, and in the Pecos river canyon near its mouth, Val Verde
county, Texas, there is a form of H. parallelus with rather weak,

sparse spirals, the intervals more distinctly striate radially than in typical

parallelus. This seems to be a form of the southeastern Rocky moun-
tains and southward to the Rio Grande, occupying territory between
the ranges of H. eigenmanni and H. arizonensis, with some overlapping

on the territory of the latter.

Say's first name. Helix lineata, was preoccupied, but his Planorbis

parallelus applies to the same species. In the text of the Journal the

first letter of the name did not print up, but the space in place of it

shows that it had been there, and the p is correctly supplied in the

index. The type used in that volume of the Journal was old and full
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of 'bad letters." All authorities agree that such obvious typograph-

ical errors should be corrected.

Helioodisous eigenmanni Pils. PI. VIII, figs 1, 2, 3.

Nautilus, XIV, p. 41. August, 1900 (Beaver cave, near San Marcos, Texas).

This fine species is easily recognized by its large size, the shell in

all stages of growth being very much more robust than H. parallelus. It

is sculptured with numerous spiral threads as in H. parallelus, and

when fresh is pale yellow. Alt. 2, diam. 5 mm., with 5^ whorls.

We took specimens in the drift debris of Sinking creek at San Mar-

cos, Hays county; on the Guadalupe river above New Braunfels,

Comal county; on the Hondo river, Medina county, and in the drift

of Devil's river, Val Verde county; Alpine, Brewster county. I have

seen specimens also from Calhoun county (Hubbard), Lee county

(Singley), and Navidad river bottom, Jackson county (J. D. Mitchell).

It has not been reported from any place out of Texas, and seems to

have about the same distribution as Holospira goldfussi.

Helioodisous eigenmanni arizonensis n. subsp. PI. VIII, figs. 4, 5, 6.

Shell larger than H. parallelus with 4^ to nearly 5^ whorls, the spire

flat or convex, the umbilicus wider than in parallelus or eigenmanni.

Surface closely and strongly lirulate spirally. Aperture oblique, lunate,

very small.

Alt. 2, diam. 5 mm., whorls 5^. (Fort Bowie.)

Alt. 1.5, diam. 4.6 mm., whorls 4^. (Cave creek canyon.)

Arizona: Fort Bowie (type locality); Bear Park and Cave creek

canyon, Chiricahua mountains ; Huachuca mountains (Ferriss) ; Santa

Rita mountains (Ashmun). New Mexico: Florida mountains. Grant

county (Ferriss) ; Bland, Sandoval county (Ashmun) ; debris of Arroyo

Pecos at Las Vegas (CklL).

Readily distinguished from H. parallelus when mature by the greater

size, with wider umbilicus, more whorls and proportionately smaller

mouth. Some specimens are two-toothed. H. eigenmanni has a

smaller umbilicus, whorls of markedly greater calibre and a larger

aperture.

Helioodisous salmonensis (Hemphill).

Helicodiscus fimbrialus Wetherby {salmonacca Hemphill), W. G. Binney,
Third Supplement to Terr. Moll., V, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, No. 4,

p. 189 (May, 1890).
Helicodiscus fimbriatus var. salmonensis Hemphill, in Binney, t. c, p. 220

(May, 1890).
Helicodiscus fimbriatus Wetherby, var. salmonaceus Hemphill, Binney,
Fourth Supplement, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XXII, No. 4, p. 177, pi. 3,

fig. 8.

Distinguished by the absence of spiral striae, according to Hemphill.
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I have not seen specimens. Mr. Binney in his first note considers the

Salmon river form identical with what Mr. Simpson reported as H.

fimbriatus from Indian Territory, and gives no separate or definite

description of it, though he mentions that Hemphill had given the

(MSS.) name " saJ?nonacea." The figure of one of the original speci-

mens, given in Binney's Fourth Supplement, represents a shell with

wide umbilicus and small aperture, like H. arizoncnsis, from which it

differs, according to published information, by the smoother surface,

arizonensis being constantly very well sculptured.

Punotam pygmseum (Drap.).

San Marcos, Hays county; Comal county; Hondo river, Medina

county; Devil's river, Val Verde county.

The form in this region is slightly larger than northeastern speci-

mens, and is more strongly sculptured. There are barely foiu" whorls,

the first H smooth, the next striate; the last two whorls have striae

at regular intervals much larger, with about six fine striae in each space,

and the basal spirals are very distinct. This sculpture reminds one

of the west coast forms, conspectum, pasadenoe and californicum, which

however are decidedly larger and coarser shells of a dark brown color.

SUCOINEID^.

Sacoinea luteola Old.

Gould, Proc. Bost. Soc. N. H., Ill, p. 37, June, 1848 (Texas); Terr. Moll.,

II, p. 75, pi. 67c, fig. 1. (Florida; Texas, especially Galveston.) Bin-
ney, Terr. Moll., V, p. 419; Man. Amer. Land Shells, p. 441.

Succinea texasiana Pfr., Monogr., II, 526; Roemer's Texas, p. 456, 1849
(Galveston)

.

Succinea lutescens Sowerby, Conchologia Iconica, XVIII, pi. 10, fig. 67 a, b,

1872 (Texas).

We took specimens in Texas along the Guadalupe river above New
Braunfels, Comal county; San Antonio, Bexar county; near Hondo
river about two miles north of Hondo, Medina comity, and in Val

Verde county at Del Rio, high land west of Devil's river, and in the

canyon of the Pecos near the High Bridge.

In Gould's original description the only locality given was Texas.

In the Terrestrial Mollusks he states "found in Florida, and more

abundantly in Texas, especially in the region of Galveston." Speci-

mens collected at Galveston by the author in 1885 agree perfectly

with Gould's figures, and that place may be taken to be the type

locality. I have seen no Florida shells which I would refer with cer-

tainty to luteola, though *S'. floridana is closely related.
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Suocinea concordialis Gld. Figs. 11, 12.

Gould, in Terr. Moll. U. S., II, p. S2 (Lake ConcordiaV Binney, Terr.

Moll U S V, p. 419; Man. Amer. Land Shells, p. 441.

Succinea jorsheyi Lea, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1864, p. 109; Obs. Gen. Unio

XI, 134 (Rutersville, Texas).
, . . .

Succinea haleana Lea, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1864, p. 109 (Alexandria, La.).

Succinea halei Lea, Obs., XI, 136 (n. n. for S. haleana).

^ Di.stribution, Gulf States from Florida to the Rio Grande, on mud

or herbage near the water's edge. Common from Louisiana west-

ward, probably rare and local eastward.

The type locality, Lake Concordia, is not in Texas, as Gould and

Binney supposed, but in Louisiana. The lake is an abandoned ox-

bow of the Mississippi river, opposite Naches, Mississippi. Some of Lea's

original lot of S. halei (haleana) before me show that to be merely the

young of concordialis. S. jorsheyi Lea, of which two cotypes are in

the Philadelphia collection, is surely identical with concordialis.

An adequate knowledge of the distribution of *S. concordialis east-

ward awaits further exploration of the Gulf coastal peneplain, which

in Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida has been very imper-

fectly examined for land mollusks. I have not seen *S'. wilsoni Lea,

described from Darien, Ga., the figure of which looks a good deal like

concordialis, though it seems to be less swollen basally. Specimens col-

lected by Mr. A. A. Hinldey at Cypress creek, Ala., in 1895 are evi-

dently concordialis; and a set of very pale shells, corneous instead of

amber-colored, before me from Mayport, Florida, collected by M. A.

Mitchell about twenty years ago, seems to agree with concordialis in

everything but color. Northward it extends to Frierson (L. S. Frier-

son) and Bayou Pierre (George Williamson), in northwestern Louisiana,

the specimens from these places being rather small. The species must

also extend in a long lobe up the Mississippi and its tributaries, for

typical specimens have lately been sent by Mr. A. A. Hinkley from

Dubois, lUinois, and by Mr. T. Van Hyning from Des Moines, Iowa. .Air.

Van Hyning notes that "the animal is black with small yellow dots."

These Northern shells may be distinguished from aS. retusa by their

pot-bellied figure and reddish apex.

In Texas, specimens were taken by us in April at San Marcos, Hays

county; New Braunfels, Comal county; San Antonio, Bexar county;

along the Rio Grande near and San Filipe river, at Del Rio, and along

the Devil's river, Val Verde county. We have seen it also from Lee

county (Singley) and Spring creek, Victoria county (J. D. Mitchell).

It lives on the moist earth immediately adjacent to the water's

edge, and where found is usually abmidant. It is a thin shell, rather
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deeply amber-colored, with the apical whorls darker, reddish-orange.

Whorls 3^, the last deeply descending, somewhat flattened above,

very convex basally, having thus a more sack-like contour than S.

retusa; this being its chief peculiarity. The sculpture consists of rather

coarse wrinkles and often some indistinct spiral impressions on the

last whorl. The aperture is symmetrically Ovate, the columella con-

cave throughout, with a delicate fold above. Large specimens from

San Marcos measure:

Length 16.8, diam. 9, length of aperture 11.5, width 6.7 mm.
Length 16, diam. 8, length of aperture 10.5, width 6 nmi.

The mantle is intensely black, dappled throughout in the last whorl

with rounded yellowish spots. Those above the kidney are brighter,

more conspicuous and usually larger, often more or less confluent.

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Towards the edge of the mantle the spots are large and lengthened.

The foot including head and eye-stalks is pale grayish-white, speckled

with irregular grayish-black spots. The sole is pale yellow. Figs.

11 and 12 were drawn from specimens taken at San Marcos, Texas,

near the river.

Specimens from the Rio Grande and Devil's river are of almost as

large size ; but in some situations it is much smaller, a set from along

the San Filipe river at Del Rio measuring, length 12, diam. 6.7, length

of aperture 8 mm. Those taken at San Antonio and New Braunfels

are also of small size. Such variation in size is apparently not racial,

but dependent upon local conditions of the food supply, etc. The
color and markings of the mantle are substantially the same in all

colonies we found, though there is individual variation in the size of

the light spots, figure 12 representing one of the darker individuals.
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Succinea grosvenori Lea.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1864, p. 109 (Santa Rita Valley, Kansas?, and Alex-

andria, Louisiana) ; Obs. Gen. Unio, etc., XI, p. 135, pi. 24, fig-. lOS.

S. mooresiana Lea, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1864, p. 109 (Court House Rock,
Platte river, on the Cahfornia route) ; Obs., XI, p. 136, pi. 24, fig. 109.

S. lineata W. G. Binnev, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1857, p. 19; Man. Amer. Land
Shells, p. 174.

This species is characterized by its very full, rounded whorls and

irregular sculpture, often with traces of spiral lines, though as frequently

without them. Having part of the original specimens of the above

synonyms before us, we are convinced that the three supposed species

cannot be separated, although one would hardly expect the same form

to range from the lower IMississippi to and throughout the arid great

plains and the mountain region of Colorado and New Mexico.

Succinea greerii Tryon, described from Vicksburg, ^Mississippi, is a

little less swollen, with the suture not quite so deep, but it is doul^tful

whether the slight differences shown by the lot of eight specimens

will prove constant.

The species belongs to the compestris group.

We took a few specimens of S. grosvenori at San Antonio, Texas, with

S. concorclialis and a large form of *S. avara.

Succinea avara Say.

Texas: San Marcos, Hays county; Comal county; San Antonio,

Bexar county; Devil's river, Yal Verde county. Arizona: Benson,

Cochise county.

AURIOULID^.
Caryohium exile H. C. Lea.

San ]\Iarcos, Hays county; New Braunfels, Comal county; Hondo
river, Medina county, and Devil's river, Val Verde county, Texas.

Common in drift debris.

Carychium exiguum (Say).

Drift of Hondo river, IVIedina county; of Devil's river, ^"al A'erde

county, and of Guadalupe river, Comal county, Texas.

LYMN^ID^.
Lymnaea columella Say.

New Braunfels, Comal county, Texas. A single slender specimen.

Lymnsea desidioaa Say.

Texas: San Marcos, Hays county; New Braimfels, Comal county;

San Antonio, Bexar county; Rio San Filipe, Val Verde county.

Lymnaea humilis Say.

Guadalupe river, Comal county, Texas.
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Lymnaea bulimoides cockerelli n. subsp. Figs. 13-17.

Shell subglobose, pale yellowish-corneous, composed of 4^ convex

whorls which are finely striate but without spiral lines or malleation.

Spire very short, last whorl and aperture very large. Aperture short-

ovate, its length three-fifths to two-thirds that of the shell. Columella

broadly expanded, not folded. ITmbilicus large.

Fig. 13.

Alt.

Diam.

Aperture

Fig. 14.

Las Vegas, N. M.

10 8.3 8

7.2 6 6.2

6.7 5.3 6

Fig. 15.

Arroyo Pecos.

8.7 8.5

6 6

5.7 5

Fig. 16. Fig. 1'

Ogalalla, Neb.

12 8 9 mm.
7.8 6 6.6 "

7.5 5.8 6.1
"

New Mexico: Las Vegas (type locality. Miss Mary Cooper), and in the

charcoal zone of the Pleistocene of Arroyo Pecos (T. D. A. Cockerell);

near Farmington (George H. Pepper) ; Acama (Dr. E. Palmer). Colorado

:

Pool southeast of Denver (J. D. Putnam). Nebraska: Ogalalla (C. T.

Simpson). Dakota: Lake Hermann (P. C. Truman).

Fig. IS

This form differs from L. bulimoides and L. techella by its more glo-

bose shape and shorter spire, and so far as we have seen is readily separ-

able from l3oth. Figs. 13-15 represent the types from Las-Vegas ; 16, 17

are larger shells from Farmington, sent by Mr. George H. Clapp.

L. bulimoides sonomaensis Hemphill, from Sonoma county, California.

approaches cockerelli, but differs by the more rapidly expanding last
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whorl, narrower flat columella and narrower umbilicus, which is like

that of typical hulimoides. A specimen measures, alt. 10, diam. 7.7,

aperture 7.2 mm. (figs. 18, 19).

Lymnaea bulimoides techella (Hakl.). Figs. 20-23.

Limnoea techella Hald., Amer. Journ. of Conch., Ill, p. 194, pi. 6, fig. 4.

(Texas.)

Shell obese, with acutely conic spire, of five or six convex whorls;

pale yellowish or light brown, finely striate and usually malleated,

the flattened facets obliquely descending. Last whorl very ventricose,

umbilicus large. Aperture short-ovate, about three-fifths the total

length; basal lip expanded, columeUar lip broadly dilated, without a

fold. Umbilicus large.

Fig. 20. Fig. 21. Fig. 22. Fig. 23.
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The young of one season have a comparatively shorter spire than

old shells, the rate of descent of the suture progressively increasing

somewhat. As usual, there are only traces of malleation at this stage.

The erosion of the apices in all but one of the type lot (as mentioned

by Haldeman) makes them shorter than they would otherwise be,

giving much the api)earance of L. h. cockereUi. Abundant series from

Houston and San Marcos collected by Pilsbry, with others from various

naturalists, demonstrate the identity of Haldeman's shells with the

larger-spired adult form figured above. L. techella was formerly con-

sidered by one of us to be a synonym or race of L. cuhensis Pfr., and

L. bulimoides was treated as a variety of the same species. They are cer-

tainly very similar, but mhensis has a more triangular and less broadly

developed columellar expansion; and in view of the way Lymnoea is

being split up into species and races, it may be best to retain the several

forms as distinct species or races until the subject can be taken up with

ample material and time for the study of Antillean and Mexican forms

together with our own.

Planorbis trivolvis Say.

Specimens referable to typical P. trivolvis were taken in Comal county,

and at Del Rio, Devil's river and the Pecos river, Val Verde county,

Texas.

Planorbis bicarinatus Say.

Guadalupe river, Comal county, Texas; abundant and typical.

Planorbis earns n. sp. PI. IX, figs. 4, 5.

Shell discoidal, biconcave, the spiral on the left side slightly more

sunken and narrower than on the right. "VMiorls 3^, convex, the last

round peripherally and on both sides, curving more abruptly into the

concavity on the left side. Sculpture of dose, very regular obliquely

radial rounded strife separated by slightly narrower deep grooves. Pale

brown in color. Aperture but slightly oblique, heart-shaped, peristome

thin, acute, a trifle dilated at its insertions. Diam. 3.3, alt. (thickness)

1 mm.
"Sinking Spring" near San Marcos, Hays county, Texas; Guada-

lupe river about four miles above New Braunfels, Comal county. Rio

San Filipe and Devil's river, and canyon of the Pecos river about a mile

above the High Bridge, Val Verde county; everywhere in drift debris.

Types from the last locality.

This little Planorbis is very distinct by its beautiful sculpture, con-

stant in numerous specimens from five rivers in central and western

Texas. It is much more abundant in the Rio Grande drainage than
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in Hays and Comal counties. It is about the size of P. parvus, but

the aperture is less oblique and the sculpture differs. It was found

with parvus in Comal county and in the Pecos canyon.

Planorbis filocinctus n. sp. PI. IX, figs. 1, 2, 3.

Shell very small, biconcave, the spiral narrower and more deeply

sunken on the left than on the right side. Whorls about 2f , the last

broadly rounded peripherally, rounded also on both sides, but less

convex on the right than on the left side. Sculpture of inconspicuous

growth-lines and numerous thread-like spiral strioe. Color of bleached

specimens white or faintly yellowish. Aperture oblique, heart-shaped,

about as long as wide, excised moderately by the preceding whorl.

Greatest diam. of the disk 2.4, alt. (thickness) nearly 1 mm.
San Pedro river, Benson, Arizona, in drift debris. Types collected

by J. H. Ferriss, 1904.

This little species may be at once recognized by its spiral striation,

which is far stronger than in any other North American species. It is

flattened less than P. parvus. Only five specimens were taken, but

it is so unlike other known Mexican or United States Planorbes that

there seems no doubt of its specific distinctness.

Planorbis parvus Say.

Guadalupe river about four miles above New Braunfels, Comal

county; Devil's river, Val Verde county, Texas. San Pedro river,

Benson, Arizona.

Planorbis cultratus Orb.

Pilsbry, Nautilus, III, p. 63, pi. 1, figs. 1, 2, 3.

This species is thin and delicate, very acutely carinate at the periphery

which is close to the left side. In 1889 one of us reported it from Hidalgo,

Texas, where it was taken by Mr. Singley. In 1903 we took a single

young shell in the drift debris of Devil's river, Val Verde county. The

young have a much less acute keel, in fact are angular rather than

carinate, and they are less compressed in proportion. P. cultratus is

found also in Florida (collected at Miami by S. N. Rhoads), Central

America and the West Indies. Few of the specimens thus far known
from Texas are fully mature or in good condition.

Planorbis liebmanni Dkr.

Canal at New Orleans, Louisiana (H. Hemphill !). In Texas at Waco
(Hemphill), Austin (E. Hall), San Marcos, New Braunfels, Hondo

river, Del Rio, Devil's river and Pecos river (Ferriss and Pilsbry) ; also

in the southeastern part of the state in Victoria county (J. D. ^litchell)

and near Brownsville, Cameron county (Clapp). Also in Mexico.
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Well-grown specimens have a diameter of 9 to 10 mm., with about

5 whorls.

Segmentina obstructa (Morel.)-

Except for the teeth, this species is not distinguishable from Plan-

orhis Uehmanni Dkr. It does not, however, attain quite so large a size,

the largest we have seen measuring slightly less than 9 mm. diameter.

The teeth are found in very young shells also ; but never more than one

set is present at any stage of growth, so far as seen. Specimens are

before us from the following places, all in Texas

:

Austin (E. Hall); San Marcos, Hays county; New Braunfels, Comal,

county; Hondo river north of Hondo, Medina county (Pilsbry and

Ferriss) ; Brownsville, Cameron county (sent by G. H. Clapp) ; Hidalgo,

Hidalgo county (Singley) ; Rio San Fihpe, Devil's river and Pecos

river, Val Verde county (Ferriss and Pilsbry).

It has also a wide range in Mexico.

The genus Segmentina was based upon the European species S.

nitida Miill. This is a very glossy, flattened shell with acutely angular

periphery, simple thin lip, deeply embracing whorls, and barriers com-

posed of three laminae (parietal, basal and upper) transverse to the

whorl, leaving a narrow, three-branched space between them.

In eastern Asia a modification of this type is found in such species

as aS. largillierti (Phil.), forming the subgenus Polypylis Pils. The

shell is less compressed and not carinate, but glossy wdth deeply

clasping whorls. The parietal lamina is obliquely transverse, the

others transverse, basal long, a shorter one in the outer wall, and one

or two in the upper margin. There are several or many barriers.

The American forms, subgenus Planorhida Hald., have less smooth

and much less compressed shells, the whorls only slightly clasping,

often angular or subangular on the right side but rounded peripherally.

There are six lamina^: a sigmoid, obliquely entering parietal with a

small tul^ercular denticle near its lower or left end ; a transverse basal

;

an obliquely entering outer lamina with a transverse one above it, and

a small entering lamina in the upper margin.

In S. armigera the entering lamella in the outer margin curves up-

ward slightly at its inner end. In S. whcatleyi all of the laminae are

much more strongly developed, and the entering outer one is much

longer, running up in a long curve behind the transverse lamina above

it. The structin-es are, however, fundamentally identical in the two

species.

In the Antillean and Mexican group to which S. obstructa belongs.
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the whorls are rounded, the parietal laminae are as in Planorbula ex-

cept that the larger one stands more obliquely, the basal lamina i

transverse, but all the rest on the outer wall are entering plicoe, the larger

lower one curving downward a little at its inner end, not upward as in

armigera and wheatleyi. As in all American forms of the genus only

one set of laminae seems to be present in any individual, though the

earliest set is formed at a very early age. In the European and
Asiatic species several sets are usually present.

PLEUROCERATID^.
Goniobasis comalensis Pilsbry. Figs. 24-28.

MeJania rufa Lea?, Eomer, Texas, p. 457 ("In den Quellen des Comal-
Spring bei New liraunfels sehr haufig").

Melania pletiristriata Say, A. G. Weatherby [Wetherbyl American Naturalist,
April, 1S78, p. 254, with var. marmocki (springs of southwestern Texas').

Goniobasis comalensis Pils., Nautilus, IV, p. 49, Sept., 1890 (Comal creek,
New Braunfels).

G. pleuristriata Sav and G. comalensis Pils., Single /, Contrib. Nat. Hist.
Texas, Geol. Surv. Tex. Ann. Rep., 1892, pp. 311,^312.

Shell conic-turrite, thin but strong, covered with an olive-brown

cuticle. Whorls of the spire with a distinct keel which projects a

short distance above the suture, and is usuallv wanting on the last two

Fig. 24. Fig. 26

whorls; the whole surface showing fine sigmoid growth-striae, and in the

best specimens very faint, minute, spiral striae. Aperture ovate, the outer

lip thin, sigmoid, retracted below the upper insertion; basal lip rounded

or subangular. Columella arcuate, somewhat thickened. Whorls

about 7 in the most perfect shells, but usually fewer, the upper ones

being eroded.

Length 18, diam. 7.3, aperture 7.3 mm.
Comal creek at New Braunfels, Comal county, Texas. Also in the
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Guadalupe river 6 to 4 miles to the north; San Marcos river at San

iMarcos, Hays county, on the dam above the fish hatchery (Pilsbry

and Ferriss; Singley); a variety from Bexar county (A. G. Wetherby).

This form differs from Melania pluristriata Say (M. ruhida Lea) of

central Mexico, ])y its far smaller size and less ample aperture. The

type of ])liiristriata measured 1.25 x.55 inches; of ruhida 1.30x.57

inches; and the specimens from Lake Chapala examined by Dr. von

Martens from 26 x 12 to 35 x 13 mm., while no Texan shell we have seen,

in many hundreds examined, reaches 1 inch long. Von Martens refers

the INIexican species to Pachycheihis. Dr. William H. Dall, to whom we
submitted specimens of G. comalensis for comparison with the type of

M. rubida Lea, writes that "though the general form is the same, the

ruhida is very much larger and perfectly distinct." The examples

figin-ed are from Comal creek. New Braunfels, near the mill.

The ascertained distribution of G. comcdensis comprises only the

short rivers of a single small system emptying into Espirito Santo Bay,

intercalated between the Colorado and Nueces basins, and comprising

the Ciuadalupe and San Antonio rivers and their tributaries.

The Goniobases are known from these streams only at the edge of

the "Edwards Plateau." As they live on rocks, etc., in swift water,

it is not likely that they approach much nearer to the Gulf. In the

Fig. 29. Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

Colorado river, where lilsbiy collected in 1885, nothing was seen of the^

species, nor has it been reported from the Nueces or its branches. We
saw no sign of Goniobasis in the tributaries of the Rio Grande, where

our collecting was extensive enough to have found it if it existed.^-

The operculum (fig. 29) consists of about four whorls, the nucleus

being situated at about the lower third of its length. It is closely

^ ^^ In the collection of the Academy there are several specimens labelled '

' Dal-

las count}-," received from Mr. J. A. Singley. This is in the Trinity river

drainage, but Singley in his catalogue of 1893, issued long after these specimens
were placed in the collection, expressly states that he found the species nowhere
but in Comal and Hays counties. There was probably some error in labelling

the specimens.
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marked with growth-wrinkles, and shows some strise at right angles

to them.

The radiila (fig. 30) is normal for Goniohasis. The central tooth

has 4, 1, 4 denticles, the inner lateral 2, 1,4, inner imcinus 7, outer

about 20 denticles. An inner imcinus in profile is drawn on the ex-

treme right side (fig. 31), to show the length of the denticles, which

are foreshortened in fig. 30.

G. comalcnsis is dimorphic, like G. virginica and many other species.

At New Braunfels the smooth form described as typical predominates,

but there are also some individuals with numerous acute spiral ridges,

about fifteen on the last whorl, but often fewer by suppression of those

just below the periphery.

At San Marcos only the smooth phase was found, in several hundred

specimens taken.

A series of 12 labelled "Bexar county," received from A. G.

Wetherby, consists wholly of multistriate shells, which moreover,

although collected alive, are of a whitish or livid whitish tint, in this

respect approaching the Mexican jjluristriatus. The largest of this

lot is 23.5 mm. long, 9.3 wide, exceeding in size any seen from Comal

or Hays counties. These are part of the lot collected by Mr. G. W.
Marmock, of Bexar county, and commented on by Wetherby in the

American Naturalist for 1878. The "variety marmocki" mentioned

by him, but without a word of definition, mayHmYe^-fe^een the smooth

form of the species, but there is nothing to indicateX.this either in

Wetherby's note or the set of shells he sent to Tryon.^^
•Ic^'XLa'"!' A't^W^ /

Form fontinalis, nov. Figs. 32-35.
'f*-

-
'*'*

/

In a small spring in the pleasure garden near New Braunfels, one of

the fountains of Comal creek, we found only very small shells, the largest

7 to 8.3 mm. long, 4.3 to 4.7 mm. wide, and of a markedly short, conic

shape. The old ones are much eroded, and none are of the multi-

striate phase. This race inhabits only the springs and the rapid streams

from them for a short distance down.

In another, much larger spring, and the stream from it for about

fifty yards down, the shells are also dwarfs, though somewhat larger

than those from the smaller spring.

These springs flow out of the limestone rock, the water being beauti-

fully clear. It is not cold, being perceptibly warmer than the river

at the time of our visit, about the middle of April. There is very little

vegetation upon the rocks, and the small size of the snails may be due

" Mr. Wetherby also mentions that "Helix photus Pfr." was collected by Mr.
Marmock. This name may be an error for //. tholus W. G. B.
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Fig 33. Fig. 34. 35.

to insufficient food supply. Individuals are, however, very numerous.

Associated with them are numerous Physas, also of pygmy proportions,

though evidently adult. The snails of these springs evidently consti-

tute physiologic rather than morphologic varieties.

AMNICOLID^
Paludestrina seemanni (Ffld.).

New Mexico: South Spring creek, near Roswell, in a Pleistocene

deposit (Cockerell and Tinsley, 1899).

Texas: Drift debris of Pecos river, about a mile above the High

Bridge, Val Verde county (Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1903).

Dr. R. E. C. Stearns has recorded this species from Death valley.

Inyo county, California. The specimens, some of which are before me,

are somewhat more robust than those from New Mexico and Texas.

The above records largely increase the eastward range of the species.

Paludestrina diaboli n. sp. Fig. 36.

Shell very slender, turrite, shaped about like P. seemanni; composed

of 4^ very convex whorls separated by a deep suture.

Surface smooth. Aperture vertical, oval, a trifle nar-

rower above than below, but not angular there. Peris-

tome continuous, barely in contact with the preceding

whorl for a short distance near the upper end. Umbili-

cus small but distinct.

Length 1.3, diam. .02 mm.
Drift debris of the Devil's river, about four miles from

its mouth, ^'al ^"erde county, Texas. A single shell was

also found on the Rio San Filipe near Del Rio, in the same county.

The shells were all taken dead and bleached. It is readily separable

from P. seemanni by its diminutive size. This is the smallest species

of its familv known from North America.

Fig. 36.
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Amnicola comalensis n. sp. Fig. 37.

Shell distinctly perforate, ovate, thin, corneous, faintly marked

with growth-lines. Spire regularly conic,

the apex obtuse. Whorls 4+, regularly con-

vex, not shouldered, the suture well im-

pressed. Aperture ovate, subangular above,

the peristome adnate for a short distance

above the perforation.

Length 3.9, diam. 2, length of aperture 1.3

mm.
Comal creek, near New Braunfels, Comal

county, Texas. Also from the Guadalupe

river about four miles above New Braunfels.

This species is much smaller than A.limosa,

decisa, or other forms resembling it in color

and shape. A. cincinnatiensis Anth. and the very closely related A.

peracuta P. and W. both have more shouldered whorls, and are much
larger than A. comalensis.

Fig. 37.

Cochliopa riograndensis n. sp. PI. IX, flgs. JO, 11, 12, 13.

Shell of the usual depressed-turbinate shape, openly umbilicate, of

a slightly olivaceous corneous tint. Surface faintly marked with

growth-lines, and sculptured with unequal spiral threads, a few of the

larger ones dark colored. One thread at the shoulder is usually the

most prominent. In some shells the spirals are very weak, hardly

perceptible. Whorls 3^, moderately convex, flattened and sloping

below the suture, elsewhere rounded. Aperture c^uite oblique, rotundly

ovate, the peristome thin, equably arched except near the outer and

columellar insertions where it is noticeably straightened. The ends

are connected across the parietal wall by a thin or thick callus. The

columella is not noticeably thickened.

Alt. 2, diam. 2.8 mm.
Alt. 1.65, diam. 2.65 mm.

Found in drift debris of Rio San Filipe near the Rio Grande, Val

Verde county, Texas, thirty-six specimens. Pilsbry and Ferriss,

1903. Types, 91,324, A. N. S. Phila. A single shell was also picked

out of similar debris on the Devil's river, about four miles from the Rio

Grande, in the same county.

This discovery of this form adds a new genus to the fauna of the

United States and greatly extends the distribution of the group, the
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other species being Central American." The shell has much the ap-

pearance of Valvata, but is readily distinguished from that by its ovate,

not circular aperture, which is more or less conspicuously angular

above, and by having the whorls more compactly coiled. It should,

however, be said that we could not verify the generic reference of C.

nograndensis by examination of the operculum or radula, as unfor-

tunately none of the shells we obtained were living, though some were
fresh in appearance, and the operculum was not found. It consists of

few whorls in Cochliopa, as in Amnicola, while that of Valvata is

many-whorled with central nucleus.

C. riograndensis is not closely related to any of the known species,

being of lighter texture, much more openly umbilicate, and with some-
what different sculpture.

VALVATIDiE.
Valvata micra n. sp. PI. IX, figs. 7, 8, 9.

Shell excessively small, composed of 2^ tubular whorls; spire nearly

flat; the last whorl is nearly round, barely or not quite in contact

with the preceding at the aperture, near which it enlarges more rapidly.

Suture deep. Surface finely, weakly striate. Aperture moderately
oblique, subcircular, the peristome simple, continuous. Umbilicus

ample but rapidly narrowing within.

Alt. .48, diam. 1.15 to 1.2 mm.
Drift debris of Guadalupe river about four miles above New Braun-

fels, collected by Pilsbry and Ferriss, 1903.

This is one of the smallest mollusks known, yet the dilation of the

'* Prof, von Martens defines four species of Cochliopa in the Biologia Centrali
Americana—guatemalensis Morel., tryoniana Pils., trochulus and infundihuhan
Marts, (pp. 428, 429). He omits C. rowelli Tryon, which was originallj^ described
from Clear Lake, California. Rev. J. Rowell, who found tlie original specimens,
now states {in litt.) tliat "Cochlicopa Roivellii was named from shells collected
bj' me near Baulinas Bay (not Clear Lake), Marin county, California." There
are authentic specimens from Central America in the collection of the Academy,
so that I still doubt whether the species really was actually collected in CaH-
fornia.

Prol. von Martens surmises that C. guatemalensis (Morel.), which he had
not seen, may not be different specifically from C. tryoniana; but it is in fact not
CA'en closely related to that species, l^eing very much smaller, more depressed,
and evenly sculptured with threadlike spirals. The suture descends shortly in
front in fully mature shells. An additional localitv is Polvon, in western Nicara-
gua (McNiel in coll. A. N. S. Phila.). I have examined the radula of C. guate-
malensis wliicli proves to he Amnicoloid, and demonstrates the species to be a
Cochliopa, not a Valvata as Morelet supposed. The central tooth has the formula

3_^> the inner lateral has 6 denticles, the third from the inside being largest,

and its body has the usual boss or projection below. The inner uncinus has 13,
the outer A-ery many excessively minute denticles.
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whoii at the aperture shows it to be adult. Five specimens were taken.

The shells are all more or less bleached, the freshest being of a pale

corneous tint. The round whorls, deep suture and general appear-

ance are quite unlike any Planorbis or Vallonia, and indicate, we think,

either that it is a Valvata or an Amnicoloid snail comparable to Horatia

Bgt. or Daudehardiella Bttg. in the Palsearctic fauna. Until fresh

specimens with the soft parts or operculum are found, the position of

this molluscan atom will remain uncertain.

Valvata micra nugax (pi. IX, fig. 6), a slightly larger form, alt. .9

diam. 1.5 mm., with three whorls and a projecting spire, may prove to

be a distinct species; but for the present, until more specimens are

found, it may be placed under V. micra as a variety or form.

CYRENID^.
Pisidium singleyi Sterki.

Nautilus, XI, 1898, p. 112 (type loc. Guadalupe river, Comal county, Texas).

Drift debris of Guadalupe river about four miles above New Braun-

fels, and of Devil's river, Val Verde county, Texas. A closely related

form was found near Del Rio.

Pisidium compressum Prime.

New Braunfels, Comal county, Texas. Mr. J. A. Singley found P.

trapezoideum Sterki at the same place (coll. A. N. S. Phila. No. 60,127).

Pisidium abditum huachucanum n. subsp.

The shell is quite inflated, dark brownish-olive, irregularly striate

and marked with several conspicuous dark growth-arrest streaks;

very inequilateral, the beaks low and near the anterior end. Anterior

end abruptly truncate, posterior end produced and rounded. Hinge

rather narrow, the lateral teeth in the right valve single, short and

high, triangular ; in the left double. Length 5.1 , alt. 4. .3, diam. 3.4 mm.
Stream in Carr canyon, Reef, Cochise county, Arizona, collected by

C. R. Biedermann, February 8, 1904.

Specimens were submitted to Dr. V. Sterki, who could not identify

the form with any known species. About half of the shells are more

compressed than those described as typical, one measuring, length 4.1,

alt. 3.4, diam. 2 mm. The very inequilateral, anteriorly truncate out-

line and low beaks are characteristic of both the obese and com-

pressed forms.

Eupera singleyi (Pils.).

Sphcerinm (Limosina) singleyi Pils., Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1889, p. 88, pi.

3, figs. 14, 1.5 (May 14, 1889).
? CycJas maculata MoVelet, 1859. not of Anton, 1839 ^Sphoerrum i/acatunense

Fischer and Crosse, Miss. Sci. Mex., Moll., II, p. 653 (1894).

This species is now known to us by specimens from the following
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'places, all in Texas: White Oak bayou, Houston (Singley); Cedar

creek, Hudson county (G. C. Heron, type locality); Lavaca river,

Jackson county (J. D. Mitchell) ; New Braunfels, Comal county (Sing-

ley, Ferriss antl Pilsbry) ; Guadalupe river about four miles above New
Braunfels (Singley, Ferriss and Pilsbr}-) ; Devil's river, Val Verde county

(Ferriss and Pilsbry).

It is a prettily maculate little clam, widely distributed in Texan

waters. The largest shell I have seen measures 6 mm. long. It may
prove to be specifically identical with E. maculata Morelet of Yucatan,

but that name is preoccupied by Anton for another species of the same

group. Both were described as Cyclas and belong to Eupera. For

this reason Crosse and Fischer proposed to substitute the name yuca-

tanense; but five years previously I had described and figured S.sing-

leyi. The latter name will therefore stand.

UNIONID^.

A list of species taken by us in Arkansas, Indian Territory and

Texas will be published elsewhere. As our work in these States was
done in the early spring, we found most of the streams too high for

effective collecting of bivalves.

Explanation of Plates V-IX.

Plate V.—Fiais. 1, 2, 3.

—

Polygijra mooreana tholus (W. G. B.). Washington
county, Texas. No. 251, A. N. S. Phila.

Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7.

—

Polygijra mooreana (W. G. B.). Guadalupe river, Comal
county, Texas. No. 91,36-4. Figs. 8, 9, 10.—Hondo river near
Hondo, Texas. No. 91,361.

Figs. 11, 12.

—

Polygijra taxasiana texensis Pils. Types. Colorado City,

Texas. No. 83,258.
Figs. 13, 14, 15.

—

Polijgyra texasiana hyperolia Pils. and Ferr. West of

Devil's river, Texas. No. 91,363.
Figs. 16, 17, 20.

—

Polygyra texasiana (Moric). Typical. Guadalupe river

Comal county, Texas, No. 91,362.
Figs. 18, 19.

—

Polygyra texasiana (Moric). Race with striate base, Calhoun
county, Texas. No. 229, A. N. S. Phila.

Plate VI.—Fig. 1.

—

Bulimulus dealbatus mooreanus (W. G. B.). San Antonio,
Texas. No. 84,626.

Figs. 2, 3, 4.

—

B. d. mooreanus. Guadalupe river above New Braunfels.
No. 84,628.

Figs. 5, 6.

—

B. d. mooreanus. Victoria, Texas. No. 76,210.
Figs. 7. 8.

—

B. d. liquabilis (Rve.). San Marcos, Texas. Nos. 91,396 and
91,397.

Figs. 9, 10, 11.

—

B. d. liquabilis. Jackson countv, Texas. No. 76,286.
Fig. 12.—B. d. liquabilis. Lee county, Texas. No. 58,379
Fig 13.—Bulimulus dealbatus (Say). Type. No. 58,381, A. N. S. Phila.

Alabama.
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Fig. M.—Bulhmdus d. ozarkensis Pils. and Ferr. Seligman, Missouri. No.

83,132
Fig. 15.—5. d. ozarkensis Pils. and P'err. Rogers, Arkansas. No. 91,3oS.

Figs. 16, 17.—Bulimulus d. ragsdalei Pils. Types. Montague county,

Texas. No. 58,380.

Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.

—

B. d. ragsdalei. Southwestern herd. \V est ot

Devil's river, Val Verde county, Texas. Nos. 91,356 and 84,638.

Figs. 23, 24.

—

B. d. ragsdalei Southwestern herd. Del Rio, Texas. Nos.

87,486 and 91,355.

Fig. 25.—Bulimulus d. pasonis Pils. Type. Near El Paso, Texas. No.

83,259.

Figs. 26, 27.—Buliinuhis d. pecosensis Pils. and Ferr. Near the Pecos river.

Nos. 91,359 and 84,618.

Plate VII.—Varieties of Bulimulus alfernahis inarioe (Alb.).

Figs. 1-7.—Near the High Bridge of the Pecos. No. 84,627, A. N. S. Phda.

Figs. 4 and 5 represent young shells.

Fig, 8.—Near the Rio Grande, east of the Pecos river. No. 84,625.

Figs 9, 10 11.—Near Rio San Filipe below Del Rio. No. 84,635.

Fig. 12.—Near Rio San Filipe below Del Rio. An albino, taken aUve.

Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16.—Corpus Christi, Texas. No. 60,136.

Figs. 17, 18, 19.—Hidalgo, Texas. No. 60,094.

Figs. 20-24.—Derby, Frio county, Texas. No. 60,501.

Figs. 25-30.—Laredo, Webb county, Texas. No. 60,502.

Plate VIII.—Figs. 1, 2, 3.

—

Helicodiscus eigenmanni Pils. San Marcos, Texas.

No. 91,320.

Figs 4 6.—H. e. arizonensis Pils. and Ferr. Fort Bowie, Cochise county,

Arizona. No. 87,077, A. N. S. Phila.

Fig 5 —//. e. arizonensis. A more depressed specimen. Cave Creek

Canyon, Chiricahua Mountains No. 87,076. A. S. N. Phila.

Figs. 7, 8, 9, \0.—Helicodiscus parallelus (Say). Philadelphia, Pa. No.

78,272, A. N. S. Phila.

Plate IX.—Figs. 1, 2, S.—Plavorbis filocinctvs Pils. and Ferr. Type.

Figs. 4, 5.

—

Planorbis cams Pils. and Ferr. Type.

Fig. 6.

—

Vahata micra migax Pils. and Ferr. Type.

Figs. 7, 8, 9.

—

Valvata micra Pils. and Ferr. Type.

Figs 10 11 12, l3.—Cochliopa riogranderms Pils. and Ferr. Cotypes.
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES, III: THE HUACHTJCA
MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA.

BY HENRY A. PILSBRY and JAMES H. FERRISS.

The Hiiachuca Mountains stand in the southwest angle of Cochise

county, Arizona, their southern foothills reaching over the international

boundary. The highest summits do not quite attain 10,000 feet.

Northward the Whetstone range looms up, a fine if arid mountain

mass, as yet unexplored for shells. On every side hes the desert,

barren of molluscan life. Our purpose is to give an account, incom-

plete as it now may be, of the molluscan life of this range.*

The Huachucas have not yet been accurately mapped. The sketch

P Fo«T HuACHUC/V

//O v' Tanner, CArion

Broiv/v Caiv'oim

ESTowe
^ ^ Hamsey C/\noi\i

MorvTEZUMA CaSon

Fig. 1. Sketch-map of Huachuca Mountains.

1 A few new records are added of species taken in river drift at Benson, Cochise
county, some distance northward from the Huachuca range. These forms
were derived from some other district. Other records from Benson may be
found in our Mollusca of the Southwestern States, II, 1906, and in Dall, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., XIX, 1896.
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here given shows the general positions of localities mentioned in the

text.

The first mollusks collected in the Huachucas were taken by a

Mr": Cox, who sent some Helices to Dr. Isaac Lea many years ago,

with the locality "Tucson." These shells are what we now call Ashmun-
ella varicifera. Nothing is known of Cox beyond his name on the

label. At the time these shells were collected Tucson was no doubt

the nearest settlement or post to the Huachucas, and hence was put

down as the locaUty. It is not unlikely that Cox picked up these

shells in the course of a chase from the army post at Tucson after

marauding Apaches. Be this as it may, Ashmunella varicifera is an

indubitable Huachucan snail, and was collected at a time when hostile

and dangerous Indians occupied that country. On the death of

Dr. Lea the specimens came into the possession of the National Museum,

where they are now preserved.

In 1880 Mr. Bland described a snail, Triodopsis levettei (now Ash-

munella levettei), collected by Dr. G. M. Levette, and thought to be

from near Santa Fe, New Mexico. Explorations in that region have

shown that the Ashmunellas there are of a somewhat different type,

and the true habitat of the species was not known until Mr. Ferriss

rediscovered the species in the Huachucas, where it is restricted to the

heads of certain canyons. It is certain, therefore, that Dr. Levette

had forgotten where he procured the original specimens, which are

now in the American Museum of Natural History, New York.

The first snails actually reported from the Huachucas were collected

by Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, U. S. A., a member of the party surveying the

Mexican boundary in 1892-1894. They w^ere described by Dr. W. H. Dall

in two papers,^ pubhshed in 1895 and 1896. Six species were obtained

in the Huachuca range :^

Polygyra levettei [ = Ashmunella I. angigyra].

' Polygyra mearnsi [ = Ashmunella mearnsi].

Epiphragmophora hachitana, depressed variety from Tanner Canyon

[ = Sonorella dalli].

Patula strigosa var. [ = Oreohelix s. huachucana].

^ Diagnoses of new mollusks from the survey of the Mexican bovmdary, in

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 1895, p. 1, and Report on the mollusks collected

by the International Boundary Commission of the United States and Mexico ^

1892-1894, same Proc, XIX, pp. 333-379.
^ Dr. Dall's pioneer work on southern Arizona shells was published prior to the

anatomical researches which led to the establishment of new genera for the

Helices of that region. He had only dry shells to deal with, and hence followed

the generic nomenclature current at that time.
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Patula s. concentrata [ = Oreohelix s. concentrata].

Cionella lubrica [ = Cochlicopa luhrica].

Several Huachucan species were figured by Mr. Paul Bartsch in

his monograph of Sonorella, 1904, and S. dolli n. sp. was described.

The seven species of snails mentioned above sum up all that was

known of Huachucan mollusks prior to the visit of Mr. Ferriss in 1902.

In 1904 the range was again visited/ and again in 1907 Messrs. Ferriss

and L. E. Daniels made extensive collections. Dr. Henry Skinner, the

well-known entomologist, made a useful collection of shells in Carr

Canyon, in August, 1905, and Mr. C. R. Biederman has contributed a

few species from the same place.

The present report is based upon practically all of the material

ever collected in the Huachucas. Through the unfaihng kindness of

Dr. Dall, the series in the National Museum has been examined.

Dr. Gratacap has permitted a re-examination of the types of Ashmun-

ella levettei; and Dr. Bartsch has assisted with various helpful services.

HELTCIDiB.

Genus SONORELLA Pils.

The Huachucan Sonorellas are all distinct specifically from those

of other ranges. So far as known anatomically, they belong to groups

special to this range; hence speak for a long isolation.

Omitting S. huachucana, wliich is unknown anatomically, the species

of the Huachuca and Patagonia Mountains can be determined by

this key:

a.—Penis long (about 40 mm. in a shell 27 mm. diam.), with a short

hollow papilla containing a tube; epiphallus long, 49-60 nmi.;

flagellum present, *-• "<''t^-

a\—Penis and epiphallus short, the former containing a fleshy, cyhn-

dric papilla over half the length of penis; flagellum vestigeal

or wanting.

6.—Vagina about as long as penis ; spermatheca and duct about

four times as long, ^- rowelh.

6\—Vagina much longer than the penis; spermatheca and duct

not differing greatly from vagina in length,

c—Penis 5 to 7.5, papilla 3.3 to 5 mm. long; upper part of

*< vagina muscular, swollen, usually fusiform,

S. granulatissima.

c^—Penis 12 to 19, papilla 9 to 13 imn. long; vagina slender,

with a small fleshy node midway, . . S. damelsi.

*See Southwestern Shells, Nautilus, XVIII, Sept., 1904, pp. 49-52, and

Mollusca of the Southwestern States, Proc.A. N. S. Phila., 1895, pp. 211-290.
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Sonorella huaohucana Pil.^bry. PI. XIX, figs. 16, 17.

S. virilis huachucana Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 267, pi. 17,
fig. 24.

This is a non-granulose species with conspicuous pale borders along

the brown band. We formerly thought it a subspecies of A. virilis

of the Chiricahua range, but since all the other Helices of this range

are specifically distinct, it is not likely that huachucana will prove an
exception. It comes from Brown's and Bear Canyons, and must be
rare or very local. None were taken in 1907.

The soft anatomy is unknown. We therefore know notliing of its

relationships with other species. Fig. 16 represents a shell from
Bear Canyon. Fig. 17 the type from Brown's Canyon.

Group of S. dalli.

Sonorella dalli Bartsch. Plate XIX, figs. 1, 2, 3.

Sonorella dalli Bartsch, Smiths. Miscell. Coll., Vol. 47, p. 193, pi. 31, fig. 1
(Oct. 10, 1904).

Epiphragmophora hachitana, depressed ^'a^iety from Tanner Canyon, Dall,
Proc. U. S. N. M., XIX, pp. 339, 340, pi. 31, figs. 7, 10 (1896).

Specimens were taken only in Tanner Canyon, the type locality.

It is probably restricted to this place. It is a fine species, distin-

guished by the broad, flattened shape, very open umbilicus and much
deflexed last whorl. The largest specimen taken measures 28 mm.,
the smallest 23 mm. diameter. Compared with S. granulatissima latior,

which also occurs in Tanner Canyon, S. dalli is more openly umbihcate,

the aperture is flattened above, the oblique sculpture is coarser. In

some old specimens the front edge of the parietal callus is thickened, a

narrow ridge connecting the ends of the lip.

The penis (pi. XXII, fig. 4) is extremely long, slightly enlarged

distally, its walls thin, with most minute and close transverse rugae.

It contains a smooth papilla, tapering to an obtuse apex, and about

one-fifth the length of the penis. The papilla is hollow wdth rather

thin walls. Within it a slender tube rims from the epiphallus to the

apex, where it opens by a lateral pore. This tube is lightly attached

to the wall of the penis-papilla. It is indicated by dotted lines in

fig. 4. The epiphallus is extremely long, terminating in a short

flagellum. The penis retractor muscle, 7 mm. long, is inserted upon
it 4 mm, from the end of the penis. The long vagina has a slender

neck, enlarging moderately above.

The spermatheca is globular, on a duct much shorter than the penis.
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In one specimen dissected it bears a minute diverticulum about 1 mm.

long, 2 mm. from the base of the duct. In another individual no

diverticulum was found, so that it may possibly be abnormal or

pathologic. The measurements of the organs in two individuals

preserved in formalin follow:

No. 94,384. No. 94,358.

Length of penis, 39 mm. 41 mm.
" penis-papilla, 8 " 9 "
" epiphallus, 49 " 60 "

" flagellum, 4: " 3 "

" vagina, 25 ''^

" " spermatheca and duct, .... 34 " 27 "

The jaw (pi. XXII, fig. 6) has five strong ribs grouped in the middle

half of its length.

The radula has about 41, 1, 41 teeth (pi. XXII, fig. 8). The central

and lateral teeth have mesocones only; on the 17th an ectocone appears.

On the outer marginal teeth the inner cusp or sometimes both cusps are

bifid, but the ectocone is not split into several cusps as in some other

species.

The excessive length of penis and epiphallus, and especially the

hollow, thin-walled papilla containing a separate duct or tube (a

structure unique in the genus), are characters which set *S'. dalli apart

from all other known Sonorellas. It stands alone in its own line of

differentiation.

Group of S. granulatissima.

These forms are closely related to the group of >S. hachitana, but

differ by the thick, quite cyUndric penis-papilla, solid except for the

minute perforation, and very obtuse or truncate at its distal end,

and by having no flagellum or only a minute vestigeal one. In the

hachitana group the papilla tapers, at least at the distal end, and a

minute but distinctly developed flagellum is present in known forms.

The distinction is only a small matter, but serves to distinguish the

Huachucan forms. S. rowelli (Newc), from a httle farther west,

belongs to the same group.

The dimensions of the genitaha in several specimens of each form

are given in the accompanying table. Most of the specimens were

preserved in alcohol in the field, and some variation is doubtless

traceable to various degrees of contraction.
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Species, Locality
and Museum No.
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long, and bound to the vas deferens by the outer muscular fascia.

As a rule, with rare exceptions, therefore, the flagellum is absent.

Sonorella granulatissima latior Pils. PI. XIX, figs. 4, 5, 6.

Proc. A. N. S. P., 190.5, p. 264, pi. 18, figs. 24-28.

Usually a larger shell than S. granulatissima, the last whorl more

depressed, approaching S. dalli in shape. Originally described from

Brown's Canyon, it is now known also from the south side of Limestone

Mountain, east fork Salvation Ridge*' and from Tanner Canyon. Three

cotypes are figured.

The genitalia have been examined in numerous examples from

Tanner Canyon (pi. XXI, fig. 6), Brown's Canyon, east fork of

Salvation Ridge and Limestone Mountain. The characters are iden-

tical with those of S. granulatissima. All of them have the upper

part of the vagina swollen, and there is no flagellum. Measurements

of several alcohoUc specimens are given in the table.

Fig. 2. Marginal teeth of S. g. latior. Tanner Canyon.

The radula has 38, 1, 38 teeth, with 10 laterals. The outer marginal

teeth have the inner cusp deeply bifid, the outer one sometimes split

(fig. 2, Xo. 94,383, Tanner Canyon).

Sonorella granulatissima parva Piis. PL XIX, figs. 10, 11, 12.

Xo further information on this small race from the northwestern

end of the range has been received. S. mearnsi Bartsch, from 4 miles

south of the international boundary, a few miles east of the San Pedro

river, is another form which will probably prove to be closely allied

to granulatissimxi and rowelli when the anatomy can be examined.

SonoreUa danielsi n. sp. PL XIX, figs. 13, 14, 1.5; pL XXI. figs. 5, 7.

S. granulatissima (in part), Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S. P., 1905, p. 263, pi. 18,

figs. 39, 40, 44 ;pl. 11, fig. 10 (Miller Cn.); also pi. 18, figs. 36, 37,38 (IdaCn.).

The shell is more depressed than granulatissimxi, yellow with a

conspicuous dark band without pale borders, the early whorls flesh-

colored; surface glossy, the granulation of the last whorl very weak,

'Salvation Ridge forms the divide between Brown and Tanner Canyons on the
northeast side and what we supposed to be Salvation Camp Canyon on the south.

We collected only on the ridge, which is shown on the map at the heads of

Brown and Tanner Canyons.
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nearly effaced, spiral incised lines well developed above the periphery.

Umbilicus wider than in granulatissima.

Alt. 10, diam. 19 mm.; whorls 4^.

The animal is slaty-blackish, the back paler, brownish-gray, collar

of mantle dark slate. The sole is slate colored at the sides, the middle

gray, but the areas are not bounded by lines. The lung has faint

venation
;
pulmonary vein breaking up into several large branches.

V;^-;

Fig. 3. Jaw and teeth of a cotj'pe of Sonorella danielsi.

Genitalia.—The penis is very large, stout, subcyhndric, half the

length of the vagina or longer. It collapses at the base, where not

filled by the papilla, eaid has several strong longitudinal folds inside.

It contains a long cylindric papilla which is abruptly truncate at the

end and vv'rinkled throughout. There is no flagellum. The long

vagina is rather slender throughout, with an annular swelling or node

about midway of its length. It is longitudinally rugose within, the

rugae coalescent at the node. Other organs as usual. Fig. 7 was

drawn from a drowned specimen \^•hich had not been in alcohol (No.

94,318).

The jaw has six or seven very low, wide ribs, parted by narrow

intervals. The radula has about 47, 1, 47 teeth. In most rows the

fifteenth tooth has an ectocone. No niarginal teeth with the eciocone

bifid were seen. The nineteenth tooth, in the radula figured, is abnor-

mal. One of the outer marginals is shown above it.

Types No. 94,318 A. N. S. P., from head of Bear Canyon; also

Miller Peak and east fork of Cave Creek.

Similar forms, but with the ground-color not yellow but pale brown

(as in granulatissima), occur in Ida Canyon, Cave Creek and Ash

Canyon (pi. XIX, fig. 18).

This species replaces granulatissima on the south side and east end
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of the Huachuca range. It differs from S. granulatissima cliiefly

in the genitalia, the larger penis and the shape of the vagina being

constant features in the series of both species dissected. Specimens

have been dissected from five lots, from the head of Bear Canyon
(fig. 7), east fork of Cave, and from Miller Peak (fig. 5). One individ-

ual of several from the latter place seems to have the very minute
bud-like vestige of a flagellum.

The shell wall be recognized by its yellow, glossy surface and depressed

shape. The brownish forms from Ida and Ash Canyons, mentioned

above, require more study, with better fresh or alcoholic material than
we can command at tliis time. One from Ash Canyon is figured, fig. 18,

Named in honor of Mr. L. E. Daniels, who accompanied Mr. Ferriss

in the expedition of 1907.

Genus ASHMUNELLA Pils. and Ckll.

The Ashmunellas of the Huachuca range, wliile very diverse in

appearance, belong to a single closely related group. Probably all

descended from an ancestral stock not unlike A. levettei angigyra, the
most uidely distributed form, and the one showing most affinity to

species of the Cliiricahua and other ranges. The common ancestry

of the whole series is demonstrated by the intermediate stages found
among the shells, and by the soft anatomy, which is so much aUke in

all that it would probably be impossible to tell the species apart

without the shells, yet differing characteristically from the soft parts

of all Ashmunellas of the Chiricahuas or other ranges by the sacculated

or varicose spermatheca and the shape of the penis.

The species and races form a beautiful chain of variations, pretty

completely connecting those having most comphcated apertures with
those in which the aperture is toothless, thus: hifurca—levettei—
ursina—hetcrodonta—varicifera .

Evolution has proceeded from fully toothed apertures towards

toothless apertures. In other words it has been retrogressive, marked
by degeneration of complex structures.

Soft Anatomy of Ashmunella.—Time has not admitted a full exami-
nation of the anatomy, but the genitaha of many individuals have been
studied. These organs are so similar in all of the forms that one
description will suffice. The penis (P.) is rather large for an Ash-
munella. Inside it has six unequal fleshy longitudinal ridges, inter-

rupted in the middle (pi. XX, fig. 6). This point is marked exter-

nally by a slight constriction. The epiphallus (epi.) is very lono-.

terminating in a minute flagellum (/?.). The retractor muscle (rp.)
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is attached to the epiphalkis, but sends down a band to the apex

of the penis. The vas deferens (vd.) is very long and free. The

vagina is sliort. Spermatheca (sp.) is not distinctly divided into

head and duct. The distal two-thirds or more is of about equal

caliber, and distinctly varicose or sacculated. The proximal portion

is a little contracted. This form of spermatheca is special to the

Huachucan species, and unlike those of other districts. The other

organs show no peculiar features. The dimensions of the organs in

milHmeters are as follows

:

Species. Penis.

Epip-
hallus

and Flagel-

lum.

lum.

Va-
gina.

Spenn- Diam.
atheca of
and shell,
duct.

Mu-
seum
No.

A.angigyra, Ramsey Cn
A.angigyra, east fork j

Salvation I

.4. bifurca, Tanner Cn I

A. ursina <

A. ursina, Bear Cn
A . heterodonta, Cave Creek
^4 . microdonta, Cave Creek
A . varicifera, Wickersham J

Rock I

5
4.5

7

8
5
7

8
7.5

6

24
28
28
34
31
42
43
46
34
40
35
29

1.3

1.5

1.5

1

1.5

1.8

3
4.5

4
4
4
3.5

4
5
7.5

5
4

22
22.51
21 I

29 1

28
26
32
24
26
27
25

13-14

15

16-18

16
16
19
18
17

83,269

94,396

94,388

94,351

94,349
94,350
94,347
94,340
94,341

All the specimens were measured from alcoholic preparations except

A. levettei ursina, 94,349, which was dissected fresh.

The figures on plateXX represent the following species

:

A. levettei ursina, No. 94,351, head of Bear Canyon (pi. XX, fig. 1).

A. levettei ursina. No. 94,349, head of Bear Canyon (pi. XX, fig. 4).

Atrium protruding.

A. I. angigyra, No. 83,269, Ramsey Canyon; type lot (pi. XX, fig. 2).

A. I. heterodonta, No. 94,350, head of Cave Creek.

A. microdonta. No. 94,347, head of Cave Creek; type lot (pi. XX,
fig. 7).

A. varicifera. No. 94,340 and 94,341, Miller Peak, Ash Canyon side

(pi. XX, fig. 3). Atrium protruding. Fig. 6, the penis opened.

Fig. 5, spermatheca of another individual.
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Ashmanella varioifera Ancey. Fig. 4.

Polygyra chiricahuana , in part, Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, pi. 32,

figs. 9, 10, 12.

A. chiricahuana var. varioifera Anc, Journ. of Malacology, VIII, Sept. 30,

1901, p. 77 (near Tucson, Cox). A. 1. heterodonta or chiricahuana, Pilsbrv,

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 242, pi. 1.5, figs. 94, 9.5.

The shell is depressed, the spire low, varying from convex to low-

conoidal, the periphery of the last whorl situated above the middle,

obtusely subangular in front. Color rather light-brown and opaque;

or corneous-brown and somewhat transparent (sometimes pure white).

Surface rather glossy, lightly marked with growth-lines and faint

traces of incised spiral Unes. Umbihcus rather narrow but open.

Aperture oblique, at about 45° with the axis. Peristome rather narrow,

Fig. 4. Ashmunella varicifera Ancey.

reflexed, recurved at the edge, having a low, indistinct thickening of

the inner rim of the outer lip, and sometime-, the very slight indication

of an outer basal tooth.

At resting stages young shells form a callous thickening within the

lip, which shows through as a radial streak in some adult shells.

Alt. 8, diam. 16^ to 17 mm.; whorls 5^.

" 101,
'' 181 " " 6.

South side of Miller Canyon near its head; Wickersham Rock, ]\Iiller

Peak, and in the east fork of Cave Creek Canyon; also a mountain on

the south side of the mouth of Ash Canyon. These localities, except

the last, are indicated by three areas of vertical shading on the map.

Miller Peak is about 9,800 feet high.

This species has not been fully described before. The ''varices" to

wliich the name is due are only occasionally present in adult shells.

They are also seen in ^4. chiricahuana, which is so similar that until

now the Chiricahuan and Huachucan snails were supposed to belong

to one species. The soft anatomy shows at once that we have to do

vnth two species. A. varicifera has genitalia exactly like A. levettei

except that the epiphallus is somewhat shorter. The spermatheca is

not differentiated from its duct, the whole form a long somewhat
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varicose cylindric body, while in chiricahuana the duct is extremely

long, swollen at the end. The proportions vary widely in the two

species, as follows

:

A. varicifera. A. chiricahuana

Length of penis, epiphallus and flagellum, 37 to 44 mm. 73 mm.
Length of spermatheca and duct, . . . 25 to 27 " 56 "

Length of vagina, 4 to 5 " 9 "

The size of the shells is about equal. It appears from this that

A. varicifera is a simplified member of the A. levettei stock, while

A. chiricahuana belongs to another group of species.

The type locality of A. chiricahuana is Fly Park, Chiricahua Moun-

tains.

Extract from Mr. Ferriss' Field Notes.—On the Cave Creek side we
found A. varicifera larger than the lot from Wickersham's Rock on

the peak, and generally albino. Out of one hole containing 29, only

two were dark colored. On the other side of the east fork of Cave Creek

they were larger but all dark. On the south side of the range there is

a strong tendency to albinism in the Ashmunellas, Sonorellas and

Oreohelix.

Ashmunella microdonta n. sp. Fig. 5.

The shell resembles A. varicifera in general appearance, but differs

by having fewer whorls, the last wider viewed from above; umbiHcus

much wider, exposing more of the penultimate whorl. The lip is

toothless except for a very low vestige in tne basal margin in some

specimens; but there is a minute tubercular parietal tooth in over

Fig. 5. Asmunella microdonta. Cotype. ^

half of those examined, while it is perceptible as a faint thickening

in all. The shell is chestnut colored, usually with one or two varix-

streaks on the base; lip white or with its upper half reddish-brown.

Alt 9.5 8.6 8.8 8.2 mm.
Diam 20 19 19 17 "

Whorls 5^ 5^ 5h 5^
''
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Cave Creek Canyon, for one-eighth of a mile at the head.

This is another modification of the levettei stock, differing from

heterodonta and varicifera by its wider iimbihcus and less closely coiled

whorls, from the former by deficient lip teeth, and from the latter by

the usual presence of a minute parietal tooth. In genitalia it does not

differ from typical levettei. While not conspicuously differentiated,

we have thought it well to give the form specific rank.

Ashmunella levettei heterodonta Pils. Fig. 6.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, 241, pi. 15,

p. 51.

3. 81-91. Nautilus, XVIII,

This form has the shape of A. levettei, and typically has a low,

straight-topped tooth witliin the outer lip, a small tubercular tooth

at junction of outer and basal margins, and a faint prominence in the

position of an inner basal tooth. The parietal tooth is minute or

wanting. There are barely over 6 whorls, which therefore are a little,

wider than in A. levettei.

We have elsewhere noted the extreme variabiUty of the teeth iii-

heterodonta. They may be much more developed than described above,,

or so degenerate that only faint traces of teeth are discernible. A
form-chain connecting levettei and varicifera exists. Whether hybrid-

ism plays a part here remains uncertain.

6. Ashmunella levettei heterodonta. Cotj'pe.

This form occurs in the heads of Ida and Cave Canyons. In one
place heterodonta goes over the divide two or three hundred feet, but in

no other case do these species cross to the other side of the range,

A. levettei or heterodonta are not found in varicifera territory. There i&

no mingling of Ashmunellas except large and small forms of levettei.

The peculiarities of habit, variation, etc., of the Ashmunellas, Oreo-

helices, etc., is worthy of a year's study in the Huachucas, The area
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of heterodonta is marked H on the map. Cave Creek Canyon, like that

of the same name in the Chiricahiia range, has a large basin and many
branches.

Ashmunella levettei ursina n. subsp. Fig. 7.

.4. lei'ctlcL IMlsbry, Proc. A. X. 8. Phila., 1905, p. 23S, pi. 15, figs. 72-78.

The shell is like A. levettei, capacious and glossy. The aperture is

less obstructed l^y the teeth. The parietal tooth is smaller, straight,

not curving inward at the axial end, or almost imperceptibly so, and

without an outer branch running towards the upper insertion of the lip.

Alt. 9, diam. 18, diam. aperture 8.5 mm.; whorls fully 6^.

" 7.2 " 16 unu.; whorls 6^.

Fig. 7. Ashmunella levettei itrsina. Type.

Head of Bear Canyon, about 7,500 feet elevation. Types No.

87,089 A. N. S. P. It also occurs in the head of Miller Canyon. In

Bear Canyon there are many beautiful albino specimens, occurring

with others of the normal chestnut color. The range of ursina lies

westward from that of heterodonta.

This is the race formerly referred by us to typical .4. levettei.

Ashmunella levettei (Bland). Fig. S.

Triodop.-iis levettei Bland, .'\jinals of the New York Academy of Sciences, II,

1.S82, p. 115, cuts. Binney, Manual of American Land Shells, p. 385,

fig. 419. Gratacap, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XI^', p. 383.

The type specimen of this species (fig. 8) was supposed to come from

Santa Fe Canyon, New Mexico, but it is distinctly of Huachucan type.

The periphery is rounded. The glossy surface is marked \\'ith fine

growth-wrinkles, and on the last whorl very fine and very faint spiral

lines. The parietal callus is distinct, but thin at the edge. The

parietal tooth is long, high, straight, but at the axial end it becomes

low and curves strongly inward. From the distal end of the tooth a
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low but distinct branch runs towards the outer termination of the Up

This branch is brownish, hke the calhis

it rests upon, hence might easily be

overlooked. The outer hp-tooth is

slightly emarginate at the top, and

curves inward. The outer basal tooth

is compressed and larger than the inner

one, which is also somewhat compressed.

Alt. 8, diam. 16 mm. ; diam. of aper-

ture 7.9 mm.; whorls 6\.

Description and figure from the type

specimen. No. 1,274 of the Binney and

Bland Collection, American IVluseum of

Natural History, New York. We owe

the opportunity of studying this speci-

men to the kindness of Dr. L. P. Gratacap.

Some specimens from Miller Canyon

are identical in characters with the type

of levettei. It probably was collected in

that canyon.

In Carr Canyon there is a similar

race having some differential characters.

Dr. Henry Skinner collected a series of

several hundred shells. They were

taken about midway of the canyon as

shown in the maj). These shells vary

in size:

Alt. 6, cUam. 13 mm.; whorls 6j.

" 7.5 " 15 " diam. aperture 7 mm.; whorls 65.

The last whorl is rather depressed and periphery is slightly angular

in front, these being the main differences from typical .4. levettei. In

some specimens the shape of the aperture and of the parietal tooth is

exactly as in levettei, but most examples have the aperture smaller,

the lip-ends approaching somewhat more, and connected by the thick-

ened edge of the parietal callus. The parietal tooth almost alwaj'-s

is recurved at the axial end, and bears a more or less distinct recurrent

branch from the distal end, as in levettei. In some examples, however,

the parietal tooth is straight and there is no perceptible outer branch;

the upper margin of the lip descends more deeply on the paiietal wall

than in the type of levettei. The young snails form a very thick lip-

callus at restina: stage?.

Fig. S. AshimineUa levettei
(Bland). Type specimen.
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This Can- Canyon race is intermediate between typical levcUei and

hifurea.

Ashmunella levettei bifurca u. subsp.

In Tanner Canyon the shells resemble those of Carr Canyon. They
are glossy, dark chestnut colored, depressed, the last whorl angular

in front. The aperture is small, the hp-ends connected by a distinct,

often heavy parietal cord. The outer lip-tooth is pushed farther back

into the mouth. The parietal tooth curves inward at its axial end, and

usually gives off a distinct branch from the distal end, though this

may be weak or wanting in some examples. The umbilicus is usually

wider than in other forms of levettei. The wliorls coil closely.

Fig. 9. AshmuneUa levettei biftirca. Type.

Alt. 6.6, diam. 15, diam. of aperture 6.9 nmi., whorls fully 6k
Tins race is intensified in the develojjment of apertural teeth.

A. 7neornsi (Dall) is more depressed and has less numerous, less closely

coiled wh(U"ls.

The spermatheca is more slender, scarcely sacculate or less con-

spicuously so than in other Huachucan species, and is a little enlarged

towards the end, the lower part of the duct slender.

AshmuneUa levettei angigyra Pils.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 240, pi. 14, figs. 47-54 (shell); pi. 21, fig. 28
(genitalia); pi. 22, fig. 12 (teeth); pi. 23, fig. 14 (jaw).

Smaller, more depressed than levettei, and more or less angular at

the periphery, teeth contracting the aperture more.

The types, described and illustrated as above cited, were from

Ramsey Canyon (called "Conservatory Canyon" in the original

paper). Those from northwestward and along the warm diy slopes

of the ridge are more typical of the race, being smaller and more

angular. The parietal tooth is straight and rather small, without an

outer branch. It occurs along the northeastern side of the range from

northwest to southeast as follows : Babokomari Creek; FortHuachuca;

Tanner Canyon, over the range, west foH-c, and along chffs south of
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the canyon; Brown's Canyon; Limestone Mountain, 9,000 feet;

Ramsey Canyon ; also over the range on the footliills of Bear Canyon at

about 5,000 feet, where it is very wddely separated from other known

locaUties, and very small, diam. 9.5 to 11 mm.
The race from Carr Canyon is intermediate between angigyra and

levettei in size and shape of the last whorl. The examples from Lime-

Fig. 10. Ashmunella levettei angigyra. Cotype.

stone Mountain and Salvation Ridge approach those of Carr Canyon

in size and apertural teeth, and would probably be grouped with that

race rather than with typical angigyra, if the two be separable.

A. I. angigyra is the common and widely distributed Ashmunella

of the Huachucas. The other forms are very local.

The epiphallus is curiously flattened, dumbbell-shaped in section

in several individuals (alcoholic) from east fork of Salvation Canyon,

and the lower part of the spermatheca duct is slender.

Ashmunella meamsi (Dall).

Polijgyra meamsi Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 1895, p. 2 (Hachita
Grande and Huachuca Mountains) ; XIX, 1896, p. 343, pi. 32, figs. 7, 8, 11.

Tliis species was described as from two widely separated localities.

It differs from all other Huachucan species by having fewer, less closely

coiled whorls. In these features it belongs to a small group of forms

from southwestern New Mexico, composed of A. walkeri Ferriss and

A. kochi Clapp. We have much to learn about the snails of these

alluring desert mountains, but it seems likely that there was a mistake

in the locaUty Huachuca Mountains, and that the species really came
from the Hacheta Grande Mountains only.

Genus OREOHELIX Pilsbry.

The Huachucan Oreohelices have been described and illustrated

as fully as possible to us in the first paper of this series.

Oreoheliz strigosa concentrata (Dall).

Carr Canyon, 7,000 feet ; Limestone Mountain, 8,000 feet ; ]\Iiller Peak,

Ash Canyon. The shells from Miller Peak are rather openly umbilicate
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and have a peculiar facie'^. Some greenish-white ones remind one of

Circinaria concava.

Oreohelix strigosa huachucana (Pils.)-

Ramsey, Brown, Carr, Miller, Cave Creek and Ida Canj'ons; north

side of Miller Peak.

Genus THYSANOPHORA Strobel.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Manilla mine, near the northwest end of the range.

UROCOPTID^.
Holospira ferrissi Pils.

Manilla mine, near the northwest end of the I'ange. The locality

Fort Bowie, formerly cited by us, was an error.

LIMACID^.
Agriolimax hemphilli ashmuni Pilsbiy and Vanatta.

Nautilus, XXII, p. 108.

Limaces are rare in Arizona, but Mr, Ashmun took specimens at

Nogales, Pima county, 4,000 ft. elevation, and they were found by one

of us in Miller, Brown and Tanner Canyons in the Huachucas.

These slugs belong to the very widely distributed group of Agrio-

limax la'vis, but we have not been able to refer them directly to any

described race. By the development of entocones on the lateral teeth

they differ from ^4. campestris (including montanus Ing.), and agree

with A. hemphilli (Binney),^ A, stenurus (Strebel ) * and A. berendti

(Strebel)." Whether these forms are specifically distinct or not

remains to l)e determined. Their distinctive characters do not seem

important.

The alcoholic specimens from Miller Canyon have the general aspect

externally of .4. campestris. The rounded back is black, flanks sooty

brown. The mantle is large, and more than half of it is free, so that

when lifted and turned back it more than covers the posterior adnate

portion. Under it the surface is yellowish. The sole is very narrow,

conspicuously tripartite. The central tooth is tricuspid. Laterals

have a small entocone elevated on the side of the mesocone; ectocone

' Umax hemphilli W. G. Binney. Third Supplement to Terrestrial Molhisks,
V, 1890, p. 201, pi. 1, fig. 13; pi. 2, fig. 3; pi. 8, fig. k (Julian City, Cal.). Fourth
Supplement, p. 166, pi. 3, fig. 1 (var. pictus Ckll., San Tomas River, L. Cal.).

^ Limax stenurus Strebel, Beitrag Mex. Land und Siisswasser Conchyl., IV,
1880, p. 21 (State of Vera Cruz, Me.xico).

' Limax berendti Strebel, t. c, p. 22 (Coban, Guatemala). Cf. also L. jalapensis

Strebel, I. c.
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well develoi^ed. There are 13 lateral teeth, the 13th being transitional

to the marginals, which are simple, thorn-shaped. Jaw as usual.

The penis is large, much twisted, terminates in an obtuse "flagellum"

or blind sack, and it has a fleshy sensory papilla in the anterior enlarge-

ment, shown by dotted lines in fig. 8 c. In front of this enlargement

it is very slender. It has an extremely slender retractor muscle

(p.r.). Other organs as usual in the group.

Examples from Tanner Canyon have the same genitalia, but differ

Fig. 11. Agriolimax hemphiUi ashmuni. a, b, alimentary canal and genitalia of a
specimen from Xogales. c, genitalia of the tj'pe from Miller Canyon.

in external color. The}" are pale soiled buff, with a slightly darker

reticulation back of the mantle, which is closely flecked with gray.

These slugs are therefore not imhke A . hemphilli pidus Ckll

.

According to Mr. Binney, A. hemphilli has 50, 1, 50 teeth with 10

laterals. TMs is somewhat unlike our slug, which has more lateral

teeth, though of the same shape; moreover, the penis of A. hemphilli

seenxs to differ from the Arizona form, which occurs in a region other-

wise wholly diverse in its mollusk population. A. stenurus and

A. berendti of Strebel belong to the tropical fauna. Since the Arizona

form differs materially in dentition from the described alpine slugs of

Colorado, we have thought it safest to give a special name to the

mountain slug of Arizona, until such time as the several forms can be

actually compared by some observer, and their relations to one

another elucidated.

The types of A. hemphilli ashmuni are No. 94,366 A. N. S. P., from

Miller Canyon, Huachuca Mountains.

ENDODONTID^.
Pyramidula (Gonyodiscus; cronkhitei (Newc).

Wickersham's, Miller Peak; Carr Canyon.
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Pyramidula (Gonyodiscus) shimeki cockerelli Pils.

"Reef," Carr Canyon, at 5,000 feet (C. R. Biederman).

Radiodiscus millecostatus Pils. and Ferr.

Carr Canyon ; Miller Peak, near the top and on the north side, and

in Wickersham's Gulch; Wickersham's.

Helicodiscus eigenmanni arizonensis Pils. and Ferr.

Found in 1904, no special locality recorded.

ZONITIDiE.

Zonitoides arborea (Say).

Wickersham's Rock, Miller Peak; Tanner Canyon; Ash Canyon.

Zonitoides minusoula (Binn.).

Wickersham's, Miller Peak; Tanner Canyon; Benson.

Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Ball).

Ash Canyon; Wickersham's.

Zonitoides milium meridionalis Pils. and Ferr.

Wickersham's.

Vitrea indentata umbilicata (Ckll.).

Tanner Canyon; Wickersham Gulch; Miller Canyon, one very large

example, diam 6.7 mm. ; Ash Canyon.

Euoonulus fulvus alaskensis Pils.

Wickersham's rock. Miller Peak.

Vitrina alaskana Dall.

Wickersham's, Miller Peak.

SUOOINEIDiE
Sucoinea avara Say.

Tanner and Ash Canyons.

VALLONIID^.
Vallonia perspeotiva Sterki.

Tanner, Pine and Ash Canyons; Wickersham's, Miller Peak.

Vallonia cyclophorella Ancey.

Wickersham's, Miller Peak.

PUPILLIDJE.io

Pupilla hebes (Ancey).

Wickersham's, Miller Canyon.

'" Pupoides hordacea (Gabb) and Pupilla syngenes (Pils.) were found in rivei

drift at Benson. Of the latter both dextral and sinistral shells, one of each.
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Bifidaria quadridentata Sterki.

Wickersham's, Miller Canyon. One specimen.

Bifidaria ashmuni Sterki.

Ash Canyon.

Bifidaria cochisensis Pils. and Ferr.

Tanner Canyon, abundant. This form and the following will be

described in the next paper of this series, in connection with a general

review of the group of B. ashmuni.

Bifidaria cochisensis oligobasodon Pils. and Ferr.

Ash Canyon.

Bifidaria pilsbryana Sterki.

Wickersham's, Miller Peak.

Bifidaria tappaniana (C. B. Ad.).

Tanner Canyon, 6,000 feet; also San Pedro drift at Benson."

Vertigo ovata Say.

Ash Canyon; Tanner Canyon, 6,000 feet; also San Pedro drift at

Benson.

Vertigo modesta parietalis Anc.

Wickersham's, Miller Peak.

Vertigo conoinnula Ckll.

Wickersham's, Miller Peak; one immature shell.

Vertigo milium Old.

Tanner Canyon, 6,000 feet; drift of San Pedro river at Benson.

FERUS3ACID^.

Cochlicopa lubrica (Miill.).

Tanner Canyon, 6,000 feet ; Carr Canyon ; Wickersham's, Miller Peak.

LYMN^ID^.

Lymnaea parva Lea.

Ash Canyon; a few very young specimens.

PHYSIDJE.

Physa virgata Gld.

Small, slender, long-spired examples, cleariy of the virgata type, were

taken in Tanner Canyon, in a spring at about 6000 ft.

'1 Bifidariu pentodon (Say) was taken in San Pedro drift at Benson, Cochise

county, Arizona.
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AMNICOLID^.
Paludestrina stearnsiana Pils.

Ash Canyon, one bleached specimen; spring in Tanner Canyon,

numerous living examples.

PELEOYPODA.
Fisidium abditnm huachucanum Pils. and Ferr.

Stream in Carr Canyon (C. R. Biederman, t^^pe loc); spring in Carr

Canyon, 7,000 feet; springs in Tanner Canyon at 6,000 and 7,000 feet;

spring at the mouth of Ash Canyon, 4,500 feet; artificial pond at the

mouth of Hunter Canyon, 4,500 feet (L. E. Daniels, October, 1907).

This is, we believe, the only Pisidium recorded from Arizona.

EXPLAXATION OF PlATES XIX TO XXI.

Plate XIX.— Figs. 1,2, 3

—

SonoreUa dalli Bartsch. Tanner Canyon.
Figs. 4, .5, G

—

SonoreUa granulatissima latior Pils. Cotypes.
Figs. 7, 8

—

SonoreUa graindatissima Pils. Cotypes.
Fig. 9

—

SonoreUa granulatissima Pils. Miller Canyon.
Figs. 10, 11, 12

—

SonoreUa granulatissima parva Pils. Cotypes.
Figs. 13, 14, 15

—

SonoreUa danielsi Pils. and Ferr. Cotypes.
Fig. 16

—

SonoreUa huachucana Pils. Bear Canyon.
Fig. 17

—

SonoreUa huachucana Pils. Type.
Fig. IS

—

SonoreUa danielsi P. and F., bro'\\Ti variety. Ash Canvon, No.
94,385.

Plate XX.—Fig. 1

—

Ashmunella levettei ursina Pils. and Ferr. No. 94,351.
Fig. 2

—

Ashmunella I. angigyra Pils. No. 83,269.
Fig. 3

—

Ashmunella varicifera Anc. No. 94,341.
Fig. 4

—

Ashmunella levettei ursina P. and F. No. 94,349. Atrium and ends
of penLs and vagina protruding.

Fig. 5

—

Ashmunella varicifera Anc. Spermatheca of another individual.
Fig. 6

—

Ashmunella varicifera Anc. Penis opened.
Fig. 7

—

Ashmunella microdonta Pilsbry and J'erriss. No. 94,347. One of
the cotypes.

Plate XXI.—Fig. 1

—

SonoreUa granulatissima Pils. No. 83,257. Cotype.
Fig. 2—Ditto. Penis opened to show papilla.
Fig. 3^Ditto. Penis, epiphaUus and flagelliun.

Fig. 4—Ditto. No. 94,336. Miller Canyon.
Fig. 5

—

SonoreUa danielsi Pilsbry and Ferriss. No. 94,337.
Fig. 6

—

SonoreUa danielsi Pilsbry and Ferriss. No. 94,318. Type.
Fig. 7

—

SonoreUa g. latior Pils. No. 94,387. Tanner Canyon.'

Plate XXII.—Figs. 1, 2, 3

—

SonoreUa rinconensis Pils. and Ferr. Central,
lateral and margmal teeth.

Fig 4

—

SonoreUa rinconensis. Type, genitalia. X 2.

Fig. 5

—

SonoreUa dalli Bartsch. No. 94,384, genitalia. X 2.

Fig. 6

—

SonoreUa dalli Bartsch. Jaw.
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A NEW SONORELLA FROM THE RINCON MOUNTAINS ARIZONA.

BY H. A. PILSBRY and J. H. FERRISS.

The Rincon Mountains lie near the western border of Cochise County,

Arizona, north of the Whetstone Mountains, which are north of the

Huachuca range.

In 1907 one of us (Mr. Ferriss) visited the range and procured

specimens of a large SonorcUa, the first mollusk known from these

mountains.

Fig. 1. Sonorella riiiconensis. Cotj-pes, nat. size.

Where visited the range is rather dry. The rock is granitic, of

pre-Cambrian age. ^ Besides Sonorella rinconensis only a few shells

were taken, minute forms common to the region. Sonorella rincon-

ensis was found sticking to large rocks and boulders, a habit not

hitherto noticed in the genus. They are rare, the liiggest bag made

being six in one day.

Sonorella rinconensis n. sp. PI. XXII, figs. 1-4, 7.

The shell resembles S. ashmuni Bartsch in shape. It is pale brown

fading to white around the umbihcus, with a broad chocolate shoulder-

band, -widely whitish-bordered above and below. The surface is

smoothish, marked with deUcate growth-lines, and under the lens some

faint spiral lines may be traced on the last whorl near the suture. The

embryonic whorls have sculpture of the S. hackitana type. The

whoris increase rather slowly to the last, which is much ^\-idened, and

well rounded peripherally. It descends a little in front. The aper-

ture is rotund-lunate; peristome sUghtly expanded, dilated at the

columella as usual. Umbilicus about as in S. ashmuni.

Alt. 16, diam. 26.5, width of umbilicus 4 mm.; whorls fully 5.

The penis is extremely long and slender, and contains a very long

papilla. Its lower end is enveloped in a sheath. The retractor

1 Cf W. P. Blake, Some Salient Features in the Geology of Arizona, with

Evidences of Shallow Seas in Paleozoic Time, AmericoJi Geologht, \o\. 27, 1901,

p. 160.
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muscle is inserted distaliy on the lung-floor, as usual. The vagina is

excessively long, longer than the penis, and of about equal diameter

throughout (slightly over 1 mm.). The spermatheca is lobular, its

duct much shorter than the vagina. The organs of an individual

drowned and dissected fresh measure as follows

:

Length of penis, 55 mm.
" " papilla, 31
'' " sheath, 7
" epiphallus, 22
" flagellum, 1.2 "

" vagina, 70
" " spermatheca and duct, 31 "

The liver is maroon colored when fresh.

Types No. 94,313 A. N. S. P., from Rincon Peak, Rincon Mountains,

Cochise County, Arizona; cotypes in coll. Ferriss. Specimens were

also taken on Mt. Mica and Wrong Mountain, Rincon range.

The jaw (pi. XXII, fig. 7) has six or seven strong ribs, projecting

on both margins.

The radula has 26, 15, 1, 15, 26 teeth (pi. XXII, figs. 1, 2, 3). The

central and lateral teeth are unicuspid, the cusps stout and obtuse,

longer than the basal plates. At about the sixteenth tooth an ectocone

appears. Towards the outer edge of the radula the inner cusp becomes

bifid; and in many but not all of the outermost six or eight marginals

the ectocone is spUt into two or three denticles (fig. 3).

Conchologically this form stands very close to S. ashmuni Bartsch,

from Richinbar, south of Prescott, Arizona; also found at Jerome, and

at Purtyman's ranch on Oak Creek, 40 miles from Jerome. It would

probably be scarcely possible to separate the two species by the shells

alone. The genitalia, however, are widely diverse. S. ashmuyii

(Oak Creek) has genitaha of the type found in hachitana-\\ke Sonorel-

las of the Peloncillo, Florida and Dos Cabezas ranges, while *S. rinconen-

sis has the penis and vagina excessively lengthened While quite

unhke any known form, it seems nearer to S. virilis than to other species

which have been dissected, but differs from that by its far shorter

penis-papilla and by the vagina, which is much longer than the penis,

while in S. virilis the penis is longer.

Plate XXII.—Figs. 1, 2, 3

—

Sonorella rlnconensis Pils. and Ferr. Central

lateral and marginal teeth.

Fig. 4

—

Sonorella rinconensis. Type, genitalia. X 2.

Fig. 5—Sonorella dalli Bartsch. No. 94,384, genitaha. X 2

Fig. 6

—

Sonorella dalli Bartsch. Jaw.
Fig. 7

—

Sonorella rinconensis. Jaw.
Fig. 8

—

Sonorella dalli. Teeth.
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The Chiricahua Mountains stand near the southeastern angle of

Arizona, extending for about fifty miles from northwest to southeast,

being one of the numerous short roughly parallel ranges of that part

of New Mexico and Arizona. The Peloncillo range, lower and very

arid, sharply limits the horizon eastward, distant about twenty miles.

The next range westward is the Dragoon Mountains, fully thirty

miles away. These ranges are separated by mesa having an elevation

of about 5,000 feet, but lower in the middle.

The northwestern end of the range is known as the Dos Cabezas

Mountains, being separated from the main range by a depression

to 5,500 feet near Fort Bowie. The mountains as far south as Wliite

Tail Canyon are rather arid, the trees stunted oaks and piiions, with

small beech, walnut, willow, buttonwood, etc., in the canyons. The

Cave Creek region is much more verdant and at elevations of 8,000

feet and over there are fine pine and spruce forests.^ The mountains are

rugged, almost everywiiere cut into sharp ridges and peaks, the slopes

steep and stony or rocky, often broken by cliffs. The accompanying

map gives a general idea of the positions of the various valleys or

canyons mentioned herein. Various maps of single canyons give the

locations of collecting stations.^

* For an accovmt of the flora of the Chiricahuas see J. C. Blimtier, The Plant

Geography of the Chiricahua Mountains, Science, XXX, p. 720, November 19,

1909.
"^ The general map of the range and that of Cave Creek Canyon were drawn

from sketches made by both authors, isath some few additions to the general

map from a map of the Chiricahua Forest Reserve, published by the Forest

Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1906. This map is very inaccurate

in many details, yet useful in the absence of anything better. The other maps
of canyons are from the note-book of one of the authors. Elevations where
given lierein are in part from the Forest Reserve map, in part estimated; and
all must be accepted as only approximate.
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The highest part of the range, and that florally and faunally richest,

has been included since 1906 in a U. S. Forest Reserve; the rest of the

rauo-e has no timber large enough to tempt the lumberman, and

Buacere canyon

Bl<r EMKyKANT CAftYON

Food's canyoh

White
Tail CN.

CAve
'CReCK

y^PHUK

RuCKER canyon/

Fig. 1,—^Map showing positions of the canyons m the Chiricahua range.

serves as cattle ranges. The conditions of molluscan life are likely

to remain undisturbed for man}^ years.

We have herein given an account of the present status of the mollus-
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can fauna as full as circumstances permitted. In many of the canyons

we have endeavored to locate the individual snail colonies with suffi-

cient detail to insure their recognition by subsequent observers, so

that their further evolution may be followed. Large areas still

i-emain to be explored, and neither author has had time to fully study

the material collected.

The first record of mollusks from the Chiricahuas was made by

Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, who in 1890 describes specimens of Holospira

arizonensis,^ collected by Mr. Vernon Bailey for the U. S. Department

of Agriculturejat Dos Cabezas, in the western foothills of the Dos

Cabezas Mountains. In 1895 Dr. W. H. Dall described Polygyra

cMricahiiana and subsequently (1897) he reported Pyramidula striatella,

Thysanophora ingersoUi and Zonitoides arborea* all from Fh^'s Park

in the central Chiricahuas, collected by Dr. Fisher. No other species

were known from the range prior to the first visit by Mr, Ferriss in

February, 1904. Numerous new species were found during this brief

visit, notwithstanding the unfavorable season. In November, 1906,

both of us collected in the range, exploring the principal canyons from

Buckeye in the north to Cave Creek and the parks about its head.

In November, 1907, Messrs. Ferriss and L. E. Daniels spent two

weeks in the Chiricahuas, and in 1908, from September 20 to November

15, Ferriss continued the work of exploring the southern canyons.

I. Conditions Determining the Isolation of vSnail Colonies.

The faunas of the several mountain ranges of southern Arizona

are separated one from another by the intervening nearly level mesa,

where snails are absolutely w^anting and cannot exist. This is due not

alone to their greater aridity, higher temperature and xerophytic

flora, but chiefly we believe to the absence of rocks, in the interstices

of which snails might burrow below the dry surface to depths where

a certain amount of moisture is retained. The mesa forms a barrier

as impassable to land snails as an equal expanse of sea; and can l^e

surmounted only by minute forms light enough to be transported by

the wind. During the existence of the present conditions, which

probably were initiated in the Pliocene, the larger snails of each range

have been absolutely isolated.

Owing to the general north and south trend of the ranges, the main

canyons run eastward or westward, thus exposing a very hot slope

3 Proc U. S. Nat. Museum, XIII, 1890.
* Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XVIII, 1895, and XIX, 1897.
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with little vegetation northward and a more slmded slope on the

south side, having more vegetation, but deeply interrupted by side

canyons and ravines. These conditions may be illustrated by the

map of Wliite Tail Canyon (p. 75). It will be noticed thereon that

on the southern side of the canyon the collecting stations are nearly

all on northwestern slopes, none on northeastern. The latter are

barren, and except near the top of the ridge form impassable barriers

to mollusks. In the more arid portion of the range, snails are rarely

found, often wholly wanting, on the slopes with mainly southern

exposure. These conditions of exposure determine the limits of snail

colonies, absolutely inhibiting migrations of much extent, though the

anastomosing heads of adjacent canyons sometimes supply favorable

slopes.

The isolation of snail colonies is further favored by the habits of

most of the Helices, which live deep in rocky talus or slides. They

probably crawl about in the open only on rare occasions, and are

wholly incapable of crossing slopes where shelter is lacking. We

have never found living Helices on the surface in the Chiricahua

Mountains, and with the exception of Oreohelix chiricahuana, li^'ing

individuals were always found well buried in tlie rocks. Of some

species, not even dead shells have been found on the surface. Some

of these races apparently live and die under the surface.

The progressive growth of the canyons by the deepening of lateral

ravines and formation of new ones constantly accentuates the Isolation

of colonies by forming new slopes, of which one in each case is likely

to be arid and therefore a barrier to the spread of snails. Moreover,

the removal by erosion of stratified rocks, especially limestone, exposes

ridges of granitic or eruptive rocks, in which snails are generally

scarce, and some genera never present. Since the period of isolation

of the several ranges, there has therefore Ijeen progressive isolation

of colonies within each range.

II. Influence of Environment on the Shell.

Relation of Climate to Shell-texture.—^otwithstSLnding the aridity

of the climate, the Chiricanuan snails show none of the characteristics

which some recent authors have considered to be the du-ect reactions

to the desert environment. With the exceptic^n of Oreohelix chirica-

huana, none of the species are conspicuously earthy, and none differ

markedly in sculpture from snails of more humid districts.

Rude, irregular sculpture and opaque chalky substance charac-

terize land snails which live exposed to the sun. In such places their
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active life and periods of growth are certainly limited to dewy nights

and times of rain/ whether they live in a reasonably humid region, as

Cerion on the coast of Cuba, or in an arid region, as some Oreohelices

of the Rocky Mountains. Pulmonate land snails which pass their

li\-es hidden from the sun or shaded by dense foliage, do not have

notably chalky shells, even in Arizona where a great part of the year

is dry. We regard the opacity and cretaceous texture of exposed

snails as in no way due to the direct action of climatic factors,** but

as a protective adaptation to excessive sunlight, which would readily

penetrate thin shells, or those composed largely of conchiolin.^

Oreohelix chiricahuana and in some cases Holospira are the only

Chiricahuan snails which live on or close to the surface, uncovered or

only partially protected; these are also the only snails which have

the shell notably chalky and opaque. The snails of the dryest

(Dos Cabezas) part of the range are not "desert snails" in appearance.

They live where little light or none can penetrate.

Relation of Exposure to Size.—The size of individual snails (excepting

the heliophilous group discussed above) is almost wholly a function

of the exposure. Snails living on northern or northwesteryi exposures

are invariably larger than those from southern or eastern exposures,

regardless of elevation,^ unless other conditions are conspicuously

imfavorable. This Ls apparently due to the more abundant crypto-

gamic or other plant food, the growth of which is favored by the more

humid slopes,^ as well as the greater duration of humid growing periods.

As would naturally be expected, the difference in size of the snails

is more marked in rather dry or semi-arid regions than in those abun-

dantly watered and shaded. Our measurements of Sonorella support

the observations already published on other species.

In some cases the divergence has proceeded so far that diversity

of size becomes an important specific character, as in the case of

Sonorella leucura and micro, living on opposite sides of Wliite Tail

* Additions to the shell are made only when the animal is active, during
humid periods, and thus exposed neither to arid winds or alkaline dust. Growth
of the shell does not proceed when the snail is retracted and at rest, but only
when it is in full activity, with the mantle fully produced.

« .\s claimed by Dr. W. H. Ball, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1896, pp. 411, etc.
' A long list of conspicuously opaque, chalky snails which oestivate in the

full glare of the sun could be given. We may mention Leucochroa, Cerion mcanum
maritivium, etc., Bulimulus alternatus, Oreohelix strigosa huachucana. Allied

species which live in more shaded places tend to lose their opacity; cf. Oreohelix

barbata and 0. clappi.
^ At least within limits of two or three thousand feet.

* We have already given data in support of this fact in Proc. A. N. S. Phila.,

1906, pp. 552-555, and in other places.
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Canyon. Where snails are gathered from one limited region and
those from various colonies are not kept separate, the measurements
of such series when plotted may form conspicuously bimodal curves,

due to the mixture of shells from different exposures. Such results

are entirely worthless in the study of the relations of organism to

environment.

We have made no exhaustive series of measurements to ascertain

whether the height of the spire varies with elevation of the station,

but such observations as we have made indicate that it does not. In
the helices there is rather wide individual variation in height of spire

at all levels indifferently.^"

Influence of the Character of the Rock.—Land snails are notoriously

more abundant on limestone than where the country rock is igneous.

They are also usually heavier, the shell-walls thicker, though this is

not the case with all species. The individuals apparently reach
at least as large a size where lime is scarce as where it is abundant, if

other conditions (exposure and humidity) are about equal. In several

cases the largest individuals occurred under granitic rock, as in the case
of Sonorella bicipitis at Nine-mile water-hole.

Enemies.—Field mice are apparently the chief enemies of the larger

snails of the Chiricahuas. We often found unmistakable evidences
of their destructive activity. The crevices of rock-piles which harbor
most of the snails are often accessible to mice; and no protective

device seems to have arisen effective against the latter. Oreohelix

barbata, which from the dirt on its hairy coat is rather hard to see,

we noticed on several occasions had been cruelly preyed upon by
mice. We can offer observations upon predacioas insects.

III. Factors in the Formation op Races and Species.

The several modifications of the shells which we have noted above
as correlated to some extent with external factors are only in minor
part such features as serve to signalize species." Thus in Sonorella

the species are based mainly upon characters of the genitalia. In
Ashmunella upon the teeth of the aperture and the shape of the last

whorl. In Holospira the shape of the spire and its sculpture are the
chief differential features. Moreover, in many cases, allied but

" Bellini's recent claim that on Capri the snails from greater elevations have
higher spires, due to diminished atmospheric pressure, seems to us fantastic in
the extreme.

" In White Tail Canyon, however, Smiorella micra and Ashmunella lepiderma
differ from their fellows on the more shaded side of the canyon by features

'

mainly traceable to the different exposure and rock.
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distinct species live under conditions which so far as we can see are

identical. The subterranean Sonorellas, such as hicipitis, optata,

bowiensis and leucura inhabit slopes having similar exposure, vegeta-

tion, elevation, and rock cover, yet they differ characteristically in

genitalia. At the same time, one style of genital organs seems to be

as fit as another. Nearly all of the Holospiras live in very similar

places. The local differences in the stations of the typical colonies

of Oreohelix chiricahuana , ohsoleta and percarinata are apparently

less than the differences between the several stations of colonies of

chiricahuana. If the conditions seem practically identical on parallel

slopes of different canyons, it seems hopeless to search for differential

conditions among several rock-piles or taluses along one canyon side,

having the same exposure, composed of the same rocks, separated

perhaps only by arid gulleys or barren 'earth slopes; yet such taluses

often harbor perceptibly different colonies of the same species.

The facts developed in our Arizona work lead us to doubt the

potency of environment as a direct agent in effecting specific differ-

entiation, or at least to assign such factors a wholly subsidiary role.

The facts seem explicable only on the hypothesis of variations existing

or arising in the constitution of the egg, leading to modifications of

the adult organism which for the greater part are indifferent as affecting

the well-being'"of the race. Such adaptation as exists would apparently

be due to selection. The isolation of small colonies in these moun-

tains must favor the survival of what are currently called mutations

occurring therein. The occasional mingling of neighboring colonies

in which diverse variations have arisen seems to have led to such

heterogeneous colonies as we have described in HolospiraP

We have no definite evidence to offer bearing upon the amplitude

of individual variations or "mutations," yet we may again mention

the fact that in many species nearly every colony has its minor pecu-

liarities—peculiarities far below the grade usually called "specific,"

yet appreciable to the trained eye.^^ It may be inferred from this

fact that the amplitude of "mutations" is ordinarily not great.

IV. Distribution of Chiricahuan Mollusks.

The snail faima of the Chiricahuas consists of 51 species, falling into

two main categories

:

" We believe this to be the explanation of the diversity of colonies in the

polychromatic arboreal snails such as Partula and Lig%ms, in which some colonies

of a given species are homogeneous, while others are heterogeneous, snails of

several definite color-patterns being the offspring of a single mother.
" Only the application of careful biometric methods can fully or definitely

bring out these minute differences.
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1. Species peculiar to the range: all forms of the genera So7iorella,

Oreohelix, Ashmunella and Holospira, 21 species with 14 s\ibspecies.

These are the larger snails of the fauna, without exception larger and

heavier than any of the snails ranging also outside of the Chiricahuas.

The members of tnis group of forms have probably been isolated in

these mountains since the beginning of the present climatic cycle.

They are too heavy to be transported across the mesa by wind, and the

probability that they would be carried by birds or other accidental

means is so remote as to be negligible. All of them were apparently

derived from not more than six ancestral specific stocks ; the species

of Ashmunella and Holospira forming homogeneous groups probably

of common ancestry, while in Sonorella and Oreohelix the species fall

into two groups.

2. Species having a distribution outside of the range: all of them smaller

than the preceding and many minute.

(a) Alpine forms, mainly living above 7,500 feet, and elsewhere

found only in the Canadian zone of the Rocky Momitains northward.

Those found also in the Huachuca range are indicated b}' the letter H.

Thysanophora ingersolli meridionalis

.

Vertigo columhiuna utahensis.

Vitrina alaskana, H. " modesta parietal is, H.

Eux^onulus fulvusalaskensiSjU. " coloradoensishasidens.

Pyramidula cronkhitei, H.

(6) Transition zone forms chiefly having an almost continental

distribution in that zone, also ranging into higher and lower zones.

Zonitoides arhorea, about 8,000 feet, H.

Cochlicopa lubrica, 6,000-8,000 feet, H.

Pupilla hebes, 7,500-8,000 feet, H.

Vertigo milium, 8,000 feet, H.

Succinea avara, about 6,500 feet, H.

The species of groups (a) and (b) are forms which from their wide

distribution must be of considerable antiquity, all probably having

existed practically unchanged since before the initiation of present

climatic conditions in Arizona. The absence of any form of the Oreo-

helix strigosa group is remarkable, on account of the veiy wide distri-

bution of this Transition zone type in the Rocky Mountains.

(c) Upper Sonoran species, most of them widely distril)\'.ted in

the Southwest, some ranging into the Lower Sonoran. Those found

also in the Huachuca and Florida ranges marked with the letters H.

andF.
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Thi/sanophora hornii,^* H. F. Bifidaria pellucida hordeacella.

AgrioUmax hemphilli ashmuni,^'' H. " quadridentata,^^ H.

iZonitoides milium meridionalis, H. " pilsbryana, H. F.

" minuscula alachuana, H. " perversa}*

Vitrea indentata umhilicata, H. " ashmuni,^* H. F.

Helicodiscus eigenmanni arizoyiensiSjU. " cochisensis,^* H.

Radiodiscus miUecostatus ,^^ H. " dalliana}*^

Punctum californicum}^ " tuba}*

Vallonia perspectiva,^* H. F. Pisidium ahditum huxichux^anum^^ , H.

With the single exception of AgrioUmax, all of these are very small

or minute snails, certainly capable of being carried long distances

by cyclonic winds, and it is likely that their wide distribution may be

attributed in part to such means, though it is not improbable that

a considerable number of the forms may have existed before the

isolation of the Arizona ranges.

Twenty-two of the thirty species of groups 2 (a, h, c) have been

found in the Huachuca range.^'' These are indicated in the list above

by the letter H. Foiu- species, marked F in the list, occur in the far

poorer fauna of the Florida Mountains.

Faunal zones represented in the Chiricahuas are the Canadian, the

Transition, and the Upper Sonoran. Zones dependent upon elevation

are less distinct!}^ marked in mollusks than in plants or vertebrates,

local exposure and suitable conditions of moisture controlling the

distribution of species to such an extent that the elevation zones are

extremely irregular. It appears, however, that the Canadian zone

forms are strictly confined to the high "parks" and peaks. The

characteristic Transition zone species are also for the most part high

on the range, as are also five species which, from their distribution

elsewhere, are considered to be Upper Sonoran. Seven of the eighteen

Upper Sonoran species have been found only below 7,000 feet, while

six have a general range.

In the group of species peculiar to the Chiricahua range, and which

must apparently be considered Upper Sonoran, many of the forms

are very local in distribution and belong to the middle and lower zones

of the range. Those having a wider distribution often have a great

vertical range, as the following examples:

" Found only low, below 7,000 feet.

^* As yet found only at about 8,000 feet or above, but none of them loiown

from much further north than the Chiricahua range.
16 Proc. A. N. S. Phila. for 1909, pp. 498-516.
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Sonorella virilis, 6,000 to 9,000 feet.

Oreohelix clappi, 6,000 to over 8,000 feet.

Ashmunella chiricahuana, 6,000 to 8,500 feet

.

" angulata, 6,000 to over 8,000 feet.

Sonorella virilis leucura, S. micro, Ashmunella proximo, A. fissidens

and their subspecies, and Holospira, seem, in their several areas, to

range from low to as high as suitable cover and slope-exposure are

found. Ashmunella esuritor, metamorphosa and duplicidens belong to

the higher levels (where the flora is very different), while A. ferrissi

has not been found over 6,500 feet, if so high as that.

In general, the speciahy Canadian and Transition species seem to

be more sharpl}^ limited in their range downward than the Upper

Sonoran forms are in their extension upward. We attribute this

as much to the difference in plant life as to any more direct climatic

conditions.

The Lower Sonoran zone, in this area, has no land molluscan fauna,

but Physa and Lymncea occur in the cienega east of the Chiricahuas.

V. Systematic Descriptions of Species.

Famih^ HELIOIDJE.

This family comprises four genera in Arizona: Sonorella Pils.,

Oreohelix Pils., Ashmunella Pils.. and Ckll., and Thysanophora Strebel.

Ashmunella is confined to a comparatively small area in the southeastern

corner of the territory ; bvit the other genera extend to the northern

border, but they are only locally distributed, and some or all may be

absent over areas of hundreds of square miles. Ashmunella and

Sonorella are Upper Sonoran genera. Oreohelix belongs to the Transi-

tion zone, often extending into the Canadian (where it is usually

dwarfed), and sometimes into the Upper Sonoran zone, where it is

mainl}^ represented by special species.

The genera Ashmunella and Sonorella are curiously diverse in modes

of racial differentiation. In Ashmunella the shell has been most

modified. In series of allied forms from successive canyons of a single

range the shells will show much greater divergence than the soft

parts. This is well illustrated by the Huachucan series, which, with

conspicuous differences among the shells, shows hardly any in the

soft parts. In Sonorella, on the other hand, the shells from a series

of successive canyons may show barely perceptible differences, but

the genitalia have been so modified in detail that the species are

instantly recognizable from these organs. The conditions in Sonorella
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form a strong ar'i.uiiieiit against modification by tlie action of environ-

ment. The differentiation affects internal organs concerned solely

in the act of reproduction, and only in the most remote manner con-

nected with parts directly acted upon by external factors.

Genus SONORELLA Pilsbry.

Sonorella is the most characteristic Helicid snail of the mountains

of southern New Mexico and Arizona. It is more widely distributed

than either Ashmunella or Oreohelix, inhabiting mountains too arid to

support either of the other genera, such as the Feloncillo, Dos Cabezas

and Rincon ranges. In the Grand Canyon of the Colorado we dug

them from the cruelly sharp rock-slides of the pre-Cambrian zone, in

deep, sunless canyons where no other snails penetrate; and they exist

equally on the plateau at the rim, 5,000 feet above the sea.

This tolerance of untoward conditions is doubtless due in part to their

deep digging habit. Sonorella is usually found well down in the

rocky talus or slide, in the layer against the earth, where a certain

degree of moisture remains. In some places Ashmunella accompanies

Sonorella in the same slides. This is especially the case in the more

verdant and humid canyons, such as Cave Creek in the Chiricahuas,

where Sonorella, Ashmunella and Oreohelix clappi may be found

together.

Oreohelix (except 0. clappi and 0. harhata) lives on the surface, on

or under the top stones, or around dead mescal, bear grass or yuccas.

While apparently fitted to live in exposed and extremely arid places,

yet in southern Arizona Oreohelix certainly does not inhabit the more

arid ranges where Sonorella exists.

Oreohelix and Ashmunella may sometimes be collected in copious

quantity, but Sonorella is almost always rare. In the Dos Cabezas

range a half dozen living adults would be a good day's bag for any

collector, and in dr}^ weather, at least, this would mean very hard

work. In less arid localities the snails are less scarce; but as a general

rule to collect living Sonorellas successfully is the most strenuous

physical labor, occasionally enlivened by danger of broken limbs from

falling rocks or caving in of holes, in slides of heavy rock. Strong

gloves are necessary in " quarrying" for Sonorella. In spite of strained

muscles, bruises and bleeding fingers, the fascination of Sonorella

hunting is irresistible. The game gains in value from the hardihood

])rought out in the chase, and it is onl}" after one has forgotten the

labor that he can part with a single specimen of the rarer species.

Chiricahuan Sonorellas belong to two very diverse groups distin-

sruished a'^! follows

:
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Key to Chiricahuan Species of Sonorella.

a.—PenLs comparatively short, very much less than the diameter of

the shell, and about i to ^ the length of spermatheca and its

duct (Group of S. hachitana).

b.—Penis-papilla annulate, the free end more or less pointed;

epiphallus less than half the diameter of shell; whorls 4f
to5i

c.—Flagellum wanting or vestigeal; diameter of shell 15.5 to

25 mm S. optata.

c\—Flagellum distinct but minute; diameter of shell 18 to

26 mm S. hicipitis.

6\—Penis-papilla plain, cylindric with obtuse end; epiphallus

about half the diam. of shell; penis larger; whorls about 4^.

c.—Umbilicus contained about 5^ times in diameter of the

shell, which is depressed, 15 to 18 mm. in diameter.

S. howiensis.

c^.—Umbilicus contained about 10 times in diameter of shell,

which is subglobose, 13.5 to 20 mm. in diameter.

S. hinneyi.

a^.—Penis very large, its length exceeding the diameter of the shell,

and not differing much from the length of spermatheca and
duct; penis-papilla and vagina veiy long (Group of S. virilis).

b.—Shell moderately solid, larger.

c.—Diameter of shell 16 to 21 mm S. virilis.

d.—Diameter of shell 18 to 25 mm. ; more depressed. S. v. leucura.

6*.—Shell thin, smaller, diameter 12 to 15 mm S. rnicra.

Group of Sonorella hachitana.

Sonorella bicipitis n. sp. PI. I, figs. 1-5.

Shell of the group of S. hachitana, the lunbilicus about one-seventh

"

the total diameter, and one-third covered by the dilated columellar

lip; brown, fading to white around the umbilicus, encircled above the

periphery with a dark chestnut band bordered above and below with

white bands of about the same width ; the brown band visible on about

two whorls of the spire, the upper white band visible also on the

penultimate whorl. Whorls 4| to 5, rather slowly increasing at first,

the penultimate and last whorls rapidly widening. Surface nearly

smooth to the eye, glossy. Embryonic shell consisting of 1|^ w^horls.

The fii-st half whorl has distinct radial ripples; the next whorl has

close, fine wrinkles in the direction of growth-lines, and interrupted

by delicate, spirally descending threads. The third whorl shows

some very sparse pimctation. Later whorls are marked with fine

growth-ripples, and usually show, under a strong lens, some exces-

sively faint spiral lines above the periphery. The last whorl descends
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moderately in front, and is well -rounded on periphery and base, as

usual. The aperture is large, oblique, rounded, nearly as high as wide.

Peristome tnin, narrowly expanded outwardly, the basal margin a

trifle reflexed, columellar margin dilated in a curved triangular plate

over about one-third of the umbilicus. Alt. 14, diam. 23 mm.; aper-

ture, alt. 12, diam. 13 mm.

BoCKfVf Ch

Rid Cmi&RAUt Cn.

Tf
Tail Ch.

Fig. 2.—Distribution of Sonorella in the Chiricahua Mountains: 1, S. hicipitis;

2, S. houuensis (at point of the arrow); 3, S. optata; 4, S. micra; 5, S. virilis

leucura; 6, S. virilis: 7, S. binneyi. Large areas between 1 and 2 and between

3 and 4 are unexplored.
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MESA

Fig. 3.—Principal collecting; stations in the northern canyons of the Dos Cabezas
range.

Genitalia, PL III, figs. 1, 2, 4, 7. Penis of moderate length, somewhat

less than one-third the length of spermatheca and duct, with a long

retractor muscle; the penis-papilla (pp.) cylindric, annulated distally,

with conic tip. Epiphallus somewhat sliorter than penis; flagellum

0.6 or 0.7 mm. long. Vagina generally not much longer than the

penis. Sole (in alcohol) ochre or dirt}' white, uniform or with

slightly darker sides. Back gray, the flanks and tail very pale.

Jaw with 6 to 8 ribs, grouped in the median half. Radula with

26,12,1,12,26 to 27,13,1,13,27 teeth, centrals and laterals without

ectocones; some of the marginals with both cusps bifid.

Type No. 94,328 A. N. S. P., from Buckeye Canyon, Dos Cabezas

range of the Chiricahua Mountains, at Station 1. fig. 3.

It ranges throughout Buckeye and Happy Camp Canyons, and at
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Nine-mile Water-hole, living deep under stones and rocks. Buckeye

Canyon is the first from the northern end of the range. Its upper

branches drain the eastern flanks of Dos Cabezas Peak. At the time

of our visit in November there was water at intervals in the stony

bed of the canyon as far down as our camp, near the reduction plant

of the Buckeye gold mine, Tarbox and Happy Camp Canyons unite

into a wide valley about a mile from the mesa. The mouth of this

valley is half closed by a great reef of light gray granite rocks which

forms a conspicuous landmark from the mesa. The country rock of

these canyons is mainly metamorphic, but in part granitic.

This species has the same apical sculpture as S. howiensis and

S. optima. It differs from optima in the shape of the penis-papilla,

the presence of a fiagelliun, the shorter inner cusp of the marginal

teeth, the larger aperture and narrower umbilicus. *S. hachitana

from the Big Hachet Mountains has a decidedly smaller aperture.

In shell characters S. bicipitis stands nearest S. huachucana, but the

apical sculpture of the latter is much less distinct, without the oblique

threads on the last embryonic whorl which are characteristic of S,

bicipitis and related forms. This species is represented by 43 adult

shells, of which 17 were taken alive, and many young ones. The
colonies are widely separated^^ and small; living shells are rare, and

their collection involves the removal of much rock. The physical

conditions are very similar in all the stations in Buckeye and Happy
Camp Canyons. All the stations are on steep well-drained slopes

facing northward, the earth very dry (in November), even under a

couple of feet of rock, and scantily protected by low scrubby oak

brush. At Nine-mile Water-hole the conditions are quite different

as noted below.

In the type locality. Station 1 (pi. I, figs. 1, 2, 3, and pi. Ill, fig. 7),

we took 7 living adult and 6 young specimens measuring as follows

:

Alt 14.8 14.2 14 13 13 13 12.2 mm.
Diam 24 23.3 23 22 22 21 20.2 mm.

This station is high on the steep south side of the canyon.

In a lot of 23 from Station 3 (No. 94,326), 7 are adult living shells,

measuring

:

'' This must be iinderstood in a comparative sense, as indicating that many
apparently suitable situations examined were found barren. Doubtless a
longer search would show that a large number of small colonies exist. We
worked two days in Buckeye and several hours in Nine-mile.
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Alt 12.8 12.2 12.2 12.7 12 11.8 11.5 mm.
Diam 21 21 20.5 20 19.2 19 18.5 mm.

Ten adults from the slopes around the head of the southeastern

branch of Buckeye Canyon, Station 4, vary from 18.7 to 22 mm.

diameter (No. 94,325).

Thirteen adults were taken at Station 5, near the head of Happy

Camp Canyon, only one alive.

Alt 13 13 12.6 12.3 12.3 11 11.7 mm.
Diam 22.3 21 20.7 20 20.2 20 19 mm.

Alt 11.7 11.8 12 11.2 11 10.5 mm.
Diam 19.2 19.2 19 19.2 19 18 mm.

At Nine-mile Water-hole we obtained a single living adult snail and

8 young (No. 99,324). These, with a specimen taken by Mr. Ferriss

in 1905, indicate a large race at this place, with a slightly larger umbili-

cus than the types, and more closely approaching lip-ends (pi. I

figs. 4, 5). The soft anatomy, sculpture and color are like typical S.

bicipitis. Whorls barely 5. Two adults measure:

Alt 15 15 mm.
Diam 26 25.5

||

Aperture alt 13 13

diam 14 14.5
''

The genitalia are figured pi. Ill, fig. 2.

Nine-mile Water-hole is a shallow amphitheatre open eastward to

the m&sa, its slopes covered with great weathered boulders of coaree-

grained light gray granite, among which ferns grow luxuriantly.

A tiny stream trickles among the rocks, collecting into a stagnant

pool at the base. A man can make his way in the interstices between

and under the rocks, in some places, but as very few of them are

movable, it is almost impossible to obtain the shells.

Specimens were dissected from Stations 1, 3, 4, 5 and from Nine-mile

Water-hole. All have a distinct sheath at the base of the penLs,

attached also to the epiphallus and partially enveloping the latter

throughout a part of its length. This sheath varies from about one-

third the length of the penis in the type lot, to about a half in that

from Nine-mile. The penis-papilla in transverse section (fig. 7, pp.)

shows a group of minute ducts, but there seems to be a single terminal

orifice. The vagina Ls longer in the types than in other lots ex-

amined.
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Measurements of genitalia in millimeters.

[Feb..

Locality.
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quent whorls are lightly marked with growth-lines only. The aperture

is very oblique, subcircular; peristome thin, a little expanded, narrowly

reflexed below, the columellar margin dilated. Alt. 15, diam. 24 mm.
;

alt. aperture 11.7, width 13 mm.
Penis small, usually shorter than the vagina, and less than one-third

as long as the spermatheca and duct. Epiphallus short, the flagellum

apparently absent or reduced to a very minute adnate coecum (pi. IV,

figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7). Radula with 35, 1, 35 (summit of Cross J Mt.)

to 38, 1, 38 teeth, about 14 laterals, an ectocone appearing on the

11th to 13th. The entocone is bifid on the outer 15 to 18 marginals,

and the ectocone occasionally so on some teeth, though generally

simple. Six radulae from 5 stations examined. The jaw has 5 ribs in

two, 6 and 7 in two other examples. The crops and oesophagus as far

as the stomach are conspicuously sulcate or corrugated longitudinally.

Type locality, head of Big Emigrant Canyon at Station 1, on a steep

slope shaded by pinyons, under large stones (limestone). The species

occurs in numerous colonies throughout Big Emigrant Canyon, except

on slopes with southern exposure. See map on p. 121.

This handsome species, like others of the hachitana group, is ill-

characterized as far as the shell is concerned, but the genitalia are

characteristic by the small penis and absence of a free flagellum. In

the Chiricahua Mountains it is related to S. hicipitis of the Dos Cabezas

range, but in that the penis is well developed and the flagellum, though

small, seems to be invarialily present. In all of the numerous exam-

ples opened the crop and intestine to the stomach are deeply furrowed

longitudinally, a condition observed in no other Sonorella. To what

extent this corrugation may be due to the state of the specimens is

uncertain. It happened that by some unaccountable oversight all

of the Big Emigrant Sonorellas were cooked and pulled without

drowning, and then were preserved in alcohol too strong to give the

best results.

All of the following colonies but one are on limestone.

Type locality, Station 1. Thirty adult specimens were taken, ten

of them alive. They measure as follows:

Diam. in mm 26 25.3 25 25 25 25 24.8 24.8
Alt. in mm 15.3 15 16.3 14.9 14.2 14.2 15 15

Diam. in mm 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.2 24.2 24 24

Alt. in mm 15 14.6 14.3 15 14 16 15.2

Diam. in mm 24 (three) 24 24 24 (three) 23.3 23

Alt. in mm 15 14.5 14.3 14 14 14
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Diam. inmm 28 23 23 23 22.8

Alt. in mm 14 13.5 13.1 13 13.5

The total variation in diameter in this colon}^ is 3.2 mm. The

variation in altitude is comparatively greater, owing to the varying

degree of elevation of the spire. 70 per cent, of the lot are from 24 to

25 mm. in diameter. Figures 6-9 were dra^Mi from specimens of the

type lot from this Station.

Station 4. Cleft in the rocky summit of hill at fork of Big Emigrant

Canyon, facing mouth of canyon (pi. I, fig. 10). Ten specimens, two

alive, measure:

Diam. inmm 26 25.5 25.5 25 25 25 24 23.7 23.3 23.3
Alt. inmm 15 16 14.7 16 15 15 14.7 13.3 13 13

They differ from the type lot in having the aperture barely per-

ceptibly larger, umbilicus smaller. In a specimen of the type lot

25 mm. in diam. the aperture measures 11.4x13.1 mm. In one of

the same diameter from Station 4 it is 12 x 13.4 mm.
Spirally striate forms.—The shells from Stations 2, 3, 5, 6—Big

Emigrant Mountain and Cross J Momitain—usually show numerous

spiral striae on the upper surface of the last whorl, but this character

is variable; in some shells of each lot no spiral striae can be made out.

Station 2. Close to the creek in the middle branch of Big Emigrant

Canyon, under stones. Three dead shells measuring 23.5, 22.3 and

21.8 mm., and similar to those from Big Emigrant Mountain. This

place is probably about 1,000 feet lower than the type locality.

Station 3. Big Emigrant Mountam. This name is given to a

mountain about four miles above the fork of Big Emigrant Canyon

on the left side of the east branch. November 1 1 and 12 it was visited.

On the side toward the canyon, under a rocky bluff, under stones

among scrub oaks {Quercus hypoleucal), in a situation resembling that

of Sonorella howiensis, numerous specimens of a small form were

taken, almost all dead shells. Sixty-five adults taken measure in

diameter as follows

:

Diam. inmm 20.5 20 19.5 19.3 19 18.8 18.5 18.3

No. of shells 11 4 1 6 4 7 6

Diam. inmm 18 17.8 17.5 17.3 17 16.5 16 15.5

No. of shells 7 4 4 5 7 3 4 1

The shells are in the average more depressed than typical S. optata.

The largest measures, alt. 10.5, diam. 20.5, aperture 9.2x11.2 mm.
Another, alt. 10.5, diam. 18.5, aperture 8.3 x 9.9 mm. There are
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about 4^ whorls, the last with some spiral lines on the upper surface,

sometimes very faint.

From the west side of Big Emigrant Mountain (pi. I, figs. 11, 12,

18, 19) a lot of 32 living adults was taken, of almost equally small

size (No. 94,320).

Diam. mmm 21.4 20.5 20 19.75 19.5 19 18.7 18.3
No. of shells 2 2 4 6 7 9 11
The degree of elevation is somewhat variable. In one specimen

(pi. I, fig. 19) the dark band is wanting. This is the only case of

the kind among our Chiricahua Sonorellas.

Another lot of 35 living adult shells from another place on Big

Emigrant Mountain average larger.

Diam. inmm 23 22.5 22 21.5 21 20.5 20 19.8 19
No. of shells 1 1 17 8 7 8 1 1

Station 6, high in the valley north of Cross J ^Mountain, 42 adult

shells, most of them "dead," measure:

Diam. inmm 22.8 22.5 22.3 22 21.8 21.5 21.3 21 20.5 20
No. of shells 2 3 2 6 3 4 3 10 4 5

Most shells show spiral lines, as in those from Big Emigrant Moun-
tain. The specimens were taken in the area indicated in the sketch

on p. 87, but similar dead shells were seen throughout the valley, on

both sides of the ravine. The rock of tJnis valley is limestoiie.

Eastward from this valley (Station 6) a rugged ridge of coarse

crumbling granitic rock runs towards the mouth of the canyon (see

map). Five dead shells found on the outer side of the crest of this

ridge are like those from the valley, but smaller, diam. 18.5 to 20.5

mm.
Station 5. Among rocks at and near the north side of the summit

of Cross J Mountain. The rock here is angular, friable and cherty.

The shells, 29 adults, mostly ''dead," resemble the larger colony from

Big Emigrant Mountain, most of them showing fine spiral lines. The
elevation is estimated at 8,000 feet. See sketch on p. 87.

Diam. inmm 23 22.8 22.2 22 21.8 21.5
No. of shells 2 1 1 5 4 1

Diam. inmm 21.2 20.8 20.5 20.2 20 19.8
No. of shells 5 1 4 11 3

Small form of S. optata (pi. I, fig. 17). Some very small specimens

were taken near the head of Big Emigrant Canyon south of Station 1,
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the exact spot not noted. Two living ones measure, alt. 9.8, diam.

16 mm., and alt. 9.2, diam. 16 mm.
A bleached shell was fomid at Station 2; alt. 11, diam. 18 mm.
Soft anatomy of S. optata. Specimens from four colonies have

been dissected. In the type lot from Station 1, the sole is pale,

unicolored. In some other lots the narrow side areas are a shade

darker. The genitalia (pi. IV, fig. 1-4, 7) are characterized by the very

small penis and absence of a flagellum, verified in several examples

opened. The lung (fig. 4, right fig.) has venation much as I have

Fig. 4.—Pallial region of Sonorella optata, two individuals. K, kidney; P,
pericardium.

described for S. ashmuni. The secondary ureter is open throughout,

being defined by a thread-like ridge only. Length of lung 26, of

kidney 14, of pericardium 5 mm. The foregut and crop are deeply

sulcate longitudinally.

In specimens from the cleft in Big Emigrant Canyon (No. 94,321),

the penis is rather larger (pi. IV, fig. 4). It has a thin, rather short

basal sheath and long retractor. The penis-papilla is slender, cylin-

dric, weakly annulate, with obtusely conic end. There is an exces-

sively short coecvun representing the flagellum, not free from the

integument and hardly visible except by transmitted light. The
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crop and foregut are longitudinally sulcate. Salivary glands long,

united over the upper surface of the crop.

The form from north side of Big Emigrant Mountain (Station 3,

No. 94,322) is similar. Genitalia (pi. IV, fig, 1) with long penis-

papilla, its end long-conic. Flagellum a barely perceptible bud bound
in the integument. Lung with venation typical or (in one of several

examined) the pulmonary vein has a large branch on the cardiac

side, where the venation is otherwise very faint. Length of lung 27,

of kidney 14, of pericardium 4.5 mm. (fig. 4, left fig.). The crop and
foregut are deeply sulcate longitudinally. No. 94,320, from west side

of Big Emigrant Mountain are similar. As usual in this species, the

penis-papilla has a somewhat glans-like end (fig. 2).

No. 94,323, from summit of Cross J Mountain, has the sole pale

in the middle, shading into gray at the sides. No flagellum. Foregut

corrugated. The penis-papilla is obtuse, but the specimen is not

quite mature (pi. IV, fig. 7). A half-grown shell has very minute
genitalia (pi. IV, fig. 5) wdth a very short papilla.

Measurernents of genitalia of S. optata in mm.

Locality

Ph

Station 1, fig. 3 ! 5
Station 4, fig. 4 7

4.

5
4.

Station 3, fig. 1

Near Station 3, fig. 2.

Station 5, fig. 7

3
4
4
2.6
2.6

3.3
3.5
5
5
2.75

8
vestigeal 8

6
5
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4^, rather slowly widening to the last, which is nearly double the

width of the preceding, and well rounded peripherally. The embryonic

shell consists of 1^ whorls; the apex is smoothish; then a radially

wrinkled area follows to the end of the first half whorl; the next

whorl has forwardly descending delicate threads on its outer or per-

ipheral half, the inner half being irregularly, shallowly pitted and

roughened. The succeeding neanic whorls are lightly striate obliquely

and very slightly, minutely roughened. The last whorl descends

rather deeply in front. The umbilicus is contained about 5^ times in the

diameter of the shell. The aperture is very oblique, peristome expand-

ed, the ends strongly converging, the columellar end dilated, slightly

impinging on the umbilicus.

Measurements of seven specimens were given in our former paper,

with diameters of 15 to 17.8 mm. Sixty-nine adults taken in 1906

have the following diameters

:

Diam. inmm 15 15.5 15.8 16 16.2 16.3
No. of shells 4 3 2 22 2 7

Diam. inmm 16.5 16.7 16.8 17 17.8 18

No. of shells 5 4 6 12 1 1

About 84 per cent, are from 16 to 17 mm. in diameter, and the

total range in diameter is only 3 mm.^^ Otherwise variation is seen

only to a very slight extent in the width and intensity of the band

and in the degree of deflection at the aperture.

Type locality.—Quartzite Hill, back of Dixon's place, about a mile

south of old Fort Bowie. It has been found nowhere else.

The locality was wrongly given as "Bowie" in our former paper.

Bowie is a station on the S. P. Railway about 15 miles from Fort

Bowie, and on the mesa where no snails live. Fort Bowie is now

deserted, and only the roofless adobe buildings and the cemetery

remain.

Sonorella bowiensis was found only in one colony very limited in

extent but prolific in individuals. This colony—the only place where

we have ever found Sonorella in abundance—is in a small thicket of

long-leaved scrub-oaks with some underbrush of service berries

(Amelanchier sp.) under a low cliff, somewhat more than half way to

'* The concentration around the diameters 16 and 17 mm. is partly due to

the fact that all shells more than 15.8 and less than 16.2 were counted as 16,

and similarly with 17, giving a wider range than with any intermediate measure-

ments.
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the summit of Quartzite Hill, back of Dixon's place, shown at (1) in

the photographic reproduction below. The snails were under

small stones and dead leaves. The abimdant shelter and food and

favoralile northeastern slope apparently led to an unusual nuilti-

plication of individuals, but no environmental factor seems to account

for their very small size. We searched the neighboring Bull Hill

thoroughly for Sonorella, but without success. Probably a more

extended exploration would result in finding other colonies in the

Fort Bowie Valley. Bowie Mountain and Helen's Doom should be

examined.

The single locality of S. bowicnsis lies between the ranges of S.

bicipifis and .*>^. optnta.

Fig. 5.—Quartzite Peak and Bull Hill, from the ridge on east side of the creek,

looking across Dixon's place, showing type localities of Sonorella bowiensis

(1) and Holospira cionella (2).

kS. bowicnsis differs from S. bicipitis by the rounded end of the penis-

papilla and the actually and comparatively longer penis, over half

the length of spermatheca and duct, though the shell is smaller. The

shell differs by its smaller size and the faintness or absence of white

bands bordering the chestnut zone.

The living animal is slate color on head and back, sides of foot pale

blue, borders of the foot orange; liver brown. In alcohol the back is

slate, sides, tail and sole whitish. The sole has slightly darker lateral

areas marked off with faint grooves. The crop is long and smooth.

I have figured the genitalia of a specimen (pi. IV, fig. 6) for com-

parison with that previously published. The well-developed penis

has a long basal sheath, the lower part of the penis itself being quite
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slender. The papilla is cylindric, somewhat more than one-thh-d

the length of the penis, with a blunt, rounded end. The penis retractor

is long. The organs measure as follows: length of penis 12 mm.;

of penLs-papilla 4.4 mm.; epiphallus and flagellum 12; flagellum 0.6;

vagina 10; spermatheca and duct 21.5 mm. The atrium is extremely

short.

In its genitalia this species resembles S. hinneyi from the southern

end of the range, and to a less extent *S. rowelli. The embryonic

sculptiu-e is like that of *S'. bicipitis, but the spirally protractive threads

are more numerous and closer.

S. hinneyi differs from S. bowiensis by the very much smaller penis,

only half the length of that of S. bowiensis in a larger shell; by the

different shape of the papilla, and the absence or very minute size

of the flagellum. The shell also Ls invariably larger than S. bowiensis,

even in the most arid situations.

Sonorella binneyi n. sp. PI. II, figs. 13-18.

The shell is depressed globose, narrowly umbilicate, quite thin but

moderatel}' strong; pale brown with some whitish oblique streaks,

and fading to opaque white around the umbilicus, encircled with a

narrow chestnut band at the shoulder, narrowly showing above the

suture on the penultimate whorl. Surface slightly shining, niarked

with fine, rather sharp growth-strise. "WTiorls 4^, convex, the first

minutely roughened but without distinct pattern of sculpture. The

last whorl is very wide (viewed from above), inflated, rounded per-

ipherally, very convex beneatn. It descends in front. The aperture

is very large, strongly oblique, elliptical, the ends of the lip converging.

Peristome thin, very slightl)^ expanded throughout, dilated at the

columellar insertion.

Alt. 13, diam. 20; width of aperture 12.8, oblique alt. 11 mm.; width

of lunbilicus 1 . 7 mm.

Alt. 11.5, diam. 18 mm.

Alt. 10.5, diam. 16 mm.

Horseshoe (Mo) Canyon, the types from Station 1, two miles up
the Canyon. Also found near the red box of Horseshoe Canj^on.

The genitalia (pi. Ill, fig. 5). The penis is somewhat longer than

the vagina. It contracts into a narrow neck at the base, and contains

a cylindric papilla, obtuse at the free end, and from one-sixth to about
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for reeoonitioii, or at least that it is difficult to decide upon some
specimens. Figures 1, 2, 3 represent specimens from Station 11, at

the foot of Reed's Mountain, Cave Creek Canyon. Figs. 4, 5 are from

about two miles up the south fork of Cave Creek. All of these are of

the form circumstriata.

Fig. 6 is from Spring branch near Rucker Camp, head of Rucker

Canyon. This shell, and others from the head of Rucker, has a ])road

conspicuous white border above the brown band, a narrower one

):)elow it ; the brown band is broader than in Cave Creek shells. The
spire, viewed from above, is narrower, the last whorl therefore

wider.

Specimens from further down Rucker have much less conspicuous

white borders along the band, and are like the type of mrilis.

This species also occurs in Morse Canyon, tne foot of Bonito Canyon,

and Shake Gulch, and in Horseshoe Can3^on near the Red Box.

In the Cave Creek Canyon Valley it ma}^ be found almost anywhere

suitable rock cover exists, though there are large areas without it,

where the slope is slight or with southern exposure. Rock "slides"

or northern exposiu-es with abundant rock are its chief haunts. It

was taken at Stations 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, also near the branch leading

toward Paradise, in the ravines west of Reed's Mountain, and various

places throughout the South Fork as far as explored—about two

miles up. None were taken on the great ridge where Stations 6 and 7

are situated, or on the ridge marked 10. The valley south of the

stream from the falls has not been explored. The Sonorellas were

also found in a great rock slide (trachyte?) on the south side of a peak

near the sawmill, in Barfoot Park, Station 1, and in the head of the

adjacent canj^on running westward. See map on p. 107.

S. virilis {circumstriata) was foiuid also in Paradise Canyon about

two miles below Paradise, and in Pine Canyon.

Variation.—^There is the usual variation in degree of elevation of

the spire, and slight variation in ground color of the shell, in all of the

lots examined, but various colonies differ in size, as may be seen by

the table of measiu-ements of specimens from four places. This size

variation is not in the least correlated with elevation, but is invariably

connected with the exposure to the sun. Thus it will be noted that

at Stations 1 and 12 the mode is at 18 mm. diameter, the total range

from 16 to 20 nun. Both of these stations are on sunny southern

slopes. Station 1 being Barfoot Park at an elevation of over 8,000 feet,

while Station 12 is onlv about 100 feet above the bottom of Cave
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Creek, at an elevation of about 6,000 feet. These small specimens

contrast with those from Stations 13, /row shaded slopes, where the

mode is at 20 to 20.5 mm., and the range from 17.75 to 21 mm. Large

shells occur at Station 11, at the shaded and humid base of Ried's

Mountain, about 6,000 feet elevation, and at the head of Pine Can3''on,

at about 8,000 feet, also in a comparatively humid and well-shaded

situation. The shells from other places, while too few to be worth

tabulating, or to give reliable curves, support the above conclusions

as far as thev go.

Diameter in

mm.
16
16.25
16.5
16.75
17
17.25
17.5
17.75
18

18.25
18.5
18.75
19
19.25
19.5
19.75
20
20.25
20.5
20.75
21
22

Total

Sta. 1. Sta. 4. Sta. 11. Sta. 12.

1

Head
Sta. 13 Pine Canyon.

22 11 18 16

The sole, in alcoholic examples, is yellowish in the central field, the

lateral areas grayish, grooves rather indistinct. The back is blackish,

sides pale.

Specimens from numerous lots were dissected, genitalia of two

being figured (pi. V. fig. 6, No. 94,335 from Station 13, South Fork of

Cave Creek, and fig. 4, No. 94,332, from Station 11, Cave Creek). The

penis is longer than in the original type specimen, but in about the

same proportion to the length of the vagina, which varies considerably.

This difference in length is perhaps due to the different modes of

preservation. The basal sheath of the penis and its retractor are

both quite short. The arcuate shape of the penis Ls due to its position

near the periphery of the last whorl when the animal is retracted.
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Measurements of the genitalia in millimeters.

[Feb.,
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and they probably never pei-sist in the adult stage. All immature

specimens taken by us in November, from diam. 10 mm. on, have

a strong callous rib within the lip-edge.

Adult stage.—There are 4^ whorls in small, 4f in large individuals

of the type lot, slowly increasing at first, the last whorl seen from above

about twice as wide as the penultimate. The lip is blunt with rusty edge,

but not thickened within. The outer margin is slightly expanded, the

basal a trifle more so; parietal callus rather thick at the edge, straight.

The umbilicus contained about 5.2 times in the total diameter. Alt.

11.8, diam. 23.5 imn.; aperture 10x11.3 nmi.

Distribution: Southern side of White Tail Canyon, Chiricahua

Moimtains, Stations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 12, 14. Type locality, Station

No. 14. Also in Jhu Canyon. See map, fig. 6, p. 75.

This Ls the only Sonorella on the southern side of Wliite Tail Canyon,

living on steep slopes varying from northeast to north or northwest.

It occurs (in November) rather deep under rocks, and excepting on

the more arid slopes and ridges, colonies may be found where suitable

shelter occurs throughout the length of the canyon, generally rather

high on the slopes, but in at least one case only about 20 feet above

the bed of the canj^on. The more favorable slopes, such as those

Stations 5, 14, 15 are situated on, are wooded with pinyon below,

oak and a few long-leaf pine above. The ridges and slopes with

southern or eastern exposure are barren or nearly so. The rock is

limestone, mostly with covering of earth and fine stone, and there are

no rock slides. Stations 1, 2, 4, and 9 are decidedlj^ more arid and

barren than 5 and 14, Station 5 being near the bottom of a deep narrow

ravine, densely wooded, while Station 14 is on a steep shady northern

slope. The lots taken show that the shells respond to more favorable

conditions by reaching a larger size, as seen in the table of measurements.

The shells from Station 5 have the spire somewhat more deprassed

than any other lot. Those from near Jim Artels' old camp, near head

of White Tail not far from Station 1, are the smallest.

The table following shows the shells from high on the ridge (Stations

1 and 4) to be in the main smaller than those from the mid-slope; but

this ridge becomes very dry above, with less shade, while the slope

lower down is well shaded on northwest exposures (caused by the

lateral washes and ravines, running northward), the northeast exposures

being for the most part barren. The size of individuals in the colonies

collected appear, therefore, to l^e related to the amount of shade and

moisture.
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Measurements of 152 shells from six stations follow:

Diameter in

mm.
18
18.25
18.5
18.75
19
19.25
19.5
19.75
20
20.25
20.5
20.75
21
21.25
21.5
21.75

Near
Sta. 1.

1

2
2
9
4
2
1

3
1

Sta. 4. Sta. 2. Sta. 5. Sta. 9. Sta. 14.

22.25.
22.5...

22.75.
23
23.25.
23.5...

23.75.
24
24.25.
24.5...

24.75.
25
25.25.

3
10
3
2

7
5
3
9

11

4
3
5
6

i

i

No. of shells... 25 15 26 56

Soft anatomy.—Several specimens were dissected, from three

stations, 14, 4 and from near Station 1. The genitalia do not differ

from these organs in S. virilis circumstriata. Measurements may be

found on p. 72. An example from Station 4 (No. 94,331) is illustrated

(pi. V, fig. 5). It shows the penis kinked in a way unusual in the

species.

The sole is tripartite in color, the central area, half the total width,

being pale isabelline, the side areas gray. The foot is gray above,

darkest on the back ; top of the tail of a dirty yellow tint.

Sonorella micra n. sp. PL II, figs. 10-12.

The shell is small, thin, the umbilicus contained about five times in

the total diameter; pale brownish-corneous, a little paler around the

umbilicus, and with scarcely perceptible pale borders above and below

the dark chestnut band above the periphery; only slightly glossy.

Spire very low. The embryonic shell consists of 1^ convex whorls;

after the smooth apex, there are a few arcuate radial ripples ; and the
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Fig. 6.—Collecting stations in White Tail C'anj^on.

rest of the embryonic shell has irregular rugosities or asperities, short,

but longest in a radial direction ; over these there are granules arranged

as in S. v. leucura. When absolutely unworn they bear delicate haire

in young shells. The following post-embryonic w^horls are delicately

striate, and as far as the beginning of the fourth whorl, fresh and

uncleaned young shells have close, short and very delicate haire. The

last whorl has delicate growth-lines, but no trace of spiral stria; it is

rounded at the periphery and descends a little in front. The aperture

is oblique, rounded. The peristome is thin, outer margin scarcely
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noticeably expanded, basal margin somewhat more so; columellar

margin rather broadly dilated and brought fonvard. The parietal

callus is short, thin and transparent.

Alt. 7.2, diam. 14.5 mm.; aperture 7.5 mm. wide, 7 high. Whorls

Distribution: North side of Wliite Tail Canyon, in slides of igneous

rock (rhyolite) , at Stations 10, 1 1 , 15, 16, 1 7. Type locality. Station 10.

See map on p. 75.

This is the smallest Sonorella yet known from the Chiricahuas. It

is allied to S. virilis by the genitalia and the indistinct sculpture

pattern on the embryonic whorls, but differs by its diminutive size,

thin shell, comparatively narrower umbilicus and the absence of

distinct white borders along the brown band.

S. micra occupies the north side of Wliite Tail Canyon to the exclu-

sion of S. virilis leucura, which lives on the opposite or south side.

It lives in "slides" of angular, dark purplish-gray rock (rhyolite),

together with Ashmunella lepiderma, and can be found only deep in

the rocks, where they rest on the earth below. The slopes are mainly

toward the south and west, hence exposed to the direct sun, rarely

shaded to any extent by the small trees. The snails are found from

the bottom of the canyon (Station 11) to perhaps 6,800 feet (Station

16), where they occur over the crest of the ridge, in an extensive slide

sloping northward. The type locality, Station 10, is below the great

cliffs along Indian Creek. The lower stations are easily accessible,

but the higher call for arduous climbing and, from the nature of their

haunts, the work of quarrying the snails out is severe. We secured

but few living specimens, but many dead shells, more or less fresh,

show the species to be remarkably constant. Besides a slight varia-

tion in elevation of the spire, no variation in form is noticeable.

Measurements of two lots follow

:

Diam. inmm 12.75 13 13.25 13.5 13.75 14 14.25
Station 10 1 12 7 4
Station 17 10 4 4 10 4

Diam. in mm 14.5 14.75 15 15.25
Station 10 4 7 7 1

Station 17 13 2

On the southern side of the canyon we found a few dead specimens

among limestone rocks about 20 feet above the bed of the canyon,

below the junction of Indian Creek. TheyJ^agree fully with those

from the north side of the canyon.
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S. micra occurs associated with Ashmunella lepiderma in the same

rock slides. Both are modified in the same manner, the shell differing

from allied species in being smaller, thinner, dull, with a greater or

less development of cuticular processes. The reduced size compared

with the species on the opposite side of the canyon is without much

doubt due to the sun-scorched exposure. We have not found that

living on igneous rock has any tendency to dwarf Sonorellas, though

the tenuity of the shell may fairly be attributed to that influence.

The animal in alcohol is pale grayish, darker on the back. Sole

with the usual pale central area and slightly darker side areas, not

defined by lines.

The genitalia of a drowned specimen in good condition from Station

10 is drawn in pi. V, figs. 1, 2. Unfortunately the penis was exserted

in all of this lot. Except in being smaller and more slender, the organs

resemble closely those of *S. virilis. The penis in this figure is shown

partially everted, the long papilla (pp.) projecting. In fig. 2 the

epiphallus is shown partially uncoiled. The flagellum is well developed

for a Sonorella. PI. V, fig. 3, represents the organs of another speci-

men, from Station 17, with the penis normally retracted. The end

of the penis-papilla is shown in outline

Measurements in millimeters of the genitalia of two specimens

follow

:

[

i

:

j

' Sperma- 1 _ .

Penis.
I
Papilla. Epiphallus.

I
Flagellum.' Vagina, theca

j

i^enis

I

I

I and duct, retractor.
Diameter
of shell.

Museum No.
of shell.

17 14
j

10.5
I

0.6
I

8 16 8 +
14 11 13 0.5 9 : 17 4.5

14.8
14

94,334
94,330

Genus OEEOHELIX Pilsbry.

The Chiricahua Mountains harbor two groups of Oreohelix with a

well-developed nearly black, green or yellow cuticle, so far unknown
elsewhere. In one of these, the harhata group, the shell is bi-convex,

with whorls of small calibre, a wide umbilical cavity and numerous

spiral wreaths of cuticular fringes. The other, the 0. clappi group,

has an orbicular shell usually banded, with large tubular whorls and

a smaller, rapidly diminishing umbilicus. In one of the forms both the

cuticle and the shell beneath possess well-defined spirals similar to

the cuticular fringes of 0. harhata; but here the likeness ends. In

general appearance these Chiricahuan forms have little resemblance

to groups of Oreohelix in the Huachucas or elsewhere. The clappi
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group further differs from the 0. strigosa group in possessing radially

costulate apical whorls.

Snails of both of these groups live immured in the shaded rocks of

the mountain "slides," composed of broken rock or spawls tumbled

down from the peaks above. 0. clappi lives from 5,000 to 7,000 feet,

and 0. barbata from 7,000 to 10,000 feet above the sea. The dead

shells are seldom found upon the surface. Oreohelix chiricahuana, in

the same mountain range, requires but little covering, and is found in

dry situations, often with but a single leaf or a small spawl for pro-

tection. It agrees with the Oreohelices of other regions in having a

very thin cuticle, often wanting. Dead agavas and yuccas furnish

a home for these, the Holospiras and Succinea avara; but 0. barbata

and 0. clappi, the Ashmunellas and Sonorellas require an atmosphere

with more moisture, and dwell from one to two feet below the surface.

He who finds must dig.

All Chiricahuan Oreohelices are confined to that range, and none

of them are closely related to species found elsewhere. All are con-

spicuously variable in each colony and in different colonies, nearly

every one of which shows a degree of racial differentiation, so that

one acquainted w^ith these shells, even as imperfectly known at

present, could locate himself if lost in the Chiricahuas by digging for

Oreohelices

!

No adequate discussion of these shells can be entered into without

more and better illustrations than are possible to us at this time, and

long series of measurements. We. have merely indicated briefly the

salient features of each colony.

The Oreohelix clappi series.

The group of local races which for taxonomic purposes is considered

to compose the species 0. clappi comprises about a dozen colonies,

scattered over the range for a distance of about 44 miles. The

relationships of the snails of these colonies may be expressed dia-

gramatically thus

:

Emigrans—Onion Creek—Reed's Mt.—type -Cataracta

Horseshoe—Shake Gulch—Riicker Box

The forms toward the left in this diagram are successively more

roughly sculptured, toward the right they are smoother. The type

happened to be of intermediate character, and near the central point

of the range of the species. The upper line forms a variation-series

extending from Big Emigrant Canyon (emigrans) to the Falls of
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Cave Creek (cataracta). The lower line is a similar but independent

chain from the southern canyons, a considerable distance from the

nearest of the more northern group.

From Big Emigrant Canyon to Shake Gulch the Stations mentioned

above run in a general direction from northwest to southeast. From
the emigrans station to Onion Creek station is about 16 miles;

thence to Cave Creek, 4; to Cave Creek Falls (var. cataracta), 2; to

Rucker Box, 12; to Shake Gulch, 12. Total, 44 miles as the crow

flies ; but it is 55 by trail.

One peculiarity runs throughout the entire clappi series: they are

hard to catch. Except at Onion Creek they were grouped in small

families and the families did not seem to be upon speaking terms.

They were clannish and confined their travels to one particular rock

slide. In only two instances was the same form found in two slides of

rock, though the rocks were well explored for miles around. At Onion

Creek they were plentiful; about 100 were collected there in an hour.

Oreohelix clappi emigrans n. subsp.

This shell is similar in outline to 0. clappi, but more sharply angular

at the periphery, or even carinate in front. Cuticle thicker, rough,

usually persistent, dark olive brown in color, lusterless, not banded,

coated and caked with a deposit of humus. The sculpture after the

embrj^onic shell consists of oblique, uneven, rather sharp stria', and

Fig. 7.

—

Oreohelix clappi emigrans.

on the last whorl some coarse wrinkles. The striae are sharper than
in 0. clappi and close together up to the last whorl ; on the base they
are thread-like, crimped and waved at the intersections of four or five

circular rows of short cuticular appendages, which are usually retained

only on the latter part of the base. In immature shells the thread-

like strise are surmounted by delicate cuticular laminae, more or less

felted together by the adhering dii't. The aperture is rounded-
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piriform, the lip margins converging, thickened at the ends and

connected by a thin fihn across the parietal wall. Interior bluish

white. Alt. 9, diam. 16 mm., whorls 5.

Big Emigrant Mountain, on the south side of Big Emigrant Canyon,

at about 7,000 feet elevation, taken in some numbers in a shattered

column of stone and also in a rock slide. This place is about 20 miles

across the mountains northwest from the Cave Creek Station for

0. clappi.

0. c. emigrans is the dirtiest of the group—in its natural state as

black as the soil. It is well distinguished by the sculpture, and would

be considered a separate species in a less variable group than Oreohelix.

Oreohelix clappi Ferriss.

Oreohelix clappi Ferriss, Nautilus, XVIII, p. 53 (Sept., 1904). Pilsbry,

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 285, pi. 25, figs. 54-56 (shell); pi. 19, fig. 8
(genitalia)

;
pi. 22, fig. 4 (teeth)

;
pi. 23, fig. 26 (jaw).

The shell is moderately depressed, with tubular whorls and deep

suture, the altitude about two-thirds the diameter and about equally con-

vex above and below the peripheral angle. The umbilicus at the opening

is about one-sixth the diameter and contracts rapidly, only the penul-

timate whorl visible. Calcareous layer of the shell is brownish white

under a thin greenish-yellow cuticle with some darker oblique streaks,

which become in mature shells darker and crowded near the aperture.

Many possess two indistinct transparent olive spiral bands, one above,

the other just below the periphery. In old individuals the cuticle

remains only in ragged shreds. The first 1^ embryonic whorls are

strongly ribbed radially; these riblets are regular and narrower than

their intervals. At the end of the embryonic shell the whorl slightly

widens abruptly, with sculpture of rather coarse irregular obliquely

radial wrinkles and traces of fine spiral striae. The last whorl has

unequal, irregularly spaced oblique wrinkles, weak and low at the base,

which is densely covered with minute wavy spiral strise, obsolete in old

individuals. Where the wrinkles pass over the angular periphery they

are sometimes somewhat more emphatic, a little pinched up. There

are no spaced circular threads or cuticular fringes on the base. Whorls

4|, convex, the last double the width of the preceding. Base very

convex. The aperture is very shortly ovate or nearly circular, very

oblique, and about one-half the diameter of the shell. The ends of the

lips converge. The short parietal callus is a thin transparent film, or

in old shells the peristome is continuous, as a raised parietal ledge."

Old age is expressed by a deeper descent of the last whorl and closer

approach of the lip margins, as usual in the genus Oreohelix.
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Seven fully adult shells of the original lot measure

:

Alt. 10, diam. 15 mm.

9,
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3. Onion Creek Form.—This form resembles the second form from

Cave Creek and 0. c. emigrans in shape. Compared with 0. clappi the

whorls are flatter, less convex, sutures not so deep. The last whorl

invariably falls to the aperture further below the angle of the preceding

whorl, and the peripheral angle continues strong as far as the lip-edge.

Cuticle thin, persistent, not ragged or broken, light greenish olive,

lustreless, with occasional dark oblique lines, which, near the aperture,

become crowded. It is seldom banded spirally and then the bands

are indistinct, obscure brown and transparent. The growth-striae are

sharper, more distinct than in Cave Creek clappi. It is very densely

and distinctly striated, spirally. Oblique waved riblets and traces of

spiral wreaths on the base, as in 0. c. emigrans, are shown in young

shells, and sometimes upon the penultimate whorl of the mature

shell within the aperture, but seldom persistent upon the exterior.

There are nearly 5 whorls. The aperture is pear-shaped, its upper

margin nearly straight (consequent upon the flatness of the whorls);

Fig. 8.

—

Oreohelix clappi, lower Cave Creek, Station 12.

not arched, as in typical 0. clappi. The smaller shells measure about

8.8 X 15 mm.; the largest in about one hundred specimens measure:

Alt. 10^, diam. 17^ mm.
" 10^, " 17 "

10,

101

17

17

16

Foimd at the head of the main fork of Onion Creek, a branch of

Turkey Creek, on the north side of the range. It was found in a shat-

tered column of quartzite in company with Ashmunella, Sonorella,

Sitccinea avara and two rattle-snakes, Crotalus pricei and C. lepidus.

Oreohelix chiricahuana dwelt in the limestone over the ridge, less than

a half mile distant. The station is about 4 miles from the locality

of 0. clappi and 16 from that of 0. c. emigrans, and upon a direct
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line between the two. This is tlie greenest in color of the group, the

texture of the cuticle is the most harsh and it is the largest in diameter.

4. Form from Rucker Canyon.—The sculpture in this form is

weak, the obliciue wrinkles smooth, in part effaced, and lower on the

base; spiral striation weak or subobsolete, hardly noticeable above.

Cuticle glossy, persistent, varying from rather bright green or greenish-

yellow to brownish-olive, the two brown bands distinct. There are

sometimes two fainter bands, one above, the other on tlie base. The

last whorl is only very obtusely angular, the angle, well rounded, usually

falls less in front than in the Onion Creek lot. The aperture is con-

spicuously longer than in typical 0. clappi; upper margin decidedly

arched. In old shells the lip-ends approach closely, but are not

connected as in the t^'pical 0. clappi, the callus l^etween them remaining

thin and transparent.

Up to 3^ whorls the young cany five strong cuticular fringes below,

one at the periphery and one above. The cuticle in larger shells is

smooth.

The largest in 45 measured :

Alt. 10, diam. 16-^ mm.
" 10, " 16^ "

" 10, " 16* "

" 91 " m "

" 9, " 15^ "

This is the handsomest of the group in color and, with the exception

of 0. c. cataracta, the smoothest, the base being polished with somewhat
of a varnish-like gloss. The last whorl is even more rounded per-

ipherally than in typical 0. clappi. In 1908 it was found in a deep

gulch, the "box" of Rucker Can3^on, at about 8,000 feet elevation,

on both sides of the stream in sliding rock, where the atmosphere was

as moist as the stations on Cave Creek, about 12 miles distant. It is

a near neighbor with 0. barbata, a small form of the latter being plenti-

ful at the twin caverns in the box, while 0. clappi was found half a

mile farther down the stream.

5. Shake Gulch Form.—The shell is sharply angular peripherally,

the angle becoming obtuse near the lip; whorls flattened above;

cuticle dull, lusterless, pereistent, obscure olive at the base, the upper

surface with a russet suffusion, peristome black-bordered. There are

one or two faint bands. The smface is obliquely, rather obtuselv,.

wrinkled, the base distinctly striate spirally, growth-lines low, not

waved. The sculpture of the embryonic shell is very weak, and
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seems closer than usual. Unfortunately, no young examples were

taken.

This form is usually more depressed than that from Onion Creek,

with less sharp oblique sculpture. It resembles the remote Onion

Creek colony in the lusterless cuticle. Fourteen of about 20 shells

taken measure:

Alt. 9, diam. 15.5 mm. (4 specimens)
'^

9,
" 15.7 "

''

9,
" 14.7 ^'

"
10,

'' 14.5 '' (senile form).
"

9.5,
" 16.7 "

"
9,

" 14.5 ''

"
10,

" 17
"

9.5,
" 17

''
9.5,

" 16.5 ''

"
9.75,

'' 16
''

9.5,
'' 16

Shake Gulch, where these shells were fovmd, is on the southwest

side of the range at about 5,500 feet elevation about 12 miles from the

Rucker "box."^^ They live in a rock slide near the stream.

6. HoRSE-SHOE Canyon Form.—Similar to the preceding except

that the peripheral angle is less acute ; between the Shake Gulch and

Rucker lots in form. Fragments of a long cuticular fringe remain in

^places in the suture from the third whorl to near the aperture, but

there are no spiral series of granules or cuticular prominences on the

base, thereby differing from 0. c. emigrans, and like the forms geo-

graphically nearest. Only two collected, both adult, measuring

alt, 9, diam. 16 mm.
Found in Horse-shoe Canyon about ten miles from the mouth, in

slide rock, on the opposite side of the main fork from the Red Box,

at about 7,000 feet elevation. Both shells taken were freshly dead.

Oreohelix clappi cataracta n. subsp.

The shell is depressed, nearly lens-shaped ;
periphery strongly angular,

brio-ht olive green, thin, polished, translucent, occasionally marked

with two transparent bands ; 4^ whorls, the last wider than in clappi.

with the periphery near the flattened top, base strongly convex.

Aperture nearly all below the periphery. Parietal callus short,

"Shake Gulch is .so named from the circumstance that "shakes" (split

.qhmgles) are there made from the cypress.
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merely a thin film on the penultimate whoii. Cuticle smooth and

without "fringes" in young or old, very delicately striated spirally;

sculpture of the embryonic whorl delicate, usually worn off.

Probably only the first of those measured is mature:

Alt. 6.1, diam. 13.8 mm.
"

6i, " 12

'' Qh ' 11

" 5,
'• 11

Found at the Cave Creek Falls in broken rock sprayed by the falls,

and near the water's edge, in company with a very small form of

Fig. 9.

—

Oreohelix chippl catarada P. and F.

Ashmunella chiricahuana. It was also found occasionally among
the rocks higher up the slide with 0. barbata and Ashmunella angidata.

About 25 were found in two visits to the stations. None were alive,

but some perfectly fresh. It is probably a deep burrower. This is the

only station where 0. barbata and 0. clappi were found together.

0. c. cataracta is quite a distinct race. The green, polished base

reminds one of Omphalina. It is the smoothest and most depressed

form of 0. clappi.

Oreolielix chiricahuana Pilsbry. Fig. 10.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 283, pi. XI, figs. 1-3 (sliell), pi. XIX, fig. 4
(genitalia), pi. XXIII, fig. 24 (jaw).

The range or this species extends from Emigrant Canyon to Lime-

stone Mountain, a distance of about 50 miles. Its range is mark-

edly discontinuous towards the north and south ends, but from White

Tail to Cave Creek Canyons the colonies are not widel}- sepai-ated.

It is always found on limestone, never where the country rock is meta-

morphic or igneous.

The several races differ as follows

:
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a.—Sculpture of sharp fine striie along the lines of growth, conspicuous

on the base, where there are also spiral striae and some widely

spaced larger spirals.

h.—Shell smaller, diameter about 11 mm., whorls 4^ to 5; peripheral

keel well expressed 0. chiricahuana.

6'.—Shell larger, diameter about 14 mm., whorls 5^; peripheral keel

strongly projecting, the whorl hollowed above and below

it 0. c. 'percarinata

(i\—Sculpture obsolete, the oblique striae course and blunt, the base

especially nuich smoother; si)iral sculpture weak or wanting;

diameter usually 12 to 15 mm., whorls 5^ to 5h 0. c. obsoleta.

The type locality is on the slope with southern exposure below the

cave in Cave Creek Canyon, Station 8 on map, p. 107. The dry

ravine has steep sides of steeply dipping, more or less calcareous shale

and earth formed by its decomposition. The dead shells are profusely

scattered; living ones are under dead mescal (Agave), sotol (Dasyii-

rion) and bear-grass, with Thi/sanophora horni, Succinea avara, Vitrea

Fig:. 10.—0. chiricdhnann, Cave Creek,
Station N.

Fig. 11

—

(). c. percarinata P. and F.,

Cross J Mountain

indentata and Holospira. The colony here is about 250 yards long

and perhaps 100 wide in the widest place. The shells are very uniform

in size

:

Alt 6 6.8 6.5 6.5 6.8 6.8mm.
Diam 11.1 11 H H 10.5 11.5 mm.

The shells are white, with the earlier whorls flesh-tinted, a faint

fleshy-corneous band at the outer third of the top of the last whorl,

which has two grayish or fleshy corneous bands on the outer half of

the base or a general fleshy corneous suffusion there. A scalariform

mutation rarely occurs.

From the cave we found large colonies at intervals westward nearly

to the western rim of the valley, at Stations 5, 6 and 7 on map, p. 107.

At Station 5, on a steep north slope along the creek, under rocks,

about 3 miles west of the cave, the shells are similar but larger, 12 to

13 mm. in diameter.
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At Station 6, about half way up the north side of the limestone

ridge, the shells were like those from the cave in size, Ijut somewhat

whiter, more calcareous. Near and at the top of the ridge, along the

southern side, east and west of station 7, 0. chiricahuana is, widely

distributed. The shells here are like those from Station 6, but smaller,

the largest 10 mm. in diameter. This colony is probably 1,500 feet

higher than the cave. The smaller size of the shells from Station 7

may probably be correlated with a dryer and hotter habitat. How far

down the south slope it extends we did not learn. We found 0.

chiricahuana nowhere else in Cave Creek Canyon, nor has the typical

form been encoimtered elsewhere.

Oreohelix chiricahuana percarinata n. subsp. Fig. 11.

The shell is larger than typical 0. chiricahuana, whitish, clouded

and suffused with flesh color, depressed, with a compressed, projecting

peripheral keel, the last wiiorl excavated, concave above and below

the keel, elsewhere strongly convex. Striation oblique, rather coarse

and quite irregular above, sharper and strongly arcuate below. Spiral

i.Lis5<— .^SiaXcmy S"

Fig. 12.—Summit Cross of J Mountain, seen from the mouth of Big Emigrant Can-
yon, at X on map, p. 121. Entire range of 0. c. 'percarinata shaded. At
Station 5 and over much of the slope around Station 6, Sonorella optata

was found. High granitic spur on left.

threads few and fine or wanting on the upper surface; on the base

there are two to four major spirals at wide intervals, with fine spiral

threads over the whole base. The last whorl rarely falls far below

the carina at the aperture. Alt. 8, diam. 14 mm. ; whorls 5\.

Summit of Cross J Mountain near the mouth of Big Emigrant

Canyon, Station 5 on map, p. 121. November 12, 1906. This locality is

farther north than any other known colony of Oreohelix in the Chiri-

cahua range. The Oreohelices were found around the summit, which

is probably about 7,500 feet elevation, and along the ridge northward,

down about 500 feet, but not in the valle,y (Station 6), where Sonorella
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lives. This slope of tlie mountain is limestone, becoming cherty

above, but the summit is angular, friable quartzite (?), among the

fragments of which the Oreohelices live. None were found on the

ridge running toward the mouth of the canyon, which is composed

of a disintegrating, coarse-grained granitic rock. There is little vege-

tation of any kind on the upper part of Cross J Mountain. The
station is rocky, barren and exposed. The snails are moderately

abundant, though living ones are hard to get.

Paradise Canyon. On the south side, about two miles below the town

of Paradise, Oreohelix was found in some abundance, but owing to the

snow which covered the ground at the time we camped there (November

20) but few living examples were taken. The form is almost identical

with that of Cross J Mountain, the adult differing only in having the

radial striation on the base a little more regular, and the major spirals,

of wliich there are three or four, often somewhat stronger, though in

some shells they are hardly noticeable. In young and half-grown shells

a thin cuticular thread runs along the summit of each of the strise,

and at the intersections of the major spirals these threads rise in

short triangular processes. This feature was not observed in the

shells from Cross J Mountain.

Another similar lot was taken on the northern slope of the canyon.

These places are probably not far from the 6,000 feet contour, being

thus much lower than Cross J Mountain.

The separation of these colonies from the Cross J Mountain colony

of 0. c. percarinata probably indicates independent evolution of

the same characteristics, since an area occupied by 0. chiricahuana

ohsoleta lies between Big Emigrant and Paradise Canyons.

Oreohelix chiricahuana obsoleta n. subsp. Fig. 13.

In White Tail Canyon, this form of 0. chiricahuana was taken at

Stations 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14—all on the southern side except 3,

which is just over the crest of the ridge on the Pinery side. The

sculpture is rather rude and blunt, the striation less sharp than in

the Cave Creek form, being effaced or subobsolete especially on the

base where spiral lines are wanting or rarely weakly indicated, while

Cave Creek chiricahuana has sharp, subregular striation and distinct

spirals. Two or three inner whorls are brown, the rest being white

with some faint gray streaks and scattered dots. Whorls 5^ to 5^

(4^ in typical chiricahuana), the last carinated as in chiricahuana.

The shape varies from typical to decidedly more elevated, and the size

everywhere exceeds that of Cave Creek shells. A series from the

typical Station 14, where it is abundant, measures

:
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Alt 9.7 9 9.5 9 9.5 mm.
Diam 15 15 14 14.2 14.2 mm.
Wxioi-Is 5J 5i 5^

Alt 10 9.2 9.8 9 8.7 mm.
Diam 14.2 14 13.5 13 12 ^ mm.
Whorls 5^ 5^ 5^

In the.se shells the peripheral angle is about as in Cave Creek types,,

but the base is smoother,

the striation nearly /r(T\^^;
effaced, and spiral strise " ZX.

are wanting or very rarely

a few may be faintly X(\\V'X>^^"^^\A\\^^
seen under the keel. i^^v¥^;^$5!^^>^^^#5#^sm\M

Shells from Stations ^,^ ^ >"^\V, ^'^^ '"^a^am^'t

1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 12 agree with ^^^^^^^Wmm^:^^^-^/m
those from 14. These

stations are on rather a

steep slopes with gener-

ally northern exposure,

and from somewhat ^<v vv\ ^^-.^^^

over 6,000 to about 7,000

feet elevation. The /f(((\i^

distribution over this j\{\\4\J^i$M^!^M^^^^
area is nearly or quite

continuous.

At Station 3, just over

the crest of the ridge, on

the Pinery Canyon side,

probably a little over

7,000 feet elevation, the

shells are smaller, 11.8 .<<:T^^^^

to 13 mm. diameter;

otherwise similar. This

station is very high and /[a^
exposed, on a sunny

Vs^'^'^'^X' \ WWWWl)))/
slope, hence extremely \^0^^\^^\v
dry and arid; but the

following record shows

that mere elevation is
°

not a factor of impor- Fig. vs.~0. c obsoletaF. and F. A, White Tail,

tnnop On tViP^niifV, «iVla
Station 14; ]i,C, Limestone Mountain. Drawntance. un tiie south side ^^ gg,,^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ j

_

of White Tail Creek, onlv
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a few feet above the bed of the canyon, at and below the mouth of

Indian Creek, the shells are equally small, 12 to 13 mm. in diameter.

The station is deficient in herbage, more barren than higher up the

slopes.

In the Box Canyon of White Tail we found a colony wiiich differed

from all other lots of the White Tail region in sculpture, the striation

being distinct and rather sharp on the base, as in typical chiricahuana,

and with very weak traces of fine spiral lines. The peripheral keel

projects more, approaching the shape of the race from Big Emigrant

Canyon; otherwise the shape, size and number of whorls is as in

0. c. obsoleta. The conditions at this station were imfortunately not

noted particularly.

No specimens of this shell were taken by Ferriss and Daniels in 1907,

as they did not explore the limestone ridges. In 1908 Ferriss and

Pomeroy found it again in Hand's Pass, over the range from White

Tail, in the Head of Pinery Canyon.

The embryonic shell is strongly, regularly ribbed. The shell has

5| whorls, rounded, arcuate, keel nearly obsolete near the aperture

in mature shells; aperture nearly round, the angle formed by the

peripheral keel hardly perceptible.

Alt lOi lOi lOi 10 8i
Diam 16 14^ 14^ 15^ 14

They were found for several miles upon both sides of the trail in

the scattered stone upon the hillsides and around the cliffs.

In the head of Mackey's W^ash, sloping to the north, a few were

found, but no aged shells. The major spirals upon the under surface

are represented by very low, obtuse ridges. The keel becomes very

obtuse on the last whorl near the aperture. 0. c. obsoleta was also found

in the head of Onion Creek (between Paradise and Jhu Canyons).

In 1907 Mr. Ferriss passed over the wide part of the range from

Paradise to the mouth of Rucker Canyon and Shake Gulch, some

25 miles from the Cave Creek Station, and here again 0. c. obsoleta

(fig. 13 6, c) was found in a foothill known as Limestone Mountain,

about ten miles in length and some 7,000 or 7,500 feet above the sea.

These are the largest specimens so far found, thick and rounded,

opaque white or pink-white and very little clouded. The wrinkles

were coarse but obtuse upon the upper surface, the base smooth,

without a trace of spiral lines.

Alt 11 lOi 11 12 9
Diam IGi 16 15^ 15+ 15
Whorls 5l
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In "Canyon No. 3" (not knowing a l^etter name) the shells were

sometimes specked with transparent dots.

Alt

Diam
iH
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in color from pale greenish to dark reddish brown, some with wide

indistinct red bands. Many lose their fringes and part of the cuticle

before maturity. In one colony the shells were entirely naked. The
rows of cuticular fringes vary in number from five to ten. In size,

the shells are from 14^ inm. diameter down to 10 mm. in the race

minima. Elevation above the sea apparently does not control size.

The smaller forms usually dwell at 10,000 feet, and the largest at

7,000, but a pigmy form was found at the lowest altitude, and the

most robust at about 8,500 feet.

The deflection or dropping of the last whorl at the aperture is not

uniform or consistent in any colony, but it has significance in connec-

tion with the proportion of individuals so modified. In some colonies,

as that in Cave Creek, the last whorl as a general rule drops very little,

while in Barfoot Park it usually descends deeply.

In Cave Creek Canyon this species is confined to the border and

slope of the western escarpment. Ferriss (1904) took the types in

the talus half a mile below the falls of Cave Creek. These have ^
whorls, and are pale greenish ; the cuticular laminae light russet. There

are four to six, usually five, circular wreaths of triangular cuticular

scales, one small one being midAvay between periphery and suture,

but often wanting, one at periphery, and three or four on the base.

The last whorl is strongly angular throughout, and usually does not

descend very deeply in front. Parietal callus thin and moderately
long.

Alt. 7, diam. 13.5 mm., not including cuticular processes.
" 5, " 12 mm.

In 1906 we found almost similar specimens at Station 4 (marked by
two dots on the map, p. 107), darker in color, with sometimes as many as

eight cuticular wreaths, sharph' cai-inated or angular at the periphery.

These were on a well-shaded northern slope, under rocks in a coarse talus.

This place is two or three hiuulred feet above the bed of the "wash"
and about one hundred below the cliffs, just opposite a little grove

of aspens among the oak scrub, which form a conspicuous landmark
near the head of the "wash," from their rarity in this canyon. The
snails here had been preyed upon by the mice.

In Turkey Creek near the head of one of the eastern branches at

an elevation of about 8,500 feet, Ferriss and Daniels took fully devel-

oped examples in 1907 (pi. VI, figs. 1, 2, 3). The shells are strongly

angular to the aperture, and measure 13 to 14^ mm. diameter, with

4^ to 4f whorls. They have 7 beautifully developed WTeaths in the

best preserved individuals. The last whorl drops fully 2 mm. at the
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aperture. They were found in a talus upon an eastern slope of a

steep mountain side, and possessed the best developed, longast and

most persistent cuticular wreaths.

A second colony in the head of one of the eastern forks of Turkey

Creek, found in 1908, approaches more closely the Barfoot Park series.

The shell is greenish under a pale brownish cuticle with a red band;

five short cuticular wreaths ; last whorl drops 1 mm. ; margins of aper-

ture connected by thick callus. Diam. 12, alt. 7 mm.
These snails live in numerous colonies around the region of the

Falls of Cave Creek and the heads of the branches northward as far as

Turkey Creek. As the original photographic figures do not show the

shape clearly, a new figure has been drawn (fig. 14) of a shell denuded

of cuticular fringes, from Cave Creek, Station 4.

Blunt-edged Variety.—In Barfoot Park, Rustler's Park, at about

9,000 feet, a slide at the head of Turkey Creek, Ash fork of Cave Creek,

Snow -shed Movmtain at the head of Cave Creek, and the head of

Rock Creek, a form occurs in which the shell is smaller than typical

0. harbata and in fully adult shells the last whorl often descends the

full width of the former whorl ; the periphery also is somewhat less

sharply angular, and becomes almost roiuided near the aperture.

Alt. 5.5, diam. 11.3 mm.. Station, Barfoot Park.
" (\ "11 " " " "

This is distinctly a decadent form, as denoted by the tendency of

adult shells to assume the old-age feature of a very deeply descending

last whorl. In Barfoot Park it lives in a deep slide of igneous rock

having a southern exposure. In Rustler's Park in a few stones on

the hillside.

On the Ash fork of Cave Creek a colony has 4^ whorls, the shell is

white under the cuticle, which is dark reddish brown above, lighter

brown below; occasionally with five cuticular fringes; last whorl drops

1 mm. Diam. 12, alt. 6^ mm., aperture 4^ mm.
A colony at the spring branch of Rucker Canyon, north side and near

the head. Station 10a, resembles the above closely (pi. VI, figs. 4, 5).

The umbilicus is a little more open, cuticle dark reddish brown, banded

with red above; six cuticular fringes. Diam. 12^, alt. 6 nmi. It is

strongly angular to the aperture, and the last whorl falls much more

in front than is usual in Cave Creek shells.

In a slide of rock on the north side at the head of Raspberry Gulch

(a tributary of Rucker Creek, which it enters at the Box Canyon) a

colony had only 4 whorls. The umbilicus measured 3^ mm. wide.

Cuticle dark reddish brown, with a short fringe on the periphery; last

whorl drops H mm. Diam. 12, alt. 6^.
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On the west slope of Snow-shed Mountain, at the head of Cave

Creek, ahnost one continuous tahis, was acolony similar to the preceding.

Shell transparent when young, occasionally with 5 short fringes.

Diam. only 10^, alt. 5| nmi.

In a dry talus fully exposed to the sun and sloping to the south

on the head of Rock Creek was a colony heavily covered at maturity

with 9 or 10 black fringes, periphery rounded as in the Rustler Park

and Barfoot Park specimens; aperture 4^ mm. Margins connected

by a thick callus; umbilicus varies from 3 to 3^. Diam. 11, alt. 6^.

The five colonies above were found by Ferriss in 1908.

In 1907 Ferriss and IJaniels found a small heavily fringed form in

the talus of a gulch in the head of the southeast fork of Pinery Canyon,

that in fringes resembles the type of barbata.

Like the above it had from 9 to 10 long fringes. The last whorl

dropped but one mm. Diam. 11, alt. 6, aperture 4 mm.

Oreohelix barbata minima n. subsp. PI. VI, figs. 6, 7.

At the head of Rucker Canyon (Station IHa) and in the Rucker

Box, Ferriss and Daniels found colonies in 1907 that were still further

depauperate than the above. F'erriss relocated the latter colony in

1908. These shells possess 4^ to 4^ whorls, the last whorl regularly

angular, the angle weakening neai the aperture in old shells. Toward

the end the whorl falls deeply at maturity. There are from 6 to 7

spiral fringes in the best preserved examples, but adults generally

are denuded or show only traces of the spiral wreaths. The margins

of the lip converge and form a perfect imion in maturity, being joined

by a very short parietal callus, and the aperture is sometimes raised

above and free from the penultimate whorl.

The shells from the head of Rucker are uniform brown in color and

measure

:

Alt. 5, diam. 10 . 3, umbilicus 3, diam. aperture 3 . 5 mm. ; whorls 4^
u ^ u

iQ^
u 3 -, << u 3 25 " "

4^

Those from Rucker Box are light brown, sometimes albinistic, light

green.

Six specimens from the Box of Rucker Canyon, type locality,

measure

:

Alt 5.8 5.25 6 5.25 5.25 5

Diam 10 10.5 10 10 10 10

This is the most decadent race, being reduced in size in addition to

the deeply descending last whorl and in old shells the nearly or quite

free peristome. Colonies of larger forms of 0. barbata occur at greater
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elevations than the Rucker Box (about 7,000 feet), so that the degen-

eration is probably due to other local causes.

Fig. 15.—O. h. minima P. and F., Rucker Canyon, Station XUa.

Genus ASHMUNELLA Pils. and CkU.

A study of the genitalia of Chiricahuan Ashmunellas leads to the

conclusion that all the species of that range are of common ancestry,

and more closely related inter se than any are to New Mexican or

Huachucan species. In other words, the specific differentiation has

been mainly subsequent to the Isolation of this fauna.

In both Chiricahuan and Huachucan species the penis is bipartite,

consisting of an upper and a lower portion separated by a submedian

constriction. In the Huachucan

series the upper segment is enlarged

like the lower (see plate XX, Proc.

A. N. S. Phila., 1909). In

Chiricahuan forms the upper seg-

ment of the penis is very narrow,

hardly larger than the epiphallus,

but its distal end is invariably a

little swollen, and contracts

abruptly where it passes into the

epiphalius^". The penis retractor

is extremely short in Chiricahuan

species, longer in Huachucan.

The spermatheca is more or less

varicose in Huachucan species,

but this is hardly apparent in Chiricahuan forms. The vagina in the

Chiricahuan series is swollen and muscular in its upper part, smaller

with thinner walls below. In other respects the organs are alike in

the two series. These considerations lead to the conclusion that the

whole Chiricahuan series of Ashmunella constitutes one phylum, the

Huachucan series another. Doubtless the two phyla were of common

ancestry; but their evolution on the two parallel mountain ranges

has been independent. The extraordinary resemblances between

some Chiricahuan and Huachucan species, which led us in 1905 to

^^ The slender upper continuation of the penis was not always recognized in

our former (1905) work on Chiricahuan snails, although once understood it is

clear enough.

Fig. l(i.—Terminal ducts of genitalia

of Ashmunella p. aZbicawdo, Station 4,

White Tail Canyon. Sp, base of

spermatheca! duct; Ovi, base of ovi-

duct; P, lower, swollen portion of

penis; p. upper end of penis.
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unite some of them specifically,-^ are wholly due to evolution along

parallel lines in the two stocks. This orthogenetic evolution has

resulted in the most extraordinary parallelism. By degeneration

of the teeth of the aperture, wholly toothless forms have arisen

as terminal evolution products in both phyla ; and these are so similar

in shell-characters that they are indistinguishable. Other forms in

both phyla have evolved aV-shaped parietal tooth, like that of Polygyra.

While the shell is extremely consen-ative in Sonorella, in the related

genus Ashmunella it appears to be the most plastic part of the

organism. As in Polygyra and many other molluscan groups in which

complex hard parts have been evolved, many races and species are

characterized by varying degrees of degeneration of the teeth of the

aperture. In the current phraseology, this may be due to the action

of an inhibiting factor, earher or later checking the development of

teeth. This seems to have taken place independently in most of the

centres of Ashmunella evolution. Toothless apertures are no doubt

primitive in the Belogenous Helices, so that secondarily simplified

forms, such as A. varicifera and A. chiricahuana, have completed an

evolution cycle, returning to the primitive simplicity of aperture.

Whether such forms can give rise to new series having dentate

apertures remains uncertain.

Key to Chiricahuan Ashmunellas.

I.—Aperture toothless or with very small vestiges of teeth only.

a.—Shell chestnut brown, glossy, the lip narrow, without traces

of teeth A. chiricahuana.

a^.—Shell light brown without much luster; usualty with a callous

ledge within the outer lip, or other weak vestiges of teeth.

A. esuritor.

b.—Penis normal.

h^.—No penis ; vagina long, much swollen above.A. metamorphosa.

II.—Aperture obstructed by three or four large teeth.

a.—Very acutely carinate, the carina projecting above the suture;

whorls of the spire flat A. fcrrissi.

a^.—Carina not projecting at sutures or wanting.

b.—Surface papillose or scaly; shell thin, strongly carinate.

A. lepiderma.

b^.—Surface not scaly or conspicuously papillose.

c.—Basal tooth single, bifid, or with two basal teeth nearer

together than the outer one is to the outer lip tooth.

d.—Periphery obtusely angular in front, becoming rounded;
yoimg with a slight lip-rib only A. duplicidens.

d^.—Periphery strongly angular or carinate.

^' In 1905 we considered the Chiricahuan Ashmunella proxima to be a sub-
species of the Huachucan ^4. levettei. The Huachucan .4. varicifera we thought
identical with the Chiricahuan A. chiricahuana.
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e.—Whorls fully 6; lip narrow, convex, not forming a
projecting angle above A. p. fissidens.

e\—Wliorls 5^; lip wide, angulated above; young forming
_ a very heavy lip-rib A. p. alhicauda.

c^.—Three lip teeth separated by nearly equal spaces.
d.—Corneous or light brown; whorls of the spire convex;

outer basal tooth not greatly compressed.
e.—Corneous; basal teeth subequal and well separated.

A. proxima.
e\—Basal teeth somewhat united, the inner often reduced,

young shells having a very heavy lip-rib.

A. p. emigrans.
d^.—Shell dark brown; whorls of the spire flattened; outer

basal tooth strongly compressed, entering.A.angulata.

The genitalia are very similar in all Chiricahuan species examined

—

so similar that we omit detailed descriptions and merely add here a

table of measurements in mm. of the organs in examples of the several

species.

Species and locality

c

0.
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Group of Ashmunella proxima.

From Old Fort Bowie these forms extend southeastward to the end

of the Chiricahua range. Northward bej^ond the depression at the

Fort, in the Dos Cabezas end of the range, no Ashmunella has been

found. The mountains here are apparently too barren and dry for

Ashmunella, though they support the more hardy Sonorellas.

The colonies seem to be small and widely separated in the area

northwestward of White Tail Canyon, but much of that country remains

to be explored, especially between Big Emigrant and Wliite Tail

Canyons, as well as the entire region of the southw^estern w'atershed.

A. ferrissi and A. angulata are distinct from the others by their

flattened whorls and conspicuously compressed outer basal tooth.

The other species are intimately related, and their variations make

a complexly branching form-chain. An adec[uate study of the

material in hand, some thousands of shells, would recjuire more ample

time than we can give. Since not half of the territory is adequately

covered by our series, we must leave full consideration of the subject

for another occasion.

Our knowledge of the forms from Rucker and Horseshoe Canyons

and the region around them is still very defective. The forms seem

to be related somewhat, as shown in the foDowing diagram

:

proxima

I

emigrans lepiderma

pomeroyi, albicauda—fissidens

duplicidens

If a single basal tooth is primitive, then A. duplicidens is the least

evolved member of the series and of the whole Chiricahuan group of

Ashmunellas. Then A. proxiina and lepiderma would be the most

evolved. All of the forms with more or less concrescent basal teeth

are extremely variable in the degree of union of these teeth. Every

colony of fissidens, emigr'ans, albicauda, pomeroyi and duplicidens

shows great individual variation in this respect. There seems to be

complete intergradation between the separated basal teeth of proxima

and the united teeth or single tooth of fissidens and duplicidens.

Ashmunella lepiderma n. sp. PI. VII, figs. 1-7.

Shell umbilicate, the umbilicus about one-fifth the total diameter

of the shell, much depressed, biconvex, acutely carinated peripherally,
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thin, corneous-brown. The surface is lusterless, sculptured with fine,

unequal wrinkle-strise, and covered with a network of cuticular scales

or processes (readily removed by cleaning). There are 5^ whorls,

the first one corneous and glossy, the first three convex; subsequent

whorls convex above, impressed above the lower suture; last whorl is

distinctly impressed above the projecting peripheral keel, the base

convex; in front it descends slightly or not at all to the aperture, and

is narrowly, rather deeply, guttered close behind the lip on the base.

The aperture is lunate, contracted by four teeth : a wide one within

the outer lip, two contiguous tubercles in the basal lip, and an olslique

straight parietal tooth. Parietal callus thin and transparent.

Alt. 4.8, diam. 11.7 mm.
"42 " 11 2 "

" 5.5. " 12.2 "

White Tail Canyon, on the northern side only, at Stations 10, 11, 16,

17, etc., in "slides" of igenous rock (rhyolite); type locality, Station

11, in a slide of angular rhyolite, coming down to the trail in the bed

of the canyon, with SonoreUa micra. See map on p. 75.

Genitalia are of the type usual in the fissidens group. The epi-

phallus and spermatheca are a little shorter, proportionately, than in

A. p. alhicauda or emigrans. Measurements of the organs of three

individuals may be foimd in the table on p. 97. The mantle within

the last whorl is cream-white with a few inconspicuous gray dots;

collar pale slate-tinted.

This species, of which several hundred specimens were taken,

inhabits suitable rock-slides over the whole northern side of White

Tail Canyon. At Station 11 it occurs close to the bottom of the

canyon, and only a short distance from where A. fissidens is found on

the opposite side. The slopes of this side of the canyon are steep,

interrupted by cliffs, and the heights are difficult of access. At

Station 16 there are extensive rock slides sloping northward towards

the mesa, and perhaps 1,500 feet higher than Station 11. Here it

passes over the ridge and inhabits the opposite slope. While belonging

to the fissidens group, this species is very distinct by its sculpture of

cuticular -scales, the strong carination, thin texture, etc. The young

shells form only a weak callous rib w^ithin the lip at resting periods.

At all the stations there is considerable variation in size and, as in

all Chiricahua Ashmunellas, the height of the spire varies a good deal

among individuals of any colony. At Station 17 the shells average
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smaller than in other places, about 4 x 10.3 mm.; but a few are as

large as 11.5 mm. diameter and many as small as 9.5 mm. The

scale-like sculpture is especially well developed "in shells from this

station. In some colonies the cuticular scales are minute, sparse or

even wanting in adult shells.

At Hand's Pass, at the head of Jhu Canyon, this species reappears.

The surface is regularly very minutely pustulate, some perfectly fresh

shells having minute cuticular appendages on the pustules in places.

There are also some cuticular spiral hair-lines on the base. Alt. 5,

diam. 12 mm., whorls 6. This colony is separated from the type

locality by the whole southern slope of White Tail Canyon, where

lepiderma certainly does not occur. We have considered the possi-

bility that the Hand's Pass form may be an independent convergent

modification of the proxima stock; but in the absence of alcoholic

material permitting a full comparison this hypothesis must remain in

abeyance.

Ashmunella proxima Pils. Fig. 17.

I Ashmunella levettei proxima Pils., Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 242.

This species was described from "Sawmill Canyon," otherwise known
as Rigg'sor Pine Canyon, where the senior author collected it in 1904.

We did not find it there in 1906, but our search was impeded by snow.

We found it near Fort Bowie in company with Sonorella bowiensis.

The exact locality is a little thicket of long-leaved scrub oalcs, just

below a low rock-wall, somewhat more than half-way up "Quartzite

Hill." on the side facing Dixon's house, shown at (1) in the sketch on

p. 67. This is about a mile from Old Fort Bowie.

Similar shells were also taken at Crook's Peak (Ferriss and Daniels)

in 1907; only two specimens.

In ranking A. proxima as a subspecies of A. levettei, a wrong estimate

was made of its affinities. It Ls related to A. fissidens and duplicidens,

but differs from both by having two distinctly separated teeth on the

basal lip. A. levettei angigyra stands very near proxima in shell-charac-

ters, but the lower end of the tooth within the outer lip runs inward in

angigyra, while in proxima the free edge of this tooth runs parallel with the

peristome. In angigyra the outer-basal and outer lip tooth are usually

closer together than are the two basal teeth. This is not the case in

proxima, in which the three teeth are about equally spaced. In soft

anatomy the two are quite distinct. A. I. angigyra has a far longer

penis of different shape and a shorter epiphallus and vagina than

A. proxima; moreover, angigyra has a radula with more teeth, and
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there are more ribs on the jaw. The shell is corneous-brown, t-ul)-

acutely angular at the periphery, the angle weakening on the last part

of the whorl, behind the lip, where the surface is more strongly striate.

Spire convex. There are 6j to 6^ very slowlj^ widening, slightly

convex whorls, the last descending somewhat in front. The aperture

has a rather long, concave-topped tooth within the outer lip, its face

concave. The basal lip has two tubercular teeth, a little compressed

laterally, the inner one smaller. These teeth divide the lower border

of the aperture into three nearly equal bays. The parietal tooth is

straight or slightly bent inward at the axial end ; never V-shaped, as it

frequently is in A. fissidens. Parietal callus thin. The umbilicus is

rather wide, contained 4f times in the diameter of the shell. The

surface is rather dull, finely striate, the striae appearing more or less

Fig. 17.

—

Ashniunella proxima, Quartzite Peak, Station 1.

irregular or interrupted under a strong lens. The size varies little

from 12 mm. diameter.

In perfectly fresh young shells a delicate pattern of minute low

granules on the upper surface may be seen with some difficulty. Some

very weak traces of spiral stride may sometimes be made out on the

base. The young shells have a callous rib within the lip, at resting

stages, but it is apparently not formed as frequently as in .4. fissidens.

The genitalia were figured in 1905, pi. 21, fig. 24. Having again

examined the individual dissected, we note that the penis was incor-

rectly drawn. The swollen basal half is everted (as in pi. 21, fig. 23),

hence does not show in the figure. The slender upper portion of the

penis is shown, its distal end indicated by a slight node, only indis-

tinctly drawn in my figure. With these corrections, it will be seen

that the organs are like those of emigrans, fissidens and albicauda.
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The mantle within the last whorl is white, \^'ith the anterior vessels

of the lung faintly traced in gray and having gray pigment along the

periphery.

Southern forms resembling A. proxima.—Raspberry Gulch. A few

specimens in poor condition are intermediate between proxima and

fissidens as to the basal teeth, but the umbilicus is much narrower than

in either, and the peripheral angulation is less pronounced, thus

approaching A. duplicidens. There are over 6 whorls. Other southern

localities for forms of A. proxima are Rucker Canyon and "Turtle

Head," a station between Crook's Peak and the mouth of Rucker.

A. fissidens should b}' rights be subordinated to proxima as a sub-

species, on account of the various intermediate fornxs; yet the status

of the races can be more clearly expressed by the artificial device of

making it a "species."

Ashmunella proxima emigrans n. subsp. Fig. 18.

On Big Emigrant Mountain, Big Emigrant Canyon, a race was found

having some characters of A. fissidens. The shell is somewhat larger

PMg. 18.

—

A. p. emigraN.'i. A, C, apertures of adult shells. B, young sliell 11 mm.
diam. Big Emigrant Canyon.

than proxima, more rol^ust, with slightly less than 6 whorls. The

two basal teeth are less separated, somewhat united by a callus at

their bases, and the inner one is generally smaller, frec^uently very

small. There is often the weak trace of an upper branch, making the

parietal tooth V-shaped. Fine spirals may be seen on the base of

tJie shell. The young shell forms a very strong callous rib within the

lip, as in A. fissidens. The umbilicus is narrow, contained five tunes

in the diameter of the shell. Alt. 5.8, diam. 13.2 mm.
This shell is like .4. fissidens except in the single character of having

the basal teeth more widely separated. As in that species, the inner

of the two basal teeth is quite variable in size. It is a race intermediate

in character between fissidens and proxima.
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Genitalia (pi. X, fig. 9) not materially differing from A. p. albicauda.

The swollen basal portion of the penis is less than half the total length.

The penial retractor is less than one millimeter long.

Ashmunella fissidens P'lU-

Proc. A. N. S. PhUa., 1905, p. 243.

This species was described from "dead" and discolored specimens,

thought to be from Cave Creek Canyon, collected by one of us (Mr.

Ferriss) in the course of a flying trip through the mountains in the

winter of 1904. In 1906 we collected extensively in Cave Creek;

a year later Messrs. Ferriss and Daniels did additional work there, but

nothing was seen of .4. fissidens. The location of the type colony,

therefore, remains uncertain. It is likely that the shells were picked

up in White Tail Canyon, also hurriedly traversed in 1904. Wliile

the prevalent form in White Tail differs from fissidens in several

respects, yet near the head of the canyon some exactly similar shells

were found by us in 1906. A lot from near the head of the left branch

(going up) (near Jim Artel's old camp) is typical fissidens; and we
suggest that this be regarded as the type locality in case true fissidens

is not hereafter found in Cave Creek.

In these shells the lip is not produced forward in an angle near the

upper insertion, and the upper angle is not filled with a callus; the lip

is narrow with rounded face; there is no upper branch developed on

the parietal wall, unless very weakly in some old shells; there are

fully 6 whorls; the young develop only a weak lip-rib at resting

stages.

Certain forms from much further south, in Shake Gulch, the foot of

Bonito Canyon and limestone Mountain, seem to be referable to

A. fissidens; but they are less angular, becoming rounded behind the

lip, and the umbilicus is decidedly smaller. More material is needed

to fix their status.

Ashmunella fissidens albicauda n. subsp. Fig. 19.

The upper end of the parietal wall stands more or less free and the

lip, near its upper insertion, runs forward in an angle; the posterior

angle of the aperture is heavily calloused, and the parietal tooth is

usually V-shaped by development of a weak upper branch. The
young shells form a very thick and hea\y callus within the lip at

resting stages (fig. 19D).

Adult shells are invariabl}^ acutely angular in front, the angle

Aveakening and almost disappearing on the latter part of the whorl.

Behind the aperture the striation is stronger and sometimes amounts
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to an irregular costulation. There is an angular gutter iDehind the

basal lip, and the reddish-brown color gives place there to a wide

buff stripe which borders the lip. The whole base has a sculj^ture of

extremely minute spiral lines in fresh examples ; and under the micro-

scope a very minute spiral lineolation is seen between these spiral

lines, which are readily visible with a hand lens. The upper surface

also shows very faint spiral lines in jilaces, and there is often some

B

Fig. 19.

—

Ashmunella f. albicauda P. and F. A-C, from Box of White Tail

(diam. 13.3 mm.) ; D, Station 14 (diam. 7 mm.) ; E, Station 2 (diam. 12 mm.)

;

F, Station 14.

interruption of the growth stria*, giving a slight appearance of puncta-

tion. Seven specimens from Station 14 measure:

Alt 5 5.5 4.8 4.7 5.2 4.8 5 mm.
Diam 12.5 12.5 12 11.5 11.5 11.3 11.3 "

Whorls 5+ 5^ 5^ 5h 5h 5h 5*

While variable in size and elevation of the spire, which may be nearly

flat or low-conic, and in the shape of the basal teeth, the variations

do not seem to differ in the several colonies.

Terminal ducts of the genitalia are figm^ed on p. 95, fig. 16, and

the measurements are given in the table, p. 97. The epiphallus in the

individual measured (No. 97,939, Station 4, in Wlrite Tail Canyon) is
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shorter than in A. p. emigrans or A. duplicidens, but this may be an

individual character.

A. f. alhicavda is foiuid in White Tail Canyon almost everywhere

on the southern side, but not on the opposite slope of the canyon. Speci-

mens were taken at Stations 1 to 5, 9, 12, 14, on the south side of the

Box Canyon and on the south side below Indian Creek, I'anging from

about 20 feet above the creek bed (at the last place) to about 7,500

feet elevation on the rim southward, where indeed it was taken at

Station 3, which lies across the acute divide and on the Pinery side.

Not one single specimen w^as found on the north side of the canyon,

where .4. lepiderma replaces it, coming down to the bottom of the

canyon.

The range of .4. fissidens in the Piner}^ and Piner}^ Canyon is un-

known. The great Pinery Valley lay before us in splendid panorama

from the ridge south of White Tail Canyon and again from the I'idge

north of Barfoot Park. Probably its ravines are inhabited by fissidens

and perhaps forms connecting that with A. proximo . It may be noted

that the large Sonorella of White Tail Canyon is a race of S. virilis,

of Barfoot Park, etc.

At all stations in Wliite Tail Canyon where man}^ shells were taken,

the same variations in height of spire noted under .4. duplicidens were

noticed. Otherwise there is variation in the size of the outer lip-tooth

and especially in that of the inner tubercle of the basal tooth. The
parietal tooth may be either straight at its axial end or abruptly

curved inward, and, when turned inward, a low ridge usually runs to

the outer end of the lip, making the parietal tooth V-shaped.

Ashmunella fissidens pomeroyi n. subsp. Fig. 20.

In Hand's Pass, head of Jhu Canyon, Ferriss and Pomeroy collected

Fig. 20.

—

Ashmunella /. pomeroiji P. and F., Hand's Pass.
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in 1908. The shells are similar to those of Wliite Tail Canyon in general

appearance, but differ in certain particulars, constituting a minor

race. They are in the average smaller, diam. 8^ to IH mm., rarely

13 mm., with 5^ whorls; the umbilicus is noticeably wider; the lip is

heav}' and wide. The basal teeth vary from completely united to

distinctly bifid, as in White Tail fissidens, or rarely they are almost

separated. In most examples these teeth are more united than in

White Tail specimens. The shape of the parietal tooth also varies

from V-shaped to simple. All of the shells'are more angular and more

depressed than A. dwplicidens.

Ashmunella duplicidens Pils. PI. VIII, figs. 1-8.

Proc. A. N. S. PhUa. 1905, p. 244.

After the first 1^ whorls the next four whorls more or less appear

minutely punctate in the best preserved examples, though in most

only an indistinctly interrupted condition of the striae can be made
out. Under the compound microscope some very fine close spiral

striation is seen on the base. The basal tooth is ordinarily doubled

as in figs 5 and 8; but sometimes is simple, the inner tubercle being

represented only by a sloping callus, as in figs. 1-3, 6, 17.

Immature shells form only a thin narrow rib within the lip at resting

stages, and have a wider, somewhat less angular, aperture than A.

fissidens. This thin lip-rib is subsequently wholly, or almost wholly,

absorbed, so that adult shells do not show whitish varLx-streaks.

Figs. 3 and 7 show the extremes of elevation and depression of the

spire. All of these figures are from topotypes, from Station 1 m
Barfoot Park—an extensive slide of coarse rock on a southern exposure.

It is an abundant species in this place.

In 1907 Mr. Ferriss found A. duplicidens in the head of Moree Canyon,

large shells, 13 to 14 mm. diam., with over 6 whorls ; in Rucker Canyon,

7,000 to 8,000 feet; and on Rucker Peak, where they are also rather

large. Small shells, 10.5 to 11.5 mm. diam., were taken at the Box of

Rucker. A specimen from Crook's Peak measures 14 mm. diam.

Large and well-developed duplicidens was found in Cave Creek

Canyon on the first branch west of the Falls fork of Cave Creek, diam.

14 to 15 mm., and at the Falls.

The genitalia of a specimen from the head of Morse Canyon are

figured, pi. X, fig. 8. The penis tapers more gradually than in allied

forms, the distinction between its swollen basal half and the slender

distal portion being obscure. This was also the case in the individual

figured in 1905 from the type lot, but in that preparation the enlarged

basal i^ortion of the penis was everted, hence does not show at all in
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the figure. The lung is 18 mm. long, kidney 7.5 mm., pericardium
.3.5 mm. The mantle within the last whorl is cream-colored with
spai-se black maculation. Earlier whorls have copious black pigmen-
tation along the top of the whorls.

Fig. 21.—^Principal collecting stations in Cave Creek and the Parlvs at its head.
Stations marked A were explored in 1907-8 by Ferriss, the others in 1906
by Ferriss and Pilsbry.
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The specimens figured (topotypes) measure: Alt. 6, diam. 13 mm.,

whorls 6|; alt. 6, diam. 12.2 mm., whorls 6^. The smallest specimen

seen is from Rucker Canyon, 7,000 feet, measuring alt. 4.9, diam.

10.5 mm., whorls 5^.

A. duplicidens stands very close to A. fissideyis, but it differs by the

more obtuse, though bluntly angular, last whorl, and by the young

shells, which form only a very thin, narrow ril) within the lip in resting

stages, while in fissidens a very strong and heavy callus is deposited.

The basal teetii are more imited than in typical fissidens.

A. duplicidens, .fissideyis and proxima are terms of one series of

forms differing chiefly, so far as the adult shells are concerned, in the

degree of separation of the basal tooth, which in duplicidens is a single

more or less bifid prominence, while in proxima there are two distinct

teeth. Wlien the canyons opening westward, between Rucker and

Ft. Bowie, have supplied series of shells as copious as those we have

obtained in the eastward canj^ons, another chapter may be added to

the history of this group.

Ashmunella angulata Pils-

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 190.5, p. 244.

In the south fork of Cave Creek we found this species abundantly.

This is the type locality and here it attains the largest size. A few

dead ones were picked up on a mountain-side southeast of Paradise,

towards Cave Creek, and at Station 12, in Cave Creek. It reappears

at the head of the canyon at the Falls, and at Stations 3 and 4 and

in the head of Turkey Creek. At these places the shells are smaller.

In 1907 Ferriss and Daniels took some specimens in Barfoot Park,

Station la. They are much less angular at the periphery than the

Cave Creek form. In 1908 it was taken in Horseshoe Canyon at the

"Red Box" (10 miles up the canyon) and at "5-mile camp"; also

in Rock Creek, at the head of Raspberry Gulch and in the Spring

Branch of Rucker Canyon. These localities greatly extend the range

of the species. The compressed outer basal tooth and less convex

whorls readily separate A. angidata from .1. proxima. Young shells

deposit a lip-callus at resting periods. It is thick in the middle,

tapering at the ends, as figured in our former paper, pi. XI, fig. 11.

Our former figure of the genitalia of A. cmgulata (1905, pi. 21, fig. 26)

is not satisfactory in one point, the slight enlargement marking the

upper end of the penis being omitted. This enlargement is rather

small yet distinct in the individual figured, which has been re-examined,

and is present in all the specimens opened (seven) from several stations.
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A new figure is given, pi. X, fig. 6, representing a specimen from Cave

Creek near Reed's Mountain, No. 87,020. The penial retractor

muscle is longer than in A. proxima and its allies.

Ashmunella ferrissi Pils. Fig. 22.

A. ferrissi Pils. Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 247, pi. 16, figs. 108-110, 113.

The type locality is in the talus at the foot of Reed's Mountain, at

Station 11, about a half mile below Reed's house, where it is found

with A. chiricahuana, Sonorella virilis, etc. Additional specimens

were taken here in 1906. The figures represent an elevated and a

depressed specimen.

Ashmunella ferrissi, Cave Creek, Station 11 (topotypes).

The embryonic shell seems to comprise the first If whorls. The
initial half whorl is smooth and glossy; then growth-striae begin below

the suture, gradually extending over the whole wddth of the whorl.

The third and fourth whorls are very minutely indistinctly marked
with subregularly arranged points, as though hairy in the immature
stage, though none taken retain any hairs. The rest of the whorls are

finely striate. The base also is marked with very fine, unequal growth-

striae, and under a strong lens shows faint, extremely fine and close

spiral striae. These are also faintly visible in places on the upper

surface. The carina first appears above the suture at the end of the

second whorl in some examples, in others at the end of the third.

There is considerable variation in size and degree of elevation.

Three of the specimens taken in 1906 at the type locality measure:

Alt. 6.2, diam. 12.5 mm.
'' 5.2, " 11.8 "

" 5.6, " 10.6 "

The punctation of the early neanic whorls, not noticed when the
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species was first described, shows that A. ferrissi is related to A. angu-

lata, a much more widely spread species.

Genitalia as usual in the group. Basal half of the penis is swollen.

As in A. angulata, the retractor muscle of the penis is longer than in

A. duplicidens, proxima, etc. The mantle within the last whorl is

white (pi. X, fig. 7).

Group of Ashmunella chiricahuana.

This group is distinguished by the very long spermatheca and

epiphalius and the open aperture, which is either toothless or provided

with minute vestigeal teeth which do not sensibly obstruct the opening.

A. chiricahuana has never been found to have any trace of teeth.

It varies in size and degree of elevation of the aperture. A. esuritor

frequently retains minute vestiges of teeth, but they are variable and

often hardly noticeable. It is less evolved than A. chiricahuana in

retaining this functionless reminiscence of the toothed ancestral form.

The series is exactly parallel to the A. levettei-varicifera series in the

Huachucas, but there the degeneration of teeth has been more recent

and all stages of the process still exist.

Ashmunella chiricahuana (Dall). Fig. 23.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 250.

This fine Ashmunella is widely distributed in Cave Creek Canyon,

living on reasonably moist north slopes where there is good rock

shelter, with Sonorella. In 1906 we took specimens at Stations 3, 4,

5, 11 , and in the ravines west of Reed's Mountain between that and

Station 10. In 1907 and 1908 the following localities were added by

Mr. Ferriss: Cave Creek Falls, head of Cave Creek near Long Park,

Long Park at 8,000 feet. The types were from the adjacent Fly's Park

(No. 124,481 U. S. N. M.). The figures published by Dr. Dall represent

A. varicifera, a Huachucan species, and we have therefore giveji new

illustrations.

The color varies from light brownish-corneous to light chestnut,

and occasionally albinos are found. The surface is very glossy.

Young specimens form a strong wide white rib within the lip when a

resting stage occurs. This persists as a yellow blotch or stripe in the

adult stage.

Some specimens, as those from Cave Creek, Station 5, and the head of

Cave Creek, show traces of punctation on the intermediate whorls

not visible in most others.

The chief variation, aside from tint, is in the elevation of the spire.
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Two examples, extremes of a continuous series, are figured to illus-

trate this (fig. 23 c, d), from about the middle of the amphitheatre

west of Reed's Mountain. This variation Ls not peculiar to any special

colonies, though greater in some lots than othei*s.

At the Cave Creek Falls there is a small form. Three specimens

measure as follows

:

Alt 8 7 6.7 mm.
Diam 16 16 13.5

"

Whorls •• 5i 5| 5i

The genitalia of two individuals are figured. PL X, fig. 4, is from

one of the very large shells of the head of Cave Creek at about 8,000

Fig. 23.—.4. chiricahuana (Dall). A, B, Cave Creek Canyon; C, D, amphitheatre
of Cave Creek.

feet elevation, near Long Park, diam. 19.5 mm. The ducts are very

long in these large snails. Both penis and spermatheca adhere to

the uterus throughout part of their length, the penis looping under the

spermatheca. The vagina Ls stout down to its base. PI. X, fig. 1, was

drawn from one of the very small shells of the Cave Creek Falls, diam.

13.5 to 16 mm. The ducts are shorter and the base of the vagina is

thin-walled. The penial retractor is longer in this species than in

the toothed species, but not so long as in the Huachucan Ashmunellas.

The collar and foot are slate-colored; mantle-lining of the last "u-horl

cream-white, not maculate.
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In a former paper-^ we mentioned a form of Ashmunella from Miller

Canyon, Huachiicas, which, so far as the shell is concerned, agrees

exactly with A. chiricahuana.

Specimens collected in 1907 have now been dissected. The Huachu-
can form proves to be practically identical with A. levettei in the soft

anatomy, and abundantly distinct from A. chiricahuana in tlie pro-

portions of the organs, aspecially of the spermatheca and its duct,

as will be seen by the following table

:

A. chiricahuana

,

Huachuca Mt.
Chiricahua Mts. form.

Length of vagina 9 mm. 7.2 mm.
" " spermatheca and duct 56 " 26 "

" penis 4.5 " 7.3 "
" epiphallus and flagellum 68.5 " 40

Tiie spermatheca in the Huachucan form has the long, cylindric,

weakly sacculate shape of that of A. levettei, wholly unlike that of

A. chiricahuana. This form has been fully described and figured in a

former paper. It is undoubtedly the shell indicated as A. chiri-

cahuana var. varicifera Ancey, and will now be called Ashmunella

varicifera.

Ashmunella esuritor Pils. PI. IX, figs. 1-8.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 249, pi. 13, figs. 23-26 (shell); pi. 21, figs. 30,
25 (genitalia).

The type locality is not in Barfoot Park proper, but in a small park

of yellow pine on the road from Paradise, about a mile before it crosses

the ridge or divide going to Barfoot. This is the first grove of yellow

pine on the road up. The type locality is a small conical pile of earth

and rocks about ten feet to the left of the road.^^ It was covered

with snow at the time of our visit, but a small series of living specimens

was taken. No. 92,205 A. N. S. P. About a mile below this place,

toward Paradise, where a few yellow pines first appear among the oak

scrub, we found a few examples. It will probably be found in many
other suitable places in this immediate vicinity, reached by the road

from Paradise to Barfoot Park. Our work in this place was impeded

by a heavy snowfall, which lay knee-deep among the pines.

In the topotypes (No. 92,205) the diameter varies from 14.5 to 16

mm., whorls 6 to 6^. The degree of elevation of the spire is quite

21 Mollusca of the Southwestern States I, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, pp. 242,

251, pi.. XV, figs. 94, 95.
" We would ask future collectors to preserve this small type colon}' by taking

only a moderate number of specimens there.
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variable, as in all the related species. Two of this lot are figured

pi. IX, figs. 1, 2, 4, 5. In one or two shells there is the minute vestige

of a parietal tooth (figs. 4, 5). The soft parts were partially spoiled

when studied, but I have figured the terminal ducts of the genitalia,

pi. X, fig. 3. The spermatheca was broken. Other organs agree with
the type figured in 1905.

The genitalia of two specimens are figured, pi. X, figs. 2, 5. The
penis and vagina conform in shape to the usual Chiricahuan type.

The retractor muscle of the penis is well-developed, but short, about
2 mm. long. The epiphallus is very long. Measurements of the

organs may be found on p. 97. The penis and epiphallus are decidedly

longer in three specimens of this lot dissected than in the type or

topotype of esuritor. The spermatheca of the types of esuritor is

unusually swollen distally, as correctly represented in the figure

published in 1905.

Additional specimens (pi. IX, figs. 6, 7, 8) from the east side of

Barfoot Park, Station la, were taken by Mr. Ferriss in 1907. The penul-

timate and two preceding whorls have the fine striae interrupted

irregularly, in places forming minute granules, and there is besides

some indistinct appearance of punctation on the spire. There are

very fine spiral lines on the base. Tnere is a wide prominence, hardly
to be called a tooth, within the outer lip in most examples, but in some
this is very low or wanting, and in none quite so prominent as in the

type of A. metamorphosa. Edentulous specimens resemble A. chirica-

huana closely, but they differ from that species by the slightly more
depressed shape, by having a rather deep, narrow gutter behind the
lip (almost wanting in A. chiricahuana) , by the smaller aperture

in shells of the same diameter, and by having the umbilicus wider
within, though not at its mouth. Three adults. No. 94,432, measure:

Alt 8 7.3 6.7 mm.
Diam 17 16.3 15 ''

Whorls 6i 5f 6

In 1906 we dug out a small series of dead shells (No. 97,930) from under
the snow and rocks in the head of Pine Canyon,^^ perhaps fifteen minutes
walk down from Barfoot Park. The callous ''tooth" within the outer

lip is either weak or wanting in these examples, and four out of ten

adults taken show the weak trace of a parietal tooth. The most

^ This canyon, which runs westward from Barfoot Park, is sometimes called
Riggs' Canyon, or Saw-mill Canyon. At its head a saw-mill stood, but it was
removed in the spring of 1907.
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elevated sliell of this lot is drawn in pi. IX, fig. 3, Alt. 9, diam. 17 mm.,

with 6^ whorls.

The specimens measure

:

Alt 8.3 7 8 9 7.5 mm.
Diam 17.2 17 16.5 17 16

Whorls 6 6i 6i 6^

Alt 8 7.5 8 7.5 7 mm.
Diam 16.4 16.5 16 15.5 15

Whorls 6 6^ 6^ 6 5f

A single shell from Onion Creek has a distinct callous prominence

within the outer lip and a low tooth in the basal lip. Anatomically

it resembles the topotypes of A. esuritor so far as can be made out,

the soft parts being mutilated in pulling. The mantle is white within

the last whorl.

Group of A. metamorphosa.

Ashmunella metamorphosa Pils. PI. IX, fig. 9.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 252. pi. 16, fig. 115 (shell); pi. 22, fig. 8

(radula); pi. 23, fig. 16 (jaw); pi. 21, fig. 27 (genitalia).

With one exception the original figures of this species, cited above,

were taken from one specimen. Fig. 114 of plate XVI (1905)

represents another shell, probably not conspecific. It is now pro-

posed to restrict the type of A. metamorphosa to the broken shell

represented on pi. XVI, fig. 115, the anatomy of which was figured.

This is No. 88885 A. N. S. V.

This shell (pi. IX, fig. 9) resembles A. esuritor in contour. There

is a deep furrow behind the narrowly reflexed basal and outer lips.

The outer lip bears a long low callus on its inner edge. Above this

callus it is brown, elsewhere white. Whorls 6. The surface is not

well preserved and shows no minute sculpture, being somewhat M'orn.

Alt. 8.8, diam. probably about 17 imii. It is a fully adult, but not

old, individual. In pi. IX, fig. 9, the aperture of the type specimen

of A. metamorphosa is drawn, the former photographic figure being

unsatisfactory.

Barfoot Park, collected by James H. Ferriss, February, 1904.

We have nothing to add to the description and figures of genitalia

jaw and teeth given in 1905. Having again examined the genitalia

of the type, we see nothing to indicate that it is abnormal. The

possibility that it is the 9 phase of a proterandrous form has been

considered, but the absence of such a condition in the other species

Of the genus makes against such hypothesis. If normal, the genitalia
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of this snail indicate one of the most distinct Chiricahiian species, a

penis and its retractor being absent, as in some slugs.

The lot originally referred to this species consisted of three specimens,

two being included in Mus. No. 88,886. The soft parts of one of these

were mutilated and not preserved. The other one has been dissected

and proves to be A. esuritor. When we were in Barfoot Park near

the end of November, 1906, snow lay almost knee-deep among the

big pine trees and living snails were hard to find. Some dead shells

(No. 97,930), taken in the head of Pine Canyon, may be metamorphosa,

but we refer them for the present to A. esuritor. No shells known to

have the anatomical peculiarities of A. metamorphosa have been taken

since 1904.

We have found no character in the shell to certainly distinguish

A. metamorphosa from A. esuritor. The latter varies from forms with

a nearly simple lip, like A. chiricahuana, to those with various callous

vestig&s of teeth, as shown on the plate, figures 1 to 8. Further

collections of specimens in the flesh are needed.

Thysanopliora homii (Gabb).

Heli.t hornii Gabb, Amer. jour, of Conch., II, 1S66, p. 330, pi. 21, fig. 5 (bad).

Thysanophora hornii Gabb, Pilsbrv, Nautilus XI, 1898, p. 105; XIII,
Jan., 1900, p. 98; Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1903, p. 763; 1896, p. 126; Hinkley,
Nautilus XXI, 1907, p. 172 (Tampico); Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX,
1896, p. 336.

Not Patula horni Gabl), W. G. Binnev, Man. Amer. Land Sliells, Bull. 28,

U. S. N. M., 1885, p. 169.

Chiricahua Mountains: near Dos Cabezas cave; near Lawhorn's

ranch, mouth of Big Emigrant Canyon; White Tail Canyon above

Stations 4 and 11, rare; Cave Creek Canyon on the slope below the

cave, at Station 6, and about a half mile up the South Fork.

Thysanophora ingersolli (Bland). Fig. 24, A, B, C.

Helix ingersolli Bland, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of New York, XI, 1874. p.

151, figs.

Microphysa ingersolli Bid., W. G. Binnev, Terr. Moll., V, p. 173, fig. 82
(shell)

;
pi. Ill, fig. V (teeth) ; Man. Amer. Land Shells, 1885, p. 170, fig. 160.

Thysanophora ingersolli Bid., Dall, Proc. U. S. N. Mus., XIX, p. 366 (Fly
Park) ; Pilsbry, Nautilus XI, p. 105; J. Henderson, The Mollusca of Colo-
rado, Univ. of Colo. Studies IV, No. 3, p. 169.

This species differs from the typical forms of Thysanophora by the

absence of cuticular laminte or hairs, the surface being clean and bright,

with the appearance of a Vitrea. Under very high magnification

some spiral striae are visible on the intermediate whorls, but not on

the first. In the typical form, the aperture is narrowly lunate, the

spire almost flat, umbilicus nearly one-fourth of the diameter, ''Height

2.5, diam. 4 mm." In many Colorado examples the luubilicus is

narrower, about one-fifth the diameter of the shell.
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The localities for T. ingersolli in Colorado have been given by
Henderson {I.e.). Specimens are in coll. A. N. S. from Field, British

Columbia (8tew. Brown). In New Mexico we have seen it from Sapello

Canyon at Beulah (Cockerell); Sandia Mountains near Albuquerque
(Miss Maud Ellis); Bland (Ashmun); James Canyon, Cloudcroft,

Sacramento Mountains (Rehn and Viereck). In Arizona we have it

from Bill Williams Mountain near Williams (Ferriss and Pilsbry)

and the top of ]\It. Mingus, near Jerome (Ashmun). A specimen from
this place is drawn in figs. 23, «, h, c, alt. 2, diam. 4.4, width of umbilicus

1.15 mm., whorls 5^. It does not occur in the Chiricahua Mountains.

Thysanophora ingersoUi meridionalis n. subsp. Fig. 24, D, E, F.

Shell with a wider aperture than T. ingersolli; whorls not quite as

closely coiled, scarcely 5 in a shell of over 5 mm, diam.; umbilicus

about one-fourth the total diameter; spire nearly flat. Alt. 2.3, diam.

5.2, width of umbilicus 1.3 mm., whorls 4f.
Chiricahua Mountains in Bear Park, Long Park, head of Cave Creek,

Fig. 24.—A, B, C, Thysanophora ingersolli (Bid.), Mt. Mingus, near Jerome,
Arizona; D, E, F, T. i. meridionalis P. and F., Long Park, Chiricahua Moun-
tains, Arizona; G, H, I, T. i. convexior (Anc), Weston, Oregon.
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8,000 feet, Piiie Canyon, 7,500 feet, and "Box" of Rucker Canyon. It

has been listed by Dall from Flj-'s Park.

Wliile not strongly differentiated, adult sheik of this race are readily

distinguishable. The apertiu-e clasps tlie preceding whorl less deeply

than in ingersolli. The microscopic spiral striation also is somewhat

better developed in the examples compared.

Thysanophora ingersolli convexior (-\ncey). Fig. 24, G, H, I.

Microphysa ingersolli var. convexior Ancey, Conchol. Exch. II, p. 64, Nov.,
1887 (Logan Canyon, Utah).

"Shell a little smaller; spire scarcely planulate, the apex not sub-

immersed, distinctly convex; whorls 5, not 5J, regularly but less

slowly increasing, umbilicus smaller" (Ancey).

This form has not been figured. We have seen no topotypes, but

examples from Weston, in eastern Oregon, collected by Henry Hemp-
hill, evidently belong to the same race. One of these is figured (fig.

24, g, h, i). The specimen figured measures, alt. 2.5, diam 4.8, width

of umbilicus 1 mm., whorls 5f. The aperture is a little wider than

in typical ingersolli.

Family UROOOPTID^ Pils.

Genus HOLOSPIRA von Martens.

All of the Holospiras now known from Arizona belong to a single

group of closely related species, characterized by the light brown

shell, having a stout lamella on the axis in the penultimate and first

part of the last whorl, often in addition a superior or parietal lamella,

and sometimes a basal lamella also. In several of the forms the

lamellae vary from one to three, as we have demonstrated by cutting

from twenty to fifty individuals of a single colony. In colonies so

varying, the number of internal lamellse is not correllated with age,

size or any other external feature of the shells, so far as we can discover,

after collecting and examining hundreds of shells from a great number

of colonies. The subgeneric divisions {Eudistenima, Tristemma) based

upon the number of internal lamellae in shells of this type have, there-

fore, no basis in nature. While the Arizona species differ somewhat

from the Mexican type of the subgenus Bostrichocentrum in texture

and sculpture, it does not seem that the differences are of subgeneric

importance, and for the present we will place them in that group.

The variations in the internal lamellae recorded below are really

less discontinuous than might be supposed by the tables. The axial

lamella is invariably present, but it varias in strength and length.

The superior lamella may be very strong and over a half whorl long.
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but in other individuals of the same colony it may be small or barely

observable, so that the series from a strong lamella to none is prac-

tically a continuous one in some colonies, though usually this lamella

is either distinctly developed or wholly wanting. The same statement

applies to the basal lamella, except that it is never very large and

usually quite small and short when present.

The study of these races is extremely complex, and we have been

imable to find time to enter upon it seriously. Any full record of a

form should take into account the number of ribs on a whorl or their

distance apart, as well as the proportions of the shell, number of whorls,

length of cone, and the lamellae.

(a) In many colonies a longer and a shorter form may be selected,

with only few intergrading specimens ; and there may also be a notice-

able difference in sculpture. Such colonies may perhaps be hybrid,

composed of two incipient races. (6) Different colonies in the same

district, often living under apparently identical conditions, and

frequently in close proximity, may show differences in size, ribbing or

comparative frequency of certain combinations of lamellae, in fact,

incipient racial divergence. The mingling of two or more such colonies

by their spread, aided by changing conditions of surface, may have

given rise to colonies of the (a) type.

In some cases, where the colonies are \\idely separated, tliej^ have

apparently evolved into reasonably distinct subspecies, prol^ably

in the absence of intermigration. The Cave Creek colonies of H.

chiricahiiana illustrate this.

Holospira arizonensis Stearns. PL XI, figs. 1-4.

H. arizonensis Stearns, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., XIII, 1890, p. 208, pi. 15,
figs. 2. 3 (Cave at Dos Cabezas). Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol.
31, 1906, p. 134.

This species has hitherto been known by fourteen fragments and

one perfect specimen, the type No. 104,392 U. S. N. M. It measures,

length 12.8, diam. at 10th whorl 4.2 mm., whorls 12. We did not

visit Dos Cabezas Ca\e, but our guide and driver, Mort Wien. passed

there and collected a series of shells from close to, almost in, the mouth

of the cave.-* Fresh shells are pale corneous brown, glossy, l^luish

and subtransparent in places on the intermediate whorls. Fii^st 2^

whorls smooth; following 6 whorls sharply striate, the striation grad-

ually disappearing, so that two or three wliorls preceding the last are

smoothish. The last whorl is dull, coarsely striate, its outer wall

^* It is stated that Mr. Vernon Bailey collected the tj^aes in the cave. They
had doubtless been carried there by wind or mice. This accounts for the broken
condition of all but one specimen of the type lot. No Arizonian Holospira
lives in caves or shaded or damp places. They live in dry and sunny situations.
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flattened and tapering to the base, which is a little gibbous and rounded.

Its latter part is straightened and runs forward shortly beyond the

preceding whorl, the upper wall descending slightly. Otherwise^ it is

not noticeably contracted behind the aperture. The outer lip is

narrowly expanded and revolute, and is lined within with a rather

thin white callus.

One living specimen in the lot is an albino, pure white with some

bluish spots.

The axial lamella is strongly developed; superior lamella variable,

but usually strong and extending through the last half of the penultimate

whorl. Basal lamella variable, usually wanting, but sometimes strong.

Twenty specimens opened give the following data:

Three lamellae : superior, axial and basal (15%)—

Length 14. diam. 4 mm. ; whorls 12^.

14^
'' 4 " " 12f.

Two lamellae: superior and axiar(65%)

—

Length 14. 8, diam. 4 mm. ; whorls 13i.

- 14.5, '' 4 " " 13i
" 14 " 4 " " 12^.

" U, '' 3.9 " " 12^.

" 13. e', " 3.9 " " 12f.

u
"1^3 3 "4 " " 12^.

13, "4 '' " lU-

12, " 4
" " Hi

12' " 3.9 " " lU.
12' " 3.9 " " Hi.

u 11^ « 4 " " lU.

" 11. 3^ " 3.9 " " lU.

One lamella: axial (20%)—

Length 12, diam. 3 . 8 mm. ; whorls lU.

11.8, " 3.8 " " IH-

11.3, " 3.8 " " Hi
a "4 " " (spire broken).

The above specimens were taken at random.

Holospira arizonensis emigrans n. subsp. PI. XI, figs. 5-8.

The shell is in the average more slender than arizonensis, with more

numerous whorls ; striation slightly finer, and often extending weakly

upon the smoother lower whorls; the last whorl has abroad contraction
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behmd the lip, preceded by an opaque white, very coarsely striate,

inflation; base opaque white, projecting more than in the type; callus

within the outer lip is very heavy. Color dull corneous brown, like

the type.

Head of Big Emigrant Canyon, in the region of pinon pine groves.

Type No. 99,701 A. N. S. P. from Station 1; also taken at several

stations eastward in the same neighborhood.

The head of Big Emigrant Canyon is cut into numerous small

ravines, the northern slopes of which are wooded with pifions. The

rock is limestone. Here Holospira was found in large numbers. In

the type lot 25 specimens, taken wholly at random from a series of

some hundreds, were opened and measured.

Three lamellae: superior, axial and basal (16%)

—

Length 13.5, diam. 4 mm.; whorls 13^.

13, " 3.9 " " 13i
12.3, " 3.9 " " 12i
12, " 4 " " 12f

Two lamellae: superior and axial (24%)

—

Length 13.4, diam. 3.9 mm.; whorls 13*.

13,
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The smallest individual in the lot measures, length 11, diam. 3.4,

whorls 12^. It has superior and axial lamellae.

In another lot from a colony not far from Station 1, in 20 shells

opened the proportions are

:

Three lamellae, superior, axial and basal 4 specimens, 20%
Two lamellae, superior and axial 10 " 50%
One lamella, the axial 6 " 30%

Two other small lots were taken a mile or two southeast from
Station 1, the shells resemljling the type lot, though perhaps there

may be a greater proportion of slender specimens among them.

hi I CM niDCE

MESA

Fig. 25.—Principal collecting stations in Big Emigrant Canyon.
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At Station 2, at the bottom of the canyon (middle branch), a few-

dead specimens sharply, but very finely, striate throughout were fovmd

(pi. XI, figs. 9, 10, 11, 12). On the tapering cone and basal whorl

the striiE are coarser. At the head of this branch a small series (about

25) of similar shells was found. They are hardly distinguishable

from H. cionella. Holospira colonies are scattered profusely all over

the head slopes of Big Emigrant Canyon. We doubt whether more

than one specific stock is represented there, though when thoroughly

worked several minor races might be mapped out.

Holospira cionella Pils. PI. XII, figs. 1, 2.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1908, p. 217.

The types of this species came from near Old Fort Bowie. The fort

stands on the narrow and low neck which unites the Dos Cabezas

range with the Chiricahuas proper. Only the adobe walls now stand;

onh^ the cemetery remains to be guarded! The ridge has here a

minimum elevation of 5,500 feet. About a mile south Mr. Dixon's

place lies in the valley east of two conical peaks, known as Bull Hill

and Quartzite Peak, the former of cherty limestone formation. Holo-

spira cionella is found on the slope of Bull Hill facing the fort, the

exact spot being along a tiny gully which crosses the trail to the fort.

This place is indicated on the right at (3) in the photograph reproduced

on page 67. It probably has an elevation of 6,000 to 6,200 feet.

Another colony is on the lower slope of Quartzite Peak, toward Dixon's

house, also indicated in the photograph at (2). Specimens from this

place agree most closely with the original types of cionella.

The figured types (pi. XII, figs. 1, 2) are cylindric shells, evenly and

rather finely but strongly rib striate, the striae not weaker on the latter

whorls; they are coarser on the swelling behind the contraction preced-

ing the lip. Out of 11 shells of the type lot opened, 9 have an axial

lamella only ; 2 have axial and superior or parietal lameUse. When
originally describing this species only a few specimens were opened,

and all happened to have one lamella only. The four specimens figured

in 1905 measure as follows (the first three may be considered cotypes)

:

Length 12, diam. 3.1 nrni. ; whorls 12^.

11.3, " 3.25 " " 12.

11, " 3.25 " " 12.

8.7, " 3 " " 11.

Bull Hill (pi. XII, figs. 4-8). Specimens from the locality facing

the Fort are all smaller than the types, though a few individuals of

the original lot, such as pi. 27, fig. 31, of our former paper, are entirely

similar.
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Twenty taken at random measure :

Two lamellae: axial and parietal

—

Length 10, diam. 3 mm. ; whorls 12.

8.9, '' 3.1 " " 11.

8.6, " 3 " " 11.

8.4, " 3 " " lOf.

7.8, " 3 " " 10^.

One lamella, the axial

—

Length 9.8, diam. 3 mm.; whorls lU.

9.5,
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is always coarse on the cone, but on the cylindrie part it may be coarse,

partially effaced, or fine, in specimens of the same colony, while in

some other colonies one or other of these conditions may be developed

separately. The Wliite Tail series deserves far more study than we
have been able to find time for.

The shell differs from H. cionella by the perceptibly longer taper

and coarser striation of the terminal cone, and slightly greater develop-

ment of the basal crest. In the form selected as type (pi. XIII, fig, 3)

the ribs continue throughout, but in many examples of the same lot

they weaken more or less on the penultimate and next earlier whorls.

The callus within the aperture is very heavy.

Type locality on the south side of the "box" of White Tail Canyon.

Types (pi. Xlil, fig. 3,) No. 99,684 A. N. S. P. It also was taken

at Stations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 14; most or all of these colonies being of

considerable extent, although the gathering in each case was made
in a small area. The highest points are at Stations 1, 3 and 8; the

lowest in the Box Canyon and between Stations 14 and 13. See map
on p. 75. It was taken also in Jhu Canyon, Turkey Creek and Lime-

stone Mountain. All of these stations are on limestone.

There is variation in sculpture in the type colony, some examples

being strongly striate throughout, but in most the strise are weaker

on the penult whorl. PI. XIII, figs. 3, 4 and 5, repres-ent shells from

the type colony. Thirty-seven specimens of this lot opened measure:

(Shells with the ribs weak on penultimate whorl.)

One lamella : axial

—

Length 13, diam. 3.9 mm.
" 11.9,
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Three lamellae : axial, superior and basal

—

Length 10, diam. 3 . 4 mm.

(Shells with strong ribs throughout.)

One lamella : axial

—

Length 12, diam. 3.3 mm. (Type specimen, pi. XIII, fig. 3).

11.2,
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8 shells have 1 lamella, the axial.

5 shells have 2 lamell;©, axial and superior.

PL XIII, figs. 1, 2, Station 4, northwest branch of ravine back of

Gardner's Mine, about three-quarters of the distance to summit.

Some of the shells have the terminal cone slightly shorter than in the

types. Sculpture variable, as shown in the figures. Internal lamellae

1 , 2 or 3. In 20 specimens opened

:

10 have 1 lamella, the axial.

8 have 2 lamellse, axial and superior.

2 have 3 lamellae, axial, superior and basal.

Below Station 5, pi. XIII, figs. 13, 14. The shells are small and

ribbed throughout, rarely over 9 mm. long.

Box Canyon.—In the Box Canyon, at two stations, one some dis-

tance below Station 5 (pi. XIII, figs. 6, 7, 8), the other at the mouth of

Indian Creek, the shells are long and slender, strongly ribbed throughout.

Axial and superior lamellae are present in a few opened.

Length 13, diam. 3.2 mm.; whorls 14.

" 10, " 3.2 " " Hi

Station 8.—A small series agrees, at least superficially, with those

from Station 14, which lies about 800 feet lower.

Station 14.—The shells do not differ much from the type lot. There

is a longer and coarsely ribbed and a shorter, more closely ribbed,

form. Of the longer form we opened 10 shells, 1 having three, 4 two, and

5 one lamellae. In seven of the shorter form opened 1 has two lamellae,

6 have one lamella.

Forms from head of Onion Creek.—Two forms are represented in

the small lot examined. PL XIII, fig. 9, shows a slender shell with

coarse, very widely spaced ribs: length 12, diam 3.3 mm., whorls 12^.

It has one lamella, the axial. PL XIII, figs. 10, 11, 12, represents the

prevalent form, shorter than the preceding, very finely and closely

ribbed throughout, or the ribs may be weak or subobsolete on the

penultimate next preceding whorls. In five opened, only the axial

lamella is present.

Length 10.5, diam. 3.5 mm.; whorls 11^
" 9.5, " 3.3 " " 10^

Jhu Canyon.—At the head of Jhu Canyon a gathering consists of

two forms, similar to pi. XIII, figs. 9-12, from Onion Creek. The

larger form is near typical intermedia, but the smaller may represent
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another race of the White Tail type. The material is not sufficient

for a definite decision.

Turkey Creek.—On the right (north) side, about two miles below

Paradise (pi. XII, figs. 13, 14, 15, 16), Holospira apparently referable

to intermedia was found in two colonies, very variable in size and

sculpture. Internal lamellae one, two or three.

Limestone Mountain.—Although very widely separated from the

range of intermedia, the shells do not seem separable from that race.

Four are figured, pi. XII, figs. 9, 10, 11, 12.

Holospira cionella capillacea n. subsp. PI. XIII, figs. 15, 16.

Similar to intermedia except that the intermediate whorls are very

finely, closely striated; only the axial lamella developed, in a few

opened. Length 11.7 to 12, diam. 3.5 mm. ^Vliite Tail Canyon,

Station 10, about half way to the summit of the ridge, below cliffs.

This colony is the only one found in igneous rock (rhyolite). Sonorella

micra and Ashmunella lepiderma occur in the same vicinity. Holo-

spira was very scarce.

Holospira chiricahuana Pilsbry. PI. XIV, figs. 5-8.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 219, pi. 26, fig. 9; pi. 27, figs. 26-29; p. 215,

fig. 4.

The type locality of H. chiricahuana is on the steep slopes of a small

dry ravine or wash tributary to Cave Creek, below and near the

entrance of the cave. The slope faces the south and is composed of

very steeply dipping friable calcareous shale and earth formed by its

decomposition, with sparse vegetation, agave, sotol and bear grass.

Dead shells are scattered in profusion, and the living ones lurk under

bunches of dead bear grass, etc. The colony is about one-eighth of

a mile long and perhaps 100 yards wide. This is also the type locality

of Oreohelix chiricahuana. Map on p. 107, Station 8.

A majority of the specimens (82 per cent.) have a superior or parietal

lamella from ^ to ^ of a whorl long, on the roof of the penultimate

whorl near its end, above the aperture or on the front side, but in some

(18 per cent.) this is wanting. In those of the type lot formerly

opened it was absent or very weak, but in others of the type lot, as

well as in many topotypes opened, this lamella is more or less strongly

developed. The interior of the outer lip Ls very heavily thickened

with a white callus within.

All forms of H. chiricahunna thus far found have the shell strongly

ribbed throughout, with no tendency to become smoother on the

cylindrical portion.

While in the type form of H. chiricahuana the internal lamellae are

inconstant, yet in several other colonies localized in various parts of
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the Cave Creek Valley the lamellae seem to be constant, so far as we

can judge from the limited material taken. It must be remembered

that many other colonies doubtless exist.

The additional locality, "Fort Bowie,'' given in our original account,

was evidently due to some mixture of labels or specimens. Thorough

search in 1906 showed that it does not occur there. The large specimen

represented in pi. XXVII, fig. 26, of our paper of 1905, was probably

not from the type locality, but picked up somewhere else in Cave

Creek Valley.

Fifty specimens opened, taken at random from a lot of several

hundred topotypes, measure as follows:

Two lamellsB : parietal and axial

—

Length.
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Length 12.2, diam. 3.4 mm.; whorls 13-^.

" 11,
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Holospira chiricahuana gracilis n. subsp. PI. XIV, figs. 9-12.

The shell is more slender and tapers more slowly than the type,

and has more whorls. It is more slender than H. c. optima. Only

the axial lamella developed in 19 out of 20 specimens opened, the

other one having a strong parietal lamella also.

Found at Station 10, on the crest of a narrow ridge, a spur from the

south wall of Cave Creek Valley, which terminates in a high conical

hill standing not far from the creek. This is the only colony of the

species found south of Cave Creek, the othere being north of the

cr^ek. One colony of small extent.

Thirty specimens measure

:

Length.
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Rustler and Long Parks; head of Pine Canyon; Riicker Canyon,

7,000 feet.

Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Dall).

Barfoot Park; Pine Canyon; Spring in lower Rucker Canyon.

Vitrea indentata umbilicata (Ckll.).

Chiricahua Mountains ; Buckeye Canyon, in the Dos Cabezas range

;

Bull Hill and Quartzite Peak, near Fort Bowie; Big Emigrant Canyon

at Stations 1, 2, 3, 5, 6; AVhite Tail Canyon at about all the stations

east of Stations 4 and 5, at all elevations; Jhu Canyon; Paradise

Canyon, on the right side, below the town; Cave Creek Canyon, Stations

4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14; Barfoot Park; Long Park; Rustler Park; Rucker

Canyon; Horseshoe Canyon. Probably occurs wherever snails live

in the Chiricahuas.

Genus EUCONTILTJS Reinhardt.

The term Enconulus was proposed by Reinhardt in 1883 for the

typical group of Conulus, in which he included Kaliella. Conulus

being preoccupied, Pilsbry in 1900" substituted Eucomdus for the

generic group, with fulvus as type. Dall, 1905.^* has given the generic

synonymy and references in full. Mr. J. W. Taylor in his monograph

of British land shells (1908) has discussed the varieties of E. fulvus.

His treatment of E. chersinus as a variety of fulvus was evidently due

to the lack of specimens, for the two forms are much less alike than

the several small British species of Hyalinia which he distinguishes,

and in fact are unusually distinct as species go among the small Zoni-

tidae. One of the European forms is apparently close to chersinus;

but an intelligible exposition and revision of the Euconulus of Europe

remains a desideratum. There is no trustworthy record of Euconulus

fulvus from Japan, though E. fulvus olaskensis may naturally be

expected to occur in the Kuril Islands, Yesso and Saghalin.

Euconulus fulvus alaskenois (Pils.).

Conulus fulvus alaskensis Pils., Nautilus, XII, February, 1899, p. 116. Cf.

Dall, Land and Fresh Water Mollusks, Harriinan Alaska Exped., 1905,

p. 40, and Pilsbry, Nautilus, XXII, 1908, p. 25.

Chiricahua Mountains : Wliite Tail Canyon, high on the northeastern

side below the confluence of Indian Creek; Cave Creek Canyon at

Stations 3 and 4 near the northeastern rim; Barfoot, Long and

Rustler Parks ; head of Pine Canyon, 7,500 feet; Box of Rucker Canyon,

" Nautilus, XIV, Nov., 1900, p. 81.
^* Harriman Alaska Exped., Mollusks, p. 39.
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Chiefly or wholly found at high elevations, and very rare in the region

north of Cave Creek.

E. fulvus alaskensis differs chiefly from fulvus by having about one

whorl less in shells of similar size. On the firet whorl the radial striae

begin at the first fourth, and are about as close as on the rest of the

shell. There are no spiral striae on the first or later whorls. The
last whorl has 90 to 105 striae in 1 mm. E. /. alaskensis was described

from Dyea Valley, Alaska. It is also before us from Petropavlovsk,

Kamchatka, collected by Dr. William H. Dall. It extends southward

in the Rocky Mountains to the Chiricahua and Huachuca ranges, in

southern Arizona, chiefly at high elevations.

Fig. 26.

—

Euconulus fulvus alaskensis Pils. A, B, cotype, Dyea Valley, Alaska;
C, Head of Cave Creek, Chiricahua Mountains.

Mr. E. G. Vanatta has made a careful study of the American forms

of Euconulus fulvus in order to determine the status of the Chiricahuan

form, using high magnification to bring out the minute sculpture.

It appears that all the forms examined have a minute sculpture of

excessively close, regular vertical striae, though in some examples

it is less distinct than in others. This sculpture, when strongly

developed, lends a silk-like luster to the surface in quite fresh examples.

In E. fulvus from the northeastern United States the first whorl has

fine spiral striae and very indistinct traces of vertical (radial) striae, not

seen in some but legible, though weak, in other examples. The upper

surface of the last whorl has about 126 vertical striae in 1 mm., crossed

by spiral striae. There are about 6 whorls (figs. 27, b, c, Herkimer

Co., N. Y., No. 59,521 A. N. S. P., alt. 2.4, diam. 3.1 mm. Fig. d,

Buckfield, Oxford Co., Maine, No. 87,302 A. N. S. P., alt. 3.5, diam.

3.4 mm.). The largest examples seen are from Buckfield, Me.,

collected by Mr. J. A. Allen.

An English example (fig. 27a, Burnley, Englan.d, R. Walton coll.,

75,912 A, N, S. P.) has distinct vertical striae on the first whorl as well

as spirals, and on the last whorl there are 140 vertical striae in 1 mm.,

with no noticeable spirals. Alt, 2.4, diam. 2.8 mm.
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It seems that there is considerable variation in the minute sculpture

of E. fulvus, though it appears to be always somewhat coarser than in

E. chersinus and, in the average at least, finer than in E. fulvus alas-

kensis.

Euconulus chersinus (Say) is, of course, a very distuict species from

all of the preceding. No conchologist who actually examines fulvus

and chersinus with an ordinary hand lens could lump them. Mr.

Vanatta's study of the microscopic sculpture has shown that there is

little real difference between chersinus and polygyratus, and we are

Fig. 27.

—

Euconulus fulvus (Mull.). A, Burnley, England; B, C, Herkimer
County, N. Y.; D, Buckfield, Maine.

now disposed to drop the latter as a synonym. E. chersinus (poly-

gyratus) occurs associated with fulvus in some Maine localities. E.

chersinus has not been found in New Mexico or Arizona.

ENDODONTID^.
Pyramidula (Gonyodiscus) cronkhitei (Newc.)-

Foot of talus about half a mUe below Reed's place, in Cave Creek

Canyon, Station 11; head of cave, 8,000 feet; Barfoot Park; head of

Pine Canyon; Long Park, 8,000 feet; "Box" of Rucker Canyon.

Helicodiscus eigenmanni arizonensis Pils. and Ferr.

Quartzite Peak near Fort Bowie ; head of west branch of Big Emigrant

Canyon and at Station 2; Wliite Tail Canyon at Stations 4, 10, in

the Box Canyon, and on both sides below^ the junction of Indian Creek;

Cave Creek Canyon at Stations 4 and 14, 8,000 feet; Rustler's Park;

head of Pine Canyon; Shake Gulch, Limestone Mountain.

Radiodiscus millecostatus Pils. and Ferr.

Head of Cave Creek, 8,000 feet, Station 14; Barfoot Park, Station 3;
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Fine Canyon, 7,500 feet; Rustler Park; Long Park, 8,000 feet; "Box"

in Rucker Canyon.

This species is new to the Chiricahuas. It was originally described

from the Hiiachuca range. It was found in some profusion in Long

Park, many specimens exceeding the type in size, the largest 2.3 nam.

in diameter.

It is somewhat remarkable that this form, belonging to a southern

genus and here at the northern edge of its known range, should be

found only at high levels.

Punctum californicum Pils.

P. californicum Pils., Nautilus, XI, April, 1898, p. 134 (Fish Camp, Fresno

County, California).

Head of Cave Creek, Station 14, 8,000 feet; Rustler Park; Long

Park. Found with Radiodiscus.

Fig. 28.

—

Punctum californicum Pils., Rustler Park, Chiricahuas.

Only seven examples of this atom of life were found, none of them

as large as the California types, and probably not fully mature. The

figured example measures alt. .82, diam. 1.35, width of umbilicus .35

mm., whorls 3j. The firet Ij whorls are smooth; then very fine

obliquely radial striae appear. On the last whorl the striation is dense

and fine, with thin delicate cuticular laminae on the striae, which give

fresh shells a satin sheen where the light strikes, the color of the shell

being light chestnut. Striae at nearly regular intervals are slightly

more prominent. At the periphery there are about 40 of the more

prominent striae in 1 mm. The umbilicus is one-fourth the total

diameter.

An adult shell of the type lot of P. californicum measures 1.8 mm.
diam., umbilicus .42 mm., therefore, slightly less than one-fourth the

diameter. The sculpture is similar to that of Chiricahua P. cali-

fornicum.

This snail is new to Arizona, having been known hitherto only from
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Fresno County, California. It is one of the very few forms common
to Arizona and the West Coast.

VALLONIID^ Pilsbry.

Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Summit of Cross J Mountain, Big Emigrant Canyon; Paradise

Canyon below Paradise; White Tail Canyon; Spring in lower Rucker

Canyon; Limestone Mountain.

FERUSSAOIDuE Bourguignat.

Cochlicopa lubrica (Mull.)-

Chiricahua Mountains: Ridge between White Tail Canyon and the

Pinery, Station 3 ; Jhu Canyon ; Paradise Canyon ; Cave Creek Canyon

at Stations 4, 5 and 11 and 14 F, very scarce; Barfoot Park; head of

Pine, 7,500 feet; Long Park, 8,000 feet; Box of Rucker Canyon.

PUPILLID^ Turton.

Pupilladce Turton, Manual of the Land and Fresh-water Shells of the British

Islands, p. 97 (1831).
Pupillidce, Pilsbry, Nautilus, XVIII, p. 107 (Jan., 1905).

Pupid(B of authors.

The northern (Canadian) forms of this group approach their southern

limit in the ranges of Southern Arizona, Vertigo is represented only

by a few puny forms at high elevations. The Upper Sonoran Bifidarise

predominate, especially those of the section Immersidens.

The family name Pupillidce replaces Pupidoe because the generic

term Pupa was not based upon a member of this family.

Genus PTJPILLA 'Leach' Turton.

Pupilla hebes (Ancey).

Box in Rucker Canyon; Spring branch of Rucker. The sinistral

form of P. hebes (which we will call form nefas) was taken in Pine

Canyon, 7,500 feet (type loc), and at the head of Cave Creek, Station

14, at 8,000 feet. No dextral examples were taken at either of these

stations.

Genus BIFIDARIA Sterki.

Bifidaria pellucida hordeacella (Pils.).

Simimit of Cross J Mountain, Big Emigrant Canyon; Paradise

Canyon below Paradise; White Tail Canyon; Cave Creek Canyon on

slope below the cave; Shake Gulch, Limestone Mountain.

Bifidaria quadridentata Sterki.

Barfoot Park, one specimen.
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Section ALBINULA ' Ckll ' Sterki.

Bifidaria pilsbryana Sterki.

Rustler's Park; White Tail Canyon; Pine Canyon, 7,500 feet; Box
in Rucker Canyon; Limestone Mountain, in Shake Gulch.

Section IMMERSIDENS Pils. and Van.

In the central sierras, from the Grand Canyon of the Colorado to

the Mexican State of Michoacan, a distance of over 1200 miles, the

typical (or procera) group of Bifidaria gives place to a great extent

to a group in which the angular and parietal lamellaB are less united,

joined only at the inner end of the angular lamella. The basal fold,

when present, is radial, or transverse to the cavity. This group is

morphologically in a more primitive stage than the eastern Bifidarise,.

in which the angular and parietal lamellae are more completely con-

crescent. Some of the species, however, have evolved very com-

plicated apertures. Such forms as B. perversa and B. ashmuni are

to be viewed as highly evolved members of a low group. Immer-

sidens stands intermediate between Bifideria s. str. and Sterkia. In

the latter group the angular and parietal lamellae are not united.

The following forms from Arizona and New Mexico belong here

:

Bifidaria perversa Sterki,
" ashmuni Sterki.
" ashmuni minor Sterki.

" cochisensis Pils. and Ferr.
" cochisensis oligohasodon Pils. and Ferr.
" dalliana Sterki.

" bilamellata Sterki and Clapp.

Bifidaria prototypus Pils., from Michoacan, Mexico, also belongs to

the group, as a terminal member of a form-chain composed of ashmuni,

cochisensis, oligohasodon, prototypus, which constitute successively

simpler links in the chain. Probably the great unknown mountain

region of Northern Mexico will supply other members of the group.

In order to complete the account of B. ashmuni and its allies, forms

from the Huachuca Mountains and elsewhere have been described

and illustrated below.

Key to Species of Immersidens.

a.—Shell sinistral, last whorl straightened and produced forward

(fig. 29) B. perversa Sterki.

aV—Shell dextral.
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b.—Columellar lamella running forward on the parietal wall in the

position of an infraparietal lamella ; inner end of the parietal

lamella curving strongly toward the outer wall.

c—Length about 2 mm B. ashmuni Sterki.

c\—Length 1.6 to 1.8 mm B. a. minor Sterki.

h^.—Columellar lamella normal in position, horizontal and con-

spicuous in a front view.

c.—Parietal barrier -^-shaped, the inner end curving more or

less towards the outer wall.

d.—Basal fold well-developed, radial.

B. cochisensis P. and F.

d^—Basal fold minute; angular lamella reduced.

B. c. oligohasodon P. and F.

d^.—Basal fold wanting; angular lamella reduced.

B. prototypus Pils.

c^—Parietal lamella straight or bending slightly toward the

columella at its inner end; shell small, rather slender.

d.—Length 2, diam. 0.85 mm., or smaller; nearly cylindric.

B. dalliana Sterki.

d^.—Length 2 to 2.4, diam. 0.9; spire tapering more.

B. bilamellata S. and C.^^

Bifidaria perversa Sterki. Fig. 29.

Bifidaria perversa Sterki, Nautilus, XII, December, 1898, p. 90 (Nogales).

Found in the Chiricahuas in the Valley of Turkey Creek below

Paradise and in White Tail Canyon. Here-

tofore known only from Nogales and the drift

debris of the San Pedro River at Benson,

Arizona.

Bifidaria ashmuni Sterki. Fig. 30, a, b, c.

Bifidaria ashmuni Sterki, Nautilus, XII, Sept.,

1898, p. 49 (Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona;
Cook's Peak and Dripping Springs, Organ Moun-
tains, New Mexico).

Bifidaria ashmtmi form minor Sterki, t.c, Dec,
1898, p. 92 (Nogales, Arizona).

The typical form of B. ashmuni is nearly

cylindric, tapering but slightly, composed of

five strongly convex whorls. The last whorl

becomes straightened and slightly sinuous in

basal view, and has a more or less conspicuous

oblique swelling or crest some distance behind

the aperture. This crest is not always so strong, as shown in fig. 30 c

(a specimen from Page's Ranch, Oak Creek, in central Arizona), The

Fig. 29.

—

B. perversa,

basal view, most of

the basal wall re-

moved to show the
angular, parietal and
and columellar
lamellae.

^* Bifidaria bilamellata Sterki and Clapp, Nautilus, XXII, pi. S, fig. 7 (March,
1909). Sterki, Nautilus, XXII, p. 126 (April, 1909). Yuma County, Arizona.
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peristome is well expanded, continuous, and usually stands shortly

free from the whorl in front. The parietal lamella is sigmoid, bendmg
far to the right at its inner end. The angular lamella, also sigmoid,

runs from the peristome to the parietal lamella, the two lamellae to-

gether forming a figure like the letter ^. The columellar lamella is

broad and horizontal far within, but near the aperture it runs out

upon the parietal wall, where it appears as a more or less elevated

cord between the parietal lamella and the columella, occupying,

therefore, the place of an infraparietal lamella. These lameilse are

well shown in fig. 30 b, a basal view in which the base of the shell has

been removed. The upper palatal fold is short, situated some distance

within the mouth, but visible from in front. The lower palatal is long,

entering, and so deeply inamersed that it is not visible in a front view,

being concealed behind the massive parietal barrier. There is a radially

placed basal fold, scarcely or not visible in a front view. Length

about 2, diam. 1 mm.

Fig. 30.

—

Blfidaria ashmuni Sterki. A, B, Florida Mountains, New Mexico;
C, Page's Ranch, Oak Creek, Central Arizona.

Arizona: Coconino Co., Grand Canyon, on the Bright Angel trail

about 100 feet below the rim (Ferriss and Pilsbry); Yavapai Co.,

Verde River, Walnut Gulch, Mescal Gulch and Kirwagen's ranch, all

near Jerome, and along Oak Creek at Owensby's and Page's ranch;

along the Santa Fe R. R. at Holbrook, Navajo Co., and Navajo Springs,

Apache Co. (Ashmun); Cochise Co., in the Chiricahua range in Wliite

Tail Canyon below the mouth of Indian Creek and on Lmiestone

Mountain (Ferriss and Pilsbry); Ash Canon, Huachuca range (Fer-
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riss and Daniels); Nogales, S. Cruz Co. (Ashmim). New Mexico:

Valencia Co., along the Santa Fe R. R., at Grants (Ferriss and Pilsbry)

and San Rafael (Ashmim); Mountain Station, Oscura Mountains,

Socorro Co., and White Oaks, Lincoln Co., in Central New Mexico

(Ashmun); Cook's Peak (U. S. N. M.); Dripping Spring, Organ Moun-

tains (Cockerell); Florida Mountains, Luna Co. (Ferriss and Pilsbry).

B. ashmuni is distinguished by the strong development of the

angulo-parietal lamella, which bends far to the right at its inner end,

the very deep immersion of the lower palatal and basal folds, the

continuation of the columellar lamella upon the parietal wall, alongside

the parietal lamella, and the longer, usually more gibbous, "neck" of

the last whorl.

Fig. 31.

—

Bifidaria ashmuni minor Sterki, Nogales, Arizona.

B. ashmuni minor Sterki (fig. 31) is a small race, length about 1.6

mm., with 4 to 4^ whorls, found at Nogales, Arizona, and also on the

Mexican side of the international boundary. The aperture is sub-

stantially like that of ashmuni.

Bifidaria cochisensis n. sp. Figs. 32, 33.

The shell is slightly tapering cylindric, like B. ashmuni, but the

last whorl is less protracted and the crest or wave behind the aperture

is very low, often not noticeable. The peristome is continuous as a

slightly raised thread across the parietal wall (or in a less developed

form it is rather widely interrupted above). Lamellae weaker than in

typical B. ashmuni, especially the angular lamella, which is straighter;

parietal lamella less curved at its inner end. Columellar lamella wide

and horizontal, not continued upon the parietal wall. Basal and lower

palatal folds less deeply immersed than in B. ashmuni, readily visible

in the mouth, the basal fold small.
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Length 2.5, diam. 1 . 1 mm. ) „ , rr r^ c or,

<f 2 9 "11" j
Co^yP^^' Tanner Canyon, fig. 32.

" 2.15, " 1.1 " Santa Rita Mountains, fig. 33.

Southeastern Arizona: Chiricahua Mountains, White Tail Canyon;

Summit of Cross J Mountain, Big Emigrant Canyon (Ferriss and

Pilsbry). Huachuca Mountains, Tanner Canyon, 6,000 feet (Ferriss,

type loc). Santa Rita Mountains (Ashmun).

Fig. 32.

—

Bifidaria cochisensis P. and F. Types from Tanner Canyon, Huachuca
Mountains.

The absence of a forward continuation of the cohuiiellar lamella

on the parietal wall, between the parietal lamella and the columellar

wall, is the most prominent feature of this species, though it has several

other constant, if less conspicuous, differential characters. It is de-

cidedly less aberrant than B. ashmuni, the lamellae and folds, as well

as the less protracted last whorl, approaching the normal Bifidaria

type.

A modification of B. cochisensis also occurs in the Huachucas at

Tanner Canyon and in the Chiricahua range on Limestone Mountain.

The shell is smaller than usual in cochisensis, about 1 . 9 or 2 mm. long.

The teeth are much weaker, especially the angular lamella. The

inner end of the parietal lamella is not much curved and is readily

visible in an obliquely basal view in the aperture. The basal and

palatal folds are less deeply placed, the lower palatal being visible

helow the apex of the parietal barrier^in a front ^aew. The basal
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fold Is very small. The upper margin of the peristome Ls adnate

for some distance. In this form, or race, if such it proves to be,

B. ashmuni cochisensis makes its nearest approach to B. dalliana and

to the following race.

Possibly Dr. Sterki at the time of his original description had
icochisensis before him, together with typical ashmuni, since he mentions

specimens from the Santa Rita Mountains. We have examined a

lot collected by Mr. Ashmun at that place and find them all to be

xochisensis. The terms of Sterki's original description apply only

to the form herein defined as ashmuni, for he mentions the crest

Fig. 33.

—

Bifidaria cochisensis P. and F. Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona.

"forming a projecting angle at the base" and the columellar lamella

"ascending to the body-whorl between the parietal and columella."

Careful examination of a series of several thousand examples, supplying

data for the present account, has shown no intergrading forms between

ashmuni and cochisensis, yet careful cleaning of the aperture is neces-

sary for their discrimination.

Bifidaria cochisensis oligobasodon n. subsp. Fig. 34, a, h, c.

The shell is externally similar to B. cochisensis, but differs by the

reduction of all the teeth. The parietal barrier is simplified (fig. 34 b),

and the basal fold is reduced to a minute tubercle or a mere vestige,

or in a few apjoarently mature shells it seems to be wholly lost. Parietal

margin adnate.
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Fig. 34.

—

Bifidaria cochisensis oligobasodon P. and F. Ash Canyon, Huachuca
Mountains.

Length 2 . 6, diam. 1 . 1 mm.
u

2.1, " 1

Ash Canyon, Huachuca range. Types No. 97,444 A. N. S. P.,

cotypes in Ferriss coll.

This form would be considered specifically distinct from cochisensis

were it not approached by a small form of that species from Tanner

Canyon, which has weaker teeth than the larger typical cochisensis.

B. c. oligobasodon stands very near B. prototypus Pils.^" (fig. 35),

Fig. 35.

—

Bifidaria prototypus Pils.

' Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1899, p. 400.
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described from the State of Michoacan, Mexico, figured here for com-

parison. In a long series of prototypus no specimen with even a

vestigeal basal tooth was found. In view, therefore, of the very wide

separation of the two forms geographically, it may be best to treat

them as specifically diverse.

Bifidaria dalliana Sterki. Fig. 36.

Bifidaria dalliana Sterki, Nautilus, XII, p. 91, Dec, 1898. Pilsbry and
Vanatta, Proe. A. N. S. PhUa., 1900, p. 593, pi. 22, fig. 8.

Chiricahua Mountains: Quartzite Peak near Fort Bowie; Wliite

Tail Canyon in several places (Ferriss and Pilsbry) ; Limestone Moun-

tain and Shake Gulch (Ferriss).

Other Arizona localities in collection A. N. S. P. are Nogales (type

loc), Santa Rita Mountains, Montezuma's Well, Salt River near

Tempe, Kirwagen's ranch near Jerome; all collected by Mr. Ashmun.

A B
Fig. 36.—A. Bifidaria dalliana Sterki, front and obliquely basal views of a speci-

men from White Tail Canyon below the junction of Indian Creek, Chiricahua
Mountains. B, B. hilamellata S. and C, type.

B. dalliana is related to B. cochisensis, but differs by being con-

spicuously more slender, resembling B. p. hordeacella in shape, but it

diverges more fundamentally by the parietal lamella, the inner end of

which turns slightly toward the columella, while in B. ashmuni, cochis-

ensis and perversa the inner end bends towards the outer wall.

In the Chiricahuas the specimens are often longer than the types,

one figured here measuring 2 mm. long, .85 wide.

Bifidaria hilamellata Sterki and Clapp stands very close to B. dal-

liana, but it differs by having a perceptibly more tapering spire,

which is somewhat longer, and the columellar lamella has a vertical
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callus at its inner end (weaker or wanting in dalliana). The parietal

lamellae are substantially alike in the two species. For comparison

we reproduce here the type figure of B. bilamellata (fig. 36 B).

Subgenus CH^NAXIS Pils. and Ferr.

Bifidaria tuba Pilsbry and Ferriss.

A few examples were taken by Mort Wien about half a mile from

Dos Cabezas Cave, where it occurred with Holospira. This extends

the known range of the species eastward.

Genus VEETIGO Mailer.

Vertigo is a distinctly boreal element, confined in the Chiricahuas,

so far as our observations show, to high levels. The species are iden-

tical with alpine forms of Colorado and Utah.

Vertigo columbiana utahensis Sterki.

Head of Cave Creek, 8,000 feet, one example.

Vertigo milium Gld.

Head of Pine Canyon, one specimen.

Vertigo modesta parietalis Anc.

Head of Cave Creek, 8,000 feet ; Long Park.

Vertigo coloradoensis basidens Pils. and Van.

Rustler's Park.

SUOOINEID^.

Sucoinea avara Say.

Chiricahua Mountains: Cave Creek Canyon on the slope below the

cave and at Station 6.

BASOMMATOPHORA.

No fresh-water snails were taken in the streams of the Chiricahuas,

but Pilsbry found two species in the cienega about midway between

the Chiricahua and the Peloncillo or Stein's Peak ranges: Lymncea

cockerelli Pils. and Ferr. and Physa virgata Gld. Both are widely if

sparsely distributed in Arizona and New Mexico.

It is said that sometimes blind fish are washed out of the swollen

springs in the cienega when the snow melts on the mountains.

PELECYPODA.

Pisidium abditum huachucanum Pils.

Spring branch, head of Rucker Canyon, many young specimens

only; Box in Rucker Canyon.
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Explanation of Plates I-XIV.

Figures 35 and 36 B were drawn by Helen Winchester; the other figures were
draTvn or photographed by H. A. Pilsbry.

Plate I—Figs. 1,2, 3

—

Sonorella bicipitis n. sp. Types from Station 1, Buckeye
Canyon, No. 94,328 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 4, 5—S. bicipitis. Nine-mile Water Hole. Nos. 94,324 and 89,908 A.
N. S. P.

Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9

—

Sonorella optata n. sp. Types from head of Big Emigrant
Canyon. No. 94,319 A. N. S. P.

Fig. 10

—

S. optata—Cleft in summit between forks of Big Emigrant Canyon.
No. 94,321 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 11, 12, 18, 19

—

S. optata. West side of Big Emigrant Mountain.
No. 94,320 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16

—

Sonorella bowiensis Pils. Topotypes, from Quartzite
Peak, near Fort Bowie. No. 94,327 A. N. S. P.

Fig. 17—iS. optato, small form. Head of Big Emigrant Canyon . No. 99,789
A. N. S. P.

Plate II—Figs. 1, 2, 3

—

Sonorella virilis Pils. Cave Creek, Station 11 (topo-
t}'pes of var. circumstriata) . No. 94,332 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 4, 5

—

S. virilis. Two miles up the south fork of Cave Creek. No.
94,335 A. N. S. P.

Fig. 6

—

S. virilis. Spring Branch near Rucker Camp, head of Rucker
Canyon. No. 97,563 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 7,8, 9

—

Sonorella virilis leucura n. subsp. White Tail Canyon, Station
14. No. 99,682 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 10, 11

—

Sonorella micra n. sp. Station 10, WTiite Tail Canyon. No.
94 334 A N S P

Fig. '12—5! micra. Station 17, ^Vhite Tail Canyon. No. 94,330 A. N. S. P.
Figs. 13-18

—

Sonorella binneyi n. sp. Horseshoe Canyon.

Plate III—Fig. 1

—

Sonorella bicipitis Pils and Ferr. Genitalia of specimen
from Buckeye Canyon. Station 3. X 3. No. 94,326.

Fig. 2

—

S'. bicipitis. Genitalia of specimen from Nine-mile Water Hole.
No. 94,324. X 3.

Fig. 3—Side of the head of same specimen.
Fig. 4—(S. bicipitis. Penis opened to show the papilla. Buckeye Canyon.

Station 4. No. 94,325.
Fig. 5

—

Sonorella binneyi Pils and Ferr, Genitalia of No. 97,414. Horse-
shoe Canyon.

Fig. 6

—

S. bicipitis. Sole of specimen from Nine-mile Water Hole. No.
94,324.

Fig. 7

—

S. bicipitis. Genitalia of specimen from Buckeye Canyon, Station
1. X 3. No. 94,328 (type lot).

Plate IV—Fig. 1

—

Sonorella optata Pils and Ferr. Genitalia of No. 94,322.
Big Emigrant Mountain, X 3, with details of penis, papilla and the
vestigeal fiagellum {fl.).

Fig. 2—5. optata. West Side of Big Emigrant Canyon. No. 94,320. X 4.

Fig. 3

—

S. optata. Big Emigrant Canyon, Station 1. No. 94,319. X 4.
Fig. 4—5. optata. Cleft in Big Emigrant Canyon. No. 94,321. X 4.

Fig. 5

—

S. optata. Genitilia of young snail. No. 94,323. X 14. Outline
of penis papilla shown by broken line.

Fig. 6

—

Sonorella bowiensis Pils. Genitalia of a topot>-pe. X 3. No.
94,327.

Fig. 7

—

S. optata. Genitalia of a nearly mature snail. No. 94,323. X 4.

Cross J. Moimtain.

Pl.vte V—Fig. 1

—

Sonorella micra Pils and Ferr. Genitalia. X 4. Nq.
94,334. From Station 10, White Tail Canyon. The penis is extended,
its papilla projecting.
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Fig. 2

—

S. micro. Detail of same specimen showing the epiphallus extended

.

Fig. 3

—

S. micro. No 94,330. X 4. Penis normally retracted, with
detail of end of the papilla.

Fig. 4

—

S. virilis Pils. Specimen from Station 11, Cave Creek Canyon.
X 2. No. 94,332.

Fig. 5

—

SonoreUa virilis leucura Pils. and Ferr. X 2. White Tail Canyon,
Station 4. No. 94,331. Tlie twisted condition of the penis is an acci-

dental or individual peculiarity of this specimen.
Fig. 6—.S. virilis. X 2. Cave Creek, Station 13. No. 94,335. With

detail of opposite side of the vagina

Plate VI—^Figs. 1, 2, 3

—

Oreoheli.x borbata Pils. An adult and two immature
individuals from the head of Turkej' Creek.

Fig. 4

—

0. barbata. Less fully scaled form with blunt periphery. Head
of Rucker Canyon, Station lOA.

Figs. 5, 6, 7—0. barbata minima Pils. and Ferr. Rucker Canvon, Station
IIJA.

Plate VII—Figs. 1, 2, 3, i—AshmuneUa lepiderma n. sp. White Tail Canyon,
Station 11.

Figs. 5, 6, 7—.4. lepiderma. Station 17.

Plate VIII—Figs. l-S^Ashmimella duplicidens Pils.

Plate IX—Figs. 1, 2

—

Ashtnunella esuritor Pils. Near Barfoot Park, Station
2. No. 92,205. Elevated specimen.

Figs. 3—Pine Canyon, No. 97,930. Elevated specimen.
Figs. 4, 5—Near Barfoot Park. No. 92,205. Depressed specimen.
Figs. 6, 7, 8—East side of Barfoot Park. No. 94,432. Diameter 16J mm.
Fig. 9

—

Ashmunella metamorphosa Pils. Aperture of tj'pe specimen.
No. 88,885.

Plate X—Fig. 1

—

Ashmunella chiricahuaiia (Dall). Falls of Cave Creek.
No. 97,427 A. N. S. P.

Fig. 2

—

Ashmunella esuritor Pils. E. side Barfoot Park. No. 94,432.
Fig. 3

—

Ashmunella esuritor. Topotype. No. 92,205.
Fig. 4

—

Ashmunella chiricahuano (Dall). Head of Cave Creek, near Long
Park. No. 94,4.30.

Fig. 5

—

Ashmunella esuritor Pils. E. side Barfoot Park. No. 94,432.
Fig. 6

—

Ashmunella angulota Pils. Cave Creek Canyon. No. 87,020.
Fig. 7

—

Ashmunella ferrissi Pils. Topotype. No. 97,925.
Fig. 8

—

Ashmunella duplicidens Pils. Head of Morse Canyon.
Fig. 9

—

Ashmunella proximo emigrans Pils. Cotype. No. 99,604.

Plate XI—Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4

—

Holospira arizonensis Steams. Topotypes from
Dos Cabezas Cave. No. 99,700 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8

—

H. arizonensis emigrans n. subsp. JHead of West branch
of Big Emigrant Canyon. No. 99,701 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12

—

H. arizonensis. Form from Station 2, Big Emigrant
Canyon. No. 99,702 A. N. S. P.

Plate XII—Figs. 1, 2

—

Holospira cionella Pils. Two cotypes. No. 87,117.
A. N. S. P.

Fig. 3

—

H. cionella. Form from Goodwin Canyon. No. 99,710 A. N. S. P.
Figs. 4-8

—

H. cionella. Forms from Bull Hill, near Fort Bowie. No. 99,709
A. N. S. P.

Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12

—

H. cionella. Forms from Limestone Mountain. No.
97,424, A. N. S. P.

Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16

—

H. cionella. Forms from below Paradise. No. 99,726
A. N. S. P.

Plate XIII—Figs. 1, 2

—

Holospira cionella intermedia P. and F. White Tail

Canyon, Station 4. No. 99,717.
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Figs. 3, 4, 5

—

Holospira cionella intermedia P. and F. Tj^pes. Box Canvon
of Wliite Tail. No. 99,684.

Figs. 6, 7. 8

—

Holospira cionella intermedia P. and F. Types. Box Canyon
of AVhite Tail, another colony.

Figss. 9, 10, 11, 12

—

Holospira cionella intermedia P. and F. Two forms
from head of Onion Creek. No. 99,724.

Figs. 13, 14—Do. Below Station 5, White Tail Canyon. No. 99,718.
Figs. 15, 16—H. c. capillacea P. and F. Southeast side of White Tail,

below cliffs half way to summit. No. 99,727.

Plate XIV—Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4

—

Holospira chiricahuana termiria n. subsp. Cave
Creek, Station 6. No. 99,699 A. N. S. P,

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8

—

Holospira chiricahuana Pils. Topotypes, cave in Cave
Creek. No. 99,696 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12

—

H. chiricahuana gracilis n. subsp. Cave Creek, Station
10. No. 99,698 A. N. S. P.

Figs. 13, 14, 1.5

—

H. chiricahuana optima n. subsp. Cave Creek Station 5.
No. 99,697 A. N. S. P.
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES, V: THE GRAND CANYON AND
NORTHERN ARIZONA,

BY HENRY A. PILSBRY AND JAMES H. FERRISS.

Prior to 1906 the work on

region had been confined to

Fig. 1.—Grand Canyon in the
vicinity of Bass Trail and
Shinumo Creek, showing col-

lecting stations, expedition
of 1906. Reduced and sim-
plified from U. S. Geol. Surv.
Topographic map, Shinumo
cjuadrangle, edit, of August,
190S.

southwestern molkisks of the moimtam
southern and central New Mexico and

Arizona. Between this region and the

districts in Colorado and northern Utah

which have been explored for snails,

a great area, including the Grand

Canyon of the Colorado, remained

unworked. To obtain some knowl-

edge of this region, the authors spent

the month of October, 1906, in the

Grand Canyon; also collecting on Bill

Williams Mountain (elevation, 9,000

feet), on the plateau of northern

Arizona, 64 miles south of the Grand

Canyon. In the canyon we collected

at the terminus of the Grand Canyon

Railroad, a branch of the Santa Fe,

at El Tovai, the Bright Angel Trail,

^

and at many localities reached from

Bass Trail (also known as the Mystic

Spring Trail), 24 miles west of the

railroad, and on l)oth sides of the river.

Most of our stations here are shown

on the accompanying map (fig. 1).

We did not visit John Hance's trail,

the Red Canyon Trail so-called, which

lies east of Grand Canyon, the railroad

terminus. One species, Sonorella color-

adoensis, was taken here by Dr. C. Hart

Merriam in 1889, but otherwise the

snail fauna is unknown. The Grand

View Trail is also imvisited by col-

lectors of shells. The Oreohelices and

Pupillidse of the upper and intermediate

slopes will doubtless prove interesting

* We are indebted to Dr. C. Montague Cooke, of Honolulu, for several species

taken by him at the "Indian Gardens," Bright Angel Trail.
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and well worth investigation

on these two trails, both of

which are easily accessible.

In 1909 (August 19 to Octo-

ber 25) Messrs. Ferriss and L.

E. Daniels extended the work

to the region north of the Grand

Canyon, exploring the Powell

Plateau and the western side

of the Kaibab Plateau, going

as far north as Kanab, Utah.

A long and hard trip was also

made westward to Mt. Trum-

bull. The route and stations

are partly shown in fig. 2. The

northward extension of the

route, to Fredonia, Ariz. (Sta-

tion 38), and Kanab, Utah, is

not shown on the map. From
Fredonia the route led south-

west to Pipe Spring, Vermillion

Cliff (Station 39), to Yellow-

stone Spring, southward across

Antelope Valley (Station 40),

to Mt. Trumbull, where the fol-

lowing stations were occupied

:

43, Base of northwestern part

of mountain, 6,700 feet.

44, Spring at northwestern

part of mountain, 7,000 feet.

45, Northwestern part of

mountain, 6,700 feet.

46, Hurricane Fault, 8 miles

from Mt. Trumbull, 6,000 feet.

Station 41 is close to the

figure 6, on the Kaibab Sheet

Fig. 2.—Part of route and collecting

stations, expedition of 1909, north
of the Grand Canyon. 1000 ft.

contours traced from U. S. Geol.
Surv. topographic map, Kaibab
sheet, edition of March, 1S86, re-

printed January, 1900.
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Powell Survey, long. 113°. lat. 36° 27', on a limestone ridge between

Finley's reservoir and ^It. Trumbull. Station 42. ant-hills on same

road westward.

North of the northern rim of the Grand Canyon only one species

of large size was found,

—

Oreohelix strigosa depressa (Ckll.); but this

occurs in a multitude of colonies and in gi-eat variety of size and color.

So far as we know, this form does not occur in Arizona south of the

Colorado River in the Grand Canyon. The small shells are for the

most part generalh^ distributed on both sides of and in the Grand

Canyon. Special to the. Grand Canyon, so far as we know, are the

following forms

:

SonorcUa coloradoensis (Stearns).

Oreohelix yavapa i, subspecies extremitatis, angelica and profundorum

P. and F.

Pupilla si/ngenes avus P. and F.

Only the first of these is generally distributed, being found on

both sides of the river, and for at least 30 miles along its course

;

also on the plateau south of the canyon at Bass Station.

The work of collectmg m the Grand Canyon is severe. The trails,

except the Bright Angel or tourists' trail, are narrow and very steep.

You will dig snails on taluses ending in cliffs dropping hundreds of

feet; no sound comes back from the rocks your work dislodges. Also,

the sandstone and metamorphic rock is hard on the hands. Oreohelix, in

restricted localities, is sometimes very abundant, but Sonorella is

always rare, and living ones can be obtained only by hard work.

Satisfactory work along the south side can de done from the camps or

hotels at the several trails. For work in the lower levels and on the

north side of the river a camp outfit and pack animals are requu'ed.

These may be obtained at the Bright Angel. Bass, Grand \iew or

Hance Trails.

The most productive horizons in the Grand Canyon are the Kaibab

Limestone, which forms the slope immediately below the rim. and

the talus at the foot of the Cross-bed or Coconino Sandstone, in shel-

tered recesses where a talus from the overlymg limestone terrain has

accumulated. The deeper levels are comparatively unproductive,

though Sonorella penetrates in suitable places nearly to the river.

The moUuscan fauna of the Grand Canyon, with the sole exception

of So7iorella, consists of species mhabithig northern Arizona on one or

both sides of the canyon or of forms evidently derived from such species-

It must, therefore, so far as mollusks are concerned, be considered a

part of the Transition zone. Sonorella is the sole Upper Austral genus.

It inhabits both sides of the river, up to and even upon the rim.
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The canyon forms a barrier to the distribution of Oreohelix, the

widely spread Arizonian species 0. yavapai not extending north of it,

though very abundant in several subspecies on the southern side,

while 0. strigosa depressa, very abundant north of the canyon, does

not to our knowledge occur in the canyon or in Arizona south of it.

Some of the smaller species may prove to be similarly restricted, but

more copious data are required to prove that this is the case. The

minute species, here as elsewhere, are widely distributed, probably

owing to the facility with which they may be carried ))y cyclonic

storms.

In a former paper of this series^ we discussed briefly the relation

of desert snails to their environments, concluding that the direct

influence of desert climate had been overestimated basing this

opinion upon the fact that these animals are quiescent except during

the brief periods of damp or rainy weather; and accounting for the

opaciue and chalky texture of exposed snails as a protection against

sunlight, probably brought about by selection. A recent letter from

Dr. Wm'. H. Dall, giving his somewhat diverse views upon the same

topic, is here printed, by permission, so that those interested in these

questions from the standpoint of molluscan study may have both

views before them.^

2Mollusca of the Southwestern States, IV: The Chiricahua Mountains,

Proc. Acad. Ned. Scl. Phila., 1910, pp. ^7-50 ^^ ^ ^ . r + lo ^^
2 " In regard to direct action of sunlight and other factors of climate on desert

snails (am(mg which I reckon only those really exposed to it, and not those hke

A6^mu«e//r,, which by descending into the rock piles reach a nioderately

humid climate), my reasoning would V)e sometlung like this: We knoAV rritation

of the surface in snails causes exudation of mucous matter (mLxed with lime in

the case of shell bearers), which tends to thicken and mcidentally to contract

or corrugate new growth, this irritation may be alkah m Iresh waters, «and or

infusoria in pearl oysters, alkali dust on and wmdy A^olcamc islands, like the

Galapagos or St. Helena, and scorching sunlight m desert placa«. Now the

fiSt result would be to thicken the shell and exclude the irritan
,
othensnse

the animal will die. Assuming that before reachmg the pomt of absolute exliaus-

tion the amoimt of mucus has a limit, this means a retardation o growth m the

spiral direction, and if (assuming that the color glands have also a lunited amount

of color to give the general secretion) it would be, m the case cited, abnonnallv

diluted- with the result that the shell would tend to be whiter than the normal,

not «.s nvrotectum, but because of tlie dilution. This explains the white Rulimmi,

Clausihai and Pupas, so conspicuous on hot rocks m South Europe. Then comes

in Natural Selection by killing off those which did not or could not sufficiently

thicken themselves to ward off the light, and you have by the mo.st smiple

direct action, without any heredity being called mto play (unless through

some transmission of ac(,uired characters, which I regard m this
ff^

as very

doubtful) all the characteristics of desert snails over the whole world developed

in the individual by direct action.
. . , , i ^ t u^M^.r^

"In the Galapagos snails the voung nepionic whorls are normal, and I believe

would continue so except for thedirect action of the envinmment. Thus affects

those on the ground, grass and low shrul>s. Those hying on the higher trees ^cape

(by my hj^pothesis) the dust and continue or remain nonnal m their growth.
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List of Species.

HELICIDJE.

Sonorella coloradoensis (Steams). PI. XII, figs. 20-30.

Helw (Ariontn) coloradoensis Steams, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mas., vol. XIII,

p. 226, pi. 15, figs. 6, 8, 12, 1890.

£onorella coloradoensis Steams, Pilsbrv, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1900,

p 560. 1901. Bartsch, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. XLVII, p. 189, pi.

32, fig. 3 (shell of type), 1904.

The type specimen of this species measures: alt. 10, diam. 16.4 mm.,

umbilicus about 1.8 mm. The locality given by Stearns and repeated

by Bartsch,* Grand Canj^on of the Colorado opposite the Kaibab

Plateau, alt. 3,500 feet, is somewhat indefinite, on account of the

considerable extent of the Kaibab Plateau. Dr. C. Hart Merriam,

to whom we applied for further details, writes: ''I collected the type

of Helix coloradoensis Stearns in September, 1889, in the Grand Canyon

below the tank then known as Canyon Spring, not far from where

John Hance afterward built what is known as the Hance Trail. At

that time neither the Bright Angel nor Bass's Trail had been heard of."

This locaHty is, properly speaking, opposite what is now known as

the Walhalla Plateau, not the Kaibal:) Plateau.^ As the river flows,

it is about 13 miles east of the Bright Angel Trail, and 30 miles east

of Bass's Trail. Owing to the sinuosity of the sides of the canyon,

the actual distance along any level above the river gorge and below

the rim would be at least three or four times as great.

The specimens, from the Bright Angel and Bass's Trails and from

the north side differ from the type by having the umbilicus slightly

larger.

The soft anatomy of the type was not described. One of us has

dissected specimens from both sides of the river at Bass's Trail. The

^enitaUa of a shell from "Spectacle Cove" (Station A) figured (fig.

'3A) show the species to be a true Sonorella, related about as nearly

to the forms found in the region immediately south of Tucson, as to

any southern species. The penis (p.) is swollen distally, narrow in its

basal half, where it is enveloped m a rather long muscular sheath.

It contains a tapering papilla (p.p.), not quite half as long as the penis.

The epiphallus (epi.) is about equal to the penis in length, slightly

larger than the vas deferens. There is no fiagellum. The penis

* The localities for S. coloradoensis in Inyo and San Diego Covmties, California,

-which Dr. Bartscli credits to Pilsbry and Johnson, were taken by them from a

paper by Dr. Steams, Nautilus, VIII, p. 29. This paper was not noticed by Dr.

Bartsch, who has shown that the shells in question are not *S'. coloradoensis.

*See U. S. Geol. Survey Topographic Map, Vishnu Quadrangle.
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retractor muscle inserts on the epiphallus. The vagina is rather short

and slender. Atrium longer than usual in Sonorella. Length of the

penis, 4.5 mm.; penis-papilla, 2 mm.; vagina, 3 mm.; spermatheca

and duct, 21.5 mm.

Fig. 3.—Genitalia of Sonorella ooloradoensis. A, Spectacle Cove,

fomi from 'Wliite Creelc, Station G.

B, bandla^is

A specimen of the bandless form from Wliite Creek, a branch of

Shinumo Creek, shows only slight differences m the genitalia from the

"Spectacle Cove" form. The atrium is shorter; penis-papilla more

cylindric and blunter. Length of penis, 5 mm.; epiphallus, 4.7 mm.;

penis-papilla, 2 mm. ; vagina, 3.S mm.
While S. coloradoensis seems to be generally distributed in the

Grand Canyon, the colonies, except near the rim, are isolated and

mostly small. Except during wet weather, the snails adhere to

eruptive or metamorphic rocks, making white circles thereon like

other Sonorellas. Specimens were taken by us at the following places

:

{South side of the Colorado River.)

(1) Bass's Station, on the Grand Canyon R. R., about four miles

south of the Grand Canyon. The shells vary from alt. 10.5, diam. 16

mm., to alt. 9.8, diam. 15 mm.

(2) Upper talus along the Bright Angel Trail from 100 to 400 feet

below the rim. The specimens are like those from Spectacle Cove,

noticed below.
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(3) Station C: Upper talus-slope in the bay about ^ mile west of

Bass Camp, a few hundred feet below the rim. The shells here are

small, alt. 8, diam. 13, width of umbilicus 2 mm. None fomid alive.

In some examples the shoulder-band is extremely faint, but in most

of them it is distinct.

(4) Station A: "Spectacle Cove," an embayment at the foot of

the cross-bed or Coconino sandstone, in a talus resting upon the Aubrey

red sandstone, with Oreohelix yavapai profundorum.

Specimens measure

:

Alt. 10, diam. 16.0, umbilicus 2.1 mm.
" 9, " 14.8, " 2.0 "

All have a band at the shoidder. Very few living adults were

taken, but, unlike the OreoheUces, the shells are entirely normal.

(5) Seep Spring, 2 miles west of Bass Trail, at base of the cross-bed

sandstone. Shells like the preceding lot from the same level.

(6) Station B: Head of Starvation Tank Wash, around the point

to the right from Bass Trail, at about 5,800 feet elevation (PI. XII,

figs. 29, 30).

(7) Station D: Bass Trail, on the Red Wall, 5,000 feet.

Alt. 10.1, diam. 16, umbiHcus 2.1 mm.
" 9.5, " 16, " 2.1

"

" 9.1, " 15, " 2.1 "

The shoulder-band is wanting in about half of the shells taken.

(8) Station E: Foot of Red Wall, on Bass Trail, elevation about

3,850 feet. Like the preceding, diam. 15 to 16.3 mm. A few "bones"

were taken still lower, at about 3,000 feet, in a talus of the Red Wall

limestone.

Alt. 8.9, diam. 15.0, umbilicus 2.0 mm.

Fig. 29. " 9.0, " 14.3, " 2.0 " ; whorls 4^
" 8.5, " 13.6, " 1.9 "

" 8.2, " 13.5 mm.
The corneous, brown shell is more or less streaked with white and

invariably has a narrow band at the shoulder.

{North Side of the Colorado River.)

(9) Station F: Shinumo Creek, near camp, elevation about 2,500

feet.

Alt. 10.8, diam. 16.9, umbilicus 2.1 mm.; whorls 4^.

" 10.8, " 16.5, " 2.1 "

" 9.3, " 15.1, " 2.0 "

Similar shells occurred at Station 3, Shinumo Box, 2,750 feet.
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the largest, alt. 12, diam. 17.2, umbilicus 2.5 mm. (F. and D. 1909).

Some of these shells are the largest taken up to this time, exceeding

the types. The shoulder-band is faint or wanting on some shells.

(10) Station G: White Creek, about 1 mile alcove its confluence

with Shinumo Creek (PI. XII, figs. 26-28). Seven per cent, of the

shells taken show a chestnut band. In the rest there is an ill-defined

whitish band in its place. Bandless shells are rare in all other localities.

The aperture is also more ample in this lot, somewhat trumpet-shaped,

the lip is rather more thickened and rust,v. and the parietal callus is

generally thick at the edge.

Alt. 10, diam. 17.0, umbilicus 2.6 mm.; aperture 8.8 x 10.0 mm.
" 10, " 16.2, " 2.1 " " 8.2 X 9.5 "

" 9, " 15.2, " 2.25 " " 8.0 X 8.8 "

The genitalia of a specimen of this lot are figured, fig. 3B.

(11) Muav Box, Station 9, elevation 4.000 feet (F. and D., 1909).

Diam. 15-16 mm. All taken have the shoulder-band.

(12) Station H: Mojave Amphitheatre below the red-wall sand-

stone (west side of Muav Canyon, near Button's Point). The shells

are all banded, measure 14 to 16 mm. diameter, and do not seem to

differ from those taken on the Shinumo at a much lower elevation.

At this point the authors made a dry camp in 1906, being unaware that

there was water a few miles beyond. In 1909 Ferriss and Daniels

took a fine lot of unusually large and dark colored Sonorellas at Station

107, about two miles farther up Muav Canyon, but they were lost

before reaching home.

(13) Station 104, 6,700 feet, and Station 9, 7,500 feet, east side of

Powell Plateau (west of Muav Wash). Small, 13.5 to 14 mm. diam.;

banded; aperture dilated, as in the shells described under (10). This

colony and those following were taken by Ferriss and Daniels, 1909.

(14) Station 5, east of Muav Camion, near the Kaibab Saddle,

6,717 feet. Small shells, diam. about 13.5 to 15 mm., with the mouth
less dilated than in the preceding lot, nearly normal. All are banded.

(15) Station 25, west side of Powell Plateau, 6,700 feet. The
shells are small, diam. al^out 14 mm., with thickened lip and somewhat

dilated mouth, as in Nos. (13) and (19).

(16) At Station 23, Horse Tank Canyon, on the west side of Powell

Plateau, 7,000 feet, the shells are like those from No. (12). Some
bandless individuals were also taken.

(17) Station 101, north end of Powell Plateau, 6,700 feet. Only

dead and bleached shells, normal in shape.

(18) Station 100, third amphitheatre north of the Kaibab Saddle,
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6,700 feet. Shells 14 to 15 mm. diameter, normal in shape and color,

similar to lot No. (10). This is farthest north for the species.

Oreohelix yavapai profundorum n. subep. PL XII, figs. 1-14.

The shell is opaque-white with some brownish, corneous streaks and

often two fleshy, brown bands, the inner whorls more or less flesh-

tinted; solid; with sculpture of rather wide, irregular, subobsolete

growth-wrinkles, but no spiral strice. Whorls 4^ to 5, the last angular

or subangular in front, descending moderately or deeply to the apeiture,

often becoming shortly free. Aperture very oblique or subhorizontal,

the peristome slightly thickened and brownish, continuous and free

or in contact with the preceding whorl for a short distance.

Fig. 1. Alt. 12.0, diam. 14.,S mm.
13-.8

"

; uml)ilicus 3 mm. wide.

2.
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n ^ o. Vn in'^9S4 \ \ S. P., collected by Ferriss

5 700 feet. Cotypes, -No. HJ6,^6^ a. .n. >^. ^ ,

H^r^'^^ 2i .ho.s. shows fine s.War ripples

alon. thrUnes of growth, and in places some fine, very famt spiral

Sr^ay be t aced ; on the base these spirals are more d.stmc They

t^inrtheVe durir;g the first part of the '^^^^^^'^^^
,fter a diameter of 8 or 9 mm. has been attamed. The mam sp rals

t e va*"paced, as in 0. y«vapai, but at all stages of growth they

Z V n weL. The embn-onic shell is light b™™ Some macute

and streaks of opaque cream-white appear after the th.rd whorl In

t^e ^ultstage the surface becomes dull white and somewhat chalky

romt o^^fhever.. thin cuticle, which is present in the embryomc

"ot^oXl-rand the aUied races, e.trenuUUis and «„,*c«,

differLm 0. ya.apai by the very weak spU-al str>ation of the embry-

onic sheU prolundorum resembles 0. yavapau 0. y.
^''"^^f'""

::,d otrUaa I having a ver,- short penis, its length about h^f the

diameter of the shell or less. In the strigo^ group, ^°

f^J^
J^""";

the Denis is long, two-thirds the diameter of the shell or more, in

loholexampres. 0. yavapai, nec^xicar. and projurulorum are

al k i^^ genitaha. but 0. tortato differs by havmg the retrac or muscle

inserted on the epiphallus, whilst in the others >t is mserted at the

=""!:'*: CaHtv of 0. .. vrolun,oru,n is in an embayment of the

cross-b«l sandstone, where a talus at its foot rests upon the red sand-
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stone. Living specimens were taken only on the last moiuid of the

talus at the head of the wash, shown on the left in fig. o. This mound
is about 30 or 40 feet high, about 100 feet long, and has a great rock

in the middle. Dead shells were scattered over the talus for about

200 yards westward, nearly as far as the large rocks shown in the

edge of the pinons. Except where pinons are shown, the slope is

covered with shrubs. The Oreohelices live among moss and grass,

around and under stones in great profusion. With them live Cochli-

copa, Pupilla, etc., and Sonorella coloradoensis, the latter found over

the whole talus shown in fig. 5, but everywhere very scarce. Numerous

other taluses at and below the same level were searched, l)ut no other

colony of Oreohelix was found. All other colonies of Oreohelix seen

are on the upper slopes only a short distance l^elow the rim of the

canyon.

In the absence of any source on the lower levels, 0. y. profundorum

must have been derived from 0. y. extremitatis, which inhabits the

slope above the cross-bed sandstone, whence individuals have fallen

into the abyss. The consideral)le divergence of the race on the

lower level, and the fact that only one colony was found at that level,

seem to indicate that most snails which are carried or fall over the

cliff do not survive the terrific drop of several hundred feet.

In the series of several thousand shells taken there was one sinistral

example.

That the colony of 0. y. profundorum is decadent seems to be indi-

cated by the fact that dead shells were found over an area many times

greater than that now inhabited by living snails. The markedly

senile character of the shells also foretells approaching extinction.

Yet the local conditions appear altogether favorable and living indi-

viduals are very abundant in a limited area.

Oreohelix yavapai extremitatis n. subsp. PI. XII, figs. 15-21.

At Station 2, near Bass's Trail, about 200 feet below the rim of the

Grand Canyon, the Oreohelices (pi. XII, figs. 18-21) are 7uo>-e depressed

than 0. y. profundorum, less solid and less calcareous, invariably two-

banded. The surface is more or less suffused with light brown, espe-

cially on the spire, and the very thin pellucid cuticle is retained, so

that the shell has a slight luster. The eml^ryonic whorls are like

profundorum; the first third or half of the last whorl is acutely carinate

i n front, and the latter part descends very little (as in fig. 18, 67 per cent,

of the shells examined) or somewhat dee])ly (fig. 19, 33 per cent.).

Widely spaced granose spirals (such as are characteristic of 0. yavapai)
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are visible on the base in front of the aperture in most of the shells.

The aperture is contracted less than in 0. y. profundorum and the

peristome is not thickened. The largest examples measure, alt. 8.2,

diam. 16 mm., the smallest alt. 8.3, diam. 14 mm. About 60 adults

examined.

Fig. 18. Alt. 8.0, diam. 15.8 mm.; width of umbilicus 4.7 mm,
" 19. " 7.8, " 14.5 " " " 4.0 "

" 19. " 8.7, " 14.2 ''
" " 4.0 "

" 20. " 8.5, " 16.0 ''
" " 4.3 "

" 21. " 8.0, " 15.5 " " " 4.3
"

Cotypes are No. 103,236 A. N. S. P., collected by Ferriss and Pils-

bry, 1906.

Similar shells occur on the upper slope at the same level, in a bay

of the rim, about a half-mile west of Bass's Camp, on the southern

rim of the canyon (pi. XII, figs. 15, 16, 17).

Fig. 15. Alt. 9.2, diam. 15.5 mm. ; umbilicus 4.0 mm. wide.

" 16. '' 8.1, " 15.1 " " 4.1 "

'' 17. " 9.0, " 16.9 " " 4.9 "

Oreohelix yavapai angelica. PI. XII, figs. 22-25.

On the Bright Angel Trail, at Grand Canyon, from 100 to 400 feet

below the rim, which has here an elevation of 6,866 feet, the shells

resemble 0. y. extremitatis in contour, except that the last whorl is

somewhat more inflated. The color is light brown, usually with a

brown band below the periphery, sometimes with another above, l^ut

this is often wanting. It is thinner and larger than extremitatis, and

spaced spirals are more distinct, being well-developed on both the

base and upper surface. The embryonic whorls have faint spiral

lines. The first part of the neanic stage (up to at least 11 mm. diam.,

with nearly 4 whorls in some individuals) bears spiral rows of cuticular

scales readily visible to the naked eye. There are about 8 spirals

above, 10 below the periphery on the last whorl. The last whorl is

but slightly deflexed in most examples, rarely (8 per cent.) more or

less deeply so, approaching fig. 25, which is an extreme individual.

Fig. 22. Alt. 9.0, diam. 17.0 mm. ; width of uml)ilicus 4.5 mm.
17.0 " " " 4.9 "

17.9 " " " 4.8 "

16.0 " " '' 3.8 "

Individuals with deeply descending last whorl occurred chiefly at

the lower level.

23.
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Alt. 9.5, diam. 18.3 mm.
" 10.2, " 17.0 " •

" 8.0, " 16.0 "

" 9.8, " 16.0 "

This race occupies the same zone as 0. y. extremitatis ^ in the Kaibab-

limestone. The stations are about 20 miles apart, but including the

windings of the canyon, as the snail travels, the distance would be

far greater. The embryonic stage is very much alike in 0. y. profun-

dorum, extremitatis and angelica, but the neanic and adult stages'

differ.

Cotypes No. 103,239 A. N. S. P.. collected by Pilsbry and Ferriss,

1906.

Oreohelix strigosa depressa (Ckll.). Pis. XIII, XIV.

[Patula strigosa] var. Cooperi Binnev, Manual Amer. L. Shells, p. 166, fig.

153 (teste Ckll.).

Patula strigosa cooperi var. depi-essa Ckll., Nautilus, III, p. 102, January,
1890, canvon near Durango, Colo.

Oreohelix strigosa Gld., Pilsbrv, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 272, pi. XXV,
figs. 45-47 (shell); pi. XI, figs. 14, 15 (embryonic shell); pi. XIX, fig. 3
(genitalia); pi. XXII, figs. 1-3 (teeth); pi. XXIII, fig. 25 (jaw).

New Mexican examples of 0. s. depressa have been fully described

and figured in a former paper of this series. In the country north of

the Grand Canyon it is an abundant snail, varying widely in size,

form, color, and to a less degree in sculpture not only in different

colonies, but frequently among individuals of one colony.

In some districts, as along the western escarpment of Powell Plateau,

there is a marked tendency to lose the dark bands. In some other

places beautiful albino shells occur in colonies composed chiefly of

well-colored shells. There is a tendency in many places to produce

more compactly coiled shells than typical depressa, the spire being

higher and the total diameter and the umbilicus smaller in some of the

shells. This culminates in a form of shell which is not distinguishable

from 0. cooperi, found in a few stations.

In some arid situations, especially the head of Quaking Asp Canyon,

the shells are conspicuously dwarfed, their development arrested.

No colonies are markedly gerontic, though in a few there is a tendency

towards senile characteristics in occasional individuals.

The spiral sculpture is generally distinctly developed, and some-

times some larger, widely spaced spirals can be seen on the base of the

shell.

Specimens are illustrated on Plates XIII and XIV. Some
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comment on the several lots follows, beginning at the northern

stations. ^

(1) Jacob's Canyon (PI. XIII, figs. 1-5), OreoheHces were taken

at Stations 68, 69, 70, 71. The typical form and coloring (fig. 1)

prevail, but there is also one color-form not elsewhere encountered,

in which the bands are purple-brown and very wide, the upper one

spreading to the suture or leaving a white belt below the latter (figs.

2-4). There are also some pearl-white and dirty white shells (fig. 5).

The same color-forms occurred at Station 67, below the mouth of

° Onl}' one of us (Ferriss) collected P. S. depressa north of the Grand Canyon,
being accompanied there by Mr. L. E. Daniels. His impressions concerning the
relations of shell-characters to the environmental factors of elevation, humidity
and direction of slope are given below. It must be remembered that the con-
ditions in the Kaibab region are less accentuated than in the more arid moun-
tains of the south.

"At the time our observations in 'MoUusca of the Southwestern States,

No. IV,' were written, environment seemed the controlling factor in the deter-

mination of size of the shell, northern exposures, with an abmidance of shade
and plant life and a longer growing season, would produce the larger shells.

In the region north of tlie Grand Canj'on many apparent exceptions to this

rule were noted. Often colonies of the same species but 100 feet apart varied
100 per cent, in size. In a gulch facing north in the Powell-Kaibab saddle, in a
box canyon with perfect snail conditions, the Oreohellx average 20 mm. in diam-
eter. Above the Vjox, in a more open country, they average 24: mm. and were
more plentiful.

"In the canyons and amphitheaters of these plateaux, with the same exposure,
moistvu-e, shade, elevation—mineral, plant and all other conditions equal so far

as we could imderstand—each colony stood out by itself in color, size and shape
of the spire. These qualities seemed suljject to mutation rather than con-
trolled by environment.

"Thus, in Two-Spring Canyon, the shells in a colony on one side of a rock
were 25 per cent, larger than those of the colony upon the other side, less than
100 feet distant ; and a colony on the west side of the stream, no farther away,
was larger than either. In the center of a colony on Powell Plateau, a 'family'

of larger shells was fomid.
"Until we crossed the Kaibab Plateau, the collections of 1909 were at about

the same elevation, in the lunestone section. In Two-Spring and Quakmg Asp
Can}'ons, both heavily wooded, the Oreohelices at the top, among the quaking
asp, were 14 mm. in diameter, gradually increasing in size, as we descended,
to 2.5 mm., as would naturally be expected.

"In Snake Gulch, however, the lai'gest shells were at the top, on slopes facing
either north, west or south, the diameters rmming 25 and 26 mm. at Castle
Springs and vicinity. At Big Sprbigs, with abmidance of shade and humidity
the year around, and a warm southern exposure, the largest measurements were
21, and at the lowest colony in tlie gulcli less than 18 nun.

"In Warm Springs Canyon, running from east to west parallel with Snake
Gulch, the smaller colonies were midway in the canyon, those at both the top
and bottom of the canyon being unusually large and robust, and it was the same
in Jacob's Canyon, another parallel canyon of this group running to the west.

" We collected OreohelLx at 22 stations, elevation about 6,700 feet, in the saddle
region of the Powell and Kaibab Plateaux; at 19 stations in Two-Spring and
Quaking Asp Canyons in the Kaibab Plateau, at elevations between 6,500 and
8,250; at 20 stations in Snake Gulch, Kaibab Plateau, from 5,000 to 7,000 feet

elevation; at 16 stations in Warm Spring and Jacolj's Canyons, Kaibab Plateau,
from 6,000 to 6,750 feet elevation."
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Jacob's Canyon, in the second gulch north of Warm Spring Canyon.

It was not noticed at Station 68.

Fig. 1. Alt. 12.S, diam. 23.0. umbilicus 5.9 mm.
" 2. " 11.8, '' 22.3, " 6.1 "

'' 3. " 11.3, " 22.7, " 6.0 ''

" 4. " 12.5, " 21.8, " 6.0 "

" 5. " ll.S, " 24.0, " 6.1 "

(2) At Station 66 (PI. XIII, figs. 6, 7), in the first gulch facing west,

north of Warm Spring Canyon, the shells are smaller and usually

more elevated, the last whorl at the aperture generally falling well

below the lower band. Color and sculpture are normal.

Fig. 6. Alt. 12.0, diam. 19, umbilicus 5.0 mm.
" 7. '' 10.5, '' 17, " 4.6 "

(3) In the head of Shinumo Canyon (PI. XIII, figs. 10, H, 12),

Stations 50, 51 , 52, the shells are typical in form, but a majority of them

have the bands weak, or one or l^oth may Joe absent (figs. 10-12,

Station 50, 5,500 feet elevation). Farther west, at Station 53, the

bands are somewhat stronger. Bej-ond this, going west, the shells

are smaller (Stations 54, 55, 56, 57), the last ^\horl falls more, and the

ends of the lip approach—senile characters, doubtless indicative of

unfavorable conditions leading to decadence of the race (PI. XIII,

figs. 13, 14, Station 55, at 5,500 feet).

Fig. 10, diam. 20 mm. Fig. 11, diam. 19 mm. Fig. 12, diam.

17.7 mm. (Station 50).

Fig. 13. Alt. 9.2, diam. 15.7 mm. (Station 55).

" 14. " 7.8, " 14.5 " umbilicus 4 mm.
" 15. " 9.2, " 15.7

''

(4) Moquitch Gulch, Stations 75, 76 (PI. XIII, figs. 16-18). The

shells are of medium size, more or less brown, with typical bands.

An albino form, white with greenish, translucent bands, appears here.

Fig. 16. Alt. 11.7, diam. 18, umbilicus 3.9 mm. (Station 76). Fig.

17. Diam. 17.3 mm. Fig. 18. Diam. 18.8 mm. (Station 75).

(5) Continuing southward on Snake Gulch, we encounter snails

essentially like those from Stations 49, 50 and 37 in Stations 35, 34, 33.

At Station 78, boldly marked two-banded shells and beautiful albinos

occur, as already figiu-ed from ^Moquitch Gulch. At Stations 32 and 77

most of the shells are large and dark, but a few are small.

(6) Warm Spring Canyon (PI. XIII, figs. 8, 9). Finely developed

shells occur at Stations 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65 and 73 or 74, mostly

with the normal color-pattern, but sometimes the bands are weak or

almost absent, chiefly in shells from Station 61.
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At Station 60 only tossU examples were taken.

Fig 8 Alt. 9.8, diam. 21.0. umbilicus 6..5 mm. station 62 .

„ 9 .. 11.0, " 22.7, " 6-3 ' (
'''^

m M Snake Gulch, below the Coconino Smelter, Station 49, the

hell reemble those rom Station 66, having a low conoidal .spire

:n:i:ie;redU whorl which falls decidedly at the aperture. Bands

"ril'lntr, snake Gulch, at the north side of the mouUr of

Sr^elt^r C^S^levltion .5,750 feet, the shells resemble those from

Station 50 (see fig. H)-
i .Uvt

(Q) ^t Castle Springs, Station 79, the shells are large and daik,

(9) At v^abue opi s ,

1^,1 / PI ficrc iq-21 6 750 feet elevation),

two-banded or more or less clouded (PI. figs. 1 J
^i ,^, ou

Similar examples are found at Riggs Sprmg, Station 81.

Fifr 19 Alt 11.8, diam. 2^.0 mm. (Station 79).
_

^f ];; ' : y. •; .. o-:. ^ ^^ umbilicus 6.2 mm. (Station /9),

« ;i'
'' lo'c! " 23.2 " " 0.3 " ( " ").

Between the preceding and following stations there i^ an mterval

of about 13 miL over the watershed in which no Oreohehces were

'To') Quaking Asp Canyon penetrates the Kaibab Plateau frorn

th wes?
"

hei^ it drains into Tapeats Creek. Two-Sprmgs Canyon

s a bitch of the head of Quaking Asp. From the lower end of

klv^^L Canyon, Station 98, 6,500 feet elevation, to the head,

Sit" 83 8^250 ?eet, there is a gradual diminution in size of the shells,

~bt\i; to inci-easing aridity of the higher staUons.—d^
\t station 9S the shells are very large, diam. 22 to 2b mm^, Dut>

At Maiion .^o L

94-26) At Station 97 the

fie's
'>•> 23, Station 91, 7,000 feet).

,. • u ,i „,i„lt=

Stations 86 85. 84 and 83 show shells still further dimmished, adul s

Stations so, ^^ jj . ^^ ^.^^^ 4, ^.^orls

rrXfflfi 2,Ssti1on,S4). Thecoloristypical;theperiphery

, in font and the la.st whorl descends only veiy httle to the

angidar m f:°"*

^"^JfJ'^^^^, „„ ^^jie features. Their develop-

rX bL::rr:lr:h: small number of whorls and the angidar

"T T;;o^in?;S^1^"Us resemble those from Station

91 Jrrther up the canyon. Station 26, the shells liecame smaller,
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adults measuring 12 to 15 mm. diam., as in the head of Quaking Asp

Canvon.

Fig
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diam. about 19 mm. At Station 16, SO per cent, of the shells are

bandless.

(15) On the east side of the Powell Plateau, Stations 10, 103, 8, 12,

the shells are typical two-banded depressa (PL XIV, figs. 17, 18, 19,

Station 103, 6,700 feet) varying to forms with the spire higher (figs.

20, 21, same station). Fig. 21, alt. 12.3, diam. 18, umbiUcus 4 nmi.

Thysanophora ingersolli (Bid.).

Bill Williams Mountam; Two-Spring Gulch, KaibalD Saddle.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Shinumo Creek, on the north side of the Grand Canyon. Farther

north than this species has l3een reported hitherto.

ENDODONTID^.

Pyramdula (Gonyodiscus) oronkhitei (Newc).

Bill Williams Mountain. It was not found in the Grand Canyon,

iDut north of it was taken at Castle Springs and Rigg's Spring, Snake

Gulch, Kaibab Plateau; Mt. Trumbull; also Deception Lake and

Crocodile Lake near Kanab, Utah, 5,500 feet elevation.

ZONITID^.

Titrina alaskana Dall-

V. Pfeifferi Newc. not of Dash.

Living specimens were taken on Bill Williams Mountain. Numerous

dead shells were found near a small spring in the Grand Canyon below

the cross-bed sandstone, 2 miles west of Mystic Spring Trail. This

spring is called Seep Spring on the topographic map, Shinumo

quadrangle. The average size of adults here seems to be about 6 mm.

diam., Uit one shell measures 7.4 mm. We did not find Vitrina

elsewhere in the Grand Canyon, but northward it occurred at Warm

Spring Canyon and Rigg's Spring, Kaibab Plateau, and at Mt. Trum-

bull.

The living animal observed October 15, at Bill Williams Mountain,

is far less voluminous than V. limpida. There is one small shell-lobe,

covering the termination of the suture. In progression the tail does

not project behind the shell.

Vitrea indentata umbilioatao 'Singl.' Ckll.

Bill Williams Mountain. Grand Canyon along the Bright Angel

Trail from just below the rim to the base of cross-bed sandstone and

at the Indian Gardens; Bass Station, Grand Canyon R. R.
;
Station

H, on the north side of the canyon. Also taken on the north side of
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the Grand Canyon on Powell Plateau; Kaibab-Powell Saddle; Castle

Springs, Snake Gulch; Two Springs, Kaibab Plateau.

Euoonulus fulvus alaskensis (Pils.)-

Bill Williams Mountain. Grand Canyon, Bright Angel Trail, from

just below rim to base of cross-bed sandstone. Mystic Spring Trail

about 200 feet below rim, and Station C, about a half-mile west of

Bass's Camp; "Spectacle Cove," Station A. North of the Grand
Canyon; Powell Plateau, Station 18; Kaibab Saddle and plateau at

Stations 5, 7, 12, 66, 100; Riggs Spring, Snake Gulch; Castle Springs;

Warm Spring Canyon ; spring on the northwest side of Mt. Trumbull.

Zonitoides milium meridionalis Pils.

Bill Williams Mountain.

Zonitoides minuscula (Binn.).

Bill Williams Mountain. Base of .Alt. Truml^ull.

Zonitoides arborea (Say).

Bill Williams Mountain. Snake Gulch, Station IH.

LIMAOID.^.
Agriolimax hemphilli ashmuni P. and V.

North of the Grand Canyon in Snake Gulch at Big Spring and

Station 49, below the Coconino Smelter ; also Station 48.

SUOCINEID^.
Snocinea avara Say.

Bass Station, Grand Canyon R. R.; Grand Canyon on the Mystic

Spring Trail along the slope a few hundred feet below the rim, and

in the amphitheatre ^ to f mile west of Bass's Camp, on the upper slope

;

"Spectacle Cove" and Seep Spring, 2 miles west of trail, below cross-bed

sandstone ; red wall sandstone at 5,000 feet. On the north side of the

river we found it along Shinumo Creek, in the box of White Creek, and

Ferriss and Daniels took it on the Kaibab Saddle, at Oak Springs,

Snake Gulch. Station IH, at W^arm Spring Canyon, Station 59, and

the Hurricane Fault, Station 46, 6,0C0 feet, near Mt. Trumbull.

It lives in a great variety of stations, a large form occurring in hiunid

places, smaller shells in arid situations.

Succinea retusa Lea.

The Greens, 6 miles west of Kanab, Utah; Deception Lake, northwest

of Kanab.

Succinea hawkinsi Baird.

The Greens, 6 miles west of Kanab, Utah. The specimens seem

to be typical of this very rar? and distinct species, here first reported

from so far south.
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Succinea grosvenori Lea.

North of the Grand Canyon at Big Spring, Snake Gulch, Station 78
;

Antelope Valley, Station 40, on ant hills; Finley Reservoir near Mt.

Trumbull, and at the northwest base of the same mountain.

FERUSSACID^.
Cochlicopa lubrica (Mull.).

Grand Canyon : Bright Angel Trail, from a short distance below the

rim to the foot of the cross-bed sandstone and at the Indian Gardens.

Mystic Spring Trail on the Spectacle Cove talus, Station A, and near

Seep Spring, about 2 miles west of the trail, both places at the base

of the cross-bed sandstone.

PUPILLID^.
Pupoides marginata (Say).

Finley's reservoir near Mt. Trumbull.

Pupoides hordacea (Gabb).

Spring on the northwestern side of Mt. Trumbull and at Finley's

reservoir; Antelope Valley.

Pupilla syngenes (Pilsbry).

Pupa syngenes Pils., Nautilus, IV, p. 3, May, 1890; V, p. 39, pi. 2, figs.

1, 2. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1890, p. 296, pi. 5, figs. 1, 2 (Arizona)

;

1900, p. 606, with form dextroversa P. and V. (San Rafael, N. M.).
Pupa syngenes Dall, Nautilus, VIII, p. 35 (Beaver Creek, Montana).

This sinistral species was based on specimens from Arizona, the

exact locality unknown, fully described and figured in these Proceedings

for 1890. Ten years later a dextral form was noted. Specimens of

P. syngenes are before us from San Rafael and Grants, N. M., and

Holbrook, Jerome, Purtyman's ranch on Oak Creek, and the Grand

Canyon, Arizona. Dall has reported it from Beaver Creek, Mont.,

but none are known from Wyoming, Colorado or Utah.

Fig. 6.

—

Pupilla syngenes dextroversa. San Rafael, N. M.
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In Pupilla it is obvious that dextral forms are the more primitive,

the sinistral forms derived from them. P. syngenes dextroversa,

therefore, perpetuates the original stock of the species, of which

P. syngenes is a divergent branch.

P. s. dextroversa (fig. 6) is subcylindric, a little wider near the upper

end. The last whorl is flattened laterally, with a strong rounded

crest and a deep constriction behind the lip, which is thin and very

narrowly expanded. The parietal lamella is slightly over one-fourth

of a whorl long; the columellar lamella small and deeply immersed and

the lower palatal nodule well-developed or weak, but invariably present

in adult shells. The size varies.

Length 4, diam. 1.7 mm., whorls 9.

3, " 1.6 " " 7i
P. s. dextroversa differs from P. blandi by its larger, comparatively

narrower and more cylindi-ic shape, and the greater number of whorls.

The two forms were doubtless of common ancestry.

Types of P. s. dextroversa are No. 79,460 A. N. S. P., from San Rafael,

N. M., collected by E. H. Ashmun. Also taken at Holbrook, Ariz.

(Ashmun), at Grants, N. M. (Joshua Baily, Jr., and Albert Baily), and

in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, see below.

The specimens from San Rafael and Holbrook are mirror images

of the sinistral P. syngenes found with them. At Grants very few

were found, no sinistral ones with them.

It appears, therefore, that some colonies of the older dextral form

occur unmixed with sinistral, and sometimes the sinistral form is

found unaccompanied by dextral.

Our records of P. syngenes in the Grand Canyon follow.

North of the Grand Canyon Ferriss and Daniels took P. syngenes

at Station 25, Powell Plateau; Stations 100, 5 and 7 on the Kaibab-

Powell saddle; and at Station 66, Kaibab Plateau. It was associated

with form dextroversa at Stations 5 and 7, near the "Stone House."

Grand Canyon at the Bright Angel Trail, about 100 feet below the

rim. P. syngenes and P. s. dextroversa, 19 of the former, 12 of the

latter, normal in shape, most adults having a palatal tubercle. P.

syngenes was also taken near the base of the cross-bed sandstone, one

specimen.

Mystic Spring or Bass Trail. At Spectacle Cove (Station A), on

the Oreohelix talus, below the cross-bed sandstone, 103 examples

of P. syngenes from half-grown to adult w^ere taken, all of them sinis-

tral. Adults vary from 3 mm. long with 7 whorls to 3.7 mm. with 8

whorls. Most of them are triplicate, the columellar lamella and lower
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palatal fold distinct. The larger ones from this place are typical in

shape; the smaller are shorter than syngenes from any other locality

in our series.

Fig. 7.

—

Pupilla syngenes Pils. Spectacle Cove, near Bass Trail. Lengths 3.8,

3.5 and 3.2 mm.

Along the upper slope of the Bass or Mystic Spring Trail, Station 2,

there is an extensive colony of syngenid forms. We found them most

abundant in the humus, among low brushwood, about 200 feet below

the rim. Two forms occur here together, a dextral form, P. s. deztro-

versa, and a sinistral, P. s. avus, described below, in about equal

numbers, 272 of the former and 256 of the latter in the lot collected.

The P. s. dextroversa are typical in shape, but larger than the types
;

the crest is wide and rather far from the lip-edge; a lower palatal

tooth is developed. Specimens measure:

Length 4.5, diam. 1.8 mm., whorls 10.

3.7, " 1.8 '' " 9.

Fig. 8.

—

Pupilla syngenes form dextroversa P. and V. Bass Trail, about 200 feet
below the rim. Lengths 4.5 and 3.75 mm.

The last is the smallest adult seen from this place; most examples

are over 4 mm. long. Specimens of this lot are figured, fig. 8.
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At about the same elevation about ^ or | mile west of Bass's Camp

a similar specimen of dextroversa was taken.

Papilla syngenes avus n. subsp. Fig. 9.

Shell smistral, the last whorl deviating tangentially and ascending;

teeth deeply immersed; parietal lamella much longer than in P. syngenes

or dextroversa, about a half-whorl long.

Length 5.2, diam. 1.8 mm., whorls 10^.

4.3, " 1.7
" " 9i

4.0, " 1.7
" " 9h

Types Xo. 94,220 A. X. S. P., from upper slope of the Grand

Canyon along the JNIystic Spring or Bass Trail, about 200 feet l^elow

the rim. Station 2; al^undant with P. s. dextroversa.

Fig. 9.—Pupilla syngenes ai'us, Cotj-pes. Lengths 5.2, 4, 4 and 4.2 mm.

The special characters of this race, being those of senility, are

imequally developed in different individuals. The figures give a fair

idea of the variations. Finding these shells associated with about

an equal number of P. s. dextroversa of about the same size, we at first

were disposed to think them all one race in which the shell was indiffer-

ently dextral or sinistral; but on closer study it appears that the

dextral forms never have the last whorl and aperture abnormal nor

are the teeth so deeply immersed, or the parietal lamella so long,

while almost ever}- smistral shell collected in this colony is markedly

distorted. It seems, therefore, that although the two forms are of

common origin and live together, the different direction of the coil

probably prevents interbreeding, thus segi-egating the sinistral stock,

which in this colonv is now in a late stage of senile degeneration.
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Pupilla hebes (Anc.)-

Pupa hches Anc, Pils. and Van., Proc. Acad. Xat. Sci. Phila., 1900, p. 589,
pi. 22, figs. 9, 10.

Bill Williams Mountain.

Pupilla hebes kaibabensis n. subsp.

The shell is constantly much shorter than the typical form, length

2.7 to 2.8, diam 1.5 mm., whorls 5^. Kaibab Saddle, Station 100.

types No. 103,283 A. N. S. P., collected by Ferriss and Daniels, 1909.

Also Station 105 in the same region.

Bifidaria quadridentata Sterki.

Bill Williams ^Mountain.

Bifidaria pellucida hordeacella (Pils.).

Near the ]\Iystic Spring Trail at Station A. on the Oreohelix talus.

Spectacle Cove.

Bifidaria pilsbryana Sterki.

Bill Williams Mountain. Grand Canyon at the Bright Angel Trail

about 100 feet below the rim; Mystic Spring Trail, Station A. Also

north of the Grand Canyon at Stations 7, 12, 100 in the region of the

Powell-Kaibab Saddle; Station 66, north of Warm Spring Canyon;

and at a spring on the northwestern side of Mt. Trumbull.

Bifidaria ashmuni Sterki.

Bright Angel Trail, about 100 feet below rim. North of the Grand

Canyon at Stations 7 and 12, Kaibab-Powell Saddle; Station 100,

near Oak Springs; and at Mt. Trumbull. These places are all far

north of its previously known range.

Vertigo concinnula Ckll.

Bill Williams Mountain.

Vertigo coloradoensis arizonensis Pils. and Van.

Bill Williams Mountain.

VALLONIID^.
Vallonia cyclopborella Anc.

Bill Williams ^Mountain. Grand Canyon about 200 feet below the

rim and at the Indian Gardens, Bright Angel Trail. North of the

Grand Canyon at Stations 1, 12, 106 and Oak Springs on the Kaibab-

Powell Saddle; Quaking Asp Canyon; Rigg's Springs, Snake Gulch;

Warm Spring Canyon ; spring on the northwest side of Mt. Trumbull.

A common shell in Arizona north of the Grand Canyon.

Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Grand Canyon at Seep Spring two miles west of the ]\Iystic Spring
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Trail, below the cross-bed sandstone, and in "Spectacle Cove," Station

A, at about the same level. It was not taken north of the Grand

Canyon.

LYMNiBIDiE.

Lymnaea parva Lea.

Pipe Spring, Ariz.

Lymnsea obrussa Say.

Deception Lake near Kanab, Utah, small, slender specimens.

Planorbis tenuis Phil.

Reservoir back of Williams, Ariz.

Planorbis deflectus Say.

Fredonia, Ariz., Station 38, near the Utah jjoundary.

PHYSID^.
Physa Tirgata Gld.

Reservoir back of Williams; Pipe Springs, Vermilion Cliffs, Station

39. Physa traskii Lea and Ph. orbignyaim Lea are synonymous with

virgata.

Physa humerosa Gld.

Indian Gardens on the Bright Angel Trail in the Grand Canyon

(C. M. Cooke). A small form, evidently referable to this species.

Physa gyrina Say.

The Greens, near Kanab, Utah. Another small Physa of uncertain

identity was taken in Deception Lake, Utah.

SPH^RIIDiB.

Fisidiam sp. undet.

The Greens, Kanab Creek, near Kanab, Utah.

Explanation of Plates XII, XIII, XIV.

Plate XII.—Figs. 1-14.

—

Oreohelix yavnpai projundorum P. and F. Cotyjjea.

Spectacle Cove. No. 103,234 Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.

Figs. 15-17.

—

Oreohelix yavapai extremitatis P. and F. Station C, Upper
talus, west of Bass Camp. No. 103,237.

Figs. 18-21.

—

0. y. extremitatis F. and F. Cotypes. 100-400 feet below the

rim along the trail near Bass Camp. No. 103,236.

Figs. 22-24.

—

Oreohelix yavapai angelica P. and F. Cotypes. 100-400 feet

below the rim. Bright Angel Trail. No. 103,239.

Fig. 25.—0. y. angelica. Same locality. No. 103,241.

Figs. 26-28.

—

Sonorella coloradoensis (Steams). Whitish, bandless form
from White Creek, 1 mile above its junction with Shinumo Creek, Grand
Canyon, north side. No. 103,255.

Figs. 29, 30.

—

Sonorella coloradoensis (Steams). Head of Starvation Tank
Wash, Grand Canvon, south side.
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Plate XIII.

—

Oreohelix strigosa depressa Ckll.—Fia;s. 1, 3, 5.—Jacobs Canyon,
Station 69. No. 103,208 Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.

Figs. 2, 4.—Jacobs Canyon, Station 70. No. 103,143.

Figs. 6, 7.—First gulch opening west above Wanii Spring Canj'on, Station

66. No. 103,141.

Fig. 8.—Warm Spring Canyon, Station 62. No. 103,138.

Fig. 9.—Wai-m Spring Canvon, Station 61. No. 103,116.

Figs. 10-12.—Shinumo Canyon, Station 50. No. 103,148.

Figs. 13-15.—Shinumo Canvon. Station 55. No. 103,197.

Fig. 16.—Moquitch Gulch, Station 76. No. 103,205.

Figs. 17, 18.—Moquitch Gulch, Station 75. No. 103,204.

Figs. 19-21.—Castle Spring, Snake Gulch, Station 79. No. 103,172.

Figs. 22, 23.—Quaking Asp Canyon, Station 91. No. 103,226.

Figs. 24-26.—Quaking Asp Canyon, Station 98. No. 103,157.

Figs. 27, 28.—Head of Quaking Asp Canyon, Station 84. No. 103,161.

Plate XIV.

—

Oreohelix strigosa depressa Ckll.—Figs. 1-4.—North end of Powell
Plateau, Station 17. No. 103,186.

Figs. 5-9.—North end of Powell Plateau, Station 15. No. 103,179.

Figs. 10, 11.—North end of Powell Plateau, Station 18. No. 99,158.

Figs. 12-15.—West side of Powell Plateau, Station 16. Nos. 94,159 and
103 188

Fig. 16.—West side of Powell Plateau, Station 19. No. 103,180.

Figs. 17-21.—East side of Powell Plateau, Station 103. No. 103,188.

Figs. 22, 23.—North end of Powell Plateau, Station 105. No. 103,177.
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES, VI: THE HACHETA GRANDE,
FLORIDA, AND PELONCILLO MOUNTAINS, NEW MEXICO.

BY HENRY A. PILSBRY.

I. The Big Hachet Mountains.

The Big Hachet (or Haeheta Grande) Mountains are a short

range in southern New Mexico in sight of the Mexican boundary.

They may be reached from the station of Hachita, on the El Paso

and Southwestern R. R., where provisions can be obtained. Water
must be hauled in, unless the prospecting in progress at the time of

our visit resulted in a successful well. There are no trails in the

mountains. The extrenie northern end of the range remains to be

worked conchologically, as we could not reach it from our camp.

A visit should be planned much earlier or later than ours (August)

,

in order to have the advantage of what rain there is and also to

avoid the excessive heat.

The highest peak, Haeheta Grande, has an elevation of about

8,500 ft., and is considerably higher than any other in the group.

Several large canyons dissect the range, two of them forming broad

basins.

There are no springs in the range, but sometimes after the infre-

quent rains a little water remains for a time in rocky basins in narrow

canyons. We found one such hole containing about half a barrel.

It was foul with drowned insects, yet most welcome, as our canteens

were dry, towards the end of a two-day trip to Big Hachet Mountain.

The colonies of snails here as in other desert mountains are usually

of small area. As the mountains are uninhabited and too dry for

cattle ranges, there are few local place names and no roads or ranches

to aid in locating collecting points. In the absence of any topo-

graphic map, we reproduce a roughmap made from our field notes, which

should enable anyone to exactly locate nearly every colony of snails

found. For convenient reference we have named several promi-

nent landmarks, such as Daniels Mountain,^ the highest peak north-

ward as seen from Sheridan Canyon, and Teocalli Butte, west of our

camp, both being inhabited by special races of snails.

* Named for the writer's companion on this somewhat arduous trip.
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The Big Hachets are without timber. Only the higher peaks

are in the pinyon zone. There are some scrubby cedars and old

gnarled pinyon pines, nowhere numerous. On some of the higher

slopes of Hacheta Grande Mt. there is a growth of very small scrub

oak, sometimes so close as to impede travel, as it is mingled with a

broad-leaved, black-spined agave. Elsewhere a small agave with

white filaments is very abundant. There is also an agave zone

surrounding the mountains, bounded outwardly by the zone of giant

yuccas, both usual on the slopes leading to the mountains in this

part of New Mexico. South of Daniels Peak the higher hills and

buttes usually have Fouquieria and its characteristic society. The

rock is hard limestone worn into holes and points, and containing

few ill-preserved fossils, among which a Zaphrentis-\ike coral,

crinoid stems and a spiral univalve are most abundant. Rattle-

snakes, large centipedes, tarantulas and small brown scorpions are

reasonably abundant. Birds and mammals are scarce, and OA^ing

to the absence of springs, the mountains are not available for cattle

range. During the time we were there (August 20 to 26, 1910) the

heat was intense from sunrise until after 9 P.M. Sky cloudless until

midday, when small clouds gather, possibly covering 10 p. c. of the

sky. There was very little wind. The annual rainfall is not

known, but must be less than 9 or 10 inches, recorded from the region

immediately northward.

Previous to the visit of Mr. L. E. Daniels and the writer, in

August, 1910, the moUusks of these mountains had been collected

by Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, U. S. A., while serving on the survey of the

Mexican boundary.

Dr. Mearns started from Mesquite or Mosquito Springs, Chi-

huahua, 6 or 8 miles east of the mouth of Sheridan Canyon. Enter-

ing Thomson Canyon, he turned southward to get a practicable grade

for mules up the steep ridge terminating in Daniels Peak. Passing

near or over the summit he camped at its north end. From here his

route lay along the ridge to the summit of Big Hachet Mt. ; thence

eastward to near our Station 9, south past our Station 8, and back to

camp, as plotted on the map, where his route is approximately indi-

cated by small crosses.^ On this trip collections were made between

camp and the first rise indicated on the map, on the out-journey to

the peak, and somewhere between our Stations 9 and 8 on the return.

2 We would here acknowledge Dr. Mearns' kindness in plotting his route on
our map and giving the above details of his visit. From the data it is now
easy to determine the type localities of the species he found.
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Fig. 1.—Sketch of the Big Hachet Range, showing collecting stations.
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Dr. Mearns returned to Mesquite Springs along the ridge running

from Daniels Mt. towards our camp in Sheridan Canj^on, and along

the wash running out of this canyon.

Dr. Mearns found the following seven species, which were deter-

mined by Dr. Wm. H. Dall:^

Pahda strigosa Gould, var. concentrata Dall. [Specimens reported

from summit of Hacheta Grande = Oreo/?eZix hachetana.]

Epiphragmophora hachitana Dall [
= So7iorella hachitana].

Polygyra mearnsii Dall [
= Ash.muneUa mearnsi].

Thysanophora hornii Gabb.

Holospira crossei Dall.

Holospira hilajnellata Dall.

Holospira mearnsi Dall.

The relationships of the Big Hachet fauna are closest with the

Florida and Organ ranges. Near related species of Sonorella and

Ashmunella inhabit these three ranges, and Sonorellas very close to

hachitana liave been found in the Carrazolillo and Peloncillo Moun-

tains. The Oreohelices stand nearest to Chiricahua species. The

Holospiras and Vallonia are special to the range, but the other small

shells are common to most mountains of southern Arizona.

Holospira is the most generally distributed snail in these moun-

tains. Its abstemious nature is evidently satisfied with the scanty

moisture supplied by the rare rains and light snow, which is said to

whiten the mountains for brief periods in the winter. No doubt

a great many colonies and other local races of Holospira remain to

be found.

Holospira lives only where there is limestone. We never found

but one colony on igneous rock, and this was on a dyke in a limestone

region. They are usually found on the hot slopes, east and south,

where other snails are totally absent or very rare.

The subgenus Radiocentrum of Oreohelix is represented by two

new species, making five now kno\\Ti. The new forms agree in

genitalia and sculpture of the embryonic shell with those already

known. In the large number examined^ no embryos were found,

so that there can be very little doubt that the species of this group

3 Diagnoses of new mollusks from the survey of the Mexican boundary, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 1S95; Report on the mollusks collected by the Inter-

national Boundary Commission of the United States and Mexico, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., XIX, 1896.
^ Besides dissecting several individuals each of four of the s^Decies, we have

pulled hundreds in cleaning the shells, without finding any embryos. Among
ordinary Oreohelices it is rather exceptional to find an individual not gravid.
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are oviparous—a further character distinguishing them from Oreo-

helix, which is vi\'iparous. It is also a more primitive feature.

Sonorella hachitana (Dall). Plate V, figs. 4, 4a, 46.

Epiphragmophora hachitana Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, p. 2, 1895;
XIX. p. 338, 1898.

Sonorella hachitana (Dall), Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S. Phila. for 1900, p. 556,
1901; 1905, p. 257 (in part).

Sonorella hachitana (Dall), Bart.sch, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 47, p.

190, PI. 31, fig. 2 (.shell of type); PI. 29 (apex), 1904.

As this species is type of the genus Sonorella,^ the investigation

of its soft anatomy had bedome a matter of importance, and to

obtain hving material was one of the chief objects of our quest in

the Hachetas.

We found it at Stations 7, 8, 10 and 11. All of these stations are

near or on Dr. Mearns's route to the summit of Hacheta Grande.

Station 7, on the western slope of a hill at the head of the northern

branch of Western Canyon, was the most prolific locality. Here
the Sonorellas may be found in some numbers under large stones

on the steep slope near the hill-top, where there is some shade from
the pinon i^ines.

Twenty-one adult shells from this station measure as follows:

Diam. in mm 21.5 22 22.5 23 23.5 24
Number of shells 2 8 2 7 1 1

The shells vary somewhat in the degree of deflection of the last

whorl, but very little in other respects. The last whorl descends

more than in most related species. The color is pale fawn, fading

to wliitish in the middle of the base, and having a cinnamon-brown,

shading into chestnut-brown, band above the periphery; this band

is bordered with white on both sides. The aperture is rather small,

its greatest diameter (including peristome) being 50 to 54 per cent,

of the diameter of the shell.

At Station 8 only dead shells were found, but these are more

variable in size, the extremes in a lot of 8 measuring:

Alt. 13.5, diam. 25.5 mm.; aperture diam. 13.6 mm.
u

^-^
u

21.3 ''
" " 10.8

"

* Epiphragmophora hachitana Dall was originally designated as the type of
Sonorella, but the soft anatomy of the genus was described from New Mexican
specimens of what was subsequently determined as a small form of S. ashumni
Bartsch, a species which at that time had not been discriminated from S. hachi-
tana. The dissection of topotypes of hachitana shows that the New Mexican
form is specifically distinct, though closely allied.
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At Station 5 two broken examples,

much weathered, were dug out of the

soil. Though practically adult, the

largest measures only 18.2 mm. diam-

eter, the shell being quite as solid as

in large individuals. It was probably

dwarfed by the arid conditions be-

fore it became extinct in this place.

The genitalia are remarkable for

the small size of the male organs.

The penis is very slender, diameter

1 mm., tapering downward, and en-

circled at the base by a short sheath.

The penis-papilla is very slender,

gradually tapering, and annulate. The
retractor muscle is terminal, long and

slender. Epiphallus a little shorter

than the penis. The vagina is slightly

longer than the penis. Other organs

as usual. IMeasurements of the organs

of two individuals are given in the following table, with those of

allied forms for comparison.

Fig. 2.

—

Genitalia of S. hachi-

tana, with detail of penis-

papilla.
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anatomical characters, which, though not great, seem to be constant

in a considerable number examined, and which favor the more

analytical treatment of the hachitana..group effected by Dr. Bartsch,

—a view I formerly opposed. After examining many fresh specimens

from both ranges, I separate the Florida and Hacheta Sonorellas

subspecifically.

Whether the typical form of S. hachitana occurs outside of the

Big Hachet range is doubtful. The Peloncillo range Sonorella

{S. h. peloncillensis) is not easily distinguishable by the shell alone,

but the proportions of the genitalia differ.

On the Carrizolillo Mts., top of two peaks near the l)oundary

line, numerous "bones" were collected by Dr. Mearns (No. 126,596,

U. S. N. ]\I.). They agree with S. hachitana in the rather wide

umbilicus, small aperture and deeply descending last whorl, but

differ by the average smaller size, from alt. 10.8, diam. 19.3 mm., to

alt. 12.4, diam. 21.4 mm. It is apparently a small race of hachitana.

The locality is about 30 miles east of Big Hachet Mountain.

Specimens reported as S. hachitana from the Chiricahua Mountains

will doubtless turn out to be one of the species already described

from there. Several resemble hachitana more or less in the shell,

but all differ in genitalia.

The specimen reported from the Santa . Rita Mountains (No.

105,385, U. S. N. M.) is dead and broken. It is not hachitana, but

probably an undescribed species near »S. clappi P. & F.

Ashmunella mearnsii (Dall). Plate V, figs, l to 16.

Polygyra Inearnsii Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, p. 2, 1895; XIX,
p. 343, PI. 32, figs. 7, 8, 11, 1896.

Up to this time A. mearnsii has been known from the original lot

collected by Dr. Mearns about twenty years ago.'' We found it

* The figured type of A . mearnsii and nine specimens in various conditions

of perfection are Cat. No. 130,012, U. S. N. M., said to be from the Huachuca
Mts. In the adult shells of this lot the parietal wall of the aperture is built up
and disjoined from the preceding whorl. In another lot, No. 1.30,013, U. S. N. M.,
three specimens, Hacheta Grande Mt., the parietal callus is appressed. This
difference in the parietal callus is exactly what we have noticed between the

specimens from our Station 5 (near Dr. Mearns's camp site) and those from
our Stations 10 and 11, near and at the top of Hacheta Grande Mt., a place

also visited by Dr. ^learns. We conclude, therefore, that there was a mistake
of "Huachuca" for "Hacheta" in the label of No. 130,012; and that .4. mearnsii

does not really live in the Huachucas. This seems the more hkely because in

several camping trips to the Huachucas this species was not found.

A record of ^4. mearnsi from the Organ Mountains, N. M., has been published,

on the authority of Professor Cockerell. We have not seen the specimen, but
suspect that they are .4. kochi Clapp.
We suggest that our Station 5 in the Hacheta Mountains be accepted as type

localitv for .4. mearnsi.
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in great profusion at Station 5 on the east side' of Daniels Mountain,

near the summit, with Holospira bilamellata. Also at Stations 7, 10

and 11, the latter at the summit of Hacheta Grande.

The specimens from Station 5 (not far from the site of Dr. Mearns's

camp) agree well with the original specimens, description and figure.

Usually the parietal callus is raised from the surface as a thin, straight

lamina, and in almost all of them the edge is more definite than in

shells from other stations. The axial end of the parietal lamella

is abruptly bent towards the columella and is more or less tubercular

;

Rarely the tubercle is almost free from the lamella. The spire is

occasionally almost flat. The color in shells taken alive is translucent

sayal brown. The diameter varies from 11.5 to 14.5 mm.
In specimens from the summit of Hacheta Grande the parietal

lamellae are a little shorter; the axial end of the longer branch is

often straight, but more fre-

quently is bent, or the bend is

represented by a tubercle con-

nected with, or almost free from

the lamella. The edge of the

parietal callus is appressed to the

surface, and is often arcuate.

The aperture varies in obliquity,

as the figures show.

The penis is stout, bipartite.

The epiphallus is strongly con-

voluted just beyond the insertion

of the retractor muscle. It is

very long. No flagellum seen.

The spermatheca is largest in the

middle, thin-walled. Length of

penis 4.5 mm.; epiphallus 30

mm.; vagina 4 mm.; spermatheca and duct 19 mm.

A. mearnsi lives in the earth under stones, like A. ivalkeri in the

Floridas, both being burrowing species. It is closely related to

A. kochi Clapp and A. walkeri Ferriss, but quite distinct from both.

A. levettei bifurca in the Huachucas is a less depressed shell with

more whorls.

Oreohelix (Radiocentrum) hachetana n. sp. Plate VI, figs, l to Id, 6.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate, the umbilicus about one-fourth

the diameter of the shell; moderately solid, but thin, opaque whitish,

obUquely streaked or smeared with various shades from light cinna-

Fig. 3.—Genitalia of A. mearnsi. epi.,

epiphallus; p., penis; r.p., retractor

of the penis; sp., spermatheca; ut.,

uterus.
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mon-drab to pale ecru-drab, often having a band of the same below

the periphery; embryonic whorls fawn color. Spire convex or very

low conic, If embryonic whorls convex, sculptured with delicate,

retractive radial rib-strise, a few very fine spiral lines in the intervals

(fig. 6); following whorls irregularly marked with weak growth-

lines, less convex, a little flattened or impressed above the suture,

the last whorl convex, very indistinctly angular at the periphery,

slowly descending to the aperture, convex beneath. The aperture

is very oblique, about as high as wide. Peristome thin, the upper

and basal margins somewhat prolonged and a little straightened,

converging, joined by a thin, adnate parietal callus.

Alt. 9, diam. 15 mm.; 5| whorls.

Fig. 4.—A. Genitalia of Orcohelix hachetana. B, Oreohelix ferrissi.

Genitalia (fig. 4,A). The penis is very short, its distal half en-

larged. The walls of the rather large cavity are densely papillose,

the papillse long, arranged in oblique rows in some parts. Epi-

phallus about equal in length to the penis, its distal half enlarged.

Vagina equal to the penis in length. Length of the penis, epiphallus

and vagina 5 mm.; length of spermatheca and duct 15 mm.
Summit of Hacheta Grande Mountain, at Station 11, collected

August 25th, 1910, by H. A. Pilsbry. Also Station 10, Pilsbry and

Daniels.

This species was collected in considerable quantity—several

hundred living specimens. The "bones" are seen all over the upper

four or five hundred feet of the peak, between Stations 10 and 11 of

the map. Living snails were all taken on the west side and were most
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abundant at the summit near and north of the small stone "monu-
ment" or cairn which marks the summit, on and under stones. Also

on the precipitous western slope at Station 10.

The species is very uniform in all its characters. The size varies

from 14 to 16 mm. diameter, and in some shells the last whorl descends

more than in others. Very few have the parietal callus thickened

and a little raised. It differs from all forms of 0. strigosa by its

convex, radially costellate embryonic whorls, but in many adult

shells this sculpture is effaced. 0. ferrissi is probably the most

nearly related species, though very different.

Oreohelix hachetana cadaver n. subsp. Plate VI, fig. 2.

The shell is larger than hachetana, the periphery rounded in adults

except near the aperture in front, where it is distinctly angular.

Umbilicus smaller, one-sixth the diameter of the shell.

Alt. 11.5, diam. 18.5 mm.; barely 5 whorls.

Station 5, below the cliffs on the north side of the summit of

Daniels Mountain, Daniels and Pilsbry, August 22d, 1910.

Only a few long-dead shells were found in this thirsty place, where,

at the base of the cliffs there are a few small pinyon pines, mostly

dead or moribund. Holospira and Ashnmnella mearnsi live here in

abundance.

A young shell, long dead, found at Station 6, may belong to the

same variety.

Oreohelix (Radiocentrum) ferrissi n. sp. Plate VI, figs. 4 to od.

The shell is openly umbilicate, umbilicus conic, over one-fourth

the total diameter; slightly convex above, base strongly convex;

thin, light dull brown. The embryonic shell of 1^ convex whorls

is finely lamellose striate radially (fig. 5d). Post-embryonic whorls

have the surface densely lamellose along growth-lines, the lamellae

rising in triangular cuticular processes where they cross the spiral

ridges of the shell. When denuded, the shell has a blunt, projecting

peripheral carina; the upper surface has a wide, somewhat angular

spiral ridge upon all the post-embryonic whorls, sometimes with one

or two minor ridges; the lower surface has three to five low spiral

ridges and some minute, weak spiral striae; the whole shell being

closely thread-striate along growth-lines. The last whorl usually

does not descend in front. Aperture oblique, irregularly rounded,

lip simple, the margins rather widely separated, parietal callus thin.

Shells denuded of the cuticular processes measure:

Alt. 6.5, diam. 14.5 mm. ; 4| whorls.

" 6, " 15 " 4* "

1
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Genitalia similar to 0. hachetana, except that the lower third of

the duct of the spermatheca is more enlarged. Length of penis

5 mm.; epiphallus 5.5 mm.; spermatheca and duct 9 mm. (fig. 4 B).

Hacheta Grande Mts. at Station 3, on ledges of high cliffs opposite

the mouth of Sheridan Canyon, under stones, Pilsbry and Daniels,

August 21, 1910. Cotypes. No. 112,276, A. N. S. P. Also at

Station 1, Teocalli Butte.

0. ferrissi has much the appearance of the Chiricahuan 0. barbata

Pils., but this resemblance is superficial. When denuded of the

cuticular fringes, the two are quite different, the Chiricahuan species

being much smoother, without the strong spiral ridges of 0. ferrissi.

Moreover, the sculpture of the embryonic shell is different. The
shape of penis and epiphallus in 0. ferrissi is like 0. chiricahuana

and 0. clappi, both organs being enlarged distally, while in 0. barbata

the lower half of the penis is enlarged, the distal portion slender.

In well-developed shells the last whorl scarcely descends anteriorly,

the upper margin of the lip being inserted on the peripheral carina.

In some of the smaller adults, diam. 13 mm., the last whorl is bent

downwards; the upper and columellar margins of the lip converge

and are connected by a raised parietal lamina, the mouth having a
somewhat triangular contour. These are to be regarded as decadent
(gerontic) individuals.

At Station 1, Teocalli Butte, the shells are all convex above, with

a noticeably smaller umbilicus. The largest measures, alt. 7.8,

diam. 15 mm., with 5 whorls (PI. VI, fig. 46). This small colony is

probably extinct or nearly so, as no living shells were found.

Our Station 3 is on ledges of high cliffs facing the mouth of Sheridan

Canyon, and especially on a bench about half-way up. Here Ferriss's

Oreohelix lives on an almost inaccessible cliff looking out over the

mesa into Mexico. There is little vegetation on the ledges. On
the talus slope below the cliff there is a growth of dwarf oak about
knee-high, charming big wild roses of a species which we saw nowhere
else, Cylindropuntia, Opuntia, bisnagas, etc. On top, above the cliffs,

the Fouquieria, sotol, mescal society is found. The Oreohelix colony

is of small extent; the leclges where they were observed living are

probably not over a couple of square rods in area, with perhaps an
equal area on the talus below the cliffs, where dead shells were found.

These estimates are from memory, as I neglected to note the figures

at the time.

The locality on the east side of Teocalli Butte is more restricted,

and if possible more arid.
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Oreohelix ferrissi morticina n. subsp. Plate VI, fig. 3.

Differs from 0. ferrissi by the more convex spire and by the weak-

ness of the spiral sculpture, there being no such pronounced spiral

ridge on the upper surface of the whorls, and only 'very weakly

sketched spirals on the base, whilst in 0. ferrissi these ridges are very

emphatic.

Alt. 7.2, diam. 14.2 mm.; 4f whorls.

Station 5, below the cliffs^ on the north side of Daniels Mountain,

near the summit, with Holospira, etc.

Only a few long-dead shells were taken, but these surely indicate

a local race which has finally succumbed to the increasing aridity

of their station. Of large shells only Holospira and Ashmunella

survive on this mountain, both of them being burrowing animals.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Found at Stations 3 and 5. It is an almost ubiquitous Lower

Sonoran snail.

UROCOPTID^.

The study of a very large series of Hachita Holospiras has fully

confirmed the results reached in our study of Chiricahuan species,

that the number of internal lameUse is variable in each species and

colony, among perfectly mature or even aged individuals. They

vary in a way it was impossible to foresee at the time when Holo-

spiras were so rare that only one or two of a lot could be opened.

V^ry naturally, the number of internal lamellae was thought at that

time to be of specific and even sul3generic value.

In some colonies it appears that the largest shells have in the

average the greatest development of lamellse, so that it might be

thought that only the most vigorous individuals attain the full

number; yet other races or colonies give a contrary result. No
external character is correllated with the number of lamellae. Usually

most of the shells of any one colony resemble each other in size,

shape and sculpture, so that each lot has a certain individuality,

though all of the characters vary more than is usual among the

land snails. We have never found two species of Holospira living

in one colony, either in the Hachitas or in any other district, in the

course of several years, collecting, in many places in Texas, New
Mexico and Arizona.

A comparison of the Holospiras of the Hachita Grande range with

those of the Chiricahua range shows some interesting resemblances

and differences. In both localities the internal lamellae present (in
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almost every form known by large lots) may be (1) Superior, axial

and basal, or (2) axial only. In Hachita forms we have also the

combination (3) axial and basal, which is never found in the Chirica-

huan series, where it is replaced by the combination (4) superior

and axial. Every Hachita species has, therefore, in different speci-

mens of the same colony, the characters of the supposed subgenera

or sections Bostrichocentrum, Haplostemma, Distomospira, and Tri-

siemma, while a Chiricahuan species will belong to Bostrichocentrum,

Eudistemma, and Tristemma. In external form and sculpture there

are no differences greater than specific between the Hachita and

Chiricahua species.

The Hachita Holospiras belong, if we accept the criterion of

intergradation, to only one species, for which the prior name is

H. crossei. Between this species and H. bilamellata there is a perfect

series of intergrades in size, sculpture and number of whorls. We
mean by this that some individuals of an H. crossei colony could not

be distinguished from mearnsi; some mearnsi can be exactly matched

in a colony of bilamellata, or of media; and certain slender shells of

bilamellata would pass as longa. The other named forms are more

distinct, probably because we did not happen to collect where th e

intergrading colonies live. The races are therefore based upon the

forms dominant in each colony. One might easily define a half

dozen species, if only a few shells from each place were in hand;

or if the internal lamellae were taken to be of specific weight, it

might be thought that there are between two and three times that

number.

There are many colonies, most of which have some special char-

acters. A thorough exploration of the northern end of the range

will undoubtedly bring to light very many more forms, so that any
treatment of the group must now be tentative. For our present

purpose we consider the smallest form (crossei) and the largest (bi-

lamellata) as species, ranking the others as subspecies, though in some
cases they are more distinct than these two are from one another.

Several thousand shells were collected.

The colonies at Stations 1, 2, 3, 12, are of very limited extent,

physical features restricting them. Station 5 is much larger. The
other Stations, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, merely represent collecting points

in large areas where Holospira may be picked up almost anywhere

over considerable tracts, while at the same time there are large

areas in the region over which these stations are scattered where

no shells can be found.
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Holospira bilamellata Dall. Plate VII, figs. 1 to Id.

Holosplra (Distomospira) bilamellata Dall., Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,

189.5, p. -1; XIX, p. 896, p. 349, PI. 31, fig. 3. Pilsbry, Man. of Conch.,

XV, 1902, p. 82, PI. 16, figs. 5, 10, 11. Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.
XXXI, 1906, p. 134. Daniels, Nautilus, XXVI, p. 41, PI. 5, fig. 9 (normal)

and fig. 8 (abnormal) shells.

The first four references cited above pertain to specimens of the

original lot, of which there are 8 perfect shells in Coll. U. S. Nat. Mus.

and 2 in Coll. A. N. S. Phila.

The species is distinguished from H. crossei chiefly by its greater

size. It was found by Mr. Daniels and the writer in great abundance

at Station 5, on the east side of Daniels Mountain under the cliffs

close to the summit, with Ashmunella mearnsi and Oreohelix, in the

pinon zone. In most of the shells the external ribs weaken or dis-

appear on the penultimate and one or two earlier whorls, l)ut in

some they continue to the last, as in the type lot of bilamellata.

Sixty examples from Station 5 opened, most of them measured

give the following data:

(1) One lamella, the axial. 13 specimens = 21f%.

gth 23,
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Length 18, diam. 5 mm. ; whorls 16
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Length 17.9, diam. 3.9 mm.; wh(3rls 17
" 17.1, " 4 " " 17
" 17, " 4.25

" " 15|
" 17, " 3.9 " " 15*
" 16.8, " 4.2 " " 15
" 16.3 " 4 " " 15|

Station 4, on the south slope of Daniels Mt. near the summit.

Types Nos. 112,269, A. N. S. P., collected by Pilsbry and Daniels,

August 22, 1910.

Out of 20 shells opened, 16 have three lamellae and 4 have two,

the axial and basal. The pillar-like shape, numerous whorls, and

prevalence of a superior lamella, as well as the deeper position of the

lamellae, are individually variable characters, yet in the aggregate

they may suffice to define a race in this group.

These Holospiras live among rocks where there is very little

xerophytic vegetation and the heat is terrific. The type lot was

picked up at about the same elevation as Station 5, but there the

exposure is less calorific, the sparse pinons and the cliffs afford

shade, so that the soil retains some moisture.

Holospiras were seen scattered over a large area below and around

Station 4.

Holospira bilamellata heliophila n- subsp. Plate VII, figs, 3 to 3c.

The shell is small, rather slender, with a long cone; strongly costate

throughout; usually having axial and basal lamellae within the middle

part of the penultimate whorl. Peristome well expanded in the

basal and columellar margins, but scarcely so near the upper angle.

(1) One lamella, the axial. 3 specimens = 15%.

Length 14.2, diam. 3.8 mm.; whorls 16
" 13.3, " 3.7

'' " 15
" 13 " 3.9 " " 14i

(2) Two lamellae, axial and basal. 13 specimens = 65%.

Length 14.8, diam. 4 mm. ; whorls 15|

14.8
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(3) Three lamellse, superior, axial and basal. 4 specimens = 20%.

Length 13.9, diam. 3.7 mm.; whorls 15§
" 13, " 4 " " U

Station 1, northern and eastern sides of Teocalli Butte, at the

base of the cliff. Types Nos. 112,265, A. N. S. P.

Twenty shells opened out of a series of over 250 show that the

bilamellate form predominates. The largest shell noticed is 14.9

mm. long, the smallest 11.5 mm. There is rather wide variation in

sculpture, but a large majority of the shells conform to fig. 3a in

this respect.

Holospira bilamellata insolata n. subsp. Plate VII, figs. 4 to 4a.

The shell is slender, with a rather long terminal cone ; very strongly

ribbed throughout; composed of many (13| to 17|) short, convex

whorls, the last very shortly free in front. Peristome narrow, only

very slightly expanded. Only the axial lamella developed in 14

out of 16 individuals opened, the other two having axial and basal

lamellse.

Length 15.5, diam. 3.6 mm.; whorls 17J >

" 161
" m
" 16i
"

15*
" loi
"

15
" 141
"

15i

" 131
" 13| (axial and basal lamellse).

Station 6, on the southeastern slope of the mountain south of

Big Hachet Alt.

This form differs from crossei and tnearnsi by the more slender

shape, long terminal cone, more numerous whorls and strong sculp-

ture. It agrees with bilamellata in having many whorls, but differs

by its slender form, longer cone, the prevalence of unilamellate

shells, etc. H. b. heliophila stands nearest to insolata, but in that

race the bilamellate form predominates. It is more conspicuously

ribbed than any of the other Hacheta races.

Holospira bilamellata media n. subsp. Plate VII, figs. 5 to 5c.

The shell is cylindric with a long terminal cone ; composed of many
closely coiled, convex whorls, all after the embryo rather strongly,

15,
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sharply costulate; buff-whitish except where darkened by the

presence of the soft parts, the last whorl shortly projecting; peris-

tome narrowly expanded. Internal lamellse one to three, but axial

and basal most frequent. 75 individuals opened from the type locality.

Southern and western portions of Sheridan Canyon, at Stations

2, 12 and 3. Types Nos. 112,268 A. N. S. P., from Station 3, at the

base of a cliff near the mountain top, facing the mouth of Sheridan

Canyon, in company with Oreohelix ferrissi.

Specimens from the type locality measure as follows:

(1) An axial lamella only. 22 individuals = 29|%.

Length 16.9, diam. 4 mm.
16.6,

15,

14.2,

14,

13.9,

13.5,

13.3,

12.2,

12,

4
4
4
3.7

4
3.9

3.8

4
4

whorls 16

"
15^

"
15

"
131

"
14|

"
14

" m
" m

(2) Axial and basal lamellae. 48 shells = 64%.

Length 18.5, diam. 4.25 mm. ; whorls 17^

16.5,

16.5,

16.2,

16,

15.5,

15.1,

14.2,

13.5,

13,

13,

13,

12.2,

12.2,

12.1,

12,

4.3

4
3.8

4
4
4
4

4
4

4
3.8

3.9

3.6

4

4

15

16*

16

16

151

15|
15

14

14
13i

14

13

12^
13

13*

(3) Three lamellse, superior, axial and basal. 5 shells = 6f%.

Length 18, diam. 4 mm. ; whorls 17|
" 17, " 4.3 " " 17
" 16.5, " 4

" " IQh
U

^Q^^
U 4

U U
^Q

I
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Also one shell which has two basal lamellae. The upper partition

was broken away in opening, so that the presence of a superior

lamella is uncertain.

This form stands nearest to H. b. mearnsi, but the striation is

sharper, not partially effaced on the later whorls and the cone is in

the average longer. The habitats of mearnsi and media are rather

remote from one another, and several other forms inhabit territory

between them.

The specimens from Station 12 are more like mearnsi, the sculpture

being weak on the penultimate and next earlier whorls. Out of

11 opened

—

2 have one lamella, axial.

9 have two lamellae, axial and basal.

1 has three lamellae, axial, basal and superior.

Station 2 is on the northern slope of one of the ravines east of

and running from Teocalli Butte, at the foot of an irregular pro-

jecting bench of limestone. It is much the lowest station where

shells were found in the Hachetas. The shells are partly as rough

as those from Station 3, but some approach those of Station 12,

Out of 21 shells opened

—

15 have two lamellae, axial and basal.

6 have three lamellae, axial, basal and superior.

In size the shells from Stations 12 and 2 are about equal to those

from Station 3.

Holospira bilamellata mearnsi Dall. Plate VII, figs. 6, 6a.

Holospira (Haplostemma) mearnsi Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 189.5,

p. 4; XIX, 1896, p. 350, PI. 31, fig. 1.

Holospira (Disiomospira) mearnsi Dall, Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XXXI, 1906, p. 134.

Six shells of the type lot, the measurements of which are given

by Dr. Bartsch, measure 14 to 15.8 mm. long, 4.2 to 4.5 wide, with

14 whorls. Twenty shells were taken at our Station 8, on the

eastern slope of Hacheta Grande Mt. (see map, p. 325). Ten were

opened, 3 having only the axial lamella, which is very weak in two

of them; 7 have axial and basal lamellae. Measurements follow.

Length 17, diam. 4.5 mm.; whorls 15; an axial lamella.
" 15 ; axial and basal lamellae.
" 141
" 14
" 14; axial and basal lamellae.
" 1 "^i • " ** "

" 12^- " " "

15,
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Length 12.6, diam. 4 mm. ; whorls 13i
" 12.5, " 4

" " 12i

" 11.3, " 4 " " 12; an axial lamella.

These shells connect H. crossei and H. hUameUata. Specimens

of intermediate size agree exactly with one of the type lot of mearnsi,

kindly lent from the National Museum. The smallest shells are

indistinguishable from crossei, while the largest could not be separated

from small hilamellata. Yet the colony as a whole has a certain

individuality by its intermediate size, and as the form has been named,

we let it stand as a convenient place for crossei-bilameUata inter-

grades. It is attached to H. hilamellata rather than to H. crossei,

because the prevalent form, in the small lot opened, is bilamellate.

All of the shells were collected in one spot where the writer sat

resting. A large quantity could have been gathered had time and

strength permitted. A few specimens are quite finely striate,

while others are rather coarsely ribbed, like the type of mearnsi;

still others being intermediate in sculpture. The sculpture in

some shells becomes very much weaker on the penultimate and

next earlier whorls.

H. mearnsi served as monotype of the subgenus Haplostemma

Dall, characterized by the possession of an axial lamella only. Bartsch,

opening another specimen, found a basal lamella also, and concluded

that that lamella had been broken away in opening the original

specimen. Since some fully adult examples are known to have an

axial lamella only, it is likely that Ball's original diagnosis was

correct for the specimen he opened, while Bartsch was also right

as to the shell he examined and which we have seen.

Holospira crossei Dall. Plate VII, figs. 7 to 7c.

Holospira crossei Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 1895, p. 3; XIX,
1897, p. 348, PI. 31, fig. 2. Pilsbry, Man. of Conch., XV, p. 92, PI. 23,

fig. 75; Moll. S. W. States, ii, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 217, Pi. 26,

fig. 8. Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXXI, 1906, p. 137.

All of the above references were based upon the original lot, of

which there are 11 perfect specimens in Coll. U. S. Nat. Mus. and 2

in Coll. A. N. S. P. One of these two has a very weak, hardly notice-

able fold on the axis, the other has a very strong but short fold

there.

The writer collected H. crossei at the type localitj^, the summit

of Hacheta Grande. The exact spot. Station 11, is just off the

western edge of the small level tract at the summit, which is marked

by a small stone monument. Being much higher, this station is

less dry than Station 5, where the large H. hilamellata abounds, and
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there is decidedly more vegetation. A few were picked up on the

slope towards Station 10, dead shells being scattered all over the

upper 500 ft. or more of this ascent.

Sixty specimens were opened, measurements of 31 being given below.

(1) No axial lamella, merely a callous or very inconspicuous node

on the axis in the penultimate whorl. 15 individuals = 25%.

Length 14, diam. 4 mm.; whorls 13; penult, whorl smooth.
" 12.8,

'
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The embryonic shell, of slightly over 2 whorls, is smooth and

projects nipple-like. The following whorls of the cone are strongly

ribbed, but the ribs weaken more or less on the cylindrical part,

so that on the penultimate whorl they are often inconspicuous or

almost wanting (for brevity called "smooth" in the above tables).

There is of course complete intergradation in this character, so that

the classification in the table is more or less arbitrary'. The size

averages larger in shells with 2 or 3 lamellse, but there are exceptions.

It will be understood that the measurements were based upon shells

which to all external appearance are adult or old. After a careful

study of the aperture and lip, I think that it may be accepted as

certain that the variations in lamellse recorded above are not depend-

ent upon age of the individual.

At Station 10, on the northern slope of Hacheta Grande Mt.,

a small series was taken. All of them have the whorls of the cylindric

portion smooth or nearly so, glossy, the cone and the last whorl,

or its last half, being ribbed as usual. Ten specimens opened measure

as follows:

mm.; whorls 14; axial and basal lamellse.
u (( 1 91 • " " " ''

a a 1 91 • " " " "

Length 14.2,
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PUPILLID.^.

Pupilla sonorana (Sterki).

Station 11. Abundant on the summit of Big Hachet Mt.

Bifidaria pellucidalhordeacella (Pils.)-

Stations 3, 5/8 and 11.

A peculiar short cyhndric form, having less convex whorls, less

tapering spire and blunter summit, was taken at Stations 3 and 5.

Bifidaria pilsbryana Sterki.

Stations 8 and 11.

Bifidaria ashmuni Sterki.

Stations 3, 5, 8 and 11.

VALLONIID^.
Vallonia sonorana n. sp. Fig. 5.

The shell is very broadly, openly umbilicate, width of umbilicus

contained about three times in the diameter of shell ; whitish corneous.

First 1| whorls smooth, corneous, glossy; following whorls with

sculpture of rather delicate riblets about 38-40 on the last whorl,

in fresh specimens bearing irregular cuticular extensions; the sj^aces

between ribs delicately striate, the striae irregularly anastomosing.

Whorls 3f , strongly convex, rather slowly widening, separated by a

Fig. 5.

—

Vallonia sonorana. A, type; B, thick-lipped form.

deep suture; the last whorl deeply descending close to the aperture.

Aperture small, nearly circular, very oblique. The peristome is

expanded and reflexed, slightly thickened within (in old specimens

strongly thickened); the margins converge strongly and are con-

nected by a very short parietal callus or are continuous, joined

by a thin, slightly raised callus. The ample umbilicus is somewhat

oblong.
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Alt. 1.1, diam. 2.7 mm. (type, fig. 5A).

" 1.2, " 2.6 " (fig. 5B).

Summit of Big Hachet Mountain, Station 11. Type No. 112,012,

A. N. S. P., collected by Pilsbry, August 25, 1910.

This species is abundant at Station 11, in the dirt under stones.

It is more closely related to V. perspectiva Sterki than to anj' other,

but it is a very much larger shell. V. cyclopherella has far finer

striation. V. gracilicosta has closer riblets and a much smaller

umbilicus. T'. albula has a smaller umbilicus.

Having collected and identified some thousands of the Vallonias

of Arizona and New Mexico in the last ten years, it was a surprise

to find a species which differs conspicuously from the three mountain

species mentioned above. As we have not found T^. sonorana_ else-

where in our work in southern New Mexico and Arizona, it seems

likely that it is a southern species which barely crosses the inter-

national boundary. As a rule, Vallonias are rather widely, dis-

tributed snails.

The Holarctic genus Vallonia now comprises about 25 recent and

pleistocene and a half dozen tertiary species, besides about a dozen

named varieties. It is likely that some of these are mere synonyms.

We have nine recent species in the United States, all of them readily

recognizable, except V. excentrica, which is often hard to tell from

pulchella.

Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Station 11, a few specimens taken with the preceding species.

II. The Florida Mountains.

The Florida range (accent on the i) is about twelve miles long,

with a maximum elevation slightly exceeding 7,000 ft. It runs from

north to south. A partially detached but adjacent continuation

northward is known as the "Little Floridas. " As in neighboring

ranges, there is a long ascent or mesa before reaching the base of

the mountains proper (5,000 ft.), characterized by a zone of tree

yuccas. The mountains are arid and rather barren, of limestone in

the middle towards the top, granitic southward and porphyritic

northward. Vegetation scrubby. We noted as common two small

species of oak, hackberry, sotol, cylindropuntia, a broad-leaved

agave, etc. Barrel cactus (bisnaga) was seen at the foot.

In November, 1906, Mr. Ferris and the author drove out from

Deming 18 miles to Mr. Priser's cabin, where there is a small spring, in
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Spring CanyonJ This is above the middle of the west side of the

range. The summit here projects as a Umestone butte, bounded by

cUffs on the east, north and west sides. Access was gained to the top

on the south side. The flat summit is covered with grass, Fonquieria,

Cijlindropuntia and other cacti, Agave, etc. No shells. There is a

fine outlook, the jagged Organ Mountains silhouetted eastward.

Around the base of this central summit we found Ashmimella walkeri

and Sonorella by digging in the soil among the rocks, where there was

shade. We found only seven species of snails in all.

SonoreUa hachitana flora n- subsp. Plate V, figs. 3 to 3c.

Sonorella hachitana Florida Mountains, Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S.

Phila., 1905, p. 257, PI. 17, figs. 1-6 (shell), PI. 20, fig. 12 (genitalia),

PL 23, fig. 20 (jaw).

The shell is in the average larger than S. hachitana, with less dis-

tinct white borders along the shoulder band. Penis decidedly

Fig. 6.—A-E, Sonorella hachitana peloncillensis. A, genitalia; B, C, penis-

papilla and end of same, enlarged; D, E, penis-papilla, two other individuals.

F, G, S. h. flora, terminal ducts and penis-papilla.

' This spring is not indicated on the U. S. G. S. Topographic Sheet (Deming
Quadrangle, edit, of Feb., 1899), and as our visit to these mountains was unfore-
seen, we did not have the map. From memory we would say this spring is

opposite Arco del Diablo of the map. Mr. Ferriss had made a flying visit to the
range a year earlier, collecting ferns and a few snails on the slope facing the
Little Floridas.
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longer, but the papilla antl epiphallus only slightly or not longer

than in hachitana.

Alt. 16, diam. 27, umbilicus 4 mm.
120 specimens measure as follows, the upper line being diameters

in mm.,^ the lower line the numbers of specimens of each size:

22.7 23.7 24 24..5 25 2.5.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 28 28.5 29 29.7

1 1 10 11 18 12 17 16 1.3 7 3 7 3 1

The genitalia of S. h. flora (fig. G, F, G) resemble the same organs

in S. hachitana, except that the penis is decidedly and constantly

longer, as are also the vagina and spermathecal duct. The penis-

papilla is indistinctly annulate and tapers slowly to the apex. The
penis-retractor is long and slender, attached to the apex of the penis,

and enveloping the base of the epiphallus. Measurements of the

organs have been given on page 328.

The pallial organs are much as in Sonorella optata, but there is no

white thread defining the secondary ureter.

The sole, in alcoholic examples, resembles that of Sonorella bicipitis.

It is ochraceous in the middle, pale gray at the sides. Back and

flanks dark slate-gray, the tail fleshy-gray above, having an indis-

tinct median line.

Jaw and teeth were described in a former paper of this series.

Ashmunella walkeri Ferrisa. Plate V, figs. 2 to 2e.

This species was originally described from a few dead shells. We
found it living in abundance by digging

in the soil among the rocks where there

was shade. It lives in families or

"pockets." The snails are very hard

to pull, scarcely any coming out entire.

When they do, the shell is very light

colored, pale ochraceous salmon or pale

brown or entirely white. Old ones are

dull, but the best-preserved adults have

Fig. 7.—sp., spermatheca. a little lustre.

The genitalia (fig. 7) have no peculiar

features. The ducts are rather short. Length of penis 3 mm.;

epiphallus 14 mm.; vagina 2.5 mm.; spermatheca 10 mm. The

atrium is well developed and the flagellum distinct, though short

as usual in the genus.

* Except the largest and .smallest, the measurements disregard fractions less

than half a millimeter, being designed only to show the general size.
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Oreohelix strigosa var.

Two broken and very old "bones" were found near the central

peak above the spring, where we found Ashmunella and Sonorella.

The largest one, evidently adult, has the periphery bluntly angular

in front, becoming rounded on the last half whorl. There are faint

traces of bands above and below it. Spire rather elevated. Height

10.6, diam. 17.5, umbilicus 4 mm. It differs from 0. s. depressa

by the angulation of the periphery-. Possibly an exploration of the

southern end of the range, which from a distance looks rather good,

would reveal living Oreohelices, but we looked for them in vain in

the central and northern parts.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Bifidaria pilsbryana Sterki.

Bifidaria ashniuni Sterki.

III. Peloncillo Mountains.

Sonorella hachitana peloncillensis n. subsp.

The shell is a little less depressed than hachitana, with the last

whorl not so deeply descending, the aperture not so oblique and a

trifle larger.

Alt. 13.5, diam. 23.7, umbilicus 3.8 mm.
" 12.5, " 22.8 mm.
" 11.7, " 19.6 "

Peloncillo Mountains: Skull Canyon, Grant Co., New Mexico.

Types, No. 94,513, A. N. S. P., collected by J. H. Ferriss, 1907.

The genitalia (figs. 6A to 6C, and figs. 6D, E, penis-papillae of

other individuals) resemble the same organs in S. flora. The penis

is encircled by a sheath which reaches nearly to the middle. The penis-

papilla is slender, tapering, and subannulate or rather strongly

annulate. Epiphallus and flagellum as usual in the group of hachi-

tana. It differs from S. hachitana by the decidedly longer penis,

which has a much longer basal sheath. The vagina is slightly

shorter than the penis, while in S. hachitana and flora it is slightly

longer. Measurements are given on page 328.

The sole is fleshy-buff, of nearly uniform tint, the side areas not

distinct. Back ashy; sides and tail flesh-tinted.

Explanation of Plates V, VI, VII.

Plate V—Figs. 1, la, 16, 1/.—Ashmunella mearnsi (Dall). Station 5, Big
Hachet Mt.s.

Figs. Ic, Id, le.—Ashmunella mearnsi (Dall). Station 11.
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Figs. 2-2e.

—

Ashinunella walkeri Ferriss. Florida Alts.

Figs. 3-3c.

—

Sonorella hachitana flora n. subsp. Florida Mts.
Figs. 4-46.

—

Sonorella hachitana (Dall). Station 7.

Plate VI—Figs. 1-ld.—Oreohelix hachetana n. sp. Cotypes. Station 11.

Fig. 2.

—

0. h. cadaver n. subp. Type. Station 5.

Fig. 3.

—

Oreohelix ferrissi morlicina. Type. Station 5.

Figs. 4, 4a, 4c.

—

Oreohelix ferrissi Pils. Shells denuded of the cuticle and
cuticular processes. Station 3.

Figs. o-5c.

—

0. ferrissi Pils. Cotypes. Station 3.

Fig. 5d.

—

0. ferrissi Pils. Young specimen, showing the embryonic and

1| neanic whorls. Station 3.

Fig. 6.

—

Oreohelix hachetana. Embryonic and part of the first neanic whorls

of a paratype. Station 11.

Plate VII—Figs. 1-ld.

—

Holospira bilamellata Dall. Station 5.

Figs. 2-26.

—

H. 6. longa n. subsp. Cotype. Station 4.

Figs. 3-3c.

—

H. b. heliophila n. subsp. Cotypes. Station 1.

Figs. 4, 4a.

—

H. 6. insolata n. subsp. Cotypes. Station 6.

Figs. 5-5c.

—

H. 6. media n. subsp. Cotypes. Station 3.

Figs. 6, 6a.

—

H. 6. mearnsi Dall. Station 8.

Figs. 7-7c.

—

H. crossei Dall. Station 11. Topotypes.

Topotypes.
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES, VII: THE DRAGOON, MULE,
SANTA RITA. BABOQUIVARI, AND TUCSON RANGES, ARIZONA.

BY HENRY A. PILSBRY AND JAMES H. FEREISS.

This paper and the preceding one (VI) contain the account of

moUusks collected in course of our explorations in 1910, from the

middle of August to the middle of October. The forms obtained

in the Santa Catalina Mountains will be described in connection

with the collections made there by one of us (Ferriss) in 1913. We
were ably assisted in the field by Mr. L. E. Daniels.^ Besides the

ranges enumerated in the title, some account is given of several

minor hill groups, all in the region south of the Southern Pacific

Railroad. While this paper, with those already published on the

Chiricahua and Huachuca Ranges, is monographic for the mollusks

of Arizona south of the Southern Pacific, yet the field is far from

exhausted. Our work is a reconnaissance rather than a complete

malacological survey. Further species will reward search in the

southwestern end and outliers of the Chiricahuas, the southern

Dragoons, the Whetstone Range, and the mountains around and

south of Tombstone. Further west we have explored only small

middle sections of the Santa Rita and Baboquivari Ranges. Many
hill and mountain groups between Tucson and Nogales remain

untouched, most of them doubtless inhabited by endemic species

of Sonorella. In the nearly waterless region westward between

the Baboquivari Range and the Colorado River, almost nothing

has been done aside from some account of the snails of the Comobabi

Mountains, which we are now giving.

Going westward in southern Arizona from the eastern limit of the

State, the general level falls and the mountains become lower and

smaller. There is a gradual elimination of snails requiring a reason-

able degree of humidity. Ashmunella and Oreohelix extend west to

the Huachucas. Beyond that range they disappear. The small

.shells also abruptly diminish in number of genera and species, by

1 We are indebted to Mr. J. C. Blumer, of Tucson, for several species from the

Comobabi and Cababi Mountains, which we did not visit.
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elimination of the Transition Zone forms. Holospira, too, becomes

rare. In the Santa Cruz River Valley it is known by one species

—

at the present time, one specimen ; and none are known from further

west. The spread of this genus is not controlled by humidity. It

lives in the driest and hottest situations, often at low elevations,

but it is confined to limestone tracts, and limited by volcanic or

metamorphic rock. The mountains westward, in the region under

consideration, are mainly volcanic, and the stony tracts are therefore

unsuitable for Holospira.

The progressive impoverishment of the fauna leaves, in the Santa

Cruz Valley and westward, a few Lower Sonoran Pnpillidce, Zonitidoe,

Thysanophora (hornii), and the true desert snail, Sonorella. Sonorella

will live in the most arid places, where the rainfall does not exceed

5 or 6 inches, so long as there is abundant rock shelter and a certain

amount of shade, such as the shadow of a cliff or a small bush.

Northern slopes are preferred. In exploring a new mountain or hill

in the really arid country one aims for the northern or northwestern

slope under the highest crags. If coarse talus or rock "slides" are

found, persistent quarrying should produce Sonorella. In less arid

mountains, such as the Santa Ritas, the most productive collecting

stations are in the deep, verdant canyons.

The exact location of collecting stations, and especially of type

localities, which we attempt in these papers, may seem meticulous

to many zoologists. In humid areas, or in dealing with less sedentary

animals, such exactness would hardly be worth while; if a type

locality is fixed within a few miles, it is near enough. But here we
deal with a region of intense local differentiation and with creatures

which are often confined within narrow bounds by physical conditions.

The hunt is difficult and laborious. The colonies are often so small,

the country so vast, that, without careful directions, one might make
a season's campaign in the more complex ranges without relocating

some former find which it might be important to investigate further.

It is, moreover, important to show exactly what ground has been

covered, in order that further exploration can be made to the best

advantage, that the unexplored parts of the ranges may be gone

over. In future it will be of interest to be able to trace the changes

and fate of the smaller and more isolated colonies, such as that of

Sonorella eremiia, which covers an area of only a few square rods,

many miles from any other snail colony. We suggest that future

collectors continue our serial station numbers in each range, instead

of beginning again at No. 1.
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I. The Dragoon Mountains.

This range stands 25 or 30 miles west of the Chirieahua Mountains

in Cochise County, Arizona. The well-known double-headed peak

of Dos Cabezas is seen northeastward and the Whetstone Mountains

westward, but the Dragoons are entirely isolated from other ranges.

The Pearee mining district lies on the east side. To its proximity

and the demand for mine timber the deforestation of the mountains

is due. All of the timber was cut about 25 years ago, but the

range, now forming the Dragoon Forest Reserve, shows good repro-

duction in places. At present the mountains are almost as bare

as the Dos Cabezas.

The range is reached from Dragoon Summit, a station on the

Southern Pacific R. R. at the northwestern foot of the mountains.

North of the railroad the "Little Dragoons" form a low continuation

of the range. There is a depression at Middle Pass (Middlemarch

Canyon), where a road from Tombstone to Pearee crosses the range.

We did not explore the southern half of the range, below Middle-

march, nor the Little Dragoons north of the railroad.

The mountains are formed of a complex of limestones and igneous

rock, the granites forming wild labyrinths of narrow gorges abounding

in cliffs and falls, separated by inaccessible crags and spires, which

gave a refuge to the Apaches thirty or forty years ago. The lime-

stones, forming a large part of the range, are accessible enough,

though rather abrupt, and as usual they proved much more prolific

of snails than the granitic and andesitic rocks.

The range was visited by us (Ferriss, Daniels and Pilsbry) in

October, 1910. A week was spent in Tweed Canyon, where there is

a small stream. The map (p. 366) showing collecting stations from

Stations 7 and 8 northward was sketched from high points around

Tweed Canyon and its northern amphitheatre. After Pilsbry had

left, Ferriss and Daniels moved south to Middlemarch Canyon,

and the stations (28-36) south of Station 8 are located by notes

and a sketch made by them.^

^ The map is intended solely to show .the positions of our collecting stations,

many of which can probably be located exactly, and the others approximately,
by the landmarks given. The contour lines merely show local relative elevation,

not absolute altitude, and are not consistent on different parts of the map.
The summit midway between Stations 5 and 12 on the northern ridge of the
amphitheatre above Tweed Canyon is visible from the railroad at Dragoon
Summit.
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PART or THE

DRA&OON MTS.
({Q

CA^yo/^,
36(|)

'...(£>

Fig. 1.—Collecting stations in the Dragoon Mountains.
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The fauna of this small range is strongly individualized, since all

of the Holospiras and larger Helices are very distinct from species

of other ranges, even the Sonorellas having well-defined conchological

features. Like the Huachucas, there is (or was) an Oreohelix of the

strigosa group, but hairy forms and the Radiocentrum group are

wanting. The minute shells are all species common to the Chiri-

cahua, Huachuca and other larger ranges, but the Transition and

Canadian Zone species are very sparsely represented by Fyramidula

cronkhitei, Cochlicopa luhrica and Vertigo coloradensis arizonensis

only. Otherwise the fauna is purely Lower Sonoran.

The collecting stations are as follows:

Station 1. Slide of heavy, angular rock on west side of cataract

branch of Tweed Canyon, below the crags of this side.

Station 2. Near the foot of small ravine next west of the granite

defile forming the outlet of the Tweed amphitheatre.

Station 3. Near and at top of ridge above Station 2,

Station 4. Rim of amphitheatre, western side.

Station 5. Immediately north of small peak at N. W. of amphi-
theatre.

Station 6. Crag about half way up mountain on east side of cataract

branch, overlooking part of Cochise Stronghold.

Station 6|. West, of Station 6.

Station 7. Limestone ridge at the head of Cataract Branch.
Station 8. Higher up on the same ridge eastward.

Station 9. East side of the rocky bed of Cataract Branch, near the

foot of the (dry) ''falls."

Station 10. Bottom of eastward ravine in Tweed amphitheatre.
Station 11. Part way up ridge northwest of 10.

Station 12. High peak at summit of preceding ridge.

Station 13. High peak southeast of 12.

Station 14. Middle of ridge running from 13 to mouth of amphi-
theatre.

Station 15. Near bottom of ravine north of 14, and further up than
10.

Station 16. Arroyo in mesa in the mouth of Tweed Canyon.
Station 17. Third small ravine west of the large granitic spur in

Tweed Canyon.

Station 18. Above Station 17, and separated from it by granitic

dyke about 50 yards wide.

Station 19. Below Station 17.

Stations 20-22. Second ravine from large granitic spur in Tweed
Canyon.

Station 22a. Second ravine west from Station 2, lower part of

mountain.
Station 23. Second ravine west from Station 2, near summit of

ridge. This station and the preceding one were not visited by
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Pilsbry and are not plotted on the map. They are believed to be
east of the granitic spur (dyke) on the north side of Tweed Canyon.

Station 23a. Small hill in bottom of Tweed amphitheatre near
an abandoned arrastra.

Station 24. Gully on mesa, running westward out of Fourr ranch.
Station 25. Foothill west of Fourr ranch.

Station 26. Gully at south fence of Fourr ranch.

Station 27. First ravine west of Cataract Branch in the igneous
southern side of Tweed Canyon.

Station 28. Bear Gulch, half way down.
Station 29. Bear Gulch, near its head.

Station 30. Ridge west of Bear Gulch.
Stations 31, 32. East side of Soren Gulch.
Station 33. West side of Soren Gulch.
Station 34. Small limestone hill in Middlemarch Canyon.
Station 35. Cochise Peak.
Stations 36, 37. Small limestone hills eastward on mesa at mouth

of Middlemarch Canyon.
Station 38. North side of north ridge of Tweed amphitheatre,

J mile west of Signal Peak.
Stations 39-42. Successive stations between the northern crest

of Tweed amphitheatre and the northern foothills of the range.

HELICID^.
Sonorella ferrissi Pilsbry, n. sp. PI. VIII, figs. 3, 3a, 36.

The shell is strongly depressed, umbilicate (the width of umbilicus

contained six times in the diameter of the shell), rather solid; of a

pale brown tint, between cinnamon and wood-brown, fading around

the umbilicus, having broad white bands above and below the

narrow chestnut-brown shoulder band and crossed by one or several

whitish streaks, reminiscent of former peristomes. The surface is

semimat. The initial one-fourth whorl is smooth; a brief stage of

coarse radial wrinkles ensues, followed by fine, short, interrupted

radial wrinkles, so short as to be papillae near the upper suture, and
sparse, short elevations, arranged in spiral, forwardly descending

series. On the second whorl these elevations become distinct, rather

regular papillae, which persist, in some examples, upon the third

whorl. The last whorl has fine striae and microscopic wrinkling.

The spire is but slightly convex. The whorls increase slowly, the

last descends a little in front and is rounded at the periphery and
base. The peristome expands very slightly in its lower half, and its

edge has a rusty tint. It is thickened within by a rather wide but
thin white callus, which shows as an opaque buff border behind the

lip. The columellar termination is slightly dilated, and the parietal

callus moderately thick in fully mature or old individuals.
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Height 7, diam. 14.2 mm.; 4^ whorls.

Genitalia (Plate XI, figs. 3, 3a).—The penis is somewhat slender,

slightly shorter than the vagina, and a trifle longer than the epi-

phallus. It contains a cylindric papilla nearly as long as itself, trans-

versely wrinkled in the distal third and rounded at the end (fig. 3a).

The retractor muscle is inserted on the epiphallus near its base.

There is no flagellum. Length of penis 4 mm.; penis-papilla 3-|-

mm.; penial retractor 6 mm.; epiphallus 3+ mm.; vagina 5| mm.
Dragoon Mountains, from the northern ridge of Tweed Canyon

to the ridges facing the northern slope of the mountains; types

No. 103,097, A. N. S. P., from Station 38. Also taken at Stations

3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 38-41.

The shell in this extremely distinct species reminds one a little

of Trichodiscina. There is no other Sonorella like it. The embryonic

sculpture is a modification of the hachitana pattern. In the genitalia

it resembles S. bicipitis of the Dos Cabezas range as much as any-

thing. It is abundant in the northern part of the Dragoon Range,

but Tweed Canyon apparently forms an impassable barrier to its

spread southward.

We rarely found Sonorella ferrissi sealed to stones, forming small

rings. Most living ones were seen loose under stones or in the

earth, lying with the aperture up, like Eastern Helices, and sealed

with a somewhat convex white epiphragm. It belongs exclusively

to the limestone terrain.

Sonorella dragoonensis n. sp. PL VIII, figs. 1, la, 1ft.

The shell is rather depressed, umbilicate (the umbilicus contained

j6| times in diameter of the shell), thin, somewhat translucent, pale

buffy brown, with whitish bands on both sides of a chestnut-brown

band at the shoulder. The spire is low, conic, whorls 4f , moderately

convex. First one-third whorl smooth, followed bj- a brief stage

of coarse radial wrinkles, continuing longest near the lower suture,

and succeeded by papillae and short, vermiculate radial wrinkles,

interrupted by short wrinkles in a spiral direction, which on the

loAver part of the whorl bear epidermal bristles, beginning on the

latter half of the first whorl, and continuing throughout the embryonic

and neanic stages as far as the end of the third whorl. It is suc-

ceeded by an excessively minute vermiculate sculpture, which

rapidly becomes fainter and disappears on the last two whorls,

which are glossy and nearly smooth except for faint growth lines.

Last whorl wide, descending in front. Aperture very oblique,

round-oval. Peristome thin, very narrowly expanded throughout.
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a little recurved below; the margins approaching, parietal callus

short, thin except in old shells.

Alt. 11.25, diam. 19.5, alt. aperture 10.5, diam. 9.25 mm.
" 12 " 20.5, " " 11, " 9.25

"

Back dusky, tentacles dark, sole pale yellowish, with faint longi-

tudinal lines, demarking the areas, near the tail.

Genitalia (PI. XI, figs. 4, 4a, No. 103,093, from Station 29).—

The penis is large, cylindric, encircled by a small muscular sheath

at the contracted base, its retractor muscle inserted upon the apex

of the penis and the base of the epiphallus. The walls of the penis

are thin. Papilla (fig. 4a) nearly as long as the penis, stout, cylin-

dric, having obliquely longitudinal corrugation near the end, the

apex being obtusely conic with terminal pore. The flagellum is

longer than usual. Epiphallus is about equal to the penis in length.

The vagina is decidedly shorter than the penis. The duct of the

spermatheca is very long.

Length of organs in mm.

:

No. 103,093.—Penis, 10; epiphallus, 10; flagellum, 1.3; papilla,

8; vagina, 6; spermatheca and duct, 39.

No. 103,094.^—Penis, 11; epiphallus, 9; flagellum, 1.3; papilla,

7.5; vagina, 7.

The jaw is highly arched, with five broad, unequal ribs.

Dragoon Mountains. Types from Station 28, Bear Canyon, No.

103,094, A. N. S, P., collected by Ferriss and Daniels, November, 1910.

j

Also at Station 29, south of the Huzzar Mine, in the same vicinity.

This species is related to Dos Cabezas species by the position of

the insertion of the penis-retractor, the cylindric penis-papilla and

the short vagina. It differs from all of these in its very large and

differently sculptured penis-papilla, and the thin shell, with rounded

aperture and minute granulation and hairs on the neanic whorls,

and a different pattern on the embryonic whorls. It is not closely

related to any species of the ranges further west.

Other specimens, topotypes, from Station 28 measure,;,

Alt. 11, diam. 21 mm.
"

11.3, " 20.5
"

"
10.8, " 19

"
10.2, " 18.5 "

Specimens from Station 29 measure:

Alt. 10.9, diam. 20 mm.
" 10.3, " 18
" 10, " 20
" 9, " 17.3 "
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Sonorella apache n. sp. Pi. VIII, figs. 2, 2a, 26.

The shell is depressed, with low, conoidal spire, umbilicate (the

width of umbilicus contained nearly 9 times in the diameter of the

shell), extremely thin; mat isabella color above, paler below, glossy

and diaphanous in the central half of the base, encircled by a narrow
chestnut-brown band above the periphery. Whorls 4|, the embryonic
shell comprising 1^; sculptured like that of S. dragoonensis. The
neanic whorls are very minutely crinkled and closely set with short

bristles in irregular oblique lines. About 110 of these bristles stand

on one square millimeter, on the upper surface of the last whorl in

front of the aperture. The bristles are rather delicate on the last

whorl, and in cleaning the shell they are likely to be removed in

large part. The last whorl is wide and descends rather deeply in

front. The aperture is very oblique, subcircular. Peristome thin,

the upper and outer margins very narrowly expanding, basal margin
slightly recurved, columellar margin dilated, running forward. The
ends of the peristome converge strongly, and are connected by a

very thin, short, parietal film.

Alt. 10.25, diam. 16.8, width of umbilicus 1.9, aperture 8.5 x 9.7 mm.
" 10 " 17 mm.

Genitalia (PI. XI, figs. 5 to 5c).-—The penis is short and very thick,

cylindric, obtuse at the ends, much shorter than the vagina. It

has very thin walls, and is filled by a thick, fleshy papilla (fig. 5a).

This is thick-walled with a rather large cavity having plicate walls

so that it is star-shaped in section (fig. 56). At the upper end of

its cavity there is a short, conic nipple (fig. 5c) ; at the distal end of

the papilla the cavity opens by a transverse slit. The retractor

muscle of the penis is inserted on the epiphallus near the penis.

The epiphallus passes imperceptibly into the vas deferens. There

is no flagellum. The lower end of the vagina is swollen, having

thick, fleshy wafls. The organs measure as follows: Penis 7,

penis-papilla 5, retractor muscle 8, vagina 11 mm.
Dragoon Mountains, the types from the southern or Cataract

branch of Tweed Canyon, at Station 9, on the east side of the rocky

bed near the foot of the "falls, " No. 111,529. Also found at Station

1, a large slide of heavy, angular stone further north on the same
branch, rather high on the west side of the ravine, under the great

crag. A few dead shells were found at Station 27, in a gulch of the

rugged south wall of Tweed Canyon, and at Station 10, on the

eastern ridge of the amphitheatre of upper Tweed Canyon.
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This species is somewhat related to S. dragoonensis, but differs

by its smaller size, thinner shell, decidedly smaller umbilicus, and

by having the last whorl densely hairy, the hairs extremely short

and close. S. apache differs from S. dragoonensis rather conspicuously

in soft anatomy. The penis is shorter with a differently constructed

papilla; there is no flagellum; the vagina is much longer and is

strongly swollen at the base. The anatomical characters of both

have been examined in several specimens from different stations.

The delicately hairy periostracum will serve to separate S. apache

from other species of the genus. It is an extremely distinct species.

Its home is among the great crags around Cochise Stronghold, a

favorite resort of the Apaches. Station 10 is some miles northward

of the other stations and at a somewhat greater elevation.

S. apache was found only in igneous or metamorphic rock, never

in the limestone. It was not found sealed to the rock, nor were any

white circles seen on the rocks it inhabits, thus differing from nearlj^

all other Sonorellas collected by the authors.

Other specimens, from Station 1, measure:

Alt. 10.5, diam. 17.5 mm.

" 9.2, " 15 "
" 8.8, " 14

"

Station 1 is conspicuous from the hillside on the east side of the

mouth of Cataract Branch, as a long, bare streak in the dense brush

which clothes the slope below the crag at the west side, some distance

up the ravine, and rather high on the side. One living shell and

numerous "bones" were found by quarrying in the heavy rock of the

slide. More living shells were taken at Station 9, the type colony.

The largest shell seen is a dead individual from Station 27, measur-

ing 18.5 mm. in diameter.

Oreohelix strigosa var.

A young dead specimen was found at Station 2, under a stone, and
two fragments of the last whorl at Station 13; both in the limestone

region, but at very different elevations. Station 2 being only a hundred
feet or so above the bed of Tweed Canyon, 13 on the highest peak
of its rim. The largest fragment, half of the last whorl of an adult

shell, has a diameter of 18.5 mm. It shows a slight peripheral angle,

otherwise resembling 0. s. depressa Ckll.

This Dragoon species seems from the fragments to be a more
depressed shell than the extinct Oreohelix of the Florida Mountains,

but it may be the same as the Huachucan race.
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As we searched the range carefully for Oreohelix after finding one

on the first day, it is probably extinct, not surviving the destruction

of the woods. There remains a possibility that it may survive in

some part of the mountains not covered by our collecting stations.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Stations 2, 3, 6, 6^, 10, 11, 18, all in the limestone region north

of Tweed Canyon.
UROOOPTID^.

Holospira is rarely if ever found on igneous or metamorphic rock;

and as the Dragoons are traversed by many dykes, the limestone

areas where Holospiras live are divided by tracts barren of these

snails. This has resulted in the differentiation of several species

which though variable do not intergrade, so far as we know. In the

Hacheta Range the limestone is continuous, and while there has

been a good deal of differentiation, the several extreme forms are

connected by those intermediate in structure and location.

It must be admitted that our knowledge of the Dragoon Holospiras

is fragmentary. The whole foothill region, where they abound,

needs attention. They are easily found, and in large numbers.

Holospira danielsi n. sp. PI. XIV, figs. 1 to 3a.

The shell is cylindric, the upper fourth (or third) tapering to the

slightly mamillar, obtuse summit. Tilleul-buff, becoming darker

towards the summit. Nearly 2^ embryonic whorls are smooth;

then slightly retractive axial ribs appear, rather low and delicate

on the first neanic whorl, after which they become strong, widely

separated, oblique (retractive) on the conical portion, still more

widely spaced and vertical on the cylindric portion of the shell,

where the summits of the ribs are more or less irregular from breakage

due to being in part hollow there. On the penultimate whorl there

are 13 ribs (more or less). On the last half of the last whorl the

ribs become closer (or many may be interposed). The whorls are

rather strongly convex, the last one tapering downwards, being

compressed below the periphery; base rimate but not perforated.

The last fourth of the last whorl is somewhat straightened but not

built forward beyond the level of the ventral face of the shell. Aper-

ture rounded-ovate. Peristome narrowly expanded except at the

upper outer angle, where it is simple and obtuse. The axis is rather

slender, subequal except at the ends. In the last part of the penult

and first part of the last whorl there is a strong, short, obtuse colu-

mellar lamella close to the base; a parietal lamella, much longer

and usually strong (and frequently a smaller basal lamella).
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Length 11.5, diam. 3.5 mm.; 12^ whorls.

Dragoon Mountains, Cochise County, Arizona, from Tweed Can-

yon to the northern end of the range, on limestone, under stones,

dead agaves, sotols, etc. Type locality Station No. 2, Tweed

Canyon, No. 112,199, A. N. S. P.

They live on the most exposed, hottest slopes, often in great

profusion, but are not found on the mesa, where H. camyestris

occurs.

This beautiful snail is very distinct from all of our species by its

strong, rude, widely spaced ribs. One of the northwest Mexican

Holospiras, H. minima, has the same type of sculpture, though less

coarse than in the typical H. danielsi, which is the rriost strongly

costate species known.

Like other Arizonian Holospiras, the internal lamellse are variable,

two or three (parietal and axial, or parietal, axial and basal) being

developed. Otherwise the chief variation is in the number of ribs,

and also in size.

Twenty specimens of the type lot, opened, taken at random,

measure as follows:

Length 12, diam. 3.6 mm.; whorls 13; lamellse 2.

11.7, '
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The sculpture is less variable in this lot than in some others.

Ten specimens, taken at random, have 10, 12, 12, 13, 13, 13, 15, 17,

17, 17 ribs on the penultimate whorl. These fairlj^ represent the

lot, so far as can be told without extensive counting. None counted

have more than 17 ribs (see PI. XIV, figs. 1, la, 16),

Station 3 (summit of ridge above Station 2), but west of where

the trail crosses ridge). Shells exactly like those of Station 2, but

perhaps a little more variable in size, length 9 to 12| mm. in extreme

specimens.

Station 4 (summit of ridge further northwest, several hundred

feet higher than Station 3), These shells are conspicuously larger

than at Stations 2 and 3. Part of the shells are typical in sculpture,

but in most of them the ribs are much more numerous, closer, smooth,

and more regularly spaced. These close-ribbed shells agree with

those from Station 5 and from Station 12, a peak on the opposite

(east) side of the rim of the amphitheatre of Tweed Caiwon. Proba-

bly the close-ribbed type of shell extends around the whole rim

from Station 4 to Station 12,

Two out of fifteen opened have 3 lamellse (both having many ribs),

and three have only the columellar lamella (ribs few). The rest,

including both many- and few-ribbed shells, have 2 lamellse. This

lot was picked up in several places "along the summit of the narrow

ridge, perhaps in an area of 20 x 100 yards. It therefore may com-

prise several colonies, and we cannot now tell whether fine- and

coarse-ribbed shells occur actually together or not. There may be

12-15 ribbed colonies and 20-30 ribbed colonies, or possibly both

sorts may live together. The measurements give extremes of size

and are from ''selected" shells.

12.5,
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Length 12.3, diam. 4 mm.; whorls 12f ; lamellae 1

3.7

3.9

4
4.2

3.9

lU;

12;

lU;
lU;

1
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Station 15 (further east on the same branch, a Httle higher).

Rather stout shells, with the mouth built out shortly (nearly 1 mm.)

;

about 15 ribs; lamellae one or two. 12x4 mm.
Station 13 (eastern peak of the rim of Tweed Canyon). Fine-

ribbed, like PI. XIV, figs. 5, 5a.

Station 11 (steep, stony, arid, southern slope of ridge projecting

into amphitheatre, vegetation xerophytic). The shells are greater

in diameter than the types, very uniform in sculpture, having 16 or

17 ribs on the penultimate whorl, the peristome built forward further

than usual in the type lot. 10.5 x 3.7 mm. axial or axial and superior

lamellae.

Another lot, taken a couple of hundred feet higher, are similar

in form, sculpture and lamellae; ribs 15 to 19.

Station 12 (peak on eastern rim of amphitheatre). The shells

are larger than at the preceding stations, with more ribs, 26 to 28

on the penultimate whorl. Half of those opened have one, half

two lamellae, the superior lamella not very strong. These shells

are like those from Station 4 and 5. See PI. XIV, figs. 4 to 46.

Length 13.7, diam. 4.2 mm.; whorls 13.

12, " 4 " " llf.

Station Jfi (between crest and foothills, north end of the range).

Stout, rather large shells, with a strongly developed columellar lamella

only in several opened. 37 to 43 ribs, nearly or quite as wide as

their intervals. (PI. XIV, figs. 5, 5a).

Length 12.3, diam. 4 mm.
10.5, '.' 4.1 "

These shells have more ribs than any other colony of //. danielsi,

and they may be referable to H. campestris cochisei. The shells are,

however, larger than the latter, some of the ri})s are broken down,

as in danielsi, and the locality is distant from other known colonies

of H. c. cochisei. Only a very small lot was taken, and, pending

further collections, its identity may be left undecided.

Station 39 (between crest and foothills at north end of the range).

Much larger than the typical form, stouter, with few, strong and

widely separated ribs. Only the axial lamella developed. (PI.

XIV, figs
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Station 1^2 (further north than Station 39). Similar to the above,

having the same rude sculpture, but a little smaller in the average,

length 11 to 13 mm.
Station 41. Shells like PL XIV, figs. 4-46.

Holospira campestris n. sp. PI. XV, figs. 1, 2.

The shell is shortly rimate, cylindric, with very short terminal cone

and mamillar apex. 2| embryonic whorls smooth (the last half

whorl very narrow), folloAving whorls closely and finely striate, the

striae of the conical portion narrower, hence appearing more widely

spaced than those of the cylindric portion, on which they are as

wide as the intervals. On the penultimate whorl there are about

70 striae. The last whorl is decidedly compressed below the pe-

riphery, tapering downwards, somewhat more coarsely sculptured

on the latter part. It is shortly rimate and built forward shortly

from the preceding whorl. All of the whorls are very strongly

convex. The aperture is angular at the upper outer part, elsewhere

rounded. Peristome narrowly expanded. Axis cylindric, in the

latter part of the penultimate and first part of the last bearing a

stout axial lamella. There is also a long and strong parietal or

superior lamella, and sometimes a basal lamella. Length 11.5,

diam. 3.7 mm.; whorls 12.

Mesa at western foot of the Dragoon Mountains at Station 26,

along a ''wash" or gulley at the south fence of the Fourr ranch,

No. 112,214, A. N. S. P. Also Stations 24, 25, in the same vicinity,

etc.

Other specimens of the type lot (PI. XV, figs. 1 to Id) measure as

follows. All but one of the specimens opened have two lamellse,

one having three.

ngth 12,
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parietal lamella when present is very small, and most specimens lack it.

They are very uniform in size and sculpture, in a long series taken.

Length 8.7, diam. 3.2 mm.; whorls 10; lamellae 1.

8.5,
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Station 21, hillside, eastern slope of second ravine from granitic

spur, up to about 600 feet above bed of ravine. The shells are

variable, as would be expected in a lot gathered over a considerable

area, having 35 to 50 ribs on the penultimate whorl. Out of 1 1 opened,

one has 3 lamellae, ten have two, superior and axial. (PI. XIV, fig. 6.)

Station 22, in the bed of the same ravine. Shells having about 56

ribs on penultimate whorl. Eight opened have 3 very strong lamellae.

Station 23. Between Stations 21 and 2, near top. Like the

preceding, lamellae 2 or 3.

Fig. 2.—Sketch to show positions of collecting stations west of the spur in Tweed
Canyon. Contour interval about 400 ft. The granitic dyke about 50
yards wide between Stations 17 and 18 separates colonies of H. c. cochisei

(below) from those of H. danielsi (above).

Station 27. Rather large, length 11 mm. with 12 whorls and 36

ribs on the penultimate whorl to 13 mm. long, with 13| whorls and

28 ribs. (PI. XIV, figs. 8 to 86.) This station is in a gulch on the

south side of Tweed Canyon, the nearest approach to the area of

H. millestriata. It shows no approach to that species in sculpture,

which is coarser than in most cochisei. Some of the ribs were hollow

and are broken down, as in H. danielsi. This condition is also seen

to a less degree in some specimens of cochisei from the type locality.

Holospira millestriata n- sp. PI. XV, figs. 3 to 5c.

The shell is shortly rimate, tilleul-buff, composed of about 11|

convex whorls, of which the last 5 form the cylindrical, those pre-

ceding the conical portion. Embryonic 2 whorls smooth, somewhat

nipple-like, the second whorl becoming very narrow. Succeeding
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whorls of the cone somewhat more sharply striate than the cylindric

portion, upon which the striae are very fine and close; typically about

90 fine, close striae on the penultimate whorl. The latter part of

the last whorl is slightly compressed and has slightly coarser, sharper

striae. The aperture is carried very shortly free, is not calloused

within, and has a narrowly reflexed lip. Within the latter part of

the penultimate and first part of the last whorl there is a rather

stout, obtuse lamella on the axis. No lamellae on the upper or basal

walls of the cavity.

Length 12, cliam. 4 mm.; 12 whorls.

Dragoon Mountains, south of Tweed Canyon, the types from

Station 7, the summit of a limestone ridge separating the head of

Cataract Gulch from the next canyon opening westward, south

of Tweed Canyon, No. 112,225, A. N. S. P., collected by Ferriss,

Pilsbry and Daniels, October, 1910. Also taken at Station 7, and

Stations 29 to 37 southward from Stations 7 and 8.

H. millestriata is related to H. campestris, from which it differs by

having more numerous, finer striae, and by the absence of internal

lamellae on the parietal and basal walls of the cavity, in a long series

of shells opened. Its range is separated from that of H. campestris

by the ridge of eruptive rock which runs from Cochise stronghold

along the south side of Tweed Canyon westward to the mesa; no

Holospiras being found on this ridge, so far as we know. The isola-

tion of the two species seems, therefore, to be complete. The species

is quite constant in hundreds of shells collected from many colonies,

as noted below; but in two stations in small hills on the mesa east-

ward of Middlemarch Canyon there is notable variation. Further

study should be given to these small forms of the border between

mountain and plain. In over a hundred shells opened from all the

colonies, only one has a very weak trace of a superior lamella, all

others having only a stout axial lamella.

The type locality. Station 7, is on the divide, a ridge above an

abandoned mine and cabin. It may be reached by ascending Cata-

ract Gulch from Tweed Canyon, but much more easily along the

mountains eastward, as the gulch is rather a neckbreaker. The
specimens are quite uniform in sculpture. Length up to 12.2 mm.,

and very rarely as short as 9.3 mm., with 10 whorls. (PI. XV, figs.

3, 3a, 36). Out of twenty opened, one has a weak, hardly perceptible

trace of the superior lamella, the others having the axial lamella

only. A series of 1000 or more was taken. It occurs under stones,

etc., in places where there is no shade.
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At the adjacent Station 8, eastward and slightly higher, the

shells average smaller—about 10.5 mm. long—but are otherwise

similar.

Station 29. Bear Gulch, near top, and Station 30, ridge west of

Bear Gulch, typical shells.

Stations 31, 32, on the east side, and Station 33 on the west side

of Soren Gulch, typical shells.

Station 34- A small limestone hill in Middlemarch Canyon.

The shells have perceptibly coarser sculptures than in the types,

about 70 riblets on the penultimate whorl. One internal lamella,

the axial.

Station 35. Cochise Peak. Similar to the shells from Station 34.

Station 36. Small limestone hills eastward on the mesa of Middle-

march Canyon. The shells here are smaller than typical millestriata,

and vary from the typical fine ribbing to somewhat coarser (PI. XV,

figs. 4, 4a, the prevalent form), and a few are as coarsely sculptured

as H. campestris cochisei, the coarsest having 48 ribs on the penulti-

mate whorl. The proportions of diameter to length also vary a

good deal, as shown in the figures and measurements. All the speci-

mens opened have a single lamella, the axial.

Length 9.5, diam. 3.6 mm.; whorls 11.

9.1, " 3.3 " " lOf.

9.6, " 3.1 " " 11.

9.2, " 3.5 " " 10|.

8, " 3.2 " " 10.

Station 37. Another colony near the preceding, consists of very

small shells. (PI. XV, figs. 5 to 5c.)

Length 9, diam. 3.2 mm.; whorls 10^.

7.2, " 3.2 " " 9|.

It is evident that H. millestriata, which is very constant in the

mountains, varies in size, proportions and sculpture in the different

ecologic conditions of the lower, more arid mesa.

ZONITID.^.
Vitrea indentata umbilicata Ckll.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 2, 3, 6, 6|, 7, 10, 11, 15, 18, 25,

26, 28, 29, 35; therefore generally distributed, probably wherever

snails live, as some of the stations were only hastily examined for

the larger shells.

Zonitoides arborea (Say).

Dragoon Mountains: Station 28.
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Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Dall).

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 6|, 10, 15, 26, 28, 29.

Striatura milium meridionalis P. and F.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 6, 10, 29.

Euconulus fulvus (Mull ).

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 10, 15, 28 and E. f. alaskensis.

Station 29.

ENDODONTID^.
Pyramidula cronkhitei (Newc).

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 28, 29.

Radiodiscus millecostatus Pils. and Ferr.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1 and 10; rare.

Helicodiscus arizonensis Pils. and Ferr.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 6|, 10, 28, 29.

Punctum californicum Pils.

Dragoon ^Mountains: Station 10, in the amphitheatre or upper

basin of Tweed Canyon. The specimens are a little more openly

umbilicate than the type, but the riblets are more unequal than in

P. -pygmceum, and spiral lines are scarcely discernible.

SUCOINEID^E.

Succinea avara Say.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 2, 3; single dead specimens.

FERUSSACID^.
Cochlicopa lubrica (Miill.).

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 6, 6^, 10, 15, 28, 29. Abundant.

PUPILLID^.

Bifidaria ashmuni Sterki.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 3, 6, 10, 11, 15, 25, 26, 29.

Bifidaria perversa Sterki.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 2, 3, 22.

Bifidaria dalliana Sterki.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 3, 6, 26.

Bifidaria pilsbryana Sterki.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, 2, 10, 11, 15, 18, 25, 28, 29.

Vertigo coloradensis arizonensis P. and V.

Dragoon Mountains: Station 25.
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VALLONIID^.
Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Dragoon Mountains: Stations 1, G, 10, 15, 25, 26, 28, 29. In

copious numbers.

II. The Mule Mountains.

This group is between the southwestern outUers of the Chiricahua

Range and the Huachucas, and is much lower than either, the highest

summits about 7,000 feet. The greater part of the group is igneous

rock, but the Escabrosa Ridge, running along the western and

southern borders, is limestone. Collecting was done in the vicinity

of Bisbee and Warren, August 29 and 30, 1910, by Daniels and

Pilsbry. We found nothing in the igneous area, but Sonorella

probably lives on the higher peaks.

The Geological Survey has published a topographic sheet of this

region.

Sonorella bartschi n. sp. PI. vill, figs. 4, 4o, 46.

The shell is strongly depressed, rather openly um})ilicate (width

of umbilicus contained nearly six times in the diameter of shell),

moderately strong, though thin; color between cinnamon and wood
brown, fading to white around the umbilicus, and encircled above

the periphery with a dark chestnut band, bordered above and below

with white bands, as wide as the dark band or wider. Surface

glossy; initial I whorl of the embryonic shell smooth; a few radial

wrinkles follow, after which it has radial striae which become more
or less interrupted, forming irregular, long granules ; beginning with

the second whorl, there are short hairs, subregularly placed in for-

wardly descending rows; these continue to the penultimate whorl,

where they weaken and disappear. The last whorl has a weak sculp-

ture of growth wrinkles only.

Whorls about 4|, rather slowly increasing, convex, the last descend-

ing well below the periphery in front. Aperture strongly oblique,

subcircular. Peristome thin, expanded rather slightly above,

strongly below, the ends approaching and joined by a very short

but distinct parietal callus.

Alt. 11.2, diam. 20 mm.; aperture 9.7 x 10.5 mm.; umbilicus 3.5

mm. wide; whorls 4f.
Alt. 10.2, diam. 18 mm.; aperture 8x9 mm.; umbilicus 3.3 mm.

wide; whorls 4|.

The back and tentacles are slate colored, sides gray. The sole

shows no longitudinal divisions or areas.
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The penis is long, its lower half very slender, enveloped in a long

sheath composed of glossy circular muscular tissue. The upper

half is somewhat swollen. The penis-papilla (fig. la) is rather short,

cylindric, very faintly wrinkled transversely, the distal end obtuse,

rounded. The flagellum is about 0.8 mm. long. The vagina is

about half as long as the penis. Other 9 organs as usual in the

genus (PI. XI, fig. 1, from Station 1, near Bisbee, No. 103,095).

Length of penis 14 mm.; epiphallus 11 mm.; penis-papilla about

5 mm.; vagina 7 mm.; spermatheca and duct 22 mm.
Mule Mountains: Mt. Ballard, in the Escabrosa Ridge; about

2 miles west of Bisbee, Arizona, on a ledge of the north side near the

summit. Type No. 103,095, A. N. S. P., collected by Pilsbry,

August 31, 1910. It was also taken on the northern slope of a

limestone hill about two miles east of Warren, Arizona.

Other specimens from the type locality measure as follows

:

Alt. 10.8, diam. 20 mm.; umbilicus 3.3 mm.; whorls 4f.

0,
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forming tangents and V-shaped figures on the last embryonic whorl,

as well as in various features of the adult shell.

We do not find in the shells of the Warren form any constant

difference from those of the type locality; but the genitalia (PI. XI,

fig. 2) and jaw (PI. XI, fig. 2b) differ somewhat in the only living

adult taken. Tlie penis has scarcely any sheath; onlj' a few fibres

bind the epiphallus. Flagellum more minute. Penis-papilla (fig.

2a) nearly half the length of the penis, tapering and wrinkled. The

penial retractor is inserted on the epiphallus near its base. The

vagina is nearly as long as the penis. Length of penis 10| mm.;

epiphallus 10 mm.; penis-papilla 5 mm.; vagina 9 mm.
The jaw (PL XI, fig. 2b) has about 5 Aveakly developed ribs.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Limestone hill 2 miles east of Warren.

Holospira arizonensis mularis n. subsp. PI. XV, figs. 8 to S«.

The shell is very shortly rimate, cyhndric, with short terminal

cone, wood brown or avellaneous, the last half of the last whorl

opaque white; composed of 10| to 13| whorls, the first two smooth.

The last half of the second and first half of the third whorl are narrower

than the preceding and following whorls, as usual, and the apex

projects somewhat nipple-like. Following whorls of the cone are

quite convex, and are sharply, closely and obliquely striate. On
the cylindrical portion the whorls are only weakly convex, and

gradually lose the striae, so that the penultimate and often one or

two earlier whorls are smooth or nearly so, the last half-whorl becom-

ing strongly, sharply striate again. The last whorl is compressed

laterally on the back but becomes rounded near the aperture, pre-

ceding which it is somewhat contracted. The aperture is rotund-

ovate, peristome shortly fr&e of the preceding whorl, and quite

narrowly expanded. Internal axis rather small, in the last part of

the penultimate and the beginning of the last whorl becoming a

moderate, obtuse lamella. Tj-picallj' there are no other lamellae,

but in a small number of specimens a superior lamella, or superior

and basal lamellae are developed, both very weak.

Length 13.1, diam. 4.2 mm.; whorls 12.

13.6, " 3.9 " " 13i
13.8, " 4 " " 13.

12.2, " 4.2
" " Hi

10.2, " 4 " " 11.

9.3, " 3.9 " " 10|.

Mule Mountains, on the northern slope of the Escabrosa Ridge,

west of Bisl^ee, Arizona, at about 6,000 to 6,500 feet elevation.
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Type No. 112,236, A. N. S. P., collected by Pilsbry and Daniels,

August 29, 1910.

The Escabrosa Ridge, or mountain side on the left, ascending

the first left-hand ravine above Bisbee on the Tombstone Road, is

the home of this Holospira. Extensive burning of the brush has

narrowed their range and decreased their numbers, at least for the

time, so that the series collected was not large.^ Some very small

scrub oaks remain in places; there are three species of agave, some

sotol and bear-grass, a few cylindropuntias, and many herbaceous

plants, now after the summer rains gay with flowers; over everything

a little scarlet morning-glory, which we afterward found common
in the ranges westward.

Out of 20 shells opened, 18 have the axial lamella only; one has

also a small superior or parietal, and one has superior and basal

lamellae, both very low and small.

This is a larger and longer species than H. ferrissi, and further

distinguished by the smooth later whorls and deficient internal

lamellae. The Chiricahuan H. arvzonensis Stearns differs chiefly

by having the internal lamellae larger.

Holospira ferrissi fossor n. subsp. PI. XV, figs. 6 to 66.

The short, cylindric shell is ribbed throughout, with about 47 ribs

on the penultimate whorl. The last whorl is conspicuously flattened

on the back, then gibbous (the gibbosity internally filled with white

shelly material) and contracting to the aperture, the basal crest

rather conspicuous. These features are more conspicuous than in

H. ferrissi. There is an obtuse axial lamella in the front of the last

whorl, and typically no other lamellae; but three specimens out of

20 opened show a weak parietal lamella also. The color is wood
brown or avellaneous, with the usual white patch on the last whorl.

Length 8.7, diam. 3.3 mm.; lOf whorls (type).

6.4, " 3.3 " 8i " (shortest shell).

9.8, " 3.6 " 10| " (largest shell).

9.3, " 3.3 " lOf " (slender shell).

Mule Mountains: on slopes of a limestone peak about 2 miles

east of Warren, Arizona. Type No. 112,238, A. N. S. P., collected

by Pilsbry and Daniels, August 31, 1910.

The town of Warren may be reached by a trolley line from Bisbee.

It lies lower than Bisbee and is separated from the plain by a range

' 180 specimens in the lot taken bj- Pilsbiy, probably as many or more taken
b}' Daniels; most of them dead shells.
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of hills which reach about 5,500 feet elevation. On the northern

and northwestern slopes of one of these, about two miles east of the

town, we collected Sonorella, Holospira and some smaller shells.

Holospira is very abundant (over 1,500 collected by H. A. P.),

living in mellow earth under stones, in "nests" of from six to twenty

or more, usually standing vertically, apex up, and buried in earth

up to the summit. While the sculpture of this species is coarser

than that of typical H. cionella, yet there are some equally coarse

individuals of the latter. It is quite possible that H. cionella may
eventually be ranked as a subspecies of H ferrissi.

In the debris of the San Pedro River above the S. P. R. R. bridge,

near Benson, Arizona, we found three specimens representing as

many races of Holospira. One is the upper half of a slowly tapering

species, evidently new. The others are probably races of H. ferrissi.

One specimen has the appearance of a small H. f. fossor. It has the

same sculpture, a low axial lamella, and measures, length 7.6, diam.

3.1 mm., 9f whorls.

The other shell resembles H. ferrissi in having three internal

lamellae, the superior and axial lamellae being strongly developed.

The ribbing is as fine as in the most finely ribbed ferrissi—decidedly

finer than in fossor. The form is more slender than in ferrissi..

This shell apparently represents another subspecies or local race

of H. ferrissi. As it may have drifted a long distance, it had better

be left nameless until found in its natural habitat.

Holospira ferrissi sanctaecrucis n. subsp. PI. XV, fig. 7.

The shell is similar to the most slender and fine-ribbed examples

of H. ferrissi in form and sculpture, except that the apical whorls

are more mucronate. The three internal lamellae are lateral in posi-

tion, strongly developed, especially the superior one, which is a half-

whorl long.

Length 8.5, diam. 3.2 mm.; whorls llf.

Valley of the Santa Cruz 'River, above Tucson, Arizona. Type

No. 112,239, A. N. S. P., found in flood debris of the river a short

distance above the Congress St. bridge, Tucson.

This is some distance west of any other record of Holospira in the

United States. In Mexico the genus extends to the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. The lamellae are much stronger than in any of the lot of

H. ferrissi which we have opened.

Although there cannot be much doubt that this species inha])its

some limestone hill not far from the river, we failed to find it in the

quite limited time we spent in the neighborhood. It may have

I
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floated maii}^ miles, as the river merits that name in time of flood,

though usually reduced to a chain of infrequent pools or an insig-

nificant rivulet. The term river, in the arid belt, refers to the bed

and banks rather than to the water, which is often conspicuous for

its absence during a great part of the year.

ZONITIDJE.

Vitrea indentata umbilicata (Ckll.).

Two miles west of Bisbee, and about the same distance east of

Warren, on limestone hills, with Holospira.

PUPILLID^.

Bifidaria pellucida hordeacella (Pils.).

Limestone hill about 2 miles east of Warren, Arizona.

III. Benson, Arizona.

Benson, Cochise Co., at the junction of the Southern Pacific and

El Paso and Southwestern Railroads, is in a flat region, with no mol-

lusk fauna in its immediate environs. The San Pedro River, flowing

northward about a mile east of the town, brings down considerable

flood debris containing shells. The source of these is probably in the

foothills of the Whetstone Mountains, not far away; possibly also

the hill country about Tombstone, or even further south.

The San Pedro carries more water than any other stream in the

lower tier of counties between the Rio Grande and the Colorado,

and so far as we know it is the only one maintaining a constant flow.

At Benson it is a turbid stream 20 to 30 feet wide, with vertical,

dirt banks about 8 feet high (September 1st), meandering in a flood

plain covered with mesquite.

Mr. Ferriss collected a few shells from the river drift in 1904; and

in 1910 Pilsbry and Daniels, having an hour or two between trains,

collected a small bag of shell-bearing debris near the S. P. R. R.

bridge. In this sample the most abundant moUusk is Bifidaria

procera cristata. The small Zonitoides, Bifidaria p. hordeacella,

Pupoides marginata and Vertigo ovata are next in abundance. All

the species except VaUonia gracilicosta are Lower Sonoran forms.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Holospira ferrissi Pils. (variety). See p. 388.
"

F. FOSSOR P. and F. See p. 387.
"

n. sp. (spire only).

Vitrea indentata umbilicata (Ckll.).

Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Dall).
" SINGLEYANA (Pils).
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SucciNEA AVARA Say.

Vallonia gracilicosta Reinh.
" PERSPECTiVA Sterki.

PuPiLLA BLANDi Morse (3).
" HEBES (Anc.) (1).
" SYNGENES (Pils.) (5).

PUPOIDES MARGINATA (Say).
" HORDACEA (Gabb).

BiFIDARIA PROCERA CRISTATA (P. and V.).
" PELLUCIDA HORDEACELLA (Pils.).
" ASHMUNi Sterki. (1).
" PERVERSA Sterki.
" PENTODON (Say).
" TAPPANIANA (C. B. Ad.).
" TUBA p. and F.

Vertigo ovata (Say).

MILIUM Gld. (1).

Lymn^a parva Lea.
" BULIMOIDES COCKERELLI P. and F.

Planorbis carib.eus Orb.
" LIEBMANNI Dkr.
" parvus Say.
" ARizoNENSis PiLs. and Ferr."*

Physa virgata Gld.

Amnicola sp. (two dead specimens).

Sph.erium triangulare (Say).

PisiDiuM COMPRESSUM Prime.

Vertigo milium, Bif. tappaniana and Sphcerium triangulare (one

valve) were obtained in 1904, not in 1910. The latter is new to the

fauna of the United States, but having compared with the type

specimens, we are satisfied of its identity.

Part of the specimens we refer to Lymnoea parva agree with cotypes

of L. dalli; but we have been unable to make a satisfactory division

of the material.

Columella edentula (Drap.) in the Huachucas.—We may add

here a species accidentally omitted from the Huachuca list published

in part III, of this series (1910). It was found at Wickersham's,

Miller Peak.

IV. The Santa Rita Mountains.

This fine and well-wooded range forms the eastern boundary of

the Santa Cruz River Valley. We drove in from Siding No. 4 on the

Sonora Railroad, camping at Agua Caliente, a large tepid spring

flowing into an artificial pool at the mouth of the canyon of the

same name, the elevation about 3,800 feet. Several Sonorella

* Planorbis arizonensis, new name for P. filocinctus Pilsbry and Ferriss, Proc.

A. N. S. Phila., 1906, p. 165, not of Sandberger.
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colonies were found near by. Our second camp was at the cabin in

the saddle at the head of Agua Caliente Canyon, somewhat above

7,000 feet and close to collecting Station 6 of map. There is a good
spring. The best collecting is in Walnut Canyon, Station 5, where
three species of Sonorella live. From above this camp there is fine

timber, but no land shells worth mentioning up to the summit of

Mt. Hopkins. Good collecting stations were found in Madera
Canyon which would be an excellent place to camp. ' We also reached

the head of Josephine Canyon from this camp. A two-day excursion

was made, via Brandt's mining camp, over the 8,500-foot saddle

north of Old Baldy, and down Camperel Canyon^ to perhaps 7,000

5 11-14 6 7 8 15

Fig. 3.—Collecting stations in the Santa Rita Aicuntains. Coi.tour inte.val,

1000 feet.

feet. There is fine pine on the top and extending some distance

down. Also some huge spruce and hemlock trees. We passed

through aspens, then small-leaved maples, to walnuts, in the bed

of the canyon. Sonorella clappi occurs here, and a few specimens of

a Sonorella (occidentalis) , which we provisionally rank as a subspecies

of the Huachucan *S. granulatissima. It will be seen that our work

extended nearly across the middle of the highest part of the range

in a rather narrow band, the collecting stations being marked on the

accompanying tracing simplified from the U. S. G. S. topographic map.

5 This canyon is not named on the topographic map. On it Stetson's dam is

situated, lower down.
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The absence of the common western Sonorellas (santaritana and

walkeri) on the eastern slope, and the occurrence there of another

species {S. g. occidentalis) indicates a certain amount of local faunal

differentiation, and it seems likely that work in the northern, southern

or eastern parts of the range would result in a number of additional

species of SonoreUa. By the absence of Oreohelix and Ashmunella

(in the parts we explored), the Santa Ritas differ remarkably from

the Huachucas, the next range eastward.

We obtained very few small shells.

Vitrea indentata umbilicata (Ckll.), Stations 7, 12, 17.

Euconulus fulvus (Miill.), Station 7.

The locations of collecting stations follow.

Station 1. In rock along banks of stream flowing from Agua
Caliente Canyon, immediately south of the spring.

Station 2. Northern base of bluff southeast of Station 1.

Station 3. About half way up "Soldier Canyon," a short canyon
immediately north of the mouth of Agua Caliente.

Station 4. Pool of Agua Caliente Spring (Physa humerosa (?),

frogs, etc. collected).

Station 5. Walnut Canyon or branch of Agua Caliente, which
opens about 200 yards below the miners' cabin midway of A. C.

Canyon. Shells abundant above and below the mine, in piles of

heavy granite rock. None found in "Walnut basin" higher up.

Station 6. On the ravine south of cabin in the saddle, at head of

Agua Caliente.

Station 7. Madera Canyon, about half way down the steep slope

from camp.
Station 8. Madera Canyon, about 100 yards above "Old Johns

Camp" in an extensive rock pile in the bed of the canyon, about
10 feet above the stream. This is opposite the saddle at head of

Agua Caliente.

Station 9. Head of Josephine Canyon, on the flank of Mt.
Hopkins, in friable, angular, rocky banks of canyon.

Station 10. Head of Josephine Canyon, a few hundred feet up
the branch leading to the saddle next to Old Baldy.

Station 11. About 100 yards west of camp in saddle.

Station 12. Half a mile down (west) from camp.
Station 13. About 10 rods above Station 12, on the branch leading

to the spring near camp.
Station 14. A short distance above Station 12 on the branch

running near camp.
Station 15. Bed of Madera Canyon near the fork.

Station 16. Eastern (Madera) flank of Mt. Hopkins, about a mile

south of Station 7.

Stations 17, 17^, Camperel Canyon, on the eastern slope of

the range.
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Sonorella santaritana n. sp. PI. IX, figs. 1 to 3.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate (the width of umbilicus con-

tained between 6 and 7 times in diam. of shell), solid, between cinna-

mon-buff and pinkish-buff, becoming whitish on the base, and

having a chestnut-brown shoulder band bordered with white.

The surface is rather glossy. Embryonic shell of 1| whorls; after

a very short initial smooth stage, the surface becomes radially rippled,

then densely granular, the granules lengthened in an obliquely spiral

direction, becoming longer with the growth of the embryo, the last

I whorl of the embryo marked with threads forming V-shaped figures,

their intervals densely, subregularly wrinkled radiall3\

The post-embryonic whorls have very fine, inconspicuous growth

lines and excessively faint spiral lines on the last whorl, above and

at the periphery. The spire is very low conic. Whorls 4^, convex;

the last descends deeply in front. The aperture is very oblique, small

;

peristome narrowly expanding, pale brown at the edge, the margins con-

verging, so that the thin, transparent parietal callus is short. In the

last whorl the umbilicus enlarges to about double its previous width.

Alt. 13, diam. 23, width of umbilicus 3.6 mm.; aj^erture

10.5 X 12 mm.
Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona, in Walnut Canyon (a branch of

Agua Caliente Canyon) at

about 6,000 feet elevation.

Station 5, Ferriss, Daniels

and Pilsbry, 13-IX-1910.

Type No. 112,105, A. N. S. P.

Also taken at Stations 11, 12,

13, 14, between 6,000 and

7,000 feet, near the head of

Agua Caliente Canyon; Sta-

tions 7, 8, 16, in Madera

Canyon, from about 5,700 to

nearly 7,000 feet, and at

Stations 9 and 10, in the head

of Josephine Canyon, near

the ridge connecting Mt. Hop-

kins and Old Baldy, at about

6,500 feet.

Geyi i t a I i a (fig. 4) .—The
penis and vagina are extremely

long. Penis is rather slender, ^ . n . r f c / ,°
_ _

' Fig. 4.—Gemtalia of o. 6rt?t/flri/fl?<a. epi.

and lies in three folds in the epiphallus; pp., end of the penis-papilla
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body. It has a basal sheath, and a slender, conspicuously annulated!

papilla, one-third the length of the penis or longer. The flagellum is

well developed for Sonorella. The penial retractor is inserted at the

apex of penis and base of epiphallus. The vas deferens is slender

throughout. Measurements of the organs in mm. follow.

Sta-
tion.
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fading to white around the umbihcus and on both sides of the chestnut-

brown shoulder band.

The surface is glossy, lightly marked with growth lines, and

under a strong lens showing impressed spiral lines on the upper

surface of the last whorl (lacking, however, in many individuals).

Initial § whorl radially rippled, granulation then beginning, the last

f whorl having close protractively spiral threads, the intervals densely

wrinkled radially. Spire very low conic. Whorls 4f, the last

descending in front. The aperture is rounded oval; peristome

narrowly expanding, inconspicuously brown-edged, slightly thickened

within, the margins converging, joined by a thin, brownish-eclged

parietal callus.

Alt. 14, diam. 23 mm.; umbilicus 2.6 mm.; aperture 12 x 13 mm.
Genitalia (PI. XII, figs, 1-3, 5, 5a).—The penis is small and slender^

at the base enclosed in a short but thick sheath. Penis-papilla

cylindric, more than half the length of penis, tapering distally to a

blunt or a somewhat pointed end. Retractor muscle inserted on

the epiphallus near its base. Epiphallus as long as the penis or

somewhat longer, terminating in a minute, bud-like flagellum. Lower

part of the vas deferens large, its diameter equal to or exceeding that

of the epiphallus. Vagina usually about twice the length of the

penis.

Santa Rita Mountains, the type from Station 5, Walnut Branch

of Agua Caliente Canyon, at about 6,000 feet, with S. santaritana

and S. clappi, type No. 112,164, A. N. S. P., collected by Ferriss,

Daniels and Pilsbry, 1910. Also taken at Station 3, "Soldier Can-

yon," at about 4,500 feet, and in Madera Canyon at Stations 7, 8

and 15.

This fine species, named for Dr. Bryant Walker, is not uncommon,
though less generally distributed than S. santaritana. In the type

locality it lives with *S. santaritana and 8. clappi, sometimes all under

the same rock, sometimes in separate rock piles. The smallest

specimens, Station 5, measure 20 mm. in diameter; the largest,

Station 15, 24.3 mm.
Station 3 is in a small canyon running in north of the mouth of

Agua Caliente, opening to the mesa between two high granite crags.

The rock is a coarse granite, and shells are not numerous. A single

giant cactus growing here is further east than we have seen the

species elsewhere.

Many specimens have been dissected. The slender, short penis,

with a short, thick basal sheath, and the enlarged free vas deferens
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are conspicuous characters. The smaller umbilicus and less de-

pressed contour separate it from S. santaritana, which also differs

more fundamentallj' by its genitalia. S. walkeri is very much like

5. clappi in soft anatomy. Its relation to S. huachucana Pils.

remains to be defined when that species shall have been dissected.

Measurements of the organs in mm. follow.

Sta-
tion. Penis.

Penis-
papilla.

Epiphal-
lus.

Flagel-

lum.

Sperma-
\'ae:ina. theca
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Station 2, at the base of bluffs southeast of Station 1 and somewhat
higher, afforded a few similar shells (PL IX, figs. 5, 5a, 56). One
preserved in spirit differs from S. walkeri by having a decidedly

longer penis, penis-papilla and epiphallus. There is no flagellum,

and no penial retractor muscle was found. (Fig. 5.) These differ-

ences, if confirmed by further dissections, in our opinion, indicate

a distinct species; but to direct attention to it we now rank the

race as a subspecies of S. walkeri. The diameter at Station 2 runs

from 22.3 to 24 mm. The elevation of this Station is between

4,100 and 4,200 feet, according to the topographic map.

Sonorella clappi n. sp. PL IX, figs. 8, Sa, 86.

The shell is umbilicate (umbilicus contained about 8 times in the

diameter), thin, depressed, semimatt, cinnamon, the base paler,

fading to olive-buff in the middle, and with a chestnut-brown shoulder

band having paler borders. Embryonic shell of If whorls, the

initial \ whorl smooth, the rest densely and evenly reticulate-granu-

lous, having an indistinct zigzag pattern in some places, but without

the spirally descending threads of the hachitana tj^pe. Subsequent

whorls are lightly striate and microscopicalty wrinkle-granose, this

sculpture becoming weaker on the base. Whorls 4^, the last descend-

ing in front, rounded peripherally. Aperture rounded-oval, the

peristome thin, narrowly expanded.

Alt. 10.3, diam. 19 mm.; umbilicus 2.4 mm. (type).
'' 10.3, " 18 " (globose topotype).
" 9, " 17.7 " (depressed topotype).

Genitalia (PL XII, figs. 6, 7).—Penis slender throughout, wuth a

thick, short basal sheath and a long papilla. Epiphallus and vas

deferens slender, the former terminating in a minute flagellum, the

retractor muscle inserted close to its base. Vagina shorter than

the penis. Measurements in mm. follow.

Sta- Penis,
tion.

j .
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Walnut branch of Agua Caliente; and Stations 17 and 17|, Camperel

Canyon, on the eastern slope of the mountains, at about 6,500 feet.

This is a smaller, thinner shell than other Santa Rita Sonorellas,

and readily distinguished by its microscopic granulation and the

beautiful sculpture of the embryo. It is variable in degree of eleva-

tion of the spire, size of umbilicus and color. In Madera Canyon
the shell has a russet hue.

In Walnut Branch of Agua Caliente the color ranges from almost

chamois in the thicker old individuals to nearly water green in those

barely grown to full size. The microscopic granulation is sometimes

typically developed on the last whorl, but more often more or less

obsolete, sometimes only visible in a few places; and most specimens

show incised spiral lines on the last whorl, occasionally quite distinct

and numerous. Around the head of Agua Caliente Canyon the color

is similar to the Walnut Branch lot.

S. clappi resembles the Huachucan S. granulatissima and S.

danielsi in the embryonic sculpture and the general appearance, but

in those species the aperture is more oblique than usual in *S. clappi

and the genitalia are conspicuously different. Having dissected a

good many individuals of all of these species, I feel confident that

the genitalia afford the most reliable specific characters. S. clappi

is very much like S. walkeri in genitalia.

A couple of shells from Station 17|, Camperel Canyon, on the

eastern slope of the range, resemble the Agua Caliente form in being

light colored. One from Station 17, in the same canj'on, is the

darkest of all, being nearly a sorghum-brown color, more vinaceous

where the cuticle is worn off. The genitalia (PI. XII, figs. 4, 4a)

differ from typical >S.' clappi by the longer penis and penis sheath,

and the shorter vagina. Length of penis 13, penis-papilla 10, epi-

phallus 10, flagellum 1, vagina 4| mm.
A bleached Sonorella, No. 105,385, U. S. N. M., collected, or at

least sent to Dr. I. Lea in 1860, by H. C. Grovenor, is labelled "Santa

Rita Mountains, 6,000 feet above the sea." It is very thin and

appears under the lens to have been granular. The lip-ends con-

verge, as in >S. clappi, from which this shell differs by its larger size

and less depressed shape; diam. 20.5 mm. It is probably a distinct

species related to S. clappi, but it is not in condition for description.

The spire is broken.

SonoreUa granulatissima occidentalis n. subsp. PI. IX, figs. 7, 7a, 76.

Similar in sculpture to S. granulatissima, but differing by the

narrower last whorl, which is less convex above; the light borders of

the chestnut-brown band, and the less depressed spire.
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Alt. 12, diam. 19.6 mm.; miibilicus 2.8 mm.; 4f whorls.

Santa Rita Mountains at Station 17 (Camperel Canyon), on the

northeastern flank of Old Baldy. Type No. 112,165, A. N. S. P.

We regret that the jar containing the soft parts of this species

proved leaky, and its contents were lost. It seems to be related to

S. granulatissima, as the sculpture is very similar.

V. Small Ranges and Hills of the Santa Cruz River Valley.

Between Tucson and Nogales and the Santa Rita and Baboquivari

Mountains there are many buttes and ranges of hills or small moun-
tains, a few of which we visited, finding in each a special species of

SonoreUa and sometimes a few small shells.

Among the more important ranges which should be investigated

we may mention the Tumacacori (or Atascoso) range, an extensive

mass of arid looking mountains, extending south to the Mexican
line, and probably supporting little but SonoreUa. They are easily

accessible from the Sonora R. R., being about 6 miles from "Siding

No. 4. " These mountains on the south pass into the Sierra de los

Pajaritos, which lie west of Nogales—"a confused mass of rockj^

crags, peaks, flat-topped mountains with vertical sides, enormous
trachyte dykes, steep narrow ridges and deep canyons." They are

covered with "a fine gro^\i:h of oak, juniper and manzanita, while

magnificent walnut, sycamore and ash trees line the canyons."

Water supply precarious except in the wet seasons. These fine

mountains are unknown to the conchologist.

Various species reported from Tucson were certainly brought

there from more or less distant localities. SonoreUa granulatissima,

reported by Bartsch, Smiths. Misc., Coll., Vol. 47, p. 193, and Ash-

muneUa varicifera Ancey are Huachucan species. The following

species were taken in the drift debris of the Santa Cruz River, near

Tucson, chiefly above the bridge. The fresh-water shells are mainly

fossils, washed out of, or exposed upon the low dirt banks, where
the stream has cut down through a former cienega. Part of the land

shells probably washed in from the Tumamoc and other eastern

foothills of the Tucson Range. We found Bifidaria tuba and Thysan-

ophora hornii on the Tumamoc Hills, and with other minutiae, in

debris washed down from the hills at the hill terminus of Congress St.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb.).

HoLosPiRA ferrissi SANCT.ECRUCIS P. and F. (see p. 388).
Zonitoides singleyana (Pils.).

SucciNEA AVARA Say.
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PUPOIDES MARGINATA (Say).

BiFIDARIA PROCERA CRISTATA P. and V.
" PELLUCIDA HORDEACELLA (Pils.)-
" TUBA P. and F.

Vertigo ovata Say.

Lymn^a parva Lea.
" OBRUSSA Say.
" bulimoides cockerelli p. and F.

Planorbis tenuis Phil.
" carib.eus Orb.
" parvus Say.
" ARizoNENSis P. and F.

Physa virgata Gld.

Paludestrina protea (Gld.).

PisiDiuM PAUPERCULUM (Sterki).''

" coMPRESSUM Prime (kirklandi Sterki)

.

Anodonta DEJECTA Lewis, fossil and recent, fragmentary.

In the drift debris of the Santa Cruz River at Amado's Ranch

(not far from the mouth of Sopori Creek) we took the following:

Zonitoides singleyana (Pils.).
" MiNUSCULA (Binn.).

[Pupgides MARGINATA (Say).

BiFIDARIA PELLUCIDA HORDEACELLA (Pils.).
" PERVERSA Sterki.
" PROCERA CRISTATA P. and V. (one specimen).
" PENTODON (Say).

Vertigo ovata Say.

Vallonia perspectiva Say.

Physa humerosa Gld.
" virgata Gld.

On Sopori Creek, five miles west of Amado's Ranch.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Pupoides MARGINATA (Say).

Physa sp. undet.

Sonorella arizonensis (Dall).

Epiphragmophora arizonensis Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, p. 1, 1895.

Sonorella arizonensis (Dall), Bartsch, Smiths. Misc. Coll., XLVII, p. 198,

PI. 33, fig. 6.

This is a rather globose species with narrow umbilicus, quite

unlike anything we found. The type is a bleached specimen found

in the Santa Cruz River at Tucson, which no doubt drifted down

from above. As no Sonorella lives at or near the river level, it must

have been washed down from some momitain or rocky hill in the

6 The species of Pisidium in these lists were determined by Mr. E. G. Vanatta.
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river valley, and will eventually be found again. Great quantities

of the drift debris of the Santa Cruz which we looked over did not

produce a second specimen, though minute shells were abundant.

Only by a rare chance would so turbulent a stream as the Santa Cruz

in flood carry Sonorella very far. In its ordinary condition there is a

succession of small pools connected, in places, by a slender rivulet;

but after heavy rain we have seen turbid water from bank to bank

for a brief time.

Sonorella tumamocensis n. sp. PI. X, figs, i, ia, 46.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate (umbilicus contained about

6 times in the diameter of the shell), thin, light pinkish cinnamon,

fading to whitish on the base, and having indistinct whitish borders

above and below the rather narrow chestnut-brown shoulder band.

Apical sculpture is of the hachitana type, but usually very v/eak, the

initial half-whorl smooth, without the usual radial ripples; the

rest of the embryonic shell is marked with a few delicate, interrupted

tangential (protractive) threads, on a nearly smooth ground, having

weak growth ripples only. The subsequent neanic and last whorls

have weak growth lines. Whorls 4^, convex, the last slowly de-

scending in front. Aperture rounded, nearly as high as wide. Peri-

stome thin, the outer and basal margins very narrowly expanded.

The columellar lip, in basal view, shows verij little dilation.

Alt. 10.5, diam. 17.5 mm.; aperture 8.7 x 9.5 mm.; umbilicus

2.8 mm. wide.

Other specimens measure:

Alt. 10.5, diam. 18 mm.
" 9 " 17 "

" 9' " 16 "

Genitalia (PI. XIII, fig. 5).—The penis is about as long as the

vagina, slender in its lower part, somewhat swollen above. Around

the base there is a very short sheath of very loose open texture. It

contains a slender, slowly tapering papilla about one-third as long as

the penis, its surface closely grooved spirally, the apex obtuse but

small. The epiphallus is slender, terminating in a vestigeal, bud-

like flagellum. The retractor muscle is inserted on the epiphallus.

Other organs as usual.

Top of the head and back are slate-colored, shading into gray

on the sides, whitish towards the edges of the foot. Tail and sole

white. Faint lines define the three areas of the sole. Jaw (PI.

XIII, fig. 8) has 3 or 4 very weak ribs.
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Tumamoc Hill, near Tucson, Pima Co., Arizona. Types No.

112,245, A. N. S. P., collected by Ferriss, Pilsbry and Daniels,

October 1, 1910; topotypes in collections of Ferriss and Daniels.

Specimens were taken by Mr. J. C. Blumer under volcanic cliffs

on the northeast side of Cat Mountain, in the Tucson Range.

The shell closely resembles *S. eremita of the Mineral Hill group,

but it is much thinner with the peristome decidedly less expanded

and the embryonic whorls smoother. The penis is \Qry much
longer than in eremita. A comparison with the unique type of

*S. arizonensis Dall, kindly made by Dr. Paul Bartsch, shows that

that species is quite distinct.

We would be disposed to consider tumamocensis a subspecies of

S. rowelli were it not that in individuals having the shell about the

same size as rowelli the penis, penis-papilla, epiphallus and vagina

are about twice as long; the spermathecal duct remaining about

equal in the two species. The shape of the penis-papilla is different,

that of tumamocensis being longer, slender and tapering. For

comparison we have added measurements of the organs of *S. rowelli

to the table on p. 408. The columellar lip dilates much less than in

*S. comobabiensis or aS. sitiens.

The penis is very much longer, its papilla both absolutely and

relatively much shorter than in S. payagorum.

The Tumamoc Hills are an outlying spur of the Tucson Range,

about a mile from Tucson west of the Santa Cruz River. There are

three hills: Tumamoc, 3,092 feet, on the northern slope of which

the Desert Botanical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington stands; Sentinel, 2,885 feet, and a lower nameless hill

of 2,672 feet elevation. The hills are volcanic, formed of an old

andesite flow, largely covered by rhyolite (which is the characteristic

rock of the Tucson Range) and later flows of basalt.'^ Sonorella

occurred in great piles of black basalt, on the north slope of Tumamoc
Hill, from just below the flat summit down half way to the Desert

Laboratory. Most of them were taken not far from the 2,750-foot

contour (our Station 35). Living snails are very scarce and hard

to get. None were found on the other slopes of Tumamoc Hill,

nor could we find them on Sentinel Hill. On the 2,672-foot hill,

at the end of Congress St., we took only Bifidaria tuba.

^ Topographic and geological maps of these hills, with accounts of their physical
features and vegetation, may be found in the following pubhcations of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington: D. T. Macdougal: Botanical features of North
American deserts, 1908. Volney M. Spalding: Distribution and movements of

desert plants, 1909.
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Except for the specimens of S. tumamocensis, taken by Mr. Blumer
at Cat Mountain, the Tucson Range, about 25 miles long, is not

explored for shells.

Sonorella papagorum n. sp. PI. VIII, figs. 8, 8a, 8b.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate (the umbilicus contained about

9 times in the diameter of the shell), rather thin, somewhat glossy,

light pinkish cinnamon, fading to whitish around the umbilicus, and a

trifle pale at the edges of a dark chestnut-brown band at the shoulder.

Apical sculpture is of the hachitana type, but very weakly developed,

the initial half-whorl smooth, the rest of the embryonic shell similar

to that of S. tumamocensis. Subsequent whorls are lightly marked
with growth lines. Whorls 4f , convex, the last descending slowly

in front. Aperture oblique, rotund-oval. Peristome slightly ex-

panded above, the outer and basal margins well expanded, thin;

columellar margin broadly dilated, partly covering the umbilicus.

Alt. 14, diam. 23 mm.; aperture, alt. 11.8, diam. 13.6 mm.; width

of umbilicus 2.7 mm.
Genitalia (PI. XIII, fig. 4).—Penis small and slender, about equal

in length to the vagina and of equal calibre throughout. A short,

loose sheath envelops its base. The penis-papilla is nearly as

long as the penis, very slender, slowly tapering, indistinctly annulate.

The slender epiphallus l^ears the retractor muscle and terminates

in a very minute flagellum. Female organs as usual. Jaw (fig. 6) has

five (5r six strong, unequal ribs, or in one specimen four unequal

weaker ribs. It is quite variable.

Fig. 6.—Jaw of Sonorella -papagorum.

The shells show but little variation, excepting size.

Alt. 13.8, diam. 23.5 mm.; aperture 12 x 13.3 mm.
" 12, " 20.5 " " 10x11.7 "

Black Mountain, near the mission of San Xavier del Bac, in the

Papago Indian Reservation, Pima Co., about 9 miles south of Tucson.

Types No. 112,161, A. N. S. P., collected by Pilsbry and Daniels,

October 5, 1910.

This shell is less solid than S. eremita, with a narrower umbilicus

and far weaker apical sculpture.
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Black Mountain is a rather remote and isolated outlier of the

Tucson Range, which has here its southeastern terminus. It is a

long, straight, level-topped ridge, divided by a deep gap into a

longer and a shorter mountain. The slopes are everywhere very

steep, covered with black basalt, like Tumamoc Hill at Tucson.

Slides of this rock occupy a large part of the slopes. Between the

slides, which are, of course, barren of vegetation, there is some desert

verdure. Ocotillo, mesquite, cat-claw, palo verde, etc., are typical

plants, and giant cacti grow on the south side. No agave or sotol

were seen. The Sonorellas are found rather deep in the slides.

They probably inhabit the whole northern slope, but we worked

only a couple of hours, on the north side of the east end, close under

the summit. Some hazard attends the hunt in these slides, which

are s® steep that the heavy rock starts to move on small provocation.

Black Mountain, like the rest of the Tucson Range, is very dry.

It stands on a plain much lower than the Mineral Hill group and

higher than Tucson. The station where Sonorella was collected

we would roughly estimate as 3,200 or 3,300 feet above the sea.

Sonorella eremita n. sp. PI. VIII, figs. 7 to 7e.

The shell is globose-depressed, umbilicate (the width of umbilicus

contained about 6| times in the diameter of shell), more solid than

other species of the same region, glossy, pinkish buff, fading to nearly

white around the umbilicus, and having a chestnut-brown shoulder

band, without noticeable light borders. The embryonic sfiell, of

about 1^ whorls, has strongly developed sculpture of the hachitana

type. The initial half-whorl has some radial ripples or wrinkles;

then there appears a series of long, protractive threads on the outer

two-thirds, meeting shorter forwardly ascending threads on the

inner third; the intervals occupied by short radial impressions.

The threads are subject to more or less interruption, particularly

on the greatest convexity of the whorl. The later whorls are marked

with very fine, unequal growth-lines.

The spire is very low, conoidal. Whorls 4|, moderately convex,

the last slowly descending in front. The oblique aperture is rounded,

but slightly wider than high. Peristome slightly expanded above,

the outer and basal margins expanding more, slightly thickened.

the margins converging, connected by a very thin parietal film.

Alt. 11.9, diam. 19.3 mm.; umbilicus 3 mm.
West end of San Xavier Hill, Mineral Hill group, about 20 miles

S. S. W. of Tucson, Pima Co., Arizona. Types No. 112,161, A. N.

S. P., collected by Pilsbry and Daniels, 1910. Topotypes in col-

lections of Ferriss and Daniels.
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The top of the head is gray, integument elsewhere cream-tinted.

The median area of the sole is whitish, twice as wide as either side

area, the latter flesh-tinted.

The genitalia (PL XIII, figs. 2, 10).—Penis very small and slender,

having a very short, weak basal sheath of a few loose fibres. The
papilla is coarsely annulated, very slender and long. The penis-

retractor muscle is inserted on the epiphallus, which is extremely

slender, not so wide as the vas deferens, but enlarged a trifle where it

joins the latter. There is no flagellum. Female organs as usual.

Jaw having four or five unequal ribs, sometimes rather weak

(PI. XIII, figs. 6, 6a).

OuTLiNC OF 6an X»vien Hill from wlst, Sonokclla
STATION IN CfNTfR.

SoNOREUK

SanXavierHill

Fifi

Helmet R.

-Plan of the Mineral Hills, scale 2 inches to a mile, with sketch of the

type locality of Sonorella eremita.

In the genitalia, as well as the shell, this species resembles S.

pajMgorum, but it differs by having a smaller penis and by the very

slender epiphallus, which is actually smaller than the vas deferens

in several specimens dissected. In S. tumamocensis the penis is

very much longer. The shell is smaller than S. papagorum, with

far more strongly developed apical sculpture than in any other species

of this district. It is also more solid, and, having an aspect of its

own, is not likely to be confused with any other Sonorella known

to us.

The size is quite variable:
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Alt. 12.7, diam. 21.3 mm.; whorls 4|.
" 9.9, " 17
" 9, " 16 '' " 4i.

There was a scalariform specimen among the bones. It measures

13.3 mm. high, 16.6 wide. The normal height for a shell of this

diameter should be about 9.5 mm.
The Mineral Hill group, Twin Buttes and Tinaja Hills are much

degraded outliers of the Sierrita Mountains. Only the Mineral

Hill group has been worked for land snails, though all doubtless

have Sonorellas—and very little else.

The Mineral Hills are about 20 miles west of south from Tucson

and about 7 miles north of the Sierritas.^ They stand at the summit

of a long slope, rising about 1,000 feet in ten miles from San Xavier

del Bac, on a mesa of perhaps 3,600 feet elevation. The xerophytic

vegetation extends over the hills, mesquite, cat-claw, palo verde,

ocotillo and sotol being the more conspicuous plants, to which may
be added tree cacti on southern slopes, and on the mesa many opun-

tias, cylindropuntias and a few barrel cacti and yuccas. The
absence of Agave is peculiar. These hills are a favorite resort of

rattlesnakes. I got also a coral snake. No mollusks whatever

were found on Mineral Hill or Helmet Peak. San Xavier Hill is

composed of white subcarboniferous limestone, like the hills south-

eastward, except at the western end, which is whitish quartz, with a

spur to the north of coarse pinkish-gray granite. There is a depres-

sion in this end of the hill, between short, low cliffs of white quartz.

The cliff towards the south has partly fallen in a tumble of huge

blocks with some smaller stone between them. This talus is perhaps

200 feet long to the last scattered blocks, and at the widest 40 feet

wide; its lower end about 200 feet above the mesa. In it we found

the Sonorella described above. "Bones" were abundant, but living

snails extremely scarce, and confined to the deeper portions of the

talus, between the piled-up quartz blocks. The entire range of this

species is not much greater than the area occupied by a moderate-

sized house. In this insignificant fastness it is making a last stand

against extermination.

We found no snails in a hill covered with granite boulders about

3 miles north of west from San Xavier Hill. It is possible, though

unlikely, that some insignificant colony may exist there.

8 While there we occupied a comfortable camp at the copper mine of Mr.

L. D. Chilson, of Tucson, whose courtesy we would here acknowledge.
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Sonorella sitiens n. sp. PI. VIII, figs. 5 to 5c.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate (the width of umbilicus con-

tained nine to ten times in the diameter of the shell), rather thin,

cinnamon colored (varying in tone), paler around the umbilicus,

encircled by a chestnut-brown band at the shoulder, bordered with

a white band above and below. Surface somewhat glossy. The
initial fourth of a whorl is smooth; the rest of the embryonic shell

has very fine, anastomosing and interrupted radial wrinkles, and on

some specimens there are the faintest traces of spiral threads. The
neanic and last whorls are marked with delicate growth lines. Spire

low; whorls 4^, convex, the last slowly descending in front. Aper-

ture oblique, rounded oval. Peristome thin, the upper margin hardly

expanded, outer and basal margin, a little expanding.

Alt. 11, diam. 20 mm.; aperture, alt. 10, diam. 12 mm.
The back, top and sides of head are slate colored, the tail and a

wide band above the foot edges whitish.

Genitalia (PI. XIII, fig. 3).—The penis is swollen distally, becoming

narrow, in its basal half, which is enveloped in a muscular sheath,

the outer edge of which is attached to the end of the epiphallus.

The penis-papilla is extremely short and wide, cylindric, with a few

annular corrugations and a shortly conic end. The epiphallus is

slender, swollen at its distal end, without trace of a flagellum. The
lower part of the vagina is very stout. Other organs as usual.

Jaw (PL XIII, fig. 7) has 8 strong, narrow ribs.

Northwestern end of Las Gijas above Las Gijas Mine, Pima Co.,

Arizona. Types No. 112,158, A. N. S. P., taken by Ferriss and
Pilsbry, September 27, 1910.

The shell is less solid than S. eremita, the aperture decidedly larger,

the umbihcus smaller. The color also is darker. It differs from

eremita conspicuously in the genitalia, the penis of S. sitiens being

provided with a sheath of half its length, and the papilla being

extremely short and stout, while in S. eremita the sheath is repre-

sented only by a few loose muscular fibres at the base, and the

papilla is very slender and comparatively long. No other Sonorella

known has a penis-papilla like that of S. sitiens. Several specimens

dissected are entirely similar in genitalia.

The spire is very low in most of the specimens, but in one (PI.

VIII, fig. 5c) it is more conic. In this shell the white borders of the

shoulder band are very narrow. It measures, alt. 12, diam. 18.5

mm., aperture 9.5 mm. high, 10.8 wide.

Five other adult shells measure:
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Alt. 11, diam. 19 mm.; aperture 9.9 x 11.25 mm.
" 11.3, " 19 " " 9.9x11
" 10.8, " 18.8

" " 9.9x11
" 10.3, " 18 " " 9.2x10.5
" 10, '' 17.8 " " 9 xlO.3

The most closely related species seems to be S. rowelli. This,

however, has a larger penis-papilla and a slightly wider umbilicus.

The low and inconspicuous range Las Gijas (the Quartz Hills)

lies south of the well-known landmark Cerro Colorado, and west of

the northern end of the Tumacacori Range. At the northwest

end there is a mine, and a ranch building stands on the bank of a

small stream, the Gija Wash. The hill above the mine is strewn

with rounded boulders of coarse-grained granite, weathering to

angular gravel. Most of the loose rock is too massive to move, so

that suitable situations for snails are scarce. We found the first

Sonorellas on the slope above the mine. Working up over the

rounded top of the hill and along the ridge a half mile south we
crossed a low rock dyke, where a few more shells and a large colubrine

snake were taken. None were found among the rocks at the head

of the canyon east of this ridge. The other hills at this end of the

range are rounded, grassy, with little rock. On top there is much
sotol, ocotillo, a few cacti, etc. We found the pygmy Agave parvi-

flora here. It was not seen elsewhere.

In the debris of the Gija Wash we found Thysanophora hornii

(Gabb), Zonitoides minuscula (Binn.) and Bifidaria pelleucida hor-

deacella (Pils.).

Measurements of the genitalia of the preceding species are here

given together. The species identified as S. rowelli (Nc.) in these

Proceedings for 1905 being added for comparison.
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Sonorella sitiens arida n. subsp. PL VIII, figs. 6, 6a, 6f-.

The shell resembles S. sitiens, but differs in these features: the

umbilicus is decidedly wider, its diameter contained 6 to nearly 7

times in that of the shell; the color is paler; the aperture is notice-

ably smaller. The emjjryonic 1| whorls show distinct spirally

protractive threads in young individuals.

Alt. 10.8, diam. 19 mm.; aperture, alt. 9, diam. 10.2 mm.; umbilicus

3 mm.
Alt. 10, diam. 18.5 mm.; aperture, alt. 9, diam. 10 mm.; umbilicus

3 mm.
Alt. 10.25, diam. 19.9 mm.; aperture, alt. 9.9, diam. 11 mm.;

umbihcus 2.9 mm.

Cerro Colorado, around the base of a conspicuous crag at the south-

eastern end of the range. Tyi3es No. 112,160, A. N. S. P., collected

by Pilsbry and Ferriss, September 28, 1910.

The first two measurements are of cotypes from the south side of

the crag. The third specimen measured is the only adult shell taken

on the north side of the crag, perhaps a hundred feet higher.

This form stands very close to *S. sitiens, yet the difference in the

size of umbilicus is constant in the small series examined; no com-

munication between the colonies of Cerro Colorado and Las Gijas

can have taken place for a very long period, so that in the iDresent

state of our knowledge it seems proper to keep the forms of the two

hill-groups subspecifically separate.

Unfortunately, no living examples were found, so that the ana-

tomical characterization of the subspecies remains to be worked out.

The Cerro Colorado ("Red Hill") lies a few hours' travel north of

Las Gijas. The northern slopes are grassy and rounded, but west

and south it is carved into bold, fantastic crags and pinnacles of

dull red rhyolite—a landmarkwhich catches the eye for a long distance.

Our work here was brief. Scarcely an hour was spent around a

crag which stands at the southeastern extremity, about two miles

from the Cerro Colorado Mine on the Aravaca Road. Here the

Sonorella described above was taken, only a few dead specimens.

No doubt, the cliffs westward, higher up, would yield better results,

though little can be expected in such a dry situation. Neighboring

low crags of milk-white quartz, at a lower level southward, were

found ]3arren.

Sonorella sitiens comobabiensis n. subsp.

The shell is similar to S. sitiens in general shape, its mdth contained

about 9 times in the greatest diameter of the shell. It is smaller

within, and enlarges more in the last whorl than that of S. tuma-
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mocensis, but the enlargement is largely concealed by the overhanging

and dilated columellar lip. It is light pinkish cinnamon, fading to

white around the umbilicus, usually with a white streak on the last

whorl, left by a former resting stage, and with white l^ands above

and below the rather wide chestnut-brown shoulder band. The

apical sculpture is of the sitiens type, but some interrupted, descend-

ing spiral threads are visible on the best examples; subsequent

whorls are lightly marked with growth lines. The aperture is

larger than in S. tumamocensis, but less ample than that of S. vesperus.

The peristome expands distinctly, though narrowly.

Alt. 10.1, diam. 18, longest axis of aperture 10.1 mm. ; 4f whorls.
'' 10.8, " 19, " " " " 11.5 " 4f "
" 9.7, " 17.4,

" " " " 10.3 '' 4i "

Comobabi Mountains, at the base of a cliff on the north side of

the highest part of the range, elevation about 4,000 feet. Type and

paratypes No. 112,252, A. N. S. P., other paratypes in Ferriss col-

lection. Also taken in the Cababi Hills, about 10 miles westward,

in a slide of volcanic rock on the north side of the highest peak,

about 3,000 feet elevation. All were collected by Mr. J. C. Blumer,

of Tucson, in the course of botanical exploration.

About 120 specimens were collected, some of them showing the

surface and color unimpaired, though all were dead shells. We are

therefore unable to give any information on the soft parts. The

shell is very much like S. sitiens of Las Gijas, further south, and east

of the Baboquivari Range; but on account of the wide separation of

the localities, it is hkely to be subspecifically or even specifically

distinct.

The Comobabi Mountains form a short range, about 75 miles

west of Tucson. The Cababi Hills, immediately west, and the

Qui-i-tomoc Hills, a short distance south, are parts of the same

group. It is evidently rich in shells, as Mr. Biumer found S. s.

comobabiensis on the highest peaks (near the south end) of both

Comobabi and Cababi, and a form which we cannot distinguish

from S. vespertina on the north side of the largest peak of the Qui-i-

tomoc Hills. Somewhere in the Cababi Mountains, the exact location

not given, Mr. Frank Cole collected two forms, which we provision-

ally refer to S. ashmuni as varieties; one of them is the largest

SonoreUa known.

Sonorella ashmuni capax n. subsp. PI. X, figs. 7, 7a, 76.

The shell is umbilicate, the umbilicus very narrow within, but

in the last half-whorl widening to about three times its former width,
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oblong, contained between seven and eight times in the diameter

of the shell. Avellaneous in color, paler around the umbilicus and

slightly so on both sides of the chestnut-brown shoulder band. Sur-

face glossy, lightly striate, the embryonic shell of If whorls with

S. hachitana sculpture.

Whorls 5, slowly widening, the last whorl very broad and capacious,

rather strongly descending to the aperture. The aperture is very

large, obhque, the peristome well expanded except near the upper

termination; margins converging, joined by a thin callus.

Alt. 15.7, diam. 28.4 mm.; umbiHcus 3.7 mm.; aperture 16.4 mm.
wide, 13.7 high.

Cababi Mountains (about 75 miles west of Tucson), collected by

Frank Cole, March, 1915. Type No. 112,253, A. N. S. P., cotypes

in Ferriss collection.

This is one of the largest species, very much resembling S. ashmuni

Bartsch, from Richinbar, Yavapai Co., which has a shghtly smaller

aperture. As the localities are several hundred miles apart and

separated by the depression of the Gila. River, they will probably

turn out to be distinct when the genitaHa of both are examined;

but as no differences which could reasonably be called specific appear

in a close comparison of the types, we rank the southern form as a

subspecies.

The nine specimens collected measure 28.4, 27.9, 27.8, 25.5, 24.8,

24.6, 24.5, 24, 23.9 mm. diameter, being therefore variable in size.

Sonorella ashmuni ambigua n. subsp. PI. X, figs. 6, 6a, 66.

The shell is smaller than *S. a. capax (diameter 20.9 to 23.4 mm.)
with the last whorl widening somewhat less, the aperture more
rounded.

Alt. 13.5, diam. 22.5 mm.; umbilicus 3 mm.; aperture 12.2 mm.
wide, 11 high. Whorls 4|.

Cababi Mountains; No. 112,254 sent with the preceding, but

whether collected in the same place is not known. They were

taken in March, 1914, by Mr. Frank Cole, Mr. Ferriss' guide in 1913.

Thirty-two specimens measure as follows in diameter: 20.9,

21 (2), 21.1, 21.3 (2), 21.4 (2), 21.5, 21.6 (2), 21.7 (2), 21.8, 22 (5),

22.2 (2), 22.3, 22.4, 22.5 (3), 22.6, 22.7, 23, 23.2, 23.3, 23.4.

We are in some doubt about the status of this form, but it is

readily separable from *S. a. capax in the series seen. The genitalia

when examined will no doubt clear up the uncertainty.
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VI. The Baboquivari Mountains.

We had not intended at first to visit the Baboquivaris. From
our camp, above 7,000 feet in the Santa Ritas, the long ridge, sixty

miles distant, bounded the western horizon. We could see the

wonderful obelisk of Baboquivari Peak catch the morning sun

while the great valley between slept in dusk. At evening it stood

silhouetted, velvet black, between the purple valley and flaming sky.

To visit this range, beyond which there is no water, became an

obsession, and finally we made the two-day journey by wagon,

camping midway on Sopori Creek, where there was a little stagnant

water for the horses.

The Baboquivari Range is a single, long, north and south ridge with

numerous short lateral spurs. Its chief landmark, Baboquivari

Peak, is a huge obelisk of dull red rhyolite, stancUng on the main

axis of the range, flat topped, its sides practically vertical. The

foothills and lower slopes of the range have many barrel cacti,

opuntias, agaves, very few giant cacti. The lower courses of the

canyons are green with mesquite and cat-claw. 'The higher moun-

tains are grassy and lack large cacti; only a flat MamiUaria and the

little rainbow cactus were noticed. There is some scattering oak,

size of a peach tree, on western and northern slopes, and very few

stunted pinyons around the high crags. The herbaceous plants are

chiefly the same as in the Santa Ritas. Sycamore Canyon has a

richer sylva—buttonwood, walnut, hackberry, a fine dark-leaved

species of oak, etc. There is water in Oro Fino and Sycamore

Canyons, and we found some also near the head of Thomas Canyon,

about half a mile below the peak. Near the mouth of Sycamore

there was in 1910 a foresters' house (which we occupied), a corral

and a pump. Much further up there is running water. Our collect-

ing stations, enumerated below, are shown on the accompanying

sketch map.^

The following collecting stations were found:

Station 21. Mt. Mildred, north side of the butte at summit of

the talus slope.

9 We are indebted to Professor R. H. Foi-bes, of the University of Arizona, for

information correcting the names we had heard of the canyons. Sj'camore

Canyon is also known as Brown's or Wasson and Brown's Canyon. Sabino
Otero has for many years ranged cattle in this canyon, and from this some persons

have called it Otero Canyon. We were also given the name Baboquivari Canyon
for Oro Fino Canyon. No topographic map has been published, so that hasty

note-book sketches made by one of us in course of a long day's tramp from Oro
Fino Canyon to the Peak and down to camp in Sycamore Canyon, have been
utilized to locate our type localities.
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Fig. S.—Map of a section of the Baboquivari Range, to show type locaHties
and other collecting stations.
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Station 22. Low crags in the northern part of Oro Fino Canyon.
Station 23. Crags on the southern rim of the northern branch of

Thomas Canyon.
Station 24. West side of the main ridge near summit, south of

Baboquivari Peak. Vitrea indentata umbilicata and Sonorella

vespertina.

Station 25. East side of ridge, about half a mile from the peak.

Station 26. Near the southwestern head of Sycamore Canyon,
between one and two hundred yards below the summit of the Thomas-
Sycamore ridge, in a rock "slide."

Station 27. About 1,000 feet below^ Station 26, near the bottom
of the canyon.

Station 28. Not far below Station 27.

Station 29. Bed of upper Sycamore Canyon, about a mile above
the foresters' cabin, and not far above the dam.

Station 30. Creek in Sycamore Canyon (a small Physa, not

determined with certainty, was the only fresh-water shell found at

this station).

Station 31. Sycamore Canyon, about 3 miles up its bed, and

f mile up a southwestern branch ravine. Succinea avara Say and
Sonorella hahoquivariensis only.

Sonorella vespertina n. sp. PI. X, figs. 5, 5a, 56.

The shell is umbilicate (width of umbilicus contained 9 or 10

times in diameter of the shell) ; cinnamon, fading to whitish around

the umbilicus, and with white bands above and below the chestnut-

brown shoulder band. Surface glossy, the initial half-whorl having

some radial wrinkles, the rest of the embryonic shell without any

distinct sculpture, though there is some extremely incUstinct radial

roughness, stronger near the suture. In fresh young shells of 2|

whorls the surface of the last embryonic and first neanic whorls

is densely set with very short hairs, extending also over the base.

These are fugacious, lost with further growth. The later whorls

are marked with the usual growth lines. Whorls 4|, the last rapidly

widening, rather steeply descending close to the aperture. Peristome

narrowly expanded on the outer and basal margins, dilated and

reflexed at the columellar insertion.

Height 11, diam. 19.8 mm. (type).

11.3, " 20

10, " 18 " ^ whorls.

Genitalia (PL XIII, fig. 9).—The penis is verj^ small and tapers

distally to the epiphallus, the long penial retractor being inserted

on the latter. The flagellum (fl.) is represented by a minute bud or a

slight swelling. The penis-papilla (fig. 9, pp.) is slender, tapering,
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and weakly annular. The vagina is slender and long. Free vas

deferens very long. The organs of two individuals measure:

Penis. Papilla. Epiphallus. Vagina.

3.2 2..5 5.5 5.5 mm.
3 2.5 7 5.5 mm.

Baboquivari Mountains, at Station 24, on the west side of the

ridge, close to the summit, a half-mile south of Baboquivari Peak.

Type No. 111,554, A. N. S. P., topotypes in collections of Ferriss

and Daniels. Also on the north side of the highest peak of the

Qui-i-tomoc Hills, J. C. Blumer.

This species is readily distinguished from S. baboquivariensis by

the wider umbilicus, smaller aperture, the shorter, steeper descent

•of the last whorl to the aperture, and the absence of distinct sculpture

on the embryonic whorl; also by the very different genitalia.

By the small penis and slender, tapering penis-papilla, S. vespertina

is closely related to S. tumamocensis and S. erernita. In shell charac-

ters it comes very close to S. sitiens, which differs by the form of its

penis-papilla.

S. vespertina was found at our only collecting station west of the

summit of the range, but it occurred there in considerable abundance.

Over 100 living individuals and numerous "bones" were taken by

two of us in about three-quarters of an hour, in the course of our

tramp from camp in Oro Fino Canyon to the peak and down to camp
in Sycamore Canyon.

The specimens taken in the Qui-i-tomoc Hills have not been dis-

sected, but we cannot distinguish the shells from the Baboquivari

vespertina.

Sonorella baboquivariensis n. sp. PI. X, figs, l to 26.

The shell is very narrowly umbilicate, globose-depressed, thin,

glossy, cinnamon or sayal brown, fading or whitish around the

umbilicus and on both sides of the broad chestnut-brown shoulder

band. First third of a whorl smooth, the following whorl with

sculpture of irregular radial wrinkles, over which run spiral, slowly

descending, irregular threads ; later whorls marked with fine growth

lines as usual. Whorls 4|, the last very wide, its last fourth slowly

and rather deeply descending. The aperture is very large, strongly

oblique. Peristome narrowly expanding throughout, the columellar

margin brown-edged, broadly dilated and reflexed half over the um-
bilicus. The parietal callus has an opaque, pale brown edge.

Height 13.2, diam. 21 mm.
Genitalia (PI, XIII, fig. 1).—The penis is long, the distal fourth
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enlarged, the rest slender. The basal third or less is sheathed, the

sheath composed of firm, circular muscles. The papilla (fig. 1, 2)p.)

is cylindric, with a conic, glandiform end. The retractor muscle is

inserted on the epiphallus, which is nearly as long as the penis, and

bears a short flagellum. The vagina is about three-fourths as long

as the penis. In two individuals the organs measure, in mm.

:

Sta-
tion.

Penis Papilla.
Epiphal-

lu.s.

Fla2:el-

lum.
Vagina.

Diam.
•shell.

25
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21 mm. At Station 28, still lower, the range in diameter is from 17

to 20 mm. At Station 31, much nearer the mouth of the canyon,

the shells are about typical.

Sonorella baboquivariensis depressa n. subsp. PI. X, figs. 3, 3a, 36.

The shell is more depressed than typical haboquivariensis with the

umbihcus decidedly more widely open; aperture smaller. Alt.

9.8, diam. 17.7 mm.
Baboquivari Mountains, low in upper Sycamore Canvon, Station

29. Type No. 111,559, A. N. S. P.

Explanation of Plates VIII to XV.
Plate VIII.—Figs. l-lh.Sonorella dragoonensis. Type. Station 28, Dragoon

Mountains. No. 103,094.
Figs. 2-2b.—Sonorella apache. Type. Station 9. No. 111,529.
Figs. 3-36.

—

Sonorella ferrissi. Type. Station 38. No. 103,097.
Figs. 4-46.

—

Sonorella bartschi. Tj-pe. Station 1, Mule Mountains. No.
103,095.

Figs. .5-5c.

—

Sonorella sitiens. Type. Las Gijas. No. 112,158.
Figs. 6-86. Sonorella sitiens arida. Type. Cerro Colorado. No. 112,160.
Figs. 7-7e.

—

Sonorella eremita. Type. Mineral Hills. No. 112,159.
Figs. 8-86.

—

Sonorella papagorum. Type. Black Mountain. No. 112,161.

Plate IX.—Figs. 1-lb.Sonorella santaritana. Type. Station 5. Santa Rita
Mountains. No. 112,105.

Figs. 2-26.

—

Sonorella santaritana. Station 5. No. 112,107.
Fig. 3.

—

Sonorella santaritana. Albino. Station 5. No. 112,106.
Figs. 4-46.

—

Sonorella walkeri. Type. Station 5. No. 112,164.
Figs. 5-56.

—

Sonorella walkeri aguacalientensis. Type. Station 2. No.
112,162.

Figs. 6-66.

—

Sonorella walkeri aguacalientensis. Station 1. No. 112,166.
Figs. 7-76.

—

Sonorella granulatissima occidentalis. Type. Station 17. No.
112,165.

Figs. 8-8b.Sonorella clappi. Type. Station 8. No. 112,163.

Plate X.—Figs. 1-le.

—

Sonorella baboquivariensis. Types. Station 25, Babo-
quivari Mountains. No. 111,549.

Figs. 2-26.

—

Sonorella baboquivariensis. Station 22. No. 111,560.
Figs. 3-36.

—

Sonorella baboquivariensis depressa. Types. Station 29. No.
111,559.

Figs. i-ib.Sonorella tumamocensis. Type. No. 112,245.
Figs. 5-56.

—

Sonorella vespertina. Type. Station 24. No. 111,554.
Figs. 6-66.

—

Sonorella ashmuni ambigua. Type. No. 112,254.
Figs. 7-76.

—

Sonorella ashmuni capax. Type. No. 112,253.

Plate XI.—Fig. 1.

—

Sonorella bartschi n. sp. Genitalia. No. 103,095, A. N. S. P.
Fig. la.—Penis-papiUa of same.
Figs. 16, Ic.—Jaws of two topotypes. No. 103,095.
Fig. 2.

—

Sonorella bartschi, variety. Genitalia. Near Warren, Arizona.
Fig. 2a.—Penis-papilla of same.
Fig. 26.—Jaw of same.
Fig. 3.

—

Sonorella ferrissi n. sp. Genitalia.
Fig. 3a.—Penis-papilla of the same.
Fig. 4.

—

Sonorella dragoonensis, n. sp. Genitalia. No. 103,093.
Fig. 4a.—Penis slit open showing the penis-papilla of same.
Fig. 5.

—

Sonorella apache n. .sp. Genitalia.
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Fig. 5a.—Penis-papilla of the .same.

Fig. 56.—Median transverse section of the penis-papilla.

Fig. 5c.—Upper end of the penis-papilla opened to show the conic nipple

in the apex of the cavity.

PliATE XII.—Figs. 1, la.

—

Sonori'lla walkeri. Genitalia and detail of penis-papilla,

epiphallus and flagellum. Station 8, Santa Rita Mountains.
Fig. 2.

—

Sonorella ivalkeri. Genitalia. Station 5, Walnut Canyon, Santa
Rita Mountains.

Fig. 3.

—

Sonorella ivalkeri. Genitalia. Station 5.

Figs. 4, 4a.—Sonorella clappi var. Genitalia and detail of penis-papilla,

epiphallus and flagellum. Station 17, Santa Rita Mountains.
Figs. 5, 5o.

—

Sonorella walkeri. Genitalia and detail of penis-papilla,

epiphallus and flagellum. Station 15.

Fig. 6.

—

Sonorella clappi. Genitalia. Station 8.

Fig. 7.

—

Sonorella clappi. Genitalia. Station 12.

Plate XIII.—Fig. 1.

—

Sonorella hahoquivariensis. Genitalia and detail of

penis-papilla. Station 25, Baboquivari Mountains.
Figs. 2, 10.

—

Sonorella eremita. Genitalia of two individuals of the tvpe
lot. No. 103,100.

Fig. 3.

—

Sonorella sitiens. Genitalia and detail of penis-papilla, and epi-

phallus of a topotype. No. 103,102.

Fig. 4.

—

Soronella papagorum. Genitalia and detail of penis-papilla. No.
103,099.

Fig. 5.

—

Sonorella lumamocensis. Genitalia and detail of penis-papiUa.

Figs. 6, 6a.

—

Sonorella eremita. Jaws of two individuals.

Fig. 7.

—

Sonorella sitiens. Jaw of type. No. 103,102.

Fig. 8.

—

Sonorella tumamocensis. Jaw of types. No. 103,101.

Fig. 9.

—

Sonorella vespertina. Terminal ducts of genitalia with detail of

end of the penis-papilla. Cotype.
Fig. 10.

—

Sonorella eremita. Terminal ducts of genitalia. No. 103,100.

Plate XIV.—Figs. 1-16.

—

Holospira danielsi. Type and paratypes. Tweed
Canyon, Station 2. No. 112,199.

Figs. 2-2C.—H. danielsi. Station 39. No. 112,198.

Figs. 3, 3a.

—

H. danielsi. Station 18. No. 112,195.

Figs. 4-46.

—

H. danielsi, variety. Station 12. No. 112,196.

Figs. 5, 5a.—i/. dameZs^ variety (?) Station 40. No. 103,092.

Fig. 6.

—

Holospira campestris cochisei. Station 21. No. 112,218.

Figs. 7-7/.

—

Holospira campestris cochisei. Cotypes. Station 16. Figs.

7rf, 7e opened to show the internal lamellae. No. 112,219.

Figs. 8-86.

—

Holospira campestris cochisei. Station 27. No. 112,229.

Plate XV.—Figs. 1-ld.

—

Holospira campestris. Type and paratypes. Station

26, Dragoon Mountains. No. 112,214.
Fig. 2.

—

H. campestris. Station 25, Dragoon Mountains. No. 112,215.

Figs. 3-36.

—

Holospira millestriata. Type and paratypes. Station 7,

Dragoon Mountains. No. 112,225.
Figs. 4, 4a.

—

Holospira millestriata. Station 36, Dragoon Mountains.
No. 112,227.

F'igs. 5-5c.

—

Holospira millestriata. Station 37, Dragoon Mountains. No.
122,235.

Figs. 6-66.

—

Holospira fcrrissi fossor. Type (fig. 66) and paratypes, near
Warren, Arizona. No. 112,238.

Fig. 7.

—

Holospira ferrissi sanctrecrucis. Type. Santa Cruz R., Tucson,
Arizona. No. 112,239.

Figs. 8-8e.

—

Holospira arizonensis inularis. Type and paratypes. Near
Bisbee, Arizona. No. 112,236.
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES, VIII; THE BLACK RANGE,
NEW MEXICO.

BY H. A. PILSBRY AND J. H. FERRISS.

In the summer of 1915, beginning in the second week of August,

we collected in the Black Range of New Mexico. Approaching

from the west, by way of the Mimbres Valley and up Gallina Canyon,

we reached the crest above the head of Silver Creek. Subsequent

camps were made at intervals from Sawyer Peak, the southern end

of the range, to Reed's ranch on Black Canyon, our route being along

the crest trail, with numerous short trips down the slopes, and a two-

day trip to Kingston, in the eastern foothills. After September 12th

Ferriss continued the exploration alone, in Morgan and Diamond
Creeks on the main range, then eastward to Chloride, the Cuchillo

Mountains and the San Mateo Mountains, west of San Marcial,

in the southern edge of Socorro County. Travel was by pack train.

Throughout the trip we had the services of an excellent packer,

Teodoro Solis, a native of Chihuahua.

The Black Range is on the boundary between Grant and Sierra

Counties, about 40 miles north of Deming, New Mexico. In the

north it forms part of the continental divide. The Mimbres River

Valley on the west isolates the Black from the Mogollon Range and

its outliers. The range is narrow and sharp, its flanks deeply fur-

rowed, but without long spurs. Hillsboro Peak is 10,000 ft. high.

Much of the crest trail is from 8,500 to slightly over 9,000 ft. elevation.

Fine forest extends down nearly to the 7,000-foot contour. It

has been well protected against fire and its remoteness has deterred

the lumberman. The yellow pine, spruce and quaking asp are

large and the ground well covered with forest mold.

There seem to be limestone outcrops on all sides of Sawyer Peak.

The scattered exposures of these ledges were traced from the south

end of the range up the west side at between 7,000 and 8,000 feet,

as far as Iron Creek at our Station 16. Limestone was not seen on

that side of the range further north, on Black Canyon or Diamond

Creek, where it was looked for down to about 6,000 feet. On the

east side limestone appears in the foothills at intervals, as around

Kingston and Hillsboro, at Hermosa, Chloride, and some distance

further north. Otherwise the Black Range is of igneous or mcta-
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Fig. 1.—Collecting stations in the Black Range, southern section. The map is
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morphic rock. Except at the southern end, there is no mining in

the range at present.

A good crest trail is maintained ])y the Forestry Service, and

several cabins along it are occupied by forest rangers during the

dry season. At the time we were there, the range was uninhabited

except for two men caring for mines in Silver Creek, and several at

Reed's ranch on Black Canyon. Deer, })ear and wild turkeys are

abundant. There are no rattlesnakes in the forest zone, though

occasionally seen up to about 6,000 feet.

Eastern Foothills of the Black Range.—Returning to Deming from

Chloride, the limestone ridges about Chloride were found barren of

shells, although they had been seen there by miners at an earlier

day. At the Oliver Mine, on Mineral Creek, 4 miles above Chloride,

Oreohelix pilsbryi was found. A few miles south^Yard, on the north side

of a limestone mountain at Sam's Canyon, Holospira cockereUi was

abundant, and a fewvery old " bones " of Oreohelix metcalfei and cooperi

were found. Again in a like situation on the Little Palomas Creek,

Holospira was plentiful, and again at Hermosa. This is a small

village on the Big Palomas Creek, all that remains of a settlement

of over 2,000 miners in flush times. Teodoro had seen shells here

years ago, when employed as superintendent at the Ocean Wave
Mine, but not even "bones" remain. Across the stream, however,

and down stream for a mile or more, Oreohelix and Holospira were

abundant. Hard digging was required to get living shells, as the

hillside of fine soil and limestone spawls had been completely plowed

up by herds of goats. The snails found shelter under the roots of

dead oaks and in undisturbed rock.

In the foothill region there was extensive mining years ago, with

consequent destruction of the small wood which grew in favorable

places.

Although a sharp lookout was kept, nothing further was found

on the return trip except a colony of Ashmunella in a slide of igneous

rock along the wagon road near the mouth of a small creek tributary

to Las Animas River. All were dead except a few very young ones-

No topographic map has been published. Our collecting stations

are therefore plotted (pp. 84 and 85) on the Forest Service Tem-
porary Base Map of the Gila National Forest.^ A list of the stations

is given at the end of this article.

^ Second edition, corrected to January 1, 1916.
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The Cuchillo Range.

This range is about six miles east of Chloride, the post office of

Fairview at the foot of the mountains. The peaks probably reach

up to 7,500 feet.

On a brushy northern slope on the Thomas Scale trail, in the

southern end of the range, Oreohelix rnetcalfei cuchillensis and Holo-

spira cockereUi were found in abundance. The cover was scant,

and cattle plentiful. Both species were found again a couple of miles

further on, in Frank Calhoun's pasture. In both places they lived

in groves of oak, under limestone spawls and dead timber.

At the north end of the range the peaks are higher, some having

large outcrops of fossiliferous limestone, but the only evidences of

living shells obtained were a few "bones" of Helicodiscus. In drift

debris, however, were many small shells which apparently graze on

the grassy slopes and meadows.

The San Mateo Range.

The San Mateo Range probably reaches a height of 8,000 feet.

The southern end is about 15 miles north of Monticello Post Office,

a village on the Canada Alamosa. The rock in this part of the range

is a friable, crumbling granite. Nearly the entire southern end is

a continuous slope of granitic fragments, many feet in depth. The

mesa continues nearly to Monticello. Pinyon, juniper and low-

growing shrubs cover the hillsides. Along Chippy Creek, walnut,

cjuaking asp and yellow pine prevail.

Around the edges of the rocky slides, Oreohelix cooperi and Ash-

munella were fairly abundant, but the smaller shells were scarce.

A day given to the peaks overlooking San Marcial, a couple of miles

farther, added only a few 0. cooperi to the collection.

Characteristics of the Black Range Mollusk Fauna.

The snail fauna of the Black Range is like that of the Mogollon

Range in the rich development of Ashmunella, the species being also

related. Coarsely granulate species are a unique feature. It differs

from the ranges southward and westward by the absence of Sonorella.

A special feature of the range is the Oreohelix metcdfei group, wonder-

fully varied in shape and sculpture. No doubt further members

of this group will be found in Sierra and Socorro Counties. Oreohelix

swopei also is special to the northern end of the Black Range, so far

as we know.

The crest of the range everywhere has an abundant Canadian
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zone fauna of small shells, Vertigo, Pupilla, Vitrina, Thysanophora

ingersolU, etc., in common with similar elevations as far west as the

Santa Catalinas in Arizona. Also the Canadian Oreohelix cooperi.

List of Species.

The specimens have l^een studied by both authors. Types are

in coll. A. X. S. Phila.; paratypes in coll. Ferriss.

HELICID^.

ASHMUNELLA.

The Black Range Ashmunellas resemble those of the MogoUon
and Chiricahua Ranges in the genitalia. The penis is more or less

distinctly bipartite by a submedian constriction.

In A. hinneyi, A. tetrodon, and in A. mogollonensis of the Mogollon

Range, a retractor muscle of a few slender strands attaches to

both segments of the penis and to the epiphallus further up, but

there is no continuation attaching to the diaphragm.

In A. mendax and A. cockereUi with its subspecies there is, in

addition to the incoherent penial retractor just described, a broad,

very thin and extremely short band connecting the epiphallus with

the diaphragm. This is similar to the condition in most other

Ashmunellas except that the connection with the diaphragm is here

very short.

All of the species have the usual short flagellum, about 1.5 mm.
long. The constanc}' in Ashmunella of this minute, seemingly

vestigeal organ is remarkable.

Aside from the particulars noted above, the organs are much alike

in the several species. For convenient comparison the measurements,

in millimeters, are given in one table, A. mogollonensis being added

for comparison.

Ashmunella tetrodon Pils. and Ferr.

Ashmunella tetrodon P. & F., Nautilus, XXIX, June, 1915, p. 15, PI. 1,

figs. l-3a.

Southern slope of the San Mateo ^Mountains, Socorro County,

New ^Mexico.

This species was described from the western slope of the Mogollon

Mountains, and its occurrence in the San Mateo Range appears

anomalous. The numerous specimens obtained are quite constant,

showing none of the variations noted in the Mogollons.

The genitalia of one of these specimens are figured, PI. X. fig. 6..

i
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A . mogollonensis

A. mendax, Sta. 2

Sta. 32
" Sta. 16
" Sta. 26

A. binneyi, Sta. 15
" Sta. 13
" Sta. 7

A. cockerelli, Sta. 20
A. c. peroblusa, Sta. 21.

A. tetrodon, S. Mateo
A. t. animorum, Sta. 26
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ward to Black Canyon (Reed's) and Morgan Crook. Taken at

15 stations.

This is a common shell at high elevations, in the mountains north

of Hillsboro Peak. Especially in the labyrinth of canyons forming

the heads of Las Animas Canyon, but also on the western slope of

the range. Most of the stations are between 8,000 and 9,000 feet.

It was found mainly under dead wood on shady and rather humid
slopes.

Very often the inner of the two basal teeth is wanting, being

reduced to a sloping callus against the other tooth.

Ashmunella cockerelli n. sp. PI. VII, figs. 3, 4, 9.

The shell is umbilicate (umbilicus between ono-fifth and one-sixth

the total diameter, enlarging in the last half whorl, rather tubular

further in); depressed; carinate at the 'periphery; the shape recalling

Polygyra carolinensis and ohstricta; wood-brown above, usually

somewhat paler at the base, having a V)uff streak indicating a former

resting stage about the middle of the last whorl. Surface lusterless

except the earliest whorls. Sculpt ui^e of close-set, irregular pehble-like

granules on the last whorl, finer on the whorl preceding, before which

it is finely striate and slightly punctate, the first Ih whorls smooth

and glossy. The inner whorls are convex, the penult Avhorl flattened,

the last somewhat convex above, but excavated on both sides of the

strong peripheral keel. It is rather swollen below the keel, particu-

larly in the last half. It descends shortly in front, and is guttered

behind the outer and basal margins of the lip. The aperture is very

oblique, subcircular and toothless. Lip is reflected and somewhat

thickened within.

Alt. 8.2, cliam. 16.4 mm.; 5^ whorls (type, figs. 3, 9).

" 7.2, " 17.8 "

South of Sawyer's Peak, on slopes of the ravine at Grand Central

Mine (Station 20), and in the next two ravines on the trail to the

peak (stations 19 and 22). Also further north at Station 12h, .a short

distance above Spade's cabin.

This species, which it gives us pleasure to name for Professor

T. D. A. Cockerell, is remarkable for its strong carina and roughly

pebbly sculpture, which is coarsest on the latter part of the whorl.

The upper surface is usually convex, but often nearly flat. The
periphery of the penult whorl frofiuently projects a little above the

suture in the individuals with flattened spire.
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Ashmunella cockerelli perobtusa n- subsp. PI. Vll, figs. 7, 7a.

The shell is sharply angular in the young, and on the front of the

last whorl, but becomes rounded and rather swollen in the last third.

The granulation is minute, as in the following race, and in places

the granules are linked into spiral lines.

Alt. 7.8, diam. 16 mm. ; .5^ whorls.

Locality, Station 21, a ravine about two miles to the left of the

trail (going down) from the camp site on Sawyer Peak to the Grand
Central Mine, and at a somewhat higher level than the mine.

Type No. 115,750, A. N. S. P.; paratypes in Ferri.ss coll.

As one of the authors was lost when he found this colony, its exact

location cannot be made perfectly clear; yet by turning along a

trail which branches to the left before the steep descent into the

second ravine from the Grand Central Mine, the snail hunter must
get into the vicinity of the perobtusa colony. It is in a ravine on

the left side of said trail.

Ashmunella cockerelli argenticola n. .subsp. PI. VII, fig. 5.

This form differs from .4. cockerelli by the far smoother surface;

the granulation being very fine, and on the base the granules are

connected into spiral threads, closely placed, and not visible over

the whole base. The keel is strong, and continues to the lip, thereby

differing from .4. c. perobtusa.

Alt. 7.4, diam. 16 mm. (type).

Upper Silver Creek and its branches, above 7,500 feet, to the

northern flank of Sawyer Peak, about 500 feet below the summit.

It was taken at stations 3, 4|, 6 and 9 on Silver Creek, 10 and 10§ on

a tributary from the north which enters at JNIitchell Gray's cabin,

11, gulch south of Gray's cabin, and 17| near the summit of Sawyer

Peak. The type locality is Silver Creek just beloAV the box, where

the trail makes a detour on the steep northern slope. This is proba-

bly between 8,000 and 8,500 feet, Gray's cabin being at 7,500 feet.

In the type locality. Station 4|, the diameter is 15 to 16 mm., and

the keel projects but little or not at all above the suture. Some lots

vary more. At Station 11 the cUameter is from 13.7 to 16 mm., and

the keel of the penult whorl often projects. In some lots there are

coarse, conspicuous wrinkles of growth, as at Station 10. The spire

varies in convexity in all lots, and is often almost flat.

Ashmunella binneyi n- sp. PI. VII, fig. s.

The shell is depressed, with low but convex spire and angular

periphery; isabella color above, paler below. Sculpture of very

minute, interrupted, somewhat anastomosing striae along growth-

lines; some weak traces of spiral lines on the base. Whorls slowly
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widening, convex, the last angular or subangular in front, descending

a little to the aperture. Umbilicus widening rapidl}^ in the last

whorl, one-fifth the total diameter. Aperture toothless, rounded,

lunate, the peristome white, evenly and rather narrowly reflected

throughout.

Alt. 7, diam. 15.5 mm.; 5 whorls. (Type, Station 8^.)

Diam. 13.5 to 16.7 mm. (Station 15).

Black Range at stations 7 and 8^, on Silver Creek above the

"box"; 13, head of Bull Top Creek, and 15, Spring Creek, a tribu-

tary of Iron Creek. The type locality, Station 8|, is near the deserted

cabin just above the box of Silver Creek, at ah elevation of about

8,500 feet.

This species differs from A. mendax by the angularity and the

microscopic sculpture of the last whorl. Also by the absence of

any penial retractor muscle attached to the diaphragm. It is far

smoother than any form of A. cockereVi, and not carinate.

It is certainl}^ far less widely spread than A. mendax. We found

it only in an area of a couple of miles along the western flank of the

range, from Upper Silver Creek to Upper Spring Creek, well within

the heavily forested zone. No doubt it will be found over a some-

what wider area; yet its absence in our many stations both north and

south indicate that it is a relatively local species.

Ashmunella mendax n. sp. PL VII, figs. 6, 6o, 66.

The shell resembles A. mogoUonensis, but is less robust, with

different microscopic sculpture, lighter colored, being between

tawnj^-olive and saccardo umber, often with a lighter streak from a

former resting period. The third and fourth whorls have minute

growth-wrinkles interrupted to form oblong granules in places, and

an excessively minute spiral striation. On the last whorl the growth-

wrinkles are low, unequal and continuous, and there are many weakly

impressed spiral lines. Last whorl descends slightly in front. The
aperture is small, toothless; lip white, narrowly reflected. The
umbilicus is cylindric within, but in the last whorl opens out to more

than twice its former diameter.

Alt. 9.3, diam. 20, width of umbilicus 5.2 mm.; 5| whorls.

Black Range, at the following stations: 2, Gallina Canj'on,

4 miles aVjove Pryor's upper cabin. Sawyer Peak at stations 18,

northeast, and 23, east of camp on the saddle, about 20 minutes'

walk down the mountain. Stations 16, Iron Creek above confluence

of Spring Creek, and 16^, around Wright's cabin, near the head of the

creek. Station 26, Holden's Spring, at one of the heads of Holden's

Prong of Animas Canyon. Station 28, southwest side of Hillsboro
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Peak. Station 27, west of Animas ranger cabin, and Station 30,

about 3^ miles west, down the mountain. Station 49, Black Canyon,

above Diamond Bar ranch house, on the western slope of the

range. Station 32, garden of Stephen Reay, west end of Kingston.

Type locality, Station 16.

The shell, while superficially very like .4. mogollonensis, is easily

distinguished by the somewhat granose intermediate whorls and

far less deeply engraved last whorl. In A. mogollonensis there is no

granulation, and the last whorl is very deeply and closely engraved

spirally (PI. VII, fig. 10). In the genitalia, the presence of a very

short, broad penial retractor attached to the diaphragm distinguishes

mendax (PI. X, fig. 1) from mogollonensis (PI. X, fig. 3), in which

there is none.

This snail has a remarkable range. The lowest colonies on both

sides are far below the forest, especially on the west side, where it

was found in great numbers in the arid Gallina Canyon. The
examples here are rather small, diam. 16 to 17.3 mm. On the east

side Ave took it under wood and rubbish in a garden of Kingston,

where it was common. Most of the other localities are along the

crest of the range, in the humid forest zone. The type locality is

on the south side of Iron Creek some distance above the mouth of

Spring Creek, at the entrance of a ravine from the south, where

there has been rather extensive mine prospecting.

A figure of the genitalia of A. mogollonensis P. & F. is given for

comparison, PL X, fig. 3.

OREOHELIX.

Three of the four species belong to the southern group of species

having swollen penes. The fourth, 0. cooperi, is here at the southern

border of its vast range.

Most of the specimens taken between the middle of August and

the middle of October contained embryos. A few collected in the

latter part of October contained none.

Oreohelix swopei n. sp. PI. IX, figs. 2, 3-36.

The shell resembles 0. strigosa depressa. It has an ample umbilicus,

a low, conic spire, obtuse and rounded at the summit, and a slightly

angular periphery. Color fawn or vinaceous fawn, with two choco-

late or lighter bands in the usual positions, and finely, irregularly

speckled and streaked with creamy markings, partly the result of

wear. The surface is glossy where unworn, marked with irregular

growth-lines and fine wrinkles, which form sharp little folds just

above the suture on some of the intermediate whorls. Xo spiral

striation. The embryonic shell, of 2| flat whorls, shows groAvth-
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lines and faint traces of microscopic spirals, and on its last third

there are usually several small spiral threads. The young stages

have an acutely angular periphery, which becomes Vjluntly angular

on the last whorl, which descends very little in front. The aperture

is strongly oblique.

Alt. 12, diam. 21 mm. (type).
u

^2, " 22 "

" 13.2, " 20 "

Black Range, at stations 44, 45 and 48, head of Morgan Creek;

42, Black Canyon, 4 miles below Reed's ranch; 50 and 51, on Dia-

mond Creek, about 3 miles below the summit, and again about half

way down.

Fig. 3.—Reproductive organs of Oreohelix swopei. b, the penis opened, showing
fleshy organs in the swollen portion, c, the penis and cpiphallus stretched
straight.

This snail is named in honor of Dr. S. D. Swope, of Deming, New
Mexico, in acknowledgment of his interest in scientific matters and
his kindly help in furthering our investigation. That we visited

the Black Range at all was due to his alluring picture of its beauties.

In the field this shell was taken for 0. s. depressa. It was found

among rocks on the well-shaded slopes of ravines, usually with

0. cooperi and Ashmunella. The absence of spiral striation on the

last whorl aroused suspicion of the reference to 0. s. depressa, and
on closer study it was found to differ by the far smoother embryonic

shell, and especially by the soft anatomy, the male organs being

quite different in the two species. In 0. s. depressa the lower part
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of the penis is not swollen, and its cavity contains four or five sub-

equal longitudinal ridges. These structures have been found con-

stant in a great many specimens dissected, from Utah, Colorado,

Arizona and New Mexico.- In 0. swopei the lower part of the penis

is conspicuously swollen, its cavity containing several large, irregular,

fleshy processes (fig. 36), below which there are many small longitu-

dinal cords (fig. 3).

The organs measure:

Length of penis 22 mm.
" swollen portion of penis 8.5

"

" of epiphallus 4.5
"

" of penial retractor 7
"

" of vagina 6.5 "
" of spermatheca and duct 21

"

Diameter of shell : 21

0. concentrata differs by its far shorter penis.

In the specimen dissected, taken about September 15, there were

eight embryos (PI. IX, fig. 13), the largest 4.2 mm. diameter.

The base shows many smooth spiral lines and bands cutting through

densely crowded, crinkled radial striae. When these are worn off it

appears almost smooth, the apparently strong spiral sculpture

shown in the figures being cuticular.

A few beautiful albino shells were found in one rock pile in Station 45.

Oreohelix metcalfei Ckll. PI. VIII, fig. 5.

Oreohelix strigosa metcalfei Ckll., Nautilus, X\'III, 1905. p. 113. Pilsbrv,

Proc. A. N. S. Phila., "l905, p. 278, PL 25, figs. 44, 48, 52.

This species was described from shells collected by Mr. O. B.

Metcalfe "near Kingston," the exact spot not designated. We
hunted one day around Kingston, but did not find it. The country

near the town is rather discouraging—steep stony hills with prac-

tically no shade, though there is abundant limestone. Probably

we did not go far enough afield. We suspect that the colony was

either nearer the mountains or northward, probably not in the

immediate vicinity of the town.

Three very old "bones" were found by one of us in Sam's Canyon,

Station 53, some miles south of Chloride. These occurred with

Holospira, like the original lot.

It appears that the 0. metcalfei group, in Grant, Sierra and Socorro

Counties, comprises a series of forms largely parallel to the 0. haydeni

series in Utah and Colorado, but even more remarkable in its extremes

of form and sculpture.

2 See these Proceedings for 1905, p. 272, PL 19, fig. 3; 1916, p. 345, PL 19,

figs. 1-4, 6, 7; PL 20, fig. 8.
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On the west slope of the Black Range there are two forms: (1)

in the south, 0. m. concentrica, broadly umbilicate. with low, wide
spiral cords on the base, and (2) further north, 0. m. radiata, with

strong radial sculpture, remarkably like 0. elrodi. On the eastern

slope we have (3t, southward, 0. m. acutidiscus, broadly umbilicate,

with fine spiral and coarser radial sculpture, and (4) further north,

0. hermosensis, nearly smooth, angular only in front. Still further

north a few "bones" of t\-pical metcalfei were found, acutely keeled

throughout and nearly smooth. Northeast of here was found

0. m. ciichiUensis, which is so weakly angular that we at first thought

it a form of 0. sirigosa depressa. Further west 0. pilsbryi was found.

Further north, in Socorra County, there is 0. socorroensis, an angular,

roughly sculptured shell, as yet known only by perfectly bleached

"bones."

The metcalfei group therefore comprises, besides the original type,

forms resembling 0. haydeni, 0. elrodi and 0. sirigosa depressa; each

being alone in its district. The distrilnition may be represented

diagrammaticallv thus

:

pilsbryi if

cuchillcnsis if

ir mitcalj'ei

if hermosensis

radiata ic
concentrica if if acutidiscus

Diagram to show localities of the races of Orcohdix mitcalfci relative to one
another and to the crest of the Black Range from Sawyer to Diamond Peak.
Scale about 16 miles to an inch.
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Oreohelix metcalfei conoentrica n. subsp. Pi. VIII, figs. 1-lci.

The shell is much more broadly and openly umbilicate than

0. metcalfei; cartridge buff, inconspicuously mottled with gray or

light drab, the embryonic whorls pinkish cinnamon, and the peripheral

keel bordered below with a brown band. Sculpture of about five

extremely low spiral cords on the base, and usually traces of two or

three above, their intervals finely and sharply striate spirally, and

there are very fine, irregular strise along growth-lines, sharp where they

pass over the keel and spiral cords, elsewhere weak. The last whorl

does not descend in front.

Alt. 9.3, diam. 21.5 mm.; 4f whorls.

Silver Creek, above 7,500 feet, at stations 3, 4|, 7, and 11, on

limestone outcrops. Type No. 115,755, A. N. S. P. from Station 7,

above the box of Silver Creek, on the north side.

In most specimens the intervals between the cords on the base are

dull Ijrown, or when concolored the spiral stria? make them appear

darker, giving an appearance of relief to the cords. A few individuals

from Station 11 (a branch ravine of Silver Creek south of Gray's

cabin) have the base blackish chocolate.

Specimens with the spiral cords on the base less conspicuous and

the color usually darker—clouded and banded with dull walnut

brown in varying degree—were found at Station 20, at the Grand

Central Mine; Station 19, the next gulch north of that where the

mine is; also Station 22, the succeeding gulch north (PI. VIII, fig. Id).

At Station 17|, on the west side of Sawyer Peak about 500 feet below

the summit, similar shells were found, varying from nearly typical

color to broadly banded below with chocolate, the spiral cords

therefore inconspicuous.

Genitalia as in 0. m. radiata.

The embryonic shell (PI. IX, fig. 10) is very beautiful. The
first whorl is smooth, cuticular lamina? along growth-lines then

appearing gradually. From these triangular processes rise, forming

3 or 4 spiral series above, usually 4 below a peripheral series of larger

processes.

The embryos of radiata, acutidiscus and hertnosensis are identical

with those of conccntrica.

Oreohelix metcalfei radiata n. subsp. PI. VIII, figs. 2, 2a, 3-3c, C, 6a.

The shell is more openly umbilicate than 0. metcalfei, with irregular

sculpture of strong wrinkles in the direction of growth-lines, th(^ lens

showing fine spiral strise between the wrinkles of the lower surface,

very few on the upper surface. Faint traces of a few coarse spirals
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on the base may be discerned in most examples. The last whorl

usually does not descend in front (but in some exceptional specimens

it descends). The typical color is cartridge-buff, with some cream-

buff clouding above, the early whorls being light pinkish cinnamon;
but it varies, some shells having a bister band below the periphery,

or this may be widened, suffusing much of the base (figs. 6, 6a),

with also a cinnamon line on the upper surface. In a few examples,

all of the base except within the umbilicus is between chocolate and
black, the upper surface being brownish.

Alt. 9, d am. 19.4 mm.
Limestone outcrops on Iron Creek, Station 16, some distance above

the confluence of Spring Creek and on Spring Creek, Station 15

(type loc).

The Iron Creek specimens are nearly all of the pale typical color.

The genitalia of a specimen from Station 15, the type locahty,

were figured, sub nom. 0. metcalfei, in Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1916,

p. 352, PI. XXII, fig. 10. Embryonic shell (PI. IX, fig. 11) as in

O. m. concenirica.

Oreohelix metcalfei acutidiscus n. subsp. PI. VIII, figs. 4, 4a.

Broadly umbilicate, like 0. m. concenirica, from which this race

differs by having stronger growth-wrinkles (though much less coarse

than in 0. m. radiata), and in place of the spiral cords of concentrica

there are slightly enlarged striae, the whole base being finely striate

spirally between the riblets. It is mottled and clouded profusely,

above and below, with walnut brown. The keel is very acute.

Alt. 10.4, diam. 22.4 mm. ; 5| whorls.

Station 23, about 1,000 feet below the summit of Sawyer Peak,

east of and below the camp site on the saddle, on a small outcrop of

limestone.

In another place down the mountain southeast from camp. Station

18, we found a colony differing by being cartridge buff, a few with a

band below the periphery. Both of the localities are on the opposite

side of the mountain from the known localities of 0. m. radiata.

The embryonic shells are like those of radiata and concenirica.

Oreohelix metcalfei hermosensis n. subsp. PI. IX, figs. 4, 4a, 46.

The shell is solid, cartridge buff with a narrow chocolate band
below the periphery, and some indistinct pinkish cinnamon mottling,

especially above. The surface is nearly smooth, having light irregular

growth-lines and no spiral striae. The last whorl descends in front.

It is strongly angular in front of the aperture, the angle becoming

weak on the last half. The umbilicus about as in metcalfei.
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Alt. 12.3, diam. 21.4 mm.; 5| whorls.

Stations 55 and 56, near Hermosa, Sierra County, New Mexico.

This subspecies resembles 0. metcaljei in color and the smooth

surface, but differs by wanting the strong keel of the last whorl.

Genitalia are substantially as in 0. m. radiata. The penis is

figured, fig. 4a, and opened, fig. 46. The lower portion has several

very irregular and unequal fleshy ridges within, upper portion

papillose. Length of penis 13 mm., of its thickened lower part 5 mm.

;

length of epiphallus 3.5 mm.; of penial retractor 6 mm. Diameter

of the shell 20.5 mm.
The embryonic shells (PI. IX, fig. 12) are exactly as in the forms

of metcalfei from the Black Range. In the adult shell the embryo

photographs abnormally dark on account of its yellow hue.

Fig. 4.—Penis of Oreohelix metcalfei hermosensis. a, exterior; b, the same opened.

Oreohelix metcalfei cuchillensis n. subsp. PL IX, figs, i, la, 16.

This form is smaller than hermosensis, and the peripheral angle

in front of the aperture is weaker, scarcely noticeable. Typically

there are very minute and superficial spiral striae, but on many
specimens these cannot be made out. The last whorl descends

little or not at all in front. There is about a half whorl less.

Alt. 9, diam. 18.2 mm.; 4-| whorls.

Cuchillo Mountains, Sierra County, at two stations about two

miles apart, at the southern end of the range.

We have hesitated between uniting this with 0. m. hermosensis

and giving it separate standing. The sizes intergrade in a small

number of specimens, cuchillensis varying from 15.4 to 20 mm.
diameter; yet where this is the case, the specimens are readily separa-

ble by other characters. Except for one specimen of 20 mm. diam.,

none of the lot of over 200 specimens exceeds 19 mm. diameter.
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• The genitaha are substantially similar to 0. m. hermosensis except

for the smaller size. Length of penis 7, of its internally thickened

lower portion 4 mm. ; of epiphallus 3 mm. ; of penial retractor 6.5 mm.

;

diam. shell about 17.5 mm. (No. 112,917, A. N. S. P.)

No embryos were found in a few specimens preserved in spirit^

taken in October.

Oreohelix pilsbryi Ferriss. PI. VIII, figs. 7 -7c.

Oreohelix pilsbryi Ferriss, Nautilus, XXX, January, 1917, p. 102.

While closely related to 0. metcalfei, this form appears to be suf-

ficiently distinct for specific rank. It is most like 0. m. concentrica,

but differs by the narrow, strongly raised spiral lirse and the smaller

umbilicus. It is also relatively higher, resembling some forms of

0. haydeni from the Oquirrh Range, in Utah. There are usually

four spirals on the base, two on the upper surface. The embryonic

whorls of adults and the genitalia (figured in Proc. A. N. S. Phila.,

1916, PL XXII, fig. 8) are substantially as in 0. metcalfei radiata and

the other forms of that species. Embryos were not found in the

uterus in the few specimens preserved in spirit.

It was found only near the Oliver Mine, on Mineral Creek, about

6 miles from Chloride, Sierra County. Several hundred living

examples were obtained. See Nautilus, XXX, p. 102.

Oreohelix cooperi (W. G. B.) PI. IX, figs. 5-9.

This region, which forms the southern border of the vast area of

cooperi, has a capacious form of the species. Many examples are

typical in coloring (figs. 7, 9), but pale shells with faint bands or none

are abundant, especially on Silver Creek (figs. 6, 8, 8a). Occasionally

throughout the range, specimens were found with very broad, alinost

black bands (figs. 5, 5a). These color forms are to be found together,

throughout the- forest zone of the range. Thus, figs. 5-7 (Station 9)

and 8, 8a (Station 4|) are from Silver Creek; fig. 9 from Holden's

Spring (Station 26) . The extremes of elevation of the spire may
also be found in single colonies. The shape and color mutations or

forms are spread throughout the range, though particular color-forms

are often prevalent at one or another station.

The specimens figured measure as follows

:

Figs. 5, 5a, alt. 14, diam. 20 mm.
20 "

20.6
"

22 "

20.5"

Fig. 6,
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Localities in the Black Range and environs are given below. It

is not confined to limestone exposures, but is quite sparsely scattered

on shaded hillsides throughout the forested zone of the range from

Sawyer Peak northward.

Sawyer Peak, Station 17|, west side of the north peak, near the

summit.

Silver Creek, at stations 3, 4|, 6, 7, 9; Bull Top Creek, Station 13.

Spring Creek, Station 15;

Iron Creek, stations 16 and 16|

(Wright's cabin) , Between Iron

Creek and Hillsboro Peak.

Heads of Animas Canyon at

Holden's Spring, Station 26,

and at stations 29, 30, 32, 33,

northward.

Near McKnight's cabin. Sta-

tion 36; stations 38, 39|, 40,

the last 8 miles north.

Black Canyon region at sta-

tions 41, 42.

Morgan Canyon, stations 44,

45, 48.

Diamond Creek, Station 50,

about halfway down the moun-
tain on the west side.

East of the Black Range it

was taken at

—

Sam's Canyon, about 6 miles

south of Chloride, dead only.

San Mateo Mountains, every-

where on the south side, abun-

dant.

Specimens from Holden's Spring (Station 26) were dissected last

year. See Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1916, p. 351. Two more have

been opened, giving the following measurements of the genitalia:

Fig. 5.—Reproductive organs of Oreo-

helix cooperi from Holden's Spring,

Black Range, with detail of the

penis, opened at upper end of the

internally ribbed portion.

No. 115,156.

Silver Creek.
Station 4V.

Length of penis 21 mm.
" *' internally ribbed part 11 "

" epiphallus 4.5 "
" " penial retractor muscle 10 "

Diameter of the shell 22 "

No. 112,920.

San Mateo
Mountains.

13.5 mm.
8 "

5
7
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The lower part of the penis contains two or three fleshy ridges,

the upper ends of which project a little into the cavity of the thin-

walled portion.

Thysanophora ingersolli (Bid.).

Common throughout the humid forested zone, especially among
aspens. Taken at 16 stations, from Sawyer Peak to Black Canyon.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Not found in the Black Range. A few were taken in the Cuchillo

Mountains.
UROOOPTID.^.

Holospira cockerelli Ball.

Holospira cockerelli Dall, Nautilus, XI, October, 1897, p. 62. Pilsbry, Proc.
A. N. S. P., 1905, p. 218, PI. 26, fig. 6.

Sam's Canyon, about 4 miles south of Chloride. Cuchillo Moun-
tains. Big Palomas Creek, near Hermosa, in a mountain across

stream, above the fork, at Ocean Wave Mine; also in the next peak

below. Little Palomas Creek, in a limestone mountain 2 miles

north of Black Bob's ranch.

The specimens from the Little Palomas are about typical in size:

Length 12.5 mm., 13| whorls.

" 10.5 " 12

The largest are from the Cuchillo Mountains on the south side

of the peak, where some are 16.8 mm. long, with 16^ whorls. Speci-

mens from the other localities are intermediate in size. All we have

opened have a single short lamella low on the axis in the penult

whorl.

The type was found in drift debris of the Rio Grande. Subse-

quently Mr. Metcalfe found one "near Kingston"—probablj'^

northward near the southern localities given above.

We did not find Holospira regis Pils. and Ckll., which was collected

by Mr. Metcalfe somewhere in the Kingston district.

ENDODONTIDiE.
Pyramidula cronkhitei (Newc).

Found everywhere (18 stations) throughout the wooded zone.

Also, in the Middle Percha drift below Kingston, Mineral Creek near

Chloride, and Little Palomas Creek; probably washed down from

above.

Helicodiscus arizonensis P. and F.

Rather sparingly found at many stations throughout the Black

Range, from the summit to the level of Kingston. Also San Mateo
and Cuchillo Mountains.
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VITRINID^.

Vitrina alaskana Dall.

From the summit of the ascent north of Wright's cabin northward

to Black Canyon; abundant, especially near McKnight's cabin, on

bits of wood, etc. Not seen south of Iron Creek.

ZONITID^.

Polita indentata umbilicata (Ckll.)-

Black Range on Silver Creek; head of Iron Creek, Station 16^;

Animas Creek above the box, Station 2.5; Bear Wallow, Reed's ranch,

Station 43. It is rare at the higher levels. In dryer, lower country

it was taken at Station 1, Gallina Creek, on Little and Big Palomas

Creeks, near Chloride, and in the Cuchillo and San Mateo ^Mountains.

Zonitoides arborea (Say).

Found throughout the Black Range; taken at 17 stations.

Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Dall).

Iron Creek, stations 16, 16^; Holden's Spring; drift of Percha

below Kingston; Oliver Mine, near Chloride.

Striatura milium meridionalis P. and F.

Station 28, south side of Hillsboro Peak; Station 26, Holden's

Spring.

Euconulus fulvus (Drap.).

Everywhere along the crest, from Sawyer Peak to Black Canyon.

Also in drift at Station 1, Gallina Creek, and below Kingston; Oliver

Mine near Chloride; San Mateo Mountains.

LIMACID^.
Agriolimax campestris (Binn,).

Taken at 6 stations in the w^ooded zone of the Black Range.

PUPILLID^.

Pupilla blandi pithodes n. subsp.

The shell is short, cylindric with rounded ends, chestnut brown,

slightly shining. Whorls somewhat convex, the last slowly ascending

a little in front, somewhat flattened and tapering to the rather

narrow base, noticeably contracted behind the lip, having a quite,

low (or sometimes rather strong) crest, of the same color as the rest

of the shell, behind the contraction. Parietal lamella deeply placed,

about one-third of a whorl long. Lower palatal plica rather long.

Columellar lamella well developed, short.

Length 3.2, diam. 1.8 mm.
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Black Range, al^undant in the forested zone, chiefly among aspens.

Type locality. Station 39, around the cattle-trap and lake between

McKnight's and Mimbres forester stations.

It was taken at stations 5, 9, 16i 17, 26, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37,

39, 42 and 47, well scattered over the ridge and upper slopes from

Sawyer Peak to Black Canyon. Single bleached shells were taken

in the drift debris of Gallina Creek at Station 1, and in the del)ris of

Middle Percha Creek below Kingston. These were doubtless

carried down from the forest zone by freshets.

This is relatively wider and shorter than P. hlandi, with a far less

developed crest behind the lip. Typical P. hlandi is a decidedly

smaller shell.

Pupoides marginatus (Say).

A bleached shell was found in drift of the Middle Percha Creek

below Kingston, therefore in the foothills rather than the Black

Range itself.

Gastrocopta pelluoida hordeacella (Pils).

Middle Percha Creek, below Kingston. Not found in the moun-

tains.

Gastrocopta pilsbryana (Sterki).

Not uncommon on top. It was taken at 8 stations between Silver

Creek and McKnight's ranger cabin. Also on Mineral Creek,

near the Oliver Mine, Station 52, and in the Cuchillo Mountains.

Gastrocopta ashmuni (Sterki).

Stations 16, Iron Creek, and 54, Little Palomas Creek, a single shell

at each. The former station, probably above 7,500 feet, is unex-

pected, and above its usual zone in this part of New Mexico.

Gastrocopta quadridens Pils.

Stations 16|, Iron Creek near Wright's cabin, and 28, south side

of Hillsboro Peak.

Vertigo coloradensis arizonensis P- and V.

Taken at 10 stations along the range, above 7,500 feet, and doubt-

less to be found in the forest zone wherever minutiae are looked for,

especially among aspens.

Vertigo modesta n. subsp.

This new subspecies will be described in the next paper of this

series. It was taken in the Black Range at stations 1, 9, 16^, 24.

26, 28, 30, 34, 39, 47.
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VALLONIID-ffi.

Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Silver Creek, Station 9, elevation 8,000 feet, in the forest zone,

and above its usual range. Much lower down it was taken at Stat.on

42, Black Canyon, about 4 miles below the crest; in drift of the

Middle Percha below Kingston; Station 54, on Little Palomas Creek,

and in the Cuchillo Mountains.

Vallonia cyclophorella Ckll.

On the crest at stations 16|, 39, and 47.

FERUSSACID.E.
€oclilicopa lubrica (Mull.).

Found sparingly but generally spread throughout the Black

Range, from Silver Creek to Black Canyon; also on lower levels at

Station 1, Kingston, Little Palomas Creek, Cuchillo and San Mateo

Mountains.

SUOOINEIDiE.

Succinea avara Say.

Station 1, Gallina Canyon; Middle Percha below Kingston. Not

in the forest zone.

PHYSID^.
Physa sp. undet.

jMiddle Percha Creek, Kingston; Animas River near junction of

Cherry Creek; both in the eastern foothills of the Black Range.

Collecting Stations in the Black Range.

Many of the stations are plotted on the maps, pp. 84 and 85; most of the others

may be located by their relation to those plotted.

1. Middle branch of Gallina Creek about 2 miles above Pryor's upper cabin.

2. Same, 4 miles above cabin, at' the fork.

3. 4. Limestone ledges on north and south sides of Silver Creek, a few hundred

yards above Mitchell Gray's cabin (7,500 feet).

4\. Silver Creek just below the "box," where the trail makes a detour.

5." Silver Creek above the box, on north side, near a deserted cabin.

6. Silver Creek, north side, a short distance above Station 5.

7. Silver Creek, north side, above the preceding.

8. Saddle above the head of Silver Creek.

9. South side of the "box" of Silver Creek.
, « • »

10. Gulch tributary to Silver Creek on north side, near Strohm s mine.

11, 12. Gulch tributary to Silver Creek, about a mile south of Grays cabin,

ancl not far from the same elevation.

12^. About a half mile above Spade's cabin, on Little Gallina Creek.

13. Branch of the head of Spring Creek (Bull Top Creek ?).

15. Outcrop of limestone on east side of Spring Creek, where a small ravine enters

from the east.
r j^i

16. Iron Creek, where a ravine with numerous prospect holes enters trom the

south, between confluence of Spring Creek and Wright's cabin.

1Q\. Wright's cabin, near the head of Iron Creek.
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17. Western side of the north summit of Sawyer Peak about 500 feet below the
summit.

ITj. Same vicinity, 3-500 feet below summit.
18. Northeastern fiank of Sawyer Peak, a half mile below camp on saddle.
19. Ravine next up the trail to Sawyer Peak from Grand Central Mine.
20. Grand Central Mine, on the mine side of the ravine.
21. About 2 miles east of the trail from Sawyer Peak to Grand Central Mine,

and not much higher than the mine.
22. Ravine north of Station 19.

23. A limestone ledge, 20 minutes' walk down the mountain east from the camp
on the saddle of Sawyer Peak.

23 1 . Hillside south of Wright's cabin near head of Iron Creek.
24. Top of the steep trail north of Wright's cabin.
25. Just above the box of Holden Prong of Animas Canyon, several miles below

Holden's Spring.
26. Hillside southward above Holden's Spring.
27. A branch of Noonday Canyon, heading opposite Holden Spring, perhaps

2 miles down.

28. South side of Hillsboro Peak, among aspens.
29. Branch of Animas Canyon 1 mile west of Animas ranger cabin.
30. Branch of McKnight Canyon, running westward, about 3| miles west of

Animas cabin and 2 miles from the summit trail.

31. Drift debris of Middle Percha Creek, near Kingston.
32. Garden of Mr. Stephen Reay, west end of Kingston.
33. Along summit trail, 2 or 3 miles north of Animas ranger cabin.
34. About half way between Animas and McKnight's ranger cabins, in aspens

along the summit trail.

35. Rocky hillside about 2 miles north of McKnight's cabin, along the trail.

36. Rocky slide facing south about a mile north of McKnight's cabin.
37. Head of McKnight's Canyon.
38. McKnight's Canyon below the "box."
39. Around lake and cattle-trap, on the shoulder of Mimbres Peak.
40. Eight miles north of McKnight's cabin, on trail.

41. About I5 miles south of Black Canyon ranger station.
42. Black Canyon about 3 to 4 miles below Reed's ranch.
43. Bear Wallow, Reed's ranch, among aspens.
44. Head of Morgan Creek, near the Hermoso trail. Stations 45, 47 and 48

are in the same vicinity. ,

45. North and west sides of the head of Morgan Creek.
46. Rock slides south of Reed's ranch.
47. Trail half a mile south of Reed's ranch.
48. Morgan Creek, \ mile below Station 44.

49. Black Canyon, 1 mile above Diamond Bar Ranch.
50. Diamond Creek, about 4 miles below crest of range.
51. Diamond Creek, about 3 miles below crest of range.
52. Mineral Creek at Oliver Mine, 4 miles above Chloride.
53. Sam's Canyon, 4 miles south of Chloride.
54. Limestone Mountain on Little Palomas Creek, 2 miles north of Bob's ranch.
55. First mountain across creek above forks at Ocean Wave Mine, Big Palomas

Creek near Hermoga.
56. Next peak below 55.

57. Reservoir on the Animas near mouth of Cave Creek, ranch of Rue Panka.
58. Rock slides on south side of Cave Creek between its mouth and the trail to

Hillsboro.

Cuchillo Range. Three stations at the south end of this small range, 6 mile?
east of Chloride.

Sa7i Mateo Range, in the south end, 6 miles from Monticello. Several rock
slides, in the vicinity of Chippy Creek and on the southern slope, were
investigated.
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Explanation of Plates VII, VIII, IX, X.

PLA.TE VII.—Figs. 1, la, Ib.—Ashmunella tetrodon fragilis n. subsp. Type. Sta-

tion 58. No. 115,753.
, _ c^ r r.

Figs. 2, 2a, 26.

—

Ashmimella tetrodon aniinorwn n. subsp. iype. btation

26. No. 115,747. ^ ^ ^. ,^ ^.t

Figs. 3, 3a, Zb.—Ashmunella cockerelli n. sp. Type, btation ly. JNo.

115,748.

Fig. 4.—Depressed specimen of the same lot.

Pig 5

—

Ashmunella cockerelli argenticola n. subsp. Type, btation i^.

No. 115,749. ^ ,, . ,^ XT
Figs. 6, 6a, 6b.—Ashmunella mendax n. sp. Type, btation lb. JNo.

115 754.

Figs. 7, 7a.

—

Ashmunella cockerelli perobtusa n. subsp. .
Type. Station 21.

No. 115,750. ^ . ^, ^^ iirT-i
Fig. 8.

—

Ashmunella binneyi n. sp. Type, btation s?. JNo. iio,/oi.

Yig 9.—Ashmunella cockerelli n. sp. Enlarged view of type.

Fig. 10.—Ashmunella mogolloncnsis Pils. Enlarged view oi specimen

from the MogoUon Range.

Pl\te VIII —Figs. 1-lc.

—

Oreohelix metcalfei concentrica n.suhsp. Type. Sta-

tion 7. No. 115,755. Id. dark specimen of same from Station 22.

Figs 2, 2a.

—

Oreohelix metcalfei radiata n. subsp. Station 15.
^

Figs. Z-Zc—Oreohelix metcalfei radiata n. subsp. Type, btation 15.

No. 112,899. ^ ^ o+ . oQ
Figs. 4, Aa.—Oreohelix metcalfei acutidiscus n. subsp. Type, btation ^6.

No. 115,757. ^^ ^^^^,
Fig. 5.—Oreohelix metcalfei CkW. Type. No. 10,941.

Figs. 6, Qa.—Oreohelix metcalfei radiata n. subsp. Station lb.

Figs. 1-lc.—Oreohelix pilsbryi Ferriss. Type. Station o2. No. 112,yi8a.

Plate IX.—Figs. 1-lb.—Oreohelix metcalfei cuchillensis n. subsp. Type. No.

115,760.
, , . c,. .• 1-

Fig 2.—Oreohelix swopei n. sp. Elevated example from Station 4o

Figs. S-3b.—Oreohelix swopei n. sp. Type. Station 45 No. 112,syo-
_

Figs. 4-ib.—Oreohelix metcalfei hermosensis n. subsp. ^YPe- -^o- iio -oy.

Figs 5, 5a, 6, 1.—Oreohelix cooperi (W. G. B.). Station 9 No. 115 280.

Figs. 8 8a.—Oreohelix cooperi (W. G. B.). Station 4 .. No_. 115,lo6.

Yig, 9—Oreohelix cooperi (W. G. B.). Station 26. No. Ho.jsOb.^

Fig. 10.—Oreohelix metcalfei concentrica. Embiyos. No. 11^,^1^-

Fig. 11.—Oreohelix metcalfei radiata. Embryos. No. ll^-^ly-

Fig. 12.—Oreohelix metcalfei hermosensis.
^
Embryos. No. 112,922.

Fig. 13.

—

Oreohelix swopei. Embryos. Station 41.

Plate X.—Fig. 1.

—

Ashmunella mendax n. sp. Station 16.

Fig. 2.

—

Ashmunella cockerelli n. sp. Station 20.

Fig. 3.

—

Ashmunella mogollonensis P. and F.

Fig. 4.

—

Ashmunella cockerelli perobtusa n. subsp. Station 21.

Fig. 5.

—

Ashmunella binneyi n. STp. Station 7.
. ,1.10.11

Fig. Q.—Ashmu7iella tetrodon P. and F. San Mateo Mountains. No. 112,921,
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES—IX, THE SANTA CATALINA, RIN-
CON, TORTILLITA AND GALIURO MOUNTAINS. X, THE MOUNTAINS OF
THE GILA HEADWATERS.

BY HENRY A. PILSBRY AND JAS. H. FERRISS.^

The Santa Catalina, in Pima County, north of Tucson, is one of

the large ranges of Southern Arizona, about forty-five miles in length,

including its Tanque Verde and Eincon outliers, with an extreme

width of twenty-five miles. Mount Lemon with an elevation of

9,150 feet is heavily forested with yellow pine, quaking asp, cork

bark fir (Abies arizonica), Douglas spruce (Pseudotsuga mucronata)

,

cypress (Cupressus arizonica), other coniferous trees, large oaks

and an alder as tall as a pine. The male fern and the brake stand

here four feet in height. The Douglas spruce are eight feet in diam-

eter. There is a forest gloom at mid-day, and a ground covering

indicating a timber growth of many years without interruption by
fires or lumbering. Winter often brings ten feet of snow. With
numerous trout streams, it has the attractions, summer and winter,

of the deep forests along the Canadian border without their annoying

insects.

In quantity and number of species of the smaller snails the north

slope of Mount Lemon has the best record so far. The odor-

shooting, rough-coated Sonorella also is here in large numbers under

the fallen bark of the Douglas spruce and the dead poles of the quak-

ing asp and cork bark fir. Unlike his brethren with a polished coat,

this snail seeks food and cover similar to those used by the Polygyras

of timbered areas in the Mississippi valley and eastward.

The humid forest conditions of the region around Lemon Mountain

prevail at Soldier Camp, Kellogg's Peak, Alder Canyon, Alder

Springs. The Spud Rock Ranger Station and other high peaks of the

Rincon section, except in lacking cork bark fir, also follow Mount
Lemon closely in forest conditions. They have the large oaks and

conifers, the quaking asp, and the heavy floor of humus underfoot,

but not quite as many snails.

In the valleys of Bear Wallow and Sabino creeks, at the heart of

the Santa Catalinas, the Arizonians of lower and hotter levels have

1 The field work covered by this report was by Ferriss, assisted in the Blue
River region and the MogoUon Mountains by the late L. E. Daniels.
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built villages of summer cottages. It is about a full day's journey

from Tucson on horseback. A small saw mill furnishes building

material for this summer society, for a sanitarium now under con-

struction and for the copper mines over the ridge at the foot of Marble

Peak.

Except in the valley of the San Pedro river and the village of

Oracle only a few miners, ranch men and forest rangers are to be

found in all this group of ranges. There are more bears and mountain

lions than people.

The southern slopes of the Catalinas, the foot hills and mesas, and

the GaUuro and Tortillita ranges are not heavily forested. At best

it is low, open woods or desert shrubbery, through which the granite

rocks and precipices glisten in the sun. The soil is dry, though

often covered with fallen leaves and growing vegetation. A few

Sonorellas and some of the smaller snails may be found at all alti-

tudes in the rock slides, the talus, on all sides of the mountain, and

in any kind of rock, especially smooth and stratified rock; sometimes

also under fallen timber, or in small piles of boulders.

In the dry season, among dry and hot rocks, dead shells will be

the rule. Here one must dig a full eight hour day for a Uve one.

We find a two-foot bar of half inch octagonal steel very helpful.

The bar should have a two-inch chisel edge flattened out at each end,

one of these turned at a right angle like a hoe. It will weigh one and

three-quarter pounds; a good digger, a jimmy for rock work, and a

helpful staff in steep and rough places.

Sonorella is something of a rambler, more so than Ashmunella or

Oreohelix, and upon damp days scouts may be met out in the fallen

leaves far from their rocky homes. Often single, dead, lie along the

trails where there is no shelter in the vicinity for snail kind. In 1913,

on the south side of the Santa Catahnas in the dry season, day after

day but one or two living Sonorellas were found. It was the same

about Brush Corral Ranger Station, on the north side, in the rocky

slides of the canyons nearly on a level with the river. In one of

these shdes of three or more feet in depth, three hundred good

"bones" were found but none alive. It was also the same kind of

collecting in the Galiuros and the TortiUitas in the winter of 1917-18.

A small deep shde of "porphyry" or shale, shaded partially with

rose bushes, elder or gooseberry bushes, makes an ideal home for the

Southwestern snails.

The Galiuro range, in Graham County, and the Tortillita range,

in Pinal County, as yet unsurveyed, seem to have an elevation of
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about 7,000 or 8,000 feet, granite or other igneous rock prevailing,

and with but a little timber. A few ledges of sharp-pointed limestone,

dolomite probably, had no attraction for the snails. The entire

region at present is inaccessible except to horsemen and pedestrians

and these should carry their own food and shelter. We did, and

lived like kings before the war.

One of us (Ferriss) collected a few days, less than a week, in the

Santa Catalinas, Mount Lemon and Soldier Camp, in 1910; again

much of the time from ]May to October in 1913, on the southern

slope, around Mount Lemon, Soldier Camp, Marble Peak and on the

northern mesa, about Brush Corral. Again a month was spent in

1917, at Sabino Basin, Bear Creek, and Brush Corral, the Rincon

Peaks and the Galiuros. The guide, Frank Cole, on a hunting trip,

brought in Sonorellas from the Tortillitas and from the Canada del

Oro section of the Santa Catalinas. ]\Iany inviting prospects in

these mountains remain neglected. The}'' surety contain species

still unknown.

Life is rapid in snaildom, decay a slow process in an arid climate;

and possibly these fat cemeteries in the basements of Sonorella

slides merely represent the natural death rate of many 3'ears. It

maj^ be that one living inhabitant to one hundred skeletons is the

right proportion. However an impression grows upon the collector

as he digs in the arid foothills, that in earlier times there were periods

or seasons more favorable to snail life—seasons wdth more moisture,

more vegetation, and a deeper humus. The steep mountain gulches

with walls on either side thrown above the surrounding surface quite

plainly speak of days when the floods were greater than any known
in modern times. These boulder bulwarks contain potsherds and

other evidence of human occupation; also Sonorellas. As collecting

grounds they are often preferable to the large slides farther up the

mountain. Among these boulders, in the hot sunlight, we found

the largest Sonorella. Measured crudely in the field it had a diameter

of 33 millimeters.

In collecting Sonorellas and Oreohelices from arid to humid zones

in the same canj^on or mountain, one gets the impression that thfr

differences of size are mainly a matter of the breed; that thej' are

racial, rather than due to length of growing season, supply of food or

climatic comforts. We naturally search ideal environments of

food, shade and shelter for robust races, and expect to meet the

pigmy forms in hot, dry and barren places. Often what we find is

the reverse of this. On one climb in 1918, at Kitt's Peak, a large
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and robust Sonorella was found at a low elevation in a barrier of

boulders, so dry and barren the snails would necessarily lie dormant

a large part of the year. At a thousand feet higher, beside a stream

of running water, came in a much smaller breed; and, 1500 feet

above number two, with an ideal situation as to a moist atmosphere,

food, shelter and snail comfort, lived a pigmy Sonorella of about 12

milhmeters in diameter.

Again on the Kaibab Plateau in 1909, every colony of Oreohelix

strigosa depressa seemed a little different from all other colonies.

At Two Spring Canyon with running water all the way, the pigmies

were at the higher station in a grove of quaking asp. Every colony

increased in size and color brilliance at a regular pace down the

oanyon. Here seemed proof positive of the advantage of a longer

growing season. Over the ridge in Snake Gulch the order was re-

versed, for the larger shells were at the top in a dry situation, and

their size seemingly decreased in proportion to the mileage as we
descended along a running stream. In Jacobs Canyon, running

parallel to Snake Gulch, dry all the way, the large and gaudy shells

were midway, the smaller and paler above and below. Food condi-

tions may have had some influence in the development of these

races but if so the evidence was not apparent. In the field we meet

contradictions continually beyond our understanding, but perhaps

we may have a better comprehension before the survey of the South-

west is completed.
HELIOID^.

Sonorella odorata n. sp. PI. Ill, figs. 1 to 4.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate, the umbilicus contained about

7§ times in the diameter of shell; buffy-citrine below, somewhat

lighter than Isabella color above, with a chestnut brown band at the

shoulder. The first half whorl has irregular radial wrinkles soon

passing into a low granulation, the last embryonic whorl granular,

over which there are close decurrent threads, interrupted into short

dashes on the upper part of the whorl. Subsequent whorls are

very minutely granular, somewhat dull, the granulation effaced at

the base, which is more glossy. The last whorl shows also numerous

faint spiral striae. The whorls are quite convex, the early ones

increasing slowly, the last widening rapidly, rather abruptly descend-

ing close to the aperture. The aperture is eUiptical-lunate; peristome

is narrowly expanded throughout, dilated at the columellar insertion.

Alt. 11.4, diam. 19.5 mm.; 4| whorls (type).

" 13.4, " 23.3 " 4f " (Station 18, 1917).

" 13.2, " 22 " (Station 18, 1917).
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Fig. 1. Gpnitalia of S. odorata. a. No. 119,032; b, penis-papilla of same
much enlarged; c, No. 119,035, with detail of penis-papilla; d, No. 119,034.

The sole is tripartite in color, the side areas being somewhat darker.

The back and head are quite dark in most alcoholic specimens, black

in life, the tips of the tubercles lighter.

The penis is small, containing a cylindric papilla with rounded

end, about two-thirds as long as the penis. The penial retractor is

inserted upon the epiphallus not far from its base. The flagellum

is present as a very minute but distinct bud in most of the specimens

opened, but in two it was not seen though looked for. In the speci-

men No. 119,032 (figs, la, b,), the male organs are evidently not fully

developed, the penis and epiphallus being small and short, while

the retractor muscle is correspondingly longer, making the total

length about normal, the individual being of full size though not

adult. Measurements of the organs in mm. follow:
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Locality.
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del Oro and some other places the general hue is cinnamon or cin-

namon-buff, opaque, and the size small, diam. 18 to 20 mm. The
smallest adult seen measures 17 mm. in diameter.

Specimens from the Rincons, Station 22 (1917), are pale cinnamon
or greenish above, fading to a pale, bluish-gray on the base, the

band with narrow, indistinct paler borders or without them. The
lip is conspicuously brown-edged. The umbilicus is generally

wider than in the Catalina shells. One perfect shell and another

broken one in this lot are albinos, or at least the tint is very pale,

and there is no band. These shells are found deep in a rock slide in

a quaking asp thicket. At Station 20 (1917), on the northern slope

of the Rincons, two dead but fresh shells were found in a day's search.

Sonorella odorata luanuoris n. subsp. PI. III., figs. 6 to 66.

The shell is more solid than S. odorata, opaque; cinnamon, paler

around the umbilicus and on both sides of the chestnut-brown band.

Last whorl is decidedly more depressed than in S. odorata, and is

narrower as viewed from above. The umbilicus is wider. The
aperture is much smaller.

Alt. 10.4, diam. 20 mm.; 4| whorls (type).

9, " 18 ''
4:h "

''

Fif Genitalia of S. o. 7narmoris, No. 109,079, with detail of penis-papilla.

Santa CataUna Mountains : Marble Peak, on the east side above
the rock slide; old Dan's Gulch on the northwest side, type loc;

ridge running toward Mt. Lemon; Ferriss 1911 and 1913. Type No.

109,075 A. N. S. P.; paratypes 109,075a, also in Ferriss collection.

Genitalia (fig. 2) in general similar to S. odorata but the penis and
papilla are decidedly longer and there is a flagellum, well developed

for a Sonorella. Measurements of the organs are given in the table

on page 287.
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It lives in relatively dry rock slides, with the smooth Sonorella

marmorarius, high on INIarble Peak and its flanks, thus differing in

habits from S. odorata. The shell is readily separable from odorata.

and perhaps it should be considered a separate species. It has the

same peculiar odor.

Sonorella sabinoensis n. sp. PI. IV, figs. 1 to 5d.

The shell is rather narrowly umbilicate (width of umbihcus con-

tained 8 times in that of shell in the type specimen), rather solid;

cinnamon-buff, broadly zoned with white (or whitish) on both sides

of the chestnut-brown band above the periphery. The surface is

glossy; embryonic Avhorls having the usual sculpture of the hachifana

group, granular, with divaricating protractive threads below and

retractive above; subsequent whorls delicately marked with growth-

lines. Suture descends moderately in front. The aperture is large,

oblique, rotund-oval. Peristome narrowly expanded, dilated at the

umbilical insertion.

Alt. 12, diam. 21.2 mm.; aperture 12x13 mm.; 4| whorls.

Santa Cataliija mountains, Arizona, in Sabino canyon (type loc.

Station 16, 1913) and its tributaries. Sycamore canyon and Mt,

Lemon Fork, from about 3000 to 6000 feet elevation. Also Rock

xmd "S'antana canyons, west of Sabino, and Bear canyon eastward.

It is a species of the dry, sun-baked rock-slides, living ones found

only deep in the crevices, in the lower levels of desert vegetation.

The Sabino Basin, Sycamore and Bear canyon localities are below

the pine belt, in arid country, with some oak, juniper and sycamore.

The species is not known to occur in the humid upper forest.

Genitalia (fig. 3, a-d) resembling those organs in *S. marmorarius.

The penis is thin, not swollen basally. The penis-papilla is slender

and corrugated, as in the other species, and nearly as long as the penis

(fig. 3a). The flagellum is either minute or wanting.

Mus. No. Penis. Papilla.

109,097
109,092
109,094
109,087
109,098

10
9.5
10.5
9
8.5

8
10

Epiphal-
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tained about 1.63 times in that of the shell, and in another locotype

(pi. IV, figs. 3-36) it is contained nearly 1.8 times. In the smaller

mouthed individuals the umbilicus is somewhat larger and less

covered, and the last whorl, viewed from above, is not so wide. We
have tried in vain to use these characters for a separation of the

series (some hundreds of shells); but while the extremes in size

of aperture appear quite distinct, the distinction could not be carried

through, as nearly every station supplied individuals with large,

intermediate and small apertures.

The specimens from low in Sabino canyon usually have more
solid, thicker shells than those from higher; but this is not always

the. case.

It is a species of the arid mountains, confined to lower elevations

than S. marmorarius.

Fig. 3.. Sonorella sabinoe^isis, Sabino Canvcn, genitalia, a, b, No. 109,098; c.

No. 109,097; d, No. 109,094^

The smallest shells, diam. 19 mm., were found at Station 15, low

in Sabino canyon (about 4,000 ft.); but others up to 25 mm. diam.

occur in the same place. The largest, 27 mm. diam. are from

Station 9, 1913, the bluffs opposite Station 15. One of this lot is

figured, pi. IV, figs. 4-46.

The degree of depression is variable in the same lot. Specimens

selected from a station on Vantana canyon measure:

Alt, 14.5 diam. 20, mm. (largest)..

" 13.2 " 25, " (most depressed).

" 16.4 " 24.8, " (
" elevated).

" 12.2 " 20, " (smallest).

Figures 5 to od are depressed and elevated shells from Bear canyon.
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Sonorella sabinoensis occidentalis n. subsp. PI. V, figs. 1 to 16.

The shell appears indistinguishable from S. sabinoensis.

Alt. 16, diam. 28 mm.; 5 whorls.

17.3
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Genitalia (Fig. 4a-rf). The penis is slender except at the base

where it is suddenly dilated. Internally there is a short, sinuous

fleshy fold and several minor folds in the dilated part of the penis

where it passes into the atrium, which also contains several flesh}''

ridges. The papilla is long, slender and corrugated. Penial re-

tractor is terminal and enveloping base of the epiphallus, as usual.

The epiphallus is nearly as long as penis, with a slight distal swelling

in place of a flagellum. The vagina is shorter than the penis. . Meas-

urements of the organs in mm. follow:

Mus. No. Penis.
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Alt. 16.7, diam. 25.6 mm.; 5^ whorls (type; Figs. 2-2&).

" 17,
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Sonorella hesterna n. sp. PI. IV, figs. G, Ga, 66.

A long series of dead shells was taken at Station 148 (1917) in a

rock slide on the south side of the Tucson-Benson highway, near the

cave on Shaw's ranch, southern foothills of the Rincons, at about

3,500 feet. They are smaller and more solid than S. rinconensis,

and the umbilicus is somewhat smaller. It is more depressed and

has a wider umbilicus than S. sahinoensis. In color and surface it

resembles the latter species. The freshest shells are between cinnamon

and tawny-olive, fading around the umbilicus, white on both sides of

the chestnut-brown band. The suture descends rather abruptly to

the aperture, but not quite so deeply as in S. hachitana.

Alt. 13.5, diam. 22.4 mm. (type).

" 14.7, " 25.9
"

In a series of 37 adult examples, the smallest measures 20.1 mm.
in diameter, the largest 25.9 mm. They run as follows:

Diam. 20-20.9 mm., 4 specimens.

21-21.9 '
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Alt. 14 diam. 25 mm.; aperture 11.2x13.6 mm.; 4f whorls.

Marble Peak, Santa Catalina Mountains, Arizona; type loc.

Station 26, 1913, quartzite slide on Marble Peak. Also found at

Station 3, 1911, slide above Apache mine; Station 4, 1911, top of

ridge south of the Peak; Station 38, 1913, north side of Marble
Peak; '^Joliet Cave," and other stations on the same mountain.

Fig. 6. Genitalia of Sonorella marmorarivs, a, No. 109,077; b, c, No. 109,071;
d, No. 109,039; e, No. 109,083;/, No. 109,084; g, No. 109,078.

Genitalia (Fig. Qa-g). The penis is thin-walled, very weakly or

usually not noticeably enlarged near the atrium, containing a slender

tapering, corrugated papilla, half to two-thirds or more the length

of penis. Epiphallus somewhat shorter than penis, typically ter-

minating in a httle flagellum, but this is often rudimentary or wanting.

Penial retractor long, inserted on apex of penis and base of epiphallus.

The vagina is but little shorter than the penis. Lengths of the

organs in mm. follow, the specimens all from stations on Marble
Peak:
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Mus. No.
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Alt. 13.3, diam. 22.3 ram.; 5 whorls.

" 14 " 23 " scarcely 5 whorls.

" 16 " 26.5 " 5 whorls.

Santa Catalina Mountains at Station 17, bluffs near Mud Springs,

on Pine Canyon.

The last whorl descends more than in S. marmorarius, the aperture

is more oblique, and the color of adults is paler. The immature

shells have more of a cinnamon tint than the adults.

The spiral lines mentioned in the description are usually very

faint, often scarcely discernible, but in the largest example they are

quite distinct. The umbilicus sometimes varies to somewhat

smaller than in the type specimen.

Mud Springs, on Pine Canyon, a branch of Sabino above Sabino

Basin, is a walled hole in the mud. It is on the trail from Sabino

Basin to Soldier's Camp, the elevation about 7,000 ft. It is in the

pine zone. The Sonorella was found in the first rocks east of the

spring along the trail. Also at the foot of a high cHff, in stratified

"porphyry," in a ravine heavily wooded with cypress {Cupressus

arizonica), about a mile southeast of the springs.

Sonorella marmorarius imula n. subsp. PI. Ill, figs. 7, 7a.

At Stations 17 and 19 (1917), on a limestone hill 6 miles west of

Brush Corral Ranger Station, north of Alder Springs, in the northern

foothills of the Catalinas, many specimens were taken, chiefly dead^

differing from typical marmorarius by the somewhat darker color,

and by having about a half of a whorl more in examples of similar

diameter.

Alt. 26.5, diam. 15 mm.; 5| whorls.

Eighty-five specimens from Station 19, all of the adults collected,

measure as follows:

Diam. in mm 22.3 22.4 22.5 22.6 22.9 23 23.1 23.2

Number of specimens ...1 1 1 3 1 3 1 3

Diam. in mm 23.3 23.4 23.5 23.6 23.7 23.9 24 24.1

IS! umber of specimens ...2 3 2 2 3 1 4 2

Diam. in mm 24.2 24.3 24.4 24.5 24.6 24.7 24.8 24.&

Number of specimens ... 6 2 6 4 5 3 2 3

Diam. in mm 25 25.125.3 25.4 25.5 25.6 25.9 26

Number of specimens ...4 2 2 22 1 2 1

Diam. in mm 26.2 26.3 26.4 26.5

Number of specimens . . . ] 1 1 1
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As the error in measuring may be at least 0.1 mm., it will be seen,

if a curve is plotted, that the mode for diameter is at about 24.4 mm.,

and the total variation 2.1 mm. in either direction.

A specimen having the umbilicus exceptionally narrow is illustrated

in pi. 4, figs. 8-86. The spire is also narrower than in the typical

form
;
j^et it seems unlikely that there is morethan one species in the lot.

Sonorella galiurensis n. sp. PI. V, figs. 5 to 06.

The shell is umbilicate (the width of umbilicus contained about

9 times in that of the shell), between cinnamon-brown and saj^al-

brown in color, fading on the base, and much paler on both sides of

the broad chestnut-brown band above the periphery. Gloss}'; em-

bryonic whorls closely pitted-granulate, with the usual protractive

threads; subsequent whorls lightly marked with irregular growth-

lines. The last whorl is wide and descends somewhat in front. The
peristome is narrowly expanded. The parietal callus usually has a

thickened edge in full}' adult shells.

Alt. 16.7, diam. 27.5 mm,; 5 whorls, (type, Sta. 30).

'' 16, " 27.4 '' o " (Sta. 30).

'' 16.4, " 25 '' 5 '' (Sta. 30).

'' 16.7 " 30.5 " 5 " (Sta. 34).

Galiuro Mountains at the following Stations (1917):

Fig. 7. Genitalia of Sonorella galiurensis, No. 118,122.
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24. Southern slope of mountains at eastern gate of John Rhodes' ranch, among
boulders on mesa.

26. Rhodes' canyon.
27. Northern slope, amphitheatre on Whitlock ranch.

28. Foot of main gulch facing north, same amphitheatre.

29. Farther up same gulch.

30. "Porphyry" slide on trail li miles south of Copper Creek Mining Camp.
Type locaUty.

31. Camp at smelter, Copper Creek.

32. Rock slide sloping west, on trail half way between Copper Creek Camp and
Table Mountain.

33. "Porphyry" slide in forks of creek 2 miles east of Table Mountain.
34. Slide near the preceding.

35. Cliffs on northeastern slope of Table Mountain.

Genitalia (fig.7). The general proportions are as in *S. marmor-

arius. The penis has a long, very thin sheath about the basal part,

not seen in marmorarius; its lower portion is somewhat swollen and

has several small longitudinal folds within. Retractor muscle long.

Papilla weakly annulate, about half as long as the penis. There is

the usual short flagellum. The vagina about equals the penis in

length.

Length of penis 10 mm.
papilla 5 "

epiphallus, . . .7
"

flagellum ... .1.5
"

vagina 9 "

Museum No 118,122.

This form is much like S. marmorarius. The shell is slightly more

capacious and darker colored, and there is some difference in the penis.

Its habitat is separated from that of marmorarius bj^ the valley of

the San Pedro River. The elevation is much less than that in-

habited by S. marmorarius.

20 living specimens from Station 30, all taken, measure as fol-

lows :

Diameters in mm. . . 25 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 28 29

No. specimens ... (1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (2) (8) (1)

17 specimens from Station 24, a southern slope:

Diameters 24 24.5 25 26 26.5 27 28 28.5 30.5

No. specimens... (1) (2) (3) (2) (4) (1) (2) (1) (1)

Sonorella tortillita n. sp. PI. V, figs. 4, 4a, 46.

The shell is umbilicate (width of umbilicus contained about 8|

times in that of the shell), pinkish buff, fading to white around the

umbilicus and paler near the chestnut-brown band which revolves

above the periphery of the last whorl and shows very narrowly above

the suture on most of the penult whorl. The surface is glossy;
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embryonic shell about 1| whorls, the first half whorl having some
radial wrinkles, the rest of the embryonic portion closely irregularly

granulose, and having fine, rather indistinct, tangential (protractive)

threads, often visible only near the suture. Subsequent whorls

have the usual fine growth-lines. The whorls increase slowly at

first, the last one very wide, suture descending slightly in front.

The aperture is rounded oval-lunate. Peristome is well expanded.

Alt. 15.5, diam. 27 mm.; aperture

alt. 14.3, width 15.8 mm.; 4§ whorls.

Tortillita Mountains, Pinal Co.,

Arizona, the type, No. 118,053, from

Station 41 (1917), east side of Hog
Canyon; also found at Station 40,

west side of same canyon near the

cement dam, and Station 42, south

slope of mountains east of Hog
Canyon.

Genitalia (Fig. 8). The penis is

very long and rather slender, with

muscular walls, containing a long,

slender, corrugated, tapering papilla.

The epiphallus is shorter than the

penis, without a distinct flagellum,

though there seems to be a rudi-

mentary one concealed in the integu-

ment. The penial retractor is long.

Length of vagina is about equal to

the penis.

By the long penis and vagina

this species is related to ;S. rincon-

Fig. 8. Genitalia of Sonorella tor- ensis, but in that snail these organs

tillita with detail of the penis- are far longer. S. saiitaritana is even

more like S. tortillita in genitalia,

but the shell is flatter, the whorls of smaller caliber. None of the

Santa Catalina species has the vagina and penis nearly so long as in

S. tortillita. The larger shells referred to S. sahinoensis occidentalis

are closely similar.

The embryonic sculpture described is in large part effaced in

the fully adult shells found. The color, too, is somewhat faded.

In the young and barely full-grown examples it is decidedly darker

than described.
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The largest specimen from the type locality measures 17.2x28.6

mm.; the smallest, 12.5x23.2 mm.; very few are under 25 mm. diam-

eter. The largest shell in the lot from the west side of Hog Canyon

measures 17.5x30 mm.
The Tortillitas are arid mountains without forest.

Sonorella rinconensis Pils. & Ferr.

Sonorella rinconensis Pilsbry & Ferriss, Proc. A. N. S. Phila. 1909, p. .517,

fig. 1, pi. 22, figs. 1-3, 5, 7.^

Rincon range: Rincon Peak and Wrong Mountain; Mt. Mica,

only those from Rincon Peak dissected. This species was not en-

countered in the localities visited in 1917. It inhabits elevations

above 7,500 ft., occurring in granitic rocks.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Santa Catalina Mountains : Stations 3 and 9, near mouth of Sabino

Canyon, 4,500 ft. Station 13, mouth of Bear Canyon, 4,500 ft.

Station 40, Alder Springs, 8,000 ft. Southern foothills of Rincon

Mountains near the cave. Station 191 (1918). Galiuro Mountains.

Thysanophora ingersolli (Blaud)

.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Mt. Lemon at Stations C, 19, 31,

34, 37, etc., at 9,000 to 9,500 ft.

ENDODONTID^.
Gonyodiscus cronkhitei (Nc.)

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 21, Desert Laboratory

Plantation, 8,500 ft. Soldier Camp. Bear Wallow. Around Mt.

Lemon at Station C, spring on west side; Station 19, Congdon's

Cabin; Station 28, marshy spring; Station 37; Station 22, old Lemon

trail; Station 31, aspens, new trail; Station 34, 9,000 to 9,500 ft.

Rincon Mountains: Spud Rock and Catalina saddle.

Radiodiscus millecostatus Pils. & Ferr.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Environs of Mt. Lemon, Stations C,

19, 28, 30, 31, 34, 37 and some others, at elevation of 7,000 to

9,500 ft. Bear Wallow. Kellogg Peak. Generally distributed and

locally very abundant, especially in the aspen zone.

Helicodiscus arizonensis P. & F.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 1, near weir, Sabino Canyon,

4,500 ft. Station 27, Bear Wallow. Marble Peak at Station 25,

8,500 ft., and Station 26, 8,000 ft. Rincon Mountains : Spud Rock.

Galiuro Mountains, Station 24 (1917).

* The reference to figures " 1-4, 7" as given in our paper was incorrect.
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Punctum californicum Pils.

Santa Catalina Mountains : trail from Webber's to Lemon Moun-
tain,

VITRINID^.
Vitrina alaskana Dall.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 37, north side of ]Mt. Lemon
9,000 ft.; trail to Webber's place.

ZONITID^.
Polita indentata umbilicata (Ckll.").

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station A, Bear Wallow Creek.

West side Mt. Lemon at Station C. Marble Peak at Stations 25

and 26, 8,000-8,500 ft. Trail from Webber's place to Mt. Lemon.

Alder Spring. Rincon Mountains at Station 21 (1917), Catalina

Saddle, and Spud Rock. Galiuro Mountains, Station 24.

Striatura milium meridionalis (P. & F.)

.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station A, Bear Wallow Creek;

Soldier's Camp; Station 21, Desert Laboratory plantation, 8,500 ft.;

Mt. Lemon at Stations 22, 28, 31, 37, at 9,000 to 9,500 ft.; trail to

Webber's Cabin; Alder Spring.

Zonitoides arborea (Say).

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 21, Desert Laboratory

plantation, 8,500 ft. Soldier Camp. Stations 19, 22, 37 on Mt. Lemon,

at about 9,000 ft. Station 25, northwest ridge of Marble Peak,

8,500 ft. Rincon Mountains, Station 20 (1917).

Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Dall).

Santa Catalina Mountains: Mt. Lemon, Bear Wallow; Kellogg

Peak and Alder Spring. Rincon Mountains.

Zonitoides singleyana (Pils.).

Rincon Mountains.

Euconulus fulvus (Mull.)-

Santa Catalina Mountains : Alder Springs. Soldier Camp. Sta-

tion 27, Bear Wallow Creek. Mt. Lemon at Station C, 19, 22, 28, 30,

31, 34. Common up to 9,500 ft. Ridge from Marble Peak, south-

west, 8,500 ft.; south side of Marble Peak. Rincon Mountains.

VALLONIID^.
Vallonia cyclophorella Ckll.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Mt. Lemon at Stations 19, 22, 30,

31, 37, at about 9,000-9,500 ft. Marble Peak, quartzite slide on

south side, 8,000 ft.
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Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Santa Catalina ]\Iountains: Marble Peak, in quartzite slide on

south side, 8,000 ft., rare. Galiuro Mountains: Whitlock ranch on

the northern slope.

PUPILLID^.
Pupoides marginata (Say).

Southern foothills of Rincon Mountains near the cave, Shaw's

Ranch, Station 148 (1918).

Pupilla hebes (Ancey).

Santa Catalina Mountains: Mt. Lemon, at head of the aspen

gulch, and | mile below, on the new trail, 9,500 ft., and on the north

side, 9,000 ft. Among those from the last locality. Station 37, 6 out

of 128 were albinos. Station 22, ridge near Marshall Pass. It

occurred in some abundance in all the localities except Station 22.

Pupilla hebes nefas Pils. & Ferr.

PupiJla hebes form rjcfas P. &. F., Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1910, p. 1.35.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 20, northeast side of Kel-

logg Peak, 8,500 ft., Station 27, Bear Wallow, 214 specimens. Sol-

dier Camp, 63 specimens. Station 21, Desert Laboratory Station,

8,500 ft., 84 specimens. Station 22, ridge near Marshall Pass, rare.

Station 29, Leaning Rock, south side Mt. Lemon, 9,500 ft., 15 speci-

mens. Station 25, ridge of Marble Peak towards Mt. Lemon, 8,500

ft., 57 specimens. Station 26, "quartzite" shde on Mt. Lemon,

8,000 ft., 2 specimens. Station 28, marshy spring near trail, Mt.

Lemon, 1 specimen. Rincon Mountains: Spud Rock; Catalina

Saddle.

P. h. nefas almost always has a small parietal tooth, and is usually

a little longer than P. hebes, with between 6 and 7 whorls. It differs

from P. syngenes by having no crest behind the lip, though there is

usually a shallow, wide depression there.

In only one of the numerous stations mentioned above were hebes

and nefas found together. That was Station 22, where very few

shells were taken. Lots from all of the other stations, frequently

copious, were either all hebes or all nefas.

Elsewhere P. h. nefas has been found only in two places in the

Chiricahua Mountains, at elevations estimated from 7,500 to 8,000

ft. It was not associated there with dextral hebes, which was found

at another Chiricahua locality. We are now disposed to rank P. h.

nefas as a well-marked subspecies.

Chaenaxis intuscostata (Clapp).

Southern foothills of the Rincons, near the Tucson-Benson high-

way, near the cave, Shaw's ranch, at about 3,500 ft.
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Gastrocopta asbmuni (Steiki;.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Slide on Marble Peak, 8,000 ft.,

rare.

Galiuro Mountains: Whitlock ranch, on the northern slope.

Gastrocopta cochisensis (Piis. & Ferr.).

Santa Catalina Mountains: Alder Springs and Station 25, south-

west ridge of Marble Peak, 8,500 ft. The shells were dirty when
collected, like B. quadridens.

Gastrocopta dalliana (Sterki^.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 3, mouth of Sabino Canj'on,

4,500 ft.

Gastrocopta pellucida hordeacella (Pils.).

Southern foothills of Rincon Mountains near the cave, Shaw's

ranch. Station 148 (1918), at about 3,500 ft.

Gastrocopta bilamellata (St. & Clapp).

Galiuro Mountains.

Gastrocopta quadridens (Pils.).

Santa Catalina Mountains: Stations 30, 31,37, and all around

Mt. Lemon at 9,000 to 9,500 ft. Soldier Camp, one specimen. When
found alive, the shell is rather copiously plastered with dirt, probably

attached by the mucous of the animal.

Gastrocopta pilsbryana (Sterki).

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 3, mouth of Sabino Canyon,

4,500 ft. Alder Springs, very abundant. Station 27, Bear Wallow.

Station 18, Soldier Camp, 8,500 ft. Station 21, Desert Laboratory

plantation, 8,500 ft. Station 22, near Marshall Pass, old Mt. Lemon
trail, 9,000 ft. Station 28, marshy spring, Mt. Lemon trail, 9,000 ft.

Trail to Webber's cabin. Station 31, north side of Mt. Lemon.
Station 26, quartzite slide on Marble Peak, 8,000 ft. Galiuro Moun-
tains at Whitlock ranch. Rincon Mountains: Spud Rock.

FERUSSACID^.
Cochlicopa lubrica (Mull.}.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Station 25, ridge to peak Mt. Lemon,
8,500 ft.; Station 26, shde on Marble Peak, 8,000 ft. Rincon Moun-
tains: Spud Rock.

Vertigo modesta insculpta Pits.

The shell is similar to V. modesta in contour, but differs by being

closelj'- and rather sharpl}- striate on the intermediate whorls; the

first whorl smooth, the last less striate than those preceding. There
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is a narrow but moderately hi^h crest close behind the outer lip. The
color is chestnut-brown, becoming paler towards the apex. When alive

both animal and shell are black. Teeth fine, a small supraparietal

denticle being developed. The parietal and lower palatal folds are

rather large. Length 2.6, diam. 1.35 mm.; 5^ whorls.

Except in external sculpture, this form resembles V. modesta from

Alaska, figured in Proc. A. N. S. Phila. for 1900, pi. 23, fig. 2. Bj- its

sharp striation V. m. insculpta is quite distinct from all other large

Vertigos of the Rocky Mountains, but there is a smaller form of T'.

modesta in Labrador which is striate on the spire.

It is very abundant between 9,000 and 9,500 ft. on Mt. Lemon,
in and near the aspen zone, where several hundred specimens were

collected.

Very beautiful albino specimens occurred in the colonies from Sta-

tions 30, 31, and 37, Mt. Lemon.
Other localities for V. m. insculpta are: Santa Catalina ]\Ioun-

tains: Soldier Camp. Mt. Lemon at Stations 19, 22, 28, 30, 31,

34, 37, at 8,500 to 9,500 ft.

Vertigo coloradensis inserta Pils.

In the original V. c. hasidens from Bland, New Mexico, there is

one parietal tooth and the basal is at the foot of the columella, re-

mote from the lower palatal. In the Santa Catalina series there is

often a small angular lamella, and the basal fold stands close to

the lower palatal.

This form replaces V. c. hasidens in the Canadian zone of the Santa

Catalinas. The type is from Bear Wallow.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Desert Laboratory plantation, 8,500

ft.; Bear Wallow Creek, 8,500 ft.; Soldier Camp. Mt. Lemon at

Stations 19, 22, 28, 31, 9,000 to 9,500 ft.; Alder Springs. Rincon

Mountains at Station 20.

V. c. inserta differs from V. c. arizonensis by the development of a

basal fold, and all of the teeth are larger.

Recent studies of the group have convinced us that Vertigo Colum-

biana utahensis Sterki is identical with V. coloradensis Ckll. The
former name is therefore superfluous. Our record of V. c. utahensis

from the Chiricahua Mountains, in these Proceedings for 1910,

p. 1-14, should be changed to V. coloradensis.

ANOYLID^
Gundlachia califomica Rowell.

Santa Catalina Mountains: Sabino Canyon, at Alkali Spring,

Lowell U. S. Ranger Station, on leaves of Plantinus ^crighti.
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Very few examples are in the Gundlachia stage; none were found in

the septate stage. Many have the narrow, high, obhque shape of

septates, but without septum. Many of them reached the normal
size of septates, then had a resting stage during which the shell became
blackened, subsequently resuming growth along the margins, forming

a narrow, oblique shell somewhat like A. parallelus in outline.

Other examples become wider, about as in vl. rivularis, in the second

period of growth. The early stages are similar in all, having the usual

Ferrissia sculpture.

Those individuals in the Gundlachia stage do not appear specfi-

cally separable from G. californica.

PHYSID^.
Physa virgata Gld.

Small specimens which appear to belong to this species were taken

in lower Sabino Canyon, with Gundlachia.

List of Collecting Stations in the Santa Catalina, Rincon,

TORTILLITA AND GaLIURO MOUNTAINS.

For the Santa Catalinas and Rincons, these stations can be located

and approximate elevations ascertained by reference to the U. S.

Geological Survey topographic map, Tucson Quadrangle. As dif-

ferent sets of station numbers were unfortunately used in different

years, these numbers can only be used in connection with the dates.

SANTA CATALINA
Stations of 1913 (J. H. F.)

1. Sabino Canyon, bluffs on east side of creek at water gauge dam. Eleva-
tion about 4,500 ft.

2. Same, quarter mile farther up.
5. Rock slides near camp at "Picnic Grounds," Sabino Canyon.
4. Slide north of camp, 4,800 ft.

.5. Mountain east of camp.
6. About 2 miles along trail to Soldier's Camp. 5,000 ft.

7. Spring near Ranger Station at mouth of Sabino Canyon {Physa and Gund-
lachia) 4,500 ft.

5. Mouth of Sabino, foot of bluff, west side. 4,500 ft.

9. Rocks 1 mile above camp.
10. Vantana Canyon at its mouth; a small dry canyon next west of Sabino,

not named on topographic map. Ca. 4,500 ft.

11. Rock Canyon, in "quartzite" bluff. This is the second small canyon
west of Sabino. About 4,500 feet.

12. Vantana Canyon, west side of east mouth. Same elevation.

13. Bear Canyon, east side. 14, same, west side, near 13.

15. Mile above camp in Sabino, on mountain slope, west side. About 5,000 ft,

16. Slide below preceding, about the same elevation.

17. First rocks below Mud Springs, on Pine Canyon (a branch of Sabino
above Sabino Basin). Mud Springs are about 9 miles south of Soldier's Camp.
About 7,000 ft.

IS. Soldier's Camp.
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19. Congden Camp.
20. Northeastern side Kellogg Peak.

21. Carnegie Desert Laboratory experiment station, Marshall Pass.

22. Ridge running down east side Lemon Mountain.
2.3. Ridge running south from Soldier's Camp towards Mud Springs.

24. West side of ]\Larble Peak ridge.

25. Top of same ridge.

26. "Quartzite" sUde south side of Marble Peak (same as Station .3, 1910;

Station 4, 1910, is the top of same slide).

27. Ridge south of Hinkley Camp.
28. Marshy spring on Lemon Mountain trail.

29. Leaning Rock, south side Lemon Mountain.
.30. Aspen Gulch, parallel with main trail to Lemon Mountain. 31, quarter

mile below 30, where gulch is close to trail. 32, quarter mile farther down. 33,

foot of trail at the stream. Little shells very abundant at these stations and the

next.

34. Cold Spring.
. ^

35. Southeast side of Marble Peak, about Apache Camp and "Joliet Cave.

36. Northwest side Marble Peak near "Old Dan's Cabin."

37. Westfall's mine.

38. North side Marble Peak near the Daley mine.

39. Goodale's house.

40. Alder Spring, Peck Canyon (one of the head branches of Buehman Can-

von). Alder Spring is about 12 miles east of Soldier's Camp Ranger Station;

Brush Corral Ranger Station is about 8 miles farther down Buehman Canyon.

41. Buehman Canyon : "Quartzite" slide, Sycamore Spring.

42. Buehman Canyon: Forest Ranger pasture near lower fence. Brush

43. Buehman Canyon. Lower on the stream, towards Korn Kobb mine.

44. Buehman Canyon. Near the mine.

45. John Lyon's mountain (east of San Pedro River and Rincon Mountams,

north of the Little Dragoon Mountains). The rock is granite, and only Thym-
nophora hornii was found.

Stations of 1917 (J. H.F.).

(Sar.ta Catalina Range.)

12. Main fork of Sabino Creek, at camp in Sabino Basin.

13. Head of Bear Creek {Gundlachia and Physa).

14. Head of Bear Canvon.
15. Northeast corner of Sabino Basin, on trail to Soldier's Camp. Boulder

dvkes along gulches.

16. Same as Station 12, in slides of mountain facing north.
^^

17. Southwest side of Sabino Basin, big mountain in the "Window Range.

18. Brush Corral, crossing of Peck Canyon, Alder Springs.

19. Limestone mountain in foothills of S. Catalinas, San Pedro slope.

(Rincon Mountains.)

20. North side of the high Rincon peaks.

21. Saddle camp, between Santa Catalinas and Rincons.

22. Ridge west of Spud Rock Ranger Station, in aspens.

23. Drift debris of San Pedro River above Mammoth.

(Galiuro Mountains.)

24. Drift of boulders near southeast gate of the forest reserve pasture.

25. In slides, creek bank, above John Rhodes' ranch house.

26. In slides head of the same gulch as 25.

27. In No. 4 slope in amphitheatre of the mountains on \\ hitlow ranch,

east of Sombrero Peak.
28 and 29. Other slides in the same vicinity.

30. On trail two miles south of Copper Creek mining camps.
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31. Slide west across gulch from smelter, Copper Creek.
32. On trail to Table Mountain about half way from last station.

33. West of abandoned copper camp, ci-eek running north, east of Table
Mountain, in slide east of said creek.

34. Slides in same vicinity.

35. Cliffs, northeast rim of Table Mountain.

(Western slope of Santa Catalina Range.)

36. East side of Pima Canyon.
37. West side of Pima Canyon.
38. Drift debris of Pima Canyon.
39. Fork of the Canada del Oro near the foot of Marble Peak.
43. Northeast of Sutherland's ranch, in the foothills.

44. First large canyon north of Romero Canyon, and south of the Suther-
land ranch.

45. About one mile east of Station 44.

(Tortillita Mountains.)

40. West side of Hog Canyon, in basin near cement dam.
41. East side of Hog Canyon, on the mountain top.

X

—

Mountains of the Gila Headwaters: The Blue and
White Mountains, Arizona, and the Mogollon Mountains,
New Mexico.

The malacological survey of these ranges, which lie in Graham,
Apache and Greenlee counties, Arizona, and Socorro county, New
Mexico, was begun by one of us (Ferriss) in 1913, and continued

by Ferriss and L. E. Daniels in 1914. In 1900 Dr. E. 0. Wooten,
well known for his work on New Mexican botany, made a ten-day

trip in the Mogollons, in course of which he crossed the range from

Willow Creek to Mogollon and ascended the eastern flank of Mogollon
Peak to almost 9,000 feet. The type of Ashmunella mogoUonensis was
collected on this occasion. So far as we know, no other moUusks had
been taken in the region of the Gila headwaters prior to the collec-

tions here described.

A few mollusks collected between the San Pedro River and Clif-

ton, Arizona, are included, as they are geographically intermediate

between the regions considered in articles IX and X.
Early in September, 1913, Ferriss left Tucson with Frank Cole,

the guide of tourists and naturalists, for Mt. Thomas in southern

Apache county, 11,496 feet above sea level. Traveling by wagon,

brief stops were made in the Graham Mountains and upper end of the

Peloncillo range. At Clifton the wagon was stored, saddle horses

and pack mules secured, and the trail followed to Metcalf.

From Clifton to the Double Circle ranch on Eagle Creek it is

rough country, mostl}^ forested, and with sufficient rock for snail

cover, but the snails do not like it. The trail here ran northwesterly
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for about 35 miles, then directly north 16 miles on Eagle Creek to

the southern rim of the Blue Mountains. Pupas and Vallonias were

found at Honeymoon Ranger Station, and Oreohelix a mile or two

farther on, fifty miles from Clifton.

The rim of the Blue has a wall of broken granite. We found

Ashmunella mogollonensis and a grayish form of Oreohelix cooperi,

the latter also in the quaking asp and cork-bark fir groves of the

vicinity.

The route lay northwesterly again, across the K. P. cienaga,

down Corduroy and Fish Creeks and across Black River, to Reser-

vation Creek in Apache Co. This high plateau has a continuous

forest of the largest yellow pine, blue spruce, Douglas spruce, thickets

of quaking asp and alder. Pupae and Oreohelix were the prin-

cipal snails. Few were found on the dome-like summit of Mt.

Thomas.

Along Black river Oreohelices, from pale to nearly black, from high

to low, were in every rock pile.

On the return trip the Raspberry trail from the rim of the Blue

Mountain to Cosper's ranch on the Blue river was taken. Down the

Blue and San Francisco rivers Ashmunella, Sonorella and Oreohelix

were found in the slides investigated, but the journey was a hurried

one. This ground was thoroughly covered in the journey of 1914.

An account of the journey of 1913 may be found in Nautilus for

January, 1919.

On the expedition of 1914, Ferriss was accompanied by Mr, L. E.

Daniels.^ Part of the route taken in 1913 was retraced—from

Clifton, Graham Co., Arizona, up the San Francisco and Blue

Rivers to Cosper's ranch, a distance of about 50 miles. From this

point they continued up the Blue River, northeast, to its head, and

to Luna, Socorro Co., New Mexico. From Luna the party turned

southeast, across the San Francisco Mountains (which lie south of

Luna), and by way of Alma to the Mogollon Mountains. Some

account of this trip was given in Nautilus XXVUI, February, 1915,

pp. 109-113. The Ashmunellas collected were described and figured

in Nautilus XXIX, June, July and August, 1915, to which the reader

is referred for these matters. A map showing the collecting stations

in the MogoUons may be found on page 331.

5 We have to record the death of Mr. Daniels, October 2.3, 1918. He was
a companion of both authors on collecting trips of some months' duration, and it

is a real sorrow that he will no longer share the labors of the trail or the cheer of

tlie evening camp fire.
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The San Francisco and the Blue rivers have been seriousl3'']^torn up
by floods in recent years, but many of the snails remain. Nearly

all the farmers have been swept out. Oreohelices, Sonorellas or

Ashmunellas exist in every favorable situation from Clifton to Bob
Cat on the interstate boundary, except in a few short stretches of

these rivers where the snails seem to have a dislike for the soil, the

chemistry of the rocks, or something not traced. This is about

fifty miles in a straight line, and thus very long miles.

Again on the liUna road to Alma, in New Mexico, Oreohelix was
found on the crest of the San Francisco Mountains, and the largest

colony, with many albinos, came from the Rio Saliz, a small stream

draining the San Francisco Mountains eastward into the San Fran-

cisco River.

The Mogollons might be called a federation of sharp peaks. It is

not a high plateau like the White and Blue mountain region, yet the

forest conditions and tree associations are almost identical. On the

Bursam wagon road from Mogollon to Willow Creek, ascending to

9,000 feet, and usually running along the north slope of the peaks,

the conditions for snails are ideal. Ashmunella mogellonensis and

Oreohelix cooperi were soon picked whenever logs or stones were

turned in this (for snail hunters) two-day journey. At two points

Oreohelix harbata was found with the other two species. Afterward,

when the canyons facing west and south were explored the smaller

Ashmunellas were found in colonies with the three above mentioned.

Sonorella has not yet been found in the Mogollon range. In the ex-

treme southern part of Arizona (Chiricahua range) the large toothless

Ashmunellas are in colonies with the smaller toothed forms and

Oreohelix harhata with them. Also a Sonorella and sometimes Holo-

spira. Three species of Sonorella have been found in one slide; but

the general Arizona rule still remains one species of the genera of

Helices to a colony.

The banks of the canyons running west, in the Mogollons, were

abrupt, and the south bank furnished shade and cover. In Big

Dry Canyon, running directly south, the banks were so abrupt and

close together that snails were living on both sides of the stream,

and in the greatest abundance within our experience.

The wide differences in the Ashmunellas of the Mogollons and the

presence of the Chiricahua Oreohelix harhata seem to indicate an al-

luring future for Mogollon conchology. We believe that the deeper

canyons, penetrating farther into the large mountains, had greater

riches than Big Dry, lying in between them. Here too in the
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canyon streams live the mountain trout, friendly and well condi-
tioned, but they are not the cut-throat trout of the Colorado.
On the whole the Mogollons, in scenery and camping delights, are

not far behind the White and Blue Mountain region of eastern Ari-
zona. Silver City is the nearest and most convenient railway
station, and moreover it lies in a region unexplored by the snail

fraternity.

One more killing was made on the return to Clifton, a colony of

Sonorellas at Steeple Rock, Sept. 14. Thus this event of 1914 had a
continuous run of two months and seven days.

Aside from the minute Canadian Zone snails which have a wide
distribution at high levels, and the minutiae of the desert foothills

such as Thysanophora hornii, Siiccinea avara, the small Zonitoides, etc.,

there are several forms showing close affinity between the San Fran-
cisco-Mogollon region and the Chiricahua Range. The species

Sonorella hinneyi, AshmuneUa chiricahuana and Orohelix harhata of

the Chiricahuas are represented here by S. hinneyi franciscana, A.
mogollonensis and 0. harhata. The toothed Ashmunellas are of

nearly related species, and the same group of forms extends farther

east in New Mexico to the Black Range. None of the species

mentioned are found in the northern or Dos Cabezas part of the
Chiricahua range, their habitats being from 80 to over 100 miles

south of the regions now under consideration. The intervening
region is at the present time too dry for the existence of these snails.

HELICID^.
Sonorella grahamensis n. sp. PI. VI, figs. 7, 7a, 76.

The shell is umbilicate (the width of umbilicus contained about 8|
times in the diameter of shell), very thin, tawny-olive, paler at the
base, with the usual band; not very glossy; under the lens showing
the usual weak growth-lines, and both above and below there are
7iumerous spiral impressed lines. Whorls slowly increasing at first,

the last rapidly widening, descending in front. Aperture rounded-
oval, quite oblique. Peristome is thin, very little expanded.

Alt. 10, diam. 19 mm.; umbilicus 2.2 mm.; 4f whorls.

Genitalia (fig. 9). The penis has a well developed sheath at the
base, and contains a long, tapering papilla. The penial retractor

is inserted at the base of epiphallus and apex of penis as in the
hachitana group. There is a short flagellum. The organs measure:
Length of penis 9 mm.; papilla 7; epiphallus 6; flagellum 0.5; penial

retractor 4.7; vagina 7; spermatheca and duct 19 mm.
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Fig. 9. Genitalia of S. grahamensis, with two details of the penis-papilla.

Type specimen.

Mt. Graham, in the Pinaleno Range, Graham Co., Arizona, tj^pe

No. 109,101 A. N. S. P., collected by J. H. Ferriss, 10-14-1913.

Graham Mountain is composed of crumbling granite (similar to

that of Nine-mile Water Hole in the Dos Cabezas range), and is

very dry on both north and south sides. On top there is yellow pine

and quaking asp forest. Camp was made in Stockton Pass, and a

couple of hours' collecting done at Mud Spring, on the summit.

Besides Sonorella and Oreohelix, Vitrina alaskana was abundant, and

two young Vallonias were found. The Pinaleno Range lies in line

with the Chiricahua system, though separated by a rather wide

mesa, in which the Southern Pacific R. R. runs, from the northern

end of the Dos Cabezas Mountains.

S. grahamensis is not closely related to any other species known
to us. The delicate, spirally striate shell and the rather fusiform

penis-papilla are characteristic.

Micrarionta praesidii n. sp. PI. VI, figs. S, Sa, 86.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate (the width of umbilicus contained

about 5.7 times in the diameter), thin. The "dead" shell is grayish

white above, pale ecru-drab below, with some radial white streaks,

and at the shoulder a narrow, faintl}^ traced gray band which be-

comes cinnamon towards the aperture. Under a lens fine gray spiral

lines are seen in places on the base. The initial half whorl is smooth

;
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next whorl has hyphen-hke tubercles parallel with the suture, not

closely placed; subsequent whorls have faint growth-Hnes only;

there is no trace of spiral striae.

The whorls are rather strongly convex, at first slowly increasing,

the last very wide, rather deeply descending in front. The aperture

is strongly oblique, nearly circular, faintly washed with ochraceous

within. The peristome is sharp, very little expanded except at the

columellar insertion where it is broadly dilated; terminations con-

nected by a rather long, quite thin parietal callus.

Alt. 8.5, diam. 16 mm.; umbilicus 2.8 mm.; 4| whorls.

Fort Grant, at foot of the Graham Range, Graham Co., Arizona,

the type, No. 58,121 A. N. S. P., collected by Dr. George H. Horn.

By the sculpture of the embryonic shell, as well as the general

appearance, this snail resembles Micrarionta hutsoni Clapp, which

is smaller, more depressed, with a larger umbilicus. It is somewhat

intermediate in form, between hutsoni and indioensis. If it really

belongs to Micrarionta, and there is no mistake about the locality,

it is widely separated from its congeners.

The single specimen has been in the collection for many years.

It had been labelled H. strigosa Gld.

Dr. Horn, the distinguished coleopterist, was stationed at Fort

Grant sometime after 1863, He collected a number of shells in

that vicinity, which were described by W. M. Gabb in the American

Journal of Conchology for October, 1866, pp. 330, 331, as follows:.

Helix hornii Gabb. [Thysanophora hornii].

H. strigosa Gld. "The largest specimen I have seen of the species"^

[
— Sonorella sp. undet.].

H. minuscula [Zonitoides minuscula alachuana.'].

Pupa (Modicella) arizonensis Gabb [
= Pupoides marginata var.].

Pupa hordacea Gabb [Pupoides hordacea\.

The locality is given as "Fort Grant, at the junction of the Arivapa

and San Pedro Rivers;" but that junction is really a long day's

travel—fully fifty miles—westward; yet it may have been the

nearest definite landmark to be found on maps of the time.

The "i/. strigosa" mentioned by Gabb is a Sonorella 25 mm. in

diameter, of the S. hachitana group. The upper part of the peri-

stome is broken awa}^, and the shell is bleached ; we do not recognize

the species.

Of the Zonitoides several live specimens are preserved. They
probably came from around a spring. All of the other shells men-
tioned are such as live among rocks in arid foothills. The speci-
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men of Pupa hordacea seems to have been given to Mr. Binney; the

other species taken by Dr. Horn are in the collection of the Academy.
As Dr. Horn was also at Gila Bend, Yuma and other places in

western Arizona, the possibility of an erroneous locality label for

the specimen of M. praesidii is to be considered. That specimen was
not mentioned in Gabb's paper, but he would doubtless have con-

sidered it a small "H. strigosa".

Sonorella rooseveltiana (Berry). PI. VI, figs. 9, 9a, 9b.

Nautilus XXXI, July, 1917, p. 14.

Roosevelt, Gila Co., Arizona, 2200 ft. elevation. Figures of the

type, supplied by Dr. Berry, are here given for comparison with the

forms of adjacent counties. They are 1.6 natural size, the diameter

being 16.5 mm.
S. rooseveltiana appears to belong to the hachitana group, but the

single specimen dissected was quite immature. It is, we believe,

the only mollusk reported from Gila County.

Sonorella delicata n. sp. PI. VI, figs. 6, 61, Gb.

The shell is umbilicate (umbilicus contained slightly over 6 times

in diameter of shell), thin, somewhat translucent, light ochraceous-

buff with several pale or whitish oblique streaks on the last whorl,

and a cinnamon-brown band above the periphery. Glossy, having

the usual weak irregular growth-lines. The embryonic whorls are

nearly smooth, but short, protractive threads may be seen near the

suture.

The last whorl is wide and descends rather slowly in front. The

aperture is strongly oblique, rounded-oval. Peristome thin, ex-

panded, with a dull brown edge.

Alt. 10.5, diam. 18.3 mm.; 4| whorls.

Genitalia (fig. 10) remarkable for the small size of the male organs.

The length of penis is about one-fifth the diameter of the shell, very

slender, having a stout basal sheath, and containing a short, cylindric

papilla. The epiphallus is longer than the penis, terminating in

a short flagellum.

Length of penis 3.5 mm.
papilla 1.2

"

epiphallus 4.5
"

flagellum 0.4
"

vagina 5.5 ''

Northern end of the Peloncillo Range, about 6 miles south of the

Gila River, on the toll road between Solomonsville and Clifton,
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Graham Co., Arizona; in a ''malpais" rock slide, about 4,800 ft
elevation, type No. 109,110 A. N. S. P. paratypes in Ferriss Coll.;
collected by J. H. Ferriss, 11-14-1913.

The shell recalls S. bowiensis Pils., differing by the wider last
whorl, smaller aperture and somewhat smaller umbilicus; also much
less distinct sculpture of the embryonic whorls. The genitalia,
examined in several individuals, differ by the very small size of the
male organs, relatively even smaller than in S. hachitana and its

ancfflfgellum.^''''''^'''^'''
""^ ^' '^'^''"^"- ""' ''"^^'''^ ""^ penis-papilla, epiphallus

immediate relatives. It differs from these by the cylindric penis-
papilla with bluntly conic end. The genitaha of S. walkeri P. & F.,
of the Santa Ritas, have considerable similarity.

The living animal has an odor like S. odorata in the Santa Catahnas.
Sonorella caerulifluminis n. sp. PI. VI, figs. 1 to 1.

The shell is depressed, umbilicate, the umbilicus contained about
8 times in the total diameter, somewhat translucent, nearly isabella
color, having a chestnut-brown band at the shoulder, showing above
the suture on the penult and usually half of the next earlier whorl,
and without white bordering bands, though the shell may be slightly
paler there. It is somewhat translucent throughout. Surface
gilossy. Embryonic portion of U whorls, at first with some radial
ripples, then irregularly pitted-granulose, with weak oblique threads
as in others of the S. hachitana group. First post-embryonic whorl
is weakly striate and minutely papillose; later whorls with sculpture
of delicate, irregular growth-lines only. The whorls are moderately
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convex, the last descending slowly in front. The aperture is rounded

oval-lunate, large. Peristome expands a little and is dilated at the

columellar insertion.

Alt. 14.6, diam. 25 mm.; alt. of aperture 12.3, width 14.3 mm.;

4| whorls (type. Station 18).

Blue and San Francisco Rivers, Graham Co., Arizona, the type

(No. 119,048 A. N. S. P.) from Station 18 (1914), San Francisco

River 6 miles above its confluence with the Blue River. Found also

at Stations 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20 (1914), and 89, 91 (1913); from

Ash Canyon, 6 miles above Clifton, to the mouth of Sardine Creek

on the Blue River. The higher of these colonies are at little more

than 4,000 ft.

While closely related to S. hachitana, it differs from that by the

absence of white bands bordering the shoulder-band, and of a white

umbilical area, by the suture descending less deeplj^ and not so

abruptly in front, and by the smooth penis-papilla.

Fig. 11. Genitalia of Sovorella ((eniHfluminis. a, No. 119,048, Station LS,

tvpical, with enlarged detail of penis-papilla; h, No. 119,042, Station 19; c,

Station 10, No. 119,046.
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r

The head and back are blackish brown, fading downward and back-

ward to dark grayish brown, the tail paler. The sole has lateral

bands somewhat darker than the central field (No. 119,048).

Genitalia (fig. 11) generally similar to S. hachitana. The penis

is very slender, its retractor muscle longer; penis-papilla slender,

smooth, with tapering end. A short flagellum is present. The
epiphallus is nearly as long as the penis. The vagina is generally

longer than the penis.

In one specimen dissected, Station 20 (fig. 12a), the penis is about

a third longer, its papilla very long, three times the usual length or

more. The flagellum also is much longer. Such differences would

usually be thought specific, yet I have not found any differences in

the shells from this localitv.

Fig. 12. a, Genitalia of S. coeruliflumims rar., 119,047, from Station 20,

Blue River, h, S. binncyi franciscana No. 119,044. r

Measurements of genitalia of S. ccerulifluminis.

Collecting Station 18 19 16 20

Penis 8.5 7.5 7 12

Penis-papilla 3 3.5 4 11

Epiphallus 8 6
•

7 8.7

Flagellum 0.6 0.7 0.5 2

Retractor . . .

.

10 13

Vagina 15 14 8 9.5

Museum No 119,048 119,042 119,046 119,047
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The size of the shell is rather variable, the extremes of diameter

in a series from Station 17 being 20 and 24.6 mm. The largest

specimen noticed measures 26.4 mm. An individual without a

dark band is photographed in fig. 4. It is from Station 19, Blue

River, at the mouth of Pigeon Creek. Two other shells from this

station are illustrated in figs. 2, 2a and 3, 3a.

Sonorella binneyi franciscana n. subsp. PI. VI, figs. .5, oa, bb.

The shell is umbilicate (width of umbilicus contained 9 to 10

times in that of shell), light pinki.sh cinnamon with some paler or

white oblique streaks and indistinctly paler on both sides of a chest-

nut-browm band above the periphery. This band shows above

the suture of the last half of the penult whorl. The surface is gloss}^;

embryonic shell of about 1 1 9 w'horls, the first half having some radial

ripples, the next whorl minutely granulate, having oblique, curved

threads, protractive below, retractive above; the later whorls with

fine, unequal growth-lines. The whorls are convex, slowly increasing

at first, the last rapidly widening, descending a little in front. The
aperture is unusuall}^ large, shortly oval-lunate. The peristome is

very narrowly expanded, straightened and dilated towards the

columellar insertion.

Alt. 11.6, diam. 19inm., aperture 9.8x11.5 mm.; 4| whorls.

San Francisco River, Graham Co., Arizona; type localitj^, Station

92 (1913), above Sardine Creek. Also taken at Station 93 in the

same vicinity, and at Station 13 (1914), 2 miles above Harper's.

Ferriss and Daniels.

The head and back are dark grayish brown shading into dark

vinaceous drab downward and backward, the tail light colored.

Genitalia (Fig. 126). The penis contains a cylindric papilla with

blunt, rounded end. The epiphallus is about twice as long as the

penis, and bears a small flagellum. The yenial retractor inserts on

the epiphallus some distance {over f mm.) above the penis. The vagina

is nearly or about as long as the penis. -^leasurements follow:

Station 13 13 93

Length of penis 5 6 7 mm.
papilla 2 2.3 3.5

"

epiphallus 10.5 10 10.5
"

flagellum 0.5 0.7 small

penial retractor 3.3

vagina 4.7 5 5.5 mm.
Museum No 119,044 119,044 109,413

By its genitalia and shell this subspecies is closely related to S.
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hinneyi P. & F., of the southern Chiricahuas. The blunt penis-

papilla, and especially the insertion of the penial retractor on the

epiphallus some distance beyond the apex of the penis, are alike in

both. There are, however, some differences in the proportions of

the organs, the epiphallus and penis-papilla being longer relative

to the penis in S. b. franciscana, and the last whorl oi franciscana is

a little wider, viewed from above.

The diameter, in specimens seen, is from 17 to 19.3 mm.

Ashmunella pilsbryana Feniss.

Ashmimlla pilsbryana Ferriss, Nautilus XXVII, 1914, p. 109.

Ashmunella pilsbryana Ferriss & PUsbry, Nautilus XXIX, 1S1.5, p. 42, pi. 2, fig. .3.

Arizona: Along the San Francisco River, from near Harper's

Ranch to 2 miles above the mouth of the Blue River, Graham and

Greenlee Counties, Arizona.

Ashmunella mogoUonensis (Pils.)-

Ashmunella chiricahuana mogoUonensis Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 190.',

p. 2.52, pi. 16, figs. 101,102.

Ashmunella moaoUonensis Pilsbry, Nautilus XXIX, 191.5, p. 42. Pilsbry <fc

Ferriss, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1917, p. 93, pi. 7, fig. 10 (shell), and pi. 10,

fig. 3 (genitalia).

Professor E. O. Wooten, who discovered this snail, crossed the

Mogollon Range from Willow to Silver Creeks, along what is now

called the Bursam road. He also made an excursion from the West

Fork of the Gila towards Mogollon Peak, reaching a point about

1| miles due east of the Peak, in the forks of Whitewater Creek, at

about 9,000 ft. It was probably here that he obtained the type of

A. mogoUonensis, though it is also common along Silver Creek and

the Bursam Road.

Specimens were taken along Silver Creek and the Bursam Road at

Stations 38, 42, 43, 44, 45, from about 7,500 to 9,000 ft. elevation,

and at Station 46, Little Turkey Creek, at about 9,000 ft.

It is rather variable in size, specimens from Station 38 measuring

from 16.5 to 21 mm. diameter, those from Station 46 from 17 to 19

mm. Other locahties in the Mogollons are Station 51, head of

Mineral Creek, where there are some beautiful albino shells, and 70,

76, 79, on Dry Creek, the shells mostly large.

In Arizona it was taken in 1913 at Stations 59, 84, 86, all on or

near the rim of the Blue Mountains, at 5,500 to 12,000 feet. The

shells average larger than in the Mogollons, very few being under

20 mm. in diameter. Specimens from Station 59 measure:
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Alt. 11.5 diam. 22.8 mm. 5| whorls.
u -^^ u 21 '<

5f
" 8.5 " 18.3 " b\

Extremes of size, Station 86.

Alt. 11 diam. 22.8 mm. 5f whorls.

" 10 " 19.5 " 5f
A. mogollonensis differs from A. c/u>im/«Ma?ia by the very small and

short penis, scarcely differentiated from the epiphallus; the absence

of a penial retractor muscle; and the more capacious spermatheca,

which is sacculate distally in some individuals. There are also dif-

ferences in the proportions of the organs, but whether constant or

not can be determined only by measuring a long series. In both the

epiphallus is very long. The shells can be distinguished by the

minute but deeply engraved spiral lines of A. mogollonensis.

Other species of Ashmunella from the Mogollon Mountains were

described in Nautilus XXIX, 1915, as follows:

Ashmunella tefrodon Pils. & Ferr. Dry Creek.

Ashmunella tetrodon mutator Pils. <fe Ferr. Dry Creek.

Ashmunella tetrodon inermis Pils. & Ferr. Dry Creek.

Ashmunella danielsi Pils. & Ferr. Cave Spring Canyon.

Ashmunella danielsi dispar Pils. & Ferr. Little Whitewater Creek.

Oreohelix cooperi (W. G. B.). PI. VII, figs. 1 to 6a.

Mogollon Mountains, Socorro Co., New Mexico: Willow Creek,

Stations 46-48, at from about 8,300 to nearly 9,000 ft.; Silver Creek
and along the Bursam Road (above Mogollon), at about 7,500 to

9,000 ft.. Stations 39, 40, 42, 42§, 43, 44; also Station 35.

The specimens from these localities closely resemble those figured

by us from the Black Range, N. M. (in these Proceedings for 1917,

pi. 9, figs. 5-9), but there is greater variation in contour, as in

pi. VII, figs. 6, 6a from Station 42f , near the crest of the range,

measuring

Alt. 13, diam. 21 mm.
" 16.5, " 20 "

The commonest form is hke that shown in pi. 9, fig. 7 of our paper

of 1917; the size generally from 21 to 23 mm. diam. A large shell

from Station 48 measures, alt. 16.4, diam. 23.3 mm. At Stations

39 and 40 they are smaller, diam. 18 to 20 mm. The size is inde-

pendent of elevation, as there are larger shells both above and below

these stations in the Willow Creek region.

In Arizona the same "Black Range form" of cooperi was found

on the southern slope of the Blue Mountains, Station 59 (1913),
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in Gosper's pasture, Station 58 (pi. YII, fig. 1) and farther north-

ward in the southern part of Apache Co., on Mt. Thomas, White

Mountains, at Station 75 (1913). In all of these stations there are

the same capacious whorls and frequently ver.y high spire noted in

the Mogollons.

All of the preceding inhabit high elevations, and all were found

under logs and leaves in heavy timber, as in the Black Range of New

Mexico. The following lots were all among rocks (pi. YII, figs. 2-56).

Farther down the Blue River (in Greenlee Co., Arizona), the species

was found as far as Station 23, east side of the river 2 miles above

the mouth of Grant Creek (pi. VII, figs. 5-56). While there is

abundant intergradation with the shells of higher elevations just

noticed, the majority of the shells are more openly umbilicate.

Tvlany have the spire very high, but this is variable in all the lots.

Three examples from Station 23 figured measure:

Alt. 16, diam. 26.5 mm., umbilicus 4.7 mm.
u

;^g^
u 24 " " 4.5 "

u
ly'g

u 23 ''
" 3

"

The shells from Station 25 are almost as large; those from Stations

26 to 32 (going up the river) are smaller. Specimens from Station

29, 1 mile above Blue River Ranger Station (pi. VII, figs. 2-26)

measure

:

Alt. 17, diam. 22.3 mm.
'' 18 " 22.2 "

" 15 " 22 ''

" 15.6, " 18 ''

Fig. 13. OreoMix cooperi, albino, Station 29.

There are some beautiful albino specimens in this lot (fig. 13).

Other examples are figured (pi. VII, figs. 3, 3a) from Station 27,

near the Blue River Ranger Station, where the shells are very dark

colored. One measures, alt. 13, diam. 20.5, umbilicus 5 mm.

A series from Station 36, Mt. Lisa, Lisa Creek, Socorro Co.,

N. jM., 20 miles north of Alma, is similar to those of Station 29, also

with not a few albino shells.
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The Blue River series shows all gradations of shape between very-

high shells, those of the typical cooperi contour, and an openly um-
bilicate shell with whorls of small caliber. The sculpture varies from

that of Black Range cooperi to more effaced, the striation and spirals

weak.

Fig. 14. Genitalia of Orcohelix cooperi. a, Gosper's pasture; h, Blue River^
Station 26; c, form apache, Black River, Station 81.

The genitalia (figs. 14a, b, c) agree with those organs in 0. cooperi

from the Black Range, N. M., figured in these Proceedings for 1917,

p. 101, fig. 5. The internally ribbed portion of the penis forms more
than half of the total length of that organ, as in all forms of 0. cooperi.

Measurements in mm. follow. Numerous other specimens opened

but not measured were seen to agree with those illustrated. They
are distinguishable at sight from all forms of 0. strigosa.

Station.
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0. cooperi form apache, new form (pi. VII, figs. 7 to 8a). Rather

large size, dark or very dark coloring and subobsolete sculpture (the

spirals being especially weak) characterize the shells taken along the

Black River and Fish Creek, in Apache County, Arizona. The shell is

generally quite depressed and as openly umbilicate as the forms of

0. strigosa. The diameter is usually from 22 to 26 mm. Few have
the spire very high, and none are as high as many of the Blue River

shells.

Fig. 15. Reproducti\'e organs of Oreohelix strigosa meridional is, the middle
figure drawn from the type specimen.
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Alt. 15, diam. 24 mm., umbilicus 4.5 mm.
Type No. 109,184, from Station 76 (1913), Black River 2 miles

above Fish Creek. It was taken also at Stations 53, 60-62, 64, 66,

68, 69, 71, 72, 76-81, 83 of the expedition of 1913.

On account of the form and sculpture of this large series, so unlike

the usual forms of cooperi, it appears best to name it. The Blue

River series varies from the apache type to the normal cooperi form.

Indeed, specimens could be selected from the MogoUon series agree-

ing with apache, though they are quite exceptional there. The
genitaha are either practically typical cooperi, as at Station 76, or

the costate part of the penis may be relatively a trifle longer, as at

Station 81 (fig. 14c).

Oreohelix strigosa meridionalis n. subsp. PI. VII, fie. 9.

The shell is depressed and very openly umbilicate, the last whorl

subangular above the aperture; otherwise resembhng 0. c. apache.

Striation weak, subobsolete spiral hues only very faintly developed.

Alt. 14.4, diam. 24.5 mm.; umbihcus 6 mm. wide; 5| whorls.

Y Salt House branch of Eagle Creek, Graham Co., Arizona; type
No. 109,186 A. N. S. P. Also taken on the Black River near the

horseshoe bend.

B}' the shells alone we would hardly separate this form from 0.

cooperi apache; yet the genitalia were found to be like 0. s. depressa.

The genitalia (fig. 15) agree with those of 0. s. depressa and various

allied forms except that the organs are longer in shells of similar

diameter; yet in Colorado depressa this is a rather variable character,

and it is somewhat affected by the conditions of preservation. The
penis is very long, its internally costate portion hardly one-third of

the entire length, having about 4 principal ribs within; the internally

•papillose portion flattened, weakly ribbed within, sometimes having a
trilobed section distally. Measurements of the organs in mm. follow

:

Station
(1913).
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Oreohelix bartaata Pils.

The occurrence of this species in the MogoUons was a surprise,

as it was described from the Cave Creek region of the Chiricahuas,

far to the south. It does not inhabit the dryer northern half of the

Chiricahua range, and its distribution is therefore conspicuously

discontinuous. It evidently changes much more slowly than the

Ashmunellas, though some little differentiation may be seen as noted

below.

In Dry Creek, it was taken in the slides with Ashniunella, at Stations

62, 64, 68, 70, 72, 75, 77, 78 and 79. In most of these colonies it

reaches large size, even larger than in the Chiricahuas. Two examples

from Station 79 measure: height 8, diam. 16 mm., and height 9,

diam. 15.4 mm. Usually there are several circular fringes on the

last whorl above the periphery, and more on the base than in Chiri-

cahua examples. In the latter, fringes above are exceptional. Count-

ing that at the periphery, there are usually 8 to 11 spiral -wreaths in

Dry Creek harhata, 6 to 10 in Chiricahuan specimens. In some lots

the cuticular appendages are mostly or quite lost in the adult stag-e.

Some consist partly of smaller individuals; and at Stations 64 and 75

all are small, 11-12 mm. in diameter.

Cave Spring Canyon, Station 57. Very small, about 10 mni.

diameter, and agreeing well with 0. b. minima P. & F. (Proc. A. N. S.

Phila. 1910, p. 94, fig. 15) from Pucker Canyon, Chiricahuas. There

is probably no direct relationship, each being presumably a dimin-

utive race of the normal larger forms of their respective ranges.

These small forms show decadence by the deep descent of the last

whorl to the aperture.

Willow Creek, Station 46. This is on the eastern slope of the :Mo-

gollon watershed. The size is small, diameter about 11 mm. Cutic-

ular appendages usually deciduous.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb).

Arizona: Station 45 (1913), John Lyon's Mountain, north of the

Little Dragoons. Blue River, Station 18 (1914), and Little Blue

River, Greenlee Co.

New Mexico: Station 76, Dry Creek, west side of the :\Iogollon

Mountains.

Thysanophora ingersoUi (Bid.)-

Arizona: Reservation Creek, 9,500 ft.; Fish Creek; Horseshoe

bend of Black River, and 2 miles above, at 9-10,000 ft. Apache Co.

Cosper's pasture, Graham'Co.
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New Mexico: Stations 38, 42, 45, 51, 57 in the Mogollon Moun-
tains, abundant.

ENDODONTIDu53.

Gonyodiscus cronkhitei (Nc).

Arizona: Gosper's pasture, 11,000 ft., and rim of the Blue Moun-
tains, 12,000 ft., Graham Co.; Blue River, Station 29 (1914), Green-

lee Co. AVhite Mountain Camp at Mt. Thomas, 13,500 ft., Apache Co.

New Mexico: Stations 36, 42, 45, 46, 57 in the IMogollon Moun-
tains, abundant.

Kadiodiscus millecostatus Pils. & Ferr.

Arizona: Little Blue River, Greenlee Co.; Gosper's pasture and

Station 59, head of "hot air trail" rim of Blue Mountains, 12,000 ft.,

Graham Co.; Reservation Creek, Apache Co.

New INIexico: Station 45, Willow Creek, Mogollon Mountains.

Helicodiscus arizonensis (P. & F.).

Arizona: Gosper's ranch, on the Blue River, 5,060 ft.

New Mexico: Stations 36, 42, 55, 57, Mogollon Mountains.

Punctum conspectum (Bid.)-

Arizona: Station 75 (1913), Thomas Peak, Apache Co.

New Mexico: Willow Creek, Mogollon Mountains, at Station

45 (1914).

These shells appear to be somewhat more glossy than the Cali-

fornians compared, the spiral striation better developed, and the

riblets irregularly developed; yet we would hesitate to separate the

specimens from this widely spread west coast species.*^

Punctum pygmaeum (Drap.).

Arizona: Station 70 (1913), Black River near the Horseshoe

bend; somewhat abundant. This is the first record of the species

for Arizona.
ZONITIDiE.

Polita hammonis electrina (.Gld.).

Arizona: Station 80 (1913), Black River. One example. There

are no spiral striae.

Polita indentata umbilicata (.Ckll.).

Arizona: Blue River at Gosper's ranch, 5,060 ft., and Stations

6 A form of this species was collected in great numbers about bushes in a

meadow at the west end of Oswego, Clackamas Co., Oregon, by ]\Ir. John A.

Allen in 1913 and 1914. It differs from typical P. conspectum by the larger size

and decidedly higher, conic spire, and may be called Punctum conspectum alleni.

The type measm-es, alt. 1.7, diam. 2.3 mm. "(No. 11 1,413 o, A.N. S. P.). A specimen

of P. conspectum received from Bland measures, alt. 1.25, diam. 2.1 mm.—H. A. P.
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18, 29 (1914); Little Blue; rim of Blue Mountains, 12,000 ft.; also

in Apache Co. on Fish Creek, 10,500 ft.

New Mexico: Stations 38, 42, 46, 55, Mogollon Mountains.

Striatura milium meridionalis (P. <fe F.)

.

Arizona: Cosper's pasture, 11,000 ft., Graham Co.; Black River

and Reservation Creek, 9,500 ft., Apache Co.

New Mexico: Station 57, south fork of Whitewater Creek,

Mogollon Mountains.

Zonitoides arborea (Say).

Arizona: Station 29, Blue River; Cosper's pasture and rim of the

Blue Mountains, Graham Co.; Reservation Creek and Fish Creek,

Apache Co. Up to 12,000 ft.

New Mexico: Stations 38, 42, 46, 50, in the Mogollon Mountains.

Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Dall).

Arizona: Graham Mountain, Graham Co.; Station 6, foot of

Copper King Mountain. Reservation Creek, Apache Co.

New Mexico: Big Dry Creek, Mogollon Mountains.

Zonitoides singleyana (Pils.).

Arizona: Station 6 (1914), foot of Copper King Mountain, 1 mile

below Harper's, Graham Co.

Euconulus fulvus (Miill.).

Arizona: Station 58, Cosper's pasture, 59, rim of Blue Mountains,

Graham Co.; Reservation Creek and Station 75, White Mountain

Camp, 13,500 ft.

New Mexico: Stations 38, 42, 45, 46, 47, 50, 53, in the Mogollon

Mountains.
VITRINIDuE.

Vitrina alaskana Dall.

Arizona: Rim of Blue Mountains, 12,000 ft., Graham Co.; Res-

ervation Creek, Apache Co., 9,000 ft.

New Mexico : Stations 45, 46, Willow Creek, Mogollon Mountains.

VALLONIID^.
Vallonia perspectiva Sterki.

Arizona: Graham Mountains; Cosper's ranch of the Blue River,

5,060 ft. ; Ole Hagen's ranch on Eagle Creek. Abundant.

New Mexico: Station 38, Silver Creek above Mogollon, and 57,

south branch Whitewater Creek; also Big Dry Creek, IMogollon

Mountains.

Vallonia cyclophorella Ckll.

Arizona: Cosper's pasture and rim of Blue Mountains, Graham

Co.; Reservation Creek, Apache Co. 9,500 to 12,000 ft.
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FERUSSAOID^.
Cochlicopa lubrica (Miill.).

Arizona: Graham Mountain; Little Blue River; Gosper's on the

Blue River; rim of Blue Mountains, Graham Co.; Fish Creek, Apache
Co.

New Mexico: Stations 38, 42, 46, Mogollon Mountains.

Pupilla blandi pithodes Pi Is. & Ferr.

Arizona: Reservation Creek, and head of Black River, Apache

Co.; Gosper's pasture, Graham Go. New Mexico: Stations 38,

45, 46, 47, 53 Willow Greek, Mogollon Mountains, at about 9,500-

10,000 ft.

This is the same race found in great abundance along the summit
of the Black Range, N. M. It is larger, especially wider, than typical

P. blandi, the crest is weaker the striation stronger. The lip is but

little thickened within, and the three teeth are well developed. It

is of a walnut-brown color.

Length 3.7, diam. 1.7 mm.; 7^ whorls.]

3.25 " 1.75'' 6| " 115,361 A. N. S. P.

3.05 " 1.7 '' 6| " J

Pupilla hebes (Ancey).

Arizona: Gosper's pasture and rim of Blue Mountains, Stations

58, 59, Graham Co.; Reservation Creek, Apache Co. 9,500 to 12,000

feet.

Gastrocopta ashmuni (Sterki).

Arizona: Gosper's ranch on the Blue River, 5,060 ft.; Ole Hagen's

ranch, Eagle Creek. Very few found.

New ^Mexico : 8 Stations in the Mogollon range.

Gastrocopta dalliana (Sterki).

Arizona: Station 6 (1914), foot of Copper King Mountain, near

Harper's place; Ole Hagen's, Eagle Greek, Graham Co.

Gastrocopta quadridens Pils.

New ^Mexico: Stations 42 and 47, Silver and Willow Creeks,

]\Iogollon Mountains.

Gastrocopta pilsbryana (Sterki).

Arizona: Graham Mountains; Ole Hagen's on Eagle Creek; Gos-

per's ranch, Blue River; Little Blue River; Gosper's pasture;

Horseshoe of Black River; Fish Greek. From about 5,000 to 11,000 ft.

New Mexico: Stations 38, 45, 47, 50, on Silver, Willow, Turkey

and Big Dr}^ Greeks, Mogollon Mountains. It is generally distrib-

uted over the wooded country covered in this report.
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Vertigo ovata Say.

Arizona : Station 6, foot of Copper King Mountain, 1 mile below

Harper's place, Graham Co.

Vertigo concinnula Ckll.

New Mexico: Stations 38, 42, 45, 50, 53 (1914), on Silver, Willow

and Turkey Creeks, Mogollon Mountains, Socorro Co.

Vertigo coloradensis arizonensis P. & V.

Arizona: Red Sack, Graham Mountains; Horseshoe bend of

Black River, Apache Co.

New Mexico: Station 38, Silver Creek, 53, Willow Creek, 50,

Turkey Creek, 57, south fork Whitewater Creek, Mogollon Moun-

tains.

Vertigo modesta insculpta Pils.

Arizona: Gosper's pasture and rim of Blue Mountains; Graham

Co.; Reservation Creek, White Mountains, Apache Co.

Columella alticola (In^ersoll).

New Mexico: Station 45, Willow Creek, Mogollon Mountains.

SUOOINEID^.
Succinea avara Say.

Arizona: Ctenegra near Solomonsville, Graham Co.

New Mexico : Station 46, Willow Creek, Mogollon Mountains.

PHYSID^.
Physa virgata Gld.

Arizona: Stations 19 and 20, Blue River.

Physa sp. undet.

Arizona: Reservation Creek, near the Big Spring, Apache Co.

With only immature specimens and broken adults an identification

is difficult.

UNIONID^.
Anodonta dejecta Lewis.

Arizona: Black River, southern border of Apache Co.

"Subfossil" valves of this species are found in the banks of the

Santa Cruz river at Tucson.

Collecting Stations of J. H. Ferriss in Graham, Greenlee and Apache
Counties, Arizona, in 1913.

47. Near Mud Springs, trail on summit of Big Graham Mountains.
48. Tank 10 miles south of SolomonsviUe (Physa only).
49. Swampy place 7 miles south of SolomonsviUe (Physa only).
50. Rock sUde on the right side of the toll road, 6 miles south of Coronado.

PeloncUlo Range.
51. Eagle Creek.
52. Eagle Creek, .3 miles above the fork, east bank.
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53-54. Eagle Creek, 5 miles above the forks.

55. Eagle Creek, 5 miles above the forks, west side.

56. Y Salt House branch (west fork) of Eagle Creek, J^ mile above Hot
Air Salt House.

57. 4 miles above mouth of Y salt house branch on Hot Air trail.

58. Cosper's pasture, top of the Blue Mountains, 12,000 ft.

59. Southern rim of the Blue Mountains.
60. Fish Creek, beaver dam camp. Apache Co.
61-65. Rock slides along Fish Creek.
66-72. Black River, near Horseshoe bend.
73. Reservation Creek, 2 miles below Big Springs.

74. Camp 4 miles below Big Springs (Physa and Pisidium).
75. Head of Black River, camp 2 miles below summit of Thomas Peak

(summit 13,500 ft.). White Mts., Apache Co., Ariz.

76-S3. Black River, 2 miles above Fish Creek.
84. Y Salt House trail, rim of Blue Mountains, 12,000 ft.

85. Below the same.
86. Raspberr}'^ or East Eagle trail, 3 miles above Cosper's place on the Blue

River.
87-88. Between Cosper's and the Little Blue River.

89. Mouth of the Little Blue River, 4,000 ft.

90. Spring 3 miles below mouth of Little Blue iPhysa).
91. Sardine Creek 1 mile above mouth.
92. San Francisco River opposite Sardine Creek.
93. Rock sUde on the east bank of San Francisco River, 3 miles below Station

92.

Collecting Stations of J. H. Ferriss and L. E. Daniels in Graham and
Greenlee Counties, Arizona, and Socorro County, New Mexico, 1914.

List compiled by Daniels.

4. Gila River drift at Guthrie, Arizona. (Stations on the San Francisco
River.)

5. Ash Canyon one mile below Harper's on the "Frisco" (San Francisco)
River, six miles above Chfton, Arizona.

6. One mile below Harper's, west side of Frisco River, foot of Copper King
Mountain.

7. 8. Ash Canyon, above Station 5.

9. Branch of Ash Canj^on below Station 5, one mile below Harper's.
10. Ash Canj^on opposite Station 5, one mile below Harper's.

11. Top of Copper King Mountain, N. W. of Colorado Mine. 6 miles above
Clifton. Elevation 4,500 ft.

12. Top of Copper King Mountain, west of Colorado Mine. 4,500 ft.

13. Slide on east bank of Frisco River, two miles above Harper's ranch and
eight miles above Chfton.

14. Frisco River, two miles above mouth of Blue River.

(Stations on the immediate banks of the Blue River, Greenlee Co., Arizona.)

15. Four miles up from the mouth of the Blue River.

16. Five miles up the Blue River.

17. 18. Six miles up the Blue River. ,

19. Blue River at mouth of Pigeon Creek.
20. One mile down the Blue River from Base Line Ranger Station, east bank.
21. Little Blue River; same as Station 89 (1913).

22. "The Chunneys," three miles above Cosper's Ranch. Elevation 5,853 ft.

23. East side of Blue River one half mile below Grant Creek. 6000 ft.

24. One mile above Grant Creek, east side of Blue River.

25. Near Geo. Thompson's Ranch, three miles below Blue Post Office.

26. One mile above Blue Post Office. Elevation 6,100 ft.

27. 28. Near Blue Ranger Station.

29. One mile above Blue Ranger Station. (Twenty-one miles south of Luna,
New Mexico, and 65 miles north of Clifton, Arizona.)

30. East side of Blue River, nearly at the top of the mountain.
.31. Blue River south of the saw mill.
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32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

(Stations in New Mexico.)

East side of Blue River, one mile north of saw mill.
East side of Blue River, three miles north of saw mill.
Mill HoUow, near top of hill, San Francisco Mountain, 8,500 ft.; about

8 miles southwest from Luna.
Near the Alma Wagon Road, 10 miles from Luna, in a rock slide sur-
rounded bj^ poplars. Crest of San Francisco Mountains.

Saliz Mountam, east side of Saliz Creek, 20 miles north of Alma, elevation
I f\J\J\J 1 1/«

(Stations in the Mogollon Range.)

List compiled by Ferriss. Approximate positions are shown in fig. 16.

37-41. Along Silver Creek above Mogollon City.
42. Near saw mill, head of Silver Creek.
43, 44. Bursam Road, between Silver and Willow Creeks.
45-49. WUlow Creek.
60. Turkey Creek.
51, 52. Head of Mineral Creek.
53, 54. Head of Willow Creek.
55. Little Whitewater Creek.
56-58. South Fork of Little Whitewater.
59. Cave on Spring Creek.
60-80. Big Dry Creek.

Fig. 16. Part of the Mogollon Mountains, Socorro Co., N. M. Canyons
traced from U. S. Geological Survey Topographic Map, Mogollon Quadrangle,
and reduced ]/2..
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Explanation of Plates III to VII.

Plate III.—Figs, la, 16, 2.

—

Sonorella odorata n. sp. Station 18 (1917), a gulch
75 yards east of Alder Spring. No. 119,501.

Figs. 3, 3a, 36.

—

Sonorella odorata n. sp., type. Head of Alder Canyon.
No. 119,033.

Fig. 4.

—

Sonorella odorata n. sp. Form with narrow umbilicus. Station 18
(1913), Soldier Camp. No. 119,499.

Figs. 5-56.

—

Sonorella marmorarius limifontis n. subsp., type. Station 17
(1913), bluffs near Mud Spring. No. 119,500.

Figs. 6, 6a, 66.

—

Sonorella odorata marmoris n. subsp., type. Station 36
(1913), Old Dan Gulch, northwestern side of Marble Peak. No. 109,075.

Figs. 7, 7a.

—

Sonorella marmorarius imula n. subsp., type. Station 17
(1917), limestone hill, 6 miles northwest of Brush Corral, in the northern
foothills. No. 119,503.

Figs. 8-86.

—

Sonorella mormorarius imula n. subsp. Station 19 (1917),
same limestone hill. No. 119,502.

Figs. 9-96.

—

Sonorella marmorarius n. sp., type. Station 26 (1913), Marble
Peak. No, 109,078.

Plate IV.—Figs. 1-16.

—

Sonorella sdbinoensis n. sp. Half mile west of camp near
mouth of Sabino canyon. No. 109,094,

Figs. 2-26.

—

Sonorella sabinoensis n. sp., type. Station 16, mouth of Sabino
Canyon. No. 109,097.

Figs. 3-36.

—

Sonorella sabinoensis n. sp. Station 16 (1913). No. 119,487.
Figs. 4-46.

—

Sonorella sabinoensis n. sp. Station 9, 2 mUes above camp near
mouth of Sabino Canyon. No. 119,488.

Figs. 5, 5a, and 5b-5d. Sonorella sabinoensis n. sp. Bear Canyon, Station
13 (1913), Depressed and elevated individuals. No. 119,490.

Figs. 6-66. Sonorella hesterna n. sp., type. Station 148 (1917), Shaw
ranch, southern foothills of the Rincons. No, 119,489.

Plate V.—Figs. 1-16.

—

Sonorella sabinoensis occidentalis n. subsp., type. Sta-
tion 36 (1917), south side of Pima Canyon, No, 119,491.

Figs. 2-26.

—

Sonorella sabinoensis buehmanensis n. subsp., type. Station 44
(1913), Buehman Canyon near Korn Kobb mine. No. 109,198.

Figs. 3-36.

—

Sonorella sabinoensis buehmanensis n. .sp. Station 43 (1913),
Buehman Canyon. No. 119,492.

Figs. 4—16.-

—

Sonorella tortillita n. sp. Station 41 (1917), east side of Hog
Canyon, Tcrtilhta Mountains. No. 118,053.

Figs. 5-56.

—

Sonorella galiurensis, n. sp. Station 30 (1917). Trail 114.

mUes south of Copper Creek mining camp, Galiuro Mountains, Top and
face views of type, base of a paratype. No, 119,493.

Figs. 6-66.

—

Sonorella galiurensis n, sp. These views of a topotype. No,
119,493a,

Plate VI,—Figs. 1-16. Sonorella cceruUfluminis n. sp., tjTje. Station 18

(1914), west side of Blue River 6 miles above mouth. No. 119,048.
Figs. 2, 2a, 3, 3a.

—

Sonorella cceruUfluminis n. sp. Station 19, Blue River
at mouth of Pigeon Creek. No. 119,042,

Fig. 4.

—

Sonorella cceruUfluminis n. sp. An albino specimen from the same
station. No. 119,316.

Fig. 5.

—

Sonorella binneyi frnnciscana n. subsp., type. Station 92 (1913),
east side of San Francisco River above Sardine Creek. No. 119,052.

Figs. 6-66.

—

Sonorella delicata n. sp. Type. No. 109,110.
Figs. 7-76.

—

Sonorella grahamensis n. sp. Type. No. 109,101.
Figs. 8-86.

—

Micrarionta proe^idii n. sp. Type. No, 58,121.
Figs. 9-96.

—

Sonorella rooseveltiana Berry. Type Xl.6, No, 3733 Berry
collection.
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Plate VII.—Fig. 1.—Station 58 (1913), Oreohelix cooperi (W. G. B.). Gosper's

pasture, rim of Blue Mountains. No. 109,173.

Figs. 2-26.—0. cooperi. Station 29 (1914), west side Blue River, 1 mile

above Blue River Ranger Station, Arizona. No. 119,178.

Figs. 3, 3a.—O. cooperi. Station 27, near preceding station. No. 119,179.

Fig. 4.—O. cooperi. Station 32, east side Blue River, N. M. No. 119,497.

Figs. 5-56.—O. cooperi. Station 23, east side Blue River. No. 2.

Figs. 5-56.—-0. cooperi. Station 23, east side Blue River, 2 miles below
mouth of Grant Creek, Arizona. No. 119,150.

Figs. 6, 6a. 0. cooperi. Station 42 K, Bursam Road, head of Silver Creek,

Mogollon Mts., 8,000 ft. No. 119,498.

Fig. 7.—O. cooperi apache n. subsp., type. Station 76 (1913), Black River,

2 miles above Fish Creek. No. 109,184.

Figs. 8, 8a.

—

0. cooperi apache. Station 53 (1914). Black River. No.
109,183.

Fig. 9.—Oreohelix strigosa meridionalis n. subsp., type. Y Salt House Fork
of Eagle Creek. No. 109,186.
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MOLLUSCA OF THE SOUTHWESTERN STATES, XI—FROM THE TUCSON
RANGE TO AJO, AND MOUNTAIN RANGES BETWEEN THE

SAN PEDRO AND SANTA CRUZ RIVERS, ARIZONA.

By Henry A. Pilsbry and James H. Ferriss.

We continue here the examination of mollusks of the desert

mountains of the southwest carried on in former papers of this

series. The accumulation of data on more or less similar faunas of

the many mountain ranges of this region is, from the nature of

the task, somewhat monotonous; yet such work is absolutely es-

sential to an understanding of the problems of distribution and
evolution. A study of the distribution and migrations of such
desert genera as Sonorella, which we have under way, cannot be
made until reasonably full local data are available.

The records following relate almost wholly to the faunas of

Pima County and the western border of Cochise County, Arizona.

The explorations were made by one of us (J. H. F.) in 1917 18,

continued in company with the late Mr. A. A. Hinkley, in 1919.

Types of the new species and subspecies are in the museum of

the Academy. Paratypes of all are in the Ferriss collection.

1. List of stations and of mollusks collected from the Tucson Range west
to Ajo.

II. List of stations and of mollusks collected in the Empire, Whetstone,
Mustang, Huachuca, Santa Rita, Patagonia, San CayeA/to, Tumacacori and
Pajaritos Ranges.

III. Notes and descriptions of Sonorella, Oreohelix, Bulimulus and Holospira.
IV. On Micrarionta roicelli (Newc.) and M. neivcombi, new species.

I. List of Stations and of Mollusks Collected from the
Tucson Range to Ajo.

To the eastern man, Tucson seems to be upon the rim of the world,

more so than San Diego. At Tucson it is Ajo, 150 miles westward,

that is the land's end and thus fascinating to explorers and miners.

Contemplating the journey to Ajo, a little run was made out in

that direction to the Tucson range about Christmas time, 1917,

to try a new machine and to take a look at the road. Camp was
made that afternoon at Pictured Rocks, a pass about the middle

of the range, an hour from the city. The next day, Christmas,

Frank Cole, our guide, hunter, cook and boss, brought in a wild

pig, and Sonorella bones were found. The pig was baked with

(47)
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sweet potatoes, and there were hot biscuits, jam and peaches on

Christmas day.

The next day living Sonorellas were found at four stations. A
diamond rattler, mountain sheep, black-tailed deer and small game
were in evidence, here under the shadow of the chief city of the

state, more than in any range visited in 1917-18.

The Christmas recoiinoiter was satisfactory. A few days were

needed to finish up the Tucson hills and again we camped there.

This programme was repeated a number of times, and the west

side of the range during the months of January and February was

well explored from Catt mountain on the south end to Relitto

village on the north, about 35 miles.

During the last week of February the newly paved county road

was taken to Ajo. The machine ran as though on air. Some
twenty-two miles west of the city, on the Robles ranch, small

buttes of limestone capped by lava appear, not over 100 or 150

feet above the desert floor; but we turned aside for a couple of

miles and investigated. Sonorellas were very plentiful and alive.

Heretofore the highest peaks of Arizona, at least from 8,000 to

10,000 feet, have been our idea of snail prosperity. The species is

a small form of S. ambigua, here at the eastern limit of its range.

This discovery caused a deflection to the nearby Roskruge range

where further good fortune awaited us, Sonorella herryi, and others

;

and it was the 7th of March before we were again on the road to

Ajo. These mountains are on the right of the county road, but the

Coyote range on the left seemed much higher than when viewed

from the Baboquivari peaks. Thus another deflection, and our

tents were pitched in the main canyon, or cove of the Coyotes

facing eastward. Here was a half section or more of level land,

well- forested with mesquite and paloverde, long known for its

ranch houses, mines, and good water. Four domes of granite

tower on the southwest. There are thick groves of oak, and a

wealth of snails and ferns, one of the most pleasing places in this

region (see maps. Text-figs. 5 and 6).

Sonorella ambigua grows larger in the Coyotes than elsewhere.

It is also the prevalent Sonorella in Bobb's Butte and the southern

Roskruges, where *S. herryi and an interesting small race of S. iu-

mamocensis were taken in single colonies.

On the 22nd of March the Coyotes, Kitt's Peak and a spur of

the Baboquivaris were left behind. Water was taken on at Indian
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Oasis, where the National Government, a Presbyterian mission,

and the traders have a beautiful village. All west of the Tucson
Range to the western limit of Pima county belongs to the Papago
Indians, a tribe rich in horses and cattle, and in good health. It is

the desert proper, but well covered with mesquite, paloverde and
the giant cactus. Columns of the latter run up fifty to sixty feet

occasionally, and the ribs are largely used by Indians and Mexicans
in fencing and house building. The forests of giant cacti are

sometimes thirty miles wide. The desert trees made good fire-

wood and fencing but do not grow larger in this region than apple

trees of the east. Little real timber is seen west of Kitt's Peak.

Low parts of the desert are selected for farming, and the Indians

have many acres of corn and wheat under cultivation. If the rains

come they get a fair crop. There were not as many species of

native plants westward of Tucson as eastward, but there were

changes and new societies, hour after hour. The organ cactus

{Cereus thurberi), here near its northern limit, we saw for the first

time, also the crucifix tree and another species of the paloverde

group. The organ cactus grows only fifteen or twenty feet high

and branches freely, or rather, the stems spread at the surface of

the soil. It is only about eight inches in diameter, but has the

same rib construction as the giant cactus.

The hills and low mountains of the region west of the Tucson

range, as well as a large part of the Tucson range itself, are capped

with eruptive rock, "malpais" and basalt. This gray volcanic

rock is oxidized by the weather, polished by the sand blast, thus

the hills take on a dark bronze color. Among the broken fragments

or blocks of this flow a prehistoric people left trenches and for-

tresses, plainly constructed for defensive purposes. Thus trench

warfare is not as new as some may believe, for the Indiars now
living here do not know who built these fortifications. The graves

of this people were also on the hillsides, built above-ground of lava

blocks and timbered, and in this climate much of the wood is still

sound. On top, the level spaces had squares and circles cleared in

the lava for dwellings. In picture-writings their stories are re-

corded upon the larger volcanic blocks and cliffs.

Sonorellas in every hill was the rule until near the Big Ajo range.

Then a light-colored powder appeared on the lava, and a week passed

without finding a shell, except a few of the small fry found in drift.

One hundred and one miles west of Tucson the fine desert Son-
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orella, S. amhigtia, was found in the low hills, but not })eyond there.

It is one of the wide-ranging snails, found also far southward, on

the Mexican boundary, and extending west of any other SonoreUa.

Sonorellas were the only large species obtained from Tucson to

Ajo. Chaenaxis and Thysanophora hornii were common, but

other small shells few in number. Desert Sonorellas, large as they

are, give the pursuer a hard race. In dry weather they retire to

the deepest regions of their talus world, and to the farthest corners,

and stay there in cool weather, wet or dry. Only a steady down-

pour on a warm day awakens long sleep and the attachment to

smooth stones. But in numerous instances SonoreUa has been sur-

prised in the world above, in rainy weather, wandering among the

fresh vegetation and fallen leaves. There again they are discovered

with much difficulty. In the egg-laying periods they often

gather plentifully among stones near fresh vegetation at the lower

edge of the slide. In some instances they seemed to herd their

young. Perhaps but a few^ times in their history do they partake

of a square meal. And, where is their harvest field, in the stone

pile, or in the vegetation above?

Ajo is now one of the great mining centers of Arizona, and at the

time of our visit was but a little over a year old in this reputation,

though an old camp in the history of the state. The prospect of

novelty and entertainment was pleasing, but the snailing proved

disheartening. Later, information was gathered that a colony of

shells had been seen in the Big Ajo Mountains southward, at a

walnut grove and spring. Also that there were shells in the

Mesquite Range on the Mexican border. The large Growler Range
west of Ajo city looked promising from a distance, but the Mexican

bandits were active at that time along the western boundary.

There were also hills of promise on the road back. The Pisenomo

route Tucsonward was taken, and shells found in the south end of

the Quijotoa Range, and in the southern foot hills of the Cababi

Range. Again SonoreUa ambigua; also Chcenaxis, and various

Pupillidse.

Sonorellas have a wide range in station, from decaying logs in the

deep moist woods of the Catalinas, to the hot side of dry desert

hills. At our camp near the Palo Alto Cattle Company's ranch

house, at the foot of Kitt's Peak, a small desert hill not over fifty

feet high sheltered a colony of Sonorellas. Near the summit of

Kitt's peak a colony of small Sonorellas, S. xanthenes, had chosen
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heavy shade and a deep forest cover; in similar situations Polygyra

qlbolabris, paUiata and thyroidus are found in the east.

April 8th, our expedition to Ajo was again under roof at Tucson.

Many may make that journey in quicker time, but few will see as

much between the two cities. In interest every day was filled to

its full capacity.^

Collections were made at the following stations in 1917-1918:

(1-11. Baboquivari Range. See map. Text-fig. 8, on page 83.)

1. Sycamore canyon, east bank of north fork, 100 yards abovo

the fork, in stratified porphyry.

2. 100 yards above station 1, west bank of north fork, in a slide.

3. Half mile above station 2 on same fork; large slide opposite

caverns.

5. South slope of small hill north of camp, in a small pile of

porphyry.
6. High peak west of north from camp, slope overlooking

Otero canyon.
7. Tumble of porphyry cHffs, head of ridge.

8. Near Station 7.

9. Head of Otero canyon.

10. High mountain 4 miles west of Station 9.

11. Opposite Station 3.

(Stations 12 to 45 and 48, in the Santa Catalina, Rincon, Galiuro

and Tortillita Ranges, have been enumerated in these Proceedings

for 1918, pp. 307, 308.)

46. Silver Bell Range: slides on a quartzite hill northeast of the

mine headquarters.

47. Sierrita Range: largest canyon on the northeast, in bank of

gulch and porphyry slides above.

{53-90. Tucson Range)

53. Half a mile northwest of Pictured Rocks.

54. About 4 miles north of Station 53, one of several slides facing

west, on the west side of the Range.

55. Slide facing west, on the next mountain north.

56. Slide facing south, same mountain.

57. Table mountain, half a mile east of Station 54.

58. About 3 miles south of Pictured Rocks, opposite Yuma mine

(''Mountain Sheep Camp").
59. About 5 miles north of Mt. Sheep Camp, in a quartzite outher

west of the range, and a twin outher of lime butte.

1 Besides the well-known works of Lumholz and MacDougal, upon the Papago

country, there has recently been issued a valuable paper by Kirk Bryan. "Erosion

and sedimentation in the Papago country, Arizona, with a sketch of thegeology.

U. S. Geol. Survey, Bulletin 730-B. 1922.
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60. Half a mile above Station 58, porphyry slide,

61. Slide west of 60, across the gulch and higher.

62. Old miners' camp at foot of hill whereon are Stations 58,

60, 61.

63. (This and the following up to 85, are in and about the am-
phitheater, p. 71, diagram, Text fig. 4). Small slide at point of

mountain at southwest point of amphitheater, about 3 miles south
of Silver Bell road gap (Nelson's ranch).

64. North slope of same in boulders of gulch, foot of peak.
65. Bed of dry wash below 65.

66. Near top of range, above 64.

67. Between two highest peaks, in gulch boulders at a low
level.

68. A short distance further up than 67.

69. Silver Bell Pass, north side of the highway, reddish quartz-
ite.

70. South side of the same.
71. Northwest side of quartzite butte, opposite Station 59.

72. North end of the range opposite RiUito village 1 mile, north
side of peak.

73. 200 yards east of the same (bones very abundant).
74. Base of mountain, below Station 66, in a gulch bank slide.

75. 200 yards up same galch.

76. Foot of next peak east.

77. Below 76, in boulders.

78. South side of the peak at the north end of the range, op-
posite Stations 72, 73.

79. Quarter mile east of same.
80. Mountain at northwest point of amphitheater, near top, in a

quartzite slide on the south side.

81. Cliffs above Station 68. &c.

82. Dry wash at Twin Cacti camp.
83. West point of amphitheater, south side, in boulders.

84. Higher up, under shoulder of the peak, cliffs.

85. Southeast end of flat-topped mountain, in a slide.

86. Catt Mountain, northwest side, above spring and herder's

cabin.

87. North side of a mountain on south side of the amphitheater
(Limekiln Camp).

89. 2 miles southeast of Mile-wide Copper Co. camp.
90. Southwest slope of same mountain as No. 87.

(Robles Hills, an eastern outlier of the Roskruge Range).

91. 92. At the dolomite quarry.
93. Northeast side of the same hill, the malpais slide.

94. North side of middle hill,

95. East side same hill; in malpais.
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(Roskruge Range).

96. Small spur running north and south, west of Little Robles
ranch house.

97. Boulder bank in a mountain 1 14 miles east of ranch house,
main range, in a wash on the north side of the first high peak.

98. Rocky cliff, higher and further east.

99. Half mile further east, higher (Raining; 58 Sonorellas alive)

This is 2 miles east of Little Robles ranch house.
100. Half mile further east.

101. Little Robles spur, a small knob between the two peaks,
furthest north.

102. Next to the last peak north, sHde on the north side.

103. Malpais slides, small hill near forks of the road on the north
side, east side of the range.

104. Black table-top mountain on east side of the range, south
side.

105. East side of the same, overlooking Indian village of Co-
coraque.

106. South end of range: Bobb's Butte, a high peak north of the
Ajo road, in a malpais slide on the east side, in the north side of a
wash.

107. South side of a talus field H mile long, 100 yards wide,
further up.

108. Half way up the slide.

109. Near middle of the slide, which is divided by a strip of

creosote bushes.

110. Small black hill three miles east of north of Bobb's Butte,
in malpais slide.

{Coyote Mountains. See Text-figs. 5, 6.)

111. Near head of piped springs, in cliffs.

112. Boulder walls of gulches about the mining camp,
113. Wall, northeast of canyon.
114. Cliffs in rincon between Baboquivari and Coyote ranges

and Kitt's Peak at spring of Chief Pablo la Jaro.

115. North wall of main canyon, near 113.

116. Mining camp, below Station 112.

117. Cliffs of creek near former Sycamore Forest Ranger Station,

now a cattle camp, rincon of Chief Pablo.

118. Foot of the middle dome, southwestern rim of main canyon,
119. Santa Rosa Ranch, in the valley between the Roskruge and

Comobabi Ranges; in bank of wash west of the ranch house.

{1 £0-1 34, 147. Kitt's Peak, at the North End of the Baboquivaris
and West of the Coyotes, and its Environs.)

120. Base of small outher northwest of Kitt's Peak.
121. Kitt's Peak, middle one of three large canyons on the

north side, in boulders near foot of mountain.
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122. About a mile further up, on a stream of living water.
123. Foot of cliffs near the head of the above stream, al)out

1,500 ft. from summit, under scattered rocks among oak brush,
sticks and leaves.

124. In a low hill north of road to the ranch house.

{125-131. Along the Comovo Route to Ajo.)

125. Small hills south of the road, about 12 miles west of Indian
Oasis.

126. Small hills south of the road, about 3 miles west of Comovo
Church.

127. Small group of hills 10 miles from Wall's Wells, 101 miles
from Tucson. Indian pictographs in the point near the road.

128. Wash at Wall's Wells, Ajo Mountains.
129. South of Station 127.

130. Between 127 and 129.

131. On the desert midway between Wall's AVells and Quijotoa
Range.

{132-136. Quijotoa Mountains.)

132. Midway between Poso Blanco and Covered Wells.
133. East side and south end of Rangeold mines (Logan), in

gulch slides.

134. South mountain east side, near base, bank of gulch.

135. Foot of slide higher up mountain, in dark malpais.
136. Half mile north in deep gulch, slide of light-gray malpais.

{137-146. Cahabi Hills. See map. Text-fig. 7, on page 81.)

137. Southwestern foothills: a small hill on the plain in the west
side of the group.

138. West side of eastern hill of group.
139. A small hill near the wash.
140. East side of eastern hill; the locality where Frank Cole

collected in 1914.

141. A large bill south of the Indian village, east of the road.
142. Two outlying hills west of the road to the village.

143. North side of the eastern hill.

144. North of wash at our camp.
145. 146. West and east sides of a valley southwest of camp,

southern foothills.

147. Small granitic hill, about 50 ft. high, half mile west of

Palo Alto cow camp, near Kitt's Peak.

TuscoN Range. The following are species or localities additional

to those reported in these Proceedings for 1915, pp. 399, 400:

Sonorella tumamocenns P. & F. Stations 86, 87, 90.

Sonorella sabinoensis tucsonica P. & F. Generally distributed.
Sonorella sobinoensis deflecta P. & F. Station 59.

Sonorella baboquivariensis depressa P. & F. Stations 58, 60, 61.
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Thy.sanophora hornii (Gabb). Stations 53, 02, 87, 89.

Gonyodiscus cronkhitei (Nc.) Tumamoc Hill.

Helicodiscus arizonensis P. & F. Station 53.

Pupoides marginatus (Say). Stations 65, 82.

Chaenaxis tuba (Pils.). Stations 53, 62, 82.

Chaenaxis intuscoslata (Clapp). Stations 87, 89.

Gastrocopta bilamellata (St. & Clapp). Stations 82, 87.

We have not succeeded in tracing Sonorella arizonensis Dall,

based on a unique bleached shell found in the Santa Cruz River,

Tucson.

SiERRiTAS AND SiLVER Bell Range WEST TO Ajo jdclded the

following species:

Sonorella ambigua P. & F. Coyotes and Robles Hills to 101

miles west of Tucson. Nariz Mts. on the Mexican Boundary.
Sonorella xanthenes P. & F. Kitt's Peak.
Sonorella baboquivariensis depressa P. & F. Sierritas, Baboqui-

varis.

Sonorella bernji P. & F. Station 103, Roskruge Mts.
Sonorella sitiens comobabiensis P. & F. Cababi Mts., near

Indian Oasis, south end Quijotoa Mts.
Sonorella tmnamocensis var. Silver Bell ]\Its., Station 46;

Roskruges, Station 110.

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb). Station 136, Quijotoas, and 132,

Covered Wells.

Pupoides marginatus (Say). Station 128, Wall's Wells, Ajo

Range; 132, Covered Wells.

Chcenaxis intuscostata (Clapp). Station 136, Quijotoa Range.

Chanaxis tuba (Pils.). Station 92, Robles Hills.

Gastrocopta pellucida hordeacella (Pils.). Station 128, Wall's

Wells, Ajo Range.
Gastrocopta bilamellata (S. & C). Station 128, Wall's Wells,

Ajo Range; 132, Covered Wells.

Gastrocopta perversa (St.). Station 203, south side Sierritas.

Gastrocopta ashmuni (St.). Station 203, south side Sierritas.

Succinea avara Say. Station 128, Wall's Wells, Ajo Range, and
Station 131, plain between Ajo and Quijotoa Mts.

II. List of Stations and of Mollusks Collected in the

Empire, Whetstone, Mustang, Huachuca, Santa Rita, Pat-

agonia, San Cayento, Tumacacori and Pajabitos Ranges.

A general account of the winter and spring campaign of 1919,

by one of us (J. H. F.), may be found in The Nautilus, XXXIII,
pp. 37-44. Descriptions of some of the species taken are given

in the same volume, pp. 19-21.
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Collecting Stations, 1918. (J. H. F.)

(149-152. Einpire Range.)

149. North side of large peak 1}^ miles north of Total Wreck
mine. Limestone.

150. Road to Forty-nine mining camp, north slope of mountain
3/2 mile south of camp, in a gulch running north.

151. Gulch west, starting west then turning north. Limestone
and porphyry.

152. Southwest side of largest peak, 2 miles north of Forty-nine

mining camp, north of road; at foot of 300 ft. cliff.

{153-159. Mustang Range.)

153. North side tower, east peak.

154. West end range on north side south hill, 3d peak from west.

155. Same ridge higher up the mountain.
156. Next shde north of 155.

157. North side of 4th peak.

158. East side of tower, east peak.

159. Top and northwest side of east peak.

Stations of 1918. (J. H. F. and A. A. Hinkley.)

200. Southerland ranch, Santa Catalinas.

201. South side of Black Mt., San Xavier del Bac.

202. Sierrita Mts., canyon facing east, about 4500 ft. Same as

Station 47 (1917-18).

203. Sierritas: road to Harris ranch, south side.

204. Sierritas, south side, about 6500 ft. Dead Sonorella only.

2043/2- Tumacdcori Mts., amphitheater facing east immedi-
ately south of Tumacdcori Peak, about 4000 ft., in tailings of an
old mine, 3 miles west of old mission.

205. Santa Cruz River (Phijsa).

206. Allen Mts. in Josephine canyon (southwestern foothills of

the Santa Ritas).

207. East of the largest peaks of the San Cayetano range (in

the southwestern foothills of the Santa Ritas ending at Calabasas).

208. Northeast side Tumacacori Peak about half way up, in

south banks of the arroyo.

209. North ])ank of the same.
210. South l)ank of same, just below north peak of canyon.
211. Same amphitheatre as Station 2043^^ near the head of

stream.
212. Next to canyon wall at the head of same.
213. The lowest of the prominent knobs leading down the next

slope of the main peak of the S. Cayetanos. Stations 213 to 217
are in the northwest side of the S. Cayetanos.

214. North end highest peak of S. Cayetanos.
215. Near the preceding.
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216. North slope of same peak in slide of white porphyry.
(Same slide as Station 207, but higher.)

217. South side same ridge.

218. Half a mile south of the above.
219. Near the preceding.
220. Pajaritos Range: Calabasas canyon, Garcia National

Forest, about a mile above Oro Blanco road.
221. A short distance further up canyon on west side.
222. Larger slides near 221.

223. Pina Blanca canyon Y^ mile above Oro Blanco road, slide on
east bank.

224-229. Successively further up the stream.
230. Same vicinity as 229.

231. Quarter mile east of Cassin's gate on Oro Blanco road, in
the Tumacacori Mts.

232. Montana Peak.
233. Montana mine reservoir {Physa).
234. Tumacacori Mts., 5 miles north of Pina Blanca, in a small

canyon running east and west, opposite main gulch from Tumaca-
cori Mts. (living Bulimulus in slide).

235. Large slide, same hill.

236. Slide Y mile below camp in Pina Blanca.
238. Bear canyon, Pajaritos Mts., mile below Oro Blanco road.
239. Cassin's reservoir (Physa).
240. Opposite 236.

241. Creek 2 miles north of Nogales-Tucson road (Physa).
242. Northwest branch of Pina Blanca canyoil.

243. Southern peak of San Cayetano Mts., 2 miles above
Calabasas, west bank of Sonoita Creek.

244. South side of a small knob, in porphyry.
245. Further north. Albino Sonorella in this and the preceding

colonies.

246. Further north.

247. The furthest south of the larger peaks.
248. Near 247.

249. Edge of the mountain. Stations 243-249 are on the south
side of the Cayetano Range.

250. Northwest slope of mountain, in mass of loose rock about
40 acres in extent. This station is about 2 miles from Station 217,
both well over towards the west side of the S. Cayetano Range.

251. Small hill east side of Sonoita Creek.

(252—264.. Patagonia Mountains.)

252. West side of Mt. Washington, Patagonia Mts., in hills

west of main canyon and of the road to Duquesne.
253. Boulder island of the main canyon running west on ]\It.

Washington ; about 4500 ft.

254. Half mile above, among boulders.
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255. Half mile below peak.
256. Hills east of peak.
257. Red Mountain, Patagonia Mts., north side (Red Mountain

Copper Co.).

258. North side of Duquesne road near summit of pass, in a
long porphyry sHde.

259. South side of road and ravine.

260. 2 miles east of Duquesne road to Mexico in ravine bank,
large rocks.

261. Branch of ravine running east from Bald Mt., near Du-
quesne.

262. On the road, above bridge over perhaps the same stream.
263. Base of the top rock of Bald Mountain, south side.

264. Near foot of Bald Mt., south side.

265. Mouth of cave on Bald Mt. (Pupillidse).

266. Crevices, Bald Mt. peak, sloping eastward (Pupillidse).

267. Near cave, west side Bald Mountain, (Pupillidse, etc.).

268. Manila mine, northwest end of Huachuca Range, (Type
locality of Holospira ferrissi) .

269. Peak east of the cave (Pupillidse).

270. Hill southeast of cave in the red rock.

271. Deep canyon, 1 mile north of the Manila mine hill, dolomite
cliff facing northwest.

272. Cliff facing south.

273. North of 272, cliff of granite facing northwest.
274. In cliffs on the south side of the canyon.
275. Peak of foot-hill one mile east of the camp.
276. Ivarge peak in the Canelo hills, east of the Huachuca-

Duquesne road.

277. Smaller hill, north.

278. Stream near Canelo P.O. (Lymncea and Physa).
279. Lyle canyon, south side Huachuca Range, near the head,

about 7,000 ft.

280. Near the mouth of Lyle canyon, about 6,000 ft.

281. High Mil two and one-half miles southwest of Manila camp.
282. West side of same peak.
283. Piatt's reservoir (once known as Igo's), quarter mile from

Manila camp (Pisidium, etc.).

284. Dan Mathew's ranch. Mustang Mountains, slope of lime-

stone peak facing south, in the heart of the range.

285. Slope of lime facing east.

286. High cliff facing north (Station 153 of 1918).
287. Limestone hill east of 286.

288. North side of hill north of the Mustang Range (Chcenaxis).

289. Limestone hills west of the Duquesne road, Canelo Hills,

four stations, numbers 289-292, commencing nearest the road.

292. Three miles west of the road, the last station of this series.
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293. Whetstone Range, two miles north of Two-Peak mining

camp, in a long, porphyry sHde facing east.

294. Near 270 in the Huachucas.
295. Tombstone reservoir in Carr canyon, Huachucas, slide

east of stream.

296. West side of the stream.

297. Heart of Garden canyon.

298. Cliffs of Brown canyon, south of concentrator.

299. Cliffs farther west.
"

300. Lime ridge forming NW. boundary of Carr canyon.

301. Second gulch east and south side of Miller canyon above

Tombstone water-works dwelhng.

302. North slope of divide overlooking Ramsey canyon.

303. North slope of next peak NW. of Station 293, Whetstone

Range.
304. Peak north of 303, facing north, and the highest cleft peak.

3043^. Same peak as 293, slope facing north.

305. Steep northern slope of trail to above stations, mile from

camp.
306. Western dome of the Mustangs.

307. Western gulch of Carr canyon, Huachucas, near the chffs.

308. Spring near marble quarry in Ash canj^on (Pisidiufn, etc.).

309. East fork of double gulch southeast of spring, on Ash

Mountain.
310. Same gulch near top of the mountain.

311. West fork of same gulch.

312. South of Foot's cabin, in hmestone ridge, Montezuma
canyon.

313. Farthest eastern peak, south side of canyon near Ed.

Ratcliff ranch, small cliff on side hill.

314. Slides near the cliffs.

315. Gulch west of 314.

316. Copper canyon, a mile above ranger station.

317. Ida canyon, a mile from Happy Jack cave.

318. Copper canvon, a half mile above Station 316.

319. Small mountain in forks of Copper canyon, near the mines.

320. Mountain north of State of Texas mine camp, in Monte-

zuma canyon.
321. Northwest side of mountain west of this camp.

322. On lime hill in pass to Copper canyon, sHde of porphyry.

323. Slide of porphyry southeast of pass.

324. Mountain slide north of Ed. Rat cliff ranch, near sprmg.

325. East side of peak northeast of State of Texas mining camp.

326. Gulch southwest of camp, in Hme, Ash canyon.

327. Deep double gulch, west of last rock-fronted mountain on

south side of Montezuma canyon.

328. Large conglomerate precipice one mile southwest of camp.

329. North side of canyon from camp.
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330. Opposite side of mountain from Station 229 (the Ash
canyon side)

,

331. Third mountain south of marble quarry in Carr canyon.
332. Largest mountain west of Dan Mathew's ranch house in

the Mustangs; main gulch of north slope.

333. Next gulch eastward.

334. Small hill in the pass to Elgin.

Santa Rita Mountains.—I^ate in December, 1917, Rosemont
and Greaterville, on the eastern slope, were found to be dry col-

lecting. Miners have removed much of the timber. Living

Sonorellas were rare, and the dead ones very dead. This is in the

oak, walnut and sycamore zone. A couple of miles south of Rose-

mont a crossing was made westward on a spur of porphyry, looking

down upon Helvetia. Slides were numerous, large and deep.

Dead Sonocellas of two species were found, and one alive.

At Greaterville a limestone ridge south of the placer diggings,

four miles south of the village, was given a hard half-day 's work.

Mr. Cole, our guide, in his mining days was a superintendent here,

knew the ridges and led the way. Under large blocks of stone and

deep in the earth we found a few "bones" of Sonorella, but none

alive. The short list follows:

Sonorella walkeri aguacalientensis P. & F. Allen Mts., in

Josephine canyon. Station 206 (1919).

Sonorella linearis P. & F. Station 49, 50 (1917).

Sonorella hesterna P. & F. (?). Station 49-52 (1917).

Thysanophora hornii (Gabb). Station 48 (1917), Rosemont.
Polita indentata umbilicata (Ckll.). Station 48 (1917), Rosemont.
Gastrocopta ashmuni (Sterki). Station 48 (1917), Rosemont.

The Empire Mountains are small, the highest peak about

5500 ft., lying in eastern Pima Co, between the Whetstones and
the northern end of the Santa Rita Range. They are mapped on

the Patagonia Quadrangle. Camping on this range, across the

valley from the Santa Ritas, Sonorella and Holospira were located

in a high peak at the north end of the range, about two miles north

of the Total Wreck mine. Again they were found in peaks on the

south side of a branch road to the Forty-Nine mining camp. Also

north of this road a mile or more, at the foot of a prominent pre-

cipice. Very few were alive.

Sonorella binneyi imperialis P. & F. Station 151; a few bones
at 150. -

Sonorella tryoniana P. & F. Stations 149, 152.
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Thysanophora hornii (Gabb). Stations 149, 150.
Holospira ivhetstonensis P. & F., small form. Station 149,
Polita indentata umbilicata (Ckll.) Stations 150, 151.
Chaenaxis tuba (Pils.). Station 149.
Chaenaxis intuscostata (Clapp). Station 150.
Gastrocopta perversa (Sterki). Station 149.

The Whetstone Mountains form a short range on the boundary
between Pima and Cochise counties, north of the Huachucas,
connected therewith by the 4500 ft. contour. The highest peak
reaches 7684 ft. The range forms part of the Coronado Forest
Reserve, and is mapped on the Benson Quadrangle, U. S. G. S.

topographic maps.

A brief visit was made by one of us (J. H. F.) in 1914, and a few
shells of Sonorella cotis were obtained. In the spring of 1919,
with A. A. Hinkley, two trips were made from our Huachuca camp
without finding a shell. On the third trip, a long slide facing east
was discovered,^ containing many dead Sonorellas. Shells were
subsequently found in the following stations:

Sonorella cotis P. & F. Stations 3 (1914), 293, 304, 304)^ (1919).
Sonorella insignis P. & F. Stations 304, 3043^, 305.
Oreohelix concentrata huachucana (Pils.). Stations 286, 303, 304

3043/^.
>

, ,

Holospira whetstonensis P. & F. Stations 293, 304, 305.
Gastrocopta ashmuni (Sterki). Station 293.
Gastrocopta a. minor (Sterki). Station 303.
Gastrocopta dalliana (Sterki). Stations 303, 293.
Gastrocopta pilshnjana (Sterki). Station 293.
Gastrocopta pellucida hordeacella (Pils.) Stations 293, 303.
Vallonia perspectiva Sterki. Station 303.

The Mustang Mountains are a small group, only about 4 miles
long, between the Huachucas and Whetstones, within the eastern
border of Pima Co. The highest peak is 6315 ft. elevation.

Mapped on the Benson Quadrangle. The prevalence of limestone
makes these mountains particularly favorable for Holospira.

First visited by J. H. F. in 1918, going down from the Empire
Range. Across a beautiful prairie country settled up by dry
farmers, twenty miles or more southeast the highway to Patagonia
and Fort Huachuca passes between the Whetstone and the Mustang
Mountains. Here was limestone again in both ranges. Sonorellas

and Holospiras were plentiful at the Dome of the Mustangs (Sta-

2 Nautilus, XXXIII, p. 42.
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tioii 159) and two hills to the west, all that we investigated; but the

limestone of the Whetstones was hard, sharp pointed, and had no

snails, large or small. Subfossil Oreohelix were found in the clay

banks of the Mustang gulches. Like the Empire Range, the Mus-
tangs have a few stunted oaks and an abundance of foot-hill shrubs.

Sonorella mustang P.& F. Commonly distributed.

Oreohelix concentrata himchucana (Pils.). Fossil only.

Holospira arizonensis mustang P. & F.

Holospira ferrissi monoptyx P. & F. Station 285.

Holospira whetstonensis arata P. & F. Stations 159 and 153

(1918).

Polita indentata umhilicata (Ckll.). (Station 153 (1918).

Pupilla syngeyies (Pils.). Station 286.

Chcenaxis tuba (P. & F.). Stations 288, 306.

Gastrocopta perversa (St.). Station 286.

Gastrocopta p. sana (Pils.). Station 306.

Gastrocopta ashmuni (St.). Stations 288, 306, 332.

Gastrocopta a. minor (St.). Station 288.

Gastrocopta a. imperfecta P. & F. Station 286.

Gastrocopta dalliana (St.). Stations 286, 332.

Gastrocopta pellucida hordeacella (Pils.). Stations 286, 288, 306,

323.

HuACHUCA MouNTiANS.—Our former work on this range^ was

supplemented in the spring of 1919 by an examination of Monte-

zuma and Copper canyons, at the southeastern end of the range,

and further collections in other parts by J. H. F. and A. A. Hinkley.

Ashnmnella varicifera (Anc). Montezuma canyon. Stations

314, 321, 327 (1919). Limestone hill in pass to Copper canyon,
Station 322. Copper canyon. Station 316. Ash Mountain,
Stations 310, 311.

Ashmunella levettei heterodonta Pils. Ida canyon, Station 317.

Ashynunella levettei angigyra Pils. Station 270, hill southeast

of cave, Bald Mt. Station 280, near mouth of Lyle canyon.
Sonorella (see section III of this paper).

Holospira ferrissi Pils. Northwestern end. See below.

Zonitoides 7ninuscula (Binn.) Station 295, Carr canyon.
Striatura milium meridionalis P. & F. Stations 295, Carr

canyon, and 323, Montezuma canyon.
Pupilla syngenes (Pils.) Station 299, western cliffs of Brown

canyon.
Chae7iaxis intuscostata hrevicostata Pils. Station 300, limestone

ridge, northwest boundary of Carr canyon.
Gastrocopta pellucida hordeacella (Pils.) Stations 268, 294, 300.

Gastrocopta perversa (St.). Stations 269, 270, 294, 300, 311, 268.

3 Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1909, pp. 495-516.
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Gastrocopta perversa sana Pils. Stations 269, 270, 326.
Gastrocopta ashmuni (St.). Stations 270, 297, 323.
Gastrocopta ashmuni minor (St.). Stations 294, 297.
Gastrocopta ashmuni imperfecta, n. subsp. Stations 270, 297,

303 and 311. The columellar lamella is simply curved within, and
outwardly remains horizontal, as in G. cochisensis, not passing into
the position of an infraparietal lamella. The free peristome, very
large angulo-parietal lamella and the very deeply immersed lower-
palatal fold remain as in G. ashmuni.

Gastrocopta cochisensis (P. & F.). Station 299, Brown canyon.
Gastrocopta daUiana (St.). Stations 270, 294, 297, 311.
Gastrocopta pilshryana (St.). Stations 295, 297, 299.
Vertigo coloradensis inserta Pils. Stations 295, 296, rare.
Vertigo hinkleyi Pils. Station 296 e, Carr canyon.

The Canelo Hills are a long range with the higher crests up to

about 5900 ft. They lie between the northern ends of the Hua-
chuca and Patagonia ranges, united with both by the 5000 ft.

contour, and more deeply separated from the southeastern Santa
Ritas by the valley of Sonoita Creek. They are mapped on the
Patagonia and Nogales Quadrangles.

Sonorella elizahethce P. & F. Station 276.
Holospira ferrissi caneloensis P. & F. Stations 289-292.
Gastrocopta ashmuni minor (St.). Station 289.
Gastrocopta dalliana (St.). Station 289.
Gastrocopta pellucida hordeacella (Pils.). Station 289.

The Patagonia Range is about 15 miles long, running up to

over 7000 ft. The southern foothills extend across the Mexican
boundary. Mapped on the Nogales Quadrangle. Visited by
J. H. F. and A. A. Hinkley in midwinter, 1919, when there was
considerable snow, hence not many species were taken. J. H. F.

and E. H. Ashmun had collected a few shells in the northwestern

foothills and at Sanford many years ago.

Sonorella patagonica P. & L. Southern part, about Washington.
Sonorella tryoniana P. & F. Northern end.
Gastrocopta perversa (Sterki). Station 265.

Gastrocopta dalliana (Sterki). Station 265.

The San Cayetano Mountains lie east of the Santa Cruz River
and north of Sonoita Creek, near the southern end of the Santa
Ritas. Collection made bj^ J. H. F. and A. A. Hinkley, 1919.

Sonorella hinkleyi P. & F. Mainh- in the southern part.
Sonorella hinJdeyi cayetanensis P. & F. Northern part.
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The TuMACACORi Mountains are west of the Santa Cruz River,

and pass southward into the Pajaritos. Visited by J. H. F. and
A. A. Hinkley in 1919.

Sonorella hinkleyi tumacacori P. & F. Tumacdcori Peak and
next mountain southward.

Zonitoides minuscula alachuana (Dall). Station 205.
Zonitoides singleyana (Pils.).

Gastrocopta ashrmini (Sterki). Station 235.

Gastrocopta dalliana (Sterki). Station 235, 236.

Gastrocopia cristata (P. & V.). Station 205, Santa Cruz, River
drift.

Gastrocopta pellucida hordeacella (Pils.). Station 205, Santa
Cruz River drift.

Pajaritos Mountains. ^—These rolling hills extend across the

Mexican boundary west of Nogales. Visited by J. H. F. and A. A.

Hinkley early in 1919. It is the only known locality in Arizona for

Bulimulus.

Sonorella walkeri inontana P. & F. Stations 231, 232, 238.

Sonorella sitiens P. & F. Numerous stations.

Bulimulus nigromontanus Dall. Pina Blanca canyon, and 5
miles north in the Tumacdcori Range.

Gastrocopta dalliana (Sterki). Station 237.

III. Notes and Descriptions of Sonorella, Oreohelix,

Bulimulus and Holospira.

helicidae

The species of Sonorella may be grouped as follows:

a'. Length of penis decidedly exceeding the diameter of the shell.

h^. Penis-papilla long, thick-walled, perforated by a minute duct;

epiphallus shorter than the penis,

c'. Penis large, simply bent or but little folded in preserved
examples, the stout papilla from about half to nearly as long
as penis. Group of S. virilis.

c^. Penis slender, both it and the vagina disposed in folds.

Group of S. rinconensis.

6^ Penis-papilla short (contained 43^^2-5 times in penis), hollow,

with an enclosed tube; epiphallus longer than penis. Group of

S. dolli.

a^. Length of the penis less than the diameter of the shell.

b^. Penis-papilla usually stout and cylindric, or enlarging toward
the blunt or conic distal end.

c'. Vagina much longer than the penis. Group of S. granu-
latissima.
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c^ Vagina not much longer than the penis, often shorter.
Group of S. ambigua.

¥. Penis slender, the papilla slender, gradually tapering to the
distal end. Group of S. hachitana.

Group of S. hachitayia.

Sonorella hachitana (Dall)

A series of 21 specimens in the National Museum, no. 130005, is

from the top of two peaks of the Carrizalillo Hills, near Carrizalillo

Spring, New Mexico, collected by Dr. Mearns when on the Inter-

national Boundary Survey. They have the deeply descending last

whorl of hachitana, and differ from that species in little except the

smaller size, from 18.5 to 21 mm. diameter. It is apparently a

small local form of hachitana, and of interest because it is at the

eastern limit of the genus as now known.

Sonorella elizabethse Pils. & Ferr. Plate I, fig. 1; plate IV, flgs. 1, la.

Nantilus vol. 33, July 1919, p. 20.

Canelo Hills: Station 276, a large peak east of the Huachuca-

Duquesne road. Type no. A. N. S. P.

Closely related to S. hachitana, but the shell is constantly smaller

and the male organs longer. The penis is decidedly over one-

third the diameter of shell and longer than the vagina (in hachitana

between one-third and one-fourth the diameter of shell, and shorter

than vagina). It is very slender, with a short, stout basal sheath.

Penis-papilla slender, tapering, over half the length of penis.

Flagellum minute. The organs in two specimens from Station 276
measure.

Penis 8.0 mm. Epiphallus. . . .5.5 and 6 mm.
Penis-papilla 5.0 mm. Vagina 6.0 mm.

The shells vary in diameter from 16.7 to 20.7 mm.

Sonorella mustang Pils. & Ferr. Plate I, flgs. 2; plate IV, figs. 5.

Nautilus vol. 33, July, 1919, p. 20.

Mustang Mountains, on the Pima-Cochise Co. line, at Stations

153, 155-159 (1918), and 284, 286, 332-334, 336 (1919). Type
from Station 332 (1919).

The shell resembles S. hachitana closely, differing by being slightly

less depressed, the umbilicus somewhat smaller, the last whorl

descending less in front, and the aperture larger.

It is glossy, light pinkish cinnamon, fading to whitish around the

umbilicus and on both sides of the chestnut-brown band above
the periphery, which is visible above the suture on 13^ to 2 whorls.

The first whorl has minute, irregular, radial wrinkles partly anas-
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tomosing on the first half whorl, then very fine, forwardly-descend-
ing threads over them, about as in S. hachitana.

Height 15.3, diam. 26.5 mm.; barely 5 whorls. Station 332. Type.
15.5 " 25.7 " 5 whorls. Station 153."14 " 25 " Station 153.

13 " " " 4| whorls. Station 153.

Genitalia (Plate IV, fig. 5) of the hachitana type, but character-

ized by the much greater length of all of the male organs, which
are decidedly longer than in S. h. flora, which has a shell at least

as large as S. mustang.

The penis is slender, having a sheath which is thick and muscular
near the base. Its papilla is about two-thirds the length of penis,

tapering and slender. The flagellum is unusually long; beyond
the flagellum the vas deferens is somewhat enlarged, as in the

related forms. The lengths of the organs are as follows:

Penis 15.5 mm., Penial retractor 11.5 mm., Penis-papilla 10.5

mm., Epiphallus 8.0 mm., Flagellum 2.0 mm., Vagina 13.5 mm.,
Museum No. 44048. Station 286.

The jaw has 6 strong ribs.

Though not much differentiated from S. hachitana in the shell,

this form appears to be specifically distinct by the genitalia. The

penis is about three times as long as in S. cons, while the epiphallus

is about the same as in that species.

Common throughout the Mustang range. It was taken alive

in abundance at Stations 153, 155, 156 (1918) and Station 332

(1919). At Station 336 (1919) only a few fossil examples were

found. Fossil or "subfossil" shells were abundant at Station 153

(1918). These shells are rather small, between 19 and 22 mm. in

diameter, with 4 to 4f whorls.

A few beautiful albino shells were taken at Station 284,

Sonorella cotis Pils. & Ferr. Plate I, flgs. 5, 6; plate IV, figs. 3, 9.

Nautilus vol. 33, July, 1919, p. 20.

Whetstone Range. Type 130994 from Station 3 (1914).

The typical small form only was taken in 1914, the type locality

being station 3 (1914), a mile up from the Ranger Station. The
diameter is from 20 to 22 mm. In the genitalia (Plate IV, fig. 9, para-

type) this form resembles S. sahinoensis occidentalis. The penis is

small, slender, becoming abruptly swollen near the base, the swollen

part containing several large pilasters. The papilla is very slender,

with slight traces of annulation. Vas deferens is enlarged in the

lower part, as in S. walkeri. The organs measure

:

Penis 4.8 mm. Flagellum 0.5 mm.
Penis-papilla 3.0 " Vagina 10.5

"

Epiphallus 7.0 " Museum No 119038.
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The pallial region (Plate IV, fig. 3) shows a kidney more than half as
long as the lung the proportion being 15 to 26 mm. The pericardium
is 4.5 mm. long. The veins of the anterior portion of the lung are
sparsely bordered with brown dots.

In 1919 it was collected at Stations 293, 304 and 304|. While
some typical *S. coiis were taken, most of the shells are larger, Lp to

25 mm. diam., and not definitely distinguishable from S. mustang;

also very close to S. ivalkeri. No animals were preserved, so that

we cannot compare the genitalia of this large form, which is tem-
porarily left with S. cotis, as there seems to be some intergradation

in size.

Sonorella patagonica Pils. & Ferr. Plate I, figs. 7-10; plate IV, figs. 2, 4, 6, 7, S.

Sofwrclla patagonica P. & F., Nautilus vol. 33, July, 1919, p. 20.

Patagonia Mountains, in the southern part, Stations 253, 254,

255, 258, 259 to 262, 264, the type from Station 254.

The shell is very similar to S. papagorum, but in the type and
many other specimens (but not in all) there are impressed spiral

lines on the last whorl below the suture. The embryonic shell

shows forwardly-descending threads, hachitana pattern, characters
not observed in S. papagorum.

Height 12.8, diam. 22 mm.; 4| whorls. Type, No. 43722.
" 11.7 " 19 " 41 " No. 43719.

Genitalia similar to those organs in S. papagorum, but the organs
are somewhat longer; flagellum generally better developed, and
the vas deferens is somewhat enlarged near the flagellum. Penial
papilla is slender, tapering, corrugated (but in one example. No.
43719, from Station 260, it is smooth). Measurements of the
organs in mm. follow.

Museum No.
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Sonorella walkeri aguacalientensis P. & F.

Allen Mountains, Station 206 (1919), a small group of hills in

Josephine canyon, in the southwestern foothills of the Santa Ritas,

towards the Cayetano Mountains.

Fine, large specimens, about 25.5 mm. in

8p,d.--"'>v;'\ diameter, were taken. The reproductive or-

/'^/N gans measure in length:

Penis 2.5 mm.
Penis-papilla 1.3

"

Epiphallus 5.0 "

Penial retractor long.

Flagellum vestigial

Vagina 12 mm.
Museum No 43729.

V

Sonorella walkeri montana Pils. & Ferr. Plate. I, flg. 11,

Sonorella montana P. & F., Nautilus vol.33, July,

1919, p. 19.

The shell in this handsome form is not dis-

tinguishable from that of S. walkeri: but mon-
tana differs somewhat by the still smaller male
organs. The penis is extremely small, having
a short, stout basal sheath and long retractor

muscle. The flagellum is reduced to a mere
bud; beyond it the vas deferens is enlarged.

The base of the vagina is enlarged. Speci-

mens from Stations 232 and 238 agree. Meas-
urements of the organs follow:

Penis 2.5 mm.
Penis-papilla 1.3 "

Epiphallus 5.0 "

Vagina 9.4 mm.
Museum No 43724. Station 232.

The preserved animal is nearly white.

Pajaritos range at Station 232, Montana Peak, near the mine;

238, Bear canyon in Bear Valley; and 231, half mile northeast of

Cassin's gate in the pass, highway to Oro Blanco.

Sonorella linearis n. sp. Plate I, flg. 12.

Northern end of the Santa Rita Range, the type from Station 50

(1917), on the western side of the saddle, overlooking Helvetia.

Also Rosemont, Stations 48 and 49, abundant at the latter. At

Stations 49 and 50 it was associated with S. hesterna.

The shell is umbilicate (the umbilicus contained about seven
times in the diameter), dilute cinnamon, the base whitish, with a

Fig. 1 — Sonorella
walkeri montana

.

43724. p. penis, pr.

penial retractor, sp.d.

duct of spermatheca
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chestnut-brown band with very indistinct pale borders, somewhat
glossy, with fine, weak growth lines, and below the suture on the
last whorl a group of incised spiral lines (weak on some specimens,
but probably always present). Whorls increase rather slowly,
the last slowly descending in front. The peristome is very slightly
expanded.

Height 11, diam. 17.3, umbilicus 2.5 mm.; 4| whorls. Type.
10, " 17.5 mm. Station 49.

"
9, " 15 " " "

Soft anatomy unknown.

S. clappi in the Santa Ritas has some resemblance to this

species, but the last whorl is wider and the surface granulose. It

appears distinct from known species of other ranges by the size,

small umbilicus and especially the sculpture. Numerous dead
specimens, part of them in good condition, were taken at Station 49.

Until specimens can be dissected the position of this species in

the genus cannot be determined.

Sonorella sabinoensis tucsonica n. subsp.

Tucson Range, the commonest species, generally distributed.

Stations 63, 64, 66, 74, 75, 77, 80-83 in one valley, ''wild pig

amphitheatre"; 72, 73, 79 are the small form from the northwest

end of the range. Also at Stations 54, 56, 57.

The shell is similar to S. sabinoensis except that the umbilicus is

a little larger in specimens of equal size; as in that species, the last

whorl, seen from above, is quite wide. It differs from *S. papa-
(jorum by the sculpture of the embryonic whorls, which is distinct,

as in sabinoensis, while in papagorum it is extremely weak, the
surface appearing more polished. The color is distinctly darker
than papagorum, wood-brown or almost fawn color, with a usually
broad chestnut-brown band with pale borders. The last whorl
descends very little in front.

Height 15.7, diam. 27 mm., 4| whorls. Type. Station 81.

15 '' 25.4 " " " Station 57.

12.3 " 20.5 " " " " 64.

The genitalia are similar to aS. sabinoensis, characterized by a
rather long penis, in those measured from slightly over ^ to nearly

^ the diameter of shell. The slender, slightly tapering penis-

papilla is also long, generally wrinkled somewhat, but in one speci-

men (Station 64) it was smooth. The flagellum is small, or in a
specimen from Station 57, wanting. The penis and vagina are
longer than in S. papagorum, but of the same type. Measurements
follow:
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genitalia they do not differ from the smaller examples from "Wild
Pig Amphitheatre" (fig. 4). Measurements follow.

Museum No.
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Sonorella xanthenes n. sp. Piate I, flg. 13; plate VII, fig. 11.

Kitts Peak, near the top, Station 123, at foot of cliffs near the

head of stream, under scattered rocks among sticks and leaves in

oak brush. Type no. 118094 A.N.S.P. collected by J. H. Ferriss,

1918. Paratypes in coll. Ferriss.

The shell is rather thin, has a moderately raised spire and
rather small umbilicus contained about 8| times in the diameter; it is

dull cinnamon-buff, paler on the base, with a narrow chestnut-brown
band above the periphery. Surface smooth except for light growth
lines, having little gloss. The last whorl descends moderately in

front. The peristome is thin, narrowly expanded, dilated at the
columellar insertion and impinging slightly on the umbilicus. Pari-

etal callus very thin.

Height 8.4, diam. 13. mm.; 4| whorls. Type.
" 9 " 14.6 " " " Largest.
" 7.5, " 13 mm. Smallest.

The penis contains a relatively long, smooth, slightly tapering
papilla, acute at the end. The epiphallus is very slender, much
longer than the penis, is a little swollen near the end and bears no
flagellum. The penial retractor inserts on the epiphallus some
distance from the penis. The vagina is decidedly shorter than the

penis.

Length of penis 4.7 mm. Length of epiphallus 8 mm.
" papilla 3

" " " vagina 2 "

This is one of the smallest species of Sonorella, about the size

of the smallest specimens of S. coloradoensis. It differs from the

latter in the slender, acute penis-papilla and long epiphallus, among
other characters.

Group of Sonorella amhigiia.

This group comprises a number of minor sections or series, such

as (1) the series of S. hinneyi, in which the last whorl is very wide,

with S. hinneyi, S. bowiensis, S. tryoniana, S. bahoquivariensis ; and

(2) the series of forms with spirally grooved penis-papilla, com-

prising S. iumamocensis, S. eremila, S. hinkleyi and S. hesterna.

Sonorella ambigua p. & F. Plate 2, flgs. l-4;plate V. figs. 1-10. 12; plate VI, flgs. 1-5.

Sonorella ashmuni ambigua P. & F., Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1915, p. 411.

Abundant in the Cababi Hills, Stations 137-141, 143-146 (1918).

Station 143, north side of the eastern hill of the group, is the type

locality, being Cole's original station.

The large series does not show much variation, all being between
20.5 and 24 mm, in diameter. It is a handsome, glossy form, light
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ochraceoiis buff with a slight cinnamon cast, whitish on the base,
very Httle or not whitish alongside of the chestnut-brown band.
There is generally no spiral striation, but sometimes the faintest

traces may be seen below the last suture. The last whorl is wide
and descends somewhat abruptly in front. The peristome expands,
and in fully adult shells there is a slight thickening within. Par-
ietal callus is very thin. Growth lines weak. The tip of the apex
is smooth, followed by a few radial wrinkles, then some small
papillae near the suture. The rest of the embryonic shell has but
little sculpture; small radial wrinkles below the suture are more or
less noticeable, but no protractive or retractive threads.
The genitalia were examined in specimens from stations 137, 138,

146. The large penis is long, half the diameter of the shell or
slightly more, sheathed at the base, and contains a large papilla,

which is between half and two-thirds as long as penis, truncate or

rounded at the end, where it is generally a little enlarged, and more
or less wrinkled and dented. The penial retractor is less than half

as long as penis, inserted on the epiphallus where the latter en-
larges basally.^ There is a very small flagellum. Measurements
follow.

118100Museum No.
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fresh specimens have been dissected. It must be remembered that

all of the figures and descriptions are from alcoholic preparations.

Besides the typical form of S. ambigua, from the southern hills

of the Cababi group, we recognize this species in various forms

from the Roskruge and Coyote Ranges, their outliers, and several

ranges westward.

Roskruge Range Forms.—The shell characters varj^ from

typical to forms with stronger parietal callus. The penis-papilla,

while typical in shape, is not much wrinkled, generally showing some

longitudinal or irregular and but slightly raised wrinkles towards

the distal end (Plate V, figs. 5-7). Measurements of the organs

follow

:
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Height 14.6 diam. 24.3 mm. Station 104.
12.3 " 21 " " 104.

At Station 99, a half mile west of 98 and higher, 2 miles east of
Little Robles Ranch house, the diameter runs from 19 to 22.3 mm.,
and the penis-papilla is shorter than usual and smooth, Plate v'
fig. 7.

Specimens from the Black Table-top mountain in the eastern
edge of the Roskruge Range, Station 104 on the south side and
Station 105, east side, overlooking the Indian village of Cocorague
are typical in form, running from 21 to 24 mm. diameter.
RoBLES Hills, outliers of the Roskruge Range eastward.

Stations 91-95, at the dolomite quarry and northeast side of same
hill, and north and east sides of middle hill, all in malpais. Shells
rather small, compact, rather solid, the parietal callus generally
thickened with a thickened edge.

Height 11.8, diam. 20 mm., 4-| whorls. Station 92.
" 11.5, " 18.7 " Station 92.
" 13.3, " 22.3 " " 93.

Genitalia (Plate V, fig. 10, Station 93) typical except that the
penis-papilla is deeply wrinkle-pitted, as in Coyote group forms.
Measurements follow:

Museum No 118080 118084
Length of penis 11.5 mm. 12.3 mm.

" papilla 8.5 " 7
" " epiphallus 8 " 8 "
" " penial retractor 6 "

" vagina 9 "
9.5 "

" " spermatheca and duct
'

22 "

Station 93 io4
Plate V, fig 10 12

Coyote Range.—Collections were made in the main canyon
opening east, bounded on three sides by high granite walls and
four dome-like peaks on the southwestern wall. At the western
head there are springs, piped to the abandoned Zechendorf ranch.
The Cavalla mining camp is at the west spring. Stations 111-113,
115, 116, 118, and the Rehn and Lutz station, are in this canyon.
Stations 114 and 117 are in the rincon between the Baboquivari
and Coyote mountains and Kitt's Peak, as shown on the sketches,
figs. 5 and 6.

The special characteristics of Coyote specimens of S. ambigua
are the large size of the shell and, in alcoholic specimens, the deeply,
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Fig. 6.—Rincon between the Baboquivari and Coyote mountains.

This species appears to have been first taken in the Coyotes by

E. A. Goldman of the Biological Survey, whose specimens are 215129

U. S. N. M., 4 dead shells, one in good condition. It was next

found by J. A. G. Rehn, who took numerous examples in the

main canyon of the Coyotes at between 3600 and 3750 ft., on

August 5, 1916, in company with F. E. Lutz. His station is marked

X in fig. 5.

Kitt's Peak and Environs.—Stations 120-124, 147 for this

species are in this region, located as follows:

120. Base of a small outlier northwest of Kitt's Peak.

121. Middle one of three large canyons on the north side, among
bowlders near foot of the mountain.

122. About a mile up the canyon from 121, on a stream of Hving
water.

123. Near head of the stream at foot of cliffs, at about 5500 ft.

elevation, under scattered rocks in oak brush, sticks and leaves.

The type station for S. xanthenes.

124. In a low hill, north of road, foot of Kitt's Peak.

147. Small hill about 50 ft. high, near Palo Alto cow camp.

At Station 122 some individuals reach a large size, 23 to 26.5

mm. diam. Small ones only were found at 123, the highest station,

18.5 to 22 mm. diam. The few taken at 147 are similar. At the
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other stations the sizes are intermediate. Altogether, they re-

semble closely the Coyote group specimens.

In 1916, Rehn and Lutz took specimens in rocky foothills,

3700-3725 ft. elevation, 2 miles north by east of Kitt's Peak.

A specimen from Station 120 has the penis of S. ambigua, but

the papilla appears smooth (Plate V, figs. 8, 9). Flagellum want-

ing or very minute.

Length of penis 11.5 mm. Length of epiphallus 9 mm.
" papilla 9 '' " " retractor 4.5

"

The shells are typical ambigua. Elevated and depressed ex-

amples are figured, pi. II, figs. 3, 4.

CoMovo Road to Ajo.—The last Sonorella station westward, in

the expedition of 1918, was at a small group of hills where the sign-

board reads "Tucson 101 miles." Beyond that the basaltic rocks

were covered with white dust, perhaps alkali, or the granite faces

were sharp and dry.^ Station 127, small hills with Indian picto-

graphs on the point nearest the road; 129 is back of the pictured

rocks, west side, and south of 127. Station 130 was made between

the preceding hills and the Quijotoa Range.

Specimens from Stations 127 and 130 are typical aS. ambigua in

shell characters, but they average rather large, the range being

from 21 to 26 mm. diameter.

The penis -papilla is rounded at the end, not slightly enlarged

distally as usual in ambigua. It is slightly wrinkled or smooth.

The flagellum is short or rather long, 1.8 mm. in one example.

Museum No.
Length of penis

'' papilla
" epiphallus 13

" *' vagina
Station
Plate. VI, fig.

Nariz Mountains —At Monument 163 of the International

Boundary, at the summit of the mountain, Dr. Mearns took two
dead specimens agreeing perfectly with S. ambigua. They measure

20.5 and 21.1 mm. diameter. No. 187479 U. S. N. M.

Sonorella ambigua cyclostoma n. subsp. Plate 2, figs. 5-7.

Station 126 (1918). Small hills south of Comovo road to Ajo

about 3 miles west of Comovo Church. Type no. 118096a.

« Nautilus XXII, 3-9.

118097
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Specimens from Station 126 are a peculiar form in which the
caliber of the whorls is somewhat reduced and the aperture is less

oval, nearly round. The lip margins converge more than in

amUgua, and are united by a callus in old individuals. Umbilicus
rather large, contained 6 times in the diameter. Embryonic shell

as in S. ambigna. The peristome is well expanded and somewhat
thickened within. Height 12, diam. 21 mm.; 4^ whorls.

Genitalia (Plate. VI, fig. 6) as in some specimens of S. ambigua,
the penis-papilla smooth. Measurements are given on p. 78.

The animal, in alcohol, is light brownish vinaceous, duskier on the
back, as in S. ambigua.

Sonorella sitiens Pils. & Ferr. Plate VI, figs. 7, 9.

Proc. A. N. S. Phila. 1915,p. 407,

This Species, originally described from Las Gijas, further north
and west, was found everywhere in Pina Blanca canj'-on, Pajaritos
Range. This canyon is above Oro Blanco, and heads over the border
in Mexico. Stations 223, 224, 225, 229, 230, 236, 240, 242 (1919).

Also in Clark's mine canyon, Station 237.

Three specimens from Stations 224 and 229 were dissected.

They have the essential features of the Gija range type,—a very
short, thick cylindric penial papilla and no flagellum; but in these

examples the papilla is not corrugated, probably a condition of

preservation. It is apparently less contracted, being the fraction

of a millimeter longer. In a specimen from Clark's mine canyon it

is 2 mm. long. The organs of 3 specimens measure in length as

follows

:

Museum No 43740 43734 43723
Length of penis 4.5 6 5 mm.

" "papilla 1.3 1.4 2 "

" " epiphallus 7 5 7 "
" " vagina 4 5 6 "

Station No 224 229 237
PI. VI, fig 9 — 7

Specimens of the shell from Station 237 measure: Height 10.7,

diam. 18.5 mm.; height 13, diam. 20.7 mm.

Sonorella sitiens montezuma Pils. & Ferr. Plate II, fig., 8; pi. VI, flg. 10.

Sonorella montezuma P. &. F., Nautilus, vol. 33, July 1919, p. 20.

Huachuca range in Montezuma canyon and the pass into Copper
canyon, often abundant, Stations 312-315, 320, 321, 323-325,

327, all of 1919. Type no. 130583 from Station 327.
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The shell is rather narrowly umbilicate, dilute cinnamon tinted,

fading to whitish around the umbilicus and on both sides of the
chestnut-brown band. Surface somewhat glossy, with sculpture
of weak growth lines only. Embryonic shell, after the initial

smooth tip, minutely wrinkled radially, the wrinkles irregular,

becoming interrupted and weaker after the first half whorl. Last
whorl wide, rounded peripherally, moderately descending in front.

Aperture rounded, nearly as high as wide, the peristome sharp,
very slightly expanded, having a distinct thickening within.

Height 9, diam. 15 mm.; 4^ whorls. Type, Station 327.
Diam. 14 to 17 mm. Station 324.

The penis is longer than the vagina, has a sheath nearly half its

length, and contains a very short, thick, cylindric papilla with
shortly conic end. The epiphallus is enlarged where it enters penis.

A very short flagellum is present. Lengths of the organs follow.

Museum No 130628 130698
Penis 6.0 5.5

Penis-papilla 2.5 2.3

Epiphallus 6.0

Vagina 6.0 3.7

Spermatheca and duct 16.0

By the shape of the penis papilla, the sculpture of the embryonic

shell, etc., this race closely resembles S. sitiens; but the male
organs are larger than in that, though the shell is much smaller.

It differs from S. parva by the more rounded periphery and the

very different genitalia.

Sonorella sitiens comobabiensis P. & F. Plate VI, fig. 11.

Originally described from the Comobabi Range; also reported

from the Cababi Hills. The specimens we formerly referred to

S. vespertina, from the Qui-i-tomoc Hills, appear on reexamination

to be rather large S. s. comobabiensis. All of these were collected

by the botanist J. C. Blumer.

In 1918, it was taken at Station 125, a small hill south of the Ajo

road, 12 miles west of Indian Oasis; and at Stations 133, 134, 135

and 136, in the southern end of the Quijotoa Range.

Specimens from Station 133 dissected show the peculiarly short,

thick penis-papilla characteristic of S. sitiens alone; but both penis

and papilla are longer than in typical sitiens, and the penial re-

tractor muscle is inserted on the summit of the penis, not as in

typical sitiens and S. s. montezuyna, distinctly on the epiphallus.

Length of penis 10, of papilla 2 mm. (Plate VI, fig. 11).
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Fig. 7.—Southern end of the Cababi Range.

It was also taken at Stations 141 and 142, Cabal)i Hills, in a large

hill south of the Indian village, east of the road, and in two outliers

west of the road from the Indian village.

Localities of this group lie 50 to 75 miles northwest of the type

locality of »S. sitiens.

Sonorella baboquivariensis P. & F. Plate II, flgs. 9, 10.

Specimens dissected in 1915, were from intermediate stations

in the range of the species as then mapped. In order to test the

constancy of the character then emphasized, the enlarged, acorn-

shaped end of the penis-papilla, several others have been opened,

from extreme points explored in our first visit, Stations 21 and 27."

Both show the peculiar papilla; in those from Station 27, "Syca-
more" canyon, it is strongly developed, Plate VII, fig. 2; in two from
Station 21, Mt. Mildred, Plate VII, fig. 3, it is blunter but still char-

acteristic. Measurements of the organs in No. 111557, Station 27,

follow

:

Length of penis 7 mm. Vagina 7 mm.
" papilla 2.7 " Flagellum 1 "

" " epiphallus 10

® These stations are marked on the map, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1915, p. 413.
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A week in October, 1917, camp was pitched upon the same spot

in Sycamore canyon in the Baboquivaris occupied by us in 1910.

A. W. Roberts, of much assistance to us at that time, feeling the

need of venison, was the host, and thus it was designed as a hunting

party; but the collections were good. The Forest Reserve has been

vacated by the U. S. Government, and Frank Cole, the ranger,

withdrawn. Much of the timber seen in 1910 has disappeared,

and the streams have less water, yet the snails seemed more
plentiful than before. Perhaps the rodents have departed; very

few were seen. On no other range were so many snails found alive.

Fifteen to sixty was the rule at every station.

A form of S. hahoquivariensis was taken at Station 117 (1918),

in the rincon of Chief Pablo, in the cliffs of the creek near a cow
camp, formerly the Sycamore Forest Ranger station (marked on

map, fig. 6, p. 77). The shells vary in size from 16.4 to 20.3 mm.
diam. The umbilicus is generally slightly wider than in typical

S. hahoquivariensis, but there is no constant difference.

The genitalia (Plate VII, figs. 12, 13) differ chiefly by the absence of

an enlargement of the end of the penis-papilla, which is rather
thick as in baboquivariensis, but slightly longer. The papilla is

shaped as in aS. b. depressa but is much larger, especially thicker.

The epiphallus is very slender and long, but was not gotten out
entire, the specimens being very hard. Vagina is short. Three
specimens of no. 1 18085 were dissected. The organs of two measure

:

Penis 6.2 mm. 6 mm.
Papilla 4.3

" 4 "

Vagina 3.7 " 5 "

On account of the difference in the papilla, this should be segre-

gated as a race if the character proves constant.

Sonorella baboquivariensis depressa P. & F. Plate II, fig. 11; pi. VII, flgs. 5-7, 9, 10.

In October, 1917, one of us (J. H. F.) visited the last canyon
northward of those shown in our sketch map of 1915, p. 413, known
as "Sycamore" or "Brown's" canyon The stations of this visit

are plotted in text fig. 8, representing a northward extension of the

former map.

The shells vary from the typical baboquivariensis form (Station 2)

to smaller forms with the umbilicus somewhat less covered, and
either narrow, as in baboquivariensis, or much wider, as in the

form called S. b. depressa. Two from Station 5 measure:

Plate II, fig. 9. Height 11.8, diam. 19.2 mm., umbihcus 2.5 mm.
Plate II, fig. 10. Height 10, diam. 16.2 mm., umbihcus 1.8 mm.
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Fig. 8.—Sketch map of a section of the Baboquivari Range, showing
collecting stations, 1917.

• Specimens from Stations 3, 5-11 are similar.

In all of these lots dissected (Stations 2, 5, 10) the penis-papilla

differs from that of typical baboquivariensis by its far more slender

shape, with a bluntly tapering end, not at all enlarged and glandi-

form as it is in baboquivariensis. This may indicate that the form

defined as depressa is specifically distinct; yet as the shell char-

acters appear to intergrade, we leave this Sycamore canyon form

as a subspecies. It inhabits the region immediately north of

baboquivai-iensis.

Measurements of the genitalia follow

:

Museum No 117527 117527 117522 117519
Penis 7 6 5 8
Papilla 3.3 3 2 3.5

Epiphallus 7 7.3 6 9
Flagellum long 2 . . 1

Vagina 8 6.5 5

Stations (1917) 5 5 10 2

PL VII, fig 7 9 10 5

In the Sierrita Mountains collections were made at Station 47

(1917) and 202 (1919), in a canyon facing east, at about 4500 ft.,

and at Station 204 (1919), on the south side of a mountain facing

Harris ranch, at about 6000 ft. more or less. The shells resemble

closely those from Sycamore canyon, and the genitalia, particularly

the form of the slender penis-papilla, are identical with that race,

in two dissected from Station 202. Length of penis 6.3, papilla

1.7, epiphallus 8, flagellum 1, vagina 7 mm.
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In the Tucson Range, specimens were taken at Stations 58, 60

and 61. As the original account of depressa was quite short, a

fuller description is here given of a specimen from Station 58,

pi. II, fig. 11.

The shell is very thin, depressed, with a narrow umbilicus
contained 9-10 times in the diameter. Between cinnamon-buff
and light pinkish-cinnamon color, fachng towards whitish on the
base, with a chestnut-brown band above the periphery and more or

less showing on the penult whorl, and having very indistinct,

narrow pale borders. The surface is glossy, the last 2 whorls
marked with fine smooth, growth lines under a lens; next earlier

whorl having the lines irregular; after the nearly smooth first half

whorl the embryonic whorls are minutely, closely but weakly
rugose radiall}^, and in the most perfect examples there are rather
widely spaced protractive threads, as in S. binneyi. The spire is

rather low; last whorl is very wide, viewed from above; it descends
slowly and but little in front. The aperture is unusually large,

peristome thin, distinctly but very narrowly expanded throughout,
dilated at the columellar insertion, where it overhangs a small
part of the umbilicus. Parietal callus arches forward somewhat,
and bounded by a light raised line.

Height- 11.5, diam, 19.3, diam. umbilicus 2 mm., 4| whorls.

10, " 17.0 mm.
11.7, " 17.5 "

Genitalia (Plate VII, figs. 4, 5, 8) characterized by the rather slen-

der penis with stout basal sheath, and containing a rather short,

smooth, slender, blunt-ended papilla, contained 3 times, more or
less, in the length of penis. Flagellum short. The vagina is

slightly shorter than the penis in specimens dissected (Stations 59
and 61). Dimensions follow:

Museum No 118059 118061
Penis 7.3 8 mm.
Penis-papilla 2 3 "

Epiphallus 8 7.5 "

Vagina 6.7 5

Station 61 58

It differs from S. hinneyi by the more fragile shell and slightly

larger aperture.

We at first thought that this might be S. arizonensis Dall, but

that species, well figured by Bartsch, has not so large an aperture,

a decidedly higher spire and less depressed body-whorl, and it is

said to have "rather well-marked incremental lines and micro-

scopic vermicular markings"; the latter are certainly wanting in

the present form, but may perhaps be due to the dead condition

of the single specimen of arizonensis found.
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Sonorella binneyi imperialis n. subsp. Plate 2, flg. 12; pi. VII, flg. 1.

Empire Range, Station 151 (1918); a few "bones" at Station 150.

The shell is decidedly more depressed than S. hinneyi, rather

narrowl}^ umbihcate (umbilicus about one-ninth to one-tenth the

diameter), thin, dilute cinnamon above, shading into white be-

neath, with a chestnut-brown band rather indistinctly whitish-

bordered. There are some narrow whitish growth-arrest streaks.

Surface glossy, with light, fine growth lines. Embryonic shell,

after the smooth initial part, radially anastomosing-crinkled, then

with slowly protractive threads over fine radial crinkling, and on
the last part of the first whorl, retractive threads. The spire is

small. The last whorl increases very rapidly and is unusually

wide, as viewed from above. In front it descends a little and slowly.

The aperture is large, its width decidedly more than half the

diameter. Lip thin, very slightly expanded, outwardly and basally,

dilated at the columellar insertion, partly covering the umbilicus.

Height 11.3, diam. 19.5 mm.; 4| whorls.

By its large aperture, texture, lip and apical sculpture this species

resembles S. bahoquivariensis P. & F., but in that species the

aperture is even larger and the umbilicus more covered ; moreover,

the penis papilla is noticeably different, though otherwise the

genitalia are rather similar. It differs from the typical Chirica-

huan S. hinneyi chiefly by being more depressed. The genitalia

of this species show affinity to S. bowiensis and S. bartschi—species

in which the umbilicus is decidedly larger.

The few living ones and numerous "bones" show very little

variation in size, nearly all being from 19 to 20 mm. in diameter.

S. binneyi, while it has a remarkably wide range for a Sonorella,

appears everywhere to be very local. In the Chiricahuas it is

known from a single canyon in the southern part of the range.

The form we called franciscana has a very limited area, separated

from the Chiricahuan locality by valleys and by ranges where we

know that binneyi does not occur. S. b. franciscana differs from

the original lot by having a somewhat longer epiphallus, a difference

of no great weight, and perhaps it is not really distinguishable

from typical S. hinneyi. The Empire Range form, S. b. imperialis,

lives about 90 miles northwest of the type locality, several inter-

vening ranges which we have explored being without the species.

It has a more depressed shell than typical binneyi, and the penis-

papilla is thicker. Finally in the Tucson Range, still further west,

we have an allied form, S. bahoquivariensis depressa, in which the

penis-papilla is very slender.
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Sonorella trycniana n. n.

Sonorclla rowelli (Newc), Pilsbry, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1902, p. 511;
Nautilus XVI, p. 32. Pilsbry & Ferriss, Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 190.5, p.

261, pi. 18, figs. 33-3.5; pi. 20, figs. 13, 14, 20. Not Helix rowelli New-
comb.

Sanfords, Pima Co., on the bank of Sonoita creek under leaves

and logs, near the water, J. H. Ferriss, type and paratype No. 83273

A. N. S. P. Also a short distance eastward in the northern end of

the Patagonia mountains, J. H. F., 1902, and E. H. Ashmun, 1898.

Empire mountains at Stations 149 and 152 (1918), J. H. Ferriss.

This small species, related to the Chiricahuan S. bowiensis and

S. hinneyi, was long thought to be Newcomb's H. rowelli. That

species, however, proves to be a Micrarionta {Eremarionta) , from

southwestern Arizona.

S. tryoniana is much like S. bowiensis, but in that species the

margins of the lip converge more, leaving a shorter parietal callus.

At Sanfords this species was found on the bank of the creek near

the water under leaves and logs.

The specimens from far northward, in the Empire Mountains,

appear to be practically typical tryoniana. Among the species of

these mountains, this shell resembles S. binneyi imperialis in color

and texture, but it is smaller, the last whorl is not so wide, the

umbilicus is decidedly larger (contained between 6| and 7 times

in the diameter), and the aperture is relatively smaller, though of

similar shape. Surface very glossy, lightly striate, without spiral

lines or granulation. Height 9.4, diam. 15.7, umbilicus 2.3 mm.;

4^ whorls.

Living examples were taken at Station 149, but those preserved

unfortunately became dry, and the sketch, Plate VIII, fig. 6, and

the measurements obtained by soaking it up, are given for what

they may be worth. The penis-papilla is cylindric with a blunt,

rounded end.

Length of penis 3.5 mm.; papilla 1.5 mm.; vagina 4 mm.

Sonorella berryi n. sp. Plate II, fig. 13.

Station 103 (1918), in malpais slides on a small hill north of

the road near the forks, on the east side of the Roskruge Range.

Type no. 131001 A. N. S. P.

The shell is depressed-globose, thin, narrowly and half-covered

umbilicate, translucent, white, with a chestnut-brown band above
the periphery and narrowly showing on the penult whorl, and a
pinkish-buff band below the suture, spreading about half way to
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the chestnut band. Surface rather glossy, smooth except for very-
fine growth hues. Embryonic shell smooth at the tip, then finely
radially rugose towards the end of the first whorl (showing a few
widely spaced protractive threads in some, especially young, ex-
amples). The last whorl is very wide and descends "^a' little and
slowly in front. The aperture is very large. Peristome thin,
expanded, reflected half over the umbilicus. Parietal callus thin.
Height 12.3, diam. 18.3 mm.; 4^ whorls. Type. Height 12,
diam. 18.7 mm. Height 11.5, diam. 17.3 mm.

Genitalia (Plate V, fig. 11) about as in S. hinneiji P. & F., so far
as can be judged from a dried specimen, soaked up.

About 60 living specimens of this handsome little Sonorella were
taken. While it is related to baboquivariensis depressa, of the
Baboquivari, Sierrita and Tucson Ranges, it differs by the smaller,

more covered umbilicus, the still larger aperture, the less depressed
shape, and in coloration, which is uniform in the long series taken.

In the genitalia it resembles S. binneyi franciscana in having the
epiphallus longer than in Tuscon Range specimens of depressa.

Unfortunately the single animal saved became dry and had to be
soaked up, hence the following measurements may require some
revision when fresh ones are obtained.

Length of penis 6.7 mm.; length of papilla 2.5 mm.; length of

vagina 7.5 mm.
Named for S. Stillman Berry, who has done good work on the

Cahfornian desert snails.

Sonorella odorata P. & F. Plate VI, fig. 8.

Genitalia of a specimen from Station 22 (1917), in the aspen zone,

Spud Rock Ranger Station, Rincon Mts., are here figured to show
variation in form of the penis-papilla, which is somewhat enlarged
distally.

Length of penis 6 mm. Length of epiphallus. 10 mm.
" papilla ....3 " " " vagina.... 7

Sonorella hinkleyi P. & F. Plate III, flgs. 1, 4.

Nautilus vol. 33, July 1919, p. 19.

San Cayetano Mountains, in the southern part, at Stations 243
to 251 (1919), the types from Station 243, the southernmost peak
of the Cayetano foothills 2 miles above Calabasas, on the western
branch of Sonoita Creek. The highest stations at about 7500 ft.

elevation.

The shell is small, moderately solid, depressed, the umbiKcus
contained about 5 times in the diameter; between light pinkish-
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cinnamon and pinkish-buff, the base paler, a chestnut-brown
band above the periphery. The surface is shghtly glossy. Em-
brj^onic whorls radially crinkled, the second with very irregular

tangential (protractive) threads on its peripheral half; subsequent
whorls with weak lines of growth only. The spire is low, whorls
convex, the last wide, descending a little in front. The aperture
is rounded, peristome slightly expanded.

Alt. 8, diam. 15.7 mm.; 4| whorls. Type, station 243|. Alt.

10, diam. 17 mm. Station 243.

The penis is rather long with a basal sheath nearly a third of its

length; the papilla cylindric with conic end and weak spiral pli-

cation. Epiphallus about as long as penis, the long penial retractor

inserted upon it. No flagellum. The vagina is longer than the
penis, and at the distal third there is an annular swelling, the wall

there being thickened and muscular, with an internal annular ridge.

Above this the internal wall has fine, irregular, longitudinal threads.

Measurements of the organs in mm. follow.

Museum No 43735 43726
Penis 10.5 mm. 10 mm.
Penis-papilla 4 '' 3.3

"

Epiphallus 10 " 9.5 "

Vagina 13 " 11

Station 243 244

A small, depressed nearly smooth species. At Station 244, in a

porphyry slide on a small knob, southern side of the southern peak

of the Cayetanos, most of the specimens taken are albinos, the shell

white throughout. There were 452 albinos to 24 banded specimens

(Plate III, fig. 4).

Sonorella hinkleyi cayetanensis Pils. & Ferr. Plate III, fig. 5.

Sonorella cayetanensis P. & F., Nautilus vol. 33, July 1919, p. 19.

Cayetano Mountains: Station 216, in a slide of white porphyry

on north side of double peak, near the top, type loc. Also Stations

207, 212, 215, 217, from the foothills up.

The shell is thin, light, umbilicus contained about 8 times in the

diameter, dilute cinnamon, fading to whitish around the umbilicus
and on both sides of the chestnut-brown supraperipheral band.
The latter shows only narrowly on the penult whorl. Surface
glossy, lightly striate. Faint traces of protractive and retractive

threads are visible on the latter part of the embrj^onic shell in

3'oung examples. The whorls increase rather slowly to the last,

which is about double the width of the penult and descends very
little in front. The thin peristome is narrowly expanded, inser-

tions of the margins rather widely apart. Height 11.7, diam. 21

mm.; nearly 4| whorls.
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Genitalia much as in S. hinkleyi. The long penis contains a
spirally plicate papilla somewhat over one-third the total length,
its end conic. The equally long epiphallus terminates in a very
short flagellum. The vagina is longer than the penis, and has an
annular muscular swelling at its distal fourth. The organs measure
in length:

Penis 13.5 mm. Vagina 20 mm.
Penis-papilla 5.0 " Museum No 43737.
Epiphallus 13.5

"
Station 216.

Fig. 9.

—

Sonorella h. cmjetanensis, No. 43737, Station 216.

This form from the northern end of the Cayetano range is ana-

tomically very close to S. hinkleyi, which inhabits the southern

end of the same range, and is distinguished by the smaller size and
more solid texture of the shell. However, there are some specimens,

such as those from Station 219 (1919) which appear intermediate,

and we therefore reduce cayetanensis to subspecific rank.

Sonorella hinkleyi tumacacori. Plate III, fig. 2; pi. VIII, flgs. 4, 5.

Sonorella tumacacori P. &. F., Nautilus vol. 33, July, 1919, p. 19.

Tumacacori Mountains, Stations 204|, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212,

all on Tumacacori Peak and the next mountain southward.

Except by the somewhat greater length of the reproductive

organs, the decidedly stronger node or swelling on the vagina, the

short penial retractor and less closely twisted penis papilla, this

form differs very little from S. hinkleyi, of which we now consider



13.0
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Malpais slides in a small black hill 3 miles east of north of Bobb's
Butte, southern end of the Roskruge Range, Station 110.

A specimen from near the Desert Laboratory, Tumamoc Hill,

was dissected and the penis is drawn in Plate VII, fig. 14. It agrees
well with the original lot, except that the spiral grooves of the
penis-papilla are less closely wound. The penis and cpiphallus
are each 9 mm. long, papilla 4 mm., in a shell 8.5 x 15.7 mm.
There is no flagellum.

At Station 87 the specimens vary from 18 to 20.5 mm. diameter,
becoming larger than any from the type locality. None have been
dissected from the Tucson Range proper, west of Tumamoc Hill,

or from the Silver Bell, but except in attaining larger size they
appear to be identical.

At Station 110, southern foothills of the Roskruge Range, the
specimens are much like the smallest examples of typical S. tu-

mamocensis, diam. 14 to 16.2 mm. They are more depressed than
the larger Tucson Range shells, somewhat translucent. The
animals had been dried, but by the use of potash one was soaked up.

The genitalia (Plate VII, fig. 15) do not differ materially from tuma-
mocensis, except that the papilla appears to be smooth and shaped
as in S. binneyi, not tapering and spirally grooved as in tuina-

mocensis. There is a very small flagellum.

Length of penis 12 mm. Length of epiphallus 7.5 mm.
" " papilla 3.5 '' " " vagina 8

Little stress can be attached to such details in a specimen so

poorly preserved. Evidently a further investigation of the anato-
my of these several forms referred to tumamocensis must be made.
The shells at station 110 show considerable variation in size of

the umbilicus:

Height 8, diam. 16.2, width umbihcus 2.5 mm.
8 " 14.2 " "

2.1
"

7.6, " 13.9, " "
2.7 ''

Similar variation occurs in the type locality, where also most
specimens are larger.

These specimens from Station 110 are very much like S.ferrissi,

but the last whorl is more depressed in the latter.

HuACHUCAN SoNORELLAS.—The Huachucas have a more varied

fauna of Sonorellas than any other range j^et explored, the five

species known anatomically belonging to four of the groups founded
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Fig. 10.

—

Sonorella dalli

showing parietal teeth.

on anatomical structure. The shells are greatly varied in size and
form, and two species S. dalli and S. parva, possess rudimentary

"teeth." We here figure a specimen of

the former having these teeth well de-

veloped (Text-fig. 10).

Besides these species, there are two
others not yet dissected. S. huachucana

was taken in 1904. It was originally

described as a subspecies of the Chirica-

huan S. virilis. Somewhat faded bones

of another species of about 20 mm. diam-

eter, with smooth (not granulose) surface

was taken in 1919 at Station 270, at the northern end of the range.

As it belongs to a group of very weakly differentiated species,

we do not attempt to name these specimens, which certainly dijffer

specifically from any described Huachucan species.

Key to Huachucan Sonorellas by Characters of the Genitalia.

a. Penis long (about 40 mm. in a shell 27 mm. diam.), containing
a short papilla (about \ length of penis) ; epiphallus long
(49-60 mm.) ; flagellum present. *S. dalli Bartsch.

a^. Penis long (about 20-25 mm. in a shell of about 16 mm. diam.),
containing a long, longitudinally costulate papilla; epi-
phallus shorter than penis; no flagellum. S. parva Pils.

a^. Penis shorter, about equalHng the diameter of shell or much
less, containing a thick, cylindric papilla.

h. Papilla less than half the length of penis; vagina shorter than
penis; epiphallus thickened where it passes into penis.

S. sitiens ynontezuma P. & F.
h^. Papilla more than half the length of penis; epiphallus not

enlarging where it enters penis; vagina much longer than
the penis.

c. Upper part of vagina muscular, swollen, usually fusiform;
penis 5 to 7.5 mm., papilla 3.3 to 5 mm. long.

S. granulatismna Pils.

c^ Vagina rather slender throughout, with a small fleshy node
midway or at the upper third; penis 12 to 19 mm., papilla

9 to 13 mm. long. S. danielsi P. & F.

Sonorella danielsi P. & F.

This is a common shell in Ash canyon, Stations 310, 311, 330

(1919), Montezuma and Copper canyons, no. 314, 316, 318-320,

322-324, 327-329, all 1919. Its known range is thus extended
considerably.
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The color is not yellow as in the types, but a brown tint. In
the soft anatomy, specimens from stations 310, 311, 314 agree fully

with the typical form. One from 319 dissected has the vagina
like granulatissima (P.A.N. S. 1909, pi. 21, fig. 4), but the penis and
papilla are long, as in danielsi. Measurements of the organs
follow.

Museum No 44043 44041 44035
Penis 10 10 11.5

Penis-papilla 7 8.5

Epiphallus 10
Peiiial retractor 9
Vagina 16 13 18

Station 314 311 319

The large, club-shaped, abruptly truncate penis-papilla has a

wrinkled-areolate surface, not very well shown in the figures

pubhshed in 1909, but best in Plate 21, fig. 7.

Specimens of *S. danielsi in the National Museum, No. 124479a,

are labelled "Tucson, Arizona, Cox, Lea Collection." We have

noticed the Huachucan Ashmunella from the same source in these

Proceedings for 1909, p. 496. It is a form, A. varicifera, which

inhabits the southern Huachucas, the habitat also of *S. danielsi.

The latter is known from over 25 stations in this region, but

neither species has been taken by us further northwest in the Hua-

chucas, or in any other range. There can therefore be little doul)t

that the Cox specimens of Ashmunella and So7iorella labelled

"Tucson" came from somewhere in the neighborhood of Ash

canj^on, Huachucas.

Sonorella parva Pils. Plate VIII, figs. 2, 3.

Sonorella qranulatissima parva Pils., Proc. A. N. S. Phila., 1905, p. 264,

pi. 18, figs. 45-47; 1909, p. 501, pi. 19, figs. 10-12.

The exact locality of the original lot was not noted; they were

picked up between Fort Huachuca and the Manila mine, near the

latter, and agree perfectly with those taken at Station 274 (1919).

It was found also at Stations 270 and 281 (1919). All of these are

in the western foothills of the northwestern end of the Huachuca

range.

Sculpture: after the smooth apex, there are some radial wrinkles

to the end of the initial half whorl; the whorl following is very

minutely, densely, evenly reticulate-pitted; in obhque light in

certain places faint traces of fine, close oblique lines may sometimes
be made out. The following neanic whorls are microscopically

densely granulose, as in S. granulatissima, but on the last whorl

this granulation becomes very weak or almost disappears.
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The last whorl is bluntly subangular in front, or at least some-
what compressed there; it descends rather deeply to the aperture.

Aperture is strongly oblique, rounded, somewhat wider than
high, the margins approaching. There is sometimes a very low,
oblique callus pad or "tooth" on the parietal wall, further in and
nearer the periphery than is usual in helices. This tooth is visible

in all adult shells from station 281, but seems to be only occasional
in other lots. It is present but excessively weak in the figured type,
but is well developed in a paratype.

The soft anatomy, examined in specimens from Stations 270,

274 and 281, shows that this form is not nearly related to S. grcmu-

laiissima. The animal is plumbeous black above; sole with a wide

isabella colored central area, sharply defined, and dusky side areas.

Genital organs are relatively large. The penis is long with a short

sheath, thin-walled, containing a long fleshy papilla having nu-

merous slender longitudinal ridges, the end abruptly truncate.

Penial retractor short, on the epiphallus, which is twisted around the

retractor, the basal part thickened. No flagellum. The vagina is

long.

Museum No 44054 44037
Penis 20 mm. 25
Penis-papilla 14 " 12
Epiphallus 12 "

Penial retractor 8 "
8

Vagina 16 " 21

The peculiar sculpture of the penis-papilla is unique in the genus.

The "tooth" on the parietal wall is a very unusual feature in

Sonorella, but occurs also, and more strongly developed, in S. dalli.

Sonorella insignis Pils. & Ferr. Plate I fl, flg. 3.

Nautilus, vol. 33, July 1919, p. 21.

Whetstone Mountains, Stations 304, 304^ and 305 (1919). Liv-

ing specimens were taken only at the type Station 304.

The shell is much depressed, openly umbilicate (the umbilicus
about one-fifth the total diameter), solid, opaque, whitish stained
with light pinkish-cinnamon above and in places on the base,

banded with chestnut-brown, the band broad, situated well above
the periphery. Surface with little gloss, having coarse, unevenly
developed, very low plications in the direction of growth lines, and
mainly confined to the last whorl; under the microscope traces of

rather coarse, well separated spiral impressed lines may be deci-

phered in some places on the upper surface. No protractive
threads are visible on the embryonic shell in the adult or nearly
adult shells. The last whorl descends rather deeply to the aperture,
which is oval with converging margins, very slightly expanded.
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Height 9.5, diam. 20.5 mm.; 4^ whorls. Type.
8.8, " 19 " Topotype.

" 10.3 " 21.7
"

Genitaha (Phite VIII, fig. 1, type) characterized by the long male
organs. The large penis papilla is f the length of the penis, with
a bluntly conic end. The penis is slender basally, enclosed in a
short sheath. Flagellum very small but distinct. Vagina shorter
than penis. Lengths of organs as follows:

Penis 16.5 mm. Epiphallus 24 mm.
Penis papilla 12.0

" Vagina 10
"

Penial retractor ... . 8.5
" Spermatheca and duct 25 "

The jaw has 4 or 5 ribs.

This species is readily known by its depressed shape and coarse

sculpture. It is not closely related to any described form, but by
the very large penis and papilla appears to belong to the group of

S. virilis.

A very old specimen has a distinctly calloused parietal wall,

much as in some Oreohelices.

Oreohelix concentrata huachucana Pils.

Whetstone Mountains, Stations 286, 303, 304, 304| (1919).

The Whetstone form is generally more depressed and more widely

umbilicate than is usual in the Huachucas, but some Huachucan

A BCD
Fig. 11.

—

Oreohelix concentrata huachucana. Whetstone mountains,
o, h, c, station 3041; d, station 286.

examples are entirely similar, and some from the Whetstones are

elevated. They are always angular or keeled in front or throughout.

Fully adult specimens measure

:

Height 13.3, diam. 22 mm. Station 286.

" 303.
" 304i.

10.3
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In the Mustang Mountains only fossil specimens were found.

Those from Station 157 (1918) measure 20-22 mm. diameter, have

a moderately raised spire, and are practically typical of the sub-

species. At Station 153 (1918) the shells are smaller, 15 to 19 mm.
diameter.

BULIMULID.®.

Bulimulus nigromontanus Dall. Plate I, flgs. 3, 4.

Pajaritos Mountains in Pina Blanca canyon, Stations 225, 236.

Also 5 miles north of Moor Ranger Station, Pina Blanca, in a small

canyon running east, opposite the main gulch from the Tumacacori

Mountains, in a slide on the north slope of a hill of crumbling

porphyry, Ferriss and Hinkley, 1919.

Except in having a somewhat smaller umbilicus, these specimens

appear to agree with the description of B. nigromontanus, which

came from Black Mountain, 12 miles south of Monument 77 of the

International Boundary, on the right bank of the San Bernardino

River, in Sonora. The localities now recorded carry the species

about 130 miles further west. It is a species new to the United

States list.

UROCOPTID.ffl.
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Axial lamella only 5 specimens
Axial and basal 2 "
Axial, basal and parietal . . . 3 "

Form 2.—At Station 271, a deep canyon 1 mile north of the
Manila mine hill, at a dolomite cliff facing northwest, two lots
were obtained. These generally have the riblets weak on the
penult or on two whorls, and the lamella? within are reduced.
15 opened from one lot and 11 from another have lamellae thus:

, .
, ,

No. of specimens No. of specimens
Axial only 10 10
Axial and basal 4
Axial, basal and parietal 1 1

These specimens average somewhat larger than the typical lot
of ferrissi.

An identical form was taken at Station 306 on the western dome
of the Mustangs. Most of the specimens opened had a columellar
lamella only, but one had 3 lamellge.

Holospira ferrissi caneloensis a. subsp. Text-flg. 12.

Canelo Hills: limestone hills west of the Duquesne road at
Stations 289 to 292, the latter three miles west of the road and the
furthest from it. Type 131010 A. N. S. and paratypes in Ferriss
collection from Station 289.

The shell has the short contour and small size of tvpical ferrissi,
but the sculpture is slightly finer, and becomes obsolete on the an-
tepenult to last whorls, strengthened again on the last half whorl.
The three internal lamellae are strongly developed.
Length 8, diam. 3.5 mm., 10 whorls. Type.

" 7.2, "3 " 10 " Station 290.
" 9.8, " 3.5 " 111

Three internal lamellae are present in all opened of the type lot,

but at Station 292 some of the apparently quite adult shells had
only the axial lamella.

Holospira ferrissi monopt]^ n. subsp. Text-flg. 13.

Mustang Mountains, in a limestone slope facing east, near Dan
Mathew's ranch. Type No. 131009 A. N. S., paratypes in coll.

Ferriss.

The shell has the short, compact shape of ferrissi, but differs
by having the costulation weaker on the penult and face of last
whorl, and in numerous specimens opened there is but one lamella,
a strong axial.
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Type.Length 8 diam. 3.3 mm.,
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later whorls moderately so, with a well impressed suture. The
last whorl is flattened laterally, sloping to the base, is contracted
and very shortly free m front. The small aperture is rounded with
part of the upper margin straightened. Internally there are one
to three lamellae. The type having an axial lamella only.
Length 14.2, diam. 3.7 mm., 14^ whorls. Type,

11.5 " 3.6 " 13

This species resembles H. cionella and H. chiricahuana. The
latter has a longer terminal taper, passing imperceptibly into the
cylindric part. H. cionella is a smaller species with finer sculpture.
Out of 7 specimens from the type locality opened, 2 have an
axial lamella only, 4 have axial and basal, and one has axial, basal
and parietal. Several opened from the other two stations have
the axial lamella alone.

The specimens from Station 293 are similar to those from 304,
the type station; but at 305 the shells are smaller, extremes measur-
ing:

Length 11.3, diam. 3.7 mm., 12^ whorls.
9.5, " 3.6 " lOi "

A few opened have a axial lamella only.

Also taken in the Empire Mountains, Station 149 (1918), on the
north side of a large limestone peak 1| miles northwest of the
Total Wreck mine. Specimens small, about as at Station 293,
above; only an axial lamella.

Holospira whetstonensis arata n. subsp. Text-fig. 16.

Mustang Mountains, Stations 159 (1918), type loc, and 153
(1918), both on the eastern dome of the range. Type 131005.

The shell is smaller, especially shorter than whetstonensis, with
a shorter neck, but having similar strongly cut riblets, coarser than
in H. ferrissi; the terminal cone longer than in ferrissi. There is

an axial lamella lateral in position.

Length 9.3, diam. 3.5 mm., 11^ whorls. Type.
9.8 " 3.3 " Topotype.

<<
8 5 " 3 2 " "

" 10.9 " 3.2 '' 12 whorls. Station 153.
" 9.4 '' 3.7 " 10^ "

IV. On Micrarionta rowelli (Newc.) and M. newcombi, n. sp.

Micrarionta rowelli (Newc). Plate III, flgs. 7 (type), 6.

Helix rowelli Newcomb, Proc. California Acad. Sci. Ill, 1865, p. 181 . Binney
and Bland, Land and Fresh-water Shells of N. A., I, p. 185, upper fig.

326; not the description or lower figure.
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This species was, we believe, the first land snail described from
Arizona. Newcomb's type appears to have come from Frick, or

at least he is given as authorit}^ for the locality "Arizona." Whether
Frick was a fortyniner who reached California by the Old Yuma
Trail through Mexico and Arizona, we do not know. We know
that he lived in Oahu for some years, and collected shells there;

but no details of his life could be obtained.

Binney, in 1869, confused Newcomb's shell with Helix lohrii

Gabb, a very different shell. His description appears to be com-
posite, and only his upper figure is certainly identifia])le as roiveUi.

The lower figure differs in lacking the parietal callus and in being

larger. Fischer and Crosse followed Binney in this mistake.

In 1882, Henry Prime reported "Ampelita" roiveUi from the Salt

River Mountains, 7 miles south of Phoenix, Arizona, "determined
by Dr. Newcomb." We have seen some of these shells, which
have a general reseml)lance to M. roivelli, but are really bleached

Sonorella "bones" of an undescribed species. In 1905, one of us

(H. A. P.) thought to recognize Newcomb's species in certain small

Sonorellas from Sanfords and the adjacent foothills of the Patagonia

Mountains, Arizona. On comparison with the type specimen, it

is seen that these shells are different, and the new name Sonorella

tryoniana has been proposed for them.

The type-specimen of M. roivelli, No. 27517 of the Newcomb
collection, Cornell University, is represented in P'ate III, fig. 7. It

is bleached wdiite, but shows a narrow gray band above the peri-

phery. The surface is glossy, finely, weakly striate. On the

antepenult whorl the striae are slightly irregular, indistinctly broken

into long granules. The apex is now broken, but the last part of

the embryonic shell remains. It shows a sculpture entirely similar

to that of M. wolcottiana, M. hutsoni and others,—granules length-

ened in a spiral direction. The whorls are rather strongly convex,

the last one very wide, and descending rather deeply in front.

Aperture is very shortly oval, nearly as high as wide, the peristome

expanded, a little thickened within, the margins connected by a

strong parietal callus. Height 8.8, diam. 16; diam. umbiHcus 2.8

mm. Aperture 8 mm. high, 9 wide.

In the U. S. National Museum there are two examples (one

much broken) of a Micrarionta (Plate III, fig. 6), No. 187478, label-

led as collected at Tinajas Altas by Maj. E. A.Mearns, Feb. 21, 1894.

They agree so fully with Newcomb's type of .1/. roxcelli that we
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believe that the habitat of that species can now be fixed. Mearns
was in camp at Tinajas Altas, at the east base of the Gila Moun-
tains, from February 14 to 23, 1894, and made a careful exploration.

^

These famous natural rock tanks, which furnish an almost unfailing

supply of good water, were an important camping place on the old

Yuma Trail to California,^ and probably are where Frick obtained
the type of Helix roivelli. In the absence of other information,

we propose that Tinajas Altas be considered the type locality.

M. rowelli stands close to M. hutsoni, but the aperture is more
rounded, less oval, and the parietal callus is decidedly longer.

The Mearns example measures: height 8, diam. 16.3 mm., and
is figured on Plate III, fig. 6. The parietal callus is not so heavy as

in Newcomb's type, which is evident!}^ an old shell.

Micrarionta newcombi n. sp. Plate III, fig. s.

The shell is strongly depressed, openly umbihcate (the umbihcus
contained 4 times in the diameter), thin, whitish (dead), with a
narrow brown band above the periphery. Surface smoothish,
with faint growth stria only. Embryonic whorls showing no sculp-
ture (somewhat worn). Whorls convex, rather slowly increasing.
Aperture rounded-lunate. Peristome sharp, the specimen not
fully mature.

Height 8, diam. 15.5, width of umbihciis 3.9 mm., 4| whorls.

A single specimen of this species was in the Newcomb collection

with the type of M. rowelli; presumably from the same localitj^

It is not fully mature, yet should be easily recognized by the

strongly depressed shape and large umbilicus, unlike any other

known species of the region. It is more depressed and more openly

umbilicate than M. rixfordi, which appears to be related.

Type in the Newcomb collection, Cornell University.

^ Mammals of the Mexican Boundary of the United States, Bull. 56 U. S. N.
M., 1907, pp. 21, 122, pi. 13, fig. 1.

«The Old Yuma Trail. National Geographic Magazine, XII, 1901, pp. 129-
143, map on p. 132.
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Explanation of Plates I-VIII.

Plate I.—Fig. 1.

—

Sonorella elizabethae P. & F. Station 276, Canelo Hills,

Arizona. Type. No. 130991.
2. Sonorella mustang P. & F. Station 153, Mustang Range. Type.

No. 130992.
3,4. Bulimulus nigromontanus T>aX\. Station 225, Pina Blanca canyon,

Arizona. No. 43748.
5. Sonorella cotis P. & F. Whetstone Range. Type. No. 130994.
6. Sonorella cotis P. & F. Station 293, Whetstone Range. No. 130995.
7. Sonorella patagonica P. & F. Station 260, Patagonia Mts., Arizona.

No. 43719.
8. Sonorella patagonica P. & F. Station 254, Patagonia Mts. Tvpe.

No. 43722.
9. 10. Sonorella patagonica P. & F. Station 252, Patagonia Mts. No.

43720.
11. Sonorella walkeri montana P. & F. Type. No. 43724,
12. Sonm-ella linearis P. & F. Type. No. 130996.
13. Sonorella xanthenes P. & F. Type. No. 118095.

Plate II—Fig. 1-2.

—

Sonorella ambigua P. & F. Station 118, Coyote Mts.
No. 130997.

2, 4,. Sonorella ambiguaT.&'F. Station 120, outlier of Kitt's Peak. No.
130998.

5-7. Sonorella ambigua cyclostonia P. & F. Type (fig. 6) and paratypes.
No. 118096a.

8. Sonorella sitiens montezuma P. & F. Type. No. 130583.

9, 10. Sonorella baboquivariensis P. & F. Bases of two specimens from
station 5, Sycamore canyon, Baboquivari Mts.

11. Sonorella baboquivariensis depressa P. & F. Station 58, Tucson Range.
No. 130999.

12. Sonorella binneyi imperialis P. & F. Type. No. 131000.
13. Sonorella berryi P. & F. Type. No. 131001.

Plate III.—Fig. 1.—Sonorella hinkleyi P. & F. Type. No. 43735.
2. Sonorella hinkleyi tumacacori P. & F. Type. No. 131002.
3. Sonorella insig7iis P. & F. Type. No. 44040.
4. Sonorella hinhieiji P. & F. Albino from Station 244. No. 43726.

5. Sonorella cayetanensis P. & F. Type. No. 43737.

6. Micrarionta rowelli (Newc). Enlarged views of specimen from
Tinajas Altas. No. 187478 U. S. N. M.

7. Micrarionta rowelli (Newc). Type. Natural size and enlarged.

No. 27517 Cornell Univ. Coll.

8. Micrarionta newcombi P. & F. Type. Enlarged. Cornell Univ.
Coll.

Plate IV.—Fig. \-l&.—Sonorella elizabethae P. & F. No. 130577. Station 276,

Canelo Hills.

2. Sonorella patagonica P. & F. No. 43721. Station 258, Patagonia
Mts.

3. Sonorella cotis P. & F. No. 119038. Station 3 (1914), Whetstone
Mts.

4. Sonorella patagonica P. &.F. No. 43715. Station 253, Mt. Washing-
ton.

5. Sonorella mustang P. & F. No. 44048. Station 286, Mustang Mts.
6. Sonorella patagonica P. & F. No. 43719. Station 260, Patagonia

Mts.
7. Sonorella patagonica P. & F. No. 43719. Station 260, Patagonia

Mts.
8. Sonorella patagonica P. & F. No. 43722. Type. Station 254,

AVashington Mt., Patagonias.
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9. Sonorella cotis P. & F. No. 119038. Station 3 (1914). Whetstone
Mts.

Plate V.—Fig. l.—Sonorella ambigua P. & F. No. 118108. Station 146,
Cababi Hills.

2. Sonorella amhigua P. & F. No. 118103. Station 146, Cababi Hills,
3. Sonorella ambigua P. & F. No. 118100. Station 137, Cababi Hills.
4. Sonorella amhigua P. & F. No. 118078. Station 106. Bobb's

Butte.
5. Sonorella ambigua P. & F. No. 118077. Station 100, Roskruge

Range.
6. Sonorella ainhigua P. & F. No. 118079. Station 101, Roskruge

Range.
7. Sonorella ambigua P. & F. No. 1 18081 . Station 99, Roskruge Range.
8,9. Sonorella amhigua ¥. & F. No. 118098. Station 120, outlier,

N.-W. of Kitt's Peak. Penis and the same opened showing papilla.
10. Sonorella amhigua P. & F. No. 118080. Station 93, Robles Hills.
11. Sonorella herryi P. & F. No. 118086. Station 103, Roskruge Range.

From a dry specimen, soaked up.
12. Sonorella amhigua P. & F. No. 118084. Station 104, Table Top

Mts., Roskruge Range.

Plate VI.—Fig. 1.

—

Sonorella ambigua P. & F. No. 118054.
2. Sonorella ambigua V.&Y. No. 118089. Station 127, Pictured rocks,

101 miles west of Tucson.
3-4. Sonorella amhigua P. & F. No. 118093. Station US, Coyote

Mts.
5. Sonorella ambigua P. & F. No. 118097. Station 130, Pictured rocks.
6. Sonorella amhigua cyclostoma P. & F. No. 118096. Station 126, 3

miles west of Comovo church.
7. Sonorella sitiens P. & F. No. 43723. Station 237, Clark's mine

canyon, Pajaritos.
8. Sonorella odorata P. & F. No. 130844. Station 22 (1917), Spud

Rock Ranger Station, east side Rincon Mts.
9. Sonorella sitiens P. & F. No. 43740. Station 224. Pina Blanca

canyon.
10. Sonorella sitiens montezuma P. & F. No. 130628. Station 323.
11. Sonorella sitiens comobahiensis P. & F. No. 118102. Station 133,

S. end E. side of Quijotoa Range.

Plate VII.—Fig. 1.

—

Sonorella binneyi imperialis P. & F. No. 118111. Sta-
tion 151, Empire Mts.

2. Sonorella hahoquivariensis P. & F. No. 111557. Station 27 (1910),
Baboquivari Mts.

3. Sonorella hahoquivariensis P. & F. No. 111551. Station 21 (1910),
Baboquivari Mts.

4. Sonorella b. depressa P. & F. No. 118059. Station 61, Tucson
Range.

5. Sonorella hahoquivarienis depressa P. & F. No. 117519. Station 2,
Baboquivari Mts.

6. Sonorella hahoquivariensis P. & F. No. 117528. Station 3.

7. Sonorella h. depressa P. & F. No. 117527. Station 5, Baboquivari
Mts.

8. Sonorella h. depressa F.&F. No. 118061. Station 58, Tucson Range.
9. Sonorella b. depressa P. & F. No. 117527. Station 5, Baboquivari

Mts.
10. Sonorella h. depressa P. & F. No. 117522. Station 10, Baboquivari

Mts.
11. Sonorella xanthenes F.&F. No. 118095. Kitt's Peak.
12. Sonorella hahoquivariensis var. 118085. Station 117 (1918), rincon

of chief Pablo.
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13. Sonorelln hahoquivarieiisis var. No. 118085. Station 117 (1918).
14. Sonorella tumamocensis P. & F. No. 117524. Desert Laboratory,

Tucson.
15. Sonorella tumamocensis P. &. F. variety. No. 118090. Station 110,

Roskruge Range.

Plate VIII.—Fig. I.—Sonorella insignis P. & F. No. 44040. Station 304
Whetstone Mts.

2-3. Sonorella parva (Pils). No. 44054. Station 270, Huachuca Range.
4. Sonorella hinkleyi tumacacori P. & F. No. 43731 Station 209,

Tumacdcori Mts.
5. Sonorella hinkleyiP.&F. No. 43726. Station 244, Cayetano Range.
6. Sonorella tryoniana P. & F, No. 118104. Station 149, Empire

Range.
7. Sonorella hinkleyi P. & F. No. 43735. Station 243^ S. peak

Cayetano Mts.
8. Sonorella hesterna P. & F. No. 118058. Station 50, N. end Santa

Rita Range.
9. Sonorella hesterna P. & F. penis papilla. The direction of coil was

inadvertently reversed by the camera lucida.
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